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PREFACE

The fifth solar wind conference was held at the Woodstock Inn, Woodstock,

Vermont, November 1-5, 19_2. It followed the successful pattern set by earlier

solar wind conferences in Pasadena, California, in 1904, in Asilomar,

California, in 1971 and 1974, and in Berghausen, Federal Republic of Germany, in

1978.

Solar Wind Five was the first solar wind conference to be heid as an AGU

Chapman Conference. These topical conferences are a memorial to Sidney Chapman,

who was one of the pioneers of solar wind research. Chapman not only attended

the first solar wind conference, but also wrote the foreward to the Proceedings

of that meeting. This time we have no volunteer to summarize the entire meeting

and put it into perspective. We have instead obtained brief summaries of some

of the sessions, usually written by the session chairman.

Detailed plans for Solar Wind Five began to take place at an organizational

meeting in Baltimore in June, 1981. A rather informal organizing committee

consisting of A. Barnes, J. Belcher, D. Bohlin, L. Burlaga, R. Carovillano, M.

Dobrowolny, L. Fisk, J. Gosling, J. Hollweg, A. Lazarus, M. Neugebauer, K.

Ogilvie, R. Rosner, C. Russell, G. Siscoe, R. Schwenn and E. Smith gave advice,

both at that meeting and through the mail. Most of the real work of organizing

the technical aspects of the conference, rounding up papers for the Proceedings,

and getting the papers refereed was done by the Program Chairmen. These people

worked hard, and much of the success of the conference was due to their efforts.

They are:

Solar corona: J. Hollweg and G. Withbroe

MHD waves and turbulence: A. Barnes and K. Denskat

Acceleration of the solar wind: T. Holzer and J. Belcher

Stellar coronae and winds: R. Rosner and E. Leer

Long-term variations: J. Feynman and G. Siscoe

Energetic particles: L. Fisk
Plasma distribution functions and waves: W. Feldman, M. Dobrowolny, and E.

Marsch

Spatial dependences: E. Smith, V. Pizzo, and R. Schwenn

Minor ions: K. Ogilvie

Dynamics: J. Gosling and L. Buriaga

The logistics of the Conference were very ably handled by Anne Greenglass

and her staff at the American Geophysical Union and Anne Bowes of MIT.

V. Pizzo of the High Altitude Observatory has volunteered to organize Solar

Wind Six a few years hence.

Alan Lazarus

Marcia Neugebauer

May 27, 1983
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SUMMARY OF THE SESSION ON THE SOLAR CORONA

Joseph V. Hollweg

SW5 began characteristically with a look at the source of the problem:

the solar corona. Several methods of heating the corona to the desired

million degrees values were explored, among them Alfven "waves," surface waves

and direct dissipation of magnetic fields. A successful quantitative analysis

still eludes us, particularly in attempting to heat the corona above coronal

holes where the magnetic field configuraration lacks the complicated closed

loop structure found above more active regions. Observations of the Sun in

EUV and x-ray reveal a fascinating picture of magnetic structures and emission

which exist from very small scales (e.g. x-ray bright points) to large

sunspots and active regions. Moreover, mass motions and transients are also

evident over this wide range of length scales. These features were

dramatically displayed in recent full-disk observations and movies in, for

example, x-rays and scattered white light. The variations in these phenomena

over the II year solar cycle are considerable, although, interestingly, the

emergence of new magnetic flux, mass motions, etc. are omnipresent in one form

or another. Finally, UV spectroscopic methods are beginning to identify the

initial acceleration of the solar wind in small (_tens of km/s) outflow

velocities in the corona.
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CORONAL HEATING BY WAVES

Joseph V. Hollweg

Space Science Center, Dept. of Physics, Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham, NH
03824

Abstract. We show that Alfven waves or Alfvenic surface waves can carry

enough energy into the corona to provide the coronal energy requirements.

Coronal loop resonances are an appealing means by which large energy fluxes

can enter active region loops. The wave dissipation mechanism still needs to

be elucidated, but a Kolmogoroff turbulent cascade is fully consistent with the

heating requirements in coronal holes and active region loops.

Introduction

The solar chromosphere and corona are heated mechanically. The energy

requirements of the chromosphere and corona are roughly comparable but one

usually speaks of 'the coronal heating problem', presumably because of the

spectacularly high temperatures there; it is probably a mistake to conceptu-

ally separate the chromospheric and coronal heating problems, but space

constraints require us to do so here. Spicules present the dual problems of

heating and accelerating the chromospheric gas. Locally, in a spicule, the

energy requirements are comparable to the chromospheric and coronal heating

requirements; again, it is probably a mistake to separate the spicule problem

from the overall energy balance of the solar atmosphere.

In this review we discuss theories which invoke waves to heat the corona.

If we are willing to interpret the word 'waves' broadly enough, there are good

reasons for invoking waves. First, any mechanical process requires that the

convection zone do work, followed by the mechanical transfer of energy upwards

_ the _= m_ _I_ _ .... _ ....... _ ..... if work _ _^ _^ A^--^....................... _ ................. and it

is a fact of life that virtually all motions in the solar atmosphere obey

hyperbolic equations which yield wave or wave-like solutions. For example,

the linearized versions of the twisting motions invoked by Parker in the next

paper obey the Alfvenic wave equation. Second, the corona is observed to
contain ubiquitous non-thermal motions of the order of 10-30 km s--(rms) (e.g.

Bonnet, 1978; Cheng et al., 1979; Doschek and Feldman, 1977; Feldman et al.,

1975). These motions are unresolved in space and time. For the reasons given

above, it is likely that these motions can be thought of as waves. We will

argue below that the observed motions may contain sufficient energy to heat

the corona, and a wave theory of coronal heating seems possible. Third, the

solar wind may serve as a prototype. Alfven waves (e.g. Belcher and Davis,

1971) and/or surface waves (Hollweg, 1982a) appear copiously in the solar wind

beyond 0.3AU and there is some radio evidence for the presence of significant

wave fluxes in the acceleration region of the wind (Hollweg et al., 1982a).

Successful Alfven-wave-driven solar wind models have been constructed (e.g.

Hollweg, 1978a). And the behavior of heavy ions in the solar wind suggests

the operation of wave-particle interactions (see Isenberg's review in this

volume). The solar wind may be telling us that the sun radiates energetically

significant wave fluxes, and that waves can heat (and accelerate) at least

part of the solar atmosphere.

In short, it seems that it should be possible to construct a successful

wave theory for coronal heating. And in view of the first point in the pre-

vious paragraph, it is possible that virtually every theory can at some level

5



be thought of as a wave theory. Nonetheless, a successful wave theory has not

yet emerged. In the following we will summarize some current thinking on the

subject. We will point out where wave theories succeed and where they fail.

And we will suggest some possible routes to be followed in the future.

Some other recent reviews are Hollweg (1981a), Kuperus et al. (1981),

Priest (1982a), and Wentzel (1978a, 1981).

Energies Required and Available

We begin with a brief definition of the problem in terms of the energies

required to heat the corona. It is useful to split the corona into three

types of regions: i. coronal holes, out of which high-speed solar wind

streams flow (e.g. Hundhausen, 1977; Zirker, 1977); ii. quiet corona, con-

sisting of large-scale closed field regions, such as the helmet streamers;

iii. active region loops, consisting of small-scale coronal regions of en-

hanced pressure with a loop-like morphology, presumably tracing out closed

magnetic field lines (e.g. Rosner et al., 1978; Webb, 1981; Withbroe, 1981).

Convenient summaries of the energy requirements of these regions have been

given by Withbroe (1976, 1981).

Coronal holes and quiet corona lose energy via radiation and heat conduc-

tion back down into the chromosphere. In addition, coronal holes lose energy

by heat conduction out into the solar wind; this latter energy loss could be

very large if the high-speed streams are driven thermally, as discussed by

Olbert in this volume. Ho_es _nd quiet corona require an energy flux density

of a few times i0 _ erg cm-- s-- entering from below. And if the _igh-spee_

s_[eams are thermally driven, the holes may require as much as i0- erg cm

s . The volumetric heating rate can be estimated by dividing the energ_ flux

density°by the distance over which the heating occurs. If we take 3xl0 erg- -I -4

cm__ s fo_3thelflUx density, then the heating rate lies between i0 and
i0 erg cm s for heating distances in the range (0.05 - 0.5)r .

s
The active region loops lose energy via radiation and via heat conductlon

along the magnetic field lines back down into the chromosphere. In this case

a useful rule-of-thumb can be obtained by paraphrasing Rosner et al. (1978)

and Withbroe (1981). Let E H be the volumetric heating rate of the l_op

pla_ma:l The radiation loss out of the (optically thin) plasma is n -_ erg
cm s , where n is electron concentration and _ is a function ofeT

(electron temperature) only. If we neglect flows, the energy equation e'is

2

V • q = EH - n _ (i)e

where _is heat conduction. Assuming that q is classical electron heat
s%_

conducfion along the magnetic field, we can rewrite (1) in the form

_ 1 2 IEHTe5/2 K Ipe22 qe = K dT o _ T ½ dT (2)
o e <2 e e

where it has been assumed that the loop's cross-_$_tional area is constant (<
is Boltzmann's constant, p is pressure, and K T " is the heat conductivity).

o e
We now take E , # and p to be constants The loop is assumed to have a maxi-

H e "

mum temperature T where qe = 0, and it is assumed that qe ÷ 0 as T + 0;max e
the latter constralnt requires

7 pe 2 _5
(3)

EH- 3 <2 T 2
6 max



and we obtain

oe20qe 2 _ 4 2 T 3/2 _ (_e_) (4)
3 < e max

The quantity # can be eliminated in favor of the loop length as follows:

the usual expression for qe we have

K T 5/2 aT (5)
o e e

ds =

Iqel
where s is distance along the loop. Inserting (4) into (5) and integrating

from T = 0 to T = T gives
e e max

Pe L _ (T) _max I (6)

From

where L is twice the distance from T = 0 to T .

gives finally e max

TE H L % 7K 7/2
L max

Inserting (6) into (3)

(7)

Since _ does not appear in (7), it is probable that errors associated with

restricting # to be a constant will not be very significant. Equation (7)

gives the required energy flux density if all the energy comes up along the

loop from one of its footpoints; half that value is required if equal flu_s

come up both footpoi_ts. For a6short (long) loop we take L _ 6x10- (6x10--)

cm and T = 2 x_10 (2.5 x.10 ) K, a_d wSth K = 8.4 x !0- (c.g.s.) we ob-
. X I _ --_ -± O , •

tazn E..L_.I x i0 (2.4 x IQ ) erg cm_ s ; th_ eo[respondzng volumetrlc
heating rates are 1.8 x i0 -j (4 x i0 -°) erg cm -_ s- . It is interesting to

note that both the energy flux density and the volumetric heating rate are

smaller on longer loops; it is the task of theory to explain this.

Can the observed nonthermal velocities in the corona supply the required

energy flux densities? It is easy to show that slow (sound) waves cannot do

the job, and we will henceforth ignore them. For2the fast or Alfven modes, we

calculate the energy flux density to be 2p _v v where v A is the Alfven
o rm_ , A

speed and p is the coronal density (the factor 2_.allows _or 2 polarlzation
O -ID --J

states). For coronal holes we take p = 3.3 x i0 gm cm. , B = 8^Gau_s,
-I O . V D -Z --

6v = 30 km s , and the energy flux deD_zty is _.4 x i0 erg cm s . For

ac_ve region loops we take p = _.2 xl0 gm cm (for a mean2molecular

we'_ght of _, this density yieYds a tota__i pressure of 2 dyne cm- 7if T = _2_3 X_l
i0 K), B = i00 Gauss, _v = 30 km s , and we obtain 3.7 x i0 erg cm s

, S 1

for the energy flux densl_y. Thes_ energy fluxes are adequate to supp_y the
required energies, if the 30 km s- nonthermal motions are fast or Alfven

waves.

Can the nonthermal velocities supply the required volumetric heating

rates? Write

2)
E H = 2m i (2Po_Vrm s (8)

where _. is the imaginary part of the wave (angular) frequency (the second

facto_ %2' again a_lows for 2 polarization states). Coronal holes require E

< i0- erg cm-- s--, and (8) implies _i/_ 0.4 if the wave period is 300s (t_e

7



-3 -3
later figure is a guess). Active region loops require E 5 2 x i0 erg cm

s -g, and (8) implies _./_< 0.17 if the period is 100s (th_ _eason for this

choice of period will _e given below). Our estimates of _i/_ are not larger

than i, and it can be meaningful to talk about propagating, but damped, waves.

Finally, we must ask whether the convection zone can do enough work on the

system. We will assume that the work is done on the intense photospheric

magnetic flux tubes (for a review see Spruit, 1981a). If the energy propa-

gates as an Alfven wave, the convective motions can supply an energy flux

density to the corona of

2Pc 6v 2 v. (Bcor/B c)c_rms AC (9)

Here the subscript 'c' refers to the top of the convection zone,the factor '2'

allows for two polarizations, and the factor (Bcor/B c) represents the area ex-

-7 -3 1
passion of the flux tube. Taking p = 3 x i0 _gm cm and _v = km; . C / -Z -I C rms
s--, we obtain energy flux densl_les of 295 Xll0 erg cm s l_ a coronal
hole (B = 8 Gauss) and 3 x i0 erg cm-~ s-- in an active region loop (B

cor
= i00 Gauss). These values exceed the requirements by more than an order-_ {

magnitude. As we shall see, this is fortunate, since most of the wave energy

is reflected before reaching the corona. (Strictly speaking, equation 9

ignores the details of the wave generation process at the top of the convec-

tion zone. A detailed analysis of the coupling between convection and the

photospheric flux tubes is really needed, but not available.)

Reflection and Transmission

Fast waves

The coronal pressure is small compared to the_magnetic pressure. The fast
• . 2 2 2

mode disperslon relatlon is then approximately m = k v , where k is the
A

wavenumber. Upon splitting k into horizontal (h) and vertical (v) components,

we obtain

k 2 = _-/-_
v VA 2 - kh2 (10)

Taking the _ - k h structure for the known solar motions in2the photosphere and
chromosphere, HoIlweg (1978b) found that the sun yields k < 0 in the corona.

v .
Fast waves can be expected to be evanescent in the corona_ i.e. they suffer

total internal reflection somewhere below the corona. Fast waves can not be

expected to supply the required energies to the corona. Moreover, the situa-

tion is worst in the _ctive regions, which have the greatest energy require-

ments; the reason is that the active regions are observed to be highly struc-

tured (implying large k. ) and to have strong magnetic fields (implying large

v_). Leroy and Schwart_ (1982) and Schwaztz and Leroy (1982) concur with this
A

conclusion. (See also Osterbrock, 1961.)

However, we note that interesting results have been obtained by Habbal et

al. (1979). They postulate the presence of coronal fast waves with a period

of 3s. They use ray-tracing techniques to follow the propagation of the wave

energy, and emphasize the tendency of the fast waves to refract into regions

with smaller v ; some waves can even be trapped inside a dense loop, in

analogy with t_e trapping of light in an optical fiber. They consider the

Landau/transit-time damping of the waves (e.g. Barnes, 1966). 2 An interesting
feature of the damping is that it increases with 8 = , if 8 is small

P 8_pp/B P
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(the subscript 'p' refers to the protons). In the isothermal model of Habbal

et al., 8 is largest where v is smallest. Thus the waves refract toward

regions o_ larger damping. This means that the fast waves can heat some

coronal regions more strongly than others. The effect is enhanced by a

'positive feedback', whereby local heating increases 8 along a given field

line (since heat conduction spreads the heat along B),Pwhich in turn increases

the heating, and so on. A 'catastrophic' situation can occur in which once

fast waves begin heating the plasma, they dump all their energy in a small

flux tube. Habbal et al. suggest that such a scenario can account for the

highly structured nature of the corona in a natural way. But it has to be

shown that the waves exist, and that equation (i0) can be overcome.

Alfven waves

Unlike fast waves, these waves never totally internally reflect, and we

consider them in some detail. Hollweg (1981b) has considered the propagation

of small-amplitude (linearized) axisymmetric twists on a background potential

magnetic field which has an axisymmetric untwisted fleur-de-lis structure. If

the axis of symmetry is vertical, the twisting motions do not couple to

gravity or to the radiation field, and they are non-compressive. If the

motions vary as exp(i_t), they obey

B
o

-m2r2x - 4_p ° _s [r2Bo _ ]
(ii)

_m2y = r2Bo _s [

B
O

4_Po r2
_s ] (12)

imy = r2B _X (13)
os _s

where X _ _vs/r, y E r 6B_, the subscript 'o' refers to the background, the

prefix '8' r_fers to the wave, 8 is the angle about the axis of symmetry, s is

distance along any field line, and r(s) is the distanc_ from the axis to the
field line. For field lines near the axis we expect r B _ constant, and (ii)

becomes o

32 6ve_
- 0 (14)( v 2 + _2 )

_s2A r

Equation (14) is the Alfvenic wave equation; we deal with it in what follows.

If v A _ e s/2h, then (14) has the solution

6v8 (i) (2)

r [aHo (E) + b H ° (_)] eimt (15)

where _ = 2h_/VA(S), and a and b are complex constants. From (13)



-Jr Bos [aHl(1)(_) + bHl(2)_)] ei_t
6B8 = VA

The time-averaged Poynting flux, <_>, is along the magnetic field:

(].6)

B

<S>. = - 4_~--°°<_Ve _B8> (17)

From (15) and (16) we obtain

B 2r2

<S > = _ (lal 2 - Ibl 2 ) (18)

s 82hm

From the form off_8), we interpret the H (I) part of (15) as the upward-going
o

wave, and the H "-" part of (15) as the downward-going wave (Hollweg, 1972).
O ,

Now the exponentlal behavlor of vAused in (15) - (18) roughly represents

the probable behavior in the chromosphere and transition region of a flux

tube, but v is much more nearly constant in the coronal part of a flux tube

(Figs. 3 an_ I0 of Hollweg, 1981b). If the corona extends to infinity, as in

a coronal hole, it is possible to obtain some useful analytical results by

considering a two-layer model, in which

v A = v A = constant, s > 0 (19a),cor

s/2h
v A = v A e , s < 0 (19b),cor

Here s > 0 represents the corona, and s<0 represents the chromosphere and

transition region. Equations (15) - (18) apply in s < 0, while the usual

harmonic solutions apply in s > 0. At s = 0 we apply the matching conditions

that _vl and _B_ be continuous (this ensures continuity of <S >). The

matchin_ 8 sconditlons give

H (i) _ i H1(1)
: o

- (2) _ i HI(2) (20)a Ho

where the argument of the Hankel functions is 2hm/v_ _ e. From (20) we
cot

can calculate the reflection coefficient, R, i.e. t_ ratio of downward-going

energy flux to upward-going:

R = Ibl2/lal 2 (21)

In the limit of small _, we obtain

R % l-2_e (22)

(Equations 19-22 have been given by Leer et al. (1982). They are a special

case of Hollweg (1972).) Since equations (20) - (22) are obtained from the

matching conditions at s = 0 it seems natural to think of the reflection as

i0



occurring at the discontinuity in scale height there (Hollweg, 1972).

However, Wentzel (1978b), following Tolstoy (1973), and Leroy (1980) have

argued that R is really the accumulated reflection off of the entire chromo-

sphere and transition region. The latter interpretation is probably correct,

but we are then perplexed as to why R can be calculated solely from the

matching conditions at s = 0.

For a flux tube__ntering a coronal hole we might have h = 250 km, and

v. = 1200 km s . If the wave period is 300s, the energy transmission

c_[cient is I-R = 0.055. In the7Previous2sec_ion we estimated that the

convective work c_n _upply 2.5 x I0 erg cm- s- . Multiplying by I-R gives

1.4 x i0- erg cm--s-- available to the corona. This is enough to supply the

energy requirements.

The situation is different on an active region loop. We imagine the loop

to be stretched out so that (possibly important) complications arising from

the curvature are ignored (e.g. Wentzel, 1978b). But we must now at the very

least consider a 3-1ayer model, since there is a chromosphere and transition

region at each end of the loop (an 18-1ayer model was considered by Hollweg,

1981b). We take

v = v exp(s/2h), s < 0
A A,cor

(23a)

v A = VA,co r, 0 < s < L (23b)

v A = VA,co r exp [-(s-L)/2h'], s > L
(23c)

We imagine there to be a source at the far end of the loop, in s > L. We

impose the boundary condition that there be only an outgoing (from the source)

wave in the region s < 0. The other two regions have both upward-and

downward-going solutions. Applying matching conditions at s = 0 and s = L

allows us to calculate the ratio of downward-going energy flux to upward-going

flux in the region s > L. Again calling this ratio R, we obtain

R IN/DI= (24)

where

[ (I) (2) (i) (2) _N = H 1 _)Ho (_) + Ho (8)H 1 (_) cos kL

H (i) (8)HI(2) (e) _ H (i) (8)H (2) (_)]sin kL+ 1 o o

(25)

and

D = [HI(2) (8)Ho(2) (U) + Ho,(2)(8)HI(2) (C*)] cos kL

[ (2) (2) (2) (2) ]+ H 1 (8)H 1 (_) - Ho (8)H o (_) sin kL (26)

We have defined e= 2hm/VA,cor, 8 = 2h' m/v A and k =,cor' _/VA,cor"
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Expressions (24) - (26) have not yet been analyzed in detail. But they
take a simpler form if e = 8, and if e, 8 << I. Then

and

N_ Y_sin kL + 2 YoYI cos kL (27)

D_ N + 2iY1 cos kL (28)

It is interesting to note that N can be exactly zero at certain resonant
frequencies which are approxmately given by

res _ m_VA,cor/L (29)

where m = 1,12, 3... (For example, the resonant period is 40s if m = i, v
= 3000 km s- , and L = 6 x i0- km.) At these frequencies the reflections A'c°r

vanish, and a large energy flux can pass through the corona and out the other

end of the loop. In the vicinity of one of the resonances it is possible to

use (24), (27) and (28) to obtain the following expression for the energy

transmission coefficient:

I-R =
1

i + (YiL/2VA,cor)2(m-O_res)2 (30)

Denoting the full-width-at-half-maximum by A_, we find

res L (31)
A_ - Q % 4_h

(Q denotes the quality). If L = 6 x 104 km and h = 150 km, then Q = 32; the

resonance is moderately high quality.

We h_ve__iready estimated that the convection zone work can supply 3 x 108

erg cm s . If this power is in a band width B , then the energy flux

density passing through the corona in one resonan_ peak is

A_ _ (32)
Fre s = (3 x 108) Be 2

where the factor (_/2) comes from integrating2th__. _ area under (30). From Fig.
3 of Ionson (1982), we estimate B _ 3 x i0 s . Then from (29) and

(31)-(32) we find _ _

Fres = 6.2 x 1011mh VA,cor/L 2
(33)
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Note that longer loops receive less p_wer, as (qualitatively) observed. If we
take h = 150 km, v = 3000 km s--, L = 6 x i0- km and m = I, then

7 A- cor -2 -i _
F = 7.8 x i0 _rg cm s . rnis is more than enough energy to supply the
res

oop, but this energy goes right through the loop, since we have put no damp-

ing into the calculation. The calculation with damping still needs to be

done, but work in progress shows that adequate energies can reach and stay in

the loop, since damping tends to broaden the resonance peak, compensating for

its reduction in height.

Equations (25)-(33) are new, but some of these ideas have been considered

previously. Ionson (1978) was the first to show that standing waves can be

excited on active region loops. The first paper to show that resonances can

eliminate the reflections and allow Alfven wave energy to enter the corona was

by Hollweg (1981b). The same point was made independently by Zugzda and

Locans (1982), but their Alfven wave equation differs from (Ii) and (12)

above. Ionson (1982) has discussed the resonances using RLC circuits as an

analogy. This approach omits some physics, however. For ex_mple,4in the

absence of dissipation Ionson gets Q = _, and he uses Q = i0--- i0- in his

paper; by contrast, we find Q = 30 or so, even in the absence of dissipation.

An interesting point made by Ionson (1982) is that there appear to be two

classes of loops (active region loops and 'large scale structures'). There

may also be two peaks in the photospheric power spectrum. Ionson suggests

that a narrow-band resonance is a natural means by which the details of the

power spectrum could be mapped into the corona, and thus a double-peaked

spectrum can give rise to two classes of loops.

Alfvenic Surface Waves

The corona is highly structured. In the limit that the structuring takes

the form of discontinuities, it is possible to find new wave modes supported

by the surfaces. These surface waves have recently been of considerable

interest. See Edwin and Roberts (1982), Gordon and Hollweg (1983), Hollweg

(1982a), Ionson (1978), Roberts (1981a, b), Wentzel (1979).

Consider a cold, stationary background plasma which varies only in the X -

direction. The background magnetic field vector varies in X, but its magni-

tude is constant. The system supports small-amplitude fluctuations obeying

_v

[__ _] (34)
e_Vx = _X q2 _X

2 2 2 2 2 • 2
where q _ k - _ /v_ and e K 4_p _ - (_ _ ) ; the fluctuations vary asA O _ O

exp[ik y + ik z - i_t]. Now2assume that everything is uniform except at a
discontinuity _t X = 0. If q > 0 everywhere, it is possible to find solu-

tions which evanesce away from the discontinuity as exp[±qx]. The dispersion

relation for these surface waves follows by requiring that 6v and

(e/q2)_v /_X be continuous at X = 0. x

For example, suppose B is constant and in the z-direction. Suppose also
_o 2 2

that k is large, so that q _ k . The dispersion relation turns out to be
Y Y

m 2 _ Bo2

kz2 4_0av (35)

where O is the average of the densities on the two sides of the discontinu-
av

ity. Equation (35) is similar to the dispersion relation for Alfven waves.

These surface waves generally turn out to be rather similar to Alfven waves.
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In particular, they propagate energy along B . Much of what was said about
_o

Alfven waves in the previous section applies to surface waves as well. They

may be suitable candidates for coronal heating, although many details, such as

their ability to propagate energy through the chromosphere and transition

region, remain to be worked out.

It is interesting to note that surface waves may be present in the solar

wind (Hollweg, 1982a).

Wiggles of Thin Flux Tubes.

Spruit (1981a, b) has considered transversal oscillations of thin vertical

magnetic flux tubes imbedded in a field-free gas. If the tube is in pressure

and temperature equilibrium with its surroundings, then the (small) horizontal

displacements of the tube obey:

(28t+i) a2_ - g _z + 2
at 2 P

(36)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and 8tI=f constant is the ratio of
gas to magnetic pressures inside the flux tube. the atmosphere is

isothermal, we can take _exp[ikz-i_t] and (36) yields:

where

_2

k = 4_pp [-i + ( _ - 1) % ] (37)
c

2 2
mc = $ p

8P (28t+i)

(38)

The waves have a low-frequency cutoff. If the temperature is 104K, if the

molecular weight is 1.3, and if 8 = i, we find from (38) that periods longer

than 900s are evanescent; this istnot a severe restriction.

These waves carry energy along the magnetic field. If _ >> m , the phase

and group velocities are comparable to the sound speed. They c_uld carry

energy into the low chromosphere. However, the tubes cease to be thin above

the low chromosphere, and a more detailed analysis is necessary. They could

couple some energy into the fast and Alfven modes, which could carry the

energy to greater heights.

Dissipation

The general conclusion of the previous section is that Alfven or Alfvenic

surface waves, and to some extent transversal tube waves, can in principle

supply the corona with its energy requirements. This is the first

requirement of a coronal heating theory. The second requirement is that the

waves deposit energy as heat. Wave theories of coronal heating have so far

failed in this regard, but we will summarize some of the possibilities.

One point to note at the outset is that the observed coronal motions, if

interpreted as magne ic waves, are uite linear In a ronal hoe we might
-_ q • __ -½ . .

have v _ 1200 km s (if B = 8 Gauss and p = 3.3 Xll0 gm cm ), while In

an actlve region loop we might have v A _ 4000 km s- (if B = i00 Gauss and p =

14



-15
5.2 x i0
wind.

gmcm-3) . In all cases 6Vrms/V A << I, in contrast to the solar

Viscous Heating.

Coronal viscosity is mainly due to the protons. Following Braginskii

(1965), the proton collision time in an electron-proton plasma is

T = 0.75T 3/2 -i
n s (39)

P P P

for a Coulomb logarithm of 22. In the corona _ T >>i (_ is the proton

cyclotron frequency) and the protons are well-t_dPto the_iel@/½ines. Of the

five viscosity coefficients given by Braginskii, _ _ IQ- T _" (cgs) is byo -z

far the largest; shear viscosity is smaller by (_cpTp) (roUghly). If only

_o zs considered, the viscous heating rate is

1 2 _v _Vz 2

Qp = _o [3 (q " v)~ -2 _z V • v~ + 3(_-) ] (40)

where_z is along the magnetic field. For purely parallel motion Q = (4/3) n

(V.y) z while for purely transverse^motions Q = _ (V • y)2 /3. A_ a rule-of °

thumb we will take Q = n (V • v)Z. p o

In an active region lo°p we o_serve Q < 2 x 10 -3 erg cm-3s -I. U_ing the
equation of continuity, this requires _pP /p < 0 8 if T = 2 3 x i0 K and if

s o _ " p -4 -3 -i
the wave period is 100s. In a coronal hor_e w_ observe Q < i0 erg cm s .

This requires 6p /p < 0.9 if T = 1.5 x l0 b K and if _h_ wave period is

300s. Such largerm_en°ity fluctuations may occur occasionally in small regions

in the corona, but they are not compatible with the requirements of heating

the emtire corona by any of the waves discussed so far.

Heat Conduction

Coronal heat conduction is due mainly to the electrons. They too are tied

to the field lines and the heat conduction is along the magnetic field. The

plasma heating rate due to heat conduction damping of waves is

_T 2

(____e) T -i (41)
Qe = KI_,e _z oe

where the heat conductivity is < = 8.4 x 10 -7 T 5/2 (cgs) for a Coulomb

logarithm of 22. u,e e

Low-frequency waves induce nearly adiabatic temperature fluctuations, i.e.

I_T I _ (y - I) T IV • 6_I/_, where y = 5/3 is the ratio of specific heats.
eo

We _hen find (taklng T e = Tp)

Qe
-- = 8.4 x 109 (y-l)2T k 2/ 2 (42)

Qp e z

If T = 2 x 106Ki we find that viscous heating dominates heat conduction if

m/k e> 860 km s- Coronal Alfven speeds generally exceed this value, and we

deduce that heat conduction will be even less effective than viscosity in

damping the waves.

For completeness we should mention that heat conduction smooths out the

temperature fluctuations in high-frequency waves. This reduces the
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effectiveness of heat-conduction damping even further. See Gordon and Hollweg
(1983).

Shocks.

We have already mentioned that Alfven, fast, or Alfvenic surface waves are

to a good approximation linear in the corona. Shocks probably do not form in

the corona. However, Hollweg et al. (1982b) have suggested the possibility

that shocks can form in the chromosphere, on their way to the corona. Hollweg

et al. considered Alfven waves, which steepen into a train of shocks which are

nearly switch-on shocks (see, for example, Boyd and Sanderson, 1969). These

shocks enter the corona, and can carry substantial energy fluxes. Hollweg et

al. suggested that some of the impulsive events observed in the transition

region (see the article by Dere in this volume) could in fact be the shocks.

The volumetric heating rate due to a periodic train of weak switch-on

shocks with period T is

B 2 Av 4
_ o t

Qsos 32_T ( _ ) (43)
VAo

if the coronal pressure is small compared to the magnetic pressure ( Hollweg,

1982b) ; Av is the jump in the velocity component transverse to the shock
t -z

normal. Since Q _ B , this mechanism yields negligibly small heating rates
• . O . . .

mn active regions. However, it could concelvably work mn corona] holes or

quiet corona if B and T are small enough, and _f Av t is large enolgh. For

o iexample, if B = 5 Gauss,5P = 3.3__ i0 _v gm cm--, Av t = 200 km s , and T =
100S, we obta°n Q = i0 erg cm s The corona can be heated over an

s s
extended distance _y thls mechanism.

Switch-on shocks are probably a worst case. A best case for shocks is a

train of fast shocks propagating across the magnetic field. If the shocks are

weak and if the coronal pressure is small compared to the magnetic pressure,

the volumetric heating rate is

B 2

_ 0 Av )3
Qfs - 16_---_ (

VAo

(44)

where Av is the velocity jump across the sho_k. In an active region lOO_lWe
might have B =i00 Gauss and v = _000 km s. ". .If we take Av = 200 km s

o AO -_ -J -i

and T = 100s we find Qfs = 6 x i0 erg cm s . This is comparable to the

heating requirements of some moderate lengt_ loops. In a coronal hole we5

mi_t _ave B ° = 5 Gauss and v. = 800 km s , and we find Q_ = 7.8 x i0 erg_o . i
cm s- . The heating of the coronal hole is substantial in _his case.

Thus fast shocks propagating across B can yield substantial heating. The
_o

same is presumably true for fast shocks propagating at some not-too-small

angle to B . But where would such shocks come from? One guess is that they
_o

could form in the chromosphere in the manner investigated by Hollweg et al.

(1982b) for switch-on- shocks. In fact, the study of Hollweg et al. is

probably unrealistically restricted, since there is no reason to expect that

the sun will yield shock normals which are nearly aligned along the magnetic

field; in view of the strong cross-field structuring observed on the sun, the

opposite is probably the case, and further studies must be done. In any

event, we will ultimately have to rely on observations to tell us whether

shocks with the required frequency and amplitude do in fact form in the

chromosphere and enter the corona.
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Phase Mixing and Turbulence.

Consider two neighboring magnetic field lines along which energy is propa-

gating in the form of an Alfven wave. If the phase velocities are different

on the two field lines, then the motions on those field lines will not always

maintain the same phase relationship. The motions will move in and out of

phase, and (in the latter case) extremely large cross-field velocity gradients

can develop. Heyvaerts and Priest (1982) (see also Priest, 1982b) have

pointed out that this phase mixing is ripe for viscous dissipation. They

consider the special case where B is in the z- direction, 6v is in the
_O . , .

y-direction, and v A = VA(X) . Unfortunately, slnce the motlons in this case
are shears, the viscous damping will be weak, because m T >>i; this limita-

tion of the efficacy of viscosity was not considered byC_ey_aerts and Priest.

Heyvaerts and Priest consider also the possibility that large velocity

shears between neighboring field lines can result in Kelvin-Helmholz instabil-

ities. (They consider in particular the situation on coronal active region

loops, where the resonances discussed in section IIIB lead to nearly-standing

waves on the loops. A similar idea was mentioned earlier by Hollweg (1981b)

with regard to Alfven waves in the chromosphere. Since the solar atmosphere

is not homogeneous, and since there is no reason to expect phase coherence

between motions on different field lines, phase mixing may be a ubiquitous and

important effect.) Priest (1982b) estimates the Kelvin-Helmholz growth rate

to be _. _ k_, I_v I , where k, is the transverse wave number associated with the

velocit_ shears. But it must be kept in mind that the driving velocity shears

in this problem are time-dependent. For the analysis (which assumes that the

driving shears are steady) to hold i it is necessary that _. >> m. If we take
- i _ --i

m = 2_/(100S), and 16vl = 40 km s (corresponding to 6v _ 30 km s ), we
S "b

require lw_ = 2_/k!<< 4000 ks. This is not a strong constraint (the active

region loops are only a few thousand km in diameter), and Kelvin-Helmholz

instabilities may occur. The instabilities may initiate a turbulent cascade

to higher wavenumbers where viscosity (or some other process) can convert the

energy into heat.

Heyvaerts and Priest (1982) and Priest (1982b) consider also the possibil-

ity that the phase relationship between Alfven waves on neighboring field

lines J s such as to produce large magnetic shears. Tearing-mode instabilities

are then possible. (This idea was also discussed earlier by Hollweg, 1981b.)

Priest (1982b) estimates the tearing growth time to be

-4/7 -3/7 -10/7
(45)

1013 -3/2
where n _ 2 x T (cgs) is the magnetic diffusivity; in computing B wee
have taken the perpendicular electrical conductivity (Braginskii, 1965) and a

Coulomb logarithm of 22. (Note that _ is so small in the corona that classi-

cal electrical resistivity fails miserably as a dissipation mechanism.) For

the analysis (which assumes that the magnetic shears are steady) to be valid,

it is necessary that _Tt i << i. If the waye period is 100s, this_{equires
<< i0 km, where we have _aken T = 2.3 x I0 _ K, and l_yl = 40 km s _. It is _

e
not known whether the coronal waves are structured on these scales. But

tearing instabilities, if they occur, can initiate a turbulent cascade to

higher wavenumbers.

Suppose a turbulent cascade is initiated. How effective will it be?

Unfortunately, most turbulence theory has been developed for incompressible

fluids with isotropic turbulence. Neither condition can be expected to apply

in the corona. However, as Montgomery (this volume) says, "it's the only game
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in town", so we'll play anyway. For fully-developed Kolmogoroff turbulence
one expects

E(k) _ C e 2/3 k -5/3 (46)
O

where k is wavenumber, C % 1_5 is a universal (?) constant, IE(k)dk = <_v 2>,
• . 0.%

and e (dlmenslons = veloczty _ time -_) is the rate at which <_y2> cascades to

high wavenumbers. Integrating (46) from k to _ gives
O

k <_v2> 1/2
e o ~ (47)

= 2(1.5 Co)3/2

where it has been assumed that all the energy is in k > k . Now we can regard

e/(2<6_2>) as a measure of the damping rate, _., since th_ cascade pumps

energy to arbitrarily high wavenumbers where it is absorbed and converted into

heat. Equation (47) then yields (c.f. Section II)

23/2k°_°_Vrms3 (48)

E H =
(i.5 C )3/2

o

(we have again allowed for 2 polarization states). The problem is that we

are not sure what to put in for ko.. If we take ko = 2z/l,_ w_h l,=_ 3_00 km (a

reasonable gues£1for an active region io_), Pc _35"_i x i0 gm cm , and
6v = 30 km s , we find E = 2.5 x i0 erg cm s Comparison with

secr_on II shows that this i_ adequate to heat the active region loops. In a

coronal hole we might haye I, to be the mean distance between the photospheric

magnetic flux tubes %10 km, and wzth p = 3 3 x i0 gm cm we obtaln E
-5 -3 -i " H

= 4.7 x i0 erg cm s . Again, we obtain an adequate heating rate. We

tentatively conclude that a turbulent cascade can provide the required heat-

ing. But a theory for turbulence which is applicable to the corona must be

developed. We suggest that this subject be vigorously pursued in the future.

(The author thanks Dr. C. Smith for advice on this paragraph.)

Surface Waves

Ionson (1978) has considered the propagation of surface waves on

non-discontinuous 'surfaces' He considers the problem discussed previously,

which has (35) as its dispersion relation in the case of a truly discontinuous

surface. He finds, however, that m is now complex, with

mi = _ Po2 IkylaAvA(4_Pav )½
Pol + __ + 2)-1 B (49)
Po2 Pol o

where 'a' is the thickness of the 'surface' and Av is the difference between
A

the Alfven speeds on the two sides. Ionson interpreted _. as a damping rate,

but Lee (1980) pointed out that it _s not correct to thin_ of damping of a

normal mode, because there are no normal modes in this problem (unless a = 0).

Instead, the appearance of _. represents a readjustment of the system's energy

distribution. (Lee suggestslthat the situation is analogous to leakage of

particles out of a potential well, as in radioactive decay. _. represents the

leakage out of the well, but there is no net loss of particles_) The energy

flows into the surface. Steep gradients develop in the surface, and viscous

dissipation will eventually occur in a thin layer. It seems likely that the

dissipation in the thin layer w_ll adjust itself to absorb the energy flow
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into the surface, as suggested by Ionson (1978). The problem with dissipation

still needs detailed study, but it may represent a promising mechanism for

converting wave energy into heat in many thin layers in the corona. (See also

Lee et al., 1983).

Summary

-i
The corona is observed to move with velocities of 30 km s or so, rms.

Since most coronal motions obey hyperbolic equations, it is reasonable to

think of the motions as being waves.

If the motions are Alfven or Alfvenic surface waves, they can carry the

required energies into the corona. Some large fraction of the energy is

presumably reflected in the chromosphere and transition region, but theory

indicates that sufficient energy can be transmitted into the corona. Loop

resonances may play a special role in allowing energy to enter the active

region corona.

The problem is with the dissipation. Viscosity is the most promising

dissipation mechanism, but special conditions have to be fulfilled. The wave

energy must ultimately appear at sufficiently short spatial scales so that

viscosity becomes effective. Fast shocks may be suitable, since the shock

thickness automatically adjusts itself to yield the required entropy jump

across the shock. A turbulent cascade seems even more promising, but an

anisotropic compressive turbulence theory still needs to be formulated.

Surface waves may be yet another route by which the wave energy finds itself

at small enough spatial scales for viscous heating to be effective. But the

detailed analyses of these processes still need to be done.

Another area where more work is needed is the following: We have conceptu-

ally separated the coronal heating from the chromospheric heating. And we

have regarded the chromosphere and transition region as being fixed entities

which carry (and reflect) the waves. But the coupling between the chromo-

sphere, corona, and transition region may be an integral part of the entire

atmosphere's energy balance. And the coupling may be strong and dynamic. For

example, Hollweg (1981b) and Hollweg et al. (1982b) have argued that the

chromosphere and transition region may themselves be set into vigorous motion

as the waves propagate from the photosphere into the corona. (A possible

connection with the spicules has been noted by Hollweg et al. (1982b) and by

Hollweg (1982c).) It is not yet clear how this dynamic coupling affects the

ideas presented in this review.

Finally, we have been implicitly regarding the waves as non-impulsive. Yet

the observations discussed by Dere in this volume suggest the opposite: the

transition region moves violently and impulsively. What are the implications

of these observations for coronal heating? We have already mentioned that the

impulses could be shocks, but the issue is far from being resolved. These

observations demand further study.
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DIRECT CORONAL HEATING FROM DISSIPATION OF MAGNETIC FIELD

E. N. Parker

Department of Physics

University of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois 60637

ABSTRACT

It was pointed out some time ago by Rosner, Tucker, and Vaiana that the

visible corona of the sun appears to be heated by direct dissipation of mag-

netic fields. The magnetic fields in the visible corona are tied at both ends

to the photosphere where the active convection continually rotates and shuffles

the footpoints in a random pattern. We have shown that the twisting and wrap-

ping of flux tubes about each other produce magnetic neutral sheets in a state

of dynamical nonequilibrium such that the current sheets become increasingly

concentrated with the passage of time. Dissipation of the high current densi-

ties takes place regardless of the high electrical conductivity of the fluid.

We suggest that the work done by the convection on the feet of the lines of

force at the surface of the sun goes directly (within a matter of 10-20 hours)

into heat in the corona. The rate of doing work seems adequate to supply the
necessary 10?ergs/cm2sec for the active corona.

The preceding paper, by Hollweg, on coronal heating by waves provides a

sufficient introduction to coronal heating for the purposes of the present

paper. Here we are interested in the heat supply to the active corona, com-

posed of x-ray loops and filaments emitting a total energy of the order of
107ergs/cmesec.

The convective motions in the photosphere supply a variety of magnetic

strains and fluid motions (MHD waves) to the solar corona, forming the basis

for the many ideas presently in vogue for coronal heating. Indeed, it would

be surprising if there was not some contribution from each of several classes

of waves. The problem is to establish the principal contribution, and that

brings us to the physics of the dissipation. The familiar viscous and resis-

tive effects yield characteristic dissipation times of |&/_ and |t/_in field

structures with a scale _ . Neither is adequate to provide significant dissipa-

tion of waves with scales of km or more. For instance, magnetic structures

with a scale of 103km decay in periods of I0 _ years. Evidently something more

effective than passive diffusion of magnetic structures and wave motions must

be operating universally in the corona. Something very much more effective!

Now it has been known for a couple of decades that the corona of the sun

is particularly hot and dense in regions of strong magnetic field. The UV and

x-ray observations in recent years have established just how close this relation

really is. Rosner, Tucker, and Vaiana (1978), summarizing the observations and

the implications of the theoretical models of coronal loops, conclude that, for

various reasons, all sources can be ignored except direct conversion of "static"

magnetic energy into thermal energy. They suggest that the visible corona is

entirely a magnetic creation, supported, confined, and heated directly by the

magnetic field. And that brings us firmly up against the problem of the dissi-

pation of magnetic fields in the highly conducting gases of the solar corona.
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Howcan magnetic energy be converted directly and rapidly into heat?

In view of the high electrical conductivity (d = i016-i017/sec) of the
coronal gas and the relatively weak fields (_ i0 2 gauss), the only known means

for converting magnetic energy directly into heat is through concentration of

the magnetic strain %/x6 (i.e. the electric current _ = _/_) Vx 8) into thin
sheets. One can estimate that the current sheet must have a thickness of i km

or less if the resistive tearing mode is effective, or if sufficient plasma

turbulence can be generated by an electron conduction velocity comparable to

the ion thermal velocity, or I m or less if it is necessary to drive the elec-

tron conduction velocity as high as the electron thermal velocity to achieve

the necessary dissipation. So consider why electric currents (i.e. the magnetic

strains) might concentrate into exceedingly thin sheets.

The usual state of affairs in the magnetic regions of the solar corona in-

volves re-entrant fields arching up from the photosphere into the corona over

dimensions of i03-i0 s km, with typical field strengths of 10 2 gauss. The fields

are rooted in the dense convecting gas of the photosphere which shuffles the

footpoints of the lines of force and causes the lines to wrap and wind about

their neighbors, as sketched in Figure I. The basic physics of the situation is

contained in the topology of the winding pattern of lines of force, which is

more easily treated in the straightened configuration sketched in Figure 2.

The principal field may be taken to be uniform with strength _o extending in the

z-direction from the anchor plane _ =-L to the anchor plane £ = + L . The

surfaces _ _ L represent the photosphere where the fluid shuffles about in

complex patterns, wrapping the lines of force around each other as sketched in

Fig. 2. So long as the scale Z of the shuffling is sufficiently small compared

to the length L of the lines, the field direction deviates but little from the

z-direction and the change in the field from the original uniform _o is small.
One can write

B = ezBo + b (i)

where _ _.

To treat the simplest case, consider static equilibrium of the magnetic

field B in an incompressible medium of uniform density_ , so that the total

pressure in the fluid can be written __/Qq _ , and the equation for equilibrium
reduces to

4n_P = _GTxS,)xB. (2)

Write _= _o +_p • It is then a simple matter to show that equilibrium

far removed (>)_) from the boundaries _ _ • L is possible only for

_b/_ = O (Parker, 1972, 1979, pp. 359-391; Yu, 1973; Rosner and

Knobloch, 1982). That is to say, the winding pattern of the lines of force

must be invariant along the uniform field _Q in the z-direction. If this con-

dition is not satisfied, one finds that the resulting dynamical nonequilibrium

takes the form of localized neutral point reconnection at various locations

throughout the field where the topology of the winding pattern changes. In
other words, the nonequilibrium involves the formation of current sheets whose

thickness declines with the passage of time until dissipation, of one form or

another, becomes important. The transverse components of b that cause the

nonequilibrium are then "eaten" away by the dissipation at a rate _ cm/sec,
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Fig. i: A sketch of the field above a

bipolar magnetic region, illustrating

the wrapping of the lines

about their neighbors.

i

Fig. 2: A straightened field in which the

lines of force wrap in irregular patterns

about their neighbors.
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where

VA/NM IIz _ U _<, V A /_n N_ (3)

in order of magnitude (Parker, 1957, 1979, pp. 392-439; Petschek, 1964) where

VA is the characteristic Alfven speed computed in the transverse field _ ,

and N_ is the effective magnetic Reynolds number |VA/_ . . The resistive

diffusion coefficient _ may or may not be enhanced by plasma turbulence, and

a local resistive tearing mode may become operative depending upon local con-
ditions.

One recognizes that the random shuffling of the footpoints of the coronal

fields must introduce transverse components b whose topology varies along the

field, causing that part of _ to be dissipated directly into heat through the

familiar neutral point reconnection.

It can also be shown that any tube of flux that is displaced and misaligned

relative to its neighbors is dissipated through unlimited decrease of the trans-

verse dimension (Parker, 1981a,b).

But what about the transverse field that is invariant along B_ , i.e.
_f_2 _ O ? Such fields are composed of twisted flux tubes that

extend uniformly from _ = - L to _ = + L • The equilibrium conditions are
well known. With _'_ = O one writes

s,, = ÷ =
Substituting into (2) yields the conditions

P= P = B, (A)
so that

&
P+ B,/8 = FCA)

where _" is an arbitrary function of its argument.

then required to satisfy the field equation

v'A+4 r'(A) =o.

(4)

(5)

The vector potential is

(6)

The fluid pressure is uniform along each line of force so that P is controlled

at the boundaries Z =_L . There are generally infinitely many solutions to

(6) for any reasonable choice of the arbitrary pressure function _(A), and

there are infinitely many reasonable choices for F'(_) , so solutions to (6)

cover many field configurations. It is a curious fact, however, that all such

solutions possess special symmetries that are generally not honored in

nature. In fact, there is generally no equilibrium among more than two close-

packed twisted flux tubes, and then only if they are of opposite twist. Three

or more close packed twisted tubes produce neutral point reconnection (called

coalescence of islands in laboratory plasmas) which reduces the transverse field

toward two opposite twisted tubes across the entire xy-plane (Parker, 1983a,

c), which we will explain in a moment.

Altogether it follows that the transverse field introduced by the shuffling

and rotation of the footpoints is dissipated directly, through neutral point

reconnection, into heat, whatever the topology of _, invariant or otherwise.

That is to say, the formation of thin current sheets is a natural consequence of
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the dynamical nonequilibrium of the field.

It follows that the heat input to the corona is equal to the average rate
at which the convection in the photosphere does work on the footpoints of the
magnetic field. Unfortunately the rate at which the convection does work on the
field is not easy to estimate, but it is generally believed to be as large as
the 10?ergs/cm2sec required for active coronal regions (Sturrock and Uchida,
1981; Parker, 1983b). Rememberingthat the field is composedof isolated in-
tense flux tubes of some1600 gauss at the photosphere, consider an active re-
gion where the meanfield is 102 gauss, so that approximately one sixteenth of
the area of the photosphere is occupied by flux tubes of 1600 gauss. If the
transverse componentin the meanfield is, say, 20 gauss, then the transverse
field in the concentrated flux tube is of the order of 80 gauss. The transverse
Maxwell stress is then 8_J4_ _ 10_dynes/cmz in the concentrated tube at
the photosphere. If such a stress acts against fluid velocities of the order of
200m/sec, the rate at which work is done on the field is 2xl0Sergs/cmZsec.
This occurs over one sixteenth of the area, so the meanrate at which work is
done is approximately 107ergs/cmZsec.

It would seem, therefore, that the visible corona can be understood as a
direct consequenceof the shuffling and rotation of the solar magnetic field in
the photospheric convection, through the general dynamical nonequilibrium of the
resulting distorted magnetic field. Wepresume that this is generally the case
in all stars where a magnetic field extends into a tenuous atmosphere from a
dense convecting surface below. The dynamical nonequilibrium (i.e. the neutral
point reconnection) goes sufficiently rapidly in the tenuous atmosphere, where
VA is large, that the work done on the field by the convection is converted
directly into heat. The x-ray corona, then, is the magnetic offspring of sur-
face convection.

But now let us go back to the assertion that close-packed twisted flux
tubes generally have no static equilibrium, in spite of the variety of solutions
to (6). The problem with the solutions to (6) is most readily demonstrated by
considering a solution to (6). To treat the simplest case, suppose that

c + k'A z.

where C and _ are constants. Then (6) becomes

V'A+ Zk'A --o.
The solution

(7)

represents close packed flux tubes of opposite twist arranged in a checkerboard

pattern. The projection of the lines of force on the xy-plane is given by

A(_7) = constant, sketched in Figure 3. Note that each twisted tube would be

circular in cross-section were it not squashed into a square cross-section by

the pressure of its four neighbors, all with opposite twist to the tube in ques-

tion. Each tube presses hardest against its neighbors at the middle of each

face, of course. The pressure rC_is constant along each line of force, so the

pressure around the boundary of each cell is uniform. Hence, the deformation

into a square cross-section is carried out, not by the uniform pressure F_,

but by the pressure of the transverse field ( B_, 87).
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Nowconsider what would happen if a flux tube were replaced by a tube of
opposite twist, as sketched in Figure 4. It would then be surrounded by four
neighbors with the same twist as itself, with the result that the transverse
field (8_, _ ) changes sign abruptly across each commonboundary. Nothing
else but the sign of (8_,6_) is changed, of course, so that the equilibrium
condition (6) is satisfied everywhere except perhaps at the boundaries. Need-
less to say, the reversed tube is squashed into a square cross-section by the
extra pressure exerted by its neighbors on each of its four faces. But that
pressure is not transferred across the boundary by the transverse field because
the transverse field passes through zero as it changes sign across the boundary.
Hence, the extra pressure can only devolve upon the fluid, causing the fluid
pressure to be larger near the middle of each face. The higher pressure near
the middle of each face squeezes the fluid out from between the opposite fields
on either side of the boundary, expelling the fluid along the boundary into the
region around the vertices. It is just the familiar neutral point reconnection
scenario, of course, leading to coalescence of the transverse fields of neighbor-
ing tubes, as sketched in Figure 5.

The general principle is that no tubes with the samesense of twist can be
in equilibrium where they are pressed together over a commonboundary of finite
length. The equilibrium solutions to (6) surround each cell with cells of op-
posite twist, permitting contact of cells with the sametwist only at point
vertices. The fact is that in nature the twisted tubes are formed to sizes and
strengths that generally do not pack together with the necessary delicate bal-
ance at their vertices. They tend to mash together to form commonboundaries
instead of commonpoints, as sketched in Figure 6. And even if we imagine the
unlikely situation that all tubes have the samesize and strength, all neatly
assembled in an alternate checkerboard pattern as sketched in Figure 3, we
should be aware that they would soon slip into the lower energy state of hexa-
gonal close packing, in which all vertices involve three, rather than four,
cells. Whenever three cells are packed together, at least two have the same
sense of twisting, providing neutral point reconnection on at least one of the
three commonboundaries.

To express the problem in different terms, consider the commonvertex of
three close-packed flux tubes. At least two of the tubes must have the same

sense of twist, with the result that they undergo neutral point reconnection on

their common boundary. The reconnection can be avoided, of course, if a fourth

flux tube with opposite twist is pressed in between the two with the same twist.

The difficulty is that the fourth tube must be pressed in between with just

enough force that it extends to the common vertex. If it fails to press in all

the way to the vertex, the two tubes with the same twist still have a common

boundary, with its nonequilibrium neutral point reconnection. On the other hand,

if it presses a little too far, then it finds itself with a common boundary with

the third of the original three flux tubes, which has the same sense of twist as

the fourth, and again there is nonequilibrium. The vertices shown in Fig. 6 il-

lustrate this problem, where the four-way junctions of cells are in fact made up

of two three-way junctions or vertices because the pressures in the four partic-

ipating flux tubes generally do not balance perfectly to meet only at a point

vertex. The fourfold (or sixfold, etc.) vertex necessary for equilibrium is

something that is achieved only in mathematical constructions, never in physical

constructions by chaotic nature.
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The general absence of equilibrium for any close-packed collection of

twisted flux tubes of various strengths and sizes can be demonstrated in more

formal ways (Parker, 1983c,d,e). The present qualitative description is design-

ed to illustrate how the neutral point reconnection comes about. The basic fact

is that any close-packed wrapping of fields leads directly to neutral point re-

connection until the field is reduced to no more than two invariant tubes of

opposite twist. We suggest that this general dynamical nonequilibrium of mag-

netic fields is the basic source of heating in the active stellar corona.

The net result is that the work done by the fluid in shuffling the footpoints

goes more or less directly into heat in the fluid above.
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HRTSOBSERVATIONSOF THE FINE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS

OF THE SOLAR CHROMOSPHERE AND TRANSITION ZONE

Kenneth P. Dere

E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research

Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSTRACT

Arc-second UV observations of the Sun by the NRL High Resolution Telescope

and Spectrograph (HRTS) have led to the discovery of dynamic fine structures

such as 400 km s -1 coronal jets and chromospheric jets (spicules) and have

provided new information about the structure and dynamics of the transition

zone. These observations are reviewed and their relevance to the origin of the

solar wind is discussed.

Introduction

Recent results derived from UV observations of the solar chromosphere and

transition zone made by the NRL High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph (HRTS)

are presented here. These observations have an inherent interest since they

are made with the highest spatial resolution yet obtained in the UV and show the

first UV observations of solar fine structure. They are also of specific

interest to this conference since the solar wind and many of its disturbances

presumably originate somewhere near the solar surface. The HRTS instrument

consists of a Cassegrain telescope which focuses a solar image with i arc-sec.

resolution onto the slit jaw of the spectrograph which produces stigmatic photo-

graphic spectra of the 1000 arc-sec, long slit in the 1175-1710 A wavelength

range. To date, there have been four rocket flights of the HRTS instrument

(referred to as HRTS 1-4) and it is scheduled to be flown on Spacelab 2.

The Chromosphere

Figure 1 shows some of the general properties of the quiet Sun in the HRTS

spectra. On the left is a spectroheliogram obtained in H_ by Sacramento Peak

Observatory essentially simultaneously with the HRTS spectra obtained during

the third flight. The Hm image consists of dark absorption features, the dark

mottles, which outline the supergranulation cells. Also indicated is the

position of the HRTS slit and the corresponding stigmatic spectra in lines of

C I (104 K), Si II (2 x 104 K) and C IV (105 K). All three ions show intense

emission where the slit crosses the supergranular cell boundaries although the

C IV emission appears in some cases to be shifted towards the limb. This is

consistent with limb brightening curves which show C IV to be produced 4 arc-

sec. above the photosphere. An absolute wavelength scale can be determined

from the narrow Si I lines in the vicinity with a accuracy of about 2 km s-1.

Examples of small scale structures observed in the HRTS spectra are shown

in Figure 2. Here, a short segment of HRTS i C IV and C I spectra near the

limb are displayed. At the top of the C IV spectra is a coronal jet with line
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Figure I. HRTS spectra of Si II, C IV, C I and an Ha spectro-

heliogram at the limb of the solar south pole.

of sight velocities of 200 km s-I and projected radial velocities of 400 km s-1.

Shifts to the left are blueshifts and are caused by plasma moving toward the

observer or away from the Sun. Near the bottom of that figure is a "turbulent"

event characterized by wide, symmetric C IV profiles which are produced by random

nonthermal velocities on the order of 150 km s-1. In the C I spectra, at least

six chromospheric jets are seen as emission features in the line wings which are

caused by plasma moving at 10-20 km s-I. It is interesting to note that the

coronal jet and turbulent event seen in C IV have no noticeable cospatial signa-

ture in the C I profiles and the chromospheric jets seen in C I both occur where

the C IV intensity is quite low. This is true for the particular events seen in

Figure 2 and in general.
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Figure 2. Examples of fine structures observed in HRTS spectra:

coronal jets, turbulent events and chromospheric jets

(spicules).

Spicules, which play a important role in the convective transport in the

solar atmosphere, have been seen in visible light above the solar limb for

over a hundred years. They are slender _ets of gas which are observed to rise

and often fall at a velocity of 25 km s -I. However, there has never been an

identification of spicules with any known phenomenon on the disk although it is

often assumed that they are the dark H_ mottles. We now believe there is

sufficient evidence to identify the chromospheric jets seen in Figure 2 as

spicules on the disk (Dere, Bartoe and Brueckner, 1983).

Typically the chromospheric jets (spicules) have a size of 1-2 arc-sec.

projected along the sllt and twice as many blue shifted (rising) events are

seen as the weaker redshifted (falling) events. It is possible that with greater

sensitivity we would see equal numbers of the two. The chromospheri_ jets can

be seen in other lines of C I such as the allowed multiplet at 1657 A and

the intercombination lines near 1613 _ as well as in lines of other chromo-

spheric ions such as Si I, Si II and S I. However, they are not seen in

lines of somewhat hotter ions such as C II or Si III and as we have previously

noted, C IV is often extremely weak at the sites of chromospheric jets. Clearly

they are exclusively a chromospheric phenomenDn. Spicule profiles of the C I

1560 A lines are shown in Figure 3 as well as nearby nonspicular profiles fo E

comparison. The spicular emission peak is shifted to the blue by .05 to .i A
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Figure 3. The profiles of the C I lines near 1560 A in a spicule.

The arrows indicate the observed average wavelength of

the three lines (blends) made up of the five C I lines

labelled A through F.

corresponding to line of sight velocities of I0 to 20 km s -1 and shows no self

reversal as do more typical nonspicular profiles. From the intensity and lack

of self absorption in these profiles a temperature of 1.6 x 104 K and density

of I0 II cm -3 are derived. These are comparable to what is found from visible

light observations.

Many observers have come to believe that the dark H_ mottles observed on the

disk should be identified with the spicules seen at the limb although a study of

H_ mottle profiles (Grossmann Doerth and v. Uexkull, 1971) shows that the

velocities in the mottles are significantly lower than those in spicules. This

same study did find region of 20 km s -I flows but only in "quite unconspicuous,

little gray features" which were not considered important. Our own observations

confirm the low velocities in the supergranular cell boundaries where the mottles

are found. The chromospheric jets (spicules), while not as bright as the network

emission, are nevertheless quite conspicuous in the ultraviolet spectra. The

chromospheric jets are generally unrelated to the dark Hm mottles.

In conclusion, we confirm many of the known physical properties of spicules

derived from ground-based observations as is to be expected. The surprising

new result is that spicules occur in the supergranulation cell interiors and

not at the boundaries where the strongest magnetic fields tend to be clustered.
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The Transition Zone

o

The two strong C IV lines near 1550 A are our primary diagnostics for

the transition zone. Both lines are formed around 105 K and are optically thin

on the disk. The regions viewed by the HRTS 3 slit include the limb above a

polar coronal hole which extended up to a latitude of 50 ° , mostly quiet Sun and

a filament near Sun center. We quantify the information in the profiles by

taking moments of the wavelength weighted by the specific intensity. In this

way we derive the integrated line intensity, the net Doppler velocity and the

line width. These three quantities are shown in Figure 4 for HRTS 3 data along

the entire slit. Some of the more intense regions, such as the limb, are over-
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Figure 4. Intensity (er_ cm -2 s -I st-l), velocity (km s-l) and

line width (A_) for C IV A1548 and A1550 as a

function of position along the slit.

exposed and are not plotted. The limb defined by the continuum is near an

indicated height of 17 arc-sec. Again, the regions of high C IV intensity

generally pick out the chromospheric network although there is no strong point

for point correlation with C I intensities which also pick out the network.

In fact, from their respective autocorrelation coefficients for line intensity,

the C IV transition zone structures have a typical size of 1.5 arc-sec compared
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to 8 arc-sec for the C I chromospheric structures. Preliminary two-dimensional

images in C I and C IV show this large scale relationship (the network) between

the two but show little similarity in the small scale features.

The llne of sight velocities displayed in Figure 4 are predominately away

from the observer and from this one can conclude that the transition zone

consists of material generally falling toward the solar surface. The velocity

data, as summarized in Figure 58 do show some regions of upflows but the

average Doppler shift is 0.028 A which corresponds to a downflow a 5.4 km s -I
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Figure 5. Relative frequency of occurrence of the C IV

Doppler shifts.

at disk center. We emphasize that our velocity scale is relative to the nar-

row chromospheric Si I lines and should be accurate to 0.01A or 2 km s -I.

Above the limb redshifts are also seen. An examination of these C IV llne

profiles shows that their peak is near the rest wavelength and the derived

redshlft is due to the greater strength of the red wing as compared with the

blue. As we noted, a polar hole extended up to a latitude of about 50 °

during the HRTS 3 flight. This latitude corresponds to a relative position of

240 arc-sec on Figure 4. There is no sign of major large scale outflows in

the transition zone of this polar coronal hole. Using a wavelength scale

referenced to chromospheric lines, Doschek, Feldman and Bohlin (1976) also

find little evidence for outflows in coronal holes. Rottman and Orrall (]982)

show a relative blueshift between coronal holes and other solar regions but in

the light of the above results, it is not clear that this can be interpreted as

an absolute blueshift in coronal holes.
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Previous studies of the transition zone at lower resolution (Lites et

al. 1976 and Gebbie et al. 1981) have found that regions of downflow are --

correlated with regions of high intensity. However our own data show no real

correlation between these two quantities as presented in Figure 6. In a large

4 5 _- 18X3

C IV

4 18-- 1549. 1888

]

28.

Figure 6. A scattergram of C IV intensity versus C IV

velocity near Sun center.

scale sense, there are certainly some bright regions which show strong down-

flows but this relationship breaks down in general and when these regions are

examined in detail. An autocorrelation analysis also shows that the size of

the bright C IV regions is around 1.5 arc-sec, and the 3 arc-sec, size of the

flowing structures is significantly larger.

The line width data shown in Figure 4 reveal a number of wide profile

events along the slit which consist of both the jets and the turbulent

events, examples of which were displayed in Figure 2. Brueckner and Bartoe

(1983) provide a detailed anlysis of the jets and turbulent events. Even the

more typical profiles have a line width which requires turbulent or nonthermal
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velocities on the order of 21 km s -I together with thermal broadening to

explain the observed width. The rise in the line width toward the limb is due

to the integration over an increasingly larger number of flow fields.

Turbulent velocities in the turbulent events range from 50 km s -I to

250 km s -I. Most of these events occur only once but some of the larger ones

are observed to reoccur at the same position in our 4 minute observing time.

Size scales are often at the instrumental resolution (i arc-sec.). They are

seen in lines spanning the temperature range 2 x 104 to 2 x 105 K although ap-

parently similar events have also been observed in coronal (2 x 106 K) lines in

the Skylab data.

A time history of one of the more spectacular jets is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. A time sequence of coronal Jets observed in C IV.

This particular jet, seen as the strongly blue shifted emission in C IV _1548,

appears four times at the same location during a four minute rocket flight.

The maximum velocities which reach 400 km s-I are consistent with an

acceleration of 5 km s -2 that persists throughout the observed lifetime. The

Jets contain material over a wide range of temperatures (2 x 104 - 2 x 105 K).

One interpretation is that of a magnetic loop being expelled outward through

the solar atmosphere. The H_ slit jaw pictures do not show any feature that

might correspond to the Jets.
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The time sequence of C IV spectra in Figure 8 shows numerous examples of a

less spectacular but more prevalent sort of jet. These have maximum velocities

of from 80 to 150 km s-I and often have both blueshifted and redshifted com-

ponents. Their size is generally near the instrumental resolution.
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Figure 8.
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A time sequence of C IV spectra showing numerous

i00 km s-I jets.
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Origin Of The Solar Wind

The solar wind has an associated mass flux of 2 x 1012 g s-I which must
be present at chromospheric and transition zone levels and should be observable
with suitable instrumentation. In the chromospherethe only significant
vertical flows that we observe are in the spicules; about 2/3 are outflows and
i/3 downflows (since the downflows are less intense, it is possible that there
are equal numbersof each). Roughly only one in 10 spicules produces a
measurable blueshlft in the transition zone. From a density of 1010 cm-3, a
velocity of 25 kms-1 and a fill factor of 2%, the average outward mass loss

in spicules observed at transition zone temperatures is 2 x 1013 g s-I, an

order of magnitude above solar wind requirements. The downward mass flow in

the transition zone for a pressure neT e = I015cm -3 K and a velocity of

5 km s-1 is 5 x 1014 g s-I. This latter figure assumes a fill factor of

unity which rests on the interpretation of the transition zone as an extremely

thin (20 km) layer. Since most high resolution spectroheliograms of the upper

chromosphere and corona show the ubiquitous presence of filamentary structures,

it is likely that the transition zone has a similar consistency. In that case,

fill factors of 0.i can be derived and the downward transition zone mass flow

is reduced to 5 x 1013 g s -I still an order of magnitude above the solar wind

value.

The are two ways to consider these order of magnitude mass flow estimates.

First, the origin of the solar wind can be explained with only small changes

in these very rough numbers, so that the transition zone downflows return the

spicular mass not needed to sustain the solar wind. The second approach is to

say that the spicule upflows and transition region downflows constitute a

closed circulation system with no mass flux available for the solar wind. It

is perhaps even more likely that the spicules themselves produce no net mass

transport. In this case we must look elsewhere. The HRTS data suggest the

jets as likely candidates (Brueckner, Bartoe and VanHoosler, 1977).

An upper limit on the mass in one of the numerous 100 km s -I jets is about

3 x 108 g. The birthrate for these jets is 170 s -I on the solar surface and

the consequent mass loss is about 5 x i0 I0 g s -I which is much less than that

in the solar wind. The mass content in the large 400 km s -I jet seen in

Figure 8 is estimated to be 2 x 1011 g. During three rocket flights, a total

of six large jets have been observed. In the third flight which had the

greatest spatial coverage_ only one of the large jets was observed and a rate

of 4 jets per second on the entire solar surface was derived. Observatlons of

jet-llke structures in C IV spectroheliograms above the limb indicate that on

the entire solar surface, _ets occur at the rate of 5 s -1. Thus the mass loss
due to the large 400 km s -i jets is 1012 g s -l, which is quite close to the

mass loss of the solar wind. The kinetic energy released in these jets is

3 x 1028 erg s-I which is higher than the total energy flux in the solar wind

at the Sun. Thus, there is sufficient mass and energy in these high speed

jets to supply the solar wind. Such a non-steady source would imply highly

variable solar wind parameters, especially near the Sun.
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X-RAYOBSERVATIONSOFTHESOLARCORONA

L. Golub
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

X-ray observations of the Solar corona during the past two
decadeshave shown the fundamental importance of closed loop structures
in determining x-ray emission properties. Wesummarizethe major
observational facts relating inner coronal structure and brightness
to the emergenceand subsequent diffusion of surface magnetic fields,
including the formation of coronal holes and their relation to high-
speed Solar wind streams. The small size scale end of the emerging
magnetic flux spectrum, known as x-ray bright points, dominates the
magnetic flux emergenceprocess and maybe related to the existence
of polar plumes. Flares in bright points are known to be linked to
macrospicule events in the XUVand Ha. Wewill also show a movie of
the x-ray corona as seen from Skylab, covering eight Solar rotations
at time resolution downto 90 seconds.
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ABSTRACT

Spectroscopically observable quantities are descrihed which are sensitive
to the primary plasma parameters of the solar wind's source region. The method
is discussed in which those observable quantities are used as constraints in
the construction of empirical models of various coronal structures. Simulated
observations are used to examine the fractional contrihutions to observed spec-
tral intensities from coronal structures of interest which co-exist with other
coronal structures along simulated lines-of-sight. The sensitivity of spectro-
scopic observables to the physical parameters within each of those structures
is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

High resolution spectroscopic measurementsof UV, EUVand XUVradiation
from the extended solar corona can provide highly constrained empirical models
of the coronal plasma structures that produce solar wind. Newspectroscopic
diagnostic techniques are being developed to specify electron temperatures and
densities, ion velocity distributions and densities, outflow velocities of
coronal particles into the solar wind, chemical abundancesand vector magnetic
fields.

Although spectroscopic measurementsare somewhatless straightforward to
interpret than in situ measurements, their use in astrophysics and in controlled

thermonuclear research is well established as a powerful means of determining

the properties of plasmas that may not be amenable to in situ techniques. The

usual approach for interpreting spectroscopic data is to develop a model of the

plasma of interest that is constrained by the values of observable quantities.

Ideally, each observable is sensitive to and governed by a specific plasma

parameter (e.g. a spectral line profile that is primarily controlled by the

velocity distribution of the corresponding particle species). Empirical models

that are used to specify plasma parameters and their spatial variations are

relatively unconstrained by theory, take into account the basic physics of

spectral line formation, and treat the line-of-sight contributions in a self

consistent manner. Such models do not depend upon, nor specify, the physical

processes that may be operating within the plasma such as the energy and

momentum transport and deposition mechanisms. The model is an empirical de-

scription of the observed plasma and specifies throughout the plasma structure,

the local values of the basic plasma parameters (e.g. particle velocities and

densities). To establish a high level of confidence in a model it is necessary

to determine a large number of partially redundant observational constraints
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which are sensitive to all of the primary plasma parameters and to requlre the
model to reproduce all of the measuredspectroscopic quantities.

Once the derived plasma parameters are specified in this way, they can be
introduced into more sophisticated models which contain a theoretical descrip-
tion of probable physical processes that maybe responsible for maintaining the
properties of the plasma of interest. These models inevitably lead to an im-
proved understanding of the physics of the observed plasma because the empirical
constraints result in the rejection of candidate physical processes whose
presence would be inconsistent with the observations. With an increasing number
of empirical constraints, the range of possible physical models is narrowed and
a meaningful understanding of the nature of the plasma of interest can be
established.

In the case of the solar wind acceleration regions of the solar corona,
empirically derived knowledge of plasma conditions has been extremely limited,
and, hence, energy and momentumdeposition processes as well as the principal
mechanismsfor energy and momentumtransport (other than radiation and thermal
conduction) have not been identified. Spectroscopic measurementsof open and
closed magnetic structures of the extended corona and detailed modeling can help
to establish the identity and magnitude of transport and deposition processes
operating in representative coronal structures, thus improving the understanding
of the physics of solar wind acceleration and determining the role of different
types of coronal structures in the production of the solar wind. Observations
of a broad range of ionic species in different structures may help to explain
abundanceenhancementsthat have been observed in solar wind streams at 1AU
(Hirshberg, 1975). Improved knowledge of the physical conditions in the solar
wind acceleration region may also lead to a better understanding of interactions
between magnetic fields and low density flowing plasmas, both for steady-state
flow and coronal transients.

The spectroscopic techniques that we are developing to study the physics of
the source regions of the solar wind have been described elsewhere (Kohl and
Withbroe, 1982; Withbroe et al., 1982a) and will be only briefly identified here.
The primary purpose of this paper is to discuss the approach that is being used
to interpret the observations; in particular, the analysis of the line-of-sight
contributions to the emergent coronal intensities and the sensitivity of speci-
fic observables to the plasma parameters of representative coronal structures.
The final section includes a brief summaryof our initial ultraviolet spectro-
scopic measurementsof the extended corona from sounding rockets and our plans
for more extensive measurements.

II. SPECTROSCOPICDIAGNOSTICS

The spectroscopic diagnostics that we are developing for the solar wind
acceleration region of the extended corona (radii >1.3 R_ from sun center)
makeuse of information contained in measurementsof the intensities and pro-
files of spectral features in the UV, EUVand XUVwavelength ranges. Because
the particle densities in the extended corona are low, the thermalization and
ionization equilibrium times are long and, hence, the various particle species
such as electrons, protons and other ions have velocity distributions that are
not characterized by the sametemperature and have ionization distributions
that are frozen-in at various heights. Several physical processes that have
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been suggested as possibilities for energy and momentumtransport (e.g. Alfv_n
and MHDfast modewaves) affect in characteristic ways the particle velocity
distributions as a function of height. A knowledge of the velocity distribu-
tions of particles of unlike masswould help to distinguish thermal velocity
componentsfrom nonthermal velocities due to energy and momentumtransport
processes (e.g. the transverse velocities of propagating waves). If the large
number of plasma parameters required to describe the solar wind acceleration
region are to be studied spectroscopically, it is necessary to measure a diver-
sity of spectral features that are sensitive to the velocity distributions and
densities of each of the major and someminor constituents of the solar wind
plasma, and also to measure spectral quantities that are sensitive to a broad
range of outflow velocities. In order to understand the role of the coronal
magnetic fields, it would be extremely advantageous to determine coronal values
of that quantity.

A meaningful representation of a coronal plasma must include, amongothers,
descriptions of the behavior of the two major constituents, the protons and the
electrons. The electron density has traditionally been determined from observa-
tions of electron scattered visible light and this continues to be the best
method. A measurementof electron density together with the plasma neutrality
condition and an estimate of the chemical abundanceand ionization balance of
helium permit a straightforward determination of proton density in a model.

Random Velocity Diagnostics from H I Lyman-_

Measurements of the line profiles of resonantly scattered and electron

scattered H I Lyman-_ radiation in the corona are very sensitive to the velocity

distributions of the protons and the electrons, respectively. The resonantly

scattered component depends upon the scattering of chromospheric Lyman-_

photons by neutral hydrogen atoms in the corona. Even though the ratio of

neutral hydrogen to free protons is about i0-7 at coronal temperatures and

densities (Gabriel, 1971), the large coronal proton abundance coupled with the

high intensity of the chromospheric Lyman-_ radiation gives rise to a coronal

resonantly scattered component of Lyman-_ that is strong enough to be measured

out to large distances above the solar surface. The formation of the resonantly

scattered Lyman-_ line has been described by Gabriel (1971), Beckers and Chipman

(1974) and Withbroe et al. (1982a). Because the tenuous coronal plasma is

optically thin to ultraviolet radiation, an observed Lyman-_ profile is a direct

measurement of the run of H I velocities along the line-of-sight. This velocity

distribution includes the thermal motions, nonthermal motions such as the trans-

verse velocities of propagating waves and the components of the outflow veloci-

ties along the line-of-sight. Since the thermal velocities of hydrogen at

coronal temperatures are relatively large (160 km s-I for a thermal temperature

of 1.5 x 10 6 K), thermal motions are expected to be a major contributor to

coronal H I velocity distributions.

The profile of the resonantly scattered component of H I Lyman-_ is also a

measure of the velocity distribution of protons in regions where the coronal ex-

pansion time is much longer than the characteristic time for charge exchange

between hydrogen atoms and protons. For r < 8 RQ in quiet coronal regions and

r < 3 R_ in low density coronal holes, the proton and hydrogen velocities are

expected to be nearly identical and, hence, the profile of the resonantly
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scattered H I Lyman-_ line can be used in models to constrain both the H I and
proton velocity distributions (Withbroe et al., 1982a).

The electron scattered componentof the coronal H I Lyman-_ line is much
weaker (by about 3 orders of magnitude) than the resonantly scattered component
and has a FWHM_50_ compared to the 41 _ width of the resonantly scattered pro-
file. It is produced in the corona by Thomsonscattering of chromospheric H I
Lyman-_radiation. The formation of electron scattered Lyman-_has been dis-
cussed by Withbroe et al. (1982a). Calculated profiles provided in Figure 4 of
that reference show that the shape of the profiles are very sensitive to the
velocity distribution of coronal electrons. The line profile of the electron
scattered radiation is a stronger function of the scattering geometry than is
the resonantly scattered profile.

Random Velocities and Densities from Other Lines

Profiles of the spectral lines of ions such as C IV, N V, O VI, Ne VIII,

Mg X, Si XII, Fe XII and He II which should be observable in the corona out to

r = 3 to 5 Re, can yield information on the velocity distributions of those

particles (Kohl and Withbroe, 1982). For most of the UV, EUV and XUV lines,

the emergent intensity is a combination of collisionally excited and resonantly

scattered components. For ions that are more massive than H I, the thermal com-

ponent of the velocity distribution in the corona is not expected to be as large

as for hydrogen. Hence, the profiles of those systems are expected to be sensi-

tive to nonthermal velocities and, in the case of the more massive species, to

be dominated by them. The ability to distinguish between thermal and nonthermal

velocities is probably the key to discovering the identities of energy and

momentum transport processes that are expected to impart characteristic veloci-

ties to the coronal ions.

It is highly desirable to determine the relative intensities of the colli-

sionally excited and resonantly scattered components of a spectral line because

the former component is sensitive to the density of the corresponding ion and

the latter to outflow velocity. In the case of Li-like resonance lines (Kohl

and Withbroe, 1982), the respective contributions from each mechanism can be de-

termined from the ratio of the intensities of the 2s ISI12 - 2p 2P3/2 and

2s iSl/2 - 2p 2PI/_ fine structure lines (e.g. O Vl _i03_ and _i037). For the
case where the resonantly scattered components of the lines are being pumped by

radiation from identical ions in deeper layers of the solar atmosphere, the

resonantly scattered components will have a 4:1 ratio while the collisionally

excited components of the lines will have a 2:1 ratio.

Outflow Velocity Diagnostics

The intensity of the resonantly scattered component depends upon the number

of particles along the line-of-sight that are capable of scattering radiation in

the spectral line and upon the intensity of the incoming radiation. The inten-

sity of scattered photons is a function of the net outflow velocity of coronal

scatterers. This can be understood by considering a static atmosphere where

the central wavelength of the coronal scattering profile is identical to that

of the incoming radiation and the case of an outflowing plasma where the in-

coming radiation is red-shifted off the center of the scattering profile. In
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the former case there will be a maximumamountof resonant scattering and in the
latter, the amount of resonant scattering will decrease with increasing veloci-
ty. Notice that spectral lines of unlike widths are sensitive to different
ranges of outflow velocity. This intensity dependence, termed Doppler-dimming
(Hyder and Lites, 1970; Beckers and Chipman, 1974), provides the sensitivity of
observable quantities that is needed to constrain the values of outflow veloci-
ties in a model of an observed coronal structure. In Figure i, we see that the
H I Lyman-_ line is sensitive to flow velocities greater than I00 km s-I while
the 0 Vl XI032 line is sensitive to velocities in the 30-100 km s-I range and
the other lines are sensitive to somewhatlarger velocities.

I ' ' ' ' l l l , , I ' ' ' l I '

i.o MING

0.8

__0.6

0.4

°.F0 Vl 04"

0.0 ,- , i _"H ,
o IOO z0o 30o

VELOCITY (kin s-l)

Figure i. Doppler dimming calculated as a function

of flow velocity for the resonantly
scattered components of several spectral lines. The
solid O VI curve applies to both the 11031.766 and

11037.587 lines. For velocities greater than 120 km
--I

S , the resonantly scattered intensity of 11031.766
approaches zero, but the 11037.587 _ intensity begins
to increase due to DUmDin_ bv the chromo_nh_r_ C TT

line at 1037.018 _ as indicated by the dashed-curve?

The Doppler-

dimming of the O VI
llne at 1037.587

is particularly inter-

esting because the

resonantly scattered

component of this

line can be pumped

either by 0 VI XI037

radiation from deeper

atmospheric layers or

by the C II llne at

1037.018 _ (Noci,

Kohl and Withbroe,

1983). Pumping by

the latter line

occurs when the out-

flow velocity is

large enough that the

incoming C II profile

is red shifted in the

coronal ion rest

frame by an amount

that is large enough

to make the incoming

C II radiation pro-
f41_ and the 0 V!

_1037 scattering pro-

file overlap. The

dashed line in Figure 1 shows the effect of the C II line on the velocity depend-

ence of the O VI _I037 line. Because of this effect, the ratio of the intensities

of the coronal O Vl _i032 and _I037 lines as a function of radial height in the

corona provides a very useful diagnostic of coronal outflow velocities that is

illustrated in Figure 2. At low heights where velocities are small, the coronal

0 VI lines are formed by both resonant scattering from incoming O VI radiation

and collisional excitatlon and the ratio is between 2 and 4. As the velocity

increases with height, the resonant scattering of incoming 0 VI radiation is

Doppler-dimmed in both the _i032 and _I037 lines and C II pumping of the _I037

line begins to decrease the _i032/_I037 ratio. At p = 1.5 the X1037 resonantly

scattered intensity from 0 VI and C II pumping are about equal. At even greater

heights, the resonant scattering component of the _1037 llne due to C II begins

to dominate and the ratio becomes very small. At larger heights where the velo-
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city is large enough to shift

the C II line beyond the O Vl

11037 line, only the collision-

al components remain and the

ratio again becomes 2.

Magnetic Field Diagnostics

Of all the physical quan-
tities that describe the ex-

tended coronal plasma, the

magnetic field may be the most

significant, but also it is one

of the most difficult to meas-

ure. The magnetic field

appears to influence strongly

the structure of the corona

Calculated ratio of the intensities and its outward extension into

of the O VI 11032 and 11037 lines as the heliosphere. The strength

a function of height for the indicated coronal and configuration of the mag-
hole velocities of Munro and Jackson (1977). netic field in the low corona

_p_a_s5t_ec_it_e_:_n_r:_r:n_e_;_l_fe_;:_:It_:l_:Sa_e:_ers .

At greater heights the coronal magnetic field is swept into interplanetary space.

The spatial variations of coronal densities, and most likely other plasma param-

eters such as temperatures, also appear to be strongly influenced by coronal

magnetic fields which can channel energy carried by waves and/or electron ther-

mal conduction. In addltion,'solar flares and coronal transients probably have

magnetic origins. A possibility to use the Hanle effect (Hanle, 1924; Mitchell

and Zemansky, 1934) for magnetic field diagnostics in astrophysics was original-

ly suggested by Hyder (1965). Quantitative approaches have been described more

recently. In particular, Bommier and Sahal-Brechot (1982) have computed the

effect of a magnetic field on the linear polarization of resonantly scattered

H I Lyman-e. Coronal Lyman-_, which has been observed out to 3.5 R_ using

coronagraphic techniques (Kohl et al., 1980), is polarized in the absence of a

magnetic field. The Hanle effect is the modification of this linear polariza-

tion, due to the presence of the magnetic field. Bommier and Sahal-Br_chot pro-

vide analytical formulae which describe the Hanle effect for H I Lyman-_. In

principle, those formulae could be used in models to specify the degree of polari-

zation and the polarization direction of H I Lyman-e for a given coronal magnetic

field configuration. Although the H I Lyman-_ llne is only sensitive to fields

greater than about 6 gauss, other members of the H I Lyman series are sensitive
to smaller fields.

III. SENSITIVITY OF OBSERVABLES AND LINE-OF-SIGHT EFFECTS

For the purpose of discussing the line-of-sight contributions to the spec-

troscopic observables and fordemonstrating the sensitivity of those observables

to the basic physical quantities which describe a coronal structure, we use a

model which specifies the temperatures, densities and outflow velocities of the

electrons and p_otons as a function of height in several coronal structures that

can be located at selected positions along the line-of-sight of a simulated

observation (see Figure 3). With this model the contributions to the spectral
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llne intensity profile of H I Lyman-_

are calculated for volume elements

along the llne-of-sight. All outflow

velocities are taken to be directed

radially outward. Neutral hydrogen

atoms are assumed to behave identically

to the protons and the ionization

balance of hydrogen is taken from

Gabriel (1971). Only observations of

H I Lyman-_ are considered here, al-

though the llne-of-slght effects for
observations of ions would be similar.

QUIET QUIET

\
STREAMER

Figure 3. The geometry of simulated
observations of a coronal

hole surrounded by quiet coronal

regions and of a coronal streamer.

For models of coronal holes, we

use Allen's (1963) electron density

gradient for a polar region at solar
minimum. For each of the two coronal

holes that are discussed, we adopt an
absolute scale which is chosen to be an

integral multiple of Allen's absolute

scale. The resulting densities are

roughly based on the empirical values

of Munro (1983) for coronal holes of a

similar size. The outflow velocities

are taken to have the radial dependence

given by Munro and Jackson (1977) with an absolute scale that is a specified mul-

tiple of their values. The electron temperature is taken to have a r-2/_ depend-

ence and the absolute scale is normally taken from Wlthbroe et al. (1982a, Figure

ii). Their values of electron temperature (e.g. 1.5 × 106 K at r = 1.76 Re) were

estimated from .ratios of the H I Lyman-_ and white light intensities. The ratios

depend upon the ionization balance of hydrogen which is primarily a function

of electron temperature. The proton and hydrogen random velocity distributions

are assumed to be Maxwelllan and to be characterized by the H I temperatures

given by Withbroe et al. (1982a, Figure ii) who based their values upon measure-

ments of H I Lyman-_ profiles. In some cases, we specify an incremental change

in the temperature.

For models of quiet coronal regions, the electron densities are Allen's

vaAues for an equatorial re on at solar _ _ LLL=_uuu_uw''_=_..^1^-_v=_uu_

calculated assuming conservation of mass flux in spherical symmetry with i00 km

s-I at 4.5 RQ; the electron temperature is normally taken from Withbroe et al.

(1982b, Figure 7) and the proton and hydrogen random velocity distributions are

from the same source. The streamer model is similar to that of the quiet corona

except the electron densities are taken to be 5 times Allen's (1963) equatorial

values for solar minimum.

Basic Geometry of SimulatiOns

The geometry of the simulated observations is shown in Figure 3 where the

plane of the figure lies at a position angle of 90 ° (i.e. the apparent equatorial

plane). The height of observation P is the radial height in solar radii where

the line-of-sight intersects the "plane of the disk" (i.e. the plane which is
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perpendicular to the line-of-sight and passes through sun center). Angles O
are measured from the line-of-sight to radial lines passing through specified
locations in coronal structures. Observations of several coronal structures
were simulated for the present study but most of the following discussion re-
fers to the line-of-sight and coronal structures shownin the upper half of
Figure 3. The structure of interest there is the coronal hole with radial
boundaries between it and two quiet coronal regions. The e angle of the axis
of symmetry is 90° and the boundaries are at ±30° from the center line. This
is a typical polar coronal hole for the declining phase of the cycle and is
similar to one we observed
during our July 20, 1982
rocket flight (Kohl et al.,
1982). Broader holes are
commonlyfound nearer to
solar minimum (e.g. the 1973
polar coronal hole that was
described by Munro and Jackson 3o
(1977) had boundaries at ±70°
from its center line). Smaller
coronal hole-like structures E

also exist, especially in

polar regions near the time v 2o

of solar maximum. We observed

a region on February 16, 1980
that had boundaries of about

±15 ° from its center line.
Z

A similar structure is con-

sidered in Figure 4 and in Io

the related discussion. The

geometry of a simulated

streamer observation is

shown in the lower half of

Figure 3. The streamer o

has cylindrical geometry

with the axis of symmetry

at angle e. Radial lines

passing through the bound-

aries of the streamer at

r = 1.5 R_ would subtend

8 (degrees)
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Figure 4. Contributions to observed intensities of
H I Lyman-e for volume elements of 0.2 Re

lengths which are located along the line-of-sight.
Curves are plotted for simulated observations of a

an angle of 18°. The streamer spherically symmetric corona (dash), a 60 ° coronal
hole (solid line), a 30 ° coronal hole (dots) and ais surrounded by quiet corona.
streamer at 8 = 90 ° (dot-dash).

Fractional Contributions of Structures Along Line-of-Sight

If a spectroscopic observable is suitable for constraining the local values

of a physical quantity in a model, then the contribution to that observable from

the coronal structure of interest should be significant compared to the contribu-

tions from other regions. This is particularly important for the observations

of line profiles, but as we shall see in Figure 6, is not quite as important for

the line intensity. Figure 4 provides the fractional contribution to the inten-

sity of H I Lyman-e from volume elements which have lengths of 0.2 R along the

line-of-sight. The lines-of-sight for the observations of Figure 4 _ntersect

the plane of the disk at p = 1.5. The contributions are plotted against the
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distance of the volume element from the plane of the disk in solar radii. The
angles e to the centers of the individual volume elements are also provided.

The solid line histogram in Figure 4 refers to the corona illustrated in the
upper part of Figure 3. The 60° wide coronal hole has a center line at e = 90°.
Its plasma parameters are the values for a coronal hole that were discussed
earlier. The radial variations of the outflow velocity are taken to be identi-
cal (i.e. multiplier of one) to those of Munro and Jackson (1977) and the mulei-
plier for density is 2 (i.e. densities twice as high as those in Allen's model
for polar minimum). The hole is surrounded by a quiet coronal region with the
parameters described earlier. The maximumcontribution from a volume element
is about 17%in this case and the fractional contribution from thecoronal hole
is 82%with the remaining 18%being contributedby the surrounding quiet corona.
For a spherically symmetric corona with the sameplasma parameters as the coronal
hole, the fractional contribution would be 87%from thesame region of space
occupied by the coronal hole (i.e. 60° < e < 120°). The fractional contribution
from a smaller coronal hole with boundar--ies--ate = 75° and I05°, and the same
outflow velocities but with a density multiplier of 4 (twice the value for the
previous example) is 69%. In each of these instances the structures of interest
provide the dominant contribution and so for similar coronal holes or larger
ones, the Lyman-_ intensity and line profile at p = 1.5 should be controlled by
the parameters of the coronal hole and notby any surrounding quiet regions.
Figure 4 also provides the contributions for a small streamer that is identical
to the one shownin Figure 3 except that the center line is at e = 90° . The
total contribution from the streamer is 64%with the surrounding quiet corona
providing the remaining 36%. Although it is not shownin Figure 4, we also cal-
culated, for p = 1.5, the total streamer contributions for the cases where the
streamer was centered at e = 60° and 30_. The fractional contributions to the
streamer in those cases are 40%and 18%,respectively. Those reduced contribu-
tions are due to the smaller densities at the observed radial heights in the
streamer. This example illustrates the desirability of observing structures of
interest that are located near the plane of the disk.

Sensitivityto Outflow Velocity

Recall from the discussion of spectroscopic diagnostics, that the resonantly

scattered intensity is affected by the outflow velocity. For an observation of

the corona depicted in the upper half of Figure 3, the fractional contribution

from the coronal hole is plotted in Figure 5 for several absolute scales of out-

flow velocity. The coronal hole density multiplier is 2. The outflow velocities

versus height for a multiplier of one times the Munro and Jackson (1977) values

are indicated in the figure. In the case of zero outflow in the coronal hole,

the fractional contribution from the hole decreases with increasing P because

the adopted density gradient is larger in the hole than in the surrounding quiet

corona. Because Doppler-dimming reduces the intensity of H I Lyman-_, the total

contribution from the coronal hole decreases with increasing outflow velocity.

Due to the small velocities encountered by observations at p = 1.5, the hole

contribution at that height is >80% for every curve of Figure 5. For the Munro-

Jackson velocity scale, the contribution reaches 36% at p = 2.5 and 25% (not

shown) at p = 3.0. Of course, broader holes, such as the 1973 polar hole mod-

elled by Munro and Jackson (1977), would tend to contribute larger fractional

amounts to the observed intensity.
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Figure 5. Total fractional contributions from
the coronal hole for observations

of a simulated 60 ° coronal hole surrounded by

quiet coronal regions. Curves are plotted for
outflow velocities in the hole that are 0.0,

0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 times the outflow veloci-
ties of Munro and Jackson (1977).

observed Lyman-_ line intensity

versus P for the same 60°-wide

coronal hole and surrounding

region that were discussed in

reference to Figure 5. Figure 6

illustrates the sensitivity of

the observed H I Lyman-e inten-

sity to the outflow velocity in

the hole for the case where it

is surrounded by a more dense

coronal structure. For p = 2.5

the observed intensity for zero

outflow is about 1.8 times the

value for the Munro and Jackson

velocity scale and about 2.4

times the intensity for 1.5

times those velocities. Notice

that the observed intensity is

sensitive to outflow even in the

case where the fractional contri-

bution from the coronal hole is

fairly small (see Figure 5).

Also note that the observed in-

tensity for p = 1,5 is fairly

insensitive to the range of out-
30

flow velocities that are expected

at the contributing heights of

that observation, This can also

be seen from Figure I. There-

fore, the observed intensity at

a given height relative to the

intensity at O = 1.5 is an ob-

servable quantity which is par-

ticularly sensitive to outflow

velocity.

The situation is similar for observations of other lines although in the

case of the 0 VI _I032 and _i037 lines, the sensitivity to small velocities

makes an observation at 1.3 RQ highly desirable for ensuring an observable in-

tensity that is insensitive to expected outflow velocities. In the case of those

lines, there is the added advantage of observing their line ratio as described

earlier.

Sensitivity to Hydrosen Random Velocities

The primary purpose of Figure 7 is to demonstrate the sensitivity of ob-

served Lyman-_ profiles to the hydrogen random velocity distribution in a coronal

structure of interest that co-exists with other structures along the line-of-

sight. For this purpose we again consider the 60 ° coronal hole and surrounding

quiet corona shown in Figure 3. Representative portions of line profiles are

plotted in Figure 7 for simulated observations at p = 2.0. The profiles have a
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3.0

relative int_t_±t2 _±_ _z_±-

ized to the intensities at line

center. The primary observa-

tions to be considered here are

line profiles for several differ-

ent absolute scales of outflow

velocity in the coronal hole

(multipliers of 0, 1 and 2 times

the Munro and Jackson scale).

Those simulated profiles are

compared in Figure 7 to other

observations where the value of

certain parameters in the coro-

nal hole or in the quiet corona

are changed from their normally

adopted values. For the primary

observations (represented by

the solid curves), the increase

in line width with increasing

outflow velocity is due to the

components of that velocity

along the line-of-sight. Even

for a velocity multiplier of

two (corresponding to 168 km

s-I at 2 Ro) the fractional in-

crease in width at e-ZI0, due

to this effect, is only 2%.

Although this effect should be

included in the models, the

profiles are relatively insen-

sitive to outflow velocities.

For the purpose of discussing the sensitivity of the observed profiles to

the random velocity of hydrogen atoms and protons, it is convenient to parame-

terize the random coronal velocity by defining an effective hydrogen temperature

which specifies a Doppler width for the adopted hydrogen velocity distribution.

For coronal holes, the value of this parameter is taken to be 1.4 xl06 K at

2.0 R e (Withbroe et al., 1982a). A value of 2.1 x106 K (Withbroe et al., 19825)

is adopted for that height in the quiet coronal region. The only difference in

the model between the group of solid profile segments in Figure 7 and the group

of dashed curves is that, for the latter curves, the effective temperature in the

hole was increased by 2 × 10 s K at all heights. By comparing the dashed curve

for zero outflow velocity to the corresponding solid curve, it is immediately

obvious that the observed profiles are very sensitive to small differences in

the random velocity distribution of hydrogen within the coronal hole. Similar

comparisons for the profiles corresponding to the two non-zero outflow veloci-

ties indicate that the observed profiles are only slightly less sensitive in

those cases. The reason for the slight decrease in sensitivity with increasing

velocity is primarily because Doppler-dimming decreases the contribution from

the coronal hole (see Figure 5). The smaller separations among the dashed

curves compared to those among the solid curves is due to the domination of

the random velocities over the outflow velocities in the hotter coronal hole

models. The dotted profile in Figure 7 is for the case where the effective

hydrogen temperature is increased in the quiet region by 2 x l0 s K while the
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Figure 7. Segments of H I Lyman-e profiles for

simulated observations of structures

described in the text.

coronal hole has a velocity

scale multiplier of one and has

the other normally adopted

parameters. This profile is

only slightlywider than the

corresponding profile (middle

solid curve) for the usual ef-

fective temperature in the

quiet region. This illustrates

that the observed profiles are

not overly sensitive to the

effective temperature of the

surrounding quiet corona.

A pure Gaussian profile

(dot-dash curve) corresponding

to the adopted random velocity
distribution in the coronal hole

at r = 2.0 Re is also plotted.
It is clear from a comparison

to this profile that the line-

of-sight effects, including the

physics of the resonant scatter-

ing process, do not produce ex-

tremely large departures in the

profile shapes from the simple

profile that would be emitted

by a hydrogen gas with the

velocity distribution of the

coronal hole at the height of

observation.

IV. SUMMARY

Spectroscopic observables, including the line profiles and intensities of

resonantly scattered and collisionally excited radiation from atoms and ions and

the electron scattered profile of H I Lyman-_, are sensitive to all of the pri-

mary plasma parameters of the outflowing solar wind plasma in the extended

solar corona. Individual observables have been identified that tend to be con-

trolled, primarily, by particular plasma parameters. Therefore, in many respects,

a measurement of a particular spectroscopic quantity can be considered to be a

direct determination of the corresponding plasma parameter. However, the more

rigorous approach, that has been emphasized in this paper, is to treat the

observable quantities as constraints on an empirical model of the observed coro-

nal structure and to recognize that individual observables are primarily con-

trolling the value of particular parameters in the model. High confidence in the

model as an empirical description of the observed plasma can be realized if the

number of measured quantities is sufficient to constrain all of the primary

parameters of the modeled plasma. The advantage of the model is that, in simul-

taneously predicting all of the observable quantities, it takes the relationships

among the various physical variables of the plasma into account.
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Becausethe UV, EUVand XUVspectral lines used for coronal diagnostics are
optically thin in the corona, an actual observation samples every structure along
the line-of-sight. Our study has shownthat the contributions from coronal struc-
tures lying in the plane of the solar disk (8 = 90°) are enhanced over those of
neighboring structures along the line-of-sight. Therefore, it is preferahle for
the coronal structure of interest to be located in this plane at the time of its
observation. Measurementsof polar coronal holes are particularly advantageous
in this respect. Even in the case of a fairly narrow (60Q) coronal hole with
outflow velocities as large as those in the Munro-Jackson model, the maximum
contribution to the observed intensity out to 0 = 2.2 was found to be from the
coronal hole (see Figure 5) rather than the surrounding quiet corona. Also, for
this example, the observed intensityis highly sensitive to outflow velocity
out to beyond 0 = 2.5 and the line profile at 0 = 2.0 is very sensitive to the
hydrogen velocity distribution in the hole. Broader coronal holes such as the
1973 polar hole that was discussedby Munro and Jackson (1977), would dominate
observations out to higher heights. Narrower coronal hole-like structures of
higher density and smaller outflowveloclt_ such as the one reported by Withbroe
et al.(1982a), also provide the dominant contribution out to beyond 0 = 2.5.

Line-of-sight contributions tend to be of more concern for observations of
coronal holes than for other coronal structures because they have the smallest
densities and the highest outflow velocities. For observations of other coronal
structures, the fractional contributions tend to be at least as large as the con-
tributions from the coronal holes considered here and other structures tend to
be observable at larger heights. The simulated observations that were considered
in this paper have shownthat spectroscopic observables are sensitive to the
physical parameters of coronal holesand other structures even in repre_ntatlve
cases Where the structures Of interest are surrounded by other regions along the
line-of-sight. The examplesused here were for relatively small coronal holes
and streamers. Larger structures would provide an even larger fraction of the
observed intensities.

To demonstrate the feasibility of making EUVspectroscopic observations of
the extended corona and to obtain a sample of scientific data, we have observed
the intensity and spectral llne profile of H I Lyman-_ from 0 = 1.5 to 3.5
during three sounding rocket flights. Results for observations of a coronal hole
on April 13, 1979 were reported by Kohl et al. (1980) and observations of a
quiet coronal region from the samerocket flight were discussed by Withbroe et al.
(1982b). A coronal hole-like structure near the south solar pole was observed on
February 16, 1980 and reported by Withbroe et al. (1982a). Observation of the
polarization and brightness of the white-light corona were madeduring each
flight by a coronagraph of the High Altitude Observatory. During a rocket
flight on July 20, 1982, we observed a coronal hole (near the north solar pole)
and a nearby streamer. Measurementswere madeof both the H I Lyman-_ profile
and the intensities of 0 Vl %1032and %1037. Although the analysis of those
measurementsis still in progress, it appears that the data will provide an
empirical model of the observed coronal hole that will specify, for the first
time, a value for the outflow velocities as well as the randomvelocities of
hydrogen and the electron densities (the latter from white-light data).

Our next EUVspectroscopic measurementsof the source region of the solar
wind are planned for 1986 on board the Spartan 2 mission which is expected to
provide 27 hours for measurementsof resonantly scattered H I Lyman-_ intensities
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and profiles, 0 VI %1032and %1037intensities, and the intensities and llne
profiles of the electron scattered componentof H I Lyman-_.

This work is supported by NASAGrant NAG5-613to the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory.
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IMPULSERESPONSEOFTHECORONA*

S. T. SuessI and J. V. Hollweg 2

ABSTRACT

Considering the corona to be a stratified, compressible gas in the
presence of a gravitational field, it is possible to examine the
propagation of an impulse through the corona and to thereby study
characteristic modes of oscillation that could be excited by an arbitrary
impulse. Somerecent papers (Rae and Roberts, 1982; Hollweg, 1982) have
considered the impulse response of the solar atmosphere. Here, we extend
these ideas to the solar corona and solar wind using the analytical
techniques developed in the above studies together with numerical
techniques recently developed for studying transonic flow in the corona
(Suess, 1982). It is shown that the impulse response consists of a
propagating wave front, followed by a "wake" which oscillates at the local
natural frequency - having a period of less than one hour to a few hours.
These oscillations are gravitationally modified acoustic waves. This work
is motivated by two observations. First, that there are impulsive events in
the lower corona in the form of coronal transients and, on a smaller scale,
spicules and "coronal bullets'. Second, a variety of observations indicate
the dominant period of fluctuation in the corona and solar wind is a few
hours, and somecoronal transients exhibit a density profile that may be a
manifestation of the wake discussed above. The value of relating the theory
to observations lies in the result that the observational characteristics
of the wake depend most sensitively on the temperature and flow speed.
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1 CORONAL TRANSIENTS IN FE XIV 5303A:

FIRST TWO-DIMENSIONAL PHOTOELECTRIC GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS

Richard C. Altrock and Howard L. DeMastus

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Sacramento Peak Observatory

Sunspot, New Mexico 88349

ABSTRACT

An observational program has been undertaken at Sacramento Peak Observatory

to photoelectrically detect coronal transients. Continuous observations are made

in the Fe XIV 5303A green llne, utilizing the 40-cm coronagraph and the Photo-

electric Coronal Photometer. Scans at three heights above the llmb are combined

to form a low-resolutlon picture of the green-line corona every 20 -

30 minutes. Difference pictures, relative to an initial scan, can be generated

to search for sudden changes in the corona. The first few days of operation of

this program have yielded three low-lying events (<1.55 solar radii) following

minor chromospheric activity (a surge and eruptive prominences), which propagated

up through the corona with velocities on the order of I00 km/s.

Introduction

Photoelectric observations of the corona have been made daily at Sacramento

Peak Observatory (SPO) since 1975. The 40-cm-aperture coronagraph is used to form

an occulted image of the corona, which passes through a narrow-band filter that

spectrally chops at i00 kHz between the corona in the green line of Fe XIV 5303A

and an off-band wavelength. This technique allows the sky background contribu-

tion to be electronically subtracted. The output is sensed by a photomultiplier,

digitized, and recorded. The entrance aperture of i.I arcmin is scanned

around the limb at radius vectors of 1.15, 1.35 and 1.55 solar radii (Ro). Data

points are recorded every three degrees in latitude. For further information on

the instrument and the data, refer to Fisher (1973, 1974, 1978), Fisher and

Musman (1975), Musman and Altrock (1978) and Altrock (1980, 1982).

The Coronal Transient Patrol

Since 1976, sporadic observations by Altrock (unpublished) and Fisher (1977)

have shown that transient processes can be observed with the SPO coronal photo-

meter. However, no systematic approach has been taken, due partially to slow

data rates in the original instrument. Recent comprehensive improvements in com-

puter control of this system have allowed much faster data acquisition

rates, making systematic observations more attractive. On 15 Sep 1982 a program

was started to patrol for green-line transients approximately one week each

month. Every 20 to 30 minutes (depending on the time required for recentering,

rezeroing, etc.) a set of scans is taken at the above three heights. From these

scans, a "picture" of the corona can be generated, as in Figure la.

If an error in centering the image occurs prior to making a circular scan in

the corona, the resultant intensity 1(8), where e is the azimuth angle of the

scan, contains additive errors AI(8) that may be expressed analytically. The

only assumption required is that I _ R-a, where a is some positive constant

and R is the radius vector. In addition to the radius errors, the analytic
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expression can easily be modified to include changes in atmospheric and instru-

mental transmission from scan i to scan j. The resultant expression is

AIi,j(e)/Ii(@ ) = A.3 + B.j cos (e - e'3")'

where Aj, Bj, and e'j are constants to be determined by a least-squares fit

to AIi,j(ek) , k = 1,...,120. Thus, each scan Ij during the day can be adjusted

relative to a standard scan Ii, usually one near the beginning of the day.
Figure 2 shows the result of applying this technique to all the scans on a given

day.
The Transients of 19 Oct 1982

After applying the correction for image drifts and changes in instrument and

sky transmission, difference pictures can be generated relative to the standard

scan. Figure ib shows such a picture for 19 Oct 1982. There was obviously at

least one major change in the corona during that day, seen in the lower left

hand corner of the image. In order to determine if this change could be con-

sidered a transient, as opposed to a gradual evolution or an effect of solar

rotation, we first examined the SPO Ha patrol for that day.

At 17:48 UT a small bright surge on the disk occurred just inside the

limb near an azimuth angle of i05 ° east of north. It propagated acrcss the limb

to a maximum projected height of 55 Mm (1.08 Ro) with a projected radial velocity

of 70 i I0 km/s early in the event (through 18:00). In the green-line data,

strong increases in intensity near azimuth angle i05 ° were seen at 1.15 and 1.35

R o at 18:10 ± :24 and 18:16 ± :24, respectively (precursor activity, which will
be discussed below, was seen prior to ......._). If we consider this main

coronal intensity increase to be due to the . __nospheric disturbance, the propa-

gation velocities to 1.15 and 1.35 Ro a_e > 40 km/s and > 80 km/s,

respectively. The inferred propagation velocity from 1.15 to 1.35 Ro is > 40

km/s. These coronal velocities are highly uncertain due to the long scan times

and the difficulty of determining precisely when a "disturbance" starts at a

given height.

Discussion

As the Ha surge rose above the east limb, it appeared to follow a loop-like

trajectory, curving off to the south in the plane of the sky. The final configu-

ration of the coronal event (Figure ib) shows a nearly identical shape. Although

it may not be apparent in this figure, there is evidence in the data for closure

of the loop on the south side, with brightening at 1.15 R o at i00 ° ± 5 and 120 =

± 5 and at 1.35 Ro at Ii0 ° i 5. In addition, there is marginal evidence for dark-
ening in the center of the loop.

The vertical development of the main brightening appears to be

consistent with a density perturbation (pressure pulse) travelling up with

the surge. The surge velocity of 70 • I0 km/s is consistent with velocities in-

ferred from brightenings in the green-line corona (> 40 km/s). Preliminary data

from the Mauna Loa Solar Observatory K-Coronameter (Fisher, 1982a) indicate en-

hancements up to 1.72 Ro, and perhaps higher, by 18:51, consistent with propaga-

tion velocities of 130 km/s (from the surface) to 70 < V(1.72 Ro) < 310 km/s

(from 1.35 Ro).

The precursor activity referred to above was a brightening at R/R o = 1.35

prior to 17:30 at a location directly above the site at which the surge occurred
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Figure 2. Top: a polar plot of all scans at 1.15 Ro taken on 18 Oct 1982.
Bottom: the samescans after correction for image drifts and changes in sky and
instrument transmission.
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later. Similar observations by other investigators of precursors or forerunners
prior to mass-ejection events appear to fit in the class of internal-energy
events described by Fisher(1982b). Now, as we have seen, the main coronal inten-
sity increase can be attributed to the mechanical effects of the rising surge.
What then is the cause of the precursor brightening, which had no visible preced-
ing H= activity? One possibility is a density increase or heating in the corona
due to magnetic activity prior to the surge. If such a physical connection does
exist between the precursor and the surge, we may be seeing evidence for the
first time of coronal magnetlc-field activity as the cause of surges.

The qualitative model would then be: (i) Coronal magnetic-field activity
causes a density increase or heating in the corona, which is reflected in green-
line brightening; (li) This samecoronal magnetlc-fleld activity creates an in-
stability in the chromosphere that results in the expulsion of matter ("melon-
seed" model?) into the corona (the surge); (iii) As the surge rises through the
corona, the pressure pulse connected with it compresses the coronal
material, causing the second, main brightening.

Finally, we note in passing that the two other brightenlngs of that day (cf.
Figure ib) on the west and northeast limbs also have associated H_ activity
(eruptive prominences) and therefore also qualify as coronal transients. The
coronal manifestations of these events at 1.15 Ro appear to have propagation
velocities of < 140 km/s.
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MHD WAVES AND TURBULENCE
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SIMMARY OF THE SESSION ON MHD WAVES AND TURBULENCE

A. Barnes

The papers of this session reflect a shift of emphasis in the

interpretation of interplanetary fluctuations. Up until about the time of

Solar Wind 4, the language of hydromagnetlc wave theory had been the primary

mode of description. However, the wave approach runs into observational

problems, suggesting that the language of turbulence theory might be more

appropriate. The paper of Mathaeus and Goldsteln represents some first

attempts in this direction. They applied tests of statistical statlonarity to

sets of magnetic data, confirming that "weak stationarlty'" is a Justified

assumption. They presented the first measurements of the MHD helicity. The

magnetic hellclty is mixed, indicating an equal mixture of right and left

polarizations. Cross-hellcity normally indicates propagation outward

(antisunward) for all but the lowest wave numbers, although one

counter-example containing substantial inward propagation was given.

Denskat reviewed the observations of interplanetary MHD waves over the

range 0.3-5 AU. The slope of the power spectra at --,0.3 AU is flatter than at

1AU. The relative intensity of fluctuations in field magnitude to

fluctuations in field direction increases with increasing heliocentric

distance.

0venden and Schwartz reported calculations that indicate the possibility

of decay of an Alfven wave (allowing for finite Larmor radius) into a sollton,

and suggested that a complex of such solltons might be an important component

of interplanetary turbulence.

Bavassano reported an observational study testing the stochastic model of

interplanetary Alfvenlc fluctuations. The model is qualitatively successful,

but has quantitative limitations.

Hollweg presented a theory of surface waves on tangential

discontinuities. These waves have many properties in common with Alfven

waves, and it was suggested that the observed Alfvenic fluctuations may, at

least in part, be due to surface waves.

Montgomery presented a comprehensive review of the present state of

hydromagnetic turbulence theory. The theory has had a reasonable development

only for the case of incompressible Isotroplc turbulence, and therefore may

not be completely applicable to the solar wind. Nevertheless, the concepts

and language may be useful, if only in a qualitative way.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC TURBULENCE IN THE SOLAR WIND

by

William H. Matthaeus and Melvyn L. Goldstein

Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics

Code 692, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,

Greenbelt, MD 20771

Abstract

Recent work in describing the solar wind as an MHD turbulent fluid has shown

that the magnetic fluctuations are adequately described as time stationary and

to some extent as spatially homogeneous. Spectra of the three rugged

invariants of incompressible MHD are the principal quantities used to

characterize the velocity and magnetic field fluctuations. Unresolved issues

concerning the existence of actively developing turbulence are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

To describe a fluid system as turbulent is to say that the dynamical

fluid variables exhibit complex and essentially non-reproducible behavior as a

function of time. This is generally due to the presence of nonlinearities in

the fluid equations which strongly couple a large number of degrees of

freedom. Turbulent systems are usually very far from equilibrium states for

which detailed analytically tractable theories might exist.

By all appearances, the solar wind plasma flow and the interplanetary

magnetic field carried along with it are such a turbulent system. In the zero

momentum frame, the magnetic and velocity field fluctuations are energetically

comparable to the mean magnetic field over length scales of order I AU and

display the type of complicated behavior expected of turbulence.

The prospect that plasma turbulence techniques may be applied and

developed in the context of solar wind studies is attractive. Although the

interplanetary medium cannot be controlled in the ways a laboratory plasma

might be, it does persist in time in what might be thought to be a statistical-

ly steady state. More importantly, interplanetary exploration has provided us

with a vast data base of magnetic field and plasma properties along spacecraft

trajectories. The availability of these data, reduced to a form compatible

with the language of turbulence theory, now provides the opportunity to

evaulate existing theories and may provide guidelines for the development of

new approaches. In this paper, we summarize some of our recent work

[Matthaeus and Goldstein, 1982a,b] which begins to address the questions: to

what extent does the interplanetary medium resemble a turbulent MHD medium and

what can one learn about the validity of turbulence theory from experimental

space physics.

The theoretician studying turbulence properties of the interplanetary

medium must deal primarily with appropriately defined ensemble averaged

properties of the interplanetary fields [Batchelor, 1970]. The connection

between statistical theories of turbulence and experimental reality can be

made only when it is possible to show that the theoretician's abstract notion
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of an ensemble has a plausible correspondence to someexperimentally implement-
ed averaging procedure. The connection usually sought is that time averages
of the products of the turbulent fields at fixed points in space are equiva-
lent, in practice, to ensemble averaging. Whenthis is so, the fluctuations
are 'ergodic'. If time averages are also insensitive to the origin in time,

the fluctuations are statistically stationary. As a first step in deciding

whether it Is even appropriate to describe interplanetary fluctuations using

turbulence theory, we establish that the interplanetary magnetic field often

behaves as a stationary and ergodic random function of time.

TIME STATIONARITY

Consider a component of the magnetic field, B(t), at a fixed point in

space. Frequency spectra and two-time correlation functions indicate that

B(t) consists of a continuum of frequency components superposed on coherent

signals with periods of the solar rotation period and its first few harmonics.

The signals commensurate with the solar rotation are indicative of sector

structure, stream structure and other nearly periodic phenomena relating to

the origin of the solar wind and its possible continued forcing by high speed

streams.

Stationarity of the average field, <B(t)> = a, and second order moments

such as the correlation function R(T) = <B(t)B(t+T)> is just the property that

the ensemble average denoted by the brackets <...> does not depend on t. To

determine the extent to which this property is reflected in the data, we

consider sequences of time averages of the field covariances of duration T.

According to the ergodic theorem [Panchev, 1971] for stationary random

processes, the mean values of these averages converge to the ensemble means in

a calculable fashion. We have shown [Matthaeus and Goldstein, 1982b] that the

expected variance of the time averages of B(t), say [B(t)] T, is, for large T

A2[B] T = <([B]T-a)2> = 2e'T/T c + 40o2 sin2(_oT/2)/(_oT)2 (I)

when coherent power at frequency _ is properly taken into account. In (I),
2 2e is the incoherent power, e t_e coherent power and T is the correlation

time of B(t). The right hand _ide depends only on bulk statistical properties

of B. However, the left hand side can also be estimated from a large dataset

by carrying out many time averages of duration T and averaging the results.

Comparing the asymptotic ensemble prediction in (I) with the averages from the

data provides a test of the stationarity hypothesis.

The longest dataset we have analyzed in this manner utilized the (X,Y,Z)

= (radial, tangential, normal) components of the interplanetary magnetic field

taken from a 621 day IMP dataset in the National Data Center. The results

show that the ergodic theorem is an excellent predictor of the behavior of the

averages. The apparent convergence of the variance of estimates of <B>

indicates that both first and second order moments are stationary since the

mathematics leading to (I) requires that the two-time correlation R(_) be

independent of t. For this result to be useful, we also need to be able to

obtain good estimates of second order moments from the same finite amount of

data. This requirement is equivalent to using time averaging to obtain

convergence of certain fourth-order moments of B(t) (namely, the variance of

estimates of the variance of B, each of which is a time average). This has

also been established for the IMP dataset.

The stationarity test has also been applied to a number of other magnetic

field datasets using ISEE and Voyager data at heliocentric distances of I - 10
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AU. The length of the data records ranged from about 10 to 100 days. The
degree of convergence of large T time averages to predictions such as (I) was
used as a figure of merit. These analyses indicate that 'good' convergence is

obtained for datasets containing many (> 10) correlation times, provided that

significant organized structures such as isolated shocks and sector crossings

are not undersampled. For example, a dataset spanning two or three sectors

cannot be expected to give statistical estimates which are as well behaved as

those obtained from a smaller subset of the data which includes no sector

crossing.

These results suggest that the interplanetary magnetic field can be

meaningfully viewed as a 'weakly' stationary random function. Strict

stationarity requires that all moments, not just means and second order

correlation functions, be independent of time.

It should be noted that the stationarity test described above is far from

a mathematically rigorous procedure. One difficulty is that estimates of the

left hand side of (I) utilize an average over a finite number of realizations

of duration T rather than an average over the entire ensemble. It was also

necessary to estimate the values of the ensemble parameters a, o_2,o 2 and T c
U

from the same finite span of data. The values of T used were restricted to be

less than one-fifth the total data record to minimize the effects of those

approximations. We believe that this type of restriction is essential to

prevent spurious results, though we have been unable to show this analytically.

SPATIAL HOMOGENEITY

Spatial homogeneity is another possible symmetry of turbulent fluctua-

tions [Batchelor, 1970] and is particularly important if wavenumber spectral

analysis is to be performed. Much of the existing turbulence theory deals

with this case. Moreover, the dynamical processes which characterize homo-

geneous turbulence may play an important role in turbulence which is, at the

largest scales, inhomogeneous. This statement is most easily justified in the

very large Reynolds number case, in which turbulent fluctuations are found at

all spatial scales ranging from energy containing scales down to a dissipation

scale. If the length scales in this range are well separated from the lengths

characterizing the scale of the entire system, homogeneity is a reasonable

expectation.

In the most general case, time stationarity and spatial homogeneity are

separate issues. However, the solar wind is a super-Alfvenic flow which

allows the approximate identification,

<B(_,t)B(x+r,t)> : <B(x,t)B(_,t+T)> (2)

where r : -v R, Vsw is mean solar wind speed and R is the radial unit vectorSW --

in heliocentrlc coordinates. This 'frozen-in flow' property is valid for

phenomena occuring on a MHD time scale. If the time-stationary property holds

at all points in space, (2) implies that B(_,t) is also spatially homogeneous.

Equation (2) cannot be valid for spatial separations r which approach the

scale over which the bulk heliospheric quantities vary, which can be plausibly

taken to be the local heliocentric radial coordinate, R. In view of the

results of the previous section, we have concluded that interplanetary MHD

fluctuations at frequency _ correspond to spatially homogeneous structures

provided that their scale v /_ is much less than R. It seems reasonable from
.SW

a theoretical point of vlew to assume that interplanetary fluctuations are

both stationary and locally homogeneous with macroscopic parameters varying
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slowly, over scales of order R. This limited connection between stationarity

and homogeneity can only be useful when the correlation length L << R, in

order that the spatial dependence of the fluctuations can be weell sampled

without encountering effects due to the scale size of the heliosphere.

RUGGED INVARIANT3 OF MHD IN THE SOLAR WIND

Theoretical descriptions of fully developed MHD turbulence often dlssuss

the behavior of the 'rugged' invariants of the MHD equations. We have

developed techniques for determining the rugged invariants of three dimension-

al MHD and their reduced wavenumber spectra from single spacecraft data

[Hatthaeus and Goldstein, 1982a]. The three known rugged invariants are the

energy density, E = <B 2 + v2>, the cross helicity, H = <v.B>, and the
c

magnetic helicity, H_ = <A-B>. The energy density is the sum of magnetic and
kinetic energy dens_ies,--with the magnetic field B written in Alfven speed

units. The magnetic helicity is the mean projection of the magnetic vector

potential, A, on the magnetic field B. In the above definitions, B is taken

to be the fluctuating field and A is assumed to be in the Coulomb gauge.

These three quantities are invar_ants of ideal MHD and they are "rugged"

because their invariance obtains for finite dimensional Galerkin-type

representations of MHD, as well as the usual continuum model. In all cases

tested so far [see for example, Fyfe and Montgomery, 1976] rugged invariants

have been shown to be the isolating constants of motion necessary to describe

the unphysical, but theoretically suggestive finite dimensional statistical

mechanics models of turbulent ideal MHD and Navier Stokes flows. In physically

realistic turbulence, which always admits dissipation at the smallest spatial

scales, rugged invariants are no longer constants of the motion. However

their values are not changed by the action of nonlinearities in the equations

of motion. Since nonlinear couplings alone induce transfer of excitations

from one length scale to another, the set of rugged invariants imposes direct

restrictions on how turbulent energy transfer occurs. For this reason much of

turbulence theory is couched in the vocabulary of rugged invariants and their

wavenumber spectra.

Here we shall not reproduce detailed analyses of data, but merely

summarize the type of spectra which have most frequently been seen.

The energy spectra analyzed between I and 10 A.U. show power law

wavenumber dependences of k-a with a = -1.55 to - 1.7. The power law region

extends from scales near the correlation length, which is usually between 10*2

and 10 *3 cm, down to scales at least as small as our usual cutoff, about I0 a

cm. We have not yet analyzed data at high enough frequencies to resolve any

sort of dissipation range where the spectrum is expected to steepen consider-

ably. The power law is usually very near the Kolmogorov exponent of -5/3.

The appearance of this type of power law dependence is strongly suggestive

that a turbulent inertial range is being observed, even though the solar wind

is probably quite anisotropic [Belcher and Davis, 1971] and the Kolmogorov

spectral prediction presumes isotropy. Others have sometimes reported

different power law dependences [Sari and Ness, 1969; Denskat, these proceed-

ings], particularly for observations inside of I AU where homogeneity is less

likely a good approximation. It is also possible that at these smaller

heliocentric distances the turbulence may not yet have had time to become
fully developed.

Typical solar wind magnetic helicity spectra alternate in sign throughout

the power law range and usually at lower wavenumbers as well. Because the

magnetic helicity spectrum is a measure of the topological handedness of the
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fluctuations near a given wavenumber, the observed spectra indicate that the

inertial range consists of both left and right handed magnetic structures.

The net magnetic helicity for a "normal" solar wind period is that which is

due to the largest scales sampled and the lengths characterizing the helicity

scale are larger than the correlation length which is an estimate of the

energy containing scale. This is similar to what one might expect in a steady

state inverse cascade [Frisch et al., 1975] or freely decaying selective decay

situation [Matthaeus and Montgomery, 1980]: MHD turbulence is thought to

transfer magnetic helicity preferentially to the largest allowed scales. Near

interplanetary shocks [Russell, these proceedings] and the terrestrial [Hoppe

et al., 1981] and Jovian [Smith et al., 1983] bow shocks the presence of

circularly polarized waves is signaled by a distinct bias in the helicity

spectra.

The cross helicity spectrum is a measure of the correlation between the

velocity and magnetic fluctuations as a function of wavenumber. Similar

quantities have been previously used [for example, see Coleman, 1967 and

Belcher and Davis, 1971] to detect "Alfvenic fluctuations". In highly

Alfvenic periods, the inertial range cross helicity is generally single-signed

and attains a large fraction of its largest allowed values. However, it is

not unusual to see the opposite sign of cross helicity at scales at or larger

than the correlation length. In a wave interpretation, these wavenumber

intervals correspond to inward-propagation, while the inertial range has a

cross helicity indicating outward propagation. In at least one other

interval, the cross helicity has been seen to be of mixed sign throughout the

inertial range but with a fixed sign corresponding to outward propagation at

the largest scales sampled.

DISCUSSION

We have attempted the beginnings of a systematic description of inter-

planetary fluctuations in a vocabulary appropriate to MHD turbulence theory

despite serious questions which can be raised regarding the applicability of

the model [see the review by D. Montgomery in these proceedings]. Even within

the context of this model, there appear to be three distinct dynamical

scenarios which might describe the observations.

The first of these is that, for one reason of another, the nonlinear

couplings between the fluctuations are short circuited so that small amplitude

wave theory encompasses the important physics. In this view geometrical

considerations are sufficient to determine the radial dependence of the

fluctuations, which influence the large scale dynamics only through perturba-

tire wave-pressure effects and slow laminar dissipation. This perspective has

often been motivated [Dobrowolny et. al, 1980a] by the occurrence of periods

of highly Alfvenic fluctuations such as those reported by Belcher and Davis

[1971]. It has been suggested that the linearization of incomressible MHD

which obtains for exactly correlated velocity and magnetic fields allows large

amplitude fluctuations to propagate outward without wave-wave interactions

[Dobrowolny et al., 1980b]. One would then need to understand why the solar

wind is generated with waves propagating in the outward direction only, and

plausible scenarios for this have been proposed. However, there are a number

of difficulties with this model, which because it lacks spectral transfer, is

not turbulent at all. However, this lack of turbulence would be consistent

with the view that nonlinear interactions occur in the solar corona only below

the critical point. Thus only outward propagating waves, with their remnant

turbulence frozen in, actually escape into the interplanetary medium. This
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picture is not ruled out by any of our analyses, except perhaps the observa-
tion that there are times when the cross helicity spectrum suggests the
presence of both inward and outward directed fluctuations in the inertial
range.

In the previous section we have noted that even highly Alfvenic periods
sometimes show admixtures of fluctations correlated in the sense opposite to

that of outward propagation. In terms of rugged invariants, some wavelengths

have the opposite sign of cross helicity. These modes reintroduce nonlineari-

ties in the dynamics and at this time we do not know if their levels are high

enough to reinstate turbulent cascade processes. Recently, however, we have

reported [Matthaeus, Goldstein and Montgomery, 1982] preliminary two dimension-

al MHD results which suggest that levels of cross helicity even higher than

those typically seen in Alfvenic periods are inadequate to prevent the

development of a power law inertial range. In fact, the simulations show that

the resulting nonlinear processes "almost always" act to enhance the initial

alignment of magnetic and velocity fields. Even if coronal dynamics preferen-

tially generate fluctuations correlated in the outward propagating sense, it

is likely that turbulence proceeds.

A second perspective is that fluctuations are initially produced near the

sun and subsequently participate in turbulent decay processes superposed on

the overall heliospheric expansion, but do not couple in any direct way to the

mean solar wind fields. In this case interplanetary turbulence can be studied

somewhat independently of other solar wind processes.

A third possiblity, which we suggest may be the most realistic, is that

the initially decaying turbulence is "stirred" or forced by interactions of

the local fluctuations with mean field gradients and organized structures such

as high speed streams and magnetic clouds. This has been previously

considered, for example by Coleman [1968]. Turbulence of this type is an

intrinsic part of the overall heliospheric dynamical system and quantities such

as ohmic heating rates and the radial dependence of the mean magnetic field

cannot be adequately accounted for without incorporating the turbulence at

some level. By way of analogy, hydrodynamicists have traditionally recognized

that high Reynolds number shear flows can be properly understood only when

turbulence effects are included [see e.g., Tritton, 1977]. While even the

existence of an effective coupling mechanism to pump turbulence at the expense

of energy loss in the mean fields must be viewed as conjectural at this time,

interaction regions at the leading edge of high speed streams are one class of

candidates for the location where this occurs. Other possible "stirring"

mechanisms include solar transients and magnetic clouds. In interaction

regions, strong gradients in flow speed may stretch field lines, producing

dynamo action as well as giving rise to Kelvin-Helmhotz instabilites. The

typically large variance of the fluctuations in interaction regions relative

to average conditions also draws our attention to them as localized sources of

turbulence.

Any assessment of the role of turbulence processes in the solar wind must

include a determination of the time scales over which the turbulence occurs.

This is well beyond our reach at this time since we cannot measure or predict

forcing, dissipation or energy transfer rates without introducing unmotivated

assumptions. However, a nonlinear time can be constructed by forming the

ratio of the scale size of the energy containing structures to their character-

istic speed. In hydrodynamics this 'eddy turnover time' is an estimate of the

lifetime of the system and the rate of relaxation of the excitations through

cascade to smaller scales and subsequent dissipation. Using a scale of 10 _

cm and a fluctuation speed of 30 km/sec gives an estimate of the MHD eddy
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turnover time of 3xI0 * see, appropriate to nominal conditions at I AU.

Comparing this with the transit time of 350 km/seo solar wind over an A.U.

indicates that ten eddy turnover times are incurred for each AU of outward

solar wind convection. This suggests that turbulence processes can be

observed by I AU and that fully developed turbulence should be observed in

transit to 10 AU.

The fact that observed spectra of rugged invariants are qualitatively

reproducible does not allow us to unambiguously conclude that turbulence is

active in the solar wind. It is possible to argue that the observed power law

spectra are due to noninteraoting Alfven waves. The presence of MHD struc-

tures over a wide range of spatial scales, while often associated with

turbulence, is not a sensitive enough indicator to distinguish actively

evolving turbulence from noninteraeting waves. Continual spectral transfer

from large to small scales is an essentially turbulent feature, but it is one

which analysis techniques developed so far have been unable to evaluate.

Every aspect of our understanding of solar wind turbulence is primitive

enough at this stage that it is fair to say that theory and observation will

both have to evolve considerably before the subject is judged as complete.

Problems associated with widely varying spatial scales need to be addressed.

Inclusion of turbulence modelling in the large scale heliospheric expansion

equations [Hundhausen, 1972; Holzer, 1979] may contribute to the resolution of

heating and radial dependence problems. Systematic radial dependences of

large scale fluctuations such as the apparent coalescence of stream structure

[Burlaga, these proceedings] may be related to inverse cascade or selective

decay processes. At the very smallest scales the dissipation mechanism and

dissipation spectra are not well understood. We anticipate that the resolu-

tion of some of these issues will play a role in our future understanding of

the solar wind plasma and perhaps turbulent plasmas in general.
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ABSTRACT

MHD turbulence is studied by analysing magnetic field and plasma observations

from Helios-I and -2 at minimum solar activity. The steady conditions in the plas-

ma flows and the magnetic field sector structure in 1975/1976 facilitate an inves-

tigation of the radial evolution of the turbulence from 0.29 to IAU. In high speed

streams the fluctuations in the solar wind velocity v and the magnetic field b are

highly correlated (the correlation coefficient almos_ being one), which indicates

that the turbulence is mainly Alfv_nic in high speed plasma. While some general

fluctuation properties remain essentially unchanged from 0.29 to ]AU, power spec-

tral analysis reveals a different frequency composition of the Alfv_nic turbulence

at different heliocentric distances. At O.3AU much more 'high' frequency fluctua-

tions (up to 1.2 x IO-=Hz) contribute to the total power in the magnetic field and

velocity fluctuations than at IAU. The contributions of field magnitude fluctua-

tions are found to be distance and frequency dependent. Magnetic field spectra with

an extended frequency range up to 470Hz show certain frequency bands, where the

steepness of the spectra is independent of the heliocentric distance.

INTRODUCTION

Since Solar Wind 4 in 1978 some progress has been made in the analysis of ob-

servations of the radial evolution of MHD-turbulenee in the solar wind. Magnetic

field and plasma data from 0.29 to IAU are provided by the Helios-spacecraft, data

outside IAU are provided by the Voyager-spacecraft. This paper mainly treats the

Helios observations from 0.29 to IAU. A comprehensive review of theory and observa-

tions of hydromagnetic waves and turbulence in the solar wind, which does not yet

include Helios and Voyager observations, is available from Barnes [1979].

To study the radial evolution of MHD-turbulence in the interplanetary plasma,

we use proton plasma data from the Max-Planck-lnstitut at Katlenburg-Lindau and

magnetic field data from the Technical University of Braunschweig. In this paper

we mainly analyse fluctuations in high speed plasma streams, which are usually

named Alfv_nic fluctuations [Belcher and Davis, 1971] or Alfv_nic turbulence. The

time periods studied are the primary missions of Helios-| and Helios-2 (December

74 to April 75 and January 76 to May 76).
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Alfv_nic turbulence and the stream structure of the solar wind

To study the occurrence of Alfv_nic turbulence we computethe correlation be-
tweenb and v for heliocentric distances from 0.29 to ]AU, which is a necessary

conditi--on fo_ Alfv_n waves. For the calculations we choose the 'mean field' (MF)

coordinate system defined such that the z-axis is taken along the average direc-

tion of the vector magnetic field, the x-axis is perpendicular to z and lies in

the xZsE-plane and y completes the right-handed orthogonal set. Considering a cor-
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Figure I. General properties of the Helios-2 fluctuations in relation to the speed

profile between 0.98 and O.91AU and between 0.29 and O.54AU. The panels denote

(from the top) normalized fluctuations _n field magnitude, field components (given

by the maximum value of the three components), proton density, average bulk speed,

and the absolute values of the correlation coefficients between b and v (MF-coordi-

nates). OF, OBi , and o are the one hours rms-values of F, Bi, and n, respectively.n
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relation to exist for correlation coefficients larger than 10.61 for the three
componentsleads to a more than 75%occurrence of Alfv_nic turbulence during one
solar rotation at aphelion (figure ]a) and perihelion (figure Ib), respectively.
The occurrence of Alfv_nic turbulence is essentially restricted to high speed
plasma streams. Within high speedstreams the purest examplesof Alfv_nic turbu-
lence (characterized by a high correlation betweenv and b and a low level of pro-
ton density and magnetic field magnitude fluctuations) occ--urin the centers and
trailing edges. Theseresults were already found by Belcher and Davis []971] for
fluctuations near IAUand are nowalso found to hold for fluctuations at 0.3AU. At
the leading edgesof high speed streams there occurs a stronger amountof compres-
sional fluctuation activity, which indicates a local generation mechanism.

Figure 1 showsthat the correlation betweenb and v in high speed streams is
often larger than I0.91. Thechoice of I0.61 as a--limit--for correlated fluctuations
was chosen due to results from earlier investigations [Burlaga and Turner, 1976;
Denskat and Burlaga, 1977], where lower correlations have been found. Thesediffer-
ences are presumably due to an increased accuracy of the plasmaexperiment on board
of Helios. The highly correlated v-b fluctuations indicate the almost pure Alfv_nic
character of the turbulence. However, there always is an additional compressive
componentpresent, which needs to be explained. Thesecompressive fluctuations
could be static structures convectedby the solar wind or magnetoacousticwavesor
both.

Together with the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field the sign of
the b-v-correlation gives the propagation direction of the fluctuations. For the
primary missions of Helios-I and -2 all of the Alfv_nic fluctuations in high speed
plasma are found to propagate in the anti-solar direction. This clearly points to
a generation of Alfv_nic turbulence inside the Alfv_n radius (I0 to 20 solar
radii).

Radial evolution of fluctuation amplitudes

The investigation of radial dependencesof plasmaand field parameters at so-
lar activity minimumis facilitated by the magnetic field sector boundaries remain-
ing stable over several solar rotations [Behannonet al., 1981] and the high speed
streams occuring at the samesolar longitudes at subsequentsolar rotations [Marsch
et al., ]982].

To study the radial evolution of the fluctuation amplitudes, we calculated for
one hour intervals the rms or standard deviations oF and _B' where.___is the rms
deviation of field magnitude fluctuations, and o_ is the f_s devlation of vector
magnetic field fluctuations with contributions _romboth magnitude and directional
fluctuations. The rms deviation o__ is computed from the individual rms deviations

according to 2 2 2 '

°B /°Bx + + .= OBy OBz

Figure 2 shows o_/<F> and O_/<F> for perihelion and aphelion time periods.

Apparently there are -- no slgnlflcant differences in the class of directional

fluctuations. Since in the case of Helios-I Musm_nn et al. [1977] found for the

field magnitude F a distance dependence F ~ r-l'b, these results are consistent

with an r -1"5 law for wave amplitudes predicted for Alfv&n waves propagating out-

ward without attenuation in a spherically symmetric solar wind [W-hang, 1973; Bel-

cher and Burchstedt, 1974]. However, these results are also consistent with satu-
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Figure 2. Distribution of normalized

standard deviation of vector magnetic

field fluctuations oB and magnetic field
magnitude --fluctuations o_ nor-

malized by the average field magnitude

for one hour time intervals. The time pe-

riods for the calculations cover one so-

lar rotation for the first aphelion and

perihelion time periods of both spacecraft

corresponding to distance intervals from

0.91 to O.98AU and from 0.29 (O.31) to

0.54AU.

rated wave amplitudes, since o /<F> never exceeds a value of 0.9. Burlaga et al.

[1982] studied the evolution _ of fluctuation amplitudes with magnetic field

data from Voyagers 1 and 2 at heliocentric distances from ] to 5AU. They found a

slight decrease in O_/<F> with increasing heliocentric distance. However, the var-
B

lability was quite -- large and no distinction between unattenuated and saturated

waves was possible.

The distributions O_/<F> in figure 2, which show that the field magnitude
F

fluctuations are quite smaller in amplitude than the directional fluctuations, are

broader for the aphelion periods than for the perihelion periods. This relative

increase of o_/<F> with increasing heliocentric distance may point to a local gen-

eration of compressive fluctuations. Coleman et al. [1969] found the same results

in Mariner 4 data between I and I.SAU. However, Burlaga et al. [1982] found O_/<F>

to remain almost constant from I to 5AU. There are two possible explanations _or

this discrepency. Firstly, ov/<F> may only increase with heliocentric distance out

to ~ I.SAU and remain approximately constant further out, where the constancy pos-

sibly is maintained by an equilibrium between generation and damping of compres-

sive fluctuations. Secondly, the Helios-results shown were observed at minimum so-

lar activity and may therefore be unique for these conditions.

Period range of the Alfv_nic turbulence

To determ£ne the period range of the Alfv_nic turbulence we computed cross-spectra

between B and V. Figure 3 shows for one component auto power spectra, coherence

and phas_ comp_ted from data in high speed plasma near the first perihelion pas-

sage of Helios-2. These results are representative for spectra in high speed

streams near perihelion. Coherence and phase between B and V show an almost per-
x.

fect anticorrelation over a broad frequency range. At _requenczes below 2.4 x 10-5

Hz the coherence is low, and therefore the fluctuations are not Alfv_nic. These
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Figure 3. Power spectra B and V
X X

and cohe=ence and phase between

B and V for fluctuations in high

s_eed pl_sma between 0.29 and 0.34

AU at the first perihelion passage

of Helios-2. At low frequencies

(lO-6Hz to 5 x IO-4Hz) the spectra

were computed from IOOOs averages,

in the higher frequency part

(2.4 x IO-SHz to 1.2 x lO-2Hz)

from 40.5s averages.

fluctuations are apparently generated by larger-scale dynamical processes. The

somewhat lower coherence above 3 x lO-3Hz can at least in part be explained by

the different kind of data which are correlated. The magnetic field data are ave-

rages over 40.5 sec, while the plasma experiment provides one data set each 40.5

sec, which is not necessarily the average value. A second reason may be a higher

amount of compressive fluctuations at the higher frequencies. However, the coher-

ence is still high up to 1.2 x IO-2Hz and we consider the frequency range from
2.4 x lO-5Hz to 1.2 x IO-2Hz to contain Alfv&nic turbulence. 1.2 x IO-_Hz is

certainly not the high frequency limit for Alfv_nic turbulence, since from phy-

sical reasons we expect this limit at the proton gyrofrequency.

The coherences between B and V were computed for all data in high speed

streams during the primary missions of the Helios spacecraft. At all heliocen-

tric distances the results are quite similar, and we find no systematic varia-

tion. This may be surprising with respect to the low frequency limit, since the

maximum Doppler shift at perihelion is 4 to 5 and at aphelion 8 to 9. However,

one must consider that the resolution of the procedure in determining this lower

frequency limit is quite poor (details may be found in Denskat and Neubauer
[]982]).
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Magnetic field power spectra from 0.29 to IAU

For the primary missions of Helios-I and -2 we computedpower spectra of the
interplanetary magnetic field in the frequency range containing Alfv_nic turbulence
(2.4 x IO-SHz to 1.2 x lO-2Hz). Due to a larger numberof data gaps from Helios-l,
more spectra could be computedfrom the Helios-2 data. Only these were used for
further analysis. Figure 4 shows examples of magnetic field power spectra at dif-
ferent distances from the sun. These spectra are quite representative for the lo-
cality where the data have been taken (both spectra were computed from data in
high speed plasma streams). The power spectral density increases as the sun is
aproached, in addition the slope of the power spectral density as a function of
frequency changes significantly. The spectra are considerably flatter at 0.29AU
than at 0.97AU with clear differences between the spectra for the field components
and the field magnitude. For the componentsthe major flattening at O.29AUoccurs
below, say 2 x ]O-3Hz. Assuming a power law dependencefor the spectral density P
with P ~ f-_ the avarage best fit exponent _ (determined by a least square method)
varies between 1.59 and 1.69 at 0.97AU and between 0.87 and 1.15 at 0.29AU. The
uncertainties are estimated with + 0.12. Since at O.29AUthe power law fit P ~ f
does not seemto be the best possibility of representing the frequency dependence
of the spectral densities, we madean additional exponential fit with P ~ e-6f.
However, for most of the distance range the power law fit was superior.
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Figures 5 and 6 give general information about the radial dependences of the

steepness of the magnetic field spectra and about the different contribution of

field magnitude fluctuations to the total power at different heliocentric distan-

ces for the Helios-2 primary mission. In figure 5 the spectral exponents general-

ly show a large variability, but a systematic change only inside 0.4AU. This

means that the very flat spectra at frequencies below 2 x IO-3Hz occur only in-

side O.4AU. Further out the spectra become increasingly steeper in this frequen-

cy range leading to spectra with a constant steepness from 2.4 x IO-5Hz to
1.2 x 10- Hz.

We have no final explanation for these observations yet. There are several

possibilities to explain this radial evolution of power spectral densities of

magnetic field fluctuations. The reason may be a frequency dependent damping (at

high frequencies) or a frequency dependent generation of magnetic field fluctua-

tions (at low frequencies). Also possible is an inverse energy cascade in wave

number space leading to this evolution of the spectra.

Figure 6 shows that the radial evolution of field magnitude fluctuations is

quite different from the evolution of fluctuations in the field components. The

ratio PT/PF varies with heliocentric distance and with frequency. At ]AU we find
a non-frequency dependent behaviour of P_/P_, but inside O.70AU this ratio is

clearly frequency dependent. Obviously, _he_compressive magnetic field fluctua-

tions become increasingly more powerful relative to the directional fluctuations

with increasing heliocentric distance. In addition, this radial evolution is fre-

quency dependent.

Parker [1982] studied spectral properties of the magnetic component of hydro-

magnetic fluctuations near 4 and 5AU from Pioneer-lO and -11 data. In a frequency

cange similar to our study he found magnetic field power spectra with smaller am-

plitudes than the ones found from the Helios-data at IAU, but with very similar

slopes. Apparently, the magnetic field power spectra of hydromagnetic fluctuations

do not evolve further outside IAU apart from a general amplitude decrease with in-

creasing heliocentric distance.

Some years ago Coleman [1968] tried to explain the extremely structureless

power spectra of magnetic field fluctuations in high speed plasma with the pre-

sence of an energy cascade in wave number space. In this context it is interesting

to analyse magnetic field fluctuations in a frequency range extended well above

the proton gyrofrequency. With the search coil magnetometer on board of Helios we

are able to study magnetic field fluctuations with frequencies up to 2.2 kHz.

Figure 7 gives t_o examples of magnetic field spectra in high speed plasma
streams from 2.4 x I0- Hz up to 470 Hz at O.3OAU and up to IOO Hz at O.98AU. The

power spectral densities in the frequency range of Alfv_nic turbulence show the

behaviour presented before. In the higher frequency range up to 2 Hz the power

spectral density decreases with increasing heliocentric distance, but the steep-

ness of the spectra remains unchanged. This is a typical feature of directional

magnetic field fluctuations in this frequency range at all heliocentric distan-

ces analysed. Above 2 Hz there is a drop in spectral density together with a ma-

jor change in spectral slope at the higher frequencies, where P is proportional

to about f-3 as found by Beinroth and Neubauer [1981].
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search-coil-magnetometer. The spectral enhancement at ! Hz is due to the spin of

the spacecraft, which could not be removed totally from the data.

To interpret the radial evolution of magnetic field power spectra in this

wide frequency range, one must consider the different wave modes possible at par-

ticular frequencies. The linear theory of wave propagation in a hot collisionless

magnetoplasma described by the Vlasov-Maxwell set of equations (e.g. Montgomery

and Tidman, ]964) yields an infinite number of wave modes most of which are strong-

ly damped. At low frequencies below the dominant ion cyclotron frequency there are

three important wave modes: the Alfv_n wave and the fast and slow magnetoacoustic

waves (e.g. Barnes, ]979). As the frequency approaches the He ++ and the proton cyc-

lotron frequencies the Alfv_n waves are severly damped by ion cyclotron damping.

Hence we expect an appreciable drop in power spectral density which is somewhat

stretched out in frequency due to the Doppler-shift. The remaining power spectral

densities at high frequencies than represent the continuation of the magnetoacous-

tic wave mode at the low frequencies usually called 'whistler' mode above the pro-

ton gyrofrequency. We therefore attribute the drop in spectral density between

E 2 Hz and 4.7 Hz to the damping of the Alfv_n portion of the spectrum, which close

to the ion gyro frequencies are generally refered to as ion cyclotron waves. Pos-

sible variations of the total spectral densities across the gap are indicated by

dotted lines. The possible contributions of the magnetoacoustic component is indi-

cated by dashed lines.
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Conclusion

The Helios-observations between 0.29 and ]AU show that the occurrence of
Alfv_nic turbulence is essentially restricted to the high speed plasma streams in-
dependent of heliocentric distance. The fluctuation amplitudes of Alfv_nic turbu-
lence normalized by the average magnetic field magnitude showno systematic helio-
centric distance dependenceindicating that the fluctuation amplitudes maybe in a
saturated state. This is different for normalized field magnitude fluctuations,
which becomelarger with increasing heliocentric distance.

The period range of Alfv_nic turbulence is found to be between at least 8Is
(lower limit owing to the resolution of the plasma experiment) and approximately
12 hours (in the spacecraft frame).

Power spectra of the interplanetary magnetic field show a clear distance de-
pendence. Up to 0.4AU the spectral slope is extremely flat at low frequencies up
to ~ 2 x 10-3 ) and becomesincreasingly steeper with increasing frequency. Further
out in the solar wind the spectral slope up to 1.2 x IO-2Hz is well represented by
a power law with P ~ f-1.6 on average. The reason for this behaviour may be fre-
quency dependent damping (at the high frequencies) or frequency dependent genera-
tion (at the low frequencies) of the magnetic fluctuations. Another possibility is
an inverse energy cascade in wave number space. Magnetic field power spectra ex-
tended up to 470 Hz show an increasing steepness of the spectra with increasing
frequency. Spectra from 2 x lO-3Hz up to the proton gyrofrequency are well repre-
sented by a power law P ~ f-l.7 independent of heliocentric distance and the spec-
tra above the proton gyrofrequency are well represented by a power law P ~ f-3 in-
dependent of distance as well.
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ABSTRACT

We present here a nonlinear Alfven soliton solution of the MHD

equations. This solution may represent the final state of modula-

tionally unstable Alfven waves. We also briefly describe a model of

the expected turbulent spectrum due to a collection of such solitons.

*Currently a Nuffield Foundation Science Research Fellow

i. Introduction

The Alfvenic nature of the large amplitude turbulence in the

solar wind has been known for some time (Belcher and Davis 1971). The

relationship between this turbulence and traditional linear MHD waves

or special large amplitude solutions (Barnes and Hollweg 1974;

Abraham-Shrauner and Feldman 1977) remains unclear. Equally unclear

are the consequences this turbulence may have for solar wind particle

populations, although ion drift speeds proportional to the Alfven

speed and high perpendicular temperatures suggest some wave-particle

connections (Schwartz et al. 1981).

Efforts to describe solar wind turbulence usually begin with a

perturbation expansion, leading either to the "decay cascade" (Chin

and Wentzel 1972; Cohen and Dewar 1974; Schwartz 1977) if the system

is described purely in terms of its linear modes, or to the

modulational instability (Derby 1978; Goldstein 1978) of a single

large amplitude Alfven wave. We discuss here a third alternative
which leads to a nonlinear soliton solution. This solution may

represent the state to which a modulationally unstable Alfven wave

relaxes. Using an ensemble average of collections of these solitons,

we find a turbulence power spectrum E(k)=k -2 at high frequencies

which flattens toward the low frequency end. Details of the calcula-

tions can be found in Ovenden et al. (1983). Further work on

alternative turbulence models and particle-soliton interactions is

currently in progress.

2. The Soliton Solution

We begin with the one fluid description of a plasma: continuity

and momentum equations and the generalized Ohm's law coupled with

Maxwell's equations (eg. Boyd and Sanderson 1969 3.40, 3.54 and 3.61-

3.63). Assuming quasi-neutrality, an isothermal equation of state,

and neglecting the displacement current, resistivity and the 8_/8t
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term in the generalized Ohm0s law, it is easy to eliminate the

electric field and transverse fluid velocity. For simplicity we

consider only parallel-propagation so that 8/8x = 0 m 8/ay where
the z direction corresponds to that of the background magnetic field

Bo. Ultimately, the resulting equations can be written

a2B+

2"
at

8B+

n i VA _ n 8z
] ] - 0 (1.1)

and

2

a 2 2 8 2 VA a 2 8 2
c -- ] n = (IB+I2) + __ (nv 2)

at 2 S aZ 2 2 aZ 2 8Z 2
(1.2)

where B± =B x ± iBy, v is the z-component of the fluid velocity, n is

the density, VA-Bo/q(4_p) is the Alfven speed, ni the proton

gyrofrequency, cs the isothermal sound speed, and d/dt- a/at + va/az

Both B± and n have been normalized to their background values (Bo and

no respectively). The harmonic solutions to (i.i) and (1.2) with IB±J
independent of z are just the Alfven-Ion cyclotron modes investigated

by Abraham-Shrauner and Feldman (1977).

We are interested in modes with small but nonzero fluctuations 0n

and v in the density and velocity respectively. To this end, we

linearize (i.i) and (1.2) with respect to these quantities. Further-

more, we insert an Alfven wave with slowly varying amplitude, viz.,

i(kAz- t )
B+ m b(z,t) e - (1.3)

where _o± " _A ( 1 ; _A/2_ i ) and assuming _A<<ni with w A -kAV A • At

this point, the modulational instability calculation proceeds by

perturbing the b - constant solution with fluctuations 0b, 0n, v all

varying harmonically in space and time. Such a calculation yields

instabilities with e-folding lengths = 10 -2 AU.

Here, following Zakharov (1972) we search instead for soliton

solutions of (1.1)-(1.2) with a wave amplitude in (1.3) given by

i0w t
b(z,t) - b O sech [ K(z-Vt) ] e , (1.4)

keeping terms to third order in Ib I and assuming b varies slowly
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compared to the original Alfven wave.

consistent constants V, K, and _ given by

v - vA [ 1 -

This process yields self-

(i. 5a)

and

kAbo { ni/_A }i/2K - I-B (i. 5b)
2

_A Ibo12
_ - - (1.5c)

8(1 - B)

for values of the ratio of sound to Alfven speed squared (B) << 1 and
for the _o+ (left hand polarized ) wave. The density (in non-

dimensional units) and velocity variations are given by

Ib(z,t) 12

8n - (1.6)
2(I-B)

and

v = V _n (1.7)

Physically, the increased density (1.6) leads to a lower local

Alfven speed causing the associated build up in wave energy in this

region. The energy transport is achieved by forcing this material to

move at the wave group velocity (l.Sa), thereby resulting in the

unchanged soliton envelope. It is not yet clear whether the solution

(1.4)-(1.9) represents a true soliton, in the sense that two such

solutions would pass through one another without interacting.

2. Turbulence Spectrum

To build a picture of a turbulent spectrum out of solitons, we

follow the work of Kingsep et al. (1973) and Yu and Spatschek (1976)

who consider an ensemble of systems with a common energy density W

(normalized to BO2/8_) and length L. The various realizations
correspond to different numbers, N, of non-overlapping, assumed

identical, solitons into which this energy is divided. The value of N

lies in the interval

1 < N < KL

Ensemble averaging over these realizations, which we take with equal

probablities, yields an energy spectrum

< Ib k12 > = 1 [ ok tanh (ok) - log cosh (ok) ] (2.1)
(ok) 2

where

a m }11.
k A Ni8_W
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AS can be seen in

the plot of (2.1) shown

in Fig. 1 (or directly

from the explicit form of

(2.1)), this spectrum is

flat at low frequencies

and falls off steeply as

k-2 at high frequencies.

Although this is

qualitatively similar to

solar wind observations

(eg. Bavassano et al.

1982; Denskat and

Neubauer 1982), it is not

yet clear whether

quantitative agreement

can be improved within

the soliton description

by, eg., an alternative

ensemble average,

collections of unequal

solitons, etc.

c o-=_

cq --

I0 --

,-_ =

A I
=:

Z '_-

v I
CD
,--4

10 .2 i0 -I i I0 I00

k

Fig. i. Ensemble averaged power spectrum of

various collections of solitons describing

the same total turbulent energy.

3. Summary

we have found a nonlinear Alfven soliton solution which we

envisage as the final state of a modulationally unstable Alfven wave.

Dividing turbulent energy in a given region into such solitons and

averaging over the different possible arrangements yields a turbulent

spectrum which is flat at low k and falls as k-2 at large k. Remaining

questions concern other possible descriptions of solar wind turbu-

lence within this context and the consequences of particle-soliton

interactions for solar wind ion distributions.
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ABSTRACT

Magnetic field data from HELIOS 1 and 2 are used to test a stochastic

model for Alfv&nic fluctuations recently proposed by A. Barnes. A reasonable

matching between observations and predictions is found. A rough estimate of the

correlation length of the observed fluctuations is inferred.

Introduction

In a recent paper Barnes (1981) proposes a simple stochastic model for

interplanetary Alfv_nic turbulence based on the random wandering of a vector of

constant length. Let us locate this vector with the usual spherical coordinates

e, ¢ and assume it initially along the polar axis (e=o). As time advances

the tip of the vector walks over a sphere, moving at each step of an angle

e along a great circle in a random direction. In other words if the position of

the vector after N steps is (e, ¢), at the (N+l)th step the vector will lie

at an angle g away along a great circle, whose tangent at (e, ¢) makes a

random angle _ with the unit vector in the e direction. A field direction

confinement can be simulated with reflecting boundaries. This model, with

certain qualifications, reproduces the well known observational feature of the

Alfv&nic fluctuations of a well defined direction of minimum variance aligned

with the mean magnetic field. The model predicts also the statistical distribu-

tions of the field directions in terms of a density of probability W(p,t)

and an integrated probability P(p,t), being p=cose. W(p,t)dp gives the probabi-

lity that after a time t the angle e that the vector makes with its initial

position has its cosine between p and p+dp. P(p,t), integral of W between -i

and p, gives the probability that, at the time t, cose lies between -i

and p. Figures 4 and 5 of Barnes (1981) show the evolution with time of these

functions.

An observational test of the temporal evolution of the fluctuating field

direction as predicted by the model has been performed by using interplanetary

magnetic field data (6 s averages) of HELIOS 1 and 2 (Rome/GSFC experiment). We

have selected four periods of 2-4 days in the trailing edge of high velocity

streams characterized by the presence of fluctuations whose Alfv&nic character

had been already established by previous analyses (Bavassano et al., 1982a and

b). Table 1 of the latter reference gives a list of the periods considered.

Three of them refer to HELIOS 2 observations of the same stream during three

successive solar rotations. The fourth period refers to an observation of the

same stream by HELIOS 1 almost contemporary to the second of the HELIOS 2

stream encounters. To obtain a statistical description of the temporal evolu-
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tion of the direction of the measured fluctuating field we have divided the
selected periods in intervals of 20 minutes, for each interval we have deter-
mined how the magnetic field vector evolves (starting from its initial position
at the beginning of the interval) as time advances, and finally for each of the
four stream encounters we have grouped the results from the various intervals
to have statlstical distributions for the parameters characterizing, following
the Barnes model, the field evolution with time. The parameters considered are
c, the angle between consecutive vectors (6 s averages), @, the direction
of the field variation as defined in the model, and 0, the angle that the
magnetic vector has with its initial position at the beginning of the interval.
Wewould note that our results do not change significantly if intervals longer
than 20 minutes are taken for the statistics. Finally, all intervals including
discontinuities as identified through automatic selection criteria (Mariani et
al., 1983) and visual inspection of the data have been rejected.

Experimental Results

In Figure 1 we show the histograms of the angles e and _ at the four
heliocentric distances considered. The 20 minutes intervals contributing to the
statistics are (in order of decreasing R) Iii, ii0, 104 and 235 respectively.
The histograms of c show that most of the values fall between 0° and 15° • A
dependence on heliocentric distance is clearly apparent, the average value of

being 6.1 ° at 0.87 AU and becoming 11.0 ° at 0.29 AU. These histograms should
be comparedwith the fixed step length assumption in the model. The histograms
of _ do not show on the contrary any dependenceon the heliocentric distance.
In Figure 1 we give only the curve for 0.87 AU, representative within i% for
all distances. To a good approximation @has a uniform distribution, in
agreement with the assumption of the model that the direction of each step is
random.
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Let us consider now the evolution with time of the magnetic field
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direction in terms of the angle e between the current vector and its initial
position at the beginning of the 20 minutes interval. In Figure 2 we show the
frequency distributions of cose for different delay times T (time elap-
sed from the beginning of each interval). These histograms correspond to the
curves of the function W of the model of Barnes (see his Figures 4 and 5),
taking care that W is a probability density. The features of the temporal
evolution of cose are perhaps more clearly seen in Figure 3 in terms of the
integrated frequency distributions, giving the number of cases for which cose
is between - 1 and a given value. These curves should be comparedwith those of
the function P given by Barnes in his Figures 4 and 5. One is easily convinced
that the experimental curves look like those of the model. Whenthe delay time
T is small (e.g., T=I min) most of the values of cose are close to I. For
increasing • the distributions spread out in a quite regular way. The final
state is not very different at the various distances but it is reached more
rapidly near the Sun. This is clearly seen in Figure 3 where at 0.29 AU the
curve for _=i0 min is almost coincident with that for _=20 min (i.e., final
state is already reached after about i0 minutes), whereas at 0.87 AU they
differ noticeably (i.e., after i0 minutes some evolution is still necessary
before reaching final situation). This different time scale can be related to
the radial gradient of the angle c (see Figure i), the evolution being more
rapid near the Sun where the angle between consecutive vectors is larger.
Another experimental evidence is that our curves do not reach a uniform distri-
bution, as those of the model, and this holds also if • increases up to 1 hour.
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Figure 3. Integrated fre-

quency distributions of

cose.

The evolution of the frequency distributions of cose has been also seen

in terms of variation of their moments. Figures 4 and 5 show the variation with

the delay time x of the average value of cose, <cose>, and of its standard

deviation, a(cose), respectively. The changes in the histograms of cose

shown in Figure 2 are here seen as a regular decrease of <cos8> and a

corresponding increase of _(cose). Again it is clearly apparent that the varia-

tion is more rapid near the Sun (heavy line). These trends almost completely
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disappear after 10-15 minutes, with <cose> remaining around 0.7 and
e(cose) around 0.3 for delay times up to 1 hour. In other words most of the
variation of <cose>and a(cos8) takes place in the first minutes (_ i0 near
the Sun and _15 near the Earth), after that only a very slight dependencefrom

is found. Wewould notice that the observations made at 0.65 AU by HELIOS2
and at 0.41 AUby HELIOS1 are almost contemporary and at the sameheliographic
latitude. This allows us to exclude that the observed trends are due to slow
temporal variations or heliographic latitude dependence.
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Concluding Remarks

As regards the observational test of the Barnes model we can summarize the

results as follows: a) the direction of the variation of the magnetic field, as

given by the angle #, has a uniform distribution, in agreement with the

assumption of the model that the direction of each step is random; b) the angle

between consecutive vectors (6 s averages) is of the order of 5°-10 ° and

increases near the Sun (in the model this angle is taken as a constant); c) the

frequency distribution of cos8 spreads out when • increases but does not

reach a uniform distribution (as in the model). In conclusion the model of

Barnes, although essentially local, can be considered in reasonable agreement

with the experimental results. On the other hand, as already indicated by the

author himself, the model can be considerably improved, for example by using a

variable step length and by simulating the confinement of the field around the

spiral direction. In this way a better matching with the observations could be

obtained.

The time scale of the variation of cose can give some information about

the correlation time of the fluctuations. Barnes (1981) shows that, in terms of

population statistics, the autocorrelation function of the temporal series of

random fluctuating vectors is just given by the average value of cose.

His computations show also that, with a reflecting boundary, the average value
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of cose initially decreases as time advances but beyond the correlation time

tends towards a constant value. Figure 4 shows that the decrease of <cosO>

lasts I0-15 minutes, the evolution being faster near the Sun, after that this

trend almost completely disappears. We can then infer that the correlation time

of the observed fluctuations is of the order of i0 minutes near the Sun and 15

minutes near the Earth. With the knowledge of the average solar wind speed in

the different periods this gives a correlation length of _65 RE near the

Sun and _90 RE near the Earth. Our estimate for the correlation length at 0.87
AU agrees with previous determinations near the Earth's orbit (Chang and

Nishida, 1973; Fisk and Sari, 1973; Sari and Valley, 1976; Crooker et al.,

1982). The decrease of the correlation length approaching the Sun should be

essentially related to the greater angular variability of the magnetic field

near the Sun.
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SURFACEWAVESONSOLARWINDTDVs

Joseph V. Hollweg (Physics Department and Space Science Center,
University of NewHampshire, Durham,NH 03824

The most successful interpretation of the solar wind mlcroscale
fluctuations has been in terms of Alfven waves. However, this inter_
pretation does not fit all data perfectly, and someauthors have ques-
tioned the presence of Alfven waves. Wewould like to point out that
the difficulties may be resolved if the data are interpreted in terms
of Alfvenic surface waves.

Ed. note: This paper has been published in the Journal of Geophysical
Research, 1983.
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THEORYOFHYDROMAGNETICTURBULENCE

David Montgomery

The College of William and Mary

Williamsburg, Virginia 23.185 U. S. A.

Abstract

The present state of MIIDturbulence theory as a possible solar wind

research tool is surveyed. The theory is statistical, and does not makestate-

ments about individual events. It is unreasonable to expect ever to be able to

"explain" individual events with turbulence theory. The ensembles considered

typically have individual realizations which differ qualitatively, unlike equi-

librium statistical mechanics. Most of the theory deals with highly symmetric

situations ; most of these symmetries have yet to be tested in the solar wind.

The applicability of MHDitself to solar wind parameters is highly questionable;

yet it has no competitors, as a potentially comprehensive dynamical description.

The purposes of solar wind research require sharper articulation. If they are

to understand radial turbulent plasma flows from spheres, laboratory experiments

and numerical solution of equations of motion may be a cheap alternative to

spacecraft. If "real life" information is demanded, multiple spacecraft with

variable separation may be necessary to go further. The principal emphasis in

the theory so far has been on spectral behavior for spatial covariances in wave

number space. There is no respectable theory of these for highly anisotropic

situations. A rather slow development of theory acts as a brake on justifiable

measurement, at this point.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One question solar wind research may ultimately have to answer for

itself is whether it will resemble geography or dynamic meteorology more closely.

Geographymust concern itself withevents which are specific and in a very real

sense accidental. Its use of analytical mathematics is limited and may some-

times be simply decorative. Dynamicmeteorology proceeds from the assumption

that a largely complete mathematical description can be found and should be

pursued, even if the complexity of the differential equations and the incomplete-

ness of the boundary data guarantee that the program will be a long time coming
to completion (see, e.g., Pedlosky, 1979).

Muchof what happens in any individual rainstorm is extraordinarily

striking, but it cannot usefully be considered in the light of a detailed

mathematical theory. It will never happen in quite the sameway again. Austere

discipline is required to focus on those aspects of the weather which are at

least statistically reproducible, and therefore susceptible to a mathematical

theory.

Spacephysics has frequently taken the "event" as its unit of concern.

Such-and-such a set of fluctuating field signals were seen on such-and-such a

detector on such-and-such a day. Plausible hypotheses about what might have

been responsible for the signals are produced, and are buttressed by such mathe-

matics as lies ready to hand. The kind of boundary and initial data that would

be necessary to extract sharp conclusions from the mathematics are invariably

lacking, and the machinery for extracting the conclusions often also does not

exist. A rather subjective opinion is usually necessary at the end as to

whether or not the "event" has been satisfactorily "explained". This paradigm

is by now deeply ingrained, and is an unconscious ingredient in the evaluation

of manyof the papers, say, which one finds in Journal of Geophysical Research.

The subject is at a natural stage to begin to ask what the possibili-

ties are for making it into a mathematically tighter and more intellectually

crisp area of endeavor. It is equally natural to inquire into the range of

available models which have been pursued in comparable and more highly developed

continuous-media situations such as meteorology, say, or ocenography.

The purpose of the following material is a consideration of the ade-

quacy of the available solar-wind mathematical description to the task of
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providing a comprehensive dynamical description. If precedents from nearby

subjects are any guide, there would seemto be only one serious contender as

a model for what such a mathematical description might look like. That is
classical Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics, which is the basis for such theories as

there are for the dynamics of the earth's atmospheres and oceans. Someexposure

to hydrodynamic theory will be assumed--sufficient, at least, to take for

granted the unquestioned role hydrodynamics plays as theoretical research tool

in those subjects. The following pages are a survey of the present status of

magnetohydrodynamic(hereafter: MHD)turbulence theory and its adequacyas an

off-the-shelf research tool for describing solar wind measurements. The con-

clusions are not all rosy, and the analysis of the available mathematical

descriptions and techniques leads to the belief that they should only be applied

to solar wind data with extreme caution, and perhaps with a sense of h_nor.

In order of ascending complexity, the possible dynamical descriptions

for the solar-wind plasma are: (1) one-fluid magnetohydrodynamics(MHD);

(2) multi-species, charged-fluid hydrodynamics with assumedclosures for the

pressure tensors (equations of state); (3) the Vlasov description in terms of

particle distribution functions; (4) Vlasov equations modified by adding Fokker-

Planck collision terms on the right hand sides. Specialized models, such as

the Chew-Goldberger-Lowapproximation, which rather arbitrarily drops heat flow
along magnetic field lines, can be accommodatedin various niches in the above
list.

If the expected dynamics of the system were linear and non-turbulent,
at least the first three models could be taken seriously as contenders. The

controlled fusion (CTR) cormnunityhas done so, gambling on the hope that labora-

tory experimentalists will be able to produce confined plasmas whose dynamics

remain linear and at most weakly turbulent. But by anyone's definitions, the

solar wind's behavior is unmistakably turbulent and nonlinear. The fluctuating

magnetic fields, flow velocities, and electric fields are as large as anything

that can be defined as averages in the local zero-momentumframe. The time

history of any componentof the fields behaves for all practical purposes like

a random variable. This is the definition of "strong turbulence", if one is
needed.

Because it is the only one of the four descriptions that is close

to being manageable, even numerically, MHDassumesthe role of the only serious
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contender for a "strong turbulence" mathematical description. It is far simpler,
mathematically, than any of the others, and yet the number of strong turbulence

problems that we can handle with it will be seen to be extremely limited, even

assuming its correctness.
The following material is intended as a brief look at nonlinear MHD

turbulence theory, as it maybe considered as a potential solar-wind research

tool. Section II deals with the applicability of MHDitself to a plasma with

solar-wind densities and temperatures, stressing the roles of incompressibility,

collisionality, and the proper analytical form for the essential dissipative
terms. Section III summarizesthe status of incompressible MHDturbulence

theory as it has been developed so far, emphasizing the high degrees of

symmetry required if even the crudest theories are to have extractible conse-

quences. Section IV suggests sometentative implications of Sections II and
III for solar-wind research.

Anticipating the conclusions, one of them is that there is presently
available at best only an outline of a theoretical framework in which kinds of

solar wind data that have been collected could be sensibly interpreted. If we

are serious about wanting to go beyond a largely descriptive understanding of

the solar wind, a far higher fraction of our effort will have to go into under-

standing the basic plasma physics of the medium. The analytical and numerical
tools now in hand are not adequate to the demandsbeing placed on them by the

sophisticated collection of vast quantities of data, whose quality is far

higher than any framework available for making use of it.
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II. THEAPPLICABILITYOFMHD

The one-fluidMHD equations, in the simplest form in which they might
be considered realistic, is

= 0 (I)

B.VB (2)

8B qV2B,
_-1" + Z'_ = _'VZ + (3)

with a fluid velocity v, and a magnetic field _, a mass density D, a kinematic

viscosity v, and a magnetic diffusivity q. The solenoidal condition V.B = 0,

imposed initially, is preserved by Eq. (3). p is the total pressure, magnetic

plus mechanical, and is obtained from the Poisson equation which results when

the divergence of Eq. (2) is taken and use is made of Eq. (1).

Eqs. (1)-(3) are the simplest closed-form mathematical description

known for the mechanical motions of a fluid which is both energetic enough and

electrically-conducting enough to modify the magnetic field imbedded in it.

Yet the simplicity of Eqs. (1)-(3) is misleading. We are far from being able

to give analytical solutions except in highly simplified special cases, or in

the linear limit. For reasons which are by now well known (although we will

review them later), they ma/_e demands on computing capability which we cannot

always expect to meet, even numerically.

Some of the assumptions which go into the derivation of Eq. (1)-(3)

are widely known, such as the neglect of the displacement current relative to

the conduction current, or the assumption that electrostatic forces are capable

of keeping the electron and ion charge densities approximately equal. Three

assumptions need to be singled out for mention in connection with the solar

wind. They are not obviously fulfilled by solar wind parameters, and the

serious failure of any one of them can leave us with a mathematical description

which is even far less tractable than Eqs. (1)-(3). They are: (1) incompressi-

bility (V. Z = 0); (2) scalar dissipation coefficients v and q; and (3) collision-

dominated inequalities required in the derivation of Eqs.(1)-(3).
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(i) Incompressibility (V.v = 0)

Incompressibility is an undisputed feature of normal fluid mechanics

that is difficult to justify rigorously. It is usually done (Landau and

Lifshitz, 1959; Batchelor, 1967) by using estimates for the dominant force

terms in the equation of motion and their effect, through the compressibility,

on the density p of a moving fluid element. The change in density AO for a

fluid element which experiences a change in pressure Ap may be taken to be:

Ap = dP/dp cs

2
If the medium obeys an equation of state p = p(p). The sound speed is cs -= dP/dO.

Ap may be estimated by using either the py-Vv term in Eq. (2) or the B'VBJ4W

term. (These are expected to dominate the pSv/St term and the viscous term

pgV2v in cases which have significant amounts of turbulence.) For V, we will

use L -1, where L is a characteristic length over which the fields vary. Ap

may be estimated from the convective term, first, as of order ~pv 2. In this

case, the fractional variation in density is small for a typical fluid element

if

2 = v2/c 2 << l (5)
p pc s- s

as in ordinary hydrodynamics. Then we may estimate Ap from the magnetic force

term as Ap ~ B2/4w, and instead of (5), we get

Ap ~ B 2
7- << i (61

s

or that the magnetic pressure shall be small compared to the mechanical pres-

sure (6 >> l, in conventional plasma physics jargon). If there is a strong

mean field B o present which is large compared to the fluctuating B,

Ap ~ BoB/4w, and (6) is replaced by

Ap B 2 B << 1 (7)

p 4_PCs-'2 B o

or that (again in conventional plasma terms) B/B << S.
O
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Thoughthe fulfilment of conditions (5) and (7) might give somecon-

fidence in (say) the applicability of incompressible MHDfor a tokamak plasma,

no one of the three inequalities (5)-(7) can be said to characterize the solar

wind. Yet the solar wind, except for occasional shock transitions, often shows

surprisingly little density variation. From the point of view of considerations

presently known, this tendency toward incompressibility is still slightly

n_ysterious.

(2) Dissipation Coefficients

Derivations from first principles lead to far more elaborate dissipa-

tive terms than those which appear in Eqs. (1)-(3). 0nly those who have

actually dragged themselves through a Chapman-Enskog calculation of_gnetized-

plasma transport coefficients can probably appreciate the fragility of the

enterprise, but a widely-accepted derivation due to Braginskii (1965) [see

also: Book, 1980] yields a considerably_re involved term for the viscous

dissipation than that given in Eq. (2). Reverting to component notation,

p_V2vi 3should be replaced by the ion viscosity term -_ SP_/Sx_, where, in
j=l J_ J

a coordinate system with the z-axis along the magnetic field B,

Pxx = - _-n0(Wxx + Wyy) -_2_nl(Wxx - Wyy) - n3Wxy

P = - no (Wxx + wyy) + nl (Wxx - wyy) + n3w_
YY T T

P = P - + nB -xy yx -nlWxy T (wxx

P = p = -n2W - nhWy zXZ ZX XZ

= = -n2W + nhWxzPz Pzy z

Pzz = -noWzz" (8)
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The coefficients in Eq. (8) are

no = 0.96 nkBTiTi

3 nkBTi i
nl = lO 2 = n2

.T.
C1 1

1 nkBTi 1

n3 = 2 _ . = 2 n4
Cl

(9)

3kBTi/2 is an ion thermal energy, and mCl" = eB/m.cl is the proton gyrofrequency.

T. is an ion collision time and is given by
1

3F_mi (kBTi)3/2

T. = (10)
z 4_nle 4

where m. is the ion (proton) mass, n is the proton number density, e is the
z

proton charge, and I is the Coulomb logarithm, typically l0 to 20.

strain tensor Wjk is

The rate of

ark 2 (ll)8vj +___ _ V.v

Wjk = axk 8x. 3 6Jk ~
J

The viscosity coefficients no, nl, n 2, n 3, n4 differ mainly by the

numbers of powers of _ .T. they contain in the denominators. The largest term
C1 1

for solar-wind plasmas is no. A formal estimate of the no-COntaining terms

at 1AU, using measured values for the length scales and typical fluctuating

velocities, leads to the conclusion that the O° terms are by orders of magnitude

the largest terms in the equation of motion' There is nothing else in the

equations of motion that they could be equated to unless the coefficients

multiplying the n were themselves small. These coefficients turn out to be
O

linear combinations of V.v and V..v_, (here, the subscript "_" applied to a

vector means the components perpendicular to B). Only if V.v =0 and V,-v, _0
B m

does it appear that the viscous terms can do anything but completely overpower

every other term in the equation. This may be a more convincing argument for

incompressibility than any that can be given in the conventional way, as in

the previous subsection. It does, however, leave an additional constraint,

incompressibility in the plane perpendicular to B, which is not built into
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Eqs. (1)-(3). The constraint Vz.v_,= 0 does comeup in the Strauss (1976;
Montgomery, 1982) equations of "reduced" MHD,which are appropriate to the case

of strong externally-imposed dc magnetic field (_ << 1), but its content with-

out the presence of such an externally-imposed B-field is far from clear.

Finally, and perhaps most annoyingly, even if the divergences of y

and v± are small, that does not meanthat the terms containing qo are negligi-
ble. The jungle of terms involved in Eqs. (8) and (9) does not lead, by any

knownasymptotic expansion, to a simple diffusion-like viscous term such as the

last term of Eq. (2), at the time of this writing. It is possible that we

will remain in the unpleasant position of settling for the relatively tractible

DvV2_ term as a crude model of short-wavelength dissipation, knowing full well

that it is not an accurate representation.

(3) Collisionalit F

Such expressions as Eqs. (8) and (9) are the output of lengthy,

tedious Chapman-Enskog calculations which begin with a transport (e.g.,

Braginskii, 1965) equation with a Fokker-Planck collision term, and iterate

about a local Maxwell distribution. The expansion parameter, assumed small,

is the ratio of the mean collision time (T. for ions, T for electrons) to
1 e

the time scale T over which the macroscopic field variables vary, or equi-

valently, the ratio of mean free paths to macroscopic length scales. In

the solar wind, these ratios, rather than being <<l, are >>l if standard esti-

mates are used for mean free paths and collision times. From one perspective,

it is astonishing that MHD has any relevance to solar wind phenomena. It has

been suggested, not unconvincingly, that the Fokker-Planck collision terms

which are used to compute expressions such as Eqs. (8) and (9), are improper

because of the observed high level of turbulence in the solar-wind magnetic

field. Free-flight straight-line trajectories are used in evaluating collision

integrals and are cut off at a Debye length, and these may be less than appro-

priate for a particle following a tangled field line. But these are no more

than suggestions at this point, and what their implied modification of Eqs. (8)

and (9) might be has not been suggested.

In summary, there are three respects at least in which the validity

of incompressible MHD with scalar dissipation coefficients might legitimately
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be doubted for solar-windparameters. Yet is is the only contender among

mathematical descriptions which have so far proved tractable enoughto lead

to any comprehensive theory of turbulent situations. Even then, we shall see

in the following section that further severe restrictions are necessary in
order to have concrete results emerge.
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III. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC TURBULENCE

If the previously-enumerated reservations about the validity of
the MHDdescription are passed over, it maybe noticed that a certain amount

of relatively clean theory of MHDturbulence has emergedin the last two decades.

The theory relies on certain idealizations that render it less than wholly
applicable to real-life solar wind conditions. Applicable or not, it constitutes
the only presently-existing framework in which statements about the solar wind

can be madewhich are more than impressionistic or anecdotal. Virtually all

of it is for the uniform-density (p = const.) case, and the incompressibility

restriction is important. No significant body of strong turbulence theory
exists for compressible fluids, even for ordinary neutral gases, and it would

be unreasonable to expect MHDto yield where the simpler compressible system
has not.

Use of the term "strong turbulence" in the preceding paragraph is

intended to differentiate it from "weak turbulence" theory, which is a perspec-

tive which has shapedmost thinking about nonlinear disordered processes in

plasmas since about 1962. In weak turbulence theory (e.g., Montgomery, 1977),

the emphasis is on systems whose dynamics maybe considered to be the interac-

tion of oscillatory normal modes, whoseoscillation period is short compared
to the characteristic time of transfer of excitations from one normal modeto

another. Our reasons for discounting the value of weak turbulence theory in
discussing the solar wind will becomeapparent whenwe write Eqs. (1)-(.3) in
appropriate dimensionless units.

We first observe that there are at least three physically distinct

time scales represented in the dynamics described by Eqs. (1)-(3). If we call

a typical rms flow speed U° (in a coordinate system moving with the local mean

velocity of the solar wind), a typical rms magnetic field strength Bo, a
typical suitably defined meanmagnetic field <B>, and a typical length scale
over which the fields vary l/k, then these three time scales maybe defined

as follows. There are: (i) the "eddy turnover time" (kUo)-I associated with

the fluid motions [in the solar wind, often Bo~Uo]; (2) the "Alfv6n transit
time" (kl<B>I/_--_)-l; and (3) two dissipative time scales (k2_) -1 and (k2q) -I

which may be the sameor different, depending upon the magnetic Prandtl number
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_/n. The situation becomesmore complex whenwe realize that there is not

one length scale ~l/k, but a whole spectrum of scales, present at any instant,

and the U and B maybe defined locally in the wavenumberk as well. In the
O O

short wavelength range (large k), the dissipative effects may be dominant,

while at large scales (small k) they may be negligible. There is no sharp

dividing line where one passes from one regime to another.

Weak turbulence theory assigns orders of magnitude to its time scales

of its excitations once and for all, and makes no provision for these to change.

Its limitations are apparent in any situation in which there are fluxes of

excitations in k space which move from one regime to another.

The point is that it is unacceptable to neglect any of the terms

in Eqs. (1)-(3). It is important to resist the temptation to try to treat a

limited range of k in dynamical isolation from the rest, making approximations

there that do not apply elsewhere in k, because of some inequalities which

obtain locally. Eqs. (1)-(3) are a package, no part of which can be ignored

without peril. It might be argued, as in Sec. II, that more terms are needed

in Eqs. (1)-(3) to do justice to the dynamics of the solar wind; if so, then

the effect is to complicate an already almost prohibitively difficult problem.

It cannot be argued that terms can be dropped because they may be "small" in

certain ranges of k.

For the solar wind, U° and the Alfv6n speed CA = Bo/_ are compar-

able in the zero-momentum frame. The coefficients _ and n are uncertain for

reasons already given, and may not even be well-defined. If the Spitzer formu-

la for the conductivity o is adopted, n = c2/4_G. If we use the Braginskii n1

to estimate the viscosity, then _ = nl/p. We get, in cgs units,

o ~ 2.5 x 1015 sec -I

_) ~ nl/D ~ 3 x l0 4 c2/sec,

~ and CAat a number density of n i0 cm -3 and a temperature of 105°K. Both U°

are typically 2 or 2.5 x 106 cm/sec, and the most typical length scales have

been measured to be L i0 II~ cm [e.g., Matthaeus and Goldstein, 1982].

We rewrite all velocities in units of U° = Bo/W_-_, all lengths in

units of L, all times in units of L/Uo, and all magnetic fields in units of

B . The dimensionless version of Eqs. (i)-(3) becomes
o
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v v : o, (12)

and

8v i V2v,_t + v....-W =-Vp + B • VB +_ ~ (13)

m 1
3_ + v . VB = B • Vv + _V2B3t ..... "

(14)

The dimensionless numbers R and S are the Reynolds number and magnetic

Reynolds number respectively: R _ UoL/_ and S _ CAL/n = UoL/n (since Uo_B /_,' O

here). For the numbers cited, R ~ l012 and S ~ l013. These large values put

us far into the regime of high Reynolds number turbulence, which is the domain

of applicability of such theory as we have (e.g., Batchelor, 1970; Panchev, 1971).

The picture of high-Reynolds number fluid turbulence which has served

as a model for the recent development of magnetofluid turbulence theory is due

to Richardson, G. I. Taylor, and Kolmogoroff, and is elegantly summarized and

developed in the classic monograph by Batchelor (1970). It does not make

reference to specific solutions of the dynamical equations, which are regarded

as irreproducible random variables. Instead, statements are made about ensemble

averages, indicated by angular brackets < >, which are hoped to be relatively

smooth and reproducible. Thus Bi, a measured component of the magnetic field,

might be divided up into a "mean" plus a "fluctuation" 6B.:
1

= <B >+ 6B.,or Bi i i

v. = <v.> + 6v.
1 1 1

(15)

for the velocity field, and so on.

What the brackets < > mean experimentally is a tricky question.

Ideally, they should represent ensemble averages over a very large number of

experiments prepared in the same way, based on measurements made after a fixed,

elapsed time. Even in the laboratory this is difficult, and in the solar wind

it is out of the question. What must be done is to conjecture something like

an ergodie hypothesis, which makes it possible to equate phase space averages

(or ensemble averages) and time averages. Because there is in the solar wind

an inevitable relative velocity between the solar wind plasma and the measuring

instruments, these time averages are really averages over a space-time trajectory,
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in the zero-momentumframe. By the time the various symmetries necessary to

interpret the data have been invoked, one has assumeda certain fraction of

the consequencesthat one would, ideally, have liked for the experiment to

demonstrate. A shaky consistency is often the most conclusive imaginable
outcome.

Very nearly all the results so far on MHDturbulence concern the case

of homogeneous turbulence, for which the statistical properties of the fields

B.(x,1~ t), vi(x,~ t) are independent of x.~ One conventionally works in the

zero-momentum frame, <v. > = 0. If the direction of the magnetic field is not
I

externally constrained in some way by boundary conditions, then <B. > = 0. The
m

quantities of theoretical interest then are mostly derivable from the covariances

v

R..(r,mj t) _ <v.(x,m t) vj(x~ + r, t)>

B

R.13.(r,~t) H <Bi(x, t) Bj(x + ~r, t)>

Bv

Rij(r , t) _ <vi(x, t) Bj(x + r, t)>

(16)

(17)

(18)

which, by the assumption of spatial homogeneity, are independent of x.

Virtually all serious theoretical attempts in both fluid and magneto-

fluid turbulence so far have centered around such quantities as these covari-

ances. Attempts to calculate R_j RB BvR.. from a closed, deterministic dynami-
' ij' lJ

cal description have displayed great ingenuity and some results, but nothing

that is of obvious use for explanation of solar wind phenomena, so far.

Analytical approaches to data have been concerned with the rotation-

ally isotropic case. In this case, the tensor description of Eqs. (16)-(18)

contracts drastically. The R_ (x, t) for example may be Fourier-decomposed
lj '

as

where

B (x t) = Idk sB (k, t)e ik'r
Rij ' ij ~ "" ~

k.k.-k26..
B

Sij(k_ t) = EB(k , t)( m J m_)
~ k 2

(19)

with a single scalar variable EB(k , t) determining the evolution of the covari-

ance. EB(k , t) is the energy spectrum, and is related to the rms fluctuating
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field variable 6B by

<(6B)2
~ > = I EB(k, t)dk. (20)

8_ 0

Eq. (19) does imply rotational isotropy, and the presence of a finite mean

<B.> will not in general permit this. Analytical impediments to a deductive
l

theory are best illustrated by illustrating the dynamics in a Fourier decomposi-

tion of v and B over a large cubical box, assuming periodic boundary conditions:

v(x, t) = Zk Z(_, t)ei_'_

B(x, t) = _ B(k, t)e i_'_ (21)

.th
If we make up a large column vector whose i element X i can be the real or

imaginary part of any component of any one of the expansion coefficients B(k, t)

or v(k, t), the Fourier decomposed structure of Eqs. (12)-(14) can be written

symbolically as [see, e.g., Orszag 1977, or Kraichnan and Montgomery, 1980]:

dX.

= _ Ci XjN k - _ X. (22)dt Jk Jk i 1

where the coupling coefficients Cij k are known, and of a kinematical nature.

The dissipation coefficients V. come from the viscous and resistive (linear)
1

terms, and generally increase quadratically with increasing wavenumber magnitude.

The essential problem with any analytical approach to Eq. (22) is

that the nonlinear (quadratic) terms are much larger, throughout most of k-space,

than the linear dissipative ones. No linearization can be justified. The

inequality is measured by the Reynolds numbers R and S, so that, particularly

for the solar wind, the nonlinearity may be expected to be strong.

Attempts at ensemble avaraging moments of the X. lead to an acute
l

closure problem exemplified by (e.g., Orszag, 1977):

<Xi2/2> + V <X 2>dt i i

= Z Cijk<Xj_._Xi> (23)
jk
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with a corresponding equation for the time derivative of each nth momentin
terms of the (n + l)st.

The situation is reminiscent of the BBGKYhierachy derived from the

Liouville equation, with the difference that no small parameters suggest them-

selves as bases for perturbation expansions. Great ingenuity has been brought
to bear, particularly by R. H. Kraichnan (1959, 1964, 1975), on the problem of

closure approximations for the momenthierarchy derived from Eqs. (22). The
calculations are lengthy, require (Kraichnan, 1964) extensive numerical analysis,

and so far have been limited to the isotropic case. Their generalization to

anisotropic cases poses formidable problems, and has not been done.

Eq. (23) expresses the growth or decay of th_ energy in a particular

Fourier modeas a sumof a large number of contributions from interacting triads

of modeswhosewave numbers sumto zero. Physical intuition is of limited

utility in assessing the cumulative effect of the large numberof these terms

which contribute to each mode: the expansion in Fourier series (or other

orthogonal functions) leave behind any simple resolution into forces and responses,

"frozen-in field lines", or any of the other readily visualizable but often non-

quantitative conceptualizations in terms of which MHDhas often been discussed.

The Cijk, or modal interaction coefficients, are smoothly-varying functions of
wavenumberwhere they are non-zero.

The statistical mechanics of the system (22) with all the dissipation

coefficients _i set - 0 is tractable. In the cases investigated (Navier-Stokes
and MHDin two and three dimensions), truncation at a large but finite number of

expansion coefficients and equations has led to systems which seemto be er_odic.

Time averages of phase functions are predictable as ensemble averages (canoni-

cal or microcanonical) based on the constancy of those invariants which are

still invariant after the truncation. These conclusions have been repeatedly

verified numerically [Seyler, et al, 1975; Fyfe et al, 1977a,b; Kells and

Orszag, 1978], and they need only to be alluded to here.

The difficulty is that the dissipative terms, if non-zero (_i # 0),

modify the dynamics qualitatively. Even though they may be relatively small

over a good part of the wavenumber space, they in effect "pull the plug" at

the high end of wavenumber space. Because they originate from terms like MV2v

and nV2B, they become arbitrarily large, when Fourier-represented, at tile large
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values of k. The effect of the (conservative) nonlinear terms is basically

to scramble, in virtually a stochastic way, excitations from one value of k to

another. Those excitations that find themselves at large values of Ikl get

gobbled up by dissipation. The flow in k space tends to be toward those regions
which are deficient, relative to the predictions of the non-dissipative equili-

brium ensembles. The nonlinear scrambling terms continually try to replenish

the excitations which are being drained away at high k. Raising the Reynolds
numbersR and S in Eqs. (13)-(14) only increases the "dissipation wave number",

at which the dissipation sets in, but does not make it go away. The prevailing

opinion is that the integrated dissipation rate for Eqs. (13), (14) remains

finite even as R ÷ _ and S + _. This gives transfer from one part of the wave-

number spectrum to another a central role in the dynamics that it does not

have in linear, or nearly linear, systems.

Very large numbers of Fourier modesare required to resolve all the

dynamically important spatial scales, as R, S become large. This provides

severe limits on numerical attempts to solve Eqs. (13) and (14). A pessimistic

rule of thumb is that one grid point (or finite element, or Fourier coefficient)

per dimension per unit Reynolds number is required. Thus, a three-dimensional
(64) 3 simulation (which will not quite fit in core on a CRAY-1)would be required

to resolve turbulence with a Reynolds numberof 64. This requirement can be

relaxed somewhat,but not by an order of magnitude---a Reynolds number1000 run

could probably not ever be resolved on a (64) 3 grid, if the Reynolds number

were to be based on the meanlength scale in the flow. Whenone begins to talk

about Reynolds numbersmanyorders of magnitude larger, the real limitations

of foreseeable computers, in dealing with turbulence, becomeapparent.

Dimensional analysis, applied to isotropic,homogeneous situations,

have led to predictions of power laws in wave number space for the energy spectra

EB(k), Ev(k) in different situations. The predictions differ from fluids to
magnetofluids, and from two to three dimensions. They are virtually the only

simple, testable analytic predictions that four decades of turbulence theory

have been able to comeup with. There are ingenious closures of the hierarchy

of which Eq. (23) is the first member,but they are not simple, and so far

they all assumehigher degrees of symmetrythan the solar wind has been shown

to possess. These dimensional analysis arguments can be grouped under the

rubric of "cascade theory".
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High Reynolds numberturbulence theories and computations have
been formalized around two general classes of situations: "forced" and "decay"

situations. Theseare at best loose approximations to actual physical cases,

but they are as close to a universal or situation-independent problem as can

be isolated. Becausethe magnetofluid equations are dissipative, a turbulent

field will eventually decay away, and one can seek features of the decay which

maybe insensitive to initial spectra. Steady-state situations require a

source of excitations, or "forcing", that is balanced against the dissipation

rate, averaged over time. The nature of the forcing, often regarded as band-

limited in wavenumber space r is usually not restricted very specifically, and

is often modelled by a random function. The search in turbulence theory, as

elsewhere in physics, is for soluble situations from which a universal, repro-

ducible, and transferable core of general behavior can be extracted.

Cascades and Inverse Cascades

Power laws and cascade processes are expected for forced situations,

not for decaying ones, unless there is reason to believe that the lifetime of

the long-wavelength components is sufficiently great that the short wavelength

components cannot distinguish them from a maintained "source". Under circum-

stances that have been discussed at great length in the published literature,

the following table (Table i) shows what has been done so far in the way of

conjecturing and establishing inertial subrange exponents for fluids and magneto-

fluids.

There is insufficient scope within this article to review in detail

the evidence and arguments for and against inertial-subrange power laws which

have been accumulated. There is little doubt that the question of exponents

has come to occupy more of the territory than it deserves, to some extent

because there are concrete theoretical predictions. The exponents derive not

from any dynamical arguments but from conjectured similarity variables. Deriv-

ing them from dynamics has been the most pursued of all subjects in turbulence

theory, but no wholly satisfactory resolution has been achieved. Even if it

were achieved, relatively little light would be shed on the dynamics of the

solar wind.
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Table i

Situation NAVIER-STOKES,

3D

NAVIER_STOKES,

2D

MHD,

3D
MHD,

2D

Cascaded

Quantity

ENERGY ENERGY &

ENSTROPHY

ENERGY &

MAGNETIC

HELICITY

ENERGY &

MAGNETIC

POTENTIAL

Direction

of Cascade

in k space

ENERGY UP ENSTROPHY UP,

ENERGY DOWN

ENERGY UP,

HELiCITY

DOWN

ENERGY UP,

MAGN.

POT. DOWN

Predicted k-5/3 k -3 k -5/3 k -5/3 or

Power Law,
Energy KOLMOGOROFF- KRAICHNAN (1967), k-3/2 k-i

Spectrum OBUKHOV (1941) BATCHELOR, FRISCH et

LEITH al (1975)*

k-5/3

k-1/3

FYFE et al

(1977b)

Experimental

Verification

Attempted

GRANT, MATTHAEUS &

STEWART, & NO GOLDSTEIN

MOLLIET (1962) (1982)

NO

Computation- FYFE et al, FYFE et al
al Verifica- NO (1977) NO* (1977)

tion [insufficient [insufficient

Attempted spatial resolu- spatial resolu-

tion] tion]

* See also Meneguzzi et al (1981).

Table i. Cascades, Inverse Cascades, and Power Law Predictions. Original

references are cited in bibliography.
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The strongest single limitation which the present cascade and inverse

cascade theory may have when applied to the solar wind concerns the assumption

of isotropy, which underlies all of the predictions listed in Table l, and all

of the dimensional analysis arguments formulated in the Kolmogoroff style since

1941. We are virtually certain that the solar wind is not isotropic, and the

weaker assumption of axisymmetry may be regarded as open to serious legitimate

doubt. It is naive to regard the removal of the isotropic restrictions on

cascade power-law predictions as only a technical point which is sure to be

overcome soon; its status is at present very dark, and no resolution is in sight.

Selective Decays

An even more tentative class of generalizations, not without implica-

tions for the solar wind, are those processes called selective decays, in which

all the fields decay as in the initial value problem, but some of the global,

non-dissipative invariants may decay less rapidly than others. Qualitatively,

there are two possible reasons for this. First, the dissipation is effective

only at the shorter wavelengths, and quantities transferred to long wavelengths

may simply stay out of reach of the dissipation. Second, dissipation integrands

for some variables may be peaked at higher wavenumbers than for others and to

be more effective at dissipation for this reason. Arguments and computations

for these possible "selective decay" processes have been presented by Montgomery,

Turner and Vahala (1978), by Matthaeus and Montgomery (1980), and by Riyopoulos,

Bondeson, and Montgomery (1982).

Each such selective decay process, if valid, would imply a tempor-

ally decreasing magnitude of the ratio of two of the ideal invariants: energy

to magnetic helicity for 3D MHD, for example (Taylor 1974 made use of such an

assumption in predicting asymptotic states of decaying toroidal Z pinches). A

variational problem arises by minimizing this ratio, which often has for its

solution a relatively simple Euler equation which predicts a quiescent state.

Needless to say, this is an attractive possibility. If the tendency of highly

disordered turbulent motions is to decay to some universal non-trivial quies-

cent state, regardless of the path of the decay, then this is indeed a wonder-

fully simple ingredient to add to the few pieces of general information we

have about turbulence.
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For example, if for 3DMHD,the energy-to-helicity ratio were to

decay toward its minimumvalue, this is simply a force-free state, a solution

of V x B = )_, where _ is a Lagrange multiplier, and v = 0 everywhere. For

2D MHD, the decay of energy to mean square magnetic potential again leads to

a quiescent state with a mean magnetic field derivable from a vector potential

B = V x A = V x ASz, where

(V2.+k 2)A : 0.

Some numerical evidence has been presented for both of these kinds of selective

decays. The results are encouraging but should be held with extreme caution;

the conclusions are difficult to document and expensive, and very few runs have

been carried out [Matthaeus and Montgomery 1980; Riyopoulos et al 1982].

A second class of decay hypothesis, not entirely consistent with the

first, concerns the ratio of the cross-helicity (another ideal invariant) to

the energy. The ratio

2fv.B dx

./'( v2+B2 )

a constant in the absence of dissipation, has been shown under some circum-

stances to increase monotonically (Grappin et al, 1982; Matthaeus, Goldstein,

and Montgomery 1982) with time in the presence of dissipation. This increase

points to an equipartitioned state, certainly not quiescent, with v = +B.

From the point of view of solar wind observations, this is an attractive

possibility, because many observations, from Belcher and Davis (1971) on,

have shown solar wind velocity fields and magnetic fields to be closely aligned

or anti-aligned. These are sometimes referred to as "Alfv$nic fluctuations".

'l'--neparadox of _g_D turbulence's tending apparently both to states

in which _c is maximal and helicity to energy is also maximal is an example

of the wide-open character of research into MHD turbulence. There is compelling

evidence for both conjectures, but both cannot be simultaneously true. If

either is true, it may well determine the asymptotic state toward which solar

wind turbulence is trying to decay.
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IV. SUMMARY

MHDturbulence theory provides the most nearly adequate framework

in which to discuss the physics of solar wind turbulence. The collected data,

however, are far superior both to the available justification of the MHDdes-

cription and to its systematic development for turbulent fields which lack

high degrees of symmetrysuch as rotational isotropy. Understanding the physics

of the solar wind at the present time is probably more limited by the unanswered

questions in turbulence theory than by any scarcity of measurements. Expanded

experimental programs to probe solar wind turbulence, such as that advocated by

the 1980 Plasma Turbulence Explorer Panel (Montgomeryet al, 1980) would require

a considerably broader attack than has so far been mounted on the basic plasma

physics of the turbulent medium.
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SU_IMARY OF THE SESSION ON SOLAR WIND ACCELERATION

R. MacQueen

Neugebauer set the stage for the following theoretical papers by

summarizing the I AU observed properties of three classifications of solar

wind flows - transient, sector boundary and coronal hole. She included in the

former category a synthesis of previous work on helium-enriched events,

alpha-particle flux enhancements, low proton and low electron temperature

events, high ionization signatures, helium plus enhanced occurrences and

magnetic clouds.

Leer considered thermally-driven wind theory and stressed the relative

roles of energy and mass flux in determining the flow kinetic energy. He

noted that the effects of addition of energy or momentum into the corona would

affect the wind properties differently, depending upon the spatial region of

input. Finally he suggested that Alfven wave input into highly divergent

geometries might result in energy deposition into the region center, due to

wave refraction.

Olbert discussed the dynamical implications of non-local heat transport

owing to the presence in the corona and solar wind of a large suprathermal

tall in the electron velocity distribution function. He concluded that such

heat transport provides the posslbil_ty of producing high-speed solar wind

streams in the absence of energy addition to the solar wind above the coronal

base. (Ed. note. Scudder's closely related paper is included in this

chapter although the papaper was given in another session.)

Seuss summarized two dimensional, numerical magnetohydrodynamic modeling

of the near solar wind flow, particularly (a) the case of the flow field

interaction with a dipole magnetic field, and (b) the case with a highly

divergent field representative of conditions in coronal holes.

Wolfson considered the suggestion of R. N. Thomas that an intrinsic

stellar mass flux is the major factor determining the properties of stellar

winds, and found that this suggestion is not consistent with the principles of

steady gas dynamics.

Habbal, Tsinganos, and Rosner presented a theoretical model of an

isothermal stellar wind in which either momentum addition or rapid divergence

of flow tubes would lead to multiple transonic solutions, all but one of which

exhibit a shock transition near the base of the wind.

Akasofu conjected that small bipolar regions, associated with x-ray

bright points, may dynmically evolve to provide acceleration of material into

the solar wind.

Rottman and Orrall surveyed UV rocket measurements of the outflow of

material in the transition region and low corona. From four rocket flights

sampling a variety of hole conditions they showed that coronal-hole associated

outflow ranged from 5-10 km/sec to 10-15 km/sec in the transition region and

low corona, respectively.

Gold briefly presented multi spacecraft observations in support of his

suggestion that, in the late 1960"s, two time scales existed for development

of flows from stationary objects on the sun - 2 days and longer.
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OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON SOLAR WIND ACCELERATION MECHANISMS

Marcia Neugebauer

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91109

ABSTRACT

A complete theoretical understanding of the acceleration of the solar wind

must account for at least three types of solar wind flow: high-speed streams

associated with coronal holes, low-speed boundary layer flows associated with

sector boundaries, and both high- and low-speed flows associated with impulsive

ejections from the Sun. The properties of each type of flow are summarized.

Types of Flow

Three types of solar wind flow are considered for the purpose of placing

observational constraints on theories of solar wind acceleration. These are:

the fast, hot flow from coronal holes, the slow, dense, cool flow near sector

boundaries, and transient flows. This trichotomy is simply a convenient system

for describing extremes of solar wind behavior, and should not imply that three

and only three distinct theories of solar wind acceleration are required. A

single steady state theory could perhaps explain both the hole and the boundary

flows, but such a theory would have to include an explanation of the sharp

latitude and longitude boundaries of high-speed streams from coronal holes

(Rosenbauer et al., 1977; Schwenn et al., 1978). It is also possible that there

are solar wind flows which are not included in this three-way classification.

For example, Burlaga et al. (1978) and Levine (1978) have presented evidence for

the existence of flows from magnetically open regions of the corona which are

neither holes nor streamers. Even if such flows are important contributors to

the solar wind, however, they are not included in this survey because their

properties have not been determined.

The first transient flows to be identified were the driver gases behind

interplanetary shocks. Their properties are discussed in the paper by Zwickl et

al. in these Proceedings. Observations of coronal transients and mass ejections

have led to a realization that there are transient inputs to the solar wind

which are not associated with either flares or shocks. Approximately 70% are

associated with eruptive prominences (Munro et al., 1979), many of which are not

sufficiently energetic to yield an interplanetary shock.

Table 1 compares the properties of the several types of impulsively ejected

plasma which I believe are really different manifestations of one class of

plasma flow. The numbers in this table were either compiled from the referenced

work or computed from King's (1977, 1979) Interplanetary Medium Data Tape (IMDT)

using the authors" lists of event times. The composition and the thermal and

magnetic properties of the differently named events are all quite similar.

Transient flows occur in both the low-speed and the high-speed solar wind.

Their plasma density is highly variable, both from event to event and within a

single event. Most of the material added to the solar wind in transient events

is the hot coronal material originating in a large region of space above a flare
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Table i. Properties of different manifestations of transient flows

Type:

Reference:

Defin|tton:

S;_ed, km/s
range
average

np, cm"3
range

average

Tp, 104K

Te, I04K

no/np

lonlzatlon

teq0.

Oe, erg/cm2s

He Enrl¢hment

Hirshberg
et al, 1972

358-655
546

.21(pk)

Anoa 1OWTp

Gosllng
et al, 1973

)ost shock=
Tp <2x10 a x

[_0-1)

411-612
532

2.6-9.9
6

.I8(pk)

Low Te

_nt _me ry

et al, I974

re (6xlO 4

345-616
478

2.5-29
7

_1x10"3

._g_
lonlz|tlon

Dame

et al, 197!
Fentmore,
1980

TF|.;x 106

low In 43%

low tn 43%

43_ • .09

TFe • 2.3 •
17x106

He+

.Schwenn
et al, 1980
Zwlckl

et al_ 1982

necogntzable

peak at
M/Q - 4

360-500

6.5-50

1.5-3

,025-.094

mixture

He Abund.

Enhancements

Borrlnf

et al, 1982

llav Q

n"'_ >..10
P P

281-674
434

1.8-51
I0

• .IO

"Ano_t.

high"

B y II 6.8 7.3 8.5

B_+ npkTp

local max

75%

I-6 hr

Z7%

]4

8_nkT

B" B-Tr_
Shock assoc.

Duration

No. events

75%

0.3

lO0%(def 'n )

_36 h

1Z

0.3

83%

10 - _40 hr

13

0.2

44%

1 day

73

Magnetic Clouds

Klein & Burlaga,
1982

duration _ I day
B > 10 x

large 6B z

318-665

417

2.5-27
12

7

lO.6(pk - 12)

local max

0.2 - 0.5

31%

",,I day

45

site or an erupting prominence. A small fraction of the ejected mass is the

much cooler prominence material itself, which can evidently pass through the

corona without reaching ionization equilibrium with the surrounding gas. In

this way both unusually high and unusually low ionization states, and sometimes

mixtures of the two, can be associated with transient flows. The combination of

high ionization state and low kinetic temperature suggests that the gas has been

cooled by greater than average expansion and/or that heat conduction has been

inhibited, perhaps by disconnection of the magnetic field from the Sun. The

electron heat flux is less than usual, with both superthermal and energetic

electrons streaming along the field nearly symmetrically towards and away from

the Sun (Palmer et al., 1978; Bame et al., 1981). The picture which has emerged

is that the magnetic topology is closed, either with the field closing on itself

in a bubble configuration or with both ends of the field lines remaining

attached to the Sun.

Correlations of solar wind observations with x-ray and EUV observations

obtained by Skylab in 1973-4 indicated that coronal holes are the source of

long-lived, high-speed solar wind streams (Krieger et al., 1973,1974; Nolte et

al., 1976). Feldman et al. (1976; 1978) and Bame et al. (1977) have summarized

the properties of those high-speed streams observed between 1971 and 1974 which
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attained speeds > 650 km/s. These streams were broad, extending over solar

longitudes ranging up to 159°; the average FWHM was 89 _34 °. At i AU, the

plasma in these streams is less dense, much hotter, and has less helium than the

plasma from impulsive ejections. The hour-to-hour variability of plasma

parameters within these streams is also much less than in low-speed flows (Bame

et al., 1977).

Comparison of coronal observations with solar wind data shows that the

plasma in which long-lived sector boundaries are embedded probably originates in

helmet streamers which separate the flows from neighboring coronal holes (Hansen

et al., 1974). The coronal temperatures of boundary flows estimated by Feldman

et al. (1981) from heavy ion charge states are consistent with streamer

temperatures.

It has long been known that sector boundaries preferentially occur in low

speed, low temperature, high density plasma (Wilcox and Ness, 1965; Ness et al.,

1971). To this body of knowledge, Borrini et al. (1981) have added the

observations that the helium abundance, the differential flow between alphas and

protons, and the alpha to proton temperature ratio all reach local minima near

sector boundaries.

The electron temperature, electron heat flux, break-point energy between

the thermal and the nonthermal electron distributions, and the electron strahl

strength all exhibit local minima at sector boundaries (Pilipp et al., 1981;

Feldman et al., 1981). Helios data also show that the electron temperature at

sector boundaries decreases adiabatically with distance from the Sun, unlike the

electrons in high speed streams, which cool significantly more slowly. From

these data, Pilipp et al. concluded that the field lines within the sector

boundary have become disconnected from the Sun. On the other hand, the visual

form of coronal streamers suggests an open magnetic topology. The postulated

reconnection may occur only within the small scale, often complex structure of

the sector boundary. Further evidence for reconnection associated with sector

boundaries is presented below.

Figure 1 summarizes my categorization of different solar wind flows. It

could be misleading to average solar-wind properties as a function of solar-wind

speed (although I am one of many people who have done this in the past), because

two or more different acceleration processes contribute to the sample at any

speed.

LOW SPEED HIGH SPEED

WIND --- ....= _ _ _ --. _ ? WIND

! !BOUNDARY TRANSIENTS
LAYERS HOLES

_..BOU SECTOR
NDARIES _

NCDEs HAE$

( MAGNETIC

Figure i. Suggested relation between various types of solar wind flow.
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Comparison of Flow Properties

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the similarities and the differences between the

properties of the three different types of flow.

Transient flows are represented by a superposed epoch analysis centered on

the onsets of the helium abundance enhancement events listed by Borrini et al.

(1982). Many of the plots in Figures 2 and 3 nearly reproduce those given by

Borrini et al., with some minor differences arising from my use of the IMDT

rather than the Los Alamos data alone. Figures 2 and 3 contain several solar

wind parameters which were not calculated by Borrini et al.

Boundary flows are represented in Figures 2 and 3 by a superposed epoch

analysis around 45 sector boundary crossings observed between December, 1972,

and September, 1975, during the period of low solar activity and recurrent
streams from coronal holes. This time limitation was made in an effort to avoid

inclusion of reversals of field direction associated with transient flows. For

this reason, I have included fewer sector boundaries than were used in the study

of Borrini et al. (1981). It is usually the case that, by the time it has

reached 1 AU, the fast plasma from a coronal hole has overtaken the slower

plasma from its leading sector boundary. There were 9 sector boundaries

included in my sample for which the arrival of the leading edge of the

high-speed stream was at least a day later than the passage of the sector

boundary, a separate superposed epoch analysis was performed on these sector

boundaries, and are labelled "no stream" in Figures 2 and 3.

Average properties of the high-speed streams from coronal holes are

represented by horizontal lines on the right-hand side of the sector-boundary

plots. The averages were computed by combining start and stop times of the high

speed streams listed by Feldman et al. (1976) with the hourly average solar wind

parameters from the IMDT. Feldman et al. corrected the data taken at 1 AU for

the evolution of the high speed streams between 20 solar radii and 1 AU, but

where there is overlap, my results agree with theirs within 20%.

Figure 2a shows superposed epoch plots of solar wind speed for _+3 days

around an HAE or a sector boundary. There is no obvious trend in the plot for

HAE's; by 1 AU the transient plasma travels at the same speed as the ambient

plasma. On the right side, one can see the low speed associated with sector

boundaries as well as the increasing speed associated with the encroaching

leading edge of the following coronal hole flow. The relative noisiness of the

curve for HAEs compared to the "all" sector boundary curve arises from the

combined effect of data gaps and the large range of speeds included in the

sample.

Proton density is plotted in Figure 2b. The only trend associated with the

transient events is the modest (30 %) increase several hours before the zero

epoch time, probably indicating pile up of plasma ahead of the expanding

transiently ejected plasma. Again, the event to event variance is large.

There is a definite density enhancement at sector boundaries. Comparison

of the two curves on the right side of Figure 2b shows that a large part of the

signal is, however, caused by the compression at the leading edge of the

following high speed stream. The "no stream" data show two density peaks, one

at the sector boundary and a larger one on the leading edge of the stream.
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Figure 2c shows the product of density and speed, or the proton flux. The

flux is roughly the same, (4 + I) x 108 cm -2 s-1, for all three types of flow,

and consistently less than in stream interaction regions.

The proton momentum flux (n_m_Vp 2) is plotted in Figure 2d. The values for
the three different types of _l_w are remarkably similar, in agreement with

studies by Steinitz and Eyni (1980) and Steinitz et al. (1982). The difference

between my value of 3 dyne cm -2 (based primarily on IMP data) and the Stelnitz

et al. value of 2 dyne cm -2 (based on Mariner 2, Vela 3, and Helios data) may be

largely explained by systematic differences between instruments. Density is the

least accurately determined parameter; it could be in error by 30%, perhaps

more. See Neugebauer (1982) for a discussion of the accuracy of solar wind

measurements.

Figure 2e displays the variation of energy flux, n v_(m_v 2/2 + m.MsG/ro) ,
where the second term accounts for the work done agai_s_ s_l_r gravity. @he

energy flux is close to 2 erg cm-2s -I for each of the three types of flow. The

invariance of this parameter was not tested by Steinitz and coworkers.

Figure 3, in the same format as Figure 2, shows the distribution of

internal energy _n the plasma. Proton temperature (Figure 3a) reaches a minimum
of about 5 _ I0 K in both transient and boundary flows, as opposed to a very
hot 2.3 x I0 J K in coronal hole flows.

In Figure 3b, it can be seen that the magnetic field reaches a broad local
maximum in transient flows and a narrow local minimum at sector boundaries. The

field in coronal hole flow is similarly low.

The sum of the proton and magnetic pressures is plotted in Figure 3c,

illustrating the local pressure maximum in transient flows mentioned earlier.

Although the local minimum at sector boundaries is probably not statistically

significant, it is possible that the plasma is locally falling into the sector

boundary.

Figure 3d shows _ = 8_n kT /B 2 which is lowest in the transient flows and

highest at sector boundaries, p P '

Finally, we consider the ratio B_/npV., where B_ is the radial component of
the interplanetary magnetic field. T_is _atlo shoul_ be independent of distance

from the Sun and unaffected by stream interactions if the field is frozen into

the plasma and develops no kinks large enough to cause a local reversal of the

sign of Br. Figure 4 shows hourly averages of selected solar wind parameters

for the solar rotation starting February I0, 1974. From top to bottom are

plotted the solar wind speed, the logarithm of the proton flux, the logarithm of

Br/npVp, and the longitude angle of the interplanetary magnetic field direction.

The amplitude of the variation of Br/n v is about an order of magnitude greater
than the amplitude of the variation _fPn v . Particularly noteworthy are the

broad minimum in B /n v around the secto_ _oundary crossing on day 51 and the

maximum near the HA_ _n_ay 53. The origin of the many small dips in Br/npv p is
still under investigation.
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Figure 4. Hourly averaged data over one solar rotation to show the relation of variations in the

parameter Br/npV p to other solar wlnd features.

Superposed epoch plots of Br/nDv p for HAEs and sector boundaries are shown
in Figure 3e. The similarity of the "all" and the "no stream" curves near the

sector boundary is testimony to the invariance of this parameter through stream

interactions. On the average, Br/nDv p peaks at about 2 (units of
10-3 _cm3km-ls) in HAEs, 1.2 in coronal hole flows, and reaches a minimum near

0.2 at sector boundaries. It is tempting to interpret the local minimum in

Br/nDv p near sector boundaries as evidence for field line reconnection, in
keeping with suggestions by Bavassano et al. (1976) and Pilipp et ai. (1981).

Table 2 presents a numerical summary of the differences between the three

types of flow. For those parameters plotted in Figures 2 and 3, the zero epoch

values have been tabulated. Theories of solar wind acceleration must explain

why fast, hot flows come from coronal holes while slow, cool boundary flows come

from coronal streamers. There are probably some relevant clues in the ratios

Tp/T e, _, nava/npVp, and Br/npV p and in the ionization states of heavy ions.

After 20 years of solar wind observations, the number of question marks in

Table 2 is remarkable. Different measurements of heavy ion ionization

temperatures in high speed flow from coronal holes yield conflicting results

(see Section 6 of paper by Bame, this Volume). Studies of anisotropies and
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double streaming in high speed streams have not differentiated between transient
and coronal hole flows; I have assigned these properties to flows from coronal
holes, perhaps incorrectly.
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TABLE 2. Comparison o6 solar wind parameters in three types of flow

HOLE

v, km/s 700

n, #/em 3 4

nv, 108/cm2s 3

2
nmv , dyne/cm2" 3

nm(mv2/2 + mMG/r), erg/cm2s 2

105 K 2.3T ,
P

Te, 105 K 1.0

n v /npVp .05

Ionization temperatures

T 0, 10 6 K

T_ , 106K

Qe' _I0-3 erg/em2/s

B, y

Field topology

B = 8_kT /B 2

B /nv, i_ -3 y em3s/km
r

Internal state

BOUNDARY TRANSIENT

380 440

15 I0

5 5

3 3

2 2

0.7 0.6

1.3 0.5

.02 .i0

? 2.1 up to 3.4

? 1.6 up to 17

3 <3 i

6 3 9

Open ? Closed

i 2 0.3

i 0.3 2

Double No double ?

s treams str earns

T > T T < T ?
PI" Pll Pl Pl[

V > V V = V V = V
P _ p _ P

TJTp> 4 < 4 ?
Strong Weak s trahl ?

s trahl
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THEORYOFSOLARWINDACCELERATION

Egil Leert

High Altitude Observatory, The National Center for Atmospheric Research $

Abstract. We discuss the outflow of fully ionized hydrogen gas from mag-
netically open regions of the solar corona. The effects of changes in the

coronal temperature and of energy addition to the flow beyond the coronal
base on the proton flux and flow speed at 1AU are considered.

For a reasonable value of the base pressure we find an increase in the pro-
ton flux and a decrease in flow speed when the coronal temperature is

increased. The asymptotic flow speed is smaller than the speed measured in
high speed solar wind streams at 1AU.

The energy flux in the wind can be increased by adding energy beyond the

coronal base. When the density and temperature at the base are held fixed and
energy is added to the subsonic region of the flow the flux increases and the

flow speed at 1AU generally decreases. Energy addition to the supersonic
region does not change the proton flux, but the energy per particle and the
flow speed at 1AU increase.

As one particular mechanism for energy addition we consider Alfven waves

propagating outward from the coronal base. For small wave amplitudes, almost
all the wave energy flux is added to the supersonic region of the flow. The

increase in energy flux is much larger than the increase in proton flux, so the

energy per particle and the flow speed at 1AU increase. The protron flux
increases steadily with increasing wave amplitude, whereas the flow speed

reaches a maximum when the wave velocity amplitude in the subsonic region is
comparable to the thermal speed. For larger wave amplitudes the flow is driven

primarily by waves, and the asymptotic flow speed decreases with increasing
amplitude. We find that Alfven waves with a velocity amplitude of 20krns -i at

the coronal base can drive high speed solar wind streams with a protron flux of
3.108 cm-Ss -I and a flow speed of 600-800kzns -1 at 1AU if the coronal tempera-

ture is around 1.2.10eK. For higher temperatures the proton flux is too large,

and the flow speed at 1AU is too small compared to values observed in high
speed streams. These results are not very sensitive to changes in flow tube
geometry.

Thiswork has been publishedunder the titleAcce/fr_/on oJ' the Solar _nd, by EgilLeer,Tho-
mas E. Holzer,and Tot Fla,inSpace ScienceReviews,33, 161-200 (1982).

TOn leave from Auroral Observatory,Lnstituteof Mathematical and PhysicalSciences,Universi-
ty of Tromso, N-9000 Tromso, Norway
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ROLE OF THERMAL CONDUCTION IN THE ACCELERATION OF THE SOLAR WIND

Stanislaw Olbert

Center for Space Research and Department of Physics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

ABSTRACT

The thermal and suprathermal processes involving solar wind electrons

are discussed from a theoretical point of view. A model for the electron

distribution function, f^, based on the solutions of the Boltzmann equation

in Krook's approximation:is outlined: the angular and energy dependences of

fe for various distances from the sun between the coronal base and the earth
are presented with the express purpose of obtaining the radial profile of

the heat flux generated by the suprathermals. The calculations take into

account the effects of the morphology of the interplanetary magnetic field,

the electrostatic polarization potential and coulomb scattering, but assume

that, as far as the suprathermals are concerned, the effects of wave-

particle interactions are negligible. This surmised knowledge of the heat

flux allows us to solve the basic fluid-dynamical equations for the solar

wind plasma as a whole along any given magnetic field line. The results,

although containing a variety of idealizing assumptions, are in surprisingly

good agreement with observations. In particular, the predicted density and

temperature profiles for positive ions exhibit the characteristics of recent

measurements, both in the corona (above the coronal holes) and between 0.3

and l A.U. (the Helios region). It is concluded that the suprathermal

electrons play an important role in the formation and the dynamics of the
solar wind.

I. Introduction

The discovery of Coronal Holes confirmed a belief of long standing that

the stream structure of the solar wind in the steady state is closely

related to the morphology of the magnetic field lines in the corona. The

open field lines in the regions above the Coronal Holes serve as a nozzle

for the coronal plasma to flow into the far regions of the Heliosphere. The

high-velocity streams observed by various spacecraft can be thought of as

originating in the central portion of a Coronal Hole above the coronal base

(say, between 1.03 r® and 1.50 re). Enough information is now available to
surmise empirical radial profiles of the macroscopic parameters of such

high-velocity streams. Figures l, 2, and 3 show, respectively, typical

radial dependences of the interplanetary magnetic field, the plasma density

and the electron and proton temperatures. Several features of these profiles

merit special emphasis: l) the radial component of the magnetic field, _,

between 1.03 re and 2_rg decreases much more rapidly than the (I/r L) field
of the spherical model; 2) the density above Coronal Holes is substantially

lower than the average and exhibits a much steeper gradient; 3) the tempera-

ture of the core electrons can be approximated roughly by an empirical poly-

tropic relation: Tc _ nB where B : .185 and n is the density; 4) the proton
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temperature displays a strong correlation with the wind velocity (in par-

ticular, the high-velocity streams are characterized by high temperature

protons). This last point deserves further elaboration: Helios data show

that the proton temperature, TD, in a high-velocity stream grows rapidly

as one approaches the Sun and Y_eaches about one million degrees at 0.3 A.U.

This type of radial dependence of Tp precludes any possibility of a poly-
tropic relation between TD and n.

The above sketched features of the solar wind beg for a physical ex-

planation. As a first step in this direction, we have initiated a "feasi-

bility" study of a model that emphasizes the role of the suprathermal elec-

trons in the heat conduction along any given field line. We have attempted

to adhere to first principles and the empirical facts as much as possible,

and purposely ignored the possible importance of any other ad hoc driving

mechanism. In other words, we have attempted to answer the following ques-

tion: Do the suprathermal electrons generate enough heat flux to drive a

high-velocity solar wind? The following is the preliminary report of our
findings to date.

2. Basic Equations for the Field-aligned Solar Wind Flow

We confine our discussion to a steady field-aligned flow along a radial

tube of force emanating from the central portion of a given Coronal Hole

and concern ourselves only with the inner region of the solar cavity (from

1.03 ro to l A.U.). This allows us to ignore the effects of the rotation

of the Sun and the curvature of the field lines. Furthermore, we assume

that the r-dependence of B is known on empirical grounds. Finally, except
for the appearance of a new term for the heat flux, we take the basic MHD

equations as valid. Using standard notation, (B for the magnitude of the
magnetic field, V for the wind speed, p for the mass density, P for the

thermal pressure of electrons and positive ions combined, and _ for the

heat flux vector) we have for the plasma as a whole:

pV = _B (1)

M
dV dP e (2)

pV _ - dr pG 7

3 5/3V _r -_3 ÷_- p ( ): - div q (3)
p

where _ is a streamline constant. Eq. (l_.)follows from conservation of
mass (div(p_)=O) and magnetic flux (div I_=O). Equations (2) and (3) express
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conservation of momentumand energyz respectively._ Note that, since _ is
field aligned, one can replace div q by _.v (_._/B z) or, for our geometry,

div _ : dW (4)
where

w (5)
_B pV

If the function W is assumed to be a known function of the radial distance,

r, or alternatively, of any of the dependent dynamical variables p, V, P,

equations (1), (2) and (3) represent a closed system of equations for three

unknowns: p, V and P. Two of these unknowns can be eliminated immediately.

First, Equations, (2) and (3) yield the integral:

5P GM® (6)
l_ V2 + + W=_12U22 2p r

where U is a streamline constant representing the asymptotic value of the

wind speed. Equation (6) allows us to eliminate P in terms of remaining

variables. Secondly, Equation (1) allows the elimination of, say, V in

favor of p. We obtain after some algebra, the following first-order differ-

ential equation for p:

rpdrdP= _ (7)

_ 3rdB _ + (8)where H B dr ( )2 3GM®r

_)2 dWL = 4( + 2W + 2p ap
2GM 

r
U2 (9)

In Section 4, we shall explain the procedures which we used to con-

struct an explicit form of W as a function of p. For the present.we need

only the result. Figure 4 shows the (dimensionless) quantity W/U _ plotted

versus electron density n ; it has been computed under the assumption that

_2 = 2.4 X lO-23 g/cm 3, ue= 700 km/sec and that B of Figure l may be

approximated by the empirical formula:
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B : 2.2 ( ) I+47 (7) 6 (gauss) (I0)

where rs -=1.03 re.

For the purpose of numerical integration of Equation (7), we found it
convenient to represent W in Figure 4 by an analytical formula:

where Po :

In(_o) = 0.0514 In(p_oo)+ 2.87 erf(0.2

lO-22 g/cm 3 and Wo :lO 4 (km/sec) 2

In _--)

Po (II)

3. Numerical Calculations of (p,V,P) profiles

Detailed analytical study near the critical point of Equation (7) (i.e.,

the radial distance r c at which H=L=O) has shown that Equation (7) allows a
two-branch solution through rc: one for the accretion and one for the
outflow. The topology of the solution in the neighborhood of the critical
point is analogous to that of the polytropic Parker model. Figure 5 shows
the density profile corresponding to the outflow with U:700 km/sec. A
comparison of Figure 2 data referring to the high-velocity streams (lower
segments of the ne curves) reveals an excellent agreement with the curve of
Figure 5. Once the density profile is obtained, it is a simple matter to
compute the remaining profiles for V and P. Figure 6 shows the wind-speed
profile based on Equations (I) and (I0) and Figure 7 shows the quantity:

_ P
Teff 2kn (12)

e

Since P = k(n T + n Tp + n T ) (n and T indicate the number density and
the temperatu_eCof the _-pa_t_cles _, respectively) - Tef f may be interpreted
as the "effective" temperature of a high-velocity stream. A comparison of

the Tef f -curve with the combined data for T c, Tp and T_ : 4T_ in the ex-
plored region of the heliosphere (r > 0.3 A.U.) shows a surprisingly good
agreement both in slope and the levels of the ion temperatures. The agree-
ment is improved further when a (relatively minor) correction for the
presence of the Alfven-wave pressure is made in the expression for P. Of
course, the unexpected result of our calculations lies in the unexplored
region (2 r_ < r < 0.3 A.U.): T exhibits a rise with a maximum ofeff _
2.5xi0 6 °K _t 9 rm. Since the core-electron temperature in our model de-
creases monotonically with r (see next section) and thus at 9 rc) is sub-
stantially lower than 2.5xi06 °K, one is forced to conclude that the model

requires surprisingly high proton and s-particle temperatures in the outer
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regions of the corona. Wemust stress that if one accepts the form of the
heat flux used in the calculations, this conclusion is forced upon us Dy
nothing else but the basic laws of conservation of mass, momentumand
energy. Since our form of the heat flux predicts correct density profiles
of the high-velocity streams, we find the conclusion inescapable.

4. Heat Flux Calculations

We now outline briefly the method and the steps that we have taken to

arrive at the result shown in Figure 4. Space limitation does not allow

us to go into detail but only to mention that one can develop a variety of

cogent arguments demonstrating that the conventional theory for heat con-

duction in collision dominated plasma (e.g., Spitzer's theory) is not

a_plicable to any portion of the solar corona. The traditional Fourier law

(_,,=-Kv,,T) breaks down right at the base of the corona where T=lO 6 °K and

ne = I08 cm -3. This is so in spite of the fact that the coulomb mean free

path (mfp) of thermal electrqns, _c' at the base is still very small compared

to the solar radius (_: lO-_ re). The main reasons for it are: a) the mfp

grows rapidly with the-electron energy (a suprathermal electron of 7kT has

a mfp 50 times larger than _c); b) the steep density gradient above Coronal

Holes leads to a short scale height H (H = 0.I re); c) small H leads to a
rapid development of skewness in the distributioh function of suprathermals;

and d) the forward skewness of suprathermals is fostered by the paucity of

collisions and the open line morphology of the rapidly decreasing magnetic

field. For these reasons, any perturbation method relying on the smallness

of the Knudsen number (_c/H) will lead to erroneous results concerning the

physical characteristics-of the heat flux. The reader is invited to read

more on this in the paper presented by J. Scudder during these proceedings.

There seems to emerge from these types of considerations a clear cut

possibility: the suprathermals may carry enough heat to drive the solar

_ind. To check this in a quantitative manner we saw no way out but to

rely on the first principles of the plasma kinetic theory, i.e., to evalu-

ate first the electron distribution function, re, at various points along
some given tube of force and then by direct numerical integration compute

the heat flux at these points. Since the solution of the Boltzmann

equation for _e in its more rigorous form (say, in the Fokker-Elanck ap-
proximation) Is prohibitively difficult, we have opted for the Krook's

approximation which, although not as accurate as the Fokker-Planck approxi-

mation, is on physical grounds far superior to any perturbation method

(such as that of Chapman and Enskog).

First, let us list the simplifications that can be made in the

general Boltzmann equation. We are interested in the distribution function,

fe, of transthermal and suprathermal electrons. For these electrons, the

proper plasma frame and the inertial heliocentric frame of reference

practically coincide. The gravitational effects are negligible. Moreover,

fe is gyrotropic, i.e., in the steady state, fe is a function of only three

variables: radial distance r, the speed v and pitch angle e. With these

stipulations, fe (r,v,e) obeys the following equation:
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v cosO
af eE af

e " coso
Dr m _v

e
(13)

eE v 2 _B sine Bfe fe - fM
+ + ) v De : T

e

where E,, is the component of the electric field parallel to _ and is re-
lated to "interplanetary polarization potential", 0, by E,, = -do/dr; T is
the mean coulomb collision time for momentum transfer and is given by

1 4_e4ne InA (14)

T_: C 2 3
me v

In our case the numerical factor InA=25 and _ is of order of unity. For
the "source function" fM, which coincides approximately with that of the
distribution of the core electrons, we adopt a maxwellian form

n 2/Wc2
fM (r,v) : e -v

312Wc 3 e (15)

where wc is the t_ermal speed related to the temperature, Tc, of the core
electrons by meWc_ : 2kT c. Note that the number density, ne, and wc are
functions of r. Other forms for fM, compatible with observations of thermal
and subthermal electrons, may be chosen to improve the description of the
electron transport. The reader will find more on this in the aforementioned
report by J. Scudder. Since the brunt of the dynamical processes shaping
the evolution of the solar wind takes place in the coronal region, we are
primarily concerned about the adequacy of Equation (15) in that region.

Since in the limit of T being very small fe should approach a maxwellian
form, Equation (15) ought to represent a reasonable first step in an
iteration process to which Equation (13) could be subjected. Note that in
the limit of a very large T (collisionless plasma) Equation (13) has a well
known general solution

fe : v#(E,_) (16)

where @ is any appropriately chosen function of the two constants of
motion:
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v2 - e¢; _ : mev2 sin2e
E = me 2B (17)

Not much is known about fe for finite T's. But it turns out that Equation
(13) can be integrated formally for any given form of fM and m by methods
of characteristics. If one confines oneself to the particle trajectories

in the forward direction (0 < e < 90°) one finds:
m

r dfM( r, v')

fe(r,v,e) = f (r,v) - f
M ro dr'

e -P(r'r' ;v'e)dr' (18)

where

v' =_v 2 + 2_ee(@(r') -@(r)) (19)
m
e

and
r dr"

p(r,r' ;v,e)
r/,T(r",v,,)v"cos@" (20)

and

In Equation (20) v" is given by Equation (19) upon replacing r° by r"

cose =_/l sin2e B(r")v22,, - (21)

B(r)v"

r
m

Note that, for a fixed r, v and e, Equation (21) imposes a lower limit

on r' given implicitly by the equation:

v 2 2
V

m - sin2e B--_ (22)

where vm is given by Equation (19) upon replacing r' by rm; rm is the point
where e" = 90 °, i.e., the mirror point of the trajectory. This implies

that care must be taken while evaluating Equation (18) that the inequality
chain:

r < r < r'< r" < r (23)
o - m - - -
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be not broken; r o identifies the boundary of the onset of the outward heat
flow. The precise value of r o cannot be ascertained, but it ought to fall
somewhere between 1.03 r_ and 1.30 ro; fortunately, fe for r > 2 r e is not
sensitive to r o. The explicit numerical evaluation of Equation (18) re-
quires the knowledge of ne, Tc, @ and B as functions of r. We made the
following choices:

r V(in rsne(r ) = nI exp[13.25 - 5.50 In _+ 3.50 r___ 0.82)2
+ .79] (24)

ne B

Tc(r ) = T1 (n-_-) (25)

1
@(r) = mkTc;(_ = 1 + _) (26)

B is assumed to be given by Equation (I0)

and = 0.185, T1 = 8xlO 4 °K, nI = 2 cm3.

In constructing formulas (24) and (25) we were guided by the observational
data referring to the high-velocity streams. Equation (24) reproduces well
the Coronal Hole and the high speed profiles of Figure 2. Equation (25)
agrees with the dashed curve in Figure 3 and the empirical findings of
Sittler and Scudder; its validity in the solar corona must remain at the
present moment an open question although the numerical values it offers in
the inner corona are not in contradiction with the observational estimates.

Equation (26) is primarily based on theoretical considerations involving
the generalized Ohm's law; for our purposes, it is in a sufficiently good
agreement with the findings of other authors; but again, its validity in
the inner corona must remain an open question.

The entire subject matter of finding self-consistent functional re-

lations between ne,T c and ¢ from the first principles is still unresolved.
It is a subject of current investigations by Dr. Scudder and myself.

"Armed" with the empirical formulas (24) through (26), we are in a

position to evaluate f^ as a function of v and e, for various values of r.

Since the computer costs involving this project have proven to be very high,

we had to confine ourselves to only six values of r (r/r s = l, 2, 4.7, 16,

63 and 208). Figures 8, 9, lO and II show the forward portions of the con-

tours of constant fe plotted in the velocity space for r/rs=2 ,4. 7,16 and
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and 63. Note that the coordinates are v,, and v_ measured in terms of the
local thermal speed, i.e., the horizontal coordinate is v coso/wc and the
vertical coordinate is v sine/w_. The ratio of the values of fe of two
neighboring contours is IV_'6";tb_ outermost (lowest value) contour corre-
sponds to fe = 8xlO-31 (sec/cm2)3. As one proceeds outward from the Sun one
witnesses a gradual evolution of a highly skewed, forward "strahl", very
much like the strahl observed onboard Helios spacecraft. There are various
other features in the distribution that are of potential value from the
plasma-theoretical point of view; e.g., the development of a col in the
transthermal region of the velocity space. Such cols are sources of various
plasma waves which in turn affect the thermal electrons. Clearly, the re-
sults shown here open up a new area of future investigations.

Wehave not computed the backward portions of the distribution function
(90° < 0 < 180°) for the simple reason that we believe that fe cannot de-
velop any significant backward "strahl" and, for the purposes of the heat
flux calculations, may be approximated by a maxwellian form for all speeds.

The knowledge of fe allows us to compute the heat flux q at various
values of r. We have

q(r) = xm effv 5 cose fe(r,v,e) sine de dv (27)

Because of the complexity of fe as a function of v and e, the double
integration required to obtain q is enormously expensive and we had to con-

fine ourselves to the six r-values quoted above. Thus, the entire effort

leaves us with only six numbers which must serve us as "beacons" for the

construction of the curve shown in Figure 4. Needless to say, we had to

taKe some llDertles to perTorm _ne necessary i,L_rpu]_L;u,, ]_ad;,,_ Lu L;,_

results shown in Figure 4.

Finally, we should like to comment why we have chosen to represent the

function W=q/(_B) as a function of density rather than as a function of

distance. Firstly, purely on practical grounds, it is more economical to

evaluate fe when one replaces the integration variable r' in Equation (18)

by ne(r') or Te(r') via Equation (24) or (25). Secondly, the dependence
of W on r is primarily predicated by its dependence on ne. Thus, on

physical grounds, it is more instructive to know W as a function of ne
rather than as a function of the arclength along a specific field line. This

does not mean to imply that W may be looked upon as a unique function ne for

all field lines. On the contrary, our calculations show that q is quite

sensitive to the behavior of the magnetic field. Since the possibility for

relating B to ne by some theoretical "law" is quite remote, we must treat B

and ne as separate entities and thus regard W as a function of ne and B.

5. Summar 7

Our preliminary calculations show that the heat flux generated by the

suprathermal electrons plays an important role in the dynamics of the solar
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wind. In fact, there is a possibility that it might account entirely for
the salient features of steady, pure high-velocity streams. Of course,
more work is required to resolve the issue, but we believe that the initial
results presented here invite such work as worthwhile.

Figure 1:

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Typical radial profile of the interplanetary magnetic field, _.

Except for thR shaded area near the Sun, the curves are based

on Parker's s_iral model and are in agreement with observations
averaged over fluctuations.

Figure 2:
Typical radial profiles of the electron number density,.ne, in
the solar wind. The curves were constructed from a vame_y of

observational sources. The two lower segments labeled "density
above polar Coronal Hole" and "fast streams" are characteristic

of the central portion of a high-velocity stream.

Figure 3: Typical radial profiles of proton and electron temperatures in

the solar wind. The solid curves represent the scalar proton
temperature, TD=(I/3)(2T , + T,,), for three adjacent intervals of

the wind speed', I, IIana III. The dashed curve refers to the

core electron temperature, T_; the dot-dashed curve, labeled TH,

represents 7Tc and is meant _o indicate the domain of the

suprathermals. Except for the tentative markings near the Sun,

the plots are a "smoothed out" version of the Helios and Voyager
data.

Figure 4: The heat conduction W, measured in terms U2 and plotted versus

electron number density, ne; W is related to the heat flux q by:

W = q/(pV) = q/(_B). See text for the definition of symbols and

the theoretical considerations leading to this plot. (The arrow

labeled C.P. indicates the position of the critical point).

Figure 5: Calculated radial profile of the electron number density, no.

The curve represents the "critical" solution of Equation (7_

(see text) and should be compared with the lower segments of the
data of Figure 2.

Figure 6: Calculated radial profile of the wind speed, V. The curve is

computed from V = _B/p using the result shown in Figure 5. The

point labeled C.P. indicates the position of the critical point.
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Figure 7: Calculated radial profile of the "effective temperature" of a

high-velocity stream (see text for the definition of Tef f and P).

Figure 8: Contours of constant electron distribution function, fe' plotted
in the velocity space for r : 2r s. The horizontal (vertical)
coordinate represents the parallel (perpendicular) component of
the electron velocity measured in terms of the local thermal
speed, wr. The ratio of two neighboring contour_ is I_To; _h_

outermos_ (lowest) contour represents fe : 8xlO-Jl (sec/cm_)_-
The figure implies gyrotropy and shows only the forward portion

of fe ( O° < e _< 90°); r s = 1.03 r®.

Figures 9, I0 and II: Same as Figure 8 but referring, respectively, to

r/r s : 4.7, 16 and 63.
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Greenbelt, MD 20771

Stanislaw Olbert
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the breakdown of the classical (CBES) field aligned

transport relations for electrons in an inhomogeneous, fully ionized plasma as a

mathematical issue of radius of convergence, defines for the first time the finite

Knudsen number conditions when CBES results are accurate, and presents a

global-local (GL) way to describe the results of Coulomb physics moderated

conduction that is more nearly appropriate for astrophysical plasmas. This paper

shows the relationship to and points of departure of the present work from the

CBES approach. It also presents an analytical, more tractable, and economical way

of evaluating the global aspects of the collisional physics than has been done

numerically in the previous paper. The CBES heat law in current use is then shown

to be an especially restrictive special case of the new, more general GL result.

A preliminary evaluation of the dimensionless heat function discussed in the

previous paper (Olbert, (1983)), but using analytic formulas, as presented below,

shows that the dimensionless heat function profiles versus density of the type

.......... _...... _,.^_4...... _oa h_ah _n_ _nl_r wind aoDear possiblevv ............. •

Introduction

It has long been recognized that the Chapman (1916)-Chapman and Cowling

(1939)-Braginskii (1965)-Enskog (1917)-Spitzer-H_rm (1953)-Spitzer (1962) (CBES)

transport results become unreliable when the Knudsen number, K, (a kinetic free

path over macroscopic scale length) is not small. A serious outstanding issue in

this regard is how small must K be in order that these transport formulas are

accurate. This difficulty plagues the theoretical investigation of conduction

supported, fully ionized stellar winds. The usual interpretation of this

breakdown is that relevant physics has been omitted. Wave particle effects are

often suggested to be important in these locales. However, this conclusion is not

inescapable• Subtle prejudices have, until now, led to the insistence that the

physics of these regions must remain local, even if wave particle effects must be

invoked to do this. These assumptions are largely shaped by our everyday

experience and are fortified by attendant mathematical convenience. The physics

of Coulomb moderated transport is not amenable to this ad hoc approach as we have

previously shown (Scudder and Olbert 1979a,b, SO I, II, Olbert (1983)).

Since electrons carry almost all the heat flux in a plasma the kinetic

discussion that follows is oriented toward electron transport signatures. Because
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the bulk flows of astrophysics are usually smaller than characteristic electron

thermal speeds certain dimensionless ratios are tailored for this electron

situation. Unless specifically stated otherwise we will refer to electron kinetic

properties for the remainder with the major exception of the plasma conservation

equations where certain results pertain to the fluid as a whole. Because

astrophysical plasmas are strongly "magnetized" we confine our attention to field

aligned transport signatures.

I. The CBES Postulates

The CBES transport description for electrons proceeds under the interlocking

postulates

I) that the microscopic electron velocity distribution in the proper frame,

fe(W), that solves the kinetic equation is separable into a sum of two terms:

CBES

f = fo + 6f (K) (I)
e e e

such that all finite free path effects are solely contained in the Knudsen number,

K, functional dependence of _ f;

lwl;

2) that the velocity dependence of f(o)
e

is only through proper frame speed w

3) that fo is a local Maxwellian distribution:
e

c Es ( 21fo ( m 1 m we(X) : n (x) e exp - e (2)
- e - _2kT (x) 2kT (x)

e - e -

(where k is Boltzman's constant, n, T, and m are the local density,

temperature and mass, respectively);

4) that 6f is a perturbation of f (o) such that
e e

_f (w)
e - = O(K),

f °(w)
e --

for a sufficiently broad range of speeds to control the transport

signature sought; and

(3)

5) that the perturbation ordering parameter is the Knudsen number,

K, which is assumed infinitesimal and defined as the ratio of a kinetic

scale, _, to a macroscopic scale, LM. The macroscopic length LM, defined
by

d

LM -I : I-- £n MI ,
ds

(4)

is the shortest scale length along the arc length s of the magnetic field among

the macroscopic variables, M: density, n, temperature, T, magnetic field
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strength, B, or bulk speed, U. In the astrophysical context LM is usually set by
the density profile; we assume this in the remainder. The kin_tlc scale, k, is

strongly speed dependent in a plasma. It is usually chosen as that spatial length

within which substantial isotropization and approach to a Maxwellian takes place.

Those two physical time/length scales are commensurate (cf. Spitzer, 1962, p. 133)

for particles with speeds w T equal that,e
V_

of the root mean square speed l_e. Spitzer (1962) defines the related

characteristic time, t , (eqtn 5-26) for this process for electrons to yield a

Spitzer kinetic scale _ree path of the root mean square (rms) electron,

_ (wTrms WT, e t 'e)

= (3kTe)_
, (5)

8(0.714) _ne 4 _n A

where _n A is the Coulomb logarithm. Braginskii (1965) defines "the

electron.., collision time" with a formula (cf. 2.5e) that differs from

Spitzer's by 3%. According to this practice "the Knudsen number" defined by

_rms(WT,e )
K _ (6)

L
n

appears as the dimensionless parameter for the plasma style Chapman-Enskog

expansion.

The CBES approach attempts a perturbation expansion for 6f of the form
e

CBES _(Ln/LTe, Ln/L U, Ln/L B n Te, U, w) K + 0 (K2) (7)6f e = , , _ ,

aria cne approximation is usually truncated with the first term in ['{). NOte that

the structure of_depends only on the velocity space w, on local macroscopic

yariables and ratios L /L, of the scale length of the density to those of other

macroscopic variables _vaguated at the point x. Consequently _ is independent of

K.

The CBES truncation (7) of 6 f translates immediately into a similar

truncation of a Maclaurin series _or Q,, since

Q,, _ IYI (f(o) + 6f ) I/2 m w 5 co_sined0dCdw. (8a)
e e e

By postulate (2) f (o) is even in velocity space so that (8a) reduces to
e

Q,, = 0 + IYI (6f e) I/2 me w5 co_sinededCdw. (8b)

Using equation (7) we obtain

CBES

Q,, = K IYI_ I/2 m w 5 co_sin0dedCdw. (8c)

The remaining CBES postulates_allow a reduction of (8c) to functional

dependence on lower order moments; this permits a heat law for the fully

ionized plasma, parallel to Fourier's law, that permits closure, viz:
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dT
CBES e

Q,, = 0 +_ Te512
ds

which is easily rewritten as the infinitesimal heat flux

(9a)

712

CBES _oTe Ln] KQ,, _ [

rms LTe

where for a proton-electron plasma (Spitzer (1962))

(9b)

k7/2
2

No = (0.419) (0.225) 20 (_)3/2 (10)
' _ I/2 4

m e _n A
e

Notice that the flow of heat in the CBES approach (8c) arises out of the non-zero

perturbative correction to adiabatic (Q,, = O) behavior.

If the assumptions made to derive (9) are violated this marks the failure of a

mathematical artifice: a simple, straightforward Maclaurin series perturbation

scheme. It is, for example, well known that the Chapman-Enskog scheme does not

provide access (even in principle) to the broadest class of solutions to the

Boltzmann equation (Grad (1958)). Coulomb moderated transport effects are

unavoidably present, but inaccessible within the CBES mathematical machinery.

Extensions of the CBES approximation after the form of Burnett and others are

analogous to attempts to enhance the radius of convergence of the Maclaurin series

for the velocity distribution function, f(w), and, therefore Q,, beyond those in

equation (9) by retaining additional terms in the power series. These procedures

• are cumbersome. This is made clear by looking at a mathematical model of the

,perturbation issues at hand.

2. Model Perturbation Issues and their Resolution

Consider a system whose physical behavior is exactly described by the

following function

g(K) : tanh(K). K>O (11)

[In the heat transport problem the exact g(K) a Q.(K) is an unknown solution of an

integro-partial differential equation]. If a description of the physical system

were desired for the K<<I regime a one term Maclaurin series expansion for tanh(K)

would yield nearly indistinguishable results for g(K), viz

g(K) e g(1)(K) _ K K<<I (12)

(In our model problem g(1)(K) is proportional to Q, CBES.) If equation (11) (the

solution of the integro-differential equation) is the complete and accurate

description of the physical system even for large K, the fact that g(1)(K) is

inaccurate as K gets large implies nothing about the completeness of the physics

embodied in equation (11).
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To parallel the multi-term expansion of f(w), and, therefore Q,,, in the

higher momentmethods, consider additional truncated Taylor expansions g(n)(K) for
g(K)

(I)
g(2)(K) = K,
g(_(K) K - K _/3,

g}_{(K) K K 3/3 + 2K _/15, (13)

g'-'(K) K K 3/3 + 2K b/!5 - 17K 7/315 .

(n)
Any finite truncation g of g chosen in (13) is a polynomial in K which must

diverge for large K in contradiction to the boundedness of g(K) as K ÷ _. In any

case the Maclaurin series for g(K) of course diverges for K > _/2. Th_s.result is
known because the full Maclaurin series of g(K) is in hand. -Clearly g_) is a

desperate way to approximate g - even for K < _/2. In constructing perturbation

solutions that approximate Q,, the full expansion analogous to (13) is not

available. The finite radius of applicability of the CBES expression for Q,, needs

to be defined as we do below for the first time. It is quite common in

non-linear, physical problems that boundedness of certain quantities such as total

energy or the magnitude of the heat flow regardless of the size of K available

impacts the forms of perturbation that are allowed and drive the physicist to seek

more tractable approximations such as g(P) provides for g regardless of K

described below. As such, this feature of this model is realistic.

The inapplicability of Q,,CBES in the finite Knudsen number regime is

essentially a failure of the above type: namely of a straightforward, local, one

term, Maclaurin series expansion in K. (Recall that elementary discussions of

heat flow e.g., Reif (1965) give intuitive derivations based on the energy flux

imbalance across a mean free path element of the medium centered on the observer.)

possible that attempt to bridge asymptotic regimes in a way that truncated Taylor

series cannot. An example of this for the model problem is to use a Pad_

approximant (which is by no means unique!) for g(K) given by

gP(K) = K + cK 2 + dK 3 K > O, (14)

I + aK + bK 2 + dK 3'

with a, b, c, and d, chosen to optimize the approximation for intermediate K such

as by matching the Maclaurin series of (14) to that of g as far as the free

constants allow. Notice that for small K, i.e., K << I/a

gP(K) _ K K << I

but that for K >> (I/d) I/2

lim gP(K) : lira g(K) : I

K÷_ K÷_

Also note that gP(K) is not a polynomial in K. In a practical sense (14)

represents a physically viable, if approximate, re-summed form of the infinite
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Maclaurin series for g(K) which is well behaved in either the small or large K
regime as well as for K > _/2, the radius of convergence of the Maclaurin series
for g. Obviously, the exact solution (11) is preferable to (14), if available.

In most realistic physical problems the exact solution is not available in closed

form. This implies that physical arguments as for example the boundedness of the

heat flux even for large K can guide the ansatz.

This paper reports on an initial attempt to provide the analogue of equation

(14) for Coulomb physics controlled heat flow Q,,(K) for finite K, whose leading

CBES
order Maclaurin series reduces for K <<< I to Q,,

3. Established Kinetic Facts vs. CBES Postulates

At the Solar Wind 4 Meeting in 1978 at Burghausen, we reported on the

properties of velocity distributions shaped by the Coulomb cross section without

making gradient expansions (cf. SO I, II; a portion of the previous paper in this

monograph reports on extensions of that work). We have demonstrated that

non-local aspects of the steady state distributions of material along the tubes of

force play a vital role in shaping the speed dependence in the trans, (E > kTc),

and extra-thermal, (E > 7kTc), electrons; the latter group, by observations,

°bS(w) and, therefore the magnitude
controls the magnitude of the net skew of fe --
of the heat flux (eqtn 8a,b).

In the presence of general finite gradients, Maclaurin series perturbation

expansions for f °bS(w) about a local Maxwellian are doomed because the strong
e

speed dependence of the Coulomb cross section allows a global communication for

electrons E > 7kT c along the magnetic tube of force (cf. SO I). The information
that f (corona) }> f (observer) manifests itself in the over populated, skewed,

e e .
tails of the local distribution which observatlonally exceed a local Maxwellian

population by several orders of magnitude above 100 eV at I AU. cf. SO II Figure

I. These are Knudsen number effects of the system's distribution of material in

the even part of f (o). The speed dependence of f (o) has been observationally

and theoretically _hown to be non-Maxwellian as a _esult of Knudsen number

effects. This violates CBES postulate I and 3. In this important trans and

extrathermal regime 6 f/fMaxwellian is not even the same order of K local, which at

I AU for example is e I/2, much less infinitesimal as assumed by CBES.

4) Conservation Laws vs. CBES Implications

Provided Q,, is not zero, conservation laws for the plasma as a whole

neglecting viscosity and ohmic entropy production (cf. eg., Rossi and Olbert,

1970) in steady, field aligned flow imply that

d d

(3PV)/(2Q,,) -- £n (Plp5/3) : _ m £n W.

ds ds

(15)

In the above P is the total gas pressure of electron and ions, P _ P + ZP., p is

the total mass density, V the magnitude of the field aligned flow ve_ocity_ Q, the
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parallel heat flux, and Wis the dimensionless heat function defined by

W : Q,,/(pVU2) : Q,,/(aBU2), (16)

where U is the asymptotic flow speed and a is the flux tube stream constant
defined_by the ratio of massto magnetic flux:

pZ _ _ B. (17)

As discussed by Olbert (1981) using current notation (and others) in steady

state there exists an energy streamline constant defined by

1 V2 5 P Q,,U_- +-- +_ +--,

2 2p pV

where @ is the gravitational potential. Dividing this expression by the

square of the asymptotic radial wind speed U_ and using (17) yields an
equivalent streamline constant where the dimensionless heat function is

involved:

1 5 P

u
-_u2 -_

(U/U2)_ = - (V/) 2 + + + W.

2 2p

At I AU the leading term is the largest and dominant term. At the base of the

corona the last term is the dominant term. The viability of the coronal

expansion via conduction reduces to showing that

2
I V( I AU)

( ) _ W (I.03 R )
O

2 U

In this sense the size of the dimensionless heat function W is crucial to the

energetic feasibility of a conduction supported solar wind expansion (cf.

aiscussion below).

Equation (15) may be rewritten without further approximations as

(PV/Q,,) : (2 LD)/(3 Lw) (18)

where the spatial scale for departures from adiabatic expansion, the "diabatic"

scale, is implied by

d

LD I : I-- _n (p5/3/P)I
ds

and the spatial scale for heat divergence, LW is implied by

d

nW-1 : I-- _n wl
ds

(19)

(2O)

In the CBES perturbation scheme, gradients of all macroscopic variables, M,

are assu_ned to be weak in the sense that
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_rms/LM = O(K) (21)

is sufficiently small to ensure the validity of all the postulates. For a given

experimental regime of K the practical question arises if it is small enough to

assure quantitative precision of the CBES formulas. We proceed now to delineate

what implied conditions on other macroscopic variables are sufficient to guarantee

the validity of the CBES results.

Since D and W are combinations of macroscopic variables, CBES ordering (21)

-I -I
implies that the associated inverse scales, LD and Lw are also O(K) in the
sense of (21). Within the CBES framework the-general_onservation of energy,

(18), can only be consistently satisfied if the enthalpy and parallel heat flux

are of the same order:

pvCBES/ Q,,CBES = 0(I). (22a)

This constitutes a restriction on the physical problems for which CBES is

internally consistent since (22a) together with (9b) imply that the enthalpy flux

must be proportional to K for small K:

PV CBES = K 6 (22b)

Except for the consequences of the CBES postulates (21) there is no general

ab initio argunent that all physical systems will satisfy conservation of energy

in such a way that the enthalpy flux is comparable to or less than

CBES
the CBES heat flux in the Knudsen regime (K <<< I) where Q. calculation is

rigorous. By explicitly determining 6 and, therefore, the limits on VCBES in

> VCBES throughout the entire solar
the CBES regime, we argue that Vsola r wind
wind expansion.

It is worth noting that CBES transport is usually discussed (cf. for example

Cohen et al. (1950)) for plasmas at rest so that the speed, V, vanishes

identically. Correspondingly (22) is satisfied in the CBES approach as a result

of a postulate (V _ O) which is generally not true in astrophysical contexts. For

the remainder we proceed on the assumption that V does not vanish throughout the

system.

The CBES heat flux may be rewritten as

where

w K (23)Q" = Pe o '

Wo : 3.3 (Ln/LTe) WT, e - (24)

It then follows that the CBES regime refers for alflowing medium to physical

systems such that the inverse diabatic scale, LD , is second order small in the
formal expansion parameter, K, (Rossi and Olber_, 1970, P. 436), since equations

(18, 21-24) imply
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where

CBES

,_ G K 2,
), rms/LD

G : 1.1 (2Pe/P) (Tp,n/Te, T ) (Ln/Lw).
e

In the above the rms electron transit time of its temperature scale, T
e ,Te

given by

= + L T /WT, eTe' e '
T
e

and the fluid transit time of the electron density scale height, r , is
p,n

given by

(25a)

(25b)

is

T :L/V.
p,n n

For naturally occurring systems LT is usually larger than Ln; however WT, e
e

is usually larger than V and the ratio of the two times is more nearly

commensurate than either the ratio of scales or speeds separately. On this basis

G is not an enormous number being clearly _ I for CBES ordering. Using the solar
corona as a prototype for evaluating G we obtain G _ I/6 beyond the sonic point,

where we have used the relationship that d£nT /d£n n _ I/6 (Sittler and Scudder

(1980)) and that d£n W/d£n n _ 1/50 (Olbert (_983)) e. These considerations
reinforce the important conclusion that indeed

CBES

rms/LD _ K2, (26)

which is a more restrictive, but, nevertheless, consistent ordering of scales

with the initial CBES ordering (21).

-I
Apart from trivial constants, the inverse scale length, Lfo , associated

with the change of the electron velocity distribution function at zero proper

frame velocity is the same as that of the diabatic expansion (26). Therefore,

(26) may be restated in microscopic language to establish contact with SO I,

II: the CBES description is internally consistent with conservation of energy

for systems (such as thermodynamic equilibrium (!)) with LfO that is much

larger than any of the driving gradient scales of the macroscopic variables,o
LM. Rewriting in symbols equation (26) the inverse scales of f must be one
o_'der weaker than those of the macroscopic variables.

-I (LM-1 ) K
Lfo _ -

This is precisely what is not realized in astrophysical plasmas and leads, via

the Coulomb cross section "window", to global lowest order signatures in the

distribution functions and correspondingly in the transport SO I, II.
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5. Enforcing CBES Postulate (3) in an Inhomogeneous Plasma

In order that the lowest order f (o) be Maxwellian in an inhomogeneous, fully

ionized plasma (CBES postulate 3), it eis no longer sufficient to only require that

the rms free path, _ , be small compared--to the scale height. When K is finite

in a fully ionized p[_ma then the rms free path of the thermal and suprathermal

electrons are no longer infinitesimal, being related to the rms free path by the

formula

u4k(u) = l (26a)
rmS'

where u = w/w T . By contrast collisions between neutral molecules have a free
path with esse6_ially no speed dependence for speeds above/-3_, Meyer (1899).

If, as is usual (of. Parker (1964)), one assumes K << I is sufficient for

CBES heat transport results to ensue then (26a) implies that there always exists a

finite UQ so that the following ordering of scales is possible:

X <<< L < x(UQ). (26b)rms n

Unlike the situation for collisions between neutrals, equation (26a) implies that

no matter what the size of the Knudsen number (so long as it is finite), there

always exists a speed domain (u > u O) of the velocity space for which the
(shortest) macroscopic scale ie_h'L is shorter than the free path of members of

the velocity distribution which have _peeds in this domain. This domain need not

be the sole province of the cosmic rays!

Having established (26b) it is important to assess the potential impact it

may have on the kinetic determination of transport in the system. If K be so

small that UQ is a relativistic cosmic ray and the mean energy of the gas
is ultra non-relativistic, the practical impact of (26b) on the CBES regime is not

severe. However, UQ needs to be well above the dominant proper frame speeds where

'the perturbations to f (o) kinetically determine the heat flux (equation 8), the

highest moment in the _nsager relations. The precise size of UQ so as to assure

that non-local effects are collisionally destroyed and do not dominate the

transport becomes the prerequisite for allowing postulate 3 of CBES to be

reasonable: find UQ such that

rms < k(UQ) << Ln. (26c)

Based on the theoretical properties of the Coulomb cross section SO II argued

that significant non-local suprathermal particles will be present above the

dimensionless speed u = 2.16. The observed solar wind electron velocity

distribution function was shown to develop strongly overpopulated skewed

suprathermal tails (the halo) above this speed. As an empirical fact the

in situ heat flux is determined by the skew of the electron distribution near but

above this transition. We suggest that

UQ 2 3.5 (26d)

is appropriate for the inequality in (26c). Using this result in _9c) and
noting (26a), we can restate the sufficient local condition that f be locally
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Maxwellian, in an inhomogenous, fully ionized plasma without postulating special
spatial distributions of the plasma in the adjoining volume, viz

150 KCBES << 1. (27)

Notice that this result is considerably more restrictive than the usually stated

(and implied sufficient) condition in the astrophysical context for CBES validity:

K << I. Equation (27) defines the regime for finite K that is consistent with use
of CBES results.

FrO_B_e internal energy equation, (25), in the consistent Knudsen number
regime K is algebraically equal to

KCBE S 3
-- (Lw/L D) (P/Pc) (V/Wo); (28)
2

however, as" the prerequisite for fulfilling CBES postulate (3) equation (27)

must be satisfied. This yields the compatibility condition

CBES
A

MS <<< _, (29)

where the adiabatic Mach number is defined as
A

= V/(5/3 p_)I/2 (29b)
MS

and

_ : 0.73 (2P /p)I/2 (LD/Lw) (29c)
e

which follows from (28) using (27):

CBES

K <<< 6.6 x 1o-3 (30)

Equations (29) and (30) are not physical constraints but are corollaries of the

_athematical postulates made for the CBES approach which render the (electron)

transport problem to be "local".

Unless a fully ionized plasma is prepared in a contrived way (as described

below) the contradiction of either (29, 30) implies that CBES is no longer

appropriate for electron signatures. Depending on the observational technique(s)

one or the other of these constraints may be more accessible for a distant

observer of astrophysical phenomena.

For specially prepared equilibria (as discussed by CBES) such as an

isothermal flux tube that has slight temperature and density variation but still

"superadiabatic,, in the sense of (26) and, therefore possessing very low

contrast in f(o) between its extremities (a very difficult idealization to achieve

in an astrophysical setting) condition 30 can be relaxed by several orders of

magnitude to

Kisothermal(S) << I,

provided this condition is met everywhere along the magnetic tube of force
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connected to the point of interest. This is the system to which CBES refers. The

relaxation of (30) results from a very special preparation of the inhomogeneous

system. For this circumstance individual trans and extrathermal particles still

have a global range over arc lengths large compared to krms; however, the
probability function f refers to the pattern of phase space occupation and it is

not modified in lowest order in the presence of finite K<<I provided the system is

prepared in this special way. Alternatively, in the presence of an absolutely

uniform T and a macroscopic density gradient the individual trans and

extrather_al electrons give up sufficient.e_ergy to the polarization electric

field that the lowest order pattern for ftoJ can still be self-similar along B

even in the presence of strong density gradients.

We submit that these special systems are so contrived that they are unlikely

prototypes of plasmas in the astrophysical or other contexts and that conditions

(29, 30) are more generally applicable. Gravity destroys the weak density

gradient regimes: T can not be artificially assumed constant throughout a given

astrophysical flux _ube and the lowest order f(w) becomes global in character.

For the solar wind it is clear by direct observation that at I AU that^

M_ >> I, that K _ I/2, that both the inequalities (29 and 30) are strongly
violated, and that the observed f (w) is not deformed as predicted by CBES theory

(Montgomery, 1972). What is forceef_lly driven home by (30) is that the CBES

description of thermal conduction, for example, is invalid at the very base of the

coronal expansion. Given observed coronal velocities in the range of 10's km/s

and an implied base sonic Mach number at I06°K of approximately .08 and the

determination in the previous paper that L << L in approximately the ratio of
n w

= P ) that1:50 implies (if Pe i

= 5 x 10-3No
and that

A _ 08 >_oM S

1.03r o

and that the CBES determination of supply of conduction flux to the expansion is

in error from the base of the corona. This conclusion should be contrasted with

Parker's (1964, eqtn 76) original argument that CBES should be appropriate for the

initial portion of expansion possibly as far as I AU on the basis of an argument

like

"CBES Flux" =_ T 5/2 e__dT <<< _3 NkT (3kTe)
o e e

dr 2 m
e

I/2

= "Saturation Flux"

which is equivalent (using (6, 9b, 10, 24) to

KParker << .45 (LT) _ 2.5 (32)

LN

which we now recognize as an overly generous upper bound for K when contrasted
with (27).
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Use of the CBES heat t_ansport description within the conservation equations

for a flowing medium with MS > << I (eqtn 29) is clearly inconsistent with the
entire set of postulates necessary to derive equation (9). The failure of such a

kinetically inconsistent model to predict the observed solar wind properties

implies nothing about the importance of conduction in driving winds. This point

is especially crucial since the properties of the conduction flux near the

supersonic transition are extremely critical for the determination of the

essentially asymptotic wind properties that are accessible to spacecraft
observations.

6. The Global-Local Formulation of the Transport Problems

In the present restricted monograph we only outline the philosophy and

present the results of the procedure used to obtain the heat flux form quoted
below.

The philosophy of this approach is that, like in eqtns 11-13, a simple

Maclaurin series of either I or n terms about a Maxwellian is hopeless because

such a procedure neglects the global distribution of phase density along the tube

of force. The tails of f(w) and their skew cannot be accurately predicted by a

one term Maclaurin perturbation expansion of f about a local Maxwellian. It is

the boundary conditions at the origin and at infinity in the mathematical example

and at the sun and infinity in the physical example, as well as the strong speed

dependence of the Coulomb cross section that force a more useful approximation

scheme. Both from considerations of the conservation equations and from integral

formulations for the local form of f(w) (SO I, II and Olbert (1983)) global
u

correction must be incorporated in the lowest order ansatz for f(°)(w,x) before

attempting to determine the skew and, therefore, the net heat flux (8b). In

mathematical language this represents an attempt to renormalize the perturbation

expansion of CBES.

In the face of significant non-local corrections to local gaussian behavior

we have adopted a lowest order functional ansatz for f°(w, x) that while still
m

only speed dependent contains an additional shape parameter, K, beyond the shape

factor in a gaussian identified with the temperature. This is a significant

departure from CBES postulate (3). This ansatz is called the kappa distribution:

A n
(o)

(w,x) : f (K(x),Wc2(X) n(x), w2) - K (I + (33)
K -- - < -- ' -- -- (_w 3 W21(KWc2))--(K+I)

f

C

originated by 01bert et al. (1967) and 01bert (1969). This lowest order

distribution contains extrathermal tails which can support the global Coulomb

physics, but asymptotes to a gaussian/Maxwellian distribution as K ÷ _. In every

respect the kappa function represents a mathematical "extension" of the Maxwellian

function. The physical meaning of n is the usual number density, w is the speed

of the most probably occurring member of the speed distribution, w cs the proper

frame speed, and K(x) controls the local strength of the extrathermal tails: small

implies strong ta_is, < going toward infinity implies increasingly weaker tails.

A (K(x)) is a normalization constant which ranges between 0.75 to I. Paralleling

In concept the Pad& approximant (14) for g by choosing a, b, c and d

appropriately, <(x) must be determined. This is done self-consistently within the

perturb_ation scheme described below.
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Clearly, as in any perturbation theory, the better the ansatz, the better the
approximation becomes. In our choice of ansatz we have been influenced by economy

of free variables, the energy dependence of the observed f(w), the global aspects

of the Coulomb physics (as outlined in SO I, II and previous paper) and that a

member of the functional ansatz should be a gaussian.

We have used a speed dependent Krook collision term as in SO I and II and

have successfully imposed conservation of electrons through a mandated K(s). The

imposition of this collisional invariant constraint is well known; the equation of

constraint relates K to other state variables (cf. (34) below). In the presence

of a speed dependent Krook collision operator this equation of constraint relates

the variation of the non-thermal tail index, dK, to the variation of the
normalization of phase density d _n (n /w _) along the tube of force. This

e c
equation has the form

dK(S) : - _(K(S),K (S)) d _n (n (s)/w 3(s)). (34a)
o o e c

For reasonable interplanetary profiles K is smaller near the sun than at i AU.

This implies that the isotropic part of f(w) near the sun has more of a

non-thermal tail than at I AU.

Equation (34a) may be recast to show its non-local character

I_ K(S) d_:' 1
u(s)/v(s ) = exp I , (34b)

o _o (s o ) _(K',_o )

where u(s) -t -1(s) is proportional to n /w 3. Notice that equation (34b)
C e c

(implicitly) prescribes K(s) as a function of the contrast of collision frequency

_hich equals the contrast in the phase space density (at zero proper frame energy)

between s and some reference point, s , where K=__ is known. Mathematically we
• O .U

have succeeded zn instilling sufficient informatzon in (renormalizing) the lowest

order f(o) so that the global, velocity dependent, Coulomb moderated mobility of

the electrons does not violate charge neutrality. This lowest order failure of

the CBES, Maclaurin series approach to obtaining extrathermal tails on f(w) is now

removed.

It is crucial to appreciate that it is the skewness of the increasingly

non-local trans and extra-thermals which determine the heat flux (8) for

astrophysical plasmas. The "resummation" of non-local effects embedded in our

ansatz (33) as constrained by (34b) heavily impacts the dominant speed, w*, where

subsequently obtained skews of f make the principal contribution to Q,, (8). This

effect is exacerbated by the high power(_ w involved in determining Q and the
fact that the perturbation 6f about f itself has significant speed

e e
dependence.

(o)
We then obtain a gradient expansion about the local, isotropic f to

obtain the skew correction term that represents the flow of heat. Th_ analogue of

(9a) has the global-local (GL) structure (if there exists no current in the proper

frame which determines the proper frame parallel electric field):
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d
Q,,GL(s) : -CTS(K(s), Ko(So))- _n Tc

ds

d

- CSS(K(s), Ko(So)) -- _n (n/To3/2) (35)
ds

I
2

CTS > CSS > 0; kT =- mw ,
C C

2

where CTS and CSS are global functions of system parameters, which sense, through

equation 34b, the collision frequency contrast of the physical system connected to

the observer, while the gradients sense local change_lin the state variables. The

functional dependence of the global-local f-6-rmof Q,,V'(35) should be contrasted

with the completely local form of CBES in equation 9.

7. The CBES Limit of Global-Local

We recall that a condition via equations (25, 26) for internal consistency of

the CBES regime in the presence of flows (K _ 0) is that

d

-- £n(nlT 3/2) = 0(K2).

ds

This implies that the second term of (35) is quadratic while the first is linear

in the expansion parameter K. [As an aside CTS e CSS]. The imposition of near

adiabaticity implies large collision frequencies, v = O(I/K), which implies

progress toward Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Therefore, from the equation of

constraint (34) since £(K,K o) is bounded and O(I)

9

K - <(S ) = O(K-),
o

which implies that the CBES regime is characterized by a constant

K _ Ko + 0(K 2) ÷ ",

which by construction of our ansatz is functionally possible.

Since lim T = T
C e

GL
we may now form the CBES limit of Q,, (eqtn 11) as

d

lira Q,,GL : - lira [CTS(K,K o) -- £n Tc + 0(K 2) ] : Q,,CBES + O(K2),
+CBES K_ ds

(K+O) < +®
0

where the quadratic terms throughout the CBES approach have already been

neglected. We reemphasize here the extremely narrow classes of astrophysical

problems (delimited by equation (29, 30)) for which CBES results are quantitative.
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8. The Global-Local Evaluation of the W Function for High Speed Wind Conditions

As a final result we illustrate in Figure I the dimensionless heat function

W(p) defined by (6£) and central to the previous paper by Olbert (1983), but here
evaluated with Q,, from equation (35). We have used the same coronal hole

density and magnetic profiles as used in Olbert (1983) for the high speed solar

wind (U = 700 km/s) and a composite _lectron temperature profile that has a

coronal_hole value at 1.03 r (8 x I09°K), has the correct d£nT/d£nn

characteristics near I AU (S_ttler and Scudder (1980)), and an electron 4

temperature characteristic of the high speed solar wind at I AU of 8 x 10 OK. We

emphasize that these results are preliminary as discussed below, since all aspects

of the calculation are not fully self-consistent, such as picking a density and

temperature profile that are actually compatible with the postulate of steady

state. In that respect the results of Figure I represent a feasibility study for

investigating qualitative regimes of W(p) that are possible without doing the

quadruple numerical integrals as have been painstakingly done in the previous

paper. This matter of complete self-consistency is an issue in both these papers

and is currently under investigation.

We note the properties of WGL that the previous paper (Olbert (1983)) reports

as essential for a conduction supported high speed wind: I) the initial plateau at

large densities; 2) the plateau magnitude (this implies sufficient random energy

available to be converted to directed energy for 700 km/s wind) and 3) the sharp

decrease near the critical point. The second plateau at lower densities has

little effect on the dynamics of the solar wind expansion. Figure 2 illustrates

GL.
the relative contributions of the two terms of equation (35) to the final Q,, ,

note that different density regimes reflect different relative importance of the

two terms and neither term is negligible and that the second term of (35)

(neglected by CBES) determines a larger share of the heat than the conventional

grad T term at the base of the coronal expansion.

Figure I represents a realization of W(p) using the hybrid-global-local

approach instead of the quadruple numerical integrals required in the integral

formulation of the previous paper. In the preceding paper (Olbert (1983)) all

gradations of global Coulomb effects are accounted for in the presence of a

leading term Ohm's law electric field. In this paper the electric field has been

set by the zero current condition, particles are conserved and there is a hybrid

global-local approach to the tail/skew problem. Both approaches attempt, with

different levels of precision, to assess the importance of the strong velocity

dependence of the Coulomb cross section which invalidates the CBES approach.

The W(p) function is very sensitive to the profiles of n and Te_ For a given
density and magnetic tube geometry the electron temperature profile is not free to

be prescribed, but is determined by the energy equation (15). In future this

internal self-consistency will be addressed. For the present these results

represent significant progress toward affirming the existence of stellar winds

with large asymptotic velocities supported by Coulomb mediated heat conduction,

with the solar wind as a prime example.
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Fig. I Profile of the dimensionless heat function W : Q,,/(aBU 2) for coronal

hole magnetic field and density profile used by Olbert=(1983), but

evaluating Q,, via the global local approach outlined in text.

Abscissa is electron density.
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Fig. 2 The fraction of the suggested heat flux determined by the first

term of the full heat expression of equation 35 for the heat flow

profile of Figure I. Note that there exists varying domains of

relative importance wlth the second term of (35), not included in

the CBES expression of equation (9), playing the dominant role near

base of coronal expansion.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICMODELING
OFCORONAL STRUCTURE AND EXPANSION

S. T. Suess+

Space Environment Laboratory

NOAA / EEL

325 Broadway

Boulder, Colorado 80303

ABSTRACT

The presence of a magnetic field in the corona adds structure to the

solar wind and almost certainly plays an important role in the energetics of

the flow. Here I will discuss analytical and numerical modeling of gas-magne-

tic field interactions as used to compute steady, global flow. After a brief

and incomplete review, I will describe the approach used in, and results from

a recent global model (Steinolfson, Suess and Wu, 1982). I will then outline

my own ideas on the most effective ways to improve the physical content and

numerical efficiency of these models. Throughout, I will limit myself to

discussing solutions of the MHD equations only in order to find steady-state

flows, even though this will often entail solving time-dependent equations.

INTRODUCTION

One of the more difficult problems in coronal dynamics is to self-consis-

tently compute the large-scale interactions between the plasma and the

magnetic field in order to find the flow geometry. The theoretical models

that have been published generally either incorporate very important approxi-

m_Lions in order to make the analysis tractable, or use "brute force"

numerical solutions. As an example of an essentially analytic approach to MHD

modeling, I describe the results from a quasi-radial flow approximation

(Suess, Richter, Wlnge and Nerney, 1977; Suess, 1979; Winge and Coleman, 1974;

Nerney and Suess, 1975; Suess, 1972). This approximation invoked flow that

was nearly radial, deriving conditions for this requirement as a result from

the analysis. Single-fluid, polytropic flow with no dissipation was assumed,

and the flow was taken to be axisymmetric. The geometrical approximation

means that the analysis cannot be applied near a magnetic cusp. The model was

applied to the northern polar coronal hole of 1973 because observations

provided a density distribution throughout the hole and showed that the hole

was essentially axisymmetric (Munro and Jackson, 1977). The observed density

was matched throughout the entire volume, and the observed geometry of the

boundary was matched to a streamline, minimizing the impact of the polytrope

assumption. The results are shown in Figures I and 2. Important deductions

include an "effective" temperature of I-2 x i0 e deg., a field strength of

0.5 to 1.0 gauss, and a flow speed of a few up to 150 Rm/s at 2 solar radii.

By 5 solar radii, the flow speed varies from less than 50 to over 300 km/s

while the magnetic field is approximately uniform across the hole.

+Also, Department of Astro-Geophysics, University of Colorado,

Boulder, Colorado 80309.
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5R° 4Re 3R° 2Re 1R° 0 1R° 2R° 3Re 4RI 5RG

Figure i. The observed boundary of the northern polar coronal hole (solid curve,

from Munro and Jackson, 1977) and streamlines beginning at 2 solar radii and

polar angles of 20 and 50 degrees. The streamlines have been computed using a

quasi-radial approximation to the MHD equations of motion together with latitude

dependent boundary conditions (from Suess, et al., 1977).

2 SOLAR RADII 5 SOLAR RADII

Boundary Conditions on T Calculated T, Br, and Vr.
and Br, but Calculated Vr.

Br Vr T

(gauss) (km/sec) (°K) Ii
IJl - ' m I ' ' 01.. ' ' t _ || i

/ _ "_ o '
t / t

L i ,, .. \ _-i_,,
I/./ "...k_

"P.: 'd

Polar Angle, Degrees

Figure 2. Latitudinal variations of the radial magnetic field, temperature and

radial velocity at 2 and 5 solar radii. The radial magnetic field, temperature

and observed density variation at 2 solar radii are the boundary conditions for

this, and the streamline results in Figure i (Suess, e__ttal., 1977).
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Significant energy deposition is implied between 2 and 5 solar radii.

However, because this analysis cannot treat global flows that include regions

of closed magnetic fields, it cannot be carried much beyond this particular

example. The only obvious extensions would be to relax the polytrope

assumption to permit thermal dissipation, and to include momentum and energy
source terms.

In a corona with both closed, magnetostatic regions, and open, coronal-

hole-like regions, the problem of the global gas-magnetic field interactions

is both totally nonlinear and geometrically complex, almost requiring numeri-

cal solution. Probably the most pioneering work was that by Pneuman and Kopp

(1971), who constructed a solution for an axisymmetric, isothermal streamer

configuration on a two-dimensional grid. Their solution was found through a

procedure which iterated on the current distribution, and they assumed

isothermal flow.

The ultimate fieldline geometry computed by Pneuman and Kopp is shown in

Figure 3. Originally, there were questions regarding their assumption about

the nature of the cusp. However, these were laid to rest using a numerical

solution of the time-dependent equations of motion (Endler, 1971; Weber,

1978). If the situation is treated as an initial-boundary value problem, then

it is guaranteed that the final state is a true equilibrium configuration. In

this approach, one starts with an initial state consisting of an essentially

arbitrary choice for the fluid and magnetic field variables. The numerical

solution of the time-dependent equations, starting with this non-equilibrium

state, then gradually approaches a stationary coronal configuration. In

applying this approach, it was not only shown that the cusp geometry assumed

by Pneuman and Kopp was a valid equilibrium configuration, but also that the

solution was stable.

These results demonstrated that treatment of steady, global coronal flow

as an initial-boundary value problem is: (i) feasible, (ii) efficient, and

(iii) probably the most powerful approach to the general problem. I would now

like to describe results from an application of this approach to polytropic

rather than isothermal flow, for a survey of the effect of varying magnetic

field strength (Steinolfson, et. al, 1982).

THE PROBLEM AND THE EQUATIONS

The assumptions are that the corona can be described by polytropic,

axisymmetric, single fluid flow. The initial state consists of a hydrodynamic

solution to the steady radial equations of motion for a polytropic gas,

superimposed on a dipole magnetic field. No explicit dissipation is included.

This is a generalization over previous work by relaxing the assumption of

isothermal flow. With these assumptions, the time-dependent equations of

motion, in MKS units, are:

ap a a (pv) 2pu_pvcot8 '+ -; = --;-

"
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= _ GM_ + v 2 B_
r 2 r _pr"

(Ib)

_v B. _Be v v Bv t, BB. 1
8r FP Br r -_ + -t --/Lrp BO rp BO

__Bo uu, (lc)

8B,%t O08( uB°-vB')=_ (uB°-vBr)c°tO'r Od)

BBo (,¢)8-T+

Bp Bu Bp 7P Bv v 8p
-_+rP_r +U_r +_-_+ r 80

= - 7-P-P(2u + vcot 0), (If)
r

where the dependent variables are the density, P, radial velocity, Vr,

meridional velocity,v^, pressure, p, radial magnetic field, Br and meridion-

al magnetic field, B_ The independent variables are the radius, r, and the

colatitude, 9. The Constants are the polytropic index, y, magnetic permeabil-

ity, _, universal graviational constant, G,, and the solar mass, Ms.

These equations are solved between 1.0 and 5.0 solar radii, and from the

pole to the equator - the solution is symmetric about the equator. The grid

spacing is 0.1 solar radii in the radial direction, 2.5 degrees in the

meridional direction, the numerical solution uses a modified Lax-Wendroff

differencing scheme, and the time step is chosen to be the maximum allowable

from the usual stability criterion for dissipationless schemes; i.e.,

At = mln(At r, At e) (2)

where

At = r/%
r r

and
Ate = rO/_ O

and (_ , t 8) are the maximum elgenvalues (the sum of the fluid velocity
and the c_aracteristic velocity) in the radial and meridional directions. A

smoothing term is used to reduce numerical oscillations, and it was necessary

to watch for nonzero values of div._ which otherwise often exist in numerical

solutions of multi-dimensional time-dependent MHD problems (Brackbill and

Barnes, 1980). At the inner boundary, two of the six radial characteristic

directions are negative, and consequently, information from the region of

interest propagates upstream to the boundary. In this case, four dependent

variables at the lower boundary can be specified arbitrarily, and two must be

calculated from some form of compatibility relations (Steinolfson and Nakaga-
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wa, 1976). Strictly speaking, the compatibility relations are equations that

can be derived from the equations of motion which must be satisfied by the

dependent variables in each of the characteristic directions. Steinolfson and

Nakagawa have shown that first-order or second-order (linear) extrapolation

often works as well as using the more complex compatibility relations.

Steinolfson, et. al used linear extrapolation to obtain the pressure and

meridional magnetic field at the inner boundary. The radial magnetic field

was held at its initial value so that the total magnetic flux through the

solar surface remains constant. The radial velocity was also held constant

with the exception that it could decrease to zero at the surface inside the

closed field region. The meridional velocity was calculated so that the total

velocity and magnetic field were parallel at the surface. The surface density

was selected so that p/pY was constant.

In the initial state of spherically symmetric flow and a dipole potential

field, the boundary values at I solar radius, and the system constants are:

T = 1.8 x 106 degrees
o

108 -3n = 2.25 x cm
o

y = 1.05

2n k T
o o

B - (3)
B2/8_
o

B = IBI at 1 solar radius at the equator.
O

Using this definition of the plasma beta, results are summarized below for

values of beta from 0. I to 100. Values for the reference magnetic field of

0.83 G and 2.35 G at the equator yield values for the plasma beta of 4 and

0.5, respectively.

RESULTS: RELAXATION TO A STEADY STATE

Beginning with the previously stated initial configuration of a dipole

potential field superimposed on a spherically symmetric flow, the relaxation

then procedes in time until the solution is approximately steady - meaning the

solution did not change appreciably over a period of 2 hours. The interme-

diate states themselves have little physical meaning. However, the relaxation

time to a steady state does have physical meaning - it is typical of the time

the corona would take, given the assumptions of the model, to return to

equilibrium after a large-amplitude perturbation. Figure 4 shows the evolu-

tion of the coronal magnetic field (solid lines) and velocity (vectors) for

beta = 0.5. The initial state is in panel (a), and subseqent states at 4, 8

and 12 hours are shown in panels (b), (c) and (d) respectively. There is

little change after 12 hours. It is easy to see the field lines evolving from

a closed dipole field to a coronal streamer with the closed field lines lying
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beneath and adjacent to open f_Id lines. The dashed line is the sonic curve

and the dotted line is the Alfven curve. The sonic curve is displaced inwards

in the final state, except for a small region around the equator, due to the

general increase in the velocity. In the closed region, the pressure and

density are increased over their initial values, and the velocity is

approximately zero. Figure 5 shows cuts through the final configuration, at

the pole and the equator. The high density and pressure in the closed region

are evident, as is the zero velocity. Enhanced flow in the center of the open

region is due essentially to the effects described by Kopp and Holzer (1976).

However, the overall results are not exactly equivalent because they held the

energy per gram, or flow speed infinitely far from the sun fixed, whereas here

the boundary condition on temperature and velocity was held fixed o__nnthe sun.

The Kopp and Holzer study dealt with the effects of changing "spreading

factor" (overall flux tube divergence), whereas here a change in divergence

occurs naturally along different streamlines.

Some of the effects of differing divergence can be simulated by changing

the magnetic field strength. This was done by changing beta in steps from

100.0 to 0.1. Again, the results cannot be directly compared with those of

Kopp and Holzer because the energy per gram at infinity is not a constant.

The results from changing field strength are summarized in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6, showing the maximum pressure and density in the closed region after

scaling by the initial flow values, indicates the physical relevance of the

beta parameter. The curves remain near a value of unity until beta < 1.0.

Then, they rise steeply for values of beta less than ca. 0.5. At the same

time, there is a corresponding general increase in the height of the streamer.

However, the width of the base of the streamer has only a weak dependence on

beta.

Figure 7 shows the latitudinal variation of the pressure, density and

temperature at five solar radii, for a range of beta on either side of unity.

Again, these variables are scaled by their initial values. The velocity is

shown in Figure 8. For values of beta >= I, the only substantial effect is

that the velocity is slightly depressed and the density is enhanced in the

streamer. As beta is reduced below unity, a more rapid change begins to

appear over the open region. Simultaneously, the velocity in the hole begins

to increase rapidly, and the density and temperature begin to decrease. This

is, in general terms, the same phenomenon observed by Kopp and Holzer (1976)

and Steinolfson and Tandberg-Hanssen (1977), and is due to the divergence

along a streamline being more than the underlying radius-squared divergence -

which is commonly called a spreading factor of more than unity.

Note that the maximum velocity at 5 solar radii is not at the center of

the hole, but instead near the edge at a polar angle of 60 degrees at 5 solar

radii. This reflects a combination of the boundary condition on velocity

being spherically symmetric, together with the overall spreading factor

between 1 and 5 solar radii being dominated by potential field-like effects

near the sun. The spreading factor is largest near the edge of the hole,

although it is also larger than unity near the center of the hole. As beta

decreases below unity, the increasing spreading factor causes the sonic

critical point to begin moving rapidly inward (from 3.5 to 2.9 solar radii for

beta decreasing from 9.5 to O.1). As in earlier studies, the consequence is a

rapid increase in local flow speed (but not the terminal flow speed), with the
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largest increase occurring where the spreading factor is largest.

The result of this simulation and survey of magnetic field stength

effects has been to produce a self-consistent streamer-coronal hole configura-

tion. The streamer, in which the closed field region extends slightly more

than I solar radius above the surface and whose width is somewhat less than

the height, is quite similar to a typical streamer in its general features.

The coronal hole is geometricaly similar to, for example, the polar coronal

hole observed during the Skylab period , and the density at the center of the

hole is less than at the edges. However, there is good reason to believe the

velocity should also increase towards the center of the hole (Suess, et. al,

1977). That it doesn't is due to the choice of boundary conditions and the

lack of extended energy and momentum addition other than what is implicit in

the polytrope formulation. The simulation shown in Figures I and 2 gave a

detailed fit to the polar coronal hole data reported by Munro and Jackson

(1977). There, it was shown that a large variation in density and temperature

was required at the inner boundary - 2 solar radii - in order to fit the

observations. In order to fit those data using the model of Steinolfson, et

al., it would be necessary to invoke a corresponding variation at I solar

radius, or to deposit energy into the flow between I and 2 solar radii. The

conclusion then must be that to simulate at least one specific coronal hole,

energy and momentum must be deposited in the flow between I and 2 solar radii

because there is little evidence for the alternative possibility of signifi-

cantly higher temperatures and densities beneath the hole, at the transition

region level.

Before leaving this topic, there are two additional important specific

results worth noting (R. S. Steinolfson, pars. comm.). First, there has

been a question of whether the final configuration shown in Figure 4 is

unique. To address this first question, Steinolfson began with an initial

state that was radically different that that shown in Figure 4. It had the

same spherically symmetric flow field, but now with a strictly radial magnetic

field whose strength at the surface varied in the same way as the radial

component of a dipole field. This exercise requires that field lines can

"reconnect" as they are advected inward through the outer boundary in order to

form the closed field region of the streamer. This is possible here not

because ohmic diffusion is specifically included, but because there is

sufficient numerical diffusion to allow a similar process to occur. The

simulation produced exactly the same final configuration as was found when

starting with a dipole potential field, so that the conclusion is: the present

example has a unique solution. The second question has to do with the

suggestion that standing shock waves may exist for certain ranges of spreading

factor and initial conditions (Holzer, 1977; Habbal and Tsinganos, 1983). The

study of Steinolfson, et al. cannot completely answer the question of whether

these shocks ever actually occur in flows where the transverse pressure

balance in the presence of a magnetic field is explicitly computed, because a

beta of 0. I is not sufficiently small to produce the extreme spreading factors

invoked in some of those studies. However, these computations for beta

between 100 and 0. I are probably sufficient to cover most cases of relevance

to the sun. Since no standing shocks were observed, it is suggested that the

phenomenon may not be of importance in the solar atmosphere.
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PROSPECTFORFUTUREMODELING

The most interesting direction that can be taken in the development of

numerical models of the steady corona would be to include a more detailed

description of the energetics of the flow. The polytropic description is

limited by many well known deficiencies. An obvious step would be to treat

thermal conduction explicitly, and later to expand the calculation to deal

with non-collisional forms of the conductive energy transfer. Other similar,

but less important generalizations would be to include radiative losses and

ohmic diffusion. For detailed models of specific observations, until the

actual processes are discovered, it may also be necessary to include an

empirical description of energy and momentum deposition. As stated earlier,

the model described by Steinolfson, et al. used a modified Lax-Wendroff

differencing scheme, which incorporates explicit time-differencing. Because

of the Courant condition for stability on the maximum time-step, such models

are effectively unuseable for calculations including thermal or ohmic diffu-

sion because the maximum allowable time step decreases linearly with the

largest characteristic speed. Literally thousands of time-steps would be

required with thermal diffusion in order to do the analogous problem to the

relaxation described earlier.

The alternative is to use implicit time-differencing which, although

algebraically complex, is not limited by the Courant condition or round-off

errors proportional to (At/Ax) 2 - as is the case with the Dufort-Frankel

method (Richtmeyer & Morton, 1967). In fact, it is probable that these

schemes would result in a considerable improvement in computational efficiency

- even for the problem treated by Steinolfson, et al. The reason for this is

that, because no particular physical interest exists for the intermediate

steps between the arbitrary initial state and the final steady-state, time

steps too large to resolve specific intermediate dynamic fluctuations can be
used and still arrive at the desired final state. This is because the

steady-state solution, if one exists, is found totally independent of the step

size. The one qualification is that if multiple steady-state solutions exist,

then there is the possibility that the solution that is actually realized will

depend on the step size because a sufficiently large dynamic fluctuation can

cause the asymptotic approach to a final solution to jump to an alternative

branch.

To the best of my knowledge, no implicit scheme has been applied to the

problem described by Steinolfson, et al. As a substitute, I will summarize

the results from a prototype calculation on one-dimenslonal, transonic,

thermally conductive flow (Suess,1982), and outline how the analysis is

extended to multi-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic flow. First, for the

one-dimensional problem, the equations are:

a-S+ =o,

[ _v,. av,. ) _ ap GMp _ --_ -I- v,-_r = a---;-- p r'--T ,

(4a)

(4b)
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_e + l a [r2v,(e+p)]+ 1 ____(rZq)q - GM-- pv,.---_- = O, (4c)

where p is the density, vr is the radial velocity, p is the pressure, e is

the total (kinetic plus internal) energy per unit volume, and M is the mass

of the Sun.

k )T----2pRT,p=2nkT=2p mp+m---_,

R _ 8.317X 107 (cgs).

q = - _ T5/2 _r '

1.99× 10 -5
,c- In A (cgs),

A _ 1.246× 104(T3/n) '/2.

The details of the calculation are described by Suess (1982). The solution

uses three-level implicit time-differencing that is unconditionally stable for

any tlme-step. Solutions are found on a variable temporal and spatial grid

using a near-conservation form of the equations and occasionally with a small

amount of artificial dissipation inserted in such a way as to preserve the

formal accuracy of the differencing scheme. The spatial grid is not split,

and the solution is fully implicit - treating all equations simultaneously.

The algorithm uses a Taylor series expansion and Jacobian matrices to deal

with nonlinear coefficients so that there is no iteration of any kind between

time levels. Finally, although three levels in time are used, the algorithm

requires only two levels to be stored - thereby minimizing memory require-

ments. The algorithm is applied here to a one-dimensional problem, but I

will illustrate, in general terms, application to multi-dimensional problems

after the example. The example is a demonstration of the efficiency of such

algorithms on a classical problem. The initial state is isothermal solar wind

flow with a temperature and density at I solar radius of 2xlO 6 degrees and

10 +7 em -3 respectively, resulting in a flow speed at I AU of ca. q00 km/s.

Figure 9 shows the relaxation at several different radii, beginning with the

third time-step. The time step is allowed to grow if the solution is changing

sufficiently slowly. The relaxation procedes rapidly at first, with some

large oscillations and overshoot, settling down to a steady state inside 30

solar radii after 75-100 hours. The final time step was 22.2 hours and 19

steps were required for a total elapsed time of 108 hours.

The relaxation provides the correct, known solution and the relaxation

time is essentially the advection time. This example is approximately equal
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in computational efficiency to solving the steady-state equations in the

standard way. As soon as an additional process such as radiative loss is

introduced, the relaxation becomes the most efficient technique.

To indicate the procedure for multl-dimenslonal flow, I begin with the

form of the time-d_fferenced equations in the one-dimensional case:

Lar ar J

where spatial differences have not yet been introduced, L is a matrix

operator, AUn is the vector of variables in conservation form - being the

unknown at the next time step, and F is a matrix of known quantities at the

present and previous time steps. Solution involves a matrix inversion or

solution of a system of equations in order to find AU n . In multiple

dimensions, an approximate factorization can be made to give a corresponding
equation of the form (for two dimensions):

L1 a ,
ar

L B___ AUn F + cross terms.
2 8' =

(6)

which is solved in two steps:

r_ _ =

LI a AUn* F + cross terms.

L2 [_ ' _--_-]AUn =AUn*E)ao J

That is, intermediate solutions are found by sweeping in one direction through

the grid, at each time step, and the final solution for that time step is the

produced by sweeping in the other direction through the grid. This is

possible because the equation has been "factored" into operators depending on

spatial gradients in only one direction. In the presence of magnetic fields,

the factorization is not complete - some cross terms involving only the

magnetic field remain. These cross terms are treated explicitly.

This factored implicit algorithm has been applied to a variety of

ordinary hydrodynamic problems (Beam and Warming, 1976), with great success.

It has been found generally to have superior stability limits and great

flexibility. There is every reason to believe that it would work equally as

well for determining steady-state structure in the corona.

CONCLUS ION

I have described the approach to global modeling of the corona as an

initial-boundary value problem in which the configuration is allowed to relax
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in time from someinitial state into a steady state. It is established that

the technique is powerful, flexible and stable. The results include a survey

of changing magnetic field strength effects and address questions about the

uniqueness of the steady state and the possibility of standing shock waves.

Application of advanced numerical methods now holds promise for being able to

extend the present results by addressing the all-important problem of energy

transfer in the corona, even in the presence of magnetic fields.
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OBSERVATIONAL EVIDENCE FOR SOLAR WIND

ACCELERATION AT THE BASE OF CORONAL HOLES

G.J. Rottman I and F.Q. Orrall 2

ABSTRACT

A new EUV spectrometer with a CODACON microchannel plate detector has been

developed to measure Doppler shifts of coronal and transition region llnes. The

results of three sounding rocket flights of this instrument indicate that EUV

resonance emission llnes are systemaically shifted toward shorter wavelength

within coronal holes. This "blue-shift" signature, first identified within

compact low latltude holes, has now also been observed in a well developed polar

coronal hole. The maximum measured shift within these coronal ho_es corresponds
to a veloclty relative to the remaining solar disc of 12 km s-A in k625 ME X

(T~IO6"I5K) and 7 los s-I in k629 OV (T~IoS"4K). The existing data indicate that

these blue-shifts are a common (and possibly universal) signature of coronal

holes. These data provide important information on the acceleration of coronal

plasma in open magnetic field regions, although the interpretation of observed
Doppler shifts to derive a systematic mass flux is to some extent model depen-

dent. A straightforward hypothesis is that the blueshift signature is a direct

manifestation of the high speed solar wind deep within the transition region and

inner corona.

iLaboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado,

Boulder, Colorado.

2Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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Introduction

During the past decade it has become well established that most of the

solar wind and most of the "open = solar magnetic fleld lines of interplanetary

space emanate from a few evolving regions on the solar disk whose total area

varies from perhaps 5 to 20% of the solar surface. In the inner corona above

such regions the density is low, and the intensities of emission lines charac-

teristic of these higher temperatures are much reduced relative to the quiet

corona. Low density, open magnetic regions had long been known to exist in high

hellographlc latitudes, especially near the minimum of the sunspot cycle, but

the understanding that these coronal holes also commonly occur at low latitudes

and that they are the source of the high speed solar wind streams was not estab-

lished until the mid 1970s. The fact that the high speed solar wind originates

within coronal holes has placed severe demands on theories of solar wind accel-

eration, but it has also focused and clarified the problem. Certainly an impor-

tant constraint on theory would be measurements of flow velocity and mass flux

as a function of height in the inner corona.

In 1973 during the Skylab mission Cushman and Rense flew an EUV rocket

experiment and found a region on the solar disk where the coronal emission line

k303 Si XI was very faint and also shifted to shorter wavelength with respect to

the rest of the solar disk. They suggested that the region w_s a coronal hole,

and interpreted the blueshlft (which corresponded to 13 km s-_) as evidence for

plasma outflow from It. It subsequently turned out that this region did not

_all within one of the coronal holes catalogued by the Skylab experimenters

based on the ATM soft X-ray and Re II solar images. This observation is con-
sidered in more detail below.

More recently a new stable high resolution EUV spectrometer has been devel-

oped at the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP) at the Universi-

ty of Colorado to study motions in the inner corona. This rocket-borne normal

incidence Rowland mount spectrometer forms a spectrum on a multl-element linear

array detector consisting of a micro-channel plate using the CODACON readout

scheme developed by g. Lawrence of LASP. The 1024 channels of this array are

aligned along the dispersion direction with 28 mA per channel in second order.

As presently configured, the instrument is optimized for efficiency and resolu-

tion near 600A and covers the region _605-k635 in second order with the first

order spectrum superposed on it.

We have flown this experiment three times. On each flight the solar point-

ing system (SPARCS) was programmed to scan back and forth along a chord on the

Sun's disk throughout the flight. The scan llne was chosen to cross a coronal

hole as defined by 110830 Re I spectrohellograms from Kltt Peak. Each scan took

about 30 sec and 9 or I0 scans were completed on each flight. The effective

spatial resolution was reduced to 1 x 1 arcmln by motion of the sllt along the

scan llne during the 0.4 second readout time of the detector. On each flight,

where the scan crossed the coronal hole, emission lines formed in the corona and

transition region were shifted to shorter wavelengths relative to the rest of

the disk. No significant shift was seen in the chromospheric lines of Si II.

In this paper we summarize the results of these three recent LASP rocket

flights and some pertinent results by other investigators. We discuss the
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Implication that these measurements have for solar wind flow at the base of

coronal holes down to the transition region.

Observations

The target for the first flight (June 5, 1979) of the LASP experiment was a

rather small low latitude hole near Sun center Just south of an active region

(McMath 16046_. The relative Doppler displacement of the transition region llne
k629 OV (T~I0 J 4K) (Rottman, Orrall and Kllmchuk, 1981) is shown in Figure I.
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Figure I. Mean llne position of OV k629 as measured along a solar diameter

during the rocket flight of June 5, 1979. The shaded band represents el stan-

dard deviation of the mean. In the top panel the dark markings indicate regions

bright in the K-line (Ca If) and the crosshatched region is the coronal hole

observed in ki0830 He I.

The shading represents one standard deviation of the mean of 9 scans across the

solar disk. The top panel of the figure is a schematic representation of active

regions bright in Ca II emission (dark areas) and the coronal hole from the
k10830 He I spectroheltogram (cross hatched). There is a clear relative blue-

shift where the scan crosses the hole. On this first flight, internally scat-

tered Lyman-alpha radiation made measurements of the coronal lines such as k625

H E X uncertain within the hole where coronal emission Is very weak.
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On the second flight (July 15, 1980) the scan llne crossed a very compact

low latitude hole near Sun-center very closely associated with active region HL

16974 (Rottman, Orrall and Kllmchuk, 1982). Figure 2 presents llne position
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Figure 2. Mean llne positions of the OV k 629 and MgX k 625 measured along a

chord of the solar dlsk during the rocket flight of July 15, 1980. The format

of the figure 18 similar to Figure I.

data for the X629 OV line and also the coronal line X625 Mg X. Here the signa-

ture Is clear In both lines and is larger in the coronal line than in the tran-

sition region llne. The shape of this "blueshift" signature is different In the
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two lines, an effect that may be due in part to the inclusion of closed magnetic

field regions within the hole or from surrounding plages. This contamination

probably also reduces the observed blueshift. There is another striking fea-

ture, also an apparent outflow seen here only in OV. This is a real feature and

is associated with a prominence or filament that crosses the scan llne. Such

filament-assoclated outflows were occasionally seen by the 0S0-8 observers

(Lites et al. 1976 and Lites 1980).

These first two flights occurred on either side of sunspot maximum of solar

cycle 21, a time when polar holes were not prominent. At the time of the third

flight on November 12, 1981 the polar holes were becoming stronger and the north

polar hole had a well developed low latitude extension. The scan llne was cho-

sen to cross this north polar hole and also a compact low latitude hole near

Sun-center which is surrounded on three sides by plage emission from active

region HL 18031. Intensity and line position data for the coronal line (Mg X)

and the transition region llne (or) are shown in Figure 3 (Orrall, Rottman and

Kllmchuk, 1983). There is again a blueshlft associated with a filament, this
time visible in Mg X and not in OV, The partial reversal of the blueshlft with-

in the polar hole may be the result of the intrusion of non-hole emission into

the scan line, which passed quite close to the hole boundary near that point.

The area of the low latitude extension of the hole is comparable to the smaller

low latitude holes of the Skylab era. The polar portion (above 60 ° latitude)

has only 1/3 to 1/2 the area of the great polar holes observed in the declining
phase of solar cycle 20.

Our experience on three rocket flights is that wherever the scan of the

spectrometer crosses a coronal hole as defined in ki0830 He I we see a clear

blueshlft in both the transition region and corona. We have not seen this sig-

nature where there is not enhanced ki0830 emission indicating a coronal hole.

(The occasional blueshifts seen above filaments are a distinct and different

phenomenon.) Thus our data support the conjecture that relative blueshlfts in

EUV coronal and transition region lines are a common and perhaps universal sig-
nature of coronal holes.

We are aware of two other sets of pertinent data that bear on this ques-

tion. One is that of Cushman and Rense (1976) mentioned earlier. In Figure 4

we have replotted their data in a format similar to our own. The top panel is a

k284 Fe XV intensity contour map obtained with the GSFC spectrometer on 0S0-7

(published in Solar Geophysical Data 1973) and rotated to the time of the rocket

observation. Only the faintest contours on the disk are plotted. The horizon-

tal llne represents the sllt of Cushman and Rense's stigmatic spectrograph, and
it is clear that their blueshlfted region coincides with the faint contour. It

seems likely that this open magnetic region would have appeared as a hole on a

110830 spectrohellogram had one been available. Skylab coronal hole No. 4

appeared nearby within this same open magnetic region on the next rotation (see

Rottman, Orrall and Kllmchuk, 1982).

Another similar outflow was observed by Brueckner, Bartoe and Van Hoosier

(1977) on the first flight of the NRL _Igh Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph

(HRTS) on July 21, 1975. The sllt of their stigmatic spectrograph crossed one
small region which showed a systematic outflow of about 12 km s-L in the forbid-

den coronal llne k1349 Fe XII. They describe the region as a "magnetic weak
region" and do not suggest that it was a coronal hole. There is no low
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Figure 3. The mean line positions of OV _629 and MgX _625 measured along the
North/South chord of the solar disk during the rocket flight of November 23,

1981. The format of the _figure is similar to Figure 1 with the addition of the

top panel giving the absolute total intensities of the two lines.
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Figure 4. The relative displacement of the $i XI k303 line along a diameter of
the solar disk as measured by Cushman and Rense on August 30, 1973. The top

panel shows low density contours of the corresponding Fe XV k284 spectrohelio-
gram from OSO 7.
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latitude 110830 coronal hole near this longitude on this rotation listed in the

compilation of Sheeley, Harvey and Feldman (1976), but during 1975 holes less

than 13 ° in extent were not listed. We have examined a Kltt Peak AI0830 spec-

trohellogram for the day of the HRTS-I flight provided to us by J.W. Harvey.

The outflow region lay about 4 arcmin to the southeast of a large active region

(McM 13766) and within 1.5 arcmln of a small short-llved active region (McM

13779). At the region of observed outflow, the sllt crossed a small region I to

2 arcmin z in area where the He I network elements were absent or weakened. This

is a primary indicator of coronal holes (Harvey and Sheeley 1977), although the

quality of the spectrobellogram for that day was relatively poor. It is cer-

tainly possible that this outflow region was a compact hole similar to the small

holes that we have observed. This is consistent with the weakness of the 11349

Fe XII emission in the region of outflow. This observation is of special inter-

est because the shifts of the coronal line were measured with respect to lines

of Cl which are formed in the low chromosphere.

Discussion

Basic parameters of the observed outflows within compact low latitude holes

discussed above are summarized in Table I. The implied velocities are the

TABLE I

OBSERVATIONS OF LOW LATITUDE HOLES

Date

Area

Apparent Ve_ocity
Position Associated % of (km s-_)

Active Solar Lifetime Transition

B L Region arcmin 2 Surface (Rotations) Region Corona

11/23/81 -5 ° 157 ° EL 10831 2 0.06 3 4 7

07/15/80 +21" 239 ° HL 16974 3 0.09 ) 4 7 12

06/05/79 +2" 205 ° McM 16046 11 0.33 ) 7 5 -

07/21/75 -I0" 185 ° McM 13779 .... 12

08/30/73 +30" 210 ° McM 12508 .... 13

maximum measured blueshifts uncorrected for projection. All of the outflows

were quite close to active regions. The close association of low latitude co-

ronal holes and active regions was noted by Bohlln and Sheeley (1978). They

also found evidence on k284 Fe XV Skylab spectrohellograms for very small coro-

nal holes within active regions, similar to the small holes that we observed in
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1980 and 1981 which are almost engulfed by their adjacent active regions. Exa-

mination of rocket X-ray spectrohellograms and ki0830 data (Kahler, et al. 1983)

indicate that weak low-latltude holes as determined by ki0830 data do not corre-

spond to obvious and deep X-ray holes.

The most straightforward and least contrived explanation for these negative

wavelength shifts associated with coronal holes is that they are a direct mani-

festation of systematic mass flow from the base of coronal holes, and moreover

that the apparent velocities (multiplied by the local density) are a rather

direct measure of the mass flux into interplanetary space. The observed veloci-

ties are consistent with this hypothesis and with the equation of continuity for

the interplanetary mass flux to within the uncertainties in coronal density and

the effective fraction of the solar surface that contributes to the solar wind

(Rottman, Orrall and Kllmchuk, 1982).

The wavelength shifts measured so far are relative and are not absolute

with respect to the rest frame of the photosphere. Pneuman and Kopp (1978) have

suggested that coronal lines might be systematically redshifted relative to the

photosphere due to the downflow of condensing spicular material returning to the

photosphere. If so, then the apparent blueshlfts in holes might be due to a

difference in downflow speeds. We have recently incorporated a platinum hollow

cathode lamp in our spectrometer as an absolute wavelength standard that should

be capable of testing this possibility. But existing observations at least

suggest that any such systematic shift in coronal wavelengths is too small to

account for the blueshlft signature in holes. We discussed above the HRTS mea-

surements of Brueckner, Bartoe and Van Hoosier (1977) which show no large sys-

tematlc displacement of the coronal llne k 1349 Fe Xll relative to CI lines

formed in the low chromosphere, over most of the quiet solar surface covered by

their slit. In another experlme_t Behrlng, Cohen, Feldman and Doschek (1976)

found an upper limit of 4 km s-L for any systematic displacement of coronal

lines relative to lines of the low transition region from spectra of the entire

solar disc between 160 and 770 angstroms.

Finally we stress that even with absolute wavelength measurements, the

relationship between the actual mass flux and the observed Doppler shift is to

some extent model-dependent in the presence of unresolved structures and flows,

and in particular will depend on the density structure of the transition region
and inner corona.

Summary and Future Observations

As discussed above, all of the existing observations suggest that apparent

or relative coronal outflows are a common signature of coronal holes. A similar

signature of smaller amplitude is also observed in lines formed in the transi-

tion region. The observed magnitudes of these outflows are consistent with the

conjecture that they are a direct manifestation of the high speed solar wind

flow from coronal holes to within present uncertainties in coronal density and

geometry. Evidently EUV observations of coronal emission lines made with high

spectroscopic resolution and stability can supply information about the accel-

eration and heating of coronal plasma in open magnetic regions deep in the inner

corona that can be obtained in no other way. Few such observations have been

made below 1200 A, where most of the abundant coronal ionic species have their
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resonance lines. In a continuing program of EUV spectroscopy we hope to address

a number of problems of coronal dynamics. In what follows we outline some stu-
dies that are direct extensions of current work that will contribute to under-

standing the inner corona as the source of the solar wind.

High priority should be given to making absolute measurements of Doppler

displacements of coronal lines. During the 1981 November 23 flight of the spec-

trometer we obtained comparison spectra from an on-board hollow cathode platinum

lamp. Since the motion of the rocket with respect to the Sun's center of mass

is accurately known, absolute wavelengths can be inferred. We are not yet con-

fident that we have anticipated all important sources of systematic error in

these measurements, especially those that arise from the changing thermal envi-

ronment of the spectrometer within the sounding rocket. But absolute measure-

ments are certainly attainable and an improved system has been incorporated in

the payload for the next flight. Such measurements are needed to infer the mass

flux and to test the conjecture of Pneuman and Kopp (1978) mentioned earlier.

Coronal emission lines are broadened primarily by the combined effects of

thermal, wave and turbulent motions, and probably also by the ordered motion of

unresolved structures. Line width measurements are therefore an important diag-

nostic. Numerous llne width observations have been made in EUV lines formed in

the underlying transition region, and in visible coronal forbidden lines

observed well above the Sun's limb at eclipse or with the ground based corono-

graphs. But very few llne widths have been measured in EUV coronal lines

directly against the Sun's disk, which arise at the very base of the corona. We

are making center-to-limb measurements of line widths that may make it possible

to separate the vertical and horizontal components of the small scale non-ther-

mal velocity field, and to compare these motions in open and closed magnetic

regions. The on-board standard lamp provides an inflight determination of the

spectrograph instrumental profile.

It is feasible within the limited duration of a sounding rocket flight to

obtain spectra over a small raster. This would make it possible for example to

map the outflow within a hole and thus infer the geometry of flow. It is also

feasible to obtain time series of spectra from a limited region of the disk to

search for direct evidence of waves in both open and closed magnetic regions.

The ability to carry out either of these experiments on a sounding rocket will

be enhanced by the use of a two dimensional array detector. One such detector

for the EUV has been developed at LASP also using the CODACON readout scheme and

is presently being flight tested.

It is clear that longer periods of observation are needed to explore the

origin of the solar wind in the inner corona than can be provided by sounding

rockets. One opportunity for obtaining such observations would be the planned

Solar Corona Diagnostic Mission (formerly called the Solar Corona Explorer).

With an extended observing period it will be readily feasible to map systematic

coronal velocity fields over the entire disk on a synoptic basis. Such observa-

tions will supply essential data for modeling coronal holes as the source of the

solar wind. They will establish how solar wind outflow evolves with the evolu-

tion of a coronal hole or more broadly with the evolution of an open magnetic

region.
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Finally, the observations of coronal outflow described here strongly com-

plement the indirect method of inferring outflow velocities at greater heights

(1.5 to 8 solar radii) from observations of Doppler-dlmmed resonantly scattered

EUV emission llnes made above the Sun's llmb (Kohl and Withbroe 1982, Kohl

1983).
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INTRINSICMASSFLUXANDTHEORIGINOFSTELLARWINDS

Richard Wolfson
Department of Physics

Middlebury College

Middlebury, VT 05753

ABSTRACT

The conventional view that winds from stars like the Sun result from the

existence of a hot corona and a low-pressure interstellar medium has recently

been challenged by R.N. Thomas and colleagues. They suggest that the rates

of mass loss from these and other stars are determined by conditions imposed

on the flow at or below photospheric levels and that the warm chromosphere and

hot corona of a solar-like star are simply consequences of this imposed

photospheric flow and dissipation in the resultant stellar wind. We have

examined this suggestion through the application of gas dynamic theories

including dissipation. Extensive analytic and numerical calculations for both

polytropic and thermally conductive flows, with viscosity included, indicate

that the specification of an arbitrary intrinsic mass flux is not consistent

with steady, radial, spherically symmetric flow in the absence of energy addi-

tion. We conclude that there is at present no theoretical support for the

suggestion of Thomas and colleagues, and that if any such support is to be

found, it will require, at the very least, a more extensive theoretical gas

dynamic analysis, including explicit time dependence, spatial inhomogeneities,

and/or nonclassical momentum and energy transport.

Abstract taken from published version: Wolfson, R.L.T.

AP__.A."J....a.',255, 610, 1982.

and Holzer, T.E.,
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MULTIPLETRANSONICSOLUTIONSANDA NEWCLASSOF SHOCKTRANSITIONS
IN SOLARANDSTELLARWINDS

Shadia R. Habbal, Kanaris Tsinganos and Robert Rosner
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA02138

ABSTRACT

The steady isothermal solar wind equations are shownto admit, under certain
circumstances, multiple transonic solutions when, for example, momentum
deposition gives rise to multiple critical points in the flow. These multiple
solutions consist of a continuous solution and solutions which involve shock
transitions between critical solutions. The ambiguity arising from the
multiplicity of the solutions can be resolved by following the time evolution of
a wind profile with one critical point. Results of the numerical integration of
the time-dependent equations with momentumaddition show that each of these
multiple solutions is physically accessible and dependson the rate of change of
momentumdeposition. These results suggest that standing shocks are likely to be
present in the inner solar wind flow.

I. Introduction

The importance of multiple critical points arising in the solar wind flow as
a result of momentumaddition, heat addition, and/or area divergence was first
pointed out by Holzer [1977]. Leer and Holzer [1980] noted that if the wind
velocity becomessupersonic at an inner critical point, shifting from one further
downstream, the requirement for extended energy addition originating from the
coronal base to the supersonic flow could be relaxed (e.g. waves need not
propagate far out in the corona to be dissipated and add energy to the supersonic
flow). In this paper we point out additional interesting properties of the
transonic wind solutions to the isothermal solar wind equation of motion w_en
multiple critical points arise in the flow. We show that, if as a result of
momentumaddition or rapid area divergence the wind velocity becomessupersonic
at an inner critical point, leaving other critical points further downstream, the
steady solar wind equation of motion can admit multiple transonic solutions, one
of which is continuous, while the others involve a shock transition. Wealso
show that the transonic wind solution with initially one critical point can
evolve in time to either one of these multiple solutions depending on the rate of
change of momentumdeposition to the flow.

2. Mathematical Description

To study the time evolution of an isothermal, one-fluid proton-electron
solar wind with momentumaddition we write the time-dependent mass and momentum
conservation equations for a locally radial flow in the form,

8n I d
+----(nay) = 0 (I)

_t A dr
and

I d I dP GM
-_-(nv) +----( nay2) = + nD

t A dr m dr r 2 "
(2)
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where A is the cross-sectional area of a flow-tube, n is the electron (or proton)
density, m is the proton mass, and p = 2nkT is the fluid pressure. The
phenomenologieal term D has the dimensions of force per unit mass, and nmD
represents the volume rate of momentumaddition [see Holzer [1977]]. To discuss
the solutions of the time-dependent equations in connection with those of the
steady state equations we combine the above two equations in the form,

I 3v I Sn M2 - I dM2 2 GM d In f D (3)
(c2St-- nv St 2M2 dr r rsC2r2 dr c2

where M = v/c is the flow Mach number, and c the constant sound speed. The
cross-sectional area of a flow-tube is written as A(r) = As(r/r2)f(r)'s with r
the coronal base, and f(r) a function parameterizing the divergence from spheri_
cal symmetry. The properties of the solution topologies of the steady state
limit (S/_ = 0) are discussed in detail in Habbal and Tsinganos [1983]. We
merely note here the equivalent effects of rapid area divergence (d in f/dr) and
momentumaddition (D/c2) in producing topological changes in the solutions, and
the possibility for steady shock transitions to occur between critical solutions
as determined by the condition

VlV2 = c2 (4)

3. Results

The changes in the steady transonic wind solution as a result of changes,
f(r), in the areal divergence of the flow tube, where [see Kopp and Holzer
[1976]]

(r-rl)/q e(rs-rl)/e
f(r) fmax e +1-(fmax-1) (5)

(r-rl)/O
e +I

are shown as thick solid lines in Figure I for different values of fmax" Two
multiple transonic solutions coexist as soon as the velocity becomes supersonic

at an inner critical point, Figure Id. For a further increase in the areal

divergence of the flow tube, three solutions are possible and consist of one con-

tinuous transonic solution and two transonic solutions involving a steady shock

transition between critical solutions, Figure le-lf.

The temporal behavior of the wind profile with initially one critical point

to a final steady profile with multiple critical points as a result of momentum

addition is shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2, the strength, DO, is such
that the steady state equations allow for multiple solutions to coexist, such as

in Figure le. The resulting steady state velocity and density solutions are

shown in the top panels, Figure 2a-2b, while the time evolution profiles are

shown below. To vary the rate of momentum addition, we introduce the parameter
T , where
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IOe I f_x: 1.6 ' fmax= 1.8 ' 'fmax= 4 '
r

'[ ' ............ 6F
c 21 _\ ::

IF'U_ _,

0 2 4 6 8 I0 0 2 4 6 8 I0 0 2 4 6 8 I0
R/Re

Figure I. Sequence of solution topologies resulting from an increase in the area

divergence of the flow tube, as indicated by fmax' for r I = 2 rs and _ = 0.1 rs
[see (5)]. Additional critical points arise in the flow as the area function,

dlnf/dr, intersects the curve g= GMsC2r2-2/r. The transonic wind solutions are

drawn as thick solid lines, and the shock transitions, when present, are indi-

cated by the wavy lines satisfying the condition (4). The wind is assumed isoth-

ermal at T = 1.2x106 K with a sonic point at 4.8 rs for a spherically symmetric

flow [from Habbal and Tsinganos [1983]].

The results shown correspond to three different values of T . The integration

time step is 10 s, and the time interval between neighboring curves is 104 s.

The initial state is the solution to the steady state solar wind equation of

motion with no momentum addition for an isothermal wind at T = 1.2xi0 b K, with a

sonic point at 4.8 rs. The momentum is then applied in time either slowly (large
T), or rapidly (small T ). For T = 4XI0 q S, Figure 2c-2d, the velocity and

density profiles evolve to form a standing shock at the inner position predicted

by the steady state calculations, while for t = 2 X 104 S, Figure 2e-2f, the

velocity and density profiles evolve with a standing shock further downstream
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Figure 2. Sequence of time evolution of the velocity and density profiles to a

final steady state as a result of momentum addition, with D O = 2.Tx103,a = 0.3,

and rp = 3r_, for different values of T [see (6)]. The sequence shows how each
of the stea_y multiple transonle solutions, shown as dark solid lines in (a)-(b),

are accessible. In (c)-(d), the wind profile evolves in time to the steady state

solution with the standing shock at the inner position for T = 4xI04 s. The

second standing shock develops for a slightly smaller value of T = 2XI04 S,

(e)-(f). Fop w = 10 s, the veloeity and density profiles evolve to continuous

ones.
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than in the previous case. By reducing T further to T = 10 S, the velocitj and

density profiles evolve in such a way that a shock discontinuity develops only

temporarily, as soon as the velocity becomes sonic closer to the base, but

disperses and propagates outwards. Hence, by changing the rate of momentum depo-

sition, this example illustrates how each of the multiple solutions is physically

realizable. For a further increase in D O (Figure 3), the condition for the

existence of steady shocks is no longer satisfied. The velocity and density pro-

files evolve to continuous steady solutions for either value of T , despite the

temporary formation of a shock discontinuity.

4. Conclusion

In the present study we have illustrated how the multiplicity of the tran-

sonic solutions to the steady isothermal wind equations arises as a result of

changes in the areal divergence of the flow tube and/or as a result of momentum

addition. By changing the rate of momentum deposition, and by following the

corresponding temporal evolution pattern of the wind profile with initially one

critical point, we have shown how each one of the multiple solutions is physi-

cally realizable and corresponds to different intermediate temporal states of the

solar wind. In particular, we have shown how a transonic solution with a stand-

ing shock could occur in the wind flow as predicted by Holzer [1977] (albeit

without the restriction of an isothermal flow).

The multiplicity of the transonic solutions to the steady isothermal solar

wind equations, however, is not unique to this study. Multiple solutions have

originally been found by Leer et al. [1982] in their study of Alfv4n wave driven

stellar winds. They find two continuous transonic solutions characterized by

different velocities at the base, for a certain range of wave damping lengths.

In our case, the steady multiple transonic solutions exhibit some form of degen-

eracy since they all have the same velocity at the base, although the continuous

solution and those involving a shock transition have different asymptotic flow

speeds.

Finally, as an example based on our results, we note that if the rate of

change of momentum addition or the temporal change in the area divergence of a

flow tube, such as in a coronal hole, occurs over time scales of the order of

104 s, and the final value reached is maintained for time scales of the order of

105 s, i.e. days, a standing shock can develop within 5 rs from the coronal base

for a solar wind at say 1.2xi06 K. In a realistic solar wind model the forma-

tion of a standing shock in the solar wind could lead to a reduction in the

energy flux per particle, since the temperature rise in the shock will result in

energy loss by thermal conduction to the base if the shock occurs within I or 2

R s of the inner critical point [E. Leer, private communicaton [1983], see also
Holzer and Leer [1980] for a detailed discussion of conductive solar wind

models]. For an isothermal wind, however, and an isothermal shock, although the

infinite thermal conductivity is implicit, the loss of energy flux to the wind as

a result of shock formation is apparent in the lower asymptotic flow speed, yet

there is no corresponding increase in particle flux at the base when compared

with the particle flux associated with the continuous transonic solution.
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X-RAYBRIGHTPOINTSANDSOLARWINDGENERATION

S.-l. Akasofu
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska

ABSTRACT

The apparent contradiction between the fact that there is a high correlation
between a high speed stream and a coronal hole (Krieger et al., 1973) and the
fact that the thermal structure of the coronal hole, based on X-ray, EUVand
radio observations, does not support the thermally driven solar wind models (cf.
Rosner and Vaiana, 1977) may be solved by considering that a dynamo process
around X-ray bright points (XBP) in a coronal hole is partly responsible in
accelerating coronal plasma away from the sun. The present theoretical difficulty
in explaining solar wind generation may indicate that it is difficult to overcome
the solar gravitational force by the thermal expansion process alone.

Let us consider eddy motions around both feet of the magnetic loop structure
of XBP, as shown in Figure IA. Note that the magnetic loop is embeddedin a
unipolar magnetic field region of the coronal hole. In terms of the standard MHD
description, such eddy motions twist the magnetic loop structure (Parker, 1979);
note that the direction of the eddy motions should be the same for both eddies.
The twisting can also be interpreted in terms of the presence of fleld-aligned
currents .T along the magnetic loop, which are caused by the dynamo process
associated lwith the eddy motions in the photospheric level. As shown in Figure

IB, the horizontal currents I tend to flow radially in the eddies and generate

Jil; note that Jll = -V • _.

In this situation, it is quite likely that an electric potential structure

appears along the magnetic loop as a result of Jfl. This is because hot coronal
electrons cannot carry a large amount of current towards the foot of the

magnetic loop without a significant potential drop. The presence of such a

potential structure has been demonstrated in a magnetospheric situation which is

basically similar to our XBP situation (cf. Kan, 1982). The suggested potential

structure can accelerate current-carrylng electrons to more than I0 keV around

XBP; those electrons may be responsible for X-ray emissions from XBP.

Both the chromospheric and coronal plasmas should participate in the eddy

motions or any other motions. As is well-known, coronal structures vary in

association with changes of magnetic fields in the photospheric level. Such

changes must be accomplished by the Lorentz force Ji x B . Further, the current_--o
_J-± across the magnetic field B must be diverted from J.,. The resulting circuits
are shown in Figure IB, in whic-_ one can easily see that the Lorentz force

J × B drives the chromospheric and coronal plasmas to participate in the same

_dy mOtions in the photospheric level.

Now, such current circuits generate a secondary magnetic field b, as shown
in Figure IC. The Lorentz force associated wth j x b is always directed

upwards, regardless of the direction of the eddy m_ons- and of the magnetic

field polarity around the XBP including the unipolar field. It is suggested that
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Figure I. Sehematle illustration of effects of the counterclockwise vortex

motion around the feet of a bi-polar structure emerging in a untpolar

region. In (a), the primary magnetic field configuration (B_Bo) and the vortex

motion (_) are shown. In (5), the resulting current system (Ju and Ji) and
the primary Lorentz force J x Barl e indicated. The secondary magnetic field

_bband the associated upward-_or_ntz force (-_Ji× _bb) are indicated in (c).
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it is this upward acceleration which is responsible for the upward flow of the

chromospheric and coronal plasmas.

24
The power associated with6this particular dynamo process is 6 x I0 erg/sec

for the eddy (of _adius I0 m) speed of i00 m/see, B^ ffi I0 gauss, the
conductivity E _._O-- mho. The observed total energy loss f_om an XBP is of the

order of 1.4 x_0 _9 watt. A ro_h estimate indicates that the maximum value of
J will be of the order of I0- p/m 4. _If b is Q.I ~ 1.0 gauss, the resulting

_rentz force J l x b will be I0 -_ ~ I0-_ _e/_m _. Thus, assuming the number

density of the-plasma o_ the _rder o_ 10°/cm _, the acceleration due to the

Lorentz force will be i0_ _ I0 _ cm/sec_; such values may be co_pared w_th the

gravitational acceleration on the photospheric surface (= 2.4 X I0" cm/sec=); for

details of these estimates, see Akasofu (1983). It may well be that this is an

overestimate, but it is not difficult to infer that the Lorentz force associated

with the dynamo process around an XBP can provide a powerful upward acceleration

of the chromospheric and coronal plasmas. Indeed, Ahmad and Webb (1978)

suggested that XBP could be an important source of the solar wind. Bohlln etal.

(1975) also suggested that macrospicules in coronal holes are a source of the
solar wind.
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SUMMARYOFTHESESSIONONSTELLARCORONALWINDS

R. Rosner

Observations of winds on stars other than the Sun are restricted to stars
of solar temperature, but far lower surface gravity (i.e., "late-type" giants

and supergiants) and massive (high surface temperature) stars. In these

stars, the mass flux is sufficiently large that available spectral diagnostics

suffice to observe the doppler-shlfted llne emission and absorption due to the

expanding outflowlng plasma; the question is thus whether the "solar anology"

remains applicable under such extreme circumstances. For the late-type (cool)

giants and superglants, Dupree and McGregor argued that the governing physics

is likely to be an extreme version of that thought to apply to the Sun: the

major goal is to understand the simultaneous presence of large mass fluxes

(% i0-8 M@ yr-l), low terminal speed (_ Yes c) and low wind temperature. Holzer

pointed out that simplified (parametrised) models of Alfven wave damping do

not give reasonable results. (The equations are very stiff if the damping

length is free). As reviewed by Cassinelli, the winds of hot stars, in

contrast, are very non-solar: the wind column densities are sufficiently

large that radiation pressure driving due to resonance lines is very likely

the dominant term in the momentum equation. The major problems here are to

account for the "zeroth-order" spatial structure of the wind (for example, to

understand the spatial relation of the observed x-ray emitting plasma and the

cool wind), to understand multiple photon scattering (reviewed by Friend), and

to understand wind instabilities (which may lead to the hot x-ray emitting

plasma by formation of multiple stocks). In summary, it is evident that

stellar winds offer a challenging testing ground for developing wind theory,

although even the isothermal wind turns out to still hold surprises for us,

such as the existence of degenerate solutions discussed by Tslnganos.
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OBSERVATIONOFWINDSIN COOLSTARS

A. K. Dupree
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

Cambridge, MA02138

ABSTRACT

Sufficient observational material - ultraviolet spectroscopic measures, quanti-
tative optical spectroscopy, and X-ray photometry - has accumulated to enable us
to discern the presence and eharacter of mass loss in cool stars and to estab-

lish meaningful constraints on theoretical models. Two determinants of atmos-

pheric wind structure - temperature and gravity - may suffice in a most superfi-

cial way to define the wind and atmospheric structure in a star, however more

extensive observations demonstrate the importance of magnetic surface activity

and its particular geometrical configuration. Successive observations of an ac-

tive binary system and a supergiant star have revealed that magnetic aetivity

and perhaps mass loss occur on restricted regions of a stellar surface and that

long lived structures are present in a wind.

Introduction

It was in 1935 that Adams and MacCormack detected the Doppler shift of neu-

tral and lowly ionized species towards a cool supergiant star - a Her. The out-

flow velocity was only a few kilometers per second, substantially less than the

escape velocity from the stellar surface, and led Spitzer (1939) to conjecture

that the outflowing material became ionized and then returned to the star. Al-

most twenty years passed before Deutsch (1956) discovered stationary lines in

the spectroscopic binary that is a companion to the supergiant star. These

ground state lines from species of low ionization, defined the extended nature

of the wind from the supergiant (1000 a.u.); and their velocities confirmed that

the material was actually escaping from the supergiant star. Since then, opti-

cal, infrared, and ultraviolet studies have generally confirmed the existence of

mass loss in a great variety of cool stars. However, to date the Sun is still

the only dwarf star in which there is direct evidence for mass loss.

Recent spectroscopic measurements with the International Ultraviolet Ex-

plorer satellite have enabled us to develop a comprehensive view of the _ass

loss phenomenon for stars more luminous and cooler than the Sun. Complementary

X-ray measurements and ground-based spectroscopy allow the character of a stel-

lar chromosphere and corona to be defined and its role in the presence of a

stellar wind to be explored. Placing the Sun in the stellar context - with the

extended domain of physical conditions - can confront and enhance our theoreti-

cal understanding of the mass loss process.
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Signatures of Stellar Winds

There are several meansto infer the presence of mass outflow and eventual
loss in a stellar atmosphere. These include the detection of circumstellar
lines of metals and low species of ionization, the measurementof molecular and
continuum emission at infrared or radio frequencies from circumstellar material,
the observation of asymmetric line profiles, and the direct measure of an out-
ward Doppler shift in the position of a line. It is through optical and ultra-
violet spectroscopy that a large numberof stars have been surveyed, and from
which most recently it has been possible to draw a comprehensive picture of the
mass loss process.

Frequently used spectroscopic signatures of massloss are the asymmetry of
an optically thick chromospheric emission line and/or the presence of narrow
circumstellar absorption features. Transitions such as the resonance lines of
Ca II and MgII are formed in the chromosphere of a star, and can indicate mass
motions in luminous stars. Figure I shows three spectra typical of cool stars.
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Figure I. Ultraviolet spectra of cool stars from IUE showing three types of

stellar atmospheres: a dwarf _imilar to the Sun ( ( Boo A); a hybrid supergiant
star, e Aqr with both a hot (10 K) atmosphere and the asymmetric Mg II profile

typical of an expanding atmosphere; a cool luminous supergiant 6 And showing

predominantly species of low excitation and a massive wind. Data from Hartmann,
Dupree, and Raymond (1982).
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The Mg II emission line is narrow in the dwarf star (_ Boo A) and at the spec-
tral resolution now available, shows no sign of any absorption or asymmetry.
Contrast this with the profiles of the more luminous stars _ Aqr and BAndwhere
an asymmetry is found in the emission peaks. This asymmetry in the sense, long
wavelength peak > short wavelength peak or red > violet - and the accompanying
blue-shlfted line core (here somewhatdistorted by narrow interstellar absorp-
tion features) signal the presence of a massive stellar wind. It was the origi-
nal suggestion of Hummerand Rybieki (1968) that a differentially expanding at-
mospherecould produce such a profile; this has been confirmed in simultaneous
measurements of profiles and direct Doppler shifts in regions of the Sun
(Brueekner, Bartoe, and van Hoosier, 1977) and by theoretical calculations for
the Sun (see Dupree 1981).

Observations of the Mg II and the Ca II profiles are used to identify stars
undergoing mass outflow - which is assumedto eventually lead to mass loss - and
to measure the radial velocity of circumstellar absorption features. The
highest outflow velocity eorrespondlng to the maximumshort wavelength extension
of the clrcumstellar absorption is commonlyidentified as the terminal velocity
of the wind (V_) and is taken as a constraint on wind theories. It is believed
that such blue-shlfted features result from recombination to Mg II and Ca II
ions far out in the wind as it cools and flows into the interstellar medium.
Corresponding features in both the Mg II and Ca II profiles support this empiri-
cal interpretation; and current calculations offer confirmation.

Emission from cool stars at shorter wavelengths in the ultraviol_t speetra_

region can indicate the presence of plasma with temperatures from I0- - 2 x 10"

K. The strong C IV and N V emission lines found the dwarf _ Boo A and _he su-
pergiant star _ Aqr in Figure I testify to the existence of hot (2 x 10 K) gas

in the atmospheres of these objects. For the dwarf star, as is the Sun, it is

no surprise to find the signature of hot plasma; in the supergiant, the spectra

clearly demonstrate that hot gas can coexist with a massive stellar wind. The

coolest and most luminous stars of all, exemplified by 8 And in Figure I give no

indication of high temperature species, suggesting a cool atmosphere and a mas-

sive wind.

The appearance of profile asymmetries in stars of various temperatures and

luminosities is summarized in Figure 2. As a star becomes cooler and more lumi-

nous, there is a progression of the mass outflow signature from lines in the

high chromosphere and wind (Mg II) to the lower levels (Ca II). When sufficient

material has accumulated, eireumstellar absorption features become detectable.

Moreover, the terminal velocity of the wind as inferred from the presence of

narrow absorption features decrease@ too. Hybrid supergiants, such as _ Aqr,

have a terminal velocity - 60 km s--; the cooler more luminous giantsland super-
giants exhibit absorption features indicating outflow of - 10 km s (Reimers

1977).
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Figure 2. The appearance of various spectral features as a function of color

(V-R index) and absolute magnitude (M.) for the most luminous stars. C IV emis-

sion is prominent to the left of the _olid line; the ratio of red:blue emission

peaks for Mg II and Ca II is greater than I to the right of the appropriate bro-

ken lines (Stencel 1978; Stencel and Mullan 1980). Circumstellar Ca II features

are found above the long broken line (Reimers 1977). For the Sun, the values

are M = +4.79 and V-R = +0.52.
V

Atmospheric Conditions

The domain of hot atmospheric plasma can be related to the presence of mass

outflow. In Figure 3 is summarized the presence of various spectral features in

cool stars. Spectra of dwarf stars (luminosity class V) generally contain

detectable C IV emission, whereas most cool luminous stars (spectra type M0-M5,

luminosity class I-III) show no indication of C IV. If C IV is _ndetect_d in a
sufficiently long exposure, upper limits result that are 10---to 10-- of the

surface flux of the quiet Sun (Hartmann, Dupree and Raymond 1982). In the

latter case, these luminous stars possess strong winds as can be inferred from

Figure 2. Moreover, there is a substantial intermediate region of stars showing

both the presence of C IV emission and of low excitation features - the "hybrid"

stars (Hartmann, Dupree, and Raymond 1980). X-ray surveys (Vaiana et al. 1981;
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Helfand and Caillault 1982) from the HEAO-2 ("Einstein") satellite confirm the C

IV results in the extremes. X-rays are generally found in dwarf (maln-sequence)

stars, but there is an absence of detectable X-ray emission in the luminous gi-

ant and supergiant stars - except for active binary systems.
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Figure 3. The presence of various spectral features in stars of different spec-

tral types and luminosities. Stars exhibiting low and high (C IV) excitation

species are termed "hybrid" - and denoted by the half filled circles (Hartmann,

Dupree, and Raymond 1980). The broken llne denotes the boundary above which

circumstellar lines appear in optical spectra (Relmers 1977). Soft X-rays are

generally detected only in stars which show C IV (Vaiana et al. 1981).

More detailed study of the radiative losses from an atmosphere in the lumi-
nous lines shows substantial variation in the surface fluxes (see Figure 4).

The Mg II lines show a dispersion of 2.5 dex, whereas for the high temperature

species, C IV and N V, the difference can amount to more than 4.0 dex. The pat-

tern of enhanced emission with temperature of formation is similar to that found

in a solar active region and is exemplified by the emissions in VW Cep and

HR4665, two binary systems, and _ Boo. In the more luminous stars, where signa-

tures of mass outflow are evident, there is a dearth of high temperature materi-

al. And for stars which are optically very similar viz: 77 Tau, 6 Tau and n

Dra, there can be several orders of magnitude difference in their surface

fluxes.
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Stars showing the highest surface fluxes, VW Cep and HR4665, are close binaries

having rapid rotation (from Hartmann, Dupree, and Raymond 1982).

It is obvious that a two-dimensional classification of temperature and

gravity is insufficient to predict the character of a cool stellar atmosphere.

A comparison of typical stellar and wind parameters is given in Table I,

where we note the vast scale changes in the stellar dimensions and more than

eight orders of magnitude in the mass loss rate. Of particular interest is the

rapid decay of the terminal velocity as a fraction of the escape velocity from

the stellar surface. Reimers2(1977) has noted a rough correlation from a survey
of many stars that V - V , but the values diverge a great deal at any given
value of T ^^ and g. TableS_ also illustrates that the radiative losses (here

e i

underestimated by only 2 lines) are commensurate with the energy losses in the

wind. The total losses in both wind and radiation are also a 4remarkably con-
stant portion of the total stellar luminosity as measured by o T .
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Table I:

Stellar Characteristics

Typical Physical Parameters of
Stars and Winds*

Dwarf Giant Supergiant
(Sun) (KOIll) (M21a)

Mass (M^) I 4 20
T (K_ 5600 4100 2800
R_{us

(R0) I 15 8OO
Luminosity _) I 100 50000
log g (em s _7 4.4 2.5 0.0

V (surface, km s-I) 600 300 100
esc

Coronal Temperature (K) I(6) I(5) I(4)

Radiative Losses

-I

Mg II (erg _I )
C IV (erg s )

Wind Parameters

V= (km s_ I)

M(M_ yr -I )
Tim_ for I R, (hrs) -I

Kinetic energy (erg s )-I)Gray. pot. energy (erg s

6(28) I(31) 4(32)

6(27) I(30) <4(31)

500 100 20

I(-14) I(-8) I(-6)

0.5 3O 8760

8(26) 3(31) I(32)

2(27) 4(32) 4(33)

* The notation 2(6) implies 2 x 106 .

Criteria for Wind Theory

Figure 5 gives an overview of the constraints placed by stellar observa-

tions on a quantitative theory of stellar winds. Our understanding of the

behavior of winds from dwarf stars is based on remote measurements of the Sun

and direct sampling of its wind in space. To date there is no spectroscopic

evidence for mass loss or circumstellar absorption in any other dwarf star.

This is perhaps not surprising since the asymmetries associated with mass out-

flow are only apparent - if at all - over restricted regions of the Sun. Coron-

al holes in the solar atmosphere are not detectable in the strong chromospheric

lines of Ca II and Mg II. This results from the relatively narrow line forma-

tion regions in a dwarf star, coupled with the fact that the outward accelera-

tion associated with eventual mass loss does not occur to a significant extent,

if even at all, at low chromospheric levels in the Sun.
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Figure 5. Characteristics of mass loss rates and winds in stars of various

luminosities. Luminosity class V indicates dwarf stars; Class III denotes giant

stars; the curve for class Ib marks the position of supergiant stars (from

Dupree 1981). Details of the physical conditions are in Table I.

For the cooler, more luminous giant and supergiant stars, the electron tem-

perature in the wind decreases as the effective temperature and/or gravity de-

crease. This has been inferred from both the presence of ultraviolet emission

lines as well as their profiles (Hartmann, Dupree, and Raymond 1981). The termi-

nal velocity of the winds decreases (as deduced from measurement of circumstel-

lar absorption features) concurrently with the decrease in effective tempera-

ture and gravity.

Mass loss rates themselves are very uncertain, and have been obtained by a

variety of direct radio, infrared, and optical measures combined with modeling

of line profiles where available. It appears that mass loss can result from a

similar and continuous mechanism for cool stars. For the most luminous stars

the acceleration begins in the chromosphere.

Various mass loss mechanisms have been considered. If a purely thermally

driven wind is invoked, the high mass loss rates required can only be achieved

with a hot atmosphere - for which there is no spectroscopic evidence - and more-

over, expansion will not begin in the chromosphere as indicated by the observa-

tions. A particularly attractive mechanism relies on Alfven waves to carry the

required mechanical flux. Such models developed by Hartmann and MacGregor
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(1980) are successful in reproducing the general behavior of cool star winds,
but require arbitrary assumptions of characteristic damping length in order to
produce the observed (slow) terminal velocities. An extended discussion of
various mechanismsis given by MacGregorin this volume.

Wind Variability

The previous discussion tacitly assumesthat the outer atmospheres of stars

are homogeneous and that a stellar wind has constant density, temperature and

velocity. The Sun, of course contradicts this assumption. And as observations

accumulate, it is apparent that cool stars show substantial variation as well.

Remarkable behavior has been found in kAndromedae - a binary system whose

primary star is a giant or subgiant of spectral class G8 III-IV. This close,

but detached system has a 20.5-day orbital period but a stellar rotation period

- 54 days - which is not synchronous with the orbital period, k And is a member

of a class of active binary stars, the RS CVn type stars, and displays surface

activity in the form of spots, active regions, and flare activity. The chromos-

pheric and coronal emissions are strong (with surface fluxes enhanced by factors

of 10 to 100 times the quiet Sun) and variable. Most recently, a clear dichoto-

my in the atmosphere was discovered (Baliunas and Dupree 1982). When optically

darker spots are on the disk, the brightening of chromospheric and coronal emis-

sions occurs in conjunction with line profiles whose shapes indicate downflow of

material. When the spots are at a minimum, the line luminosities decrease and

the chromospheric line profiles of Ca II and Mg II indicate outflow. The analo-

gy with solar coronal holes is striking, and these observations suggest that

mass loss or mass transfer is probably occurring. The profiles have ^not 1_een
mod led in detail to obtain mass loss rates, but an estimate of I0-_-I0 - M

yr is generally consistent with profile shapes, the lack of circumstellar ab-

sorption, and as Weiler (1978) et al. noted, the observed lack of X-ray self-

absorption.

Supergiant stars, in particular of the "hybrid" type, show variability of

the wind opacity. The Mg II line profiles in a Aquaril were found (Dupree and

Baliunas 1979) to undergo a substantial decrease in the blue peak of its Mg II

emission over a period of - I year which corresponds to increased Mg II opacity

in the high velocity part of the wind. During this time, the Ca II (K) llne

varied on a timescale of days. The increased opacity appears to result from a

long-lived phenomenon since the line profile has exhibited its new form for

about two years.

Young stars such as T Tauri stars are believed to be pre-main sequence ob-

Jects that will eventually be dwarf stars of spectral type F5 to M5. They have

extremely active chromospheres and coronae exhibiting higher fluxes than even

the active RS CVn binary systems. It is not clear whether the emission is Just

a naturally highly active atmosphere (Dumont et al. 1973; Imhoff and Giampapa

1980) or results from infall of material that is being accreted in final stages

of premain sequence evolution (Ulrich 1976; Ulrich and Knapp 1979). Or perhaps,

both phenomena are present. The ultraviolet Mg II profiles (see Figure 6) show
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the typical asymmetryand clrcumstellar features foundlin evolved stars, and the
mass loss rate has been e_timated at - 4 x 10-" MAyr- with terminal velocities
on the order of 200 km s- (Kuhi 1964). This also'leads to an energy flux in the
stellar wind that is comparable to the radiative losses in the chromosphereand
corona (Giampapaet al. 1981).
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Figure 6. The Mg II lines in the T Tauri star RW Aur as observed with IUE. The

line asymmetry coupled with multiple absorption features suggests a strong stel-

lar wind in this pre-main sequence object (from Imhoff and Giampapa 1980).

A p_rticularly active star, RW Aur, showed changes in the emission flux
from 10 K lines by factors of 2 to 4 during a week's time while the Fig II pro-

files remained constant to 70 percent (Imhoff and Giampapa 1980). However, high

resolution optical observations by Hartmann (1982) have revealed relatively

stable blue absorption cores in the Na D lines, accompanied by dramatically

variable emission components from night to night. This observation and others

suggest (Hartmann 1982) a continuing mass loss process in conjunction with ex-

tremely complicated motions (perhaps even infall) in lower atmospheric layers.

The study of variability of such objects and their implications for the

theory of stellar winds can now be a major focus of observing programs with the

availability of high resolution spectroscopy and photon counting detectors, both

in space and on the ground.

This research was supported in part by NASA Grant NAG5-87.
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Theory of Winds in Late-type Evolved
and Pre-Main-Sequence Stars

K. B. Mac Gregor
High Altitude Observatory

National Center for Atmospheric Research 1

I. Introduction

A variety of recent observational results has confirmed what solar and stellar astro- '
homers have long suspected, namely, that many of the physical processes which are
known to occur in the Sun also occur among late-type stars in general. One such process
is the conr-nuous loss of mass from a star in the form of a wind. There now exists an

abundance of either direct or circumstantial evidence which suggests that most (if not
all) stars in the cool portion of the HR diagram possess winds. In the present brief review,
an attempt is made to assess the current state of our theoretical understanding of mass
loss from two distinctly different classes of late-type stars: the post-main-sequence
giant/supergiant stars and the pre-main-sequence T Tauri stars. Toward this end, the
observationally inferred properties of the winds associated with each of the two stellar
classes under consideration are briefly summarized and then compared against the pred-
ictions of existing theoretical models. Through this analysis it will become apparent that
although considerable progress has been made in attempting to identify the mechanisms
responsible for mass loss from cool stars, many fundamental problems remain to be
solved.

]I. Mass Loss From Late-type Giants and Supergiants
a. Wind Properties

The existence of winds from cool giant and supergiant stars is inferred from the
detection of one or more characteristic spectral features whose formation requires that
the stellar atmosphere be extended and in a state of outward expansion. Among the most
frequently used such indicators are: 1) blue-shifted cireumstellar absorption lines due to
resonance transitions of neutral or singly-ionized metals; 2) profiles of collision-
dominated chromospheric emission lines (e.g., Ca II H and K, Mg II h and k) in which the
intensity of the blue /(2 (or k2) peak is lower than that of the red K2 (or k2) peak; and 3),
the presence of a 10 #m emission feature and/or infrared excess, attributed to radiating
silicate dust grains contained in an outflowing circumstellar gas shell. Observations of
any cr all of these features can in principle be analyzed to determine the mass loss rate/_
of a given star. For giants and supergiants with spectral types K through M the M values
so derived are generally in the range 10-11£/_/£10 -_ /_ yr -1, with the coolest supergiant
stars exhibiting the highest rates of mass loss. Unfortunately, these results are
extremely model-dependent in that they are sensitive to assumptions made concerning:
1) the velocity, density, and temperature distributions throughout the wind; 2) the ioniza-
tion and chemical equilibrium (or the lack thereof) in the outflowing gas; 3) the geometry
of the flow and the spatial extent of the region in which a particular spectral feature is
formed; and 4), the transfer of radiation in the wind. Consequently, although it can be
safely said that late-type, low-gravity stars lose mass at rates significantly higher than
the rate at which the Sun loses mass due to the solar wind (/_ N 10-14 Moyr-l),

1The NationalCenterforAtmosphericResearchissponsoredby theNationalScienceFoundation.
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quantitatively reliable estimates of /_ for individual stars are presently unavailable.
Indeed, because of the factors enumerated above, rates of mass loss derived for the same

star by different observers can sometimes disagree by more than two orders of magni-

tude. A more detailed discussion of the methods and assumptions used in extracting
mass loss rates from observations is contained in the review by Castor (1981).

In addition to the mass loss rate, two other observationally determined quantities are
essential to the task of comparing the various theoretical models for mass loss from late-
type evolved stars. These are the terminal velocity V, and the temperature T of the out-
flow. In the case of the former, since blue-shifted absorption cores result from the
scattering of photospheric radiation by atoms or ions in an expanding circumstellar
envelope, estimates for V. can be obtained by measuring the shortward displacements of
observed lines. For those G, K, and M giants and supergiants whose spectra exhibit such
line profiles, analyses of this type yield values for V. in the range 10£V.£100 km s-* (Rei-
mers 1975; 1977), and indicate that }I, (on the average) decreases with decreasing stellar
gravity (i.e., V. is generally lowest for cool M supergiants). Moreover, if the measured
wind terminal velocities are compared with surface gravitational escape speeds deduced
from evolutionary considerations, it is found that IF. ~ (0.1-0.5) V,, c, where for a star of
mass M, and radius R,, V,,c = (2GM,/R,))t. This property (i.e., that V.< V,,¢) distinguishes
the winds of cool giants and supergiants from the outflows associated with main-sequence
or evolved stars located in other portions of the HR diagram. For example, the terminal
velocities of the winds from luminous 0 stars follow the approximate relation IF. _ 3 V,,c
(Abbott 1978), where in this case the escape speed V_,c includes the effect of the outward
radiation force due to electron scattering opacity (see also the review by Cassinelli in this
volume).

For stars having effective temperatures T,f! £6000 K, information concerning the
temperature of the gas contained within a stellar atmosphere or wind is obtained through
observations of spectral lines (either in emission or absorption) and continua formed
under physical conditions similar to those found in the outer solar atmosphere. Thus, the
presence of chromospheric (T_104 K ) gas is inferred from the detection of lines such as
Ca II H (X3968) and K (A3934), Mg II h (k2803) and k (k2796), and the La(_,1216) line of H I,
while gas at transition region temperatures (T,-10_K) is indicated by emission lines due to
multiply-ionized species such as Si IV, C III, C IV, and N V. Likewise, evidence for the
existence of coronal regions (T_10 e K) in the atmospheres of late-type stars is derived
from attempts to observe emission at soft X-ray wavelengths. The results of numerous
observational programs intended to survey the thermal properties of cool star atmo-
spheres can be summarized as follows. While chromospheric emission lines are present in
the spectra of virtually all late-type stars, transition region emission lines are not exhi-
bited by stars whose location in the HR diagram is above and to the right of a line with
approximate coordinates (K2, II]), (G5 Ib) (Linksy and Haisch 1979; Simon, Linsky, and
Stencel 1982). Moreover, the giant-an_ supergiant stars which occupy this portion of the
HR diagram are largely undetected as sources of coronal soft X-ray emission (Vaiana et
ad. 1981; Ayres eta/. 1981). On this basis, we conclude that the expanding atmospheres
of the coolest low-gravity stars are characterized by temperature distributions in which
(for the most part) T£104K. The reader is referred to the papers by Castor (1981),
Dupree (1981; 1983, this volume), Linsky (1981a), and Cassinelli and Mac Gregor (1983) for
additional information concerning the observationally inferred properties of mass loss
from cool stars.

b. Mass Loss Mechanisms

In the present section, several of the theories which have been proposed to explain
mass loss from cool giant and supergiant stars are described. The applicability of each of
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the theories is measured by comparing the results of qualitative model calculations for

the wind from a hypothetical KS supergiant (16.= 16M o. R. = 400/_, T.I! = 3500 K) with

the "average" wind properties (e.g., M, V_ T) derived from observations (cf. sec. IIa).

i. Thermally-Driven Winds

It is instructive to consider the possibility that the winds of late-type low-gravity
stars are driven by the same mechanism which is responsible in part for the acceleration
of the solar wind; namely, the force due to the thermal pressure gradient in the outflow-

ing gas. For an isothermal, single-fluid wind model which is taken to be both spherically-
symmetric and inviscid, it can be shown (see, e.g., Parker 1963; Leer, Holzer, and Fl& 1982)

that the flow velocity V 0 at a reference level v 0 in the stellar atmosphere is approximately

3 _ 2z,)Vo - (y- . (1)

where for a gas of temperature Tand mean mass per particle ]_, a = (1,:T/]_))t is the sound
speed, z s = rs/r o = (GM,/2a 2 r0) is the sonic point location (i.e., the distance r at which

the wind velocity V becomes equal to a) in units of r 0, and it has been assumed that

V0<<-. From conservation of mass, it follows that the rate of mass loss is given by
M = 4rrr_N0 V 0 where N o is the total number density at r 0. To apply equation (1) to a
star with the physical parameters given above, note that the absence of detectable tran-

sition region and coronal emission implies T£104 K (cf. sec. IIa). Adopting T = 104 K,

TO = R,, and/_ = 0.667 m H (the value appropriate to a plasma composed of H and He with
N, = N H, NH,/N H = 0.i), it is found that z, _ 31 and V0 _ 8 x 10 -*8 cm s-*, indicating that

for physically reasonable values of N O mass loss at rates _10-1*Mo yr-* cannot be

thermally-driven. This conclusion is not particularly dePoendent upon the assumed isoth-
ermal temperature distribution (cf. Leer, Holzer, and Fla 1982), and can also be reached

in the following equivalent way (Weymann 1962; 1978). For a given value of No we ask,

what is the value of T such that the initial velocity V0 calculated from equation (1) yields

a particular mass loss rate /2 ? Assuming No = 1011 cm -s the temperature required to
produce a wind having /2 = 10-_/v/o yr -I from a star with the hypothetical K5 supergiant

parameters is T _ 70,000 K. Such a temperature is incompatible with the observed lack

of transition region emission lines (e.g., these due to C IV) in the spectra of cool supergi-
ants, since for a gas in collisional ionization equilibrium at T _ 70,000 K, approximately
10_ of all C is in the form of C IV (Jordan 1969).

ii. Radiatively-Driven Winds

Numerous authors have suggested that the winds of cool giants and supergiants can
be driven by the force arising from the scattering and absorption of radiation from the

stellar photosphere by sources .of opacity in the outflow. Although this mechanism
appears to be responsible for mass loss from luminous early-type stars (see e.g., the
review by Cassinelli in this volume), some fundamental problems are encountered in
attempting to account for the outflows from late-type stars in terms of a radiation-driven
wind model. One such difficulty arises from the fact that the atoms and ions known to be

prevalent in the winds of cool stars have strong resonance lines located in the visible and

UV portions of the spectrum, while the photospheric continuum radiation field is most
intense in the red or near IR (Goldberg 1979). Several efforts have been made to circum-

vent this spectral mismatch, including the use of molecular opacity (Maciel 1976, 1977)
and the force due to the scattering of chromospheric La radiation by hydrogen atoms in
the flow (Wilson 1960; Halsch, IAnsky, and Basri 1980). Both of these models are unsatis-

factory in that the small values of the respective opacities reguires inordinately large
stellar luminosities to produce outflows with momentum fluxes M IF, comparable to those
inferred from observations (see the discussion of Mac Gregor 1982). In the remainder of
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this section we consider a third proposal, namely, that the condensation of dust grains
and their subsequent outward acceleration by radiative forces can cause the entire cir-
cumstellar envelope to expand into a wind (Gehrz and Wools 1971).

To investigate the efficacy of this mechanism, consider a spherically-symmetric wind
model in which the collisional coupling of the grains to the background gas is sufficiently
strong (see Gilman 1972) to ensure that the optically-thin radiative force per unit volume
exerted on the envelope can be written as

K_ p_ L. (2)
f,_ = ¢rmr_ ,

where Lo is the stellar luminosity, Pu is the gas mass density, and

K== 3QPr -P--_-_ .
4r_rpgr Pu

(3)

is the dust opacity. In equation (3), Pd is the dust mass density, r_r and P_r are, respec-
tively, the radius and density of an individual grain, and Qpr is the radiation pressure effi-
ciency factor. For illustrative purposes, adopt Pd/Pg = 10-2 and consider grains of radius
rat = 10 -_ cm composed of the common silicate olivine (Mg2 S/04) for which Pgr = 3.2 g cm
-n. For pure ("clean") silicate grains, Qpr,_0.1 (Gilman 1974) and K= _ 23.4 cm 2 g-l, while
for silicate grains containing impurities (i.e., "dirty" grains) Qpr may be as much as a fac-
tor of 10 larger (using the results of Gilman [1974] for graphite) yielding K= _ 234.0
cm 2 g-t. To simulate the formation of grains in the flow, assume that /Q = 0 at a refer-
ence level r0( _ Ro) and increases linearly in magnitude to either of the values given
above within a distance At, remaining constant for r>r0 + hr. Under these conditions, the
equation of motion for an isothermal wind can be integrated to obtain the following
approximate expressions for the critical point location zc( = re�to), initial velocity V0,
and terminal velocity V,:

1 +F/Az
z= = Z= l + rz=/ hz " (4)

Vo _a exp(--zsAz/r)

v. v,,=(r-

(5)

(s)

In equations (4) through (8), a is the sound speed, V,,c is the escape speed at r0, z= is the
sonic point location, and P = (K4L°/4rrGM,c) is the ratio of the radiative force to the grav-
itational force acting on the gas. To apply these results, consider a star having the K5
supergiant parameters given above; an,d assume r0 = Ro, hz = 0.1, No = 101! cm -3, T=3000
K ( _ 0.85 Tell). In the case of "clean" silicate grains F = 2.43 and equations (4) through
(6) yield z¢ = 1.041, M u 4.5 x 10_ Me yr -1, IF. _ 1.2 V,,c (--148 km s-l), while for "dirty"
grains F=24.3 with z= = 1.004, M _6.5x 10 -6 MO yr -t, and 1f._=4.8 V=_ (=596 km s-l).
These qualitative results indicate that values of M in accord with observations can be pro-
duced by the mechanism, a conclusion which is substantiated by more detailed calcula-
tions (Salpeter 1974; Kwok 1975; Goldreich and Scoville 1976; Lucy 1976; Menietti and Fix
1978; Philips 1979). Moreover, the computed values of V. may be reduced through the
inclusion of grain destruction through sputtering (cf. Kwok 1975).

At this point, it is important to consider whether or not the schematic picture of
grain formation adopted above is consistent with the derived wind models. To investigate
this question, we follow the analysis of Draine (1981) who has noted that condensation
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requires (among other things) the vibrational temperature Tv of small olivine clusters to
be less than a saturation value Tu.saa. given implicitly by the relation

6.13 x 104 K
rv.$_. "

[ 1.16 x lOS_ cm-'q [_}_]" (7)In[ N

Solution of equation (7) for physical conditions appropriate to the critical point in the
"clean" grain model (N c _ 2.8 x 107 cm -3, T = 3000 K) given above yields Tv,sat = 973 K.
The actual temperature Tv of silicate grains with radius rat = 10 -n cm at the critical point
can be straightforwardly determined from a simple description of the grain energy bal-
ance which includes the effects of radiative and collisional heating and cooling (cf. Draine
1981, eq. [22]). For the derived critical point conditions Tv is controlled by radiative
processes and has the value Tv = 2475K>Tva,a., indicating that grain formation cannot
occur in the manner assumed.

Since the grain energy balance is dominated by radiative heating and cooling, con-
densation is possible (for sufficiently high densities) only at larger distances where the
stellar radiation field is dilute. Draine (1981) has shown that the nucleation of small
(r_r_3_k), "clean" silicate grains can take place within several stellar radii of the photo-
sphere when Teff < 3500 K, but for grains of this size, Qpr<10 -n (Gilman 1974) making
them dynamically unimportant. Hence, because formation of grains with desirable optical
properties cannot occur close enough to the stellar surface to ensure production of a
wind with a mass loss rate _10 -g/go Yr-l, we conclude that the mechanism is unable (by
itself) to account for the winds from the majority of cool, low-gravity stars. The reader is
referred to the reviews by Castor (1981), Linsky (1981b), Mac Gregor (1982), and Cas-
sinelli and Mac Gregor (1983) for additional discussion of dust-driven wind models.

iii. Shock Wave-Driven Winds

Observational evidence for mass loss from long period (Mira) variables has led several
investigators (Willson 1976; Slutz 1976; Wood 1979; Willson and Hill 1979) to suggest that
the outflows associated with these stars may be produced by the pulsations responsible
for their brightness variations. The physical mechanism by means of which mass is
ejected from the stellar atmosphere can be understood as follows. The periodic oscilla-
tions of the surface of the star give rise to cornpressional disturbances which propagate
outward in the form of shock waves. In the lower atmospheric layers where the gas den-
sity is high and radiative cooling is efficient, these travelling shocks behave isothermally.
Consequently, each parcel of shocked gas tends to return to its pre-shock dynamical
state following the passage of discontinuity. However, higher in the atmosphere where

the gas density is lower, the shocks become adiabatic and the energy gained by the post-
shock gas can be sufficient to produce "mass loss.

The discussion given above suggests that an estimate of the mass loss rate due to a
shock wave-driven wind can be obtained if the density at the atmospheric level above
which the shocks behave adiabatically is known (Willson and Hill 1979; CasLor 19{31).
Assuming that the volume radiative cooling rate of the post-shock gas can be written as
NePR(T) where PR(T) is the cooling coefficient, the cooling time is of order
t_oeNkT/NPR(T ). Similarly, if the flow time for the post-shock gas is taken to be the time

required to travel a distance equal to the local density scale height,then tits~ a� g where
!7 = GM,/r z is the gravitational acceleration and it has been assumed that the flow velo-
city is the sound speed a. The transition from isothermal to adiabatic shock behavior
occurs at the level where tc, ol ~ ta,_w; equating derived expressions for the flow and cool-
ing times yields N ~ 9leT� a.PR(T), from which it follows that the maximal mass loss rate is
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IJ £ 47r r z _ Na ~ 41rGM.HIcT/ PR( T) , (8)

According to equation (8), /J is inversely proportional to the radiative cooling coefficient
PR(T), a quantity which should be determined from a consistent transfer calculation. To
obtain an order of magnitude estimate for/_/, however, we assume that the emitting post-

shock material is characterized by a chromospheric gas temperature (cf. Wood 1979; Will-
son and Hill 1979; Willson and Pierce 1982) and evaluate PR(T) from the approximate

chromospheric cooling law given by Hartmann, MacGregor, and Avrett (1983). Using this
prescription for T = 104 K, PR(T)_2.6 x 10 -2a erg cm s s -l and M g 1.6 x 10 -11

(M./Mo)Moyr-l__ziflO e the post-shock gas temperature is as low as T = 5000 K, then
PR(T) _ 2.2 x erg cm s s -l and/2 _ 1.8 x 10 -9 (M,/Mo)Moyr -l. The extreme sensitivity
of these results demonstrates the need for detailed calculations including transfer
effects in order to determine whether or not substantial mass loss can be driven by this

mechanism; preliminary steps in this direction have been taken by Wilison and Pierce
(1982). We further note that although the shock wave-driven wind model has been
developed primarily to explain mass loss from Mira variables, virtually all M supergiants
are semi-regular or irregular variables (see, e.g., Feast 1981). However, it is not known at
the present time whether this variability is the result of actual pulsation or is due instead
to the motions of large convective elements on the stellar surface (Schwarzschild 1975).
Moreover, as Linsky (1981b) has noted, the mechanism is probably unable to account for
the winds from stars having lower luminosities and higher surface gravities than the Mira
variables (e.g., the G-K supergiants) since there is no observational evidence for the pres-

ence of large amplitude shock waves in the atmospheres of these stars.

iv. Alfven Wave-Driven Winds

The effects of an outwardly propagating flux of Alfv_n waves on the dynamics of
winds from cool giants and supergiants has been considered by Hartmann and MacGregor
(1980, 1982a). This investigation was motivated by the fact that direct observations of the
solar wind plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field typically reveal fihe presence of
hydromagnetic fluctuations, many of which appear to be Alfv_nic in character (see, e.g.,
the review by Barnes 1979). Numerous authors have suggested that such wave modes
may be responsible for providing the additional energy required to produce high-speed
streams in the solar wind (Belcher 1971; Alazraki and Couturier 1971; Hollweg 1973, 1978;
Belcher and 01bert 1975; Jacques 1977, 1978; Leer, Holzer, and FI_ 1982).

To examine the properties of a wind driven by Alfv_n waves, consider a steady,
spherically-symmetric outflow which emanates from a star having a radially-directed
magnetic field R Assume that the wave amplitude 6B is everywhere smaller than B, and
that the wavelength of the fluctuation is shorter than any of the scale lengths over which
the wind properties vary (i.e., theWKB approximation). The frequency co of a wave which
propagates in the radial direction is then a constant and is given in terms of the wave
vector It, wind velocity V, and Alfven speed A = B(4rrp) -)t by the dispersion relation
co =k(V + A). For a wave of energy density _ = 6Bu/81r which propagates without
attenuation, a Lagrangian treatment of the wave properties (see, e.g., Jacques 1977) indi-
cates that the action density S = _/(_ -kV) is conserved in the sense that V- (__S) = 0,
where _V_ = X + A is the group velocity. From the definition of S and the assumed spheri-
cal symmetry of the outflow, it follows that e_[MA(1 + MA)z] -1, where M,4 = V/A _xp--_ is
the Alfvenic Mach number. The time-averaged force exerted by the wave on the moving
background plasma through which it travels is simply -)_ d e/dr; since e decreases with
distance from the star, the wave exerts an outward force on the gas. Physically, the local
reduction in _ is accompanied by an increase in the streaming energy per unit mass of
the wind. This can be seen by straightforwardly calculating the divergence of the wave
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energy flux _ = _ (:-J_+ a) (cf.Belcher 1971), and recognizing that the non-zero result is

equal to the rate at which the wave does work on the flow.

An approximate solution to the equation of motion for a wave-driven wind can be
obtained for the limit in which the wave force dominates the thermal pressure gradient
force (cf. Leer, Holzer, and FI_ 1982). Defining fl = _o/(_Po V_c) ( the subscript "0"
denotes evaluation at a reference level r0), the resulting expressions for the critical point
location r,, initial velocity V0. and terminal velocity V. are

7

r=/r° _ 4(1+fl/2) " (9)

vo/v_ F 4(i + z) (10)

where equation (11) is applicable for d, Vol Vs._ <<1. For illustration, adopt the K5 supergi-
ant parameters given earlier in this section and assume r0 = Ro, No = 1011 cm -s,

e_rg 0.667rn_/, B0 = 10G, 6Bo = Bo/_ (corresponding to fl = 4.7 x 10 -e, FA0 = 3.36 x 10 °cm -e s-l). For this specific (but arbitrary), choice of reference level location and
parameters, equations (10) and (11) then yield M = 4rr r02 _ No V0 _ 3.8 x 10 -7 Moyr -1 and
If, _ 4.1Vm© = 509 km s -1. These qualitative results are representative of those obtained
from more detailed calculations (cf. Hartmann and Mac Gregor 1980; Holzer, FI_, and Leer
1983): mass loss rates in the range 10 -g -- 10 -° Moyr -l can be obtained for FAo "_ 10 _ - l0 s
erg cm -e s -x, but because the waves increase the streaming energy of the gas in the
supersonic portion of the outflow, they give rise to winds having V. > Ve_, in contradic-
tion to observations.

It was noted by Hartmann and Mac Gregor (1980) that the terminal velocity If.of an
Alfven wave-driven wind could be reduced ifit was assumed that the waves were dissi-

pated at a rate such that the e-folding length L for the decrease in wave energy density
(the damping length) was constant and equal in magnitude to the stellarradius. Such a

prescription causes most of the wave energy to be deposited near the base of the flow,
resulting in winds with mass loss rates which are nearly the same as those obtained for

undamped waves, but which have terminal velocitiesV. < Vase.An important consequence
of the required wave dissipation is that the flow is heated at a rate I" = _(V + A)/L, lead-
ing to the production of a region containing gas at chromospheric temperatures which
extends several stellar radii above the base of the wind. That such extended chromo-

spheres do in fact exist about late-type giants and supergiants is indicated by a variety of
recent observations (Stencel 1982 and reference therein; Newell and Hjellming 1982;
Hjellming and Newell 1983; Beckers et a'l. 1983). Unfortunately, recent more detailed stu-
dies indicate that the conditions under which Alfv_n wave dissipation can be described in

terms of a constant d a_n_ping length are unlikely to be realized in the winds of cool, low-
gravity stars. Holzer, Fla, and Leer (1983) have computed wind models which include a
consistent treatment of the frictional wave damping due to ion-neutral collisions in the
i_artially-ionized gas. They find that the wave-induced changes in the background flow
properties cause the frictional damping length to vary in size by several orders of magni-

tude, resulting in (among other thin_s) winds for which IF, > Vest. These authors have also
shown (see also Leer, Holzer, and Fla 1982) that even if L is taken to be constant, winds
with IF. -_ (0.1-0.5)Y_ correspond to an unrealistically narrow range of assumed L values.
Hence, it would appear that the model as it presently stands suffers from a fundamental
(and not easily correctable) deficiency in that it is unable to produce outflows having ter-
minal velocities which are a small fraction of V_c.
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v. Magnetic Reconnection-Driven Winds

A final mass loss mechanism involves physical processes which are thought to occur
when magnetic flux (in the form of bipolar magnetic loops) emerges through the surface
of the Sun. This model has been applied to the acceleration of the solar wind (Pneuman
1983) and the winds of cool giant and supergiant stars (Mullan 1980, 1981, 1982), and
bears a resemblance to the so-called "melon seed" mechanism for the ejection of flare-
associated surges (Schlt]ter 1957; Svestka 1976). It can be described in the following way.
Distortion of an ambient magnetic field by the upward motion an emerging flux loop gives
rise to restoring forces which cause the footpoints of the loop to be pinched off. Rapid,
small-scale reconneetion leads to the formation of a self-contained diamagnetic
"plasmoid". If the plasma fl is small compared to unity and if the strength of the external
field decreases with height, then this element experiences an outward magnetic force,
similar to the force experienced by a localized current distribution when placed in a
non-uniform external magnetic field (Parker 1957). For a geometrically thin plasmoid
containing gas of temperature T and density p which is assumed to be in pressure equili-

brium with the surrounding external field B (i.e., B2/81r = 2 k Tp/rn_), the magnitude of
this force is (Pneuman 1983)

F= - 2p d--r

where M is the total mass of the gas in the plasmoid.

It is of interest to determine the strength B of the external magnetic field required
in order that the force given by equation (1a) exceed the gravitational force acting on a
plasmoid. To do this, we follow Pneuman (1983) and assume that B _ r -n, so that
F = (3nMB_/8_pr). It then follows that F>GMoM/r 2 at r = R° when B>(8nGM, p� 3nR°) _.
Adopting w = 2 and N = 101° cm -a along with the physical parameters of the previously
considered K5 supergiant, this criterion yields B>2.3G. Although this value is not unrea-
sonable, note that the plasmoid gas temperature required by the condition of pressure
equilibrium is T = (B2/16rrN_) _ 77,000 K. In view of the absence of transition region
emission lines from the spectra of late-type supergiants (cf. sec. lIa), this temperature is
clearly too high if most of the observed mass loss is in the form of such discrete
plasmoids.

III. Mass Loss From Pre-Main-Sequence (T Tauri) Stars
a. Physical Properties of T Tauri Stars

The group of objects known as T Tauri stars are thought to be the progenitors of
stars like the sun, still in the process of contracting to the main sequence. They are
probably among the youngest stellar 6bjects, and have been defined by Herbig (1982) as
stars whose spectra contain the Balmer lines of hydrogen (in emission and/or absorp-
tion), and emission lines due to Ca II, Fe I, and Fe If. They are variable, often exhibit ultra-
violet and/or infrared excesses, and are frequently associated with low-density nebulosi-
ties. On the basis of optical and infrared observations of several hundred such objects,
Cohen and Kuhi (1979) have concluded that most T Tauri stars have spectral types from
mid to late K, and luminosity classes between IIl and V. Comparison with calculated pre-
main-sequence evolutionary tracks suggests that the masses and radii of these stars are
typically ha the ranges M*-_(0.2-3)MoandR,_(1-5)R o, respectively. Their average age is
~108 years, a value comparable to the initial free-fall time for the spherical collapse of a
1/do protosteUar cloud (Larson 1978). The luminosities of T Tauri stars are generally

£5/_, with an average effective temperature TelI_4OOOK.
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b. Wind Properties

The primary evidence for mass loss from T Tauri stars comes from the detection of

spectral lines having P Cygni-type profiles. These profiles consist of a blue-shifted
absorption feature together with a redward-displaced emission peak, and are interpreted

as arising from the scattering of stellar radiation by a spectral line formed in an expand-
ing atmosphere (see, e.g., the review by Cassinelli in this volume for a discussion of line
formation in a moving medium). From an analysis of spectra obtained by Herbig (1977)

for approximately 75 T Tauri stars, Kuhi (1978) has drawn the following conclusions con-

cerning the frequency of occurrence of different types of Ha line profiles. About 5% of
the stars observed exhibit the classical type I P Cygni line profiles in which the bottom of

the blue-displaced absorption feature is well below the level of the nearby continuum;
such profiles constitute unambiguous evidence for the presence of an outflow. Another

10% of the stars studied have single Ha emission peaks which are symmetric about the
laboratory wavelength of the line. Of the remaining stars, most (_60Z of the total) exhibit

Ha line profiles of the P Cygni type Ill, in which the blue-shifted absorption does not go
below the continuum level and is bounded on the short wavelength edge by a second

emission peak of lower intensity than the one situated to the red of the rest wavelength

of the line. The displacement of this blue emission feature generally corresponds to velo-
cities in the range 100-200 km s -I toward the observer along the line of sight to the star,
with the red emission peak having velocities 50-150 km s -l in the opposite direction (Kuhi

1978).

Despite the fact that there is considerable uncertainty regarding the way in which

spectral lines having type III P Cygni profiles are formed, the presence of a blue-shifted

absorption dip has led many investigators to adopt them as a signature of mass outflow.
For example, Kuhi (1964, 1966) has analyzed the Ha line profiles in the spectra of 8 T

Tauri stars using a model in which the observed emission arises from material which is
ballistically ejected (and subsequently gravitationally decelerated) from the stellar sur-
face. This emitting region is surrounded by a layer of cool, absorbing gas which expands

radially with constant velocity in order to produce a shortward-displaced absorption

feature. By attempting to fit the observed line profiles, Kuhi derived mass loss rates in
the range 2.5x10-8£ M £5.Sx10-7/_r -1 for the stars in his sample, with an average mass

loss rate of M _3xl0-SMoyr -1. Given the schematic character of the model used to inter-
pret the data, it is difficult to assess the accuracy of Kuhi's mass loss rate estimates.
However, De Campli (1981) has noted that a determination of Iv/ from the analysis of a

single feature (e.g., an asymmetric Ha emission profile) in the spectrum of a T Tauri star
is subject to the same uncertainties enumerated earlier in connection with the inferred

mass loss rates of cool giants and supergiants (cf. sec. IIa). Because of this, the values of
/_ deduced from observed emission line intensities can differ by as much as three orders

of magnitude, with the rate of mass loss from an "average" T Tauri star only constrained
to lie somewhere within the range 3x1_)-°£/d £10-6Moyr -1 (De Campli 1981).

An alternative interpretation of the type III P Cygni profiles seen in the spectra of T
Tauri stars has been proposed by Ulrich (1976). He has noted that the collapse of an

interstellar gas cloud to form a star is decidedly non-homologous, with the central por-
tions of the cloud contracting rapidly to make a largely hydrostatic core, onto which a

tenuous outer envelope slowly accretes (see, e.g., Larson 1969). If both the core and
envelope rotate, the infalling gas must pass through an oblique accretion shock located
near the surface of the core. Material traversing this discontinuity is compressed and

heated, thereby producing the observed Balmer line emission. Moreover, because matter

which impacts the far hemisphere of the core moves toward the observer while that strik-
ing the near hemisphere moves away, blue-shifted and red-shifted emission features are

formed. The blue-shifted absorption dip between the red and blue emission peaks is a
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consequence of the fact that for some velocities,radiating post-shock gas isnot visibleto
an outside observer (cf.Ulrich 1976). As it stands, the model utilizes an approximate

treatment of the transfer Of radiation within the emitting region, and neglects entirely

the effects of the outer portions of the infallingenvelope and an equatorial accretion disk
on the observed radiation (Ulrich 1978). However, there does exist observational evi-
dence which suggests that inflows can occur in association with some T Tauri stars. For

example, the higher Balmer series lines in the spectra of those T Tauri stars typified by
the star YY 0rionis are observed to have inverse P Cygni profiles (i.e.,containing a
redward-displaced absorption component) (Walker 1972). Estimates for the fraction of T

Tauri stars which are of the YY Ori type range between 5 and 50% (Kuhi 1978; Appenzeller
1978), although no inverse P Cygni profiles were seen in the spectra of 50 T Tauri stars

observed by Herbig (1977), including the star YY Ori itself.This result (and others likeit;
cf. Kuhi 1978; Hartmann 1982) suggests that the physical conditions which characterize

the atmospheres of T Tauri stars are highly variable. To further complicate matters, the
envelopes would also appear to be quite inhomogeneous since some T Tauri stars exhibit

Balmer line profilessignifying the presence of outflowing gas _-nd Na D line profiles indi-
cative of infallingmaterial (Ulrich and Knapp 1979}.

Few conclusive results are available regarding the terminal velocities and tempera-
tures of the outflows from T Tauri stars. For those stars which exhibit fairly unambiguous
evidence for mass loss (e.g., T Tau itself), measurements of the blueshifts of observed
absorption and/or emission features generally yield velocities V~ several x 102 km s-1. If
it is assumed that the velocities so derived represent the terminal velocity IF= of a wind,
then for the stellar masses and radii inferred from the HR diagrams constructed by
Cohen and Kuhi (1979; cf. sec. IIIa) V._V,=c = (2GM./R.) _. Evidence for the existence of
atmospheric regions in which T> T.I ! is obtained from the detection of numerous emission
lines (cf. sec. IIa) due to species such as H I, He I, Ca II, Mg II, Si IV, C III, C IV, and N V in
ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectra of some well-studied T Tauri stars (see, e.g., Gahm
et al. 1979; Cram, Giampapa, and Imhoff 1980; Imhoff and Giampapa 1980; Herbig and
Soderblom 1980; Ulrich and Wood 1981; Giampapa et al. 1981). Such emission lines are
indicative of gas at chromospheric (T~104K) and transition region (T_10_K) tempera-
tures, and in the case of T Tauri stars, measured surface fluxes in individual lines are fre-

quently more than 10 to 100 times the corresponding average solar values. Flux
enhancements of this magnitude are more characteristic of solar active regions, and may
be due in part to the onset of the low chromospheric temperature rise at a much deeper
atmospheric level than in the Sun (Herbig 1970; Cram 1979). Furthermore, approximately
one-third of the T Tauri stars observed with The ]maging Proportional Counter on the E/_z-
stei_t satellite have been detected as soft X-ray sources, with luminosities in the range
Lx_10 s° - 1031 erg s -l (Gahm 1980; Feigelson and DeCampli 1981). It has been proposed
that this emission arises from coronal (T;_106K) gas occupying a region near the photo-
sphere whose spatial extent is small in comparison with the dimensions of the extended
circumstellar envelope formed by the wind (Gahm 1980: Feigelson and DeCampli 1981;
Walter and Kuhi 1931; Kuhi 1982). In this picture, the absence of detectable soft X-ray
emission from all T Tauri stars may be the result of X-ray attenuation by the cooler, Ha-
emitting wind material. However, Montmerle et al. (1983) have used the E_nsteirt Obser-
vatory to study the p 0ph dark cloud, a region in which star formation is believed to be
occurring. Repeated observations of portions of the cloud on a variety of time scales
have revealed the presence of approximately 50 highly-variable soft X-ray sources, most
of which are probably pre-main-sequence objects. Hence, the failure of earlier surveys to
detect more T Tauri stars as X-ray sources may be a consequence of the fact that the
high-temperature emission from these objects is dominated by strong, flare-like events
and is discernible only from longer or repeated observations.

We conclude this section by noting that while asymmetric or blue-shifted spectral
fine profiles provide fairly direct information regarding the dynamical state of T Tauri
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star atmospheres, there is additional indirect evidence for mass loss from these stars

(see, e.g.,Cohen 1982). For example, the proper motions and optical emission of Herbig-

Haro objects (nebulous, "semi-stellar" knots frequently associated with T Tauri stars)
have been attributed to the interaction between a condensation and the wind from a

nearby pre-main-sequence star (Schwartz and Dopita 1980; Herbig and Jones 1981: Dop-

its, Schwartz, and Evans 1982). Likewise, recent observations of T Tauri stars at radio

wavelengths have resulted in several detections of continuum (free-free) emission

(Cohen, Bieging, and Schwartz 1982) and high-velocity molecular (CO) gas (Edwards and

Snell 1982), both presumably arising from an extended, outflowing circumstellar

envelope.

c. Mass Loss Mechanisms

As was done in the case of cool giants and supergiants, the predictions of theoretical

models for mass loss from T Tauri stars are now compared against the observationally

inferred properties described in the preceding section. For this purpose, we consider the

wind from a hypothetical T Tauri star having physical parameters M. = 0.75M o, R. = 4R O,

and Telf = 4000K.

i. Thermally-Driven Winds

In order to ascertain whether or not T Tauri stars can undergo significant

thermally-driven mass loss, the isothermal, spherically-symmetric wind model described

in section II b is adopted (see also Bisnovatyi-Kogan and Lamzin 1977; Ulrich 1978;

DeCampli 1981). We first note that according to the results of that section, mass loss rates
in the range 3 x I0-9_/_ _i0 -s /W_ Yr-1 (DeCampli 1981; cf. sac. Ill b) cannot be obtained if

T _ 3 x 104 K throughout the wind as the observed Balmer line emission would appear to
indicate. However, this difficulty can be alleviated if it is assumed that the subsonic por-
tion of the outflow is characterized by coronal gas temperatures, as suggested by the fact
that some T Tauri stars have been detected as soft X-ray sources (cf. sec. Ill b). Assuming

T = 10SK, ]_ = 0.609rn H (the value appropriate to a fully-ionized plasma composed of H and
He) and using the T Tauri star parameters given at the beginning of this section, the sonic
point location (in units of the stellar radius) is z s = (GM,_/21¢T R,)_1.32. From equation

(I), it then follows that the velocity V0 at a reference level r0(= R.) in the stellar atmo-

sphere is Vo_0.58a, yielding M =4TrR$_zNoV0_ 1.02 xl0-?/vf9 yr -z for N O = 10 *2 cm -s.

While this value for /_ fails within the range dictated by observations, the model can be

ruled out on the basis of the heating rate required to maintain a coronal region having

the stipulated temperature and density. To see this, assume for simplicity that the

corona is hydrostatic and isothermal, and occupies a volume 4_TR._h, where

h = (IcTR.Z/GM.I_)J_ the density scale height. For an optically-thin gas in collisional ioni-

zation equilibrium, the radiative cooling rate A is expressible in the form A = NgNHPR(T)

(units: erg cm-Ss-l), from which it follows that the coronal luminosity is

Lc_4=IrN._hN.NHPR(T). Adopting PR(T)_IO -22 erg cm s s -z (Raymond, Cox, and Smith 1976)

for T = 108K, it is readily seen that Lc_2.4 x 10ss erg s -z. implying a rate of energy addi-

tion to the corona far in excess of the stellar luminosity L._I.4 x i0s4 erg s -z. Moreover,

for the assumed coronal temperature a significant fraction of Lc is radiated in the form of

soft X-rays, in contradiction to the observational result that the X-ray luminosities of T

Tauri stars are generally in the range Lz_10 s0 - I0 sI erg s-* (cf. sec. Illb). Note that this

problem cannot be ameliorated by reducing T (and thereby, /_/) to soften the spectrum

of emitted coronal radiation. Since PR(T) increases with decreasing T for 105_T_I0 s K,

the power input required to maintain a cooler corona is actually comparable to the value
derived above. For example, adopting T = 350, 000 K with N0 = 1012 cm -s, the preceding

analysis yields z s _ 3.77, V0_0.034a, and M _3.67 xl0-gMo yr -t. However, the cooling
coefficient corresponding to this temperature is PR(T)_3.25 x 10 -22 erg cross -t, so that

Lc_2.7 x lO ss erg s -z.
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ii. Rotationally/Magnetically-Driven Winds

The arguments given in the preceding section indicate that physically unreasonable
coronal heating rates are required to produce thermally-driven mass loss from T Tauri
stars at rates 3 x10-9£ .4_ £10-8Mo yr -l. However, if T Tauri stars are both rapidly rotating
and strongly magnetized, the apparent necessity of a high coronal gas temperature can
be circum_'ented through the inclusion of centrifugal and magnetic forces. To investigate
this possibility, consider a steady, axisyrnmetric outflow in the equatorial plane of a T
Tauri star which rotates rigidly with angular frequency D = a(GM,/r s))_, where a is a con-
stant. In the absence of magnetic effects, the initial velocity of an isothermal
centrifugally-driven wind is approximately

a s 1 z_-V0_=z2expi-_-2zs[l- T(I- _-f)- ]I , (13)

where a = (kT//z) _ is the sound speed,

z= = rc/r a = _z.¢[1 + (I -4az/zs) _t] (14)

is the critical./aoint location, Zs=(GM,/z/2kTro), and a is restricted to the range
0_a-:(1 - 1/za)a (Weidelt 1973; Mufson and Liszt 1975; Hartmann and MacGregor 1982b).
If a magnetic field is included according to the prescription of Weber and Davis (1967),
then

vo - - 2 s[l- - i)- ]i, (15)

with

gc _ 3za/(l + 3a2/Sz,,¢) (16)

(Hartmann and MacGregor 1982b). The validity of equations (15) and (16) requires that
the stellar magnetic field be strong enough to ensure approximate corotation of the gas
throughout the region l_z<_z c (cf. Hartmann and MacGregor 1982b).

It isimportant to note that in order to produce a cool (T_I04/C), rotationally and/or
magnetically-driven outflow having /;/;_10-gMo yr -I from a T Tauri star,values of a_-I are

needed. For example, using the stellar parameters given earlier in this section and

assuming r0 = R,, T = 104K, No = 101,2 cm -s, B0 = 10G, it follows from equations (15) and
(16) that zc m 1.07, Pr0_0.1a, and M _1.9x 10-°Mo yr-l for a=0.90, while for a =0.95,
-= _ 1.03, V0 _ 0.4a, and /;/R_7.8 x 10-g._ yr -x. The plausibility of the mechanism is

therefore dependent upon whether or:not T Tauri stars are rapid rotators. A preliminary
indication that the answer to this question might be affirmative isprovided by the work of

Skumanich (1972). He has found that the rotational velocities of solar-type stars decay
in time according to (stellarage)-)i;extrapolation of this relation to pre-main-sequence

objects would imply rotational velocities _100 km s-I for T Tauri stars. Unfortunately,
this expectation is not supported by observational results. In particular, Vogel and Kuhi
(1981) have measured rotational velocities for 64 pre-main-sequence stars and find that

virtuallyallT Tauri stars with masses <1.5M o have rotation speeds g 25-35 km s -_.Since
this implies a~0.1-0.2 for a T Tauri star with the adopted physical parameters, it is

unlikely that winds with _ _10-gMo yr-I could be rotationally/magnetically-driven.
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iii. Radiatively-Driven Winds

The possibility that mass loss from T Tauri stars is radiatively-driven can be elim-
inated on the basis of a comparison of the rate of momentum transport by the wind ._/ V..
with the rate at which momentum can be supplied to the flow by the stellar radiation field
Lo/c. If each photon emitted by the star is scattered once in the wind, conservation of
momentum indicates that fcI V. = L°/c. For a T Tauri star having M. = 0.75M o, R° = 4/_,
and Toll = 4000 K, V_c = (2GM./R.) _267 km s -1 and L°= 1.4x 1034 erg s-I =3.7/_o .
Assuming V. = V_c and 3 x 10-9£ _ £10-sMo yr-' (DeCampli 1981), the resulting range of
wind momentum fluxes is 5.1 x 1024£ M V..£1.7 xl0 _7 dyne, while L°/c = 4.7 x 1023 dyne.
Since J_ V.>>L./c we conclude that the winds of T Tauri stars cannot be driven by
single-scattering radiation pressure alone. It is important to note that this result is a
consequence of the low stellar luminosity (Lo is typically £5I_ 0 for T Tauri stars), and may
be modified if provision is made for the multiple scattering of photons in the flow (Friend
and Castor 1983). However, models for the winds of luminous (L°_105 - 106/_o) early-type
stars which include a consistent treatment of this effect are generally characterized by
_I V.c/L°£IO (see, e.g., the paper by Friend in this volume), whereas the above analysis

suggests that for T Tauri stars M V.c/L°_10,

iv. Alfven Wave-Driven Winds

Several authors (DeCampli 1981; Hartmann, Edwards, and Avrett 1982) have sug-

gested that mass loss from T Tauri stars can be driven by the force associated with an
outwardly propagating flux of Alfven waves. The applicabilityof such a mechanism can be
examined by using the qualitative wind model described in section IIb (iv). For a

spherically-symmetric outflow, equation (9) for V0 together with conservation of mass can

be used to derive an approximate expression for the mass loss rate due to a wave-driven
wind, (cf.Leer, Holzer, and Fl_ 198P.),

fr l_Iz

t.szsx 10.er  m_2s_ljtg-a--  2l -I , (17)

where FAo and B0 are, respectively, the wave energy flux and magnetic field strength at a
reference level to(= R°). To obtain an estimate of the maximum mass toss rate possible
with this mechanism, we first impose the restriction that FAo be less than or equal to the
stellar radiative flux Lo/47rR. _. For the hypothetical T Tauri star considered throughout
this section, this constraint, implies FAo-_l.45 x 101° erg cm-es -1. Alternatively, note that
for an Alfvdnie disturbance with the arbitrarily chosen initial amplitude fiB0 =/?0/_T'O,
the wave energy flux is simply FAo _(6H0_/87r) " (H0/_/4=---_-o0) _ 1.06 x 10 ° H03 No-_ erg
cm-Zs -I. Adopting No = 101_cm -s, it then follows that the requirement FAo<_L°/¢TrR. 2 limits
the field strength B 0 to values £ 239 gauss. From equation (17), the corresponding limit
on the mass loss rate is M £1.32 x 10--7/_ yr -l. This qualitative result is substantiated by
detailed model calculations carried out by DeCampli (1981_ and Hartmann, Edwards, and
Avrett (1982): namely, mass loss rates in the range M _10 -g- 10-TMo yr -1 can be
obtained for wave energy fluxes FAO of a magnitude such that 41rR._F_o~lO -1- 10°L..
Moreover, although wave dissipation and heating may occur throughout the wind
(perhaps giving rise to a variety of optical and ultraviolet emission features: cf. Hartmann
et al, 1982), the observed terminal velocities appear to be adequately accounted for by
models in which the waves propagate without damping (cf. DeCampli 1981). The central
(and presently unanswerable) question regarding the applicability of the mechanism to T
Tauri star winds is whether or not wave energy fluxes of the required magnitude are phy-
sically realizable.
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IV. Conclusions

It is apparent from the discussion given in the preceding sections that completely
satisfactory theories for mass loss from late-type evolved and pre-main-sequence stars

are presently unavailable. It should also be evident that if significant progress is to be
made toward the goal of identifying and understanding the physical processes responsi-

ble for the winds of cool stars, quantitatively reliable estimates of mass loss rates, termi-
nal velocities, and wind temperatures are necessary. In this regard, it is imperative that
the analysis of observational data be carried out using the best available theoretical

techniques.

In the case of mass loss from cool giant and supergiant stars, the central problem

with which potential driving mechanisms must contend is not just the production of winds

having 10-zI_ _/_lO-8/v_ yr -z. Indeed, for giants and supergiants a substantial portion of

the increase in _/ above the solar wind mass loss rate ( _o-_lO-Z4MoYr -z) can be attri-

buted to the fact that such stars have larger surface areas: simply scaling the solar wind

mass flux density to a star of M supergiant size (N._lOOONo) yields J_/"_/o

(R°//_)_-_lO-a/_ yr -z. Rather, the most en_matic property of the observed outflows is

that they are generally characterized by expansion velocities which are well below the

gravitational escape speed from the stellar surface. The production of a wind having both

a large mass loss rate and V, < IF,,c requires that: (i) most of the energy supplied to the

wind by the acceleration mechanism be deposited in the subsonic portion of the flow (to

ensure a large _0; and (ii),the driving force exceed gravity by only a small amount

throughout the supersonic portion of the flow (to ensure V, < V,,c) (el. Leer and Holzer

1980; Holzer, FI_, and Leer 1983). Virtually all of the mechanisms which have been pro-

posed to account for mass loss from cool, low-gravity stars lack these properties. This

difficulty represents perhaps the most formidable obstacle which must be overcome if

observation and theory are to be brought into agreement.

An outstanding problem which must be addressed by any theory of mass loss from T
Tauri stars is to account for the apparent efficiency with which the driving mechanism

operates (ef. DeCarnpli 1981). Assuming V.,..V_c. the rate at which kinetic energy is tran-
sported by the wind is _ l_I V_,.GM, M / R,. If the rates of mass loss from T Tauri stars

are actually as large as 10 -8- 10-7Mo yr -z, then _/ V2,/L,_.IO -_- 10 -z for the stellar

parameters given at the beginning of section Ill. The corresponding values of this param-
eter for the sun. an M supergiant (_/_10-eMoyr -l, V.,.qOkms-l.L,_10_fo), and an 0
supergiant (/_ _lO-eMoYr -I, V._I000 km s -l, L,_10e/_o) are _10 -?, 10 -7, and 10 -4, respec-

tively. Because of their intrinsic inefficiency, the mass loss mechanisms considered in
section Ill require excessive energy input rates in order to drive winds with

/2 _10-gMoyr -I.
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THE WINDS AND CORONAE OF EARLY-TYPE STARS

J. P. Cassinelli
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ABSTRACT

The properties of the winds of hot stars as derived from radio, ultraviolet

and X-ray observations is presented. Special focus is given to observations that

test line driven wind theory. In this theory the wind properties are determined

by the stellar effective temperature and surface gravity, but not parameters that

specify the mechanical or wave fluxes from the star. Alternate explanations of

the X-ray emission from the early-type stars are discussed. Evidence is given
for the presence of coronal zones at the base of the stellar winds.

Conclusive evidence for winds from early-type stars was provided in the
early days of ultraviolet astronomy by observations of OB supergiants by Morton

(1967). Figure 1 shows a tracing of one of the early spectra of the supergiant

Ori(O9.51a). The lines of C IV and Si IV show profile with emission longward of

line center and absorption extending far shortward of line center. Such profiles

are called "P Cygni" profiles after the star P Cyg which shows prominent lines

with this shape in the visible part of the spectrum. The lines observed in the
ultraviolet have shown that luminous hot stars have fast massive winds. The

velocities are typically in the range 1000 to 3000 km/sec or approximately 3

times the escape speed (Abbott 1978). The mass loss rates are greater than 10 -6

solar masses per year. The wind temperature,_ _, appears to be comparable to

the stellar effec$_ve temperature (30 to 50xlWOgK) as estimated from the low ion
stages such as Si _ that are observed to have P Cygni lines. These properties

are very _iAfferent from those_associated with the solar wind (v ~ 300-700 km/sec,

M ~ 10-_ _ M 8/yr, Tp ~lObK).

Ori
NV

H I Si IV C IV

Fig. 1 - Shows Morton's (1967) early observation of the ultraviolet spectrum
of _ Ori 09.51a. Wavelengths increase to the right from 1140 to 1630 A. Shown

are the P Cygni profiles of C IV and Si IV and shortward displaced absorption
lines of C Ill, N V, and Si Ill.
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Three topics will be discussed in this review: 1) The basic methods that

have been developed to derive the properties of winds; 2) The physical mechanisms

for driving the fast massive winds; and 3) A summary of current research problems.

Stellar Wind Properties Derived from Observations

The most important diagnostic of the structure of the winds are the P Cygni

profiles. The formation of a P Cygni profile for a strong resonance line that

has a rest wavelength, _n, is illustrated in figure 2. Let us assume the
velocity v(r) increases _onotonically in the outward direction and reaches a

terminal speed v . In such a flow any parcel of gas sees light emitted from
any other parcel®or light from the star as redshifted. A photon emitted radially

from the star at a wavelength slightly shortward of line center (_ < _n) may,
in traversing the wind, become scattered in a "resonance shell" at a radius where

the wind has the speed v(r) = C(_o-_)/L o. If the line opacity is very large,

the intercepted photon may be scattered many times in the resonant shell. The

radiation transfer is well described by the Sobolev escape probability theory

(Sobolev 1960, Castor 1970, Mihalas 1978). After the many scatterings, the
photon may escape in a direction, 0, relative to the radial direction. The

wavelength as seen by a distant observer will be redshifted to _' from its

original wavelength _ by an amount determined by the angle0: _'=_+(_v/c cos0).

Thus the photon labelled 2' that was scattered from the back side of the envelope

is seen at a wavelength larger than _n, and photon 1', last scattered from the
front side will be seen shortward of X_. If we assume that the ion which is

doing the scattering is very abundant i_ the wind, all of the photospheric

photons shortward of line center from __ to _n(1-v /c), will be scattered
out of the direct line of sight to the observer aMd wit-1 be redistributed over

the band Lo(1 + v®/c). The net effect is a depletion of photons shortward
of line cenzer_nd an excess longward of line center, thus forming a P Cygni

profile. We can see from this that it is very easy to determine the terminal

velocity from the star of the lines showing a sharp shortward edge. Weak lines

are also useful because from their shapes it is possible to derive information

about the spatial distribution of the ion in the wind. If we assume the

ion/proton abundance varies as rB, the resulting P Cygni lines have the shapes

shown in figure 3 for various values of B. For example, for B = 2 the ions are

concentrated far from the star and the line shows a sharp displaced absorption

near a_=Lv®/c. The dashed lines in Figure 3 show saturated profiles; for these
strong lines the information about the spatial distribution of the ion is lost.

A useful way to derive the rate of mass loss by stellar winds is to measure

the long wavelength continua of hot stars. At infrared and radi_ wavelengths the
dominant opacity is free-free absorption. This increases as _-, so if one

observes the star at sufficiently long wavelength the radius at which optical

depth equals unity can occur in the wind itself. This "effective photosphere" can

grow larger as one looks at even longer wavelengths. This increasing area of the

photosphere as a function of L gives rise to an infrared and radio excess

illustrated figure 4. At radio wavelengths the monochromatic photosphere may be
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Fig. 2 - Illustrates the formation of a P Cygni profile of a resonance line.
Panel A shows the scattering of two photons i and 2 out of the line of sight.

In a spherically symmetric system, two other photons I' and 2' will be scattered

into the line of sight. As shown in Panel B these will be redshifted because

of the expansion of the resonant shell. So scattered photons are redistributed

over a region -x to +x. This produces the P Cygni profile shown in Panel C. The
dashed line shows the distribution of re-emitted photons. The region labelled 0

corresponds to photons not seen by the observer because of the occultation by the
star.
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Fig. 3 - The dependence of P Cygni profiles on the ionization abundance

of a line producing ion in the wind. The ion abundance is assumed to vary with

radius as gi _ rB" The results for three different values of B are shown.

A) If an ion decreases in abundance with radius the absorption is at maximum

depth for small velocity displacement. C) If an ion increases in abundance with

r, the line may show little emission but a strong displaced absorption. The
dashed lines show the results for a saturated line. Note these are all identical

independent of B. (Adopted from Ulson 1978).
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LOGX
Fig. 4 - The effects of a massive wind on the free-free flux from an U4

star. In absence of the wind, the flux from the 04 star would resemble the Planck

distribution B,. The flux in the radio region (6 cm) yields a good measure of
the mass loss _ate. The infrared i to 100 p is sensitive to the density
structure near the base of tlle wind. The data for the 04f star is from

Cassinelli and Hartmann (1977).
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at tens OT stellar rad,1i where the flow has reached terminal speed, and therefore

p is decreasing as r-L. Thus the optical depth to the photosphere (T = 1) is

determined onlY5b/Y3the ma_s,oloss rate M, and we find for the energy distribution
LL_ = const _- '_(M/v )"/J (Cassinelli and Hartmann 1977). Infrared and

° , •

racTio observations have become one of the most Important methods for derlvlng

basic properties of stellar winds (Barlow and Cohen 1977; Abbott et al. 1980,

1981; Leitherer eta]. 1982). With the Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope
in New Mexico it is even possible to marginally resolve the radio monochromatic

photosphere. Resolved observations of the massive wind of P Cyg are discussed by
White and Becker (1982) and they derive interesting results about the temperature

and geometry of the flow.

The results for the mass loss rates in the HR diagram are shown in Figure 1

in MacGregor's paper present earlier. For the #tars at the luminous hot end of
the.HR diagram, the mass loss rates are >10- M_/yr and can even approach

10 -4 Me/yr for Wolf Rayet and 03 f* and 04 _ stars.

Wind Dynamics

What can drive such fast massive winds? Lucy and Solomon (1970), and

Castor, Abbott, and Klein (1976) argued that a Parker coronal wind mechanism

could not be responsible. _his is because speeds of 2000 km/sec would require a

coronal temperature of 6x10+_. This is incompatible with the low ionization
stages such as C j and Si J which indicate cool wind temperature.

The early-type stars are very luminous, and it is reasonable to think that
radiation pressure gradients play an important role in the mass loss. Line driven

wind theory has become well developed over the past dozen years by Lucy and

Solomon (1970), Castor, Abbott, and Klein (1975) (referred to as CAK), and Abbott

(1980, 1982). The dominant question since 1970 has been Can the radiation alone

from quiescent luminous stars be the cause of the fast massive winds? By

"quiescent star" I mean a star with no source for mechanical energy deposition

such as acoustic or magneto-acoustic waves. Early-type stars have negligible
convection zones, but there may be other sources of mechanical energy associated

with their fast rotation or possible magnetic fields or stellar pulsations. The

question asks, however, whether the radiation field alone, in isLolation from all
these other effects, can drive the winds. It is a straightforward but difficult

question.

The basic idea for line driven winds is as follows. Radiative acceleration

of the gas is proportional to the product of the wind opacity, K, and the flux

_ pacity is very large at the wavelengths of the resonance lines, but thex tends to be negligible at line wavelengths because of the line absorption

deeper in the atmosphere. However if a parcel of gas is moving outward, the

opacity is doppler shifted, and the parcel can be pushed by the large radiation

flux that is present on the short_ard side of tile line. The flux and hence the
outward acceleration varies as r-_ and thus the radiation effectively leads to a

decrease in the gravitational field. In the presence of the radiation field the

Parker momentum equation becomes;
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2a2 GM
- -7 (l-r)

l dv _ r r- (1)
v dr 2 2

V - a

where a is the sound speed and F is the ratio of the outward acceleration
due to radiation to the inward acceleration of gravity. Note, firstly that

because of the presence of r in Eq. 1, the effective gravity is greatly reduced
and transonic flow can occur at relatively low sound speeds as appears to be

required by the presence of low ion stages.

For there to be an outward increase of v in the subsonic region (where the

denominator is negative), it is necessary that r be less than unity. However

beyond the sonic point F is allowed to be greater than unity and this can lead to
a very large velocity gradient. This is sometimes known as the "after burner"

effect.

Lucy and _olomon (1970) showed that C IV _1550 alone could drive a mass loss
rate of _>10- Ms/yr to speeds v >1000 km/sec. Thus the line formation
process discussed in section 1 is directly associated with the acceleration of
the flow.

To get the observed large mass loss rates of M>IO -6 Mm yr -1, it is

presumably necessary to account for thousands of lines. CAK dev_loped a

convenient way to do this. The total acceleration is a sum over all lines of the

products of line opacity, Ko, and the flux in the line. The flux, in turn,
depends on the line radiation transfer through the wind, and this can be treated

using escape probability methods. Consider the resonance sh_ll refered to in

Figure 2. The flux at x in the l_ne is the stellar flux F_, times a
penetration probability, (l-e-)/T.

The__pptical dceaPnth,eT, through the shell is T= K_p A r-_ m_ p
VD(dV/dr)_, which normalized to the optical depth for t_n1_ opacity as

T:=K_, t. The acceleration on a strong line (i.e.,T >>1) becomes;

* -i

_&F x = F_(p VD) dv/dr

From which we see that the opacity cancels out and the acceleration

is proportional to dv/dr (or to l/t). If we ignore weak lines, the total
acceleration is proportional to the number of strong lines, N, times dv-_Td-r.Usin_
extensive line lists CAK and Abbott (1982) find that N can be fitted as N = N_tY.

Therefore the total line acceleration is proportional to (dv/dr) a with a = y__.

The problem of line driven winds is complicated by two problems. 1) A very

extensive line list is required. Abbott (1980) found that 20 chemical elements
have potentially optically thick lines and must be included in the driving force.

2) the acceleration from line opacity varies as (dv/dr) a with 0 < m < 1. The

wind momentum equation for dv/dr is therefore non-linear and so is quite unlike
the solar wind equation of Parker. It is interesting that Abbott (1982) finds

that for stars with a wide range in e_f_tive temperatures 5000 < T_f_ <
50,O00K, the acceleration is K(dv/dr) u'_u with approximately same e

constant K and index m. This results in part because as Toff changes the ions
doing the driving changes, but they tend to have their stroh_st lines at

wavelengths in the general region of the maximum of the Planck function.
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The main predictions of the line driven theory are (Abbott 1982)

v : ( I--_)'5 x Ves c = 1.5 Ves c,

which is to be compared with the empirical result v : 3 Vesc, and

= const (L/LB)I"9B,

versus the empirical result t?i:(L/L_))I"77.

The difference from 1.5 to 3 Ve_ c for v can be explained if multiple
scattering is accounted for, as shown _)y Friend'and Castor (1983). Thus we see

that the line driven wind theory does an amazingly good job in explaining the

observations of early-type stars. One must conclude that the dominant mechanism

in the acceleration of the winds of early-type stars has been identified.

The only stellar parameters accounted for so far are Tell, and g. No
mention has been made of wave energy and momentum or magnetic field phenomena

that we associate with the solar wind. It sounds too good to be true. Maybe it

is. There are several major problems that may not be explainable using the CAK

theory and these problems are at the focus of current research. - 1) Wolf-Rayet

stars present a serious problem because they appear to have an extremely large

mass loss rate. If we equate the photon momentum per second from the star L/c to
the momentum flow rate by the wind _ v , we derive an estimate of the maximum

mass loss rate that can be driven by }adiation; _M_Y = L/v c. Wolf-Rayet
stars exceed this limit by a factor of 10 to 30 (Barlb_'1982; _assinelli 1982;

and Abbott 1982). Several explanations are being considered. Firstly, within the
context of line driven wind theory, it has been argued that the limit can be

exceeded by a factor of 3 to 10 if multiple scattering is accounted for. The

photons from the stars are not destroyed in being scattered in the wind but
merely have been sent off in different directions, allowing further scattering

and momentum deposition to occur. The problem can also be alleviated somewhat,
if Wolf-Rayet stars are hotter and therefore have a higher luminosity than

assumed in the deriving M > 10 L/v c. Panagia and Felli (1982) argue that the

effective temperature may be 50% h_gher then usually assumed.

An alternate solution is that the winds of Wolf-Rayet stars are not driven

by radiation pressure but by magnetic acceleration mechanisms (Cassinelli 1982).
If the fields on Wolf-Rayet stars are >10 _ gauss the winds could be driven by

Alfven waves as suggested for the solar wind by Belcher (1971), Jacques (1978)

and for red supergiants by Hartmann and MacGregor (1980). As early-type stars are

rapid rotators it is also plausible that Wolf-Rayet winds could be driven by the
"fast magnetic rotator mechanism" of Belcher and MacGregor (1976) as applied to

pre-main-sequence stars by Hartmann and MacGregor (1982).
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2) A secondmajor current topic of research concerns observational evidence
for heating of the winds. Ionization stages higher than could be expected from
the CAKline driven wind theory are seen in the UVspectra of 0 and B stars.
Figure 5 showsthe broad P Cygni lines in _ Pup04f and wind displaced lines in
the main-sequencestar T Sco at the resonance lines of N V _1239and O Vl _1032.

Lamers and Morton (1976) suggested that these indicate that the wipds are heated

to temperatures high enough to collisionally produce 0 Vl (~2xlO_K).
Cassinelli, Castor, and Lamers (1978) commented on several problems with this

"warm wind" explanation. For example, to account for 0 VI over the entire wind of

Pup a mechanical luminosity of ~10% the radiative luminosity _ould be required
to balance the very efficient cooling that occurs at T = 2xlO_K.
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Fig. 5 - The spectra of _ Pup 04f and • Sco BOV in the region of the

resonance doublets of 0 VI and N V. The horizontal axes give the velocity (km

s-_) in the frame of the star. The arrows indicate the laboratory wavelen@th
of the lines. In the 0 Vl spectral region, the strong line at -1900 km s-_ is

Ly B. The sharp lines in the spectrum of _ Pup are interstellar lines. Adapted

from Lamers (1975).

Cassinelli and Olson (1979) suggested that the high ion stages could be

produced as a result of X-rays emitted from a coronal region at the base of the
wind. The Auger effect leads to the removal of two electrpns upon K shell
ionization of carbon, nitrogen or oxygen. Thus since 0+j is the dominant ion

stage in the cool wind of an 0 star, K shell ionization can lead to a trace

amounts of 0+5 and thereby explain the observed 0 VI line. This model predicted

that Of and OB supergiants would be X-ray sources with luminosities of ~1032

ergs/sec. The first observations made with the Einstein satellite (1979)
confirmed that essentially all 0 stars are X-ray sources (Harnden et al. 1979,

Seward et al. 1979). The X-ray luminosities for various stars on the HR

diagram are shown in Figure 6. The region over which the Auger enhanced lines of
the O Vl, N V, C IV, and Si IV are seen are also shown. For the early-type stars

the_X-ray luminosity is proportional the total luminosity of the star. (Ly/L =
10-', Long and White, 1980; Vaiana et al., 1980; Cassinelli et al., 1981;

and Seward and Chlebowski, 1982).
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SPECTRAL TYPE
Fig. 6 - X-ray emission in the HR diagram. The solid dots indicate stars

detected as X-rays sources by the Einstein satellite. For several stars the
logarithm of the X-ray luminosity is shown in the ovals. Upper limits are also
shown for a few supergiants and late-t)pe giants. The extent of the presence of
broad lines of the "superionization" ions in tileUV spectra at U Vl, N V, C IV,
and Si IV are indicated by the dashed lines for the early-type stars. Fer

early-type stars Ly is proportional to the stellar luminosity, as indicated,
while for late-typ_ stars the X-ray luminosity is proportional to rotation speed
squared as migiltbe expected fr_n coronal emission that depends on a dynamo

mechanism. This figure is fr_ the review by Cassinelli and MacGregor (1983).
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Does the detection of X-rays mean that the base corona plus cool wind
picture is correct? If so, it implies that there is mechanical heating occurring

at the base of the wind; and there is a flux of mechanical energy emergent from

the stellar interior; and the mass loss is not fully explained by line driven
wind theory. Figure 7a shows the X-ray energy distribution predicted from the

slab corona plus cool wind model of Cassinelli and Olson (1979) compared with the

observations of _ Ori BO.5Ia made from the Einstein satellite using the solid

state spectrometer (SSS), (Cassinelli and Swank 1983). The empirical model

predicted that there should be a sharp decrease in the flux at 0.6 keV because of

attenation in the cool wind by the K shell edge opacity of oxygen. The

observations show clearly that the edge is not there. The X-rays must be formed

further out in the wind. The need for a base corona is no longer evident.

A recent explanation for the X-ray energy distribution gives fresh support

for the radiatively initiated wind idea. Lucy and White (1981) and Lucy (1982b)
have proposed that the X-rays arise in shocks embedded in the wind. Shocks

should form, they argue, because line driven winds are unstable. Consider two

neighboring gas elements at the same height in the atmosphere. If one is given a
slight outward velocity increment relative to the other, it will have its line

opacity doppler displaced into a frequency band with more flux (i.e. less

blocking by the line opacity deeper in the atmosphere). Therefore the velocity
increment will grow. This and the related instabilities of line driven winds has

been analyzed by Nelson and Hearn (1978), MacGregor, Hartmann, and Raymond (1979),

Carlberg (1980), and Kahn (1981). Lucy and White (1980) proposed that the

instabilities grow to form blobs that are radiatively driven through the ambient
gas and have X-rays formed in a bow shock at the front face of the blob. The

X-rays are still formed relatively close to the base of the wind in this model

and still predict a significant edge at 0.6 keV as is seen in Figure 7b. Lucy
(1982b) has proposed a different limiting form for the flow instability. He

suggests a periodic shock model, in which the shock is accelerated by radiation

in the wavelength band corresponding to the increment in velocity that occurs
from one shock to the next. (See Fig. 8).

The predictions of Lucy (1982b) are analyzed for _ Ori by Cassinelli and

Swank (1983) (Figure 7c). To explain the X-rays some very stEong shocks are

needed with shock velocities >500 km/sec to provide T=3xlOVK. One strong shock
is needed every 21 hours. The wind flushing time, however, is only_3 hours and

large variations in the X-ray flux might be expected. The X-rays of _ Ori are not

variable, however, (Cassinelli et al. 1983). Therefore the strong shock is not
spherically symmetric about the star but must be broken into at least 25 or so

"shreds" distributed through the flow. Lucy (1982a) offers further empirical

support for his periodic shock model by arguing that the observed P Cygni

profiles with their broad dark absorption imply the flow velocity is a
non-monotonic function of radius.
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With the modification of radiation driven wind theory to include radiatively

driven instabilities, it does appear that the answer to our original question is:

Yes, a quiescient luminous star can push off a fast massive wind, and can explain

the presence of "coronal" phenomena such as X-ray and anomalously high ionization

lines. The debate is going on, nonetheless. C_ssinelli and Swank (1983) point
out that there is evidence for gas at ~15x10VK in OB supergiants and U

main-sequence stars. The stars show X-ray lines of Si XIII and S XV at ~2 keV.

These may be difficult to explain with radiation driven wind models, but are

easily explainable if the stars have magnetic loops analogous to magnetic

structures in the solar corona. The Wolf-Rayet problem discussed earlier is also
not yet resolved in that it is not yet clear whether an alternate wind driving

mechanism is required. It is surprising, nevertheless, that so straightforward a

model as the radiation driven wind model has withstood so many tests. Solar wind
physicists are certainly encouraged to use their expertise to develop other

diagnostics of the structure of the fast massive winds of early-type stars.

-7

"1/
J

iV(r)

Fig. 8 - The phenemenological description of the hypersonic motions adopted
by Lucy (1982b). The functions V(r) and U(r) denote the shock's velocity in the

star's frame and their propagation speed, respectively, at radial distance r.
The quantity _ is the basic parameter of the model and is defined such that

va s is the velocity interval within which matter in a shock's wake is irradiated

by unattenuated photospheric continuum. (adopted from Lucy 1982b).
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ALFVEN WAVES IN STELLAR WINDS

Thomas E. Holzer

High Altitude Observatory

The National Center for Atmospheric Research ?
Boulder, CO 80307

ABSTRACT

We examine the propagation and damping of Alfvgn waves in stellar winds

and the effects of these waves on the wind mass-loss rate, asymptotic flow
speed, and radial temperature profile. A simple, analytic description of a wind

with waves which are undamped in the region of subsonic flow is developed for a

broad range of stellar conditions, and numerical models with wave damping are
applied to the massive winds from cool, low-gravity stars. We find no basis for

the widely held belief that Alfvgn-wave driven winds from these cool, low-gravity

stars can exhibit both a very large mass-loss rate and a very small asymptotic
flow speed. This difficulty for the Alfvgn-wave mechanism is common to other

mechanisms for driving these massive winds and points to the need for a care-

ful evaluation of the observational inferences of asymptotic flow speeds. We

also find that the radial temperature profile produced by invoking a constant
damping length for the waves is significantly different from that produced by a

self-consistent description of frictional wave damping for a wave frequency

which is presumably consistent with the chosen constant damping length. An
interesting sidelight of the present study is the discovery of the existence of
two (rather than just one) transsonic solutions to the stellar wind equation of

motion for a given set of boundary condition.

*Based on a paper "AlfvSn Waves in Ste]3ar Winds" by Thomas E. Ho]zer, Tor F]_, and Egi] Leer,
submitted to Astrop,_.ys. J., 1983.

tThe National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Founda-
tion.
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STELLARWINDSDRIVENBYMULTI-LINESCATTERING

David B. Friend
AdvancedStudy Program/High Altitude Observatory

National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado 80307

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a model of a radiation-driven stellar wind with over-
lapping spectral lines. It is based on the Castor, Abbott, and Klein (CAK)
theory. The presence of overlapping lines allows a photon to be scattered many
times in different lines. I assumea randomseparation between strong lines,
which makes it possible to find the angular distribution of the wavelength-
averaged intensity of radiation from the star. The properties of the wind at any
point depend on this intensity, which in turn depends on the structure of the
wind. A self-consistent wind model is found. The mass loss rate does not satu-
rate as line overlap becomesmore pronounced, but continues to increase-_---The
terminal velocity is much larger than in the CAKmodel, while the velocity law is
shallower. This model might help explain the massive winds from Wolf-Rayet
stars.

Introduction

Previous models for radiation-driven stellar winds [e.g., Castor, Abbott,
and Klein, 1975; hereafter CAK]have not considered the fact that if the spectral
lines that drive the wind are packed densely enough, a photon can scatter in more
than one line. Multiple scatterings of photons in overlapping lines may explain
someaspects of the winds from early-type stars. "Overlap" in this context means
that the lines are separated by less than twice the wind velocity Doppler shift:

A_ _ 2v (I)
c

where v is the velocity of the wind. How overlap causes multiple scatterings,

and how we include this effect in the radiation force, is discussed in the next

section.

Another shortcoming of the earliest stellar wind models is that they do not

include the correct angle integration of the core radiation in the calculation of

the radiation force, but instead assume radial streaming. This angle integration

is important for the multi-scattering process because, as we shall see, line

overlap affects the wind through the angular distribution of radiation.

The combination of the angle integration and overlapping lines may be able

to explain the observed terminal velocities of early-type stellar winds. The CAK

theory predicts that the terminal velocity is proportional to the escape

velocity:

1/2

v = v , (2)
oo esc
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where _ is essentially independent of spectral type, and has a value between 0.5
and 0.7 [Abbott, 1982a]. Thus, the CAKmodel would predict v_ =
(1.0-1.5)Yes c. This relation may be correct for late B and early A stars
[Abbott, 1982a], but is incorrect for 0 stars, which have a constant of proporti-
onality of about 3 [Abbott, 1978; Garmanyet al., 1981]. In section IV of this
paper we will see that a self-consistent multi-scattering model does indeed pre-
dict that the terminal _velocity is higher than in CAK, and increases with in-
creasing line overlap.

The quantity _ = Mv_c/L, which is the ratio of the momentumcarried to
infinity by the wind to the radiative momentumof the star, can be thought Df as
an efficiency of ejecting matter in the wind. (M is the mass loss rate and L is
the stellar luminosity.) In the "single scattering limit," in which a photon can
give its momentumto the wind only once, E cannot exceed unity. _ is observed to
be greater than one in someOf stars [Ferrari-Toniolo, Persi, and Grasdalen,
1981] and muchgreater than one in Wolf-Rayet stars [Barlow, Smith and Willis,
1981; Abbott, 1982b]. It is often claimed that this is evidence that these winds
are not radiatively driven. Wewill see that the multi-scattering model pre-
sented here has c values substantially larger than unity, and it appears that c
could be arbitrarily large if there are enough lines.

Method

If we consider only monotonically increasing velocity laws, a photon is
continually redshifted, in the reference frame of the expanding gas, as it
travels outward through the wind. After scattering in a line, if there is no
other line with a rest wavelength within the wind-velocity Doppler shift of the
first line (as described by Eq. (1)), the photon can escape from the atmosphere.
If the lines overlap, as is the case for the UV resonance lines in OBstar atmo-
spheres [Panagia and Macchetto, 1982], the photon can now scatter in another
line. It will continue Scattering in lines with longer wavelengths until it
escapes from the atmosphere or collides with the photosphere. Figure 1 illu-
strates the process schematically.

This is a formidable problem to treat accurately. One feasible, but costly,
approach is to do a Monte-Carlo simulation of the multiple scattering process
using a complete tabulation of scattering lines. A more approximate but much
less costly method is to makea statistical assumption. The real wavelength
distribution of lines is markedly clumpy, since lines are often present as fairly
closely spacedmultiplets. Whenthe richness of the spectrum increases, however,
the chance groupings of lines of different elements and ions may becomemore
prominent than the multiplet structure. This is the regime in which a
statistical treatment may succeed.

The statistical model that is advanced is this: lines have random
wavelengths and strengths such that different strengths form independent
processes. This assumption enables us to use the crucial simplification that the
intensity of the radiation field depends only on the wavelengths and strengths of
lines that have already scattered photons, and hence the presence or absence of a
line at a given location, and its strength if there is one, are statistically
independent of the intensity. The radiative transfer problem is then tractable,
and wemay solve for the angle-dependent intensity of radiation (averaged over a
suitable wavelength range). For the details of this calculation, see Friend and
Castor [1983].
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Figure I. (a) Diagram of the path of a photon from the stellar surface (point a)

to its escape from the atmosphere (point b). It is scattered by four lines in

the process. (b) Wavelengths of spectral lines %1 through %5 are shown, along

with the wavelength of the photon at points a and b and the wind terminal

velocity Doppler shift AX/X = v_/c, in the reference frame of the expanding

wind. Lines %1 through %4 "overlap" and each scatters the photon, while line %5

is at too long a wavelength.

The solution gives the blocking factor, B, which is the fraction of the out-

ward flux that is reflected back into the photosphere, and the correction factor

to the line force in the CAK model of radially-streaming radiation, which we call

Fa •

The radiation force in our model is obtained by multiplying the force

multiplier function M(t) of CAK by the correction factor Fa, Recall that in

CAK M(t) is approximated by kt-=, where t is the optical depth parameter [see

CAK equation (5)]. We will add an additional complication here, which takes into

account the variation of ionization state with density. Abbott [1982a] showed

that the dependence of the radiation force on density is approximately given by

(p/W) 0"I (see his eq_ (12)), where W is the dilution factor, Since p is
proportional to M/vr _ and W is approximately (I/4)(R,/r_ 2, we write the new

force multiplier as

M(t) ffi A (__)0. I
Vth

_ZR_v (--t-) Fa (3 )

The Vth _ term is included since the CAK force constant k is actually pro-

portional to it (see CAK, eq. (15)). For ease of comparison with CAK, we will

use _ = 0.7 as they did. The constant A is a measure of the number of strong

lines.
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Solution of Equation of Motion

The equation of motion for the wind, from CAK, is
L dP

dv GM+ e [l+M(t)] - !__$
- 2 2 p drr 4_cr

(4)

(Oe is the electron scattering opacity.) The gas pressure Pg will be written
as pa 2, where a is the isothermal sound speed (assumed constant). Using Eq. (3)

for M(t), substituting pa 2 for P_, and using the continuity equation
M = 4_pvr 2 to eliminate p, yields

2 • 0.I

.... Fa(---_ r V_r ) (5)
v--) d-_ r 2 r r R.v oe

for the equation of motion.

luminosity:

F is the ratio of the luminosity to the Eddington

o L

£ _ L _ e (6)

LED D 4_GMc

The topology of solutions is exactly the same as in CAK, and the only acceptable

wind solution passes through a unique critical point. The critical point

conditions give us the velocity and velocity gradient at the critical point, and

the mass loss rate, given the critical radius.

We must find a wind model whose velocity law and mass loss rate are con-

sistent with the angle-dependent radiation force. We may begin by specify-

ing the factor Fa as a function of radius, and then solving the wind equation

of motion and critical point conditions to get the wind structure. We must make

an intitial guess for the location of the critical point, and then adjust the

critical radius until the electron scattering optical depth is unity at the

specified photospheric radius. The wind parameters thus found can then be used

to calculate the radiation field and Fa(r). The process is repeated until con-

vergence is obtained. About i0 to 20 iterations were required for Fa(r) to

converge.

Results

The procedure described in the previous section was performed for stellar

data representing an O5f star and five values of the radiation force constant A

(see section II). The stellar parameters chosen were the ones used in section IV

of CAK: L = 9.66 x 105 L_, M = 60 Me, and R, = 13.8 Re . Figure 2 shows

Fa(r) for three different values of log A (in cgs units). For small r there is

not much variation in Fa for different A, but at large radii the force is much

larger for larger A. The radiation force is smaller than in CAK at small r

(r < 2R,) and larger than in CAK for large r. This has the effect of making

the velocity law more gradual and the terminal velocity larger.
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Figure 2. Correction factor Fa as a function of radius (plotted as R,/r).

The three curves are labelled with the value of log A (in cgs units).

The increase of Fa at large radii with increasing A is due to a broadening

of the angular distribution of radiation. Increasing the overlap (larger A)

means increasing the number of scatterings, which broadens the angular distri-

bution. (The intensity at large angles goes up as more photons are scattered.)

This makes the optical depth parameter t smaller (for large r). The radiation

force then increases since it is proportional to t-a.

Figure 3 shows velocity laws for the three cases of Fig. 2. For all A

values, and especially for the intermediate one, v(r) is close to the relation

v(r) = v (l-R,/r) (7)

which is closer to what observations indicate is the actual velocity law in

early-type stars [Lamers and Morton, 1976; Barlow and Cohen, 1977; Van Blerkom,

1978].

Table 1 gives the mass loss rate and terminal velocity, the blocking factor

B, and the radius, velocity and Fa function at the critical point, for the five

different values of A. The CAK results for the same star are also shown. The

terminal velocity is much higher than in CAK, even for the smallest value of A.

This means that simply including the angle integration in the radiation force

increases the terminal velocity to a value more consistent with observations.
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Velocity laws for the three cases shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1. Results of Model

Tog A -5.0 -4.6 -4.3 -4.1 -4.0 CAK

i_ (10 -6 Me yr -I)

v(km s-I)

B

IOB/3(I-B)

_v®c/L

rc/R.

v (kin s-I)
c

Fa(r c)

0,59 2.7 8.6 18 28

3350 3500 3900 4300 4600

0.03 0.12 0.32 0.49 0.62

0.103 0.455 1.57 3.20 5.44

0. I01 0.483 1.71 3.95 6.58

1.05 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.07

250 255 274 288 307

0.65 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.67

6.6

1515

0.511

1.50

950
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The mass loss rate for the log A -- -4.3 case ( which corresponds most
closely to CAK) is only slightly higher than the CAKvalue, so line overlap does
not have a significant effect. The variation of M with A i_ due to the increase
in the numberof lines. What is unexpected is that M does not saturate as line
line overlap becomesmore pronounced. This is probably due_to the assumption of
randomline spacing, as clustering of lines tends to reduce the force [see Olson,
1982]. Another result of Table 1 is that the blocking factor correlates well
with the "wind efficiency" c = M v==c/L(see Table i):

B__ ,, 0.3 c (8)
1-B ....

For blocking factors approaching one, _ can become very large, so winds with

multiple scatterings are much more efficient in ejecting matter than single-

scattering winds. This may be especially relevant for WolfLRayet stars.
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FORMATION OF STANDING SHOCKS IN STELLAR WINDS
AND RELATED ASTROPHYSICAL FLOWS.

K. Tsinganos, S.R. Habbal, R. Rosner
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

Cambridge, MA, 02138.

ABSTRACT

_tellar winds and other analogous astrophysical flows can be described, to lowest order, by the
familiar role-dimensional hydrodynamic equations which, being nonlinear, admit in some instances
discontinuous as well as continuous transonic solutions for identical inner boundary conditions. We
elaborate on the physics underling the formation of the discontinuous transonic solutions; discuss

cl_ractcriyrics of the time-dependent differential equations of motion to show how a perturbation
changes profile in time and, under well-defined conditions, develops into a stationary shock discon o
t.inuity; and show how the formation of standing shocks in wind-type astrophysical flows depends on
the fulfillment of appropriate necessa_ conditions, which are determined by the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy across the discontinuity, and certain suffwient conditions, which are
determined by the flow's "history'.

L Introduction

The present pa_r continues the study of the solution topologies of the time-dependent isother-
mal wind equations presented by Habbal, Rosner & Tsinganos (198_; Paper I) in these Proceedings;
these two studies are motivated by the desire to understand how the simplest hydrodynamic equations
describing spherically symmetric solar-wind type astrophysical flows (Parker 1965) respond to pertur-
bations which disturb the radial symmetry of the outflow (Kopp & Hoher 1976; Munro & Jackson
1977) or, equivalently (cfo Habbal & Tsinganos 1983), perturb the outflow by means of a localized
non-thermal momentum deposition in the thermal gas (Holzer 1977). In this paper, we consider the
consequences of a localized phenomenological momentum perturbation term of the form (Paper I)

[
D[Do, Rp,C,r] (R, t) = D Otl-e j dyn/gm , (1)

where the free parameters D . R_, o', and 1" characterize the amplitude, location, spatial and tern-
poral width, respectively, of t_'e f_nction D(R,t). The detailed dependence of the steady solutions of

the governing hydrostatic equations on the parameters D o, R_, and e for 'r ,, 0 can be found in
Habbai & Tsinganos (1985). The specific purpose of this noteP_ to further elaborate on the physics
underlying the response of the governing hydrodynamic equations to perturbations of the form (1)
above (discussed in Paper I), and, in particular, to discuss qualitatively the conditions leading to the
formation of shocks in the flow. We shall show that in certain limiting cases much of the relatively
complex behavior can be understoodon the basisof the straightforwardtheoryof characteristics.

2. Nature of the Equations of Motion

In the following we discuss briefly the nature of the equations of motion and how they allow
the development of shocks in the flow. First, it is convenient to write the continuity and momentum
balance equationsin the followingform

op ap w OA 0A

+Av +Ap = p et OR '

0# _, 0v GM

pv-p T2- , (2b)
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where c = [dpldp] 112 is the isothermal sound speed and A(R,t) and D(R,t) axe the g_vtn functions of
the flow tube's cross section and non-thermal momentum deposition, respectively.

Eqs. (2) form a system of two quasilinear partial differential equations of the first order for the
functions p and v of the two independent variables R and t, for which solutions in closed form are
not known. However, the qualitative behavior of their solutions and the associated physical effects
can be simply upderstood by exploiting the hyperbolic nature of these equations; the formal theory
of hyperbolic partial differential equations shows then that there exist two characteristic directions at
every point of the (R,t)-plane which define the characteristics of Eqs. (2) (Courant & Friedrichs 1948),

dR
-- V+C (_)

dt

The physical significance of these characteristics can be understood as follows.
velocity in terms of the potential ,(R,t),

• I_(R,t) 0"(R,t) v 2 Ic2d, GM I- + D(_) d_[
OR - v , 8t 2 p R

Expressing the

(4)

we obtain a single differential equation for ,(R,t),

82 . 02 . 02" _nA GM] a'nA 0 y R+2v_ +(v2-c 2)_ = v[c2 _-_ +D-_ +c2 _ + Ot D(_,t)d_[.

R o

(5)

Consider then a small perturbation 6"(R,t) superimposed on some solution ._(R,t) of Eq. (5).

Following Landau & Lifshitz (197'5), we substitute • ffi "o ÷ _I_ in (5) and obtain toViowest order the
following equation for _,

a2/t' 025" 2 a2_

+ o ot + (Vo - = 0 , (6)

where Vo--fl_o/0R is the '_azkgruund" flow field (see below). We write _I_ ffi Be i_, where B is a
slowly varying function of R and t and the "eikonal" • is almost linear in R and t; the "group velo-
city" of the disturbance is then dR/dt = dco/dk, where k = i3_/i3R and co = 0_liX. We obtain from
(6) for this "group velocity" of the perturbation,

dR

dt - Vo(R't) + c , (7)

a relation which coincides with the slope ($) of the characteristic directions on the plane R-t. From

the physical point of view Eq. (7) gives the velocity of propagation of sound waves in the moving
gas relative to some fixed coordinate system; and since a disturbance of finite amplitude and dura-
tion can be regarded as a superposition of a sequence of small amplitude and duration perturbations,
Eq. (7) describes the propagation of finite perturbations in the atmosphere as well (Courant &
Friedrichs 19'_8, Landau & Lifshitz 1975). It is evident then that the characteristics represent the

paths of all possible disturbances in the (R-t)-plane. The inevitable result of having a non-uniform
velocity field, dvJdR ¢ 0, is that the profile of some initial perturbation changes as it propagates in

the atmosphere. "For example, if dvo/dR < 0 somewhere in the flow, an outward-propagating wave
finds its leading segment travelling flower than its trailing edge; the result is that its amplitude pro-
file "steepens". The perturbation then may "break," i.e., it may steepen enough so that the total den-
sity and velocity are no longer single-valued; in that case the characteristics intersect (Landau &
Lifshitz 1975), and a shock has been formed in the flow. Whether this indeed leads to an equili-

brium solution with a discontinuity depends on two facts: first, on the existence of such equilibrium
solutions involving shocks for the given set of spatial parameters in the steady state equations (Hab-
hal & Tsinganos 1985); and second, on the temporal history of the flow, as discussed below.
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3. Evolution of the Perturbation and Shock Formation

We would now like to see whether the above discussion of characteristics can shed any light on

an understanding of the behavior of a perturbed isothermal wind flow. We begin with a steady
and isothermal (single critical point, or Parker) wind flow at t-0, and apply a perturbation of the
type given in Eq. (1). As shown in Paper I, which of the (maximally three in the present, simplest
case) distinct steady solutions the perturbed flow finally approaches depends upon the time scale
parameter 1" of the perturbation; whereas the character of these possible alternative steady states is

determined by the remaining parameters of the perturbation I_)_ R_, and o'], which fix the spatial
form and strength of the perturbation (Habbal & Tsinganos ._,. Ii_ow is one of these steady states

selected by virtue of the time scale of the perturbation?

The first point to note is that the flow is characterized by three distinct time scales: the advec-

tion time scale _'affiRIv, the downstream signal propagation time scale 1"+ = Ri(v+c) [corresponding to
propagation along the C + characteristics], and the upstream signal propagation time scale I"_ ffiR/(v-
c) [corresponding to propagation along the C- characteristics];, the cruci_ element is that although I"a

and 1"+ are comparable in the region of interest (i.e., of order of $ x 10" sec near the sonic point), _'.
may be very large;, the question is then how 1" compares with these three flow time scales.

Consider then the evolution of the solutions sketched in Figs. (a)-(d) [see also Fig. 2 of Paper I],

which qualitatively reproduce the essential features of the time-dependent solutions. In each case, we
have sketched the velocity profiles of the initial Parker-type flow field, vin(R,t=0), the final equili-

brium flow field v,,,_(R,t "_) consistent with some given set of the spatial parameters [D o, Rp, o']
characterizing D('R_"_ahd, finally, an intermediate velocity field v(R,_t) which results after, say, a time
at of the order 10"z secs of momentum deposition. The question we would like to address then is:
given the initial state v .(R,t=0) and the parameters [Dn, R_, ¢, ':'] of our momentum deposition,
what is the final state tgards which the intermediate s['ate _(R,St) evolves? That is, which of the

three possible states - the continuous transonic solution, or any one of the allowed (if any) discon-
tinuous transonic solutions -- the system chooses to relax to after a sufficiently long evolution?

In the first case (Fig. a), no difficulty arises: in this case, the asymptotic value of D is suffi-
ciently small that the steady perturbed solution (corresponding to t -_) is unique and continuous, and
always passes through the outer critical point; the eventual evolution of the intermediate solution is
hence unambiguous. This is, however, not the case for the three other examples given, for which
the asymptotic value of D is sufficiently large to resuk asymptotically in three distinct steady tran-
sonic solutions. In the first of the latter cases (Fig. b), I" is large (-40,000 secs) when compared to _'+

and Ca everywhere, and when compared to 1"_ almost everywhere. Hence the flow profile evolves
slowly, and the propagation of disturbances along characteristics may be viewed as occurring on a
background flow field which is relatively steady almost everywhere; the exceptional location is near
the sonic point(s), where the C- characteristic becomes vertical (as can be seen from the sketch of the

C- characteristics in Fig. f, derived from the numerical solutions given in Paper I). Thus, the flow
is near equilibrium essentially during the entire course of its history; but which sequence of equili-
bria is followed? The key point is that this sequence of equilibria (corresponding to a gradually

increasing amplitude for D o, cf. Habbai & Tsinganos 1983) is characterized by always having an
outer sonic point downstream from the (eventual) inner critical point, and hence always has a region
of subsonic flow between these two "x-type" critical points. Hence, once the flow becomes supersonic
near the (eventual) inner critical point, the C- characteristics are "trapped" between the two critical

points, and the downstream-facing C- characteristics emanating just downstream from the inner criti-
cal point must intersect the upstream-facing C- characteristics emanating from the subsonic region
just upstream from the outer critical point; a shock results (Fig. f), and the subsequent sequence of
quasi-steady solutions corresponds to the discontinuous solution branch of the steady equations (for
this choice of q', that corresponding to the upstream shock). Note that from the characteristics one
may readily obtain the time scale for, viz., formation of shocks by locating their first intersection.

The opposite extreme is obtained for very small f (_10 secs; Fig. d); in this case the time scale
for the perturbation is far shorter than any signal propagation time scale in the flow. Hence, the
flow is never near any equilibrium solution during the time of significant change in the perturbing
momentum deposition term; for 0 < t < 1", the flow's evolution is essentially entirely determined by
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are sketches (taken from the solutions obtained in Paper I) of the solution topologies
for the velocity field of the wind equations (2) with a localized momentum deposition
function similar to the gaussian given by expression (1), for different values of the
parameters D,.,, Rn, o" and 1" and at three representative times: t=0, t-St>0 and _®.
The dotted soluticgn Is the initial velocity v_. (R,t-0), the dashed solution is the inter-
mediate velocJty v(Rjt) and the solid veloc_ curves, %, (R,r_), represent the solu-
t/on topologies of the steady state equations (2). All figures (a)-(d) have the same
values of the parameters Rnand ¢r while figures (b)-(d) correspond to the same set of
the spatial parameters [Dn, rRn, o'] with ¢ decreasing from (b) to (d). The two verti-
cal solid lines in figures (l))-(d_ indtcate the location of the steady state shocks.
are sketches of the C" characteristics. In Fig. (e) are plotted the fan-like characteristics
of the initial flow Vtn(R,t-0); and in Fig. (f)the intersecting characteristics of the
evolving flow field (Fig. b). The effect of this momentum addition with a large
value of ,r is to "turn" downstream the characteristics just downstream of the inner
critical point such that they intersect the upstream facing characteristics just upstream
of the outer critical point.
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the local acceleration due to the imposed perturbation. Thus, by the time the perturbation has
reached its final amplitude and form, the flow has been locally accelerated (by the external force) to
virtually its final (steady) spatial form throughout the region of application of the perturbation.
Note that the discontinuity which temporarily forms is advected downstream from the position of the
second shock because the C- characteristics immediately downstream from this position face down-
stream; the continuous transonic solution is obtained.

Finally, in the intermediate case sketched in Fig. (c), the intermediate solution v(R,_t) finds itself
close to the equilibrium solution which involves the second (downstream) shock. Subsequent propa-
gation along the C- characteristics leads to the steepening of the velocity profile and the intersection
of the characteristics at a location between the two equilibrium shocks; the intersection is convected
downstream until it finds an equilibrium at the position of the second shock, and the system relaxes

to the equilibrium solution which involves this second shock.

In all these cases the discontinuity forms because of the dispersive properties of the non-
uniform background flow which lead to the gradual intersection of the C- characteristics. The value

of the time constant of the perturbation _" determines how soon and where in the flow, in relation to

the position of the equilibrium shocks, this intersection occurs. In other words, I" determines how
rapidly the fan-like C characteristics of the unperturbed flow (Fig. e) will be "turned" so as to "face"
one another, Le., converge, and inevitably intersect before the changes in the background flow are
convected downstream past the positions of the equilibrium shocks (Fig. f). Notice that propagation
along the C + characteristics does not lead to any interesting effects since the changes are advecr_

away relatively fast due to the smaller value of ,r..

4. Summary

We have shown that the formation of standing shocks in wind-type astrophysical flows with

some effective, localized, non-thermal momentum deposition depending on the spatial parameters D_
R_ and o" - which determine its amplitude, location and width, respectively - and the temporal
p_meter _" - which determines iB temporal width - requires both necessa_ and suffic_en_ condi-

tions. The _cessm,,y conditions are simply the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy - but not entropy - across the shock discontinuity, which in :urn depend

on the set of the spatial parameters [Do, Ro, _]. The _ff_tt conditions are determined by the
detailed temporal evolution of the non-thend-al momentum addition and, in particular, on the inter-
section of the C- characteristics of the flow upstream of the position of the equilibrium shocks,
which in turn depends on the fourth parameter I". It is expected that such standing shocks might be
formed in astrophysical flows such as the solar and stellar winds, or flows in astrophysical jets, when
these necessary and sufficient conditions are satisfied.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by NASA grants NAGW-2_t9 (S.RJ-I) and NAGW-79
(R.R & K.T) at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.
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STELLAR WIND MODELS AND FLOW-TUBE GEOMETRY

D. Summers
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ABSTRACT

We examine the influence of flow-tube geometry on a fluid-dynamic model of

a solar wind type flow (i.e. a thermal wind). We find that as the divergence

of the flow-tube increases the expansion speed of the wind increases throughout

the flow, over a given parameter range. Further, corresponding to a specified

flow-tube geometry the terminal velocity of the wind may be far in excess of the

value corresponding to purely spherically symmetric flow.

In this paper we shall investigate the influence of flow-tube geometry on

a thermal stellar wind by means of a flow-tube model originally proposed by

Parker (1963). The model describes steady, polytropic gas flow along a radially
oriented flow-tube whose cross-sectional area is proportional to r where r

denotes radial distance and s is a divergence parameter. The equation for the

wind speed u is

_2 d_ I _ [_-_J°!(_-l)/2_-s(_-l)l
dE _ - 2 = (e-l)/2$1-s(_-l)_s - B , (I)

where

2

mu 2 r mGM mu0
- - B =-- , _0 :--2kT0 ' _ r0 ' kT0r0 2kT0

and m is the mean particle mass, u and T are the values of the speed and
.O

temperature evaluated at the coronal _ase radlus r , and _ is the polytropic

index. From equation (i) may be derived the Bernoulli integrals,

I_] (_-I)12+ _ $-s (_-I) B - _0 + c_----I-B , _ # i (2)

+ log
_o - B , c¢ # I (3)

If i < _ < (2s+l)/(2s-l) then equation (I) has a critical (sonic) point

of the saddle-type which is given by
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_c = B/(2S_c) (4)

When we require that this critical point lie on the solutions (2) and (3)

we obtain the fundamental 'eigenvalue' equations for _o'

=_o + c__--im - B L c_-l -- _o
(a-I)/2] 2 /[2s+l-_(2s-l) ]

J
(5)

I < _ < (2s+l)/(2s-l)

gls o)½C0 - _ -- ½ - s + log (2_ , _ = I . (6)

The zero subscript is used in equations (5) and (6), and will hereafter be used

in this paper, to denote the base speed of the transonic solution.

If i < _ < (2s+l)/(2s-l), then from (2) the wind speed u approaches a

terminal value u given by

2

_ = mu_ = _o +2kT0 _i - B " (7)

Equations (5) and (6) may be regarded as equations determining the wind

speed u at the coronal base, for given values of _, B, and s. Equation (7)
• O

then glves the terminal wind speed u in terms of u . In particular, it is
• _ O

clear that u and u are functlons of the divergence parameter s. Expected
Q

physical requlrements _see Summers, 1982) on the wind lead to the conditions

as < B < _/(_-I) for i < _ < (2s+l)/(2s-l), and s < B for _ = i. In order

to _llustrate the influence of the parameter s on the values of u and u ,
O

we have taken solar parameters (i.e. r = R , M = M , and m = ½x(proton mass)
and we have calculated u and u bot_ for e e . '

s = 2, correspondlng to purely

spherically symmetric flo_, and for s = s* = _/_, corresponding to the limit-

ing situation when the critical (sonic) point occurs at the coronal base r = r .
o

The results, which are shown in Table I, are given for various values of

and T .
o

Table I

Variation of the wind speeds u and u (each measured in
O.

divergence parameter s, for given polytropic indices a,

temperatures T .
O

km s -I) with the

and given base

T = 2 x 10eK T = 1.5 x lOeK T = I06K
O O O

1.01 I.I 1.2 1.01 i.i

[Uo]s=2 20.2 9.26 0.045 4.14 0.29

[u ]s=2 2508 588 122 2150 404

s* 5.72 5.25 4.81 7.62 7

[Uo] s=s* 183 191 199 158 165

[u°°]s=s * 2514 618 234 2155 437

1.01

0.12

1719

11.43

129

1723
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Increases in u over its corresponding spherically symmetric value range from

insignificant (_.23%, for _ =I.01 _ T = 2 x I06°K) to highly significant (91.8%,

for _ = 1.2 , T = 2 x 106°K). Thus,°contrary to the statements of some authors

(e.g. Adams and _turrock, 1975), we find that the terminal wind speed is not

only dependent on s, but possibly significantly so. The basic results of this

paper are published elsewhere (Summers, 1982), though with a slightly different

emphasis.

Our conclusions are as follows:

(i) In general, u and u are functions of the divergence parameter s
of the flow-tu_e.

(ii) As s increases from s = 2 to s = s* (corresponding to the critical

point occurring at the coronal base) the wind speed increases throughout

the flow.

(iii) Though in the present paper we have set s > 2 throughout the flow in

order to simulate a flow with 'faster-than-r 2 divergence', if we had set

s > 2 near the coronal base and s = 2 downstream of the sonic point

then such a change in s would not have affected the above calculated

values of u .

(iv) Explicitly, u and u are determined by the flow-tube geometry in the
• O

subsonic regzon.

(v) In models of thermal stellar winds the flow-tube geometry may significantly

influence the value of the terminal wind speed (see also Kopp and Holzer,

1976).
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SESSION 5.

LONG-TERM VARIATIONS
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SUMMARYOF THE SESSION ON LONG-TE_ VARIATIONS

J. A. Eddy

In four separate papers and by different techniques, Crooker, Rickett,

Slavin, and Gold each endeavored to bring order and clarification to the

complex issue of solar-cycle variations in the solar wind. Strong differences

of opinion still characterize the basic questions of whether and by how much

such parameters as velocity, density, temperature, composition or field

strength obey the classical, ll-year drum beat of solar surface activity. On

the issue of secular, longer-term variations, Feynman presented mixed evidence

in solar and geophysical records for the oft-clted "Gleissberg cycle" of about

80 years, and Mendillo told of his collaboration with colleagues in China on

ancient observations of the aurora from the Orient. Eddy summarized fallacies

in recent, historical papers that purport to challenge the reality of the

Maunder Minimum and secular solar change.
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SOLARCYCLEVARIATIONSOF THE SOLAR WIND

N. U. Crooker
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ABSTRACT

Throughout the course of the past one and a half solar cycles, solar wind

parameters measured near the eclipt£c plane at i AU varied in the following way:

Speed andproton temperature have maxima during the declining phase and minima

at solar minimum and are approx£matelyantl-correlated with number density and

electron temperature, while magnetlc field magnitude and relative abundance of

helium roughly followthe sunspot cycle. These variations are described in

terms of the solar cycle variations of coronal holes, streamers, and transients.

The solar wind signatures eft he three features are discussed in turn, with spe-

cial emphasis on the signature of transients, which is still in the process of

being defined. It is proposed that magnetic clouds be identified with helium

abundance enhancements and that they form the head of a transient surrounded by

streamer-like plasma, with an optional shock front. It is stressed that rela-

tive values of a parameter through a solar cycle should be compared beginning

with the declining phase, especially in the case of magnetic field magnitude.

INTRODUCTION

Not long ago very little was understood about solar cycle variations of the

solar wind. The observed variations near Earth's orbit had been disappointingly

small through the maximum of sunspot cycle 20. It was only when first papers ap-

peared on the occurrence of the large, stable high-speed streams during the de"

clining phase of cycle 20 (Krieger et al., 1973; Same et al., 1976; Goslin_ et

al., 1976) that it became clear that the solar wind could change appreciably over

the long term. Since then our understanding of changing coronal and solar wind

structure through the solar cycle has grown rapidly (Hundhausen, 1979). As sug-

tested by Borrini et al. (1983) for helium abundance, the large scale patterns

of change in other solar wind parameters over the solar cycle may be relatively

well-understood as reflections of the solar cycle variations of three major co-

ronal features: the large stable equatorial excursions of polar coronal holes

which peak in the declining phase (e.g., Hundhausen, 1977), the equatorial stream-

er belt at solar minimum (e.g., Gosling et al., 1981), and coronal transients at

solar maximum (e.g., Hildner et al., 1976). The solar wind signature of each fea-

ture and how these signatures fit into the pattern of solar cycle variations in

the ecliptic plane at 1 AU are discussed below.

CORONAL HOLE SIGNATURES

Of the three signatures under consideration, the high speed stream signature

of flow from coronal holes has been studied the most extensively and is the most

well-established. For example, an entire monograph has been written on the sub-

ject of coronal holes and transients (Zirker, 1977).

The occurrence of high-speed streams during the declining phase of solar cy-

cle 20 is illustrated in the 27-day Barrels format in Figure i, which is a black-

and-white reproduction of a colored figure from Feldman et al. (1979). Although

the colored version conveys information more readily, and the interested reader
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is urged to refer to it, the major featurea discussed below are apparent in the
black-and-white version. Each shaded sRuare represents a daily average of a so-
lar wind plasma parameter. The averages range from their lowest values in black
(unfortunately indistinguishable here from missing values) through shades of gray
to their highest values in white. In each block, representing a different para-
meter, the daily squares are arranged in 27-day columns. Time increases from
bottom to top in each column and from left to right across the figure.

Figure I. Daily averages of solar wind proton bulk speed, density, and tem-
perature and electron temperature arranged in sequential strips of 27-day
Carrington rotations, with values increasing from dark to light shades, after
Feldman et al. (1979). (See their colored version and code table for quanti-
tative information.)
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In the top block the two bright patches extending from the end of 1973
through 1975 are formed by two velocity peaks which recurred with every 27-day
rotation of the sun. These two streams emanatedfrom two large, stable, offset,
polar coronal holes, one in each hemisphere (e.g., Hundhausen,1977). The re-
maining blocks showhow other plasma parameters vary in the stream structure. In
the high-speed region, the proton temperature is high, while the density and elec-
tron temperature are low. In general the solar wind speed and proton temperature
vary in the sameway and are anticorrelated with the density and electron tempera-
ture. This is most obvious in the hlgh-speed stream structure, but it is also
the trend in the remaining portions of the diagram. The second and fourth blocks
have the overall appearance of negatives of the first and third blocks.

Figure 2, also adapted from Feldmanet al. (1979), is a plot of half-year
averages of the parameters in Figure I, with sunspot numberplotted at the top
for reference. It is clear that the characteristics of the high-speed flow from
the stable coronal holes dominate the solar cycle variations of these parameters
during the latter part of the declining phase of the sunspot cycle; the speed and
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Fig. 2. Variations over the past

solar cycle of monthly averages of

the smoothed sunspot number and 6-

monthly averages of proton bulk

speed, temperature, and density

and electron temperature, after

Feldman et al. (1979).

proton temperature reach their highest

values, and the density and electron

temperature are depressed.

STREAMER SIGNATURES

The tendency for speed and proton

temperature to be anticorrelated with

density and electron temperature, as

noted in Figure i, also is apparent in

Figure 2. Soon after sunspot minimum,

in contrast to the declining phase,

speed and proton temperature are low.

and density and electron temperature

are high. These are characteristics of

the flow between the high-speed streams

in Figure i, and they come to dominate

the solar cycle variations of the para-

meters as the stream signatures decline.

Recently the low-speed flow be-
tween streams has been identified as

the signature of coronal streamers

(Borrini et al., 1981; Feldman et al.,

1981; Gosling et al., 1981). Through-

out most of the solar cycle the helio-

spheric current sheet encircles the sun

and separates magnetic fields of oppo-

site polarity, which are carried out-

ward by solar wind flow from polar co-

ronal holes (e.g., Schulz, 1973; Sval-

gaard et al., 1975; Hundhausen, 1977;

Smith et al., 1978; Hundhausen et al.,

1981). The current sheet is embedded

in a coronal streamer belt. Its pro-

jection onto a sphere at 1 AU is shown

schematically in Figure 3, from Gosling
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Figure 3.

section of the equatorial streamer belt

and embedded heliospheric current sheet

with the i AU sphere, from Gosling et al.

(1981).

Schematic diagram of the inter-

et al. (1981). The line labeled spacecraft

trajectory shows the position of a near-

Earth spacecraft as the sun completes one

full rotation. During the declining phase

of the solar cycle, the streamer belt makes

large excursions from the solar equatorial

plane, as on the right side of the figure,

and an Earth-orbiting spacecraft would spend

little time within it. On the other hand,

during solar minimum, the streamer belt is

confined to lower latitudes, as on the left

side of the figure, and an Earth-orbiting

spacecraft would skim and intersect it often.

The plasma signature of the streamer

material surrounding the current sheet is

shown in Figure 4, from Gosling et ai.(1981),

adapted from Borrini et al. (1981). The

plots are the result of a superposed epoch

analysis centered on the times of current

sheet crossings, In order to obtain a clear

signature, only crossings well-separated

from stream interaction regions were used.

The figure shows that the streamer signature

has low proton temperature and flow speed

and high density, which are the same extrema

reached just after solar minimum in the so-

lar cycle variations of these parameters in

Figure 2. Figure 4 also shows that the re-

lative abundance of helium (A(He)) is low in
the streamer. The solar cycle variation of

A(He) will be discussed in the next sections.
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Figure 4. Superposed epoch

plots of solar wind proton tem-

perature, flow speed, helium

abundance, and proton density
centered on 23 well-defined cur-

rent sheet crossings more than

one day removed from speed rises

associated with high speed

streams, from Gosling et al.

(1981), after Borrini et ai.(1981).
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CORONALTRANSIENTSIGNATURES

In contrast to the relatively well-deflned solar wind signatures of coronal
holes and streamers, the signature of coronal transients is still in the process
of being defined. A simple synthesis of proposed transient features is given
here.

Transients have been associated with shock waves (e.g., Borrini et al.,
1982a), helium abundanceenhancements(e.g., Borrinl et al., 1982b), non-compres-
sive density enhancements(Gosling et al., 1977), and magnetic bottles, bubbles,

and clouds (e.g., K1e_n andBdrl_ga;

a b

15

F(nT) 10

30

N20

10

0

650 I i (km/s)

30 f 110 k)

-1 1 2

DAYS

111 .....

A(He)

1982). Figure 5 shows two examples

of these transient associated signa-
tures. Both are the results of su-

perposed epoch analyses. The shaded

regions in Figure 5a give the signa-

ture of a magnetic cloud (Klein and

Burlaga, 1982). A cloud is charac-

terized by an increase in magnetic

field strength and a large excursion

in the north-south field angle 8,

consistent with the configuration of

a magnetlc loop. The plasma speed

in the cloud is relatively steady,

there is a small density peak at the

leading edge, and the temperature is

somewhat depressed. Figure 5b gives

the plasma and field strength signa-

tures accompanying an enhancement in

A(He) (Borrini et al., 19825). Sim-

ilar to the characteristics of a

magnetic cloud, the enhancement

lasts for about one day, is preceded

by a density peak, and is a region

0 +6

DAYS

Figure 5. Superposed epoch plots of se-

lected solar wind parameters for a.) mag-

netic clouds, after Klein and Burlaga

(1982) and 5.) helium abundance enhance-

ments, after Borrini et al. (19825). The

parameters are magnetic field magnitude F

and IBI, magnitude of the magnetic field

angle 8 of elevation out of the ecliptic

plane, proton density N and n, bulk speed

V and v, temperature T , and helium abun-

dance A(He). P

of high magnetic field strength and

depressed temperature. The high de-

gree of similarity in the signatures

suggests that helium enhancements

may be identified with magnetic
clouds.

A schematic drawing of a coro-

nal transient is shown in Figure 6.

It is patterned after Hundhausen's

(1972) diagram of the flare-assocl-

ated, shock-wave disturbance which

traditionally has been considered as

the source of nonrecurrent geomagnet-

ic activity at sunspot maximum. It

incorporates the identification of a

helium enhancement with a magnetic

cloud, as discussed above. The cloud

has a shape similar to the magnetic

bubbles near 1 AU modeled by Newkirk
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Coronal Transient

Possible Shock Front

Ecliptic Plane

Sun

Strear
Plasma

I I I
0 0.5 I AU

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a
cross-section of a coronal transient

in the ecliptic plane. The helium

abundance enhancement is identified

with a magnetic cloud, and the for-

mation of a shock front depends upon

the speed of the transient relative
to the ambient solar wind.

et al. (1981). Its dimension in the ra-

dial direction is about 0.25 AU, con-

sistent with observations (Klein and

Burlaga, 1982).

The streamer-like plasma surrounding
the transient is drawn as an extended

version of the transient configuration

observed in the white-light coronographs

from Skylab (e.g., Gosling et al., 1974).

It may give the signature of a noncom-

pressive density enhancement (NCDE) with
elevated helium content because of its

closed magnetic bottle configuration, in

contrast with streamers, which have low

helium content and occur on open field

lines. Gosling et al. (1981) noted that

streamer signatures are identical to

NCDE signatures except that NCDEs occur

both with high and low A(He), whereas

streamers always have low A(He). They

suggested that NCDEs with high A(He) may

be associated with transients, consis-

tent with the interpretation presented

here. The density peak which occurs at

the leading edge of the magnetic cloud and

the A(He) enhancement signature in Fig-
ure 5 also is consistent with this in-

terpretation. Outside the streamer-like

plasma the magnetic field lines are open.

Thus, if a shock is present, the "sheath"

region between the shock and the bubble

would contain first a layer with normal

A(He) followed by a layer with increased A(He). The highest A(He) would then oc-

cur within the cloud. Of course, caution must be used in interpreting literally

such a simple schematic diagram. Observations of transient signatures in the so-

lar wind show a wide range of variability (e.g., Zwickl et al., in these Proceed-

ings).

The shock front in Figure 6 is optional, depending upon the relative speed

of the transient material. This option is consistent with the finding that only

about half of the observed helium enhancements occur with shocks (Borrini et al.,

1982b). It also has been found that only about half of the observed shocks are

followed by helium enhancements (Borrini et al., 1982a). Assuming that all shocks

are signatures of coronal transients and that all transients have helium enhance-

ments, these authors suggest that the observations of shocks without helium en-

hancements were made by spacecraft intersecting the flanks of the shock wave and

missing the central gases in the transient. If the highest concentrations of he-

lium are confined by the closed magnetic field configuration of a magnetic cloud,

as pictured in Figure 6, then this suggestion seems highly plausible.

The identification of the helium enhancement with a magnetic cloud helps to

explain the result of Borrini et al. (1982a) that shocks observed with helium en-

hancements produce much more pronounced geomagnetic storms than do shocks without
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helium enhancements. The magnetic field just inside a cloud passing over a space-
craft has either a large northward or southward componentwhich then rotates by
nearly 180° (Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Smith, 1983). In either case a period of
strong southward field occurs, and such periods are correlated with geomagnetic
storms (e.g., Russell et al., 1974).

If it is assumedthat magnetic clouds form the heart of transients and pro-
duce geomagnetic storms and that shocks produce sudden commencements,then vary-
ing the characteristics of coronal transient passage can account for the observed
combinations in which these ground-based signatures occur: Central passage of
transients with and without shocks will produce storms with sudden and gradual
commencements,respectively, and peripheral passage of transients with shocks
will produce sudden commencementsor impulses without subsequent storms.

The solar cycle variation of coronal transients is inferred to be in phase
with the sunspot cycle, following the solar cycle variation of geomagnetic sudden
commencements,although direct measurementsof the transient occurrence cycle is
still incomplete (e.g., Hundhausen,i_these Proceedings). Clearly the solar wind
signature of coronal transients is the most complicated of the three which have
been discussed, and it maybe too soon to draw conclusions about their effect on
solar cycle variations. Nevertheless, the somewhatirregular and intermediate
averages of solar wind speed, and, by inference, density and temperatures, which

occurred during sunspot maximum
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Figure 7. Variation of relative helium

abundance in the solar wind over the past

solar cycle, compared with sunspot cycle,

from Borrini et al. (1983).

(see Figure 2) are consistent with

the sporadic flow of intermediate-

speed, shock-associated transients

in a background of lower speed flow.

HELIUM ABUNDANCE AND MAGNETIC

FIELD MAGNITUDE

Unlike the solar cycles of the

plasma parameters in Figure 2, the

solar cycles of A(He) and magnetic

field magnitude roughly follow the

sunspot cycle. Figure 7 from Bor-

rini et al. (1983) shows the solar

cycle variation of A(He), along

with the sunspot cycle for refer-

ence. The figure is an extension

of a previous analysis by Ogilvie

and Hirshberg (1974). At sunspot

maximum the averages are high, as

observed in coronal transient sig-

natures; at minimum they are low,

as in streamer signatures.

This consistency does not im-

ply that transient and streamer sig-

natures fill most of interplanetary

space in the ecliptic plane during

these respective phases, as high

speed stream signatures do during

the declining phase. Rather the
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Figure 8. Variation of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) magni-

tude logarithms over the past solar cycle, from King (1981). The

number of hours in each yearly average are given at the bottom of

the plot. Vertical bars show standard errors, and horizontal bars

show portion of year for which data are available.

relatively low occurrence rate of streamers and streams and increased occurrence

rate of transients during maximum result in relatively high values of A(He) at

that time. The reversed relative occurrence rates of streamers and transients

result in low values of A(He) at solar minimum.

During the declining phase of the past solar cycle, A(He) in the high speed

streams was observed to be almost constant at an intermediate level (e.g., Gos-

ling et al., 1981). The intermediate averages of A(He) during the declining phase

in Figure 7 are consistent with this observation.

The variation of average interplanetary magnetic field magnitude over the

past solar cycle is shown in Figure 8, from King (1981). There are clear minima

at the two solar minima, consistent with the near proximity of the heliospheric

current sheet at that time. Although Borrini et al. (1981) state that no pattern

was apparent in the superposed epoch analysis of field strength in the streamer

belt surrounding the current sheet, in analogy with the current sheet embedded in

Earth's plasma sheet, one might expect generally depressed field strength there.

During solar_naximum, the frequent occurrence of coronal transients should

give rise to high averages of field magnitude, as it does for helium, since the

field magnitude is elevated in magnetic clouds. This appears to be the case for

the present solar cycle, indicated by the 1978 and 1979 averages in Figure 8 and

as presented by Slavin and Smith (in these Proceedings). However, the cycle 20

maximum has only intermediate field magnitude averages. This lack of a maximum

may be simply a problem of comparing relative values. As has been argued on the

basis of geomagnetic records (e.g., 01', 1971; Feynman, 1982), each individual

sunspot cycle should begin with the declining phase, and relative values of a

parameter should be compared from there. If the beginning of the present cycle
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is set back to includethe declining

phase of cycle 20, then the magnetic
field values there are intermediate

between those of the following mini-

mum and maximum phases, in phase with

the sunspot cycle.

SITMMARY

Figure 9 is a summary plot from

Borrin$ et al. (1983), upon which

this topical review is a generaliza-

tion. Helium abundance is used as a

key to organizing the signatures of

the three coronal structures which in-

fluence different phases of the solar

cycle. Low values of helium corre-

spond to the characteristics of

streamers at solar minimum, interme-

diate values to characteristics of

high speed streams during the declin-

ing phase, and high values to char-

acteristics of coronal transients at

solar maximum.

A summary of solar cycle varia-

tions in simple tabular form is given

in Table i. From descending to mini-

mum phase of the sunspot cycle, the

signatures of the coronal features

characteristic of each phase produce

the indicated relative values of so-

lar wind parameters. Briefly stated,

the velocity and proton temperature

vary together, with maxima in the de-

clining phase, and are anticorrelated

with the density and electron tempera-

ture, while the helium abundance and

magnetic field strength follow the

pattern of the sunspot cycle. Of

course these patterns are approximate

and vary in detail, with some time

lag between the solar wind cycle and

the sunspot cycle. Nevertheless, it

is somewhat remarkable to find that

the solar wind parameters follow such

a simple, first-order pattern.

Figure 9. Solar wind parameters plotted

against relative helium abundance, after

Borrini et al. (1983). The shaded end

bars include all case of helium abun-

dance higher than 16%.
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SUNSPOTCYCLEPHASE descending minimum maximum

CORONALFEATURES stable holes streamer belt transients

SOLARWIND

V, T high low medium
P

n, T low high mediume
A(He), 1BI medium low high
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SOLARCYCLEEVOLUTIONOFTHESOLARWINDIN THREEDIMENSIONS

B. J. Rickett and Wm.A. Coles
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, SanDiego
La Jolla, Ca 92093

ABSTRACT

Measurementsof the solar wind speed both in and out of the ecliptic are
presented for 1971-82. The speed estimates, which were made with the
interplanetary scintillation system at UC San Diego, have been compared to in
sltu spacecraft measurements for ecliptic radio sources. Good agreement is
found for large, slowly evolving structures, and thus such structures can be
studied up to 60 degrees north and south hellographlc latitude. Annual average
wind speeds are presented versus latitude for an entire solar cycle. Fast wind
streams from the poles persisted through declining and low solar activity, but
were closed off during four years of high activity. This evolution follows that
of the polar coronal holes, as displayed by comparing averaged speed and coronal

density over latitude and longitude. The most recent data (1982) show the

reestablishment of large tilted polar holes and associated fast streams.

Coronal magnetic field data show that the neutral sheet is confined to low

latitudes at solar minimum and extends to high latitudes at solar maximum; thus

the slow solar wind comes from the same latitude range as that of the neutral
sheet.

We have investigated the three-dlmenslonal structure of the solar wind

during the last eleven years using the technique of interplanetary scintillation

(IPS). Three radio antennas at 74 MHz are used to measure the velocity of the

scintillation pattern, which is caused when waves from a small-dlameter radio

source travel through inhomogenelties in the solar wind plasma and are detected

at the earth (Armstrong and Coles 1972). Figure I illustrates the geometry,

showing as a heavy llne the region on the llne of sight to the source which

contributes most of the scintillation. The velocity of the pattern is an

average of the velocities weighted by the level of "mlcro-turbulence" (on scales

of 50-300km). In this paper we present results on the simple assumption that

the IPS velocity estimates the solar wind velocity at the point P where the line

of sight passes closest to the sun. The unique aspect of the IPS method is that

the point P is not confined to the ecliptic and reaches 60 degrees north and

south latitudes. Results from 1972-79 were described by Coles et al, 1980.

The "point interpretation" of IPS data has been checked by comparison of

velocities from an ecliptic radio source with estimates of the solar wind

velocity at the point P made by spirally mapping in sltu measurements from

earth-orbltlng spacecraft. There is generally good agreement, as is shown in

Figure I of Coles et al. (1978) for 1973. Similar agreement to within 50 km/s

was also found during 1974 and 1975 (Harmon, 1975); these were periods when the

solar wind was dominated by stable recurrent fast streams. We are in the process

of extending the comparison through solar maximum when there are more transient

variations; here we find a somewhat worse agreement. In particular, the IPS data

underestimate the speed during brief increases due to either narrow streams or

transient disturbances. Nevertheless, it is clear that a reliable first-order
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tracks of the point P during six

rotations in 1974.

description of the large-scale slowly varying wind structure in three dimensions

is available from our observations, covering 1972 to 1982.

Each observation provides a wind speed estimate characteristic of the point

P whose heliographic coordinates vary as the earth moves round the sun and the

sun rotates. For a given radio source the latitude changes systematically

through the calendar year. The distribution of good scintillators in the sky

gives our best latitude coverage in the north and south during March to August

each year, as shown in Figure 2 for 1974. Here the latitude and longitude of

point P mapped to the sun at 400km/s are displayed for six Carrington

rotations. In order to study the shape of solar wind structures we have mapped

each observation from P to the sun along a spiral assuming constant radial

velocity equal to the observed value. Thus each observation gives an estimate

of the wind speed at a point on the effective source surface beyond which the

plasma flow is radial. See Sime and Rickett (1978) for a discussion of the

limitations of such mapping. Since for a single rotation the coverage in

latitude and longitude is rather sparse, we average the data for periods of six

or twelve months.

The general picture that has emerged from our observations is that the

polar regions of the sun are the source of long-llved fast streams through much

of the solar cycle. This is seen in plots of the average wind speed against

solar latitude both to the north and south (see Figure 1 of Coles et al. 1980).

In Figure 3 we show such plots for the years from 1972 to 1982. These show the

fast polar streams as elevated average speeds at high latitudes and a U-shaped

dip to lower speeds in the ecliptic. Throughout declining solar activity (1972-

75) the fast polar streams were a persistent feature, but were sometimes tilted

from the poles and intercepted the ecliptic; this is seen as a wider U-shape and

elevated speeds in the ecliptic. At solar minimum (1976) the fast polar streams

were centered on the rotation axis and were wide, extending down to latitudes of

30 deg N and S. Through solar maximum (1978-81) they disappeared and only with

current decline of solar activity (1982) have they started to reappear.

It is clear that this pattern of evolution matches that of the polar

coronal holes, which persist through most of the cycle but close off during

solar maximum while the dipolar fields reverse. We can examine the structure of
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the polar streams in more detail by studying

the velocities averaged over several

rotations into a longitude and latitude

map. Figure 4 shows averages over seven

Carrlngton rotations centered on the March

to August interval for each of the even

years from 1972 to 1982. The average wind

speed in 15x15 degree bins is displayed in

the left hand panel by five shades of grey

(250-349km/s as light shading, up to over

650 km/s as black, with white indicating no

data). The middle panel shows the coronal

electron density in similar format estimated

from the HAO white light coronameter (Mark

II data supplied by D. Sime 1972-78 and Mark

III data supplied by R. Fisher 1980-82 (they

come from I.bR o and 1.7R o from solar center,

respectively). 8 Regions of low density are
white (<1.510- pB) and represent the large

coronal holes; particularly clear are those

over the poles which correspond to the

regions of fast solar wind (polar

streams). For 1976-80 the right hand panels

show the coronal magnetic field for a single

rotation at the center of each seven

rotation average. These data are the

magnitude of the radial magnetic field at a

source surface assumed to be at 2.2R o ,

derived from a potential field model fitted

to the llne-of-slght surface field measured

at the Stanford solar observatory and

supplied by J. Wilcox. Darker shading

corresponds to stronger radial fields; the

light band marks the neutral sheet

separating positive and negative fields.

The polar streams can be seen as

generally faster wind speeds at the top and

bottom of each map. In 1974, however, they

were centered about 30 degrees from the

poles and so were seen as two fast streams

per rotation by ecliptic spacecraft. Note

also how the band of slow wind corresponds

well with the band of high density, which

separated coronal magnetic fields of

opposite polarities. The data for 1973 are

similar in form though the streams were at

different longitudes and in 1973 the
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Figure 4. Left panels show solar wind speed as synoptic maps. Ticks on the

vertical scale are at 60 degree intervals of latitude, on the horizontal scale

are at 90 degree intervals of longitude. IPS data are averaged over six

rotations. Fast is dark, slow is light, no data is blank. Middle panels show

coronal electron density; dense is dark, holes are white. Right panels show

coronal radial magnetic field magnitude; strong fields are dark, neutral sheet
is white. Details are in the text.

southern stream was much wider than the northern one. The map for 1975 showed

almost no change from 1974. In 1976 (solar minimum) the data show a narrow

straight band of slow speeds along the solar equator, corresponding to wide fast

streams which were well centered on the poles. For 1976 the small undulations

in the current sheet match those in the locus of maximum density and would

correspond to four magnetic sectors at the equator.

The first sunspots of the new cycle were seen at the end of 1977, and at

the same time our IPS observations showed the north polar stream started to

contract. The 1978 maps show that north and south polar streams bad both

contracted; slow wind extended to at least 60 degrees and also dense corona and
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Figure 5. Upper panel shows six-month average boundary in latitude of the polar

coronal holes from Mark II and III coronagraph data. Also shown are the extreme

latitudes of the neutral sheet in an average magnetic field map over the same

intervals. Lower panel shows the 500 km/s contour of six-month average speed,

denoting the boundaries of the fast polar streams. Data from the south were

only available once per year.
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the neutral sheet extended to similar latitudes. Such (solar maximum)
conditions persisted from 1978 to 1981, as typified by the 1980 maps. These
show low velocities and high density at all latitudes and a complex neutral
sheet with extensions to all latitudes. However the details of the neutral sheet
are not easily traced in the density or velocity plots. The velocity mapalso
shows a large region of slow wind (average speed less than 350 km/s at
longitudes 250-330). This covered north and south latitudes and must have
persisted over many rotations. There is no obvious corresponding feature in
density but the neutral sheet showsan unusual tube structure separated from the
main band of the sheet. It seemsthat the average wind speed from this complex
magnetic topology is slower than from the rest of the sun.

The speed map for 1982 shows clear-cut regions of the fast polar streams
and indeed, faster average speeds at all latitudes. The polar streams are again
tilted away from the axis by more than 30 degrees at a longitude close to that
of 1974. The density data also reveal a substantial change from 1980-81,
showing large north and south polar coronal holes with equatorial extensions at
the same longitudes as the polar streams. Spacecraft observations near the
earth will presumably show two streams per rotation in this period.

Figure 5 summarizes the results for a solar cycle by displaying the 500
km/s contour of slx-month average speed in latitude versus year. This
represents the typical boundary of the polar streams and should be comparedwith
the density contour chosen to represent the typical boundary of the polar holes,
which is showntogether with the highest latitude reached by the neutral sheet
determined from the Stanford solar fields.

In summary,we note that in contrast to the equatorial solar wind the polar
wind shows a very clear variation with solar cycle; it is slow when solar
activity is high, and fast as activity declines or is low. The polar conditions
are seen in the ecliptic when the fast polar stream becomes tilted from the
axis, as tends to happen in the declining phase. The solar maximumobservations
showno large coronal holes and uniformly low velocities all over the sun. This
clearly contradicts the view that all of the solar wind originates from large
coronal holes (e.g., Hundhausen, 1977, page 295). The source of the wind must
include open field regions which are not part of large coronal holes. At solar
maximumwe identified a persistent slow speed stream originating above a closed
tube in the neutral sheet. Our conclusions affirm the close relation between the
large coronal hole structures and hlgh-speed solar wind, and inversely, between
dense closed-fleld regions and slow speed solar wind.

This work has been supported from the beginning by the Atmospheric Science
Division of the NSF (current grant ATM 82-09603) and by the AF Geophysical
Laboratories since 1977 (current grant FI9628-82-K-O015). We thank all our
colleagues at UCSDwho have helped make continuing observations over eleven
years.
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SOLARCYCLEVARIATIONSIN THEINTERPLANETARYMAGNETICFIELD

J.A. Slavin and E.J. Smith
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA91109

Abstract

ISEE 3 interplanetary magnetic field measurements have been used to
extend the NSSDChourly averaged IMF composite data set through
mid-1982. Most of sunspot cycle 20 (start:1964) and the first half of
cycle 21 (start:f976) are now covered. The average magnitude of the
field was relatively constant over cycle 20 with _5-i0% decreases in
1969 and 1971, when the sun's polar regions changed polarity, and a
20% decrease in 1975-6 around solar minimum. Since the start of the
new cycle, the total field strength has risen with the mean for the
first third of 1982 being about 40%greater than the cycle 20 average.
As during the previous cycle, a _I0% drop in IMF magnitude accompanied
the 1980 reversal of the solar magnetic field. While the
interplanetary magnetic field is clearly stronger during the present
solar cycle, another 5-7 years of observations will be needed to
determine if cycle 21 exhibits the samemodest variations as the last
cycle. Accordingly, it appears at this time that intercycle changes in
IMF magnitude may be much larger than the intracycie variations. The
magnitude of the interplanetary field is not highly correlated with
solar wind speed, the sunspot cycle, or magnetograph measures of the
total solar magnetic flux. However, the Bz component was well
correlated with smoothed sunspot number over both cycles. The solar
cycle variation in B and the cycle to cycle changes in IMF intensity
may be of considerable importance to the study of long term cycles in
geomagnetic activity.

Introduction

Routine measurementsof the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) from earth
and sun orbiting spacecraft have been carried out since the early 1960"s.
Given the strong periodic variations in the strength and polarity of the solar
magnetic field on a time scale of II years, it is not surprising that a number
of studies have searched for similar changes in the IMF. The identification and
successful modeling of such variations could provide important insights into
the configuration of the inner heliosphere and the low altitude sites from
which the solar wind emanates.

While the reversal in the dominant polarity of the IMF near solar maximum
has been observed for both cycles 20 and 21 (Fairfield, 1974, Hedgecock, 1975,
Smith et al., 1982), no clear variation in the strength of the IMF was detected
prior to the 1975-6 solar minimum(Hedgecock, 1975; Mariani et al., 1975, King,
1976). At that time a 10-20% drop in the interplanetary field intensity
occurred (King, 1979). Following this interval of low field strength, the
magnitude of the IMF was seen to rise with the approach of cycle 21 maximum
(King, 1981).
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In this study we have used the ISEE 3 vector helium magnetometer
observations to extend the IMF database through day 126 of 1982. Our analyses
of this 1966-1982 set of measurements have confirmed the findings of the
earlier studies through 1979 and determined that the IMF has remained strong
following cycle maximumin 1979-80. These results are examined in comparison
with recent studies of the solar magnetic field.

IMF Observations

For the years 1966-1977, our investigation has used the sameNational Space
Science Data Center hourly averaged interplanetary composite data set as most
of the previous studies (King, 1976; 1981). While a large number of different
earth orbiting satellites have contributed to the observations, IMP 8 was the
only source of IMF measurementsbetween 1975 and the launch of ISEE 3 in 1978.
ISEE 3 is particularly well suited to this purpose because of its unique orbit
about the forward earth-sun Lagrange point which keeps it always in the solar
wind. For these reasons we have used ISEE 3 observations for 1978-1982 to
update the NSSDCdata set and enhance its temporal coverage.

Following Burlaga and King (1979), the log-normal nature of the IMF field
strength has been noted and yearly averages of the logarithm of the hourly
average total field computedas displayed in Figure i. Autocorrelations were
performed for each year and used to compute the standard errors (Bell and
Glazer, 1957). Between 1966 and 1974 only weak variations are present with
statistically significant small decreases of _5% in 1969, 1971 (King, 1979) and
a maximumin 1974. The total field shows a _ 20% decrease that is nearly
symmetric about solar minimum, June-1976. By 1978 the IMF intensity has again
reached its previous 1974 maximumof just over 6 nT. Since that time, the
total field strength has continued to climb, with the exception of a _i0% dip
near solar maximum, to almost 8 nT during the first third of 1982. This
increase corresponds to a 40%enhancementover the cycle 20 average and a 55%
climb from solar minimum.

The field strength distributions themselves have also been examined to
determine the nature of the cycle 21 maximumincrease. As shown in Figure 2
the log-normal distribution of IMF intensity about solar minimum, defined here
as Bartels Rotations 1920-1965, is very similar to the solar maximum
distribution, Bartels Rotations 1988-2022, save for a larger mean value.
Accordingly, it does not appear that the increase is associated with any
particular phenomenon, such as interplanetary shocks or magnetic bubbles,
producing a skewed distribution at cycle maximum. The shape and width of the
log B distributions are comparable at solar maximumand minimum.

The idealized interplanetary magnetic field model of Parker (1963) gives the
total field strength, B, at a distance from the sun, R, where the radial field
stength is Bx as

B = (Bx2+By2)I/2 = Bx(l+ _2R2/V2)I/2 (I)

Changingsolar wind velocity influences the field in two ways: (I) by affecting
the source field strength, and hence Bx, and (2) by varying the magnitude of By
and the tightness of the spiral. King (1981) investigated the latter of
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Figure I. Yearly averages of the logarithm of the total interplanetary

magnetic field strength, the number of hourly averages per year, and

the inverse log of the annual averages are all plotted as a function of

time. The intervals of solar polarity reversal are indicated.

these two effects by comparing annual averages of the solar wind speed and IMF

strength. The yearly average solar wind velocities for 1966-79 all fell

between about 400 and 460 km/s except for the high speed years 1973-5 which

spanned 480-520 km/s. For a constant radial source field, the Parker model,

equation (I), would predict a_lO% drop in field strength during the high speed

years. However, as shown in Figure 1 the total field magnitude stayed constant

from 1972 to 1973, increased from 1973 to 1974, and fell only in 1974-5 as the

solar wind speed decreased. The more typical 10-20 km/sec changes in the

annual mean solar wind velocities produce only _I-2% changes in the field

strength by varying By magnitude. We therefore conclude, in agreement with
King (1981), that the long term changes in the interplanetary magnetic field

are largely due to variations in the solar source fields.
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Solar Observations

Having examined the long term variations in the strength of the IMF, we

investigated how the interplanetary field relates to the sunspot cycle and

other ground based measures of the low altitude solar magnetic field. Figure 3

displays annual averages of the three GSE IMF components, the magnitude of the

ecliptic component, the ratio of the field normal to the ecliptic to that in

the ecliptic, the smoothed sunspot number (Solar Geophysical Data, 1982), and

the years of solar polarity reversal (Howard, 1974, Howard and LaBonte, 1981,

R. Howard, private communication, 1983). Overall the components of the

interplanetary field are well correlated with the total field, albeit the

correlation is weakest for B_. All three components exhibit the same long term

changes as the total fiel_, but with the effects of changing solar wind

conditions also evident in B and B In particular, only during the the high

speed years mentioned earlier was _he ratio of <JBxJ> to <JByl> greater than

unity in the annual averages.
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3
total field magnitude, diamonds, the relative magnitude of the

component normal to the ecliptic, and the average sunspot number are

all plotted as a function of time.

Cycle 21 maximum in sunspot number, December-1979, was about 50% higher

than cycle 20 and possessed a more crested shape. Among the IMF _uanti_s,
Z l/g

the relative strength of the out-of-ecliptic component, <JBzI>/<(B x +By ) >,
best reproduces the period of the sunspot curve with two peaks and one trough

clearly visible. This parameter can be considered to be a measure of the ratio

of the strength of the "ac" type waves/bubbles/turbulence that produce Bz to

the steadier spiralled "dc" field in the ecliptic. However, the correlation is

far from perfect with the low 1968 and 1969 values the most salient

discrepancies. In addition, the cycle 21 maximum in the relative strength of

B z does not appear to have been any greater than during the weaker preceeding
cycle. It is not yet known how this result compares with the variation in the

number of shocks, bubbles, and streams observed from cycle 20 to 21.

The magnitude of the IMF and its components, with the exception of Bz, show
little correlation with sunspot number until the start of cycle 21. As

reported by Siscoe et al. (1978), JBzI increased in phase with sunspot number
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during cycle 20. That behavior is reproduced, including a dip in strength

near maximum, by the cycle 21 observations shown in Figure 3. This finding

and the solar cycle to solar cycle variations in IMF strength may provide the

ultimate explanation of the Ii and 22 years cycles in some components of

geomagnetic activity (e.g Chernosky, 1966). Furthermore, the results may aid

the studies of long term geomagnetic activity which often must infer

interplanetary conditions from historic records of sunspot numbers. Figure 4

correlates IMF field intensity with annual average sunspot number over the

years 1966-82 and confirms the close relationship between <IBzl> and <Rz>.

The correlation between R , the component of the IMF in the ecliptic, and the

total field is largely _ue to the stronger IMF fields and higher sunspot

numbers during cycle 21 as opposed to any good agreement in the shapes of the

curves over the two individual cycles.

In Figure 5 the annual averages of the IMF components parallel and

perpendicular to the ecliptic have been compared to the Mt. Wilson

magnetograph measurements of "total solar flux" compiled by Howard and

LaBonte (1981). To within the limits of the instrument's aperture, daily

measurements of the flux have been rectified and summed. The flux

measurements refer to large scale m_gnetic fields. For example, a flux of 6

x 10 _ Mx in Figure 5 would be produced by a uniform field of only 1 Gauss.

Most of the magnetic flux is concentrated at lower latitudes with 69% being
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found between _28.1 °. In examining 13 years of observations, they determined

ratios of sunspot maximum to minimum total flux of 2:1 for cycle 20 and 3:1

for cycle 21. Using Kitt Peak magnetograms and He images, Harvey et al.

(1982) have found that the enhanced solar fields near cycle 21"s maximum are

due to low latitude coronal holes similar in size to those existing at solar

minimum, but possessing 3 times the magnetic field strength.
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Figure 5. Yearly averages of the IMF components in and out of the

ecliptic are compared with the daily total solar magnetic flux

measurements of Howard and LaBonte (1981).

In general, the correlation between the magnitude of the IMF and full

disk solar flux appears no better than for sunspot number. The factor of 2

total flux increase during cycle 20 maximum appears to have gone almost

unnoticed by the IMF at earth orbit while the factor of 3 increase for the

current cycle produced only a 55% change in the 1 AU field. Conversely, the

enhanced interplanetary fields accompanying the high speed solar wind streams

of cycle 20"s declining phase, 1972-4, do not correspond to any overall

increase in the total photospheric flux which continued its march toward

minimum. For enhanced IMF to have been observed during the 1972-4 interval

without any increase in the solar field strength, it is neccessary that a

greater than normal fraction of photospheric field lines have been "open"

(i.e. not connect back to the sun as with, for example, sunspot pairs). Such

a geometry is certainly consistent with the presence of large

equatorward-dipping coronal holes. Similarly, the strong solar fields around

cycle 21 maximum could not have produced so modest a rise in the IMF strength

if the same fraction of the low altitude field lines were carried to 1 AU as

during the decline of cycle 20. The lack of strong stream activity in

1978-80 supports the presence of a more closed solar field configuration.
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For these reasons there must be very siginficant variations in the low

altitude field geometry as well as the field strength during the solar cycle.

In agreement with previous studies (Levine, 1977; Harvey and Sheeley, 1979),

it appears that we do not yet possess sufficient knowledge of the sun's

magnetic field geometry to be able to generally predict low latitude

heliospheric magnetic field strength from coronal hole and magnetograph

observations.

Concluding Remarks

Over the last 16 years the interplanetary magnetic field has undergone a

number of changes which appear related to the sun's magnetic cycle. The

reversals in the dominant polarity of the IMF and the solar field have not

been examined here, but are known to be well correlated (Smith et al., 1982).

Minima in the intensity of the total interplanetary field and its radial

component occur around solar minimum and, to a lesser extent, during the

intervals of polarity reversal. The solar minimum decrease in the IMF can be

directly ascribed to the weak source fields on the sun in Figure 5. However,

the smaller decreases about the time of the polarity reversal in 1969, 1971,

and 1980 are more difficult to interpret. These dips in the IMF do not

correspond to any decreases in the magnetograph determinations of the solar

field. For this reason it does not seem reasonable to attribute them to a

decrease in solar dynamo action in association with the polarity reversal.

In our opinion, a more likely hypothesis is that the intermingling of

positive and negative oriented field lines during the reversal (e.g. Howard

and LaBonte, 1981) produces enhanced reconnection which closes off a larger

than usual fraction of the solar field lines and decreases the number being

carried out to 1AU by the solar wind.

It is not yet apparent whether the growth in IMF intensity over the years

1976-82 is associated with a solar minimum to maximum change or a cycle 20 to

cycle 21 variation. However, the weak changes in interplanetary field

magnitude during cycle 20 and the continued strength of the field after cycle

21 maximum suggest that the current solar cycle may simply have a stronger

magnetic field than cycle 20. In this case the change in field strength from

1976-1982 is associated not with the 11 year sunspot cycle, but perhaps one

of the longer 80-100 year cycles whose existence has been inferred from

historic records (e.g. Feynman and Silverman, 1980). Finally, alternate

solar cycles of stronger and weaker IMF could be the cause of the 22 year

cycles in some measures of geomagnetic activity (Chernosky, 1966).
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SOLAR WIND VARIATIONS IN THE 60-100 YEAR PERIOD RANGE: A REVIEW

J. Feynman

Department of Physics

Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

ABSTRACT

The evidence for and against the reality of a solar wind variation in the

period range of 60-100 year is re-examined. Six data sets are reviewed;

sunspot numbers, geomagnetic variations, two auroral data sets and two 14C data

sets. These data are proxies for several different aspects of the solar wind

and the presence or absence of 60-100 year cyclic behavior in a particular data

set does not necessarily i_ply the presence or absence of this variation in

other sets. We conclude that two different analyses of proxy data for a

particular characteristic of the hellospheric solar wind yielded conflicting

results. This conflict can be resolved only by future research. We also

definitely confirm that proxy data for the solar wind in the ecliptic at 1A.U.

undergo a periodic variation with a period of approximately 87 years. The

average amplitude and phase of this variation as seen in eleven cycles of proxy

data are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The existence of a solar variation with a period in the range of 60 to I00

years has been the subject of controversy for many years. Data on the

amplitudes of the sunspot cycle, auroral frequencies, 14C, the weather, tree

rings and the thickness of varves in Australian rocks (Williams, 1981) have

been cited for or against the existence of a periodic variation in this time

range. The suspected variation has been called, among other things, the

Gleissberg variation, the Long Cycle, the 87 year cycle and the secular

variation.

In this paper we take a much more restricted view of the proposed

phenomenon. We note that many of the data sets used in the past refer to

aspects of the solar wind rather than the sun itself and so we here confine our

study to a review of data concerning variations of the solar wind with

characteristic times in the 60-100 year range. Because the solar wind has been

observed in situ for less than 2 eleven year solar cycles, we will have to rely

on a data base that gives indirect information on the solar wind, that is,

proxy data will be used. We will further restrict our study to proxy data for

which the relationship between the observed quantities and the solar wind is

understood at least in principle. For this reason no data involving solar

weather relationships will be examined. In section 1 of this paper the 6 data

sets used will be introduced briefly. We then discuss each set, its relation

to other sets and the evidence it gives as to the reality of a long period

variation in the solar wind. The results of the review are brought together in

section 2 where it is concluded that there is conflicting evidence concerning a

possible heliospheric-wide solar wind periodicity in the period

range of interest but there is extremely good evidence for a long cycle of

about 87 years in the solar wind in the vicinity of the earth. The amplitude

and phase of the variation are displayed.
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SECTION 1 - THE DATA

The six data sets to be used and the time periods they cover are shown

schematically in figure I. The sunspot number record starting in about 1700

provides proxy data for certain aspects of the sources of the solar wind since

the beginning of the 18th century. The next three data sets, aa, Swedish

auroras and medieval auroras, are proxy data for the solar wind in the vicinity

of the earth since that wind drives the aurora and geomagnetic activity. The

aa denotes the geomagnetic indices scaled by Mayaud (1973) from existing
observatory records for the period since 1868. The Swedish auroral data set

was constructed by Rubenson (1882) from reports from observers throughout

Sweden and covers the period from 1721 to 1876. The data set denoted as

"medieval aurora" are taken from the review by Siscoe (1980) who gives the

number of auroras reported per decade in Europe and/or the Orient from 450 A.D

to 1450 A.D. The bottom two data sets of 14C are proxy data for the solar wind

throughout the heliosphere since the 14C abundance in the earth's atmosphere is

indirectly determined by the cosmic ray intensity, which is in turn modulated

by the heliospheric solar wind. The differences between the two 14C data sets

will be described when they are discussed in detail below.

In the remainder of this section the data sets in fig. I are reviewed,

their reliability assessed and some comments made on intercalibration with

other data sets. Each set is then examined separately to see what evidence it

gives concerning the existence of a periodic solar wind variation in the 60-100

year period range. Each data set will be assigned to one of three categories,

1 - shows periodicity in the 60-100 year period range

2 - does not show periodicity

3 - is compatible with a periodicity but too short to be

considered a member of category 1

There were no data sets that would belong to the 4th logical category, i.e. not

compatible with a 60-100 year periodicity but too short to be considered a

member of category 2. Before proceeding it is important to emphasize that

since the data sets are proxy for three different aspects of the solar wind;

the sources, the solar wind in the vicinity of the earth and the solar wind

throughout the heliosphere, a periodicity in any one of these quantities does

not necessarily imply a periodicity in the other two. The data sets will be

discussed in the order shown in figure 1 except that the medieval auroras will
be reviewed last.

Sunspot Numbers

The sunspot number is defined somewhat arbitrarily as the number of

individual spots plus i0 times the number of spot groups (c.f. Gibson, 1973).

Considering this definition it would be rather remarkable if the daily sunspot

number had a very high correlation with any other physical quantity. The

reliability of data on sunspots has been reviewed by Eddy (1976) during the

course of his work establishing the reality of the Maunder minimum. Eddy

concluded that sunpsot data have been very reliable for more than the last

hundred years but that the reliability of the data declines for earlier

periods. However, since perhaps the beginning of the 18th century the
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approximate amplitude and time of the eleven year solar cycle variation of the
yearly averaged sunspot number is quite well established. Recently a great
deal of work has been done on deducing sunspot numbersduring the 17th century
Maunderminimum, but the relative amplitudes of the sunspot cycles described
for that period can not be determined becauseof the rarity of spots and of
systematic observations. For this reason the 17th century sunspot data will
be omitted from this study.

The relationship between the sunspot numberand the parameters of the
solar wind is not close and in general neither daily nor yearly average sunspot
numbers can be used to predict velocities or magnetic fields of the solar wind
near the earth (c.f. Gosling et al. 1977). However, the sunspot number does
yield someinformation on the sources of the solar wind since the number of
sudden commencementsof geomagnetic storms arriving at earth each year is
correlated to annual sunspot numberwith a correlation coefficient of 0.85, as
shown by Mayaud(1975) using I00 years of data. Suddencommencements(i.e.
sudden world wide increases in the horizontal intensity of the geomagnetic
field observed at low and midlatitude magnetic observatories) are usually
caused by solar wind shocks due to suddenejections of high velocity solar
wind, and so the numberof sudden solar ejections is proportional to the
sunspot number. In this sense the sunspot numbergives information on the
sources of one type of solar wind disturbance.

Fig. 2 (adapted from Eddy, 1976) gives the annual meansunspot number from
1610 to 1975. The Maunderminimumis shownon the top panel. The second and
third panels show the data used in this review; i. e. the data that give
evidence concerning a 60-100 year variation in solar wind sources. The
envelope of the II year sunspot cycle shows three relative minimums, circa
1755, circa 1810, and a broad minimumfrom 1880 to 1930. If we adopt a
criterion that to be counted as a minimumcycle, the sunspot number can not
exceed 70, then two minimumperiods remain, one at the beginning of the 19th
century and the other at the end of the 19th or the beginning of the 20th
century. These minimumsare weak evidence in favor of a 60-100 year period in
solar wind sources since they are compatible with such a period. From this
view the appearance of the minimumto be expected in the early 18th century
would have been obscured by the general rise caused by the ending of the
Maunderminimum. On the basis of this admittedly weak argument this data set
is put in category 3; that is, it is compatible with a 60-100 year variation in
properties of the sources of the solar wind but too short to be used as
evidence for any such periodic behavior.

aa Indices

The second data set to be considered is the I00 years of aa indices
produced by Mayaudin 1973 from the original magnetogramsfrom Greenwich
Observatory and the antipodal Australian stations. In contrast to the more
familiar indices such as EKpor C9, aa is a real physical quantity. The data
set consists of half daily values of the range of geomagnetic disturbances
measured in nanoteslas. It covers the period from 1868 to the present but can
be considered a modern data set because, within the last i0 years, the actual
traces of the magnetometerpens were used to produce it. This is in contrast to
the case of, for example, sunspot data in which we have only the record of what
the observer reports as having been seen and no hard copy record of the
observations themselves that could be re-examined using modernmethods.
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60-100 YEAR VARIATION DATA SETS
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If we consider the magnetosphereas a solar wind detector and magnetic
and/or auroral activity as read-out parameters, the aa indices, shownin fig.
3, form a data set that refers to the solar wind at 1A.U. and in the ecliptic
plane. The relationship between the sunspot data and the aa index has been the
subject of several studies in the last few years (c.f. Legrand and Simon 1981,
Feynman, 1982). In examining the relationship it should be kept in mind that
both sunspot numberand aa are accurate and reliable for the period since 1868
and the differences in their long term behavior must be caused by their being
measures of two different phenomena. It is clear in figures 2 and 3 that
geomagnetic activity remains strong during the declining phase of the II year
sunspot cycle. In fact the level of aa during the declining sunspot number
phase is so strongly related to the maximumsunspot number in the next cycle,
about 6 years later, that aa has successfully been used to predict the value of
the annual average sunspot numberat the next maximum(Ohl 1976, Sargent,
1978). This strong relationship verifies that both the sunspot numberand aa
are reliable and have a physical meaning.

Evidence for a long period variation in the solar wind at earth is seen in
figure 3 in the general rise of aa at sunspot minimumbetween 1900 and 1954
(Feynmanand Crooker, 1978, Feynman1982). This rise is not present in the
sunspot number at minimumbut is present in the 14C data (Stuiver and Quay,
1980). The annual average aa is related to somecombination of average solar
wind velocity and southward interplanetary magnetic field (c.f. Crooker et al.
1977) and the extrapolations of the empirical relations derived from in sltu
solar wind data imply a very low annual average velocity or southward
interplanetary field near the turn of the century, minimizing about 1901
(Svalgaard, 1977, Feynmanand Crooker 1978, Gringaus, 1981). A further
analysis of aa was interpreted as showing a systematic intensification of
variations associated with the II year cycle from 1900 to 1960 which was
ascribed to a Gleissberg variation (Feynman, 1982). These studies of the aa
index indicate the solar wind variations are consistent with a Long Cycle
variation minimizing about 1900. This phase is of course consistent with the
broad minimumseen in sunspot number cycle amplitude, but in the aa data the
time of minimumcan be more firmly determined. The aa data, then, are also
placed in category 3.

Swedish Auroras

Swedish auroral observations from 1720 to 1882 were catalogued by the
Director of the Central Meteorolgical Institute of Sweden,Robert Rubenson
(1882). The data were collected from a variety of sources in all parts of
Sweden. Rubenson's catalogue includes the geographical positions at which the
observations were made. The yearly numbersof auroras seen in all Swedenand
in the regions north and south of 61° 30" are available and have been restudied
for their relavance to the long cycle variation (Silverman and Feynman,1980,
Feynmanand Silverman 1980).

The Swedish auroral observations and the aa both refer to the solar wind
in the vicinity of the earth but they are measurementsof somewhatdifferent
phenomena. Both annual averages are available for the 9 years from 1868 to
1876 and the relationship between them shown in figure 4 (Silverman and
Feynman, 1980) is remarkably close. Although the overlap of the two sets is
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small, they are so closely proportional to one another that the figure gives
confidence in the accuracy of the Swedish auroral observations, as well as
reaffirming the well known relation between the range of geomagnetic
disturbances and the latitude at which auroras are seen.

The numberof auroras reported for Swedensouth of 61° 30" is shownin
Fig. 5. There is an impressive minimumin the 2nd decade of the 19th century.
There are six years from 1809 to 1814 during which fewer than three auroras
were reported each year. The number of auroras did not recover until sometime
after 1825. The existence of a world-wide minimumin solar-terrestrial
relationships at this time is confirmed by observations madein the United
States (Feynmanand Silverman, 1980). This solar wind minimumof 1809-1814
took place about 90 years before the solar wind minimumof 1901 implied by the
aa data. Merging these two data sets would result in a solar wind proxy data
set going through two minimums, with a period of something like 90 years.
Considering either the Swedish auroral data set or the merged aurora-aa set,
these data are placed in category 3.

Carbon 14 Data Sets

The next two data sets to be discussed are derived from 14C in tree rings
(Linet al. 1975; Stuiver and Quay, 1981). 14C is indirectly produced by
galactic cosmic rays which, in turn, are modulated by the interplanetary
medium. Interaction with the solar wind throughout the hellosphere modifies the
cosmic ray flux which arrives at the earth's atmosphere. Changesin the cosmic
ray flux cause changes in neutron production rate. The production of 14C
depends on interactions of the neutrons with atmospheric nitrogen. The 14C
then mixes into the atmosphere and is incorporated into living organisms. When
life processes stop, the 14C in the organism is no longer exchangedwith the
atmospheric 14C.

Although 14C production rate is dependent on the heliospheric solar wind
in a very complex way, studies of 14Chave been madefor manyyears and methods
of analysis are well advanced and sophisticated. The major changes in 14C
levels during the last few milleniums are caused by known changes in the
earth's main field (Creer, 1981) but these can be accounted for. There is also
a small residual variation of a few percent from the long-term trend. This
residual is due to heliospheric cosmic ray modulation. The data set labeled
14C anomoly data in fig. 1 consists of these residual variations and covers
8,000 years. The solar-terrestrlal mini_m around 1810 and major solar
terrestrial events such as the Maunderand Sporer minimiums are clearly seen in
the 14C residual record (Stuiver and Quay, 1980). Linet al., (1975)
calculated the autocovarlance function using this data set and their results
are shownin fig. 6. There appears to be a 350 year variation but since that
is out of the period range of interest here it will not be discussed further.
There is also a general rise in the autocovariance at periods between 20 and
150 years. Superposedon this general rise is added power at about 80 years.
Lin et al. (1975) interpret this in terms of a periodic variation in the range
from 60 to i00 years. This data set then will be assigned to category I since
it shows a periodicity.

Recently another analysis of 14C data has been carried out by Stulver and
co-workers. Stuiver and Quay (1980) increased the temporal precision of the
14Cdata by constructing counters which could measure the 14C activity in tree
rings with a precision of 1.5 to 2 parts per million. Then, instead of using
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the 14C anomoly data directly, they calculated the production rate of 14C using

a complex model in which the 14C was stored in the earth's atmosphere before it

interacted with the biosphere. The residence time of the 14C in the atmosphere

was an adjustable parameter. The 14C production rates from 300 AD to 1900 AD

were calculated using a 20 year and a 60 year atmospheric residence time and

the results for the 60 year residence time is shown in fig. 7 (Stuiver and

Quay, 1980). Maximums in about 1450, 1650 and 1810 correspond to the Sporer,

Maunder and 19th century solar-terrestrial minimums. Stulver and Quay compared

the behavior of the 14C production rates to the aa series and the sunspot

numbers for the last i00 years and concluded that the 14C production behaves

more llke the aa index than llke the sunspot numbers. They found that the

correlation coefficient between the 14C production rate and the annual average

aa was 0.67, which is quite high considering the aa is related to the solar

wind at earth whereas [4C probes the entire hellosphere.

Stuiver (1980) has carried out a power spectral analysis of the post 700

A.D. 14C production rates shown in fig. 7. He does not find any increase of

power in the 60 to i00 year frequency range so that this 14C production data

set must be placed in category 2, i.e. it does not shown any periodic behavior

in the period range of interest here. Both the 14C anomaly data and the 14C

production data will be discussed further in section 2.

Medieval Auroras.

The final data set to be discussed is derived from reports of auroras seen

in Europe and the Orient from 450 A.D. to 1450 A.D. and will be referred to as

medieval auroras. This data set was reviewed by Siscoe (1980) who, following

Kelmatsu (1976), investigated the accuracy of auroral report data by comparing

the number of auroras per century reported from China and Europe separately as

shown in fig. 8. Not only are the envelopes of the two frequency distributions

almost the same but the actual number of reports from both areas are remarkably

close. These results give confidence in the accuracy of the data. Slscoe

(1980) also presented the thirty year running averages of the number of auroras

seen per decade in the combined European-Orlental data set as shown in fig. 9.

These data, like the Swedish auroras and aa are proxy for the solar wind at 1

A.U. in the ecliptic plane. The minimums circa 600-700 A.D., 1050 A. D., and

1350 A. D., are reflected in the 14C data as is the maximlmum from ii00 to 1200

(Stuiver & Quay, 1980).

As Siscoe points out and as has often been suggested before, (see review

by Siscoe, 1980), this data set appears to show a periodic variation with a

mean period of about 87 years. In order to test the validity of this

observation in a more objective way the data will be analysed here by a

modified superposed epoch method. The zero times of the epochs are chosen to

make the average interval length 87 years. Since the data consist of the

number of auroras per decade, it is not possible to use intervals of exactly 87
years each. Instead each interval consists of 9 decades of data but the zero

time is adjusted so that the last decade of a few intervals is also used as the

first decade of the next interval. A second modification must be made to the

usual superposed epoch method because of the large amplitude of variations with

characteristic times longer than I00 years, i.e. The Maunder and Sporer type

minimums and the 12 th century medieval maximum. If a standard superposed epoch

analysis were carried out the results would be dominated by these events. To
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prevent this, the number of auroras observed in each interval was normalized to
one, and the fractional number of auroras in each bin calculated. The
resulting data were arranged to perform the superposed epoch analysis shownin
the upper panel of fig. I0. Each point represents the ratio of the numberof
auroras reported for a decade to the total number of auroras reported for the
90 year interval. The average of all the values is 0. II, shownby a bar in the
figure. The data appear to be very systematically distributed about the
average. For example almost all the points in the 3rd and 4th bins are above
the average whereas almost all the points in the 2nd to last and last bins are
below average. In order to test the validity of the method the analysis was
repeated for several other choices of cycle length and the results for a 70
year cycle are shownin the lower panel of fig. I0. These results are typical
of those for the other cycle periods tested. Here, although there is perhaps a
hint of somesystematic behavior within each of the bins, the distributions of
points about the average of 0.14 does not appear to deviate significantly from
chance.

The top panel of fig. I0 then is interpreted as demonstrating 1000 years
of an 87 year period in the frequency of auroras at mldlatitudes. This implies
a variation of the solar wind at 1A. U. in the ecliptic with a period of about
87 years. The uncertainty in the period is about a year or two. The period
can not be determined more precisely by the superposed epoch method because a
change of a year or two in the interval length will not makea statistically
significant difference in the data distributions.

The amplitude and phase of the variation can also be determined reasonably
accurately. The points in fig. II give the averages of the data in each bin of
the upper panel of fig. I0. The first and last points in the figure are the
sameand are the bin 9 average. The dashed llne is a simple sine function that
was chosen to approximately fit the data. The phase of the curve was also
chosen to give the best fit. The horizontal line is the average of the entire
data set as in fig. i0. The minimumphase is about two decades before the
first bin so the statistical minimumcorresponds to about 435 A. D. (before
the fall of Rome). On the average in a cycle, 2 1/2 times as many auroras will

be seen at midlatitudes for cycle maximum as for cycle minimum. Due to

uncertalnties2inhPeriod0t length and phase we can not meaningfully extrapolate tothe 19th and centuries.

The medieval auroral data set is assigned to category I.

TABLE 1

proxy for number of

data set solar wind at ______c_cles cateor_p=___

sunspot number sources 2 3

aa indices earth 1 3

Swedish auroras earth 1 3

14C anomoly heliosphere ~I00 1

14C production heliosphere ~16 2

medieval auroras earth II i
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SECTION 2. THE CONCLUSIONS

The results of this review are gathered together in table I. Since the

data sets refer to three different aspects of the solar wind, a long period

variation of one of these aspects does not require or imply a long period

variation in either of the other aspects. Disagreements exist among the

results only when two analyses of proxy data for the same aspect of the wind

result in conflicting results. From table i:

I). We have insufficient evidence to tell whether or not the annual

sunspot number, and therefore the annual number of shocks in the

solar wind, changes with the Long Cycle, but what data we have are

comparable with such a change.

2). All of the proxy data for the solar wind at earth either show a

definite long period variation or are compatible with such a

variation. This finding is discussed further below.

3). A single type of proxy data for the solar wind in the heliosphere

has been analyzed by two seperate groups and the results are

conflicting, one being interpreted as showing a Long Cycle and the

other as ruling a Long Cycle out.

The resolution between the two analyses of the 14C data is not at all

clear at this time. There are several possibilities. For example, the

increase in the autocovariance function at about 80 years may not be

statistically significant, or, conversely, it may be that the variation is very

weak and I00 cycles of data are needed in order to be apparent in a power

spectral analysis. It may also be possible that the long period variation was

suppressed when the 14C production data were derived from the 14C residual

anomoly data. The data set for which Stuiver (1980) ran the power spectral

analysis used a 60 year atmospheric residence time in calculating the

production rate from the residual anomolles. This may have significantly

lowered the intensity of an already weak variation. Stuiver and Quay (1980)

show both the production data with a 20 year residence time and with a 60 year

residence time for the period around 1811-1813 when we know that solar

terrestrial phenomena in general were weak. Although both data sets show a

variation of the expected sign for that time, the signal is relatively

suppressed for the 60 year residence time data set. However, all that can be

said now is that two analyses of 14C data disagree. Until that disagreement is

resolved we can not come to any conclusion concerning the existence of a long

period variation in the properties of the heliospheric solar wind that modulate

atmospheric 14C.

The situation is quite different for proxies of the solar wind at earth.

Here there is no conflict of results. Swedish auroras and geomagnetic activity

are easily consistent with a long period, and they agree with each other in

phase, i. e. the minimums are about 87 years apart. The medieval auroras form

a long enough data set so that the cycle is clearly seen in a modified

superposed epoch analysis and the average amplitude during the 1,000 years from

450 A. D. to 1450 A. D. was such that more than twice the number of auroras

were seen at maximums as at minimums.
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Even if the controversy concerning the heliospheric solar wind were to be

settled against the long cycle appearing in that data, it would not constitute

any contradiction with the data on the solar wind at earth. It might imply

that the solar wind had an 87 year cycle in some local property. As one

example, the neutral sheet might rock relative to the ecliptic plane. However,

the hypothesis of a local change is not required by the observations at this

time.

It is concluded that we have definitely observed a long period variation

in the solar wind at earth for at least 1,000 years and probably 1,500.

The existence of a Long Cycle expressed in auroral frequency would not

necessarily be obvious to individual observers. Fig. 9 shows that the slower

changes, such as those associated with the medieval maximum can be much larger

than those of the 87 year type. Furthermore, the minimums and maximums are

separated by forty years and few people are likely to keep records that long.

Even when auroras are the subject of much interest and speculation, changes on

that time scale are likely to be discounted. For example, space sciences

graduate students of the 1970's may well have taken their professor's

descriptions of the magnificent auroras of 1935-1959 with a grain of salt.
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THE MAUNDER MINIMUM AND THE CONTINUANCE OF THE SUNSPOT
CYCLE

John A. Eddy
High Altitude Observatory, NCAR
Box 3000, Boulder, Colorado 80307

A number of recent reports, particularly from studies of
naked-eye sunspot records from China, have challenged the
reality of the Maunder Minimum and solar secular changes in
general. We examine this evidence in the fuller light of
other observations and modern radiocarbon analyses to
reaffirm the case for real, major changes in the level of
solar activity. The question of the continuance of the
ll-year solar cycle is also reviewed, based on analyses of
historical sunspot numbers and auroral reports. There is
probable evidence for the existence of an 11-year cycle in
isolated epochs in medieval time, andtantalizing sugges-
tions of strong solar cycle of like period in the Precam-
brian Era, almost a billion years ago. At present, however,
it seems impossible to establish whether the sunspot cycle
operated, clocklike, maintaining its present phase, before
about AD 1700, and possibly not before AD 1800.
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PERIODICITIES IN THE OCCURRENCE OF AURORA

AS INDICATORS OF SOLAR VARIABILITY

Dai Nian-zu and Chen Mei-dong

Institute of the History of Natural Science

Chinese Academy of Science

Beij ing, PRC

Zhang Zhen-j in

Physics Department

Central China Teacher's College

Wuhan, Hubei, PRC

and Michael Mendillo
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AB STRACT

A compilation of records of the aurora observed in China from the Time of

the Legends (2000 - 3000 B.C.) to the mid-18th century has been used to infer

the frequencies and strengths of solar activity prior to modern times. A

merging of this analysis with auroral and solar activity patterns during the

last 200 years provides basically continuous information about solar activity

during the last 2000 years. The results show periodicities in solar activity

that contain average components with a long period (_412 years), three middle

periods (_38 years, _77 years, and _130 years), and the well known short

period (_ii years).

Int roduc tion

The use of historical auroral records to infer secular and quasi-periodic

variations of the sun has received considerable attention in the last decade

(Eddy, 1976; Feynman and Silverman, 1980; Siscoe, 1980). In China, beginning

in 1974, a comprehensive study was initiated to document the rich, but often

misinterpreted, observations of auroral displays contained in ancient records

from China, Korea and Japan. Some earlier attempts to describe aurorae in

Japan (Matsushita, 1956) have been made, and a chronology for aurorae in the

Orient was prepared by Keimatsu (1965, 1976) and used to infer that the geo-

magnetic dipole axis might have been inclined towards China in the ll-12th

centuries A.D. (Keimatsu et al., 1968).

In preparing a chronology of auroral displays for ancient times, it is

possible to confuse passages from ancient texts that deal with meteor showers,

comets, meteorological phenomena, lightning, novae and even Earthquakes with

entries that truly pertain to the aurora. The chronology prepared by Keimatsu

(1965) appears to include a very large number of such non-auroral events. The

methods required to document a reliable database of auroral records in the

Orient during ancient times have been described by Dai and Chen (1980a). The

preparation of a new chronology for such events (Dai and Chen, 1980b) and its

use to infer solar variability (Dai and Chen, 1980c) over extended time inter-

vals have now been completed. In this brief paper we wish to summarize a set

of preliminary results that deal with the occurrence frequencies and intensi-

ties of aurora during the period 212 B.C. to 1968 A.D., and their implications

for solar variability.
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Analysis

Dai and Chen (1980a, b) examined ancient records of the aurora in the East
and established a chronology of 929 occurrences of aurorae from the Time of the
Legends (2000-3000 B.C.) to 1747A.D. These included 585 observations recorded

in China, 294 in Korea and 50 in Japan. With this chronology added to the ob-

servations between 40°-50 ° latitude contained in the compilation prepared

by Link (1962, 1964) from Western records, Dai and Chen (1980c) prepared a

combined distribution plot of the number of nights in Oriental and Occidental
historical times (from 222 B.C. to 1747 A.D.) when the aurora occurred. The

resultant occurrence frequency diagram for 1300 separate auroral observations

from middle to lower latitudes provided basically continuous information about

solar activity during the last 2000 years. Dai and Chen (1980c) established

a set of selection criteria to designate a series of "upper extremal years

(UEY's)" and "lower extremal years (LEY's)" from these data, following a basic

assumption that the period between two successive UEY's could not be shorter

than 5 years, nor longer than 18 years. Once the UEY's were determined, addi-

tional analyses were performed to characterize the strengths of these years of

peak auroral activity. To do this, the past 2000 years were divided into four

major auroral epochs (prior to 400 A.D., 400-1050, 1050-1750 and 1750-1968)

during which the historical records of aurora were essentially consistent and

comparable. Within each epoch, specific criteria were established that used

occurrence rates, observing latitudes, morphology types and luminosities to

assign one of seven designations for the strength of each UEY. The strength

criteria established for each of the first three epochs were related to the

mean sunspot numbers used to specify the UEY strengths in the modern epoch in

order to arrive at a uniform and consistent scale to guage overall solar vari-

ability by the auroral UEY strength patterns. The results of this analysis

appear in Figure I.

Discussion

The results used to arrive at Figure 1 showed that during the 1967-year

period from 217 B.C. to 1750 A.D., that is, during the three ancient auroral

epochs defined above, there were 173 upper extremal years (UEY's) of auroral

activity that can be used to define 172 separate solar activity cycles. The

durations of those cycles fell between 6 and 18 years, with a mean period of

11.4 years. Statistical analyses of the 172 cycles showed that 84% had periods

of 7-14 years, 55% between 10-13 years, and only a few percent with 6 or 18

year periods. The mean period of 11.4 years may therefore be taken to describe

the Short Period of solar activity.

The time series of UEY strength levels given in Figure 1 show that five

"First Strong Years" (designated as F-years) occurred in 103 B.C., 305 A.D.,

707, 1128 and 1957. These yield separations of 408, 402, 421, 428 and 401

years, respectively. The mean value of 412 years may be taken as an estimate

of the Long Period of solar activity.

In arranging the Long Periods beneath each other in Figure 2, several

similarities emerge between the segments:

1) After each F-year, there is a neighboring "Second Strong Year" (S-year).

The intervals between them are 88, 95, 55, 77 and 70 years, respectively,

with an average spacing of 77 years.
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2)

3)

Prior to an F-year, there is a "Third Strong Year" (T-year). The spacings

between the T-years and F-years are 139, 127, 113, 151 and 120 years, re-

spectively, with an average of 130 years.

In examining the overall pattern in Figure i, there are 57 peaks between

217 B.C. and 1957 A.D., corresponding to an average of one peak every 38

years. Within each of the 412 year Long Period segments in Figure i,

there are 8, II, 9, II and 12 peaks, respectively, again showing that

about every fourth Short Period cycle (_II years) becomes a local peak.

The Strength of Solar Activity
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Figure I. The strength of solar activity from 217 B.C. to 1968 A.D.

determined from an analysis of chronologies of auroral occurrence patterns

observed in the Orient (Dai and Chen, 1980a, b) and in Europe (Link, 1962,

1964). The strength designations from very strong (SS), to moderate (M), to

very weak (WW) are intended to portray sunspot number values over the 2000

year period according to the following key: SS (>145), S (111-145), MS

(96-ii0), M (81-95), MW (71-80), W (60-70), WW (<60).
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Efforts to use historical auroral observations to search for the existence
of periodicities in solar activity have thus yielded average componentswith
a Long Period (_412 years), three Middle Periods (_38 years, _77 years and
130 years), and the well-known Short Period (_iI years). Such signatures of

solar-terrestrial activity patterns maywell be a major source for learning
about solar activity itself, as discussed in detail by Eddy (1976), Siscoe
(1980), Feynmanand Silverman (1980) and Feynman(1982).
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ABSTRACT

A survey of solar wind ion velocity distributions and derived parameters

(temperature, ion differential speed, heat flux, adiabatic invariants) is pre-

sented with emphasis on the heliocentric distance range between 0.3 and I AU

traversed by the Helios solar probe. We discuss the radial evolution of non-ther-

mal features (e.g., T . > T ,,, Av =-V.), which are observed to be most pro-
. • p . . -ep --_ . .

nounced at perlhellon.Wlth1_ the framework of quaslllnear plasma theory, wave-

particle interactions that may shape the ion distributions are considered. Some

results of a self-consistent model calculation are presented accounting for ion

acceleration and heating by resonant momentum and energy exchange with ion-cy-

clotron and magnetosonic waves propagating away from the sun along the inter-

planetary magnetic field. Another tentative explanation for the occurrence of

large perpendicular proton temperatures is offered in terms of heating by Landau

damping of lower hybrid waves.

I. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to review some experimental and theoretical

work that has recently been done on the problem of the radial evolution ef solar

wind ion velocity distributions. We shall concentrate on Helios observations which

complement previous in situ measurements at I AU and at larger heliocentric dis-

tances with very detailed ion measurements in the inner heliosphere between 0.3

and | AU. For this radial distance range average gradients of fluid parameters

are now available that put further contraints on theoretical modeling of the solar

wind expansion. Our results may also help to better understand the evolution of

ion internal energy and non-thermal characteristics of the distributions. To date,

the most detailed reviews on this subject have been published by Feldman et al.

(1974) on observations of interpenetrating solar wind streams and non-thermal

distributions, by Hollweg (1974) on waves and instabilities, and by Feldman et al.

(1979a, b), and Schwartz (1980) on kinetic processes and microinstabilities, re-

spectively, that affect and shape ion distribution functions. Associated plasma

waves have been reviewed by Gurnett (_98|) and Scarf et al. (1981). This brief

paper does not aim at a complete treatment of all relevant issues but is biased

towards the author's preferences. We apologize at the outset for inevitable omis-

sions of references. An exhaustive discussion of all topics is beyond the scope

of this contribution.

2. Survey of Helios observations in the inner heliosphere

The results in this section represent a selection out cf a more comprehen-

sive data set obtained by the Helios solar probes during the phase about solar

activity minimum from late 1974 until the first month of 1976. A complete dis-
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cussion of the present topics can be found in a series of papers by Rosenbauer

etal. (19771 and Marsch etal. (1981, 1982a, b, 1983) where a full description

of the data evaluation and analysis procedure is given as well as an outline of

the Helios plasma instruments and measurement techniques. The magnetic field

data used in this paper have been obtained by the TU Braunschweig magnetometer

experiment (Neubauer et al. 19771.

The Figure I illustrates the variety of shapes and range of functional forms

of observed proton velocity distributions encountered under various plasma con-

ditions between I AU (top row) and 0.3 AU (bottom row). The three colums pertain

to low (v < 400 km/s), intermediate speed wind (400 - 600 km/sl and fast solar

wind streams (v > 600 km/s). The isodensity contour plots represent cuts through

the distributio_ in a plane defined by the magnetic field vector (dashed llne,

axis of gyrotropy) and bulk flow direction (VX-axisl. Spacing of contours corre-

sponds to 80, 60, 40, 20 % of the maximum phase space density %'hich defines the

origin of velocity space. The "core" part of the distributions may be defined by

this continuous contour line system. Broken contours are spaced logarithmically

at 0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.003, and 0.001 times the maximum. The last contour line

roughly delineates the instrument one-count level.

Apparently, solar wind proton distributions come in various shapes and as a

rule deviate considerably from a Maxwellian. Most of the non-thermal features

shown here have previously been observed at I AU by many spacecraft. Field-aligned

bulges constituting a total temperature anisotropy T ,, > T _ and a heat flux
appear to be ubiquitous (see also Hundhausen etal. P1967, p Feldman et al. 1973a)

with the exception at magnetic sector boundaries (distributions A and G in Figure

I) where fairly isetropic distributions usually occur. Frequently, the heat flux

tail attains the shape of a second resolved peak giving rise to a double humped

ion distribution (see also Feldman et al. 1973b, 1974, Goodrich and Lazarus 1976,

and Belcher etal. 19811. Double streams are temporarily also observed in the

alpha particle distributions (Feldman et al. 1973b, Asbridge et al. 1974, and

Marsch et al. 1982b). A statistical analysis of the speed difference between two

resolved proton peaks revealed a close correlation of this drift with the Alfv_n

speed (Asbridge etal. 1974, 1976 and Marsch et al. 1982a, b). This observation

suggests a local regulation of the differential speed by wave-particle inter-
actions.

Inspection of the right column shows that in the core part of fast solar

wind velocity distributions the temperature is larger perpendicular than parallel

to the magnetic field. This finding may indicate the effects of transverse wave

heating (Feldman etal. 1973a, and Bame etal. 1975) and of cyclotron resonance

(Mmrsch etal. 1982a1. Further evidence for local interplanetary ion heating in

the Helios data is discussed below. In fast solar wind the protons show > Tp,,
in the core whereas for alphas one finds T _ _ T ,, in the central part Tp_

of the distributions (Marsch et al. 1982a)? 'uThis result suggests that the pro-

cesses shaping ion distributions affect the various ion species in a very differ-

ent manner. We also recall that in the body of high speed streams alphas move

faster than protons by about the local Alfv_n speed (Asbridge et al. _976, Marsch

etal. 1982b). In summary, Helios observations yield an entire "zoo" of distri-

bution functions exhibiting various non-thermal features that become most pro-

nounced at perihelion (0.3 AU). The association of these diversely shaped distri-

butions with macroscopic stream structures has been investigated by Feldman et al.

(1974) and in the paper by Marsch etal. (1982a), that also contains a more
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Figure 1 Helios 2 proton velocity distributions as measured for various solar

wind speeds (increasing from the left to the right-hand side) and

various radial distances (decreases from above to below). The cuts

through the three-dimensional distributions are provided in a plane

defined by the bulk velocity vector (VX-axis) and the magnetic field

vector (dashed line). Contour lines correspond to fractions 0.8, 0.6,

0.4, 0.2 of the maximum phase space density (continuous lines) and

logarithmically spaced to fractions 0.1, 0.032, 0.01, 0.0032, 0.001

(dashed lines), _espectively. The origin of velocity space is defined

by the velocity of the maximum phase space density and scales are

given in km/s.
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detailed discussion of double humpedion distributions and tables of relevant ion
parameters. Here, we don't have space enough to discuss all these features. There-
fore, in the remainder of this section we shall concentrate on the heliocentric
radial temperature profiles, the so-called adiabatic invariants, and the proton
heat flux density.

Before embarking on the discussion of actual data we briefly recapitulate
the energy equations which are obtained for each ionic species within the frame-
work of fluid models (Chewet al. 1956)

Dj I

_-_ Tj,, + 2rj,, _b'(V"Vj)_ _ _ {w,c - n_. (V,,qj,, - (qj,,-2qj.) V,, inB) (la)
J J

Dj _T ..

_-_Tj_ + T..(V-V.j___j- b-(V,,Vj)) = _ lw,c i (V,,q_. - 2q_. V,, InB) (Ib)
n,m,

J J
3 3

Dj

Here the Boltzmann constant is k_ - I, _-_ = ]_+ V.-V is the species' con-
vective derivative, and V,, = b-V with E the --3 magnetic field unit vec-

tor b _ B/ B . The two components of the heat flux tensor are q=,,,% defined by

thir_ ord'-er--moments. If the random velocitY3in the species rest J frame with velo-

city V_ is denoted by w, one has q=,, = < w,, > n.m. and q_ = < w,,w_2/2 > n_mj
where "-J brackets indicate averages J over the 3 3 J normalized dis- J

tribution function. The field aligned heat flux vector is given by Q. = b (q.,, +

2q.%)/2. The right hand sides of equation (la, b) comprise the heat 3sources3due

toJthe divergence of the heat flux tensor and also contain heating or cooling

rates related to Coulomb collisions or wave-particle interactions (index c, w).

Without these dissipative terms one can combine the two equations with the result

Dj TjL2 2)D-_ (Tj,, / nj = 0. By exploiting the frozen-in-field condition and the

continuity equation we can also write the double-adiabatic equations of state in

the usual form

TjL / B = const (2a)

(B/nj) 2 = const (2b)T j,,

The validity of these equations can be tested by analyzing radial profiles of ion

temperatures and densities, and the gradient of the independently measured mag-

netic field strength along individual stream lines. The practical difficulties

encountered in an experimental test of (2a, b) and the assumptions to be made in

that analysis are extensively addressed in the paper by Marsch et al. (1983). Our

following discussion is based on heliocentric gradients of ion plasma parameters

that have been obtained by sorting the data according to the wind speed and by

averaging over radial distance bins of 0.1AU width.

The perpendicular proton temperature T_± is shown versus radial distance

from the sun in Figure 2 in a double logarithmic plot for various wind velocity
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classes indicated at the curves, respectively. Within a velocity class, the tem-
perature increases with decreasing solar distance. At a fixed radial distance,
T _ increases with increasing wind speed_(Burlaga and Ogilvie, 1973). Note the
Pvery high temperatures of almost 10b °K at perihelion. Steepest gradients

_ -a .are observed in fast streams. Least squares-fits yield power laws T _ r wlth
an index "a" ranging between 0.8 and 1.2. These average radial P?profiles are
flatter than expected for an adiabatic expansion that implies Tp_r-- for simple
spherical geometry.

This result becomesmore apparent by Plotting the proton magnetic moment.
As can be seen in Figure 3, T _/B increases with increasing heliocentric distance
demonstrating that the magnetic momentis not conserved and that adiabatic in-
variance is violated. Similar curves are obtained for alphas, however in fast
streams (v > 600 km/s) the curves are almost horizontal. For protons least-
squares _fits yield _p % r -a with 0.6 < a < 0.9. This trend would be even more
pronounced if the magnetic moment--wer_solely based on the "core" distri-
bution. Weinterpret Figure 3 as evidence that proton distributions are trans-
versely heated in the interplanetary mediumbetween 0.3 and I AU (see also Bame
et al. 1975). A more complete discussion of heliocentric temperature profiles and
adiabatic invariants of solar wind ions can be found in Marsch et al. (1982a, b,
1983). It should be mentioned that a recent analysis of Voyager plasma data at
large heliocentric distances of several AUalso provided evidence for a non-adi-
abatic evolution of the proton temperature and the occurence of interplanetary
heating (Gazis and Lazarus, 1982).

In Figure 4 the second adiabatic invariant of the alphas is shownversus
radial distance in the sameformat as before. Apparently, on the average T ,,(B/n )2• _
decreases during the solar wind radial expansion. Despite large scatter In the
data caused by large absolute uncertainties in the measuredn and by spatial in-
homogeneities and temporal variations the radial trend in Figure 4 is believed to
be statistically significant. This finding maybe interpreted as evidence for a
non-adiabatic evolution of T ,,, the alpha-particle parallel temperature. T,,
seems to decline more rapidl_ than expected for adiabatic cooling. This result
could well be related to the radial evolution of the ion differential velocity.• I
which is observed to trace the Alfv_n velocity (that roughly scales llke _J r )
and which thus decreases during the radial expansion.

In equation (la, b) the terms giving rise to a non-adiabatic behaviour of ion
temperatures are the divergence of the heat flux tensor and Coulombor anomalous
(wave-particle interactions) collisional transfer rates for T.,,,_. For Coulomb
collisions analytic expressions for "temperature exchange" Jbetween the ions
can be found in the classical article by Braginskii (1965) on collision dominated
transport. Observations in slow, cold solar wind indicate the possibility of an
effective coupling between the various kinetic degrees of freedom for protons and
alphas by Coulombcollisions (Feldman et al. 1974b, Neugebauer1976, Neugebauer
and Feldman 1979, GrHnwaldt and Rosenbauer1978, Neugebauer1981, Marsch et al.
1981, 1982b). High speed wind data on the other hand indicate, though, that Cou-
lomb collisions are much less important in hot, fast solar wind streams. Without
invoking wave-particle interactions under these conditions there only remain the
heat flux terms as a possible source of ion thermal energy.

The Figure 5 displays the proton heat flux density Q = (q ,, + 2q m)/2
versus radial solar distance in a semi-logarithmic plot Pfor Pvariou_ solar

wind velocities. Note that the variations in Qp extend over two orders of mag-
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-2
nitude. Between 0.3 and I AU Qp ranges from several 10-4 to about 10 _ergs/cm2s.

Least squares fit yield Q_ _ r with 3.8 < a < 4.7 and Qp _3-4 10-_ ergs/cm2s
at I AU for intermediate p and high speed sol_r wTnd. Alpha particle heat

flux densities turn out to be almost an order of magnitude smaller (Marsch et al.

1983) which means that q_,,,_ can be entirely ignored in equation (la, b). For
protons one finds that q _ is much smaller than q ,, (implying Q > q ,,). Thus in

equation (Ib) the terms p with q_ can also be P neglected. InPv_ewPof these
results, one needs wave-particle_interactions in order to account for the radial

course of the proton magnetic moment in Figure 3. This conclusion seems to be

compelling if one considers the temperature anisotropy in the high speed proton

distributions of Figure I. An anisotropic local heat source _T._/_t I in terms

of wave heating should be invoked to explain this detail in 3protonWdistributions

and to further explain the differences in the shapes of the alpha and proton

distribution functions (_rsch et al. 1982a,b).

Concerning the parallel temperature T=,, one can roughly estimate the strength

of the interplanetary heat source represented by - V-(q.,,b). By integrating this

quantity over the radial heat flux profiles given by _he J _east squares fits in

Figure 5, Marsch et al. (1983) found that the temperature increase resulting from

a degradation of the heat flux cannot account for the non-adiabatic radial evo-

lution of the proton temperatures. For the alphas the result of Figure 4 even

suggests the need for an interplanetary heat "sink" or effective redistribution

of thermal energy in order to explain the stronger than adiabatic cooling of Ta,,
between 0.3 and I AU.

We conclude with a presentation of Helios 2 data that pertain to the phase

of the solar cycle inclining to solar maximum. In contrast to the typical solar

minimum plasma conditions, during a few hours on day 117 in May 1978 in the peri-

helion at 0.3 slow solar wind was observed associated with pronounced ion differ-

ential speeds (AV _ 100 km/s) and temperature anisotropies (T _ > T ,,) and with• _p
unusually Intense A1fv_nic type wave activity (Marsch et aI_1981)_ Figure 6

shows from top to bottom proton speed_ ion differential speed (Alfv_n speed is

indicated by points), the dot product of AV and B, and the proton and alpha

temperature anisotropies T.,,/T.±. The core -ep temperature ratio is marked by

points. Note the low wind I _velocity. It stays low at about 400 km/s despite

large Alfv_nic-type velocity fluctuations. Simultaneously, the alphas move faster

than the protons by more than 100 km/s. They move at about the local Alfv_n speed

along the interplanetary magnetic field (panel three). In the core part of the

proton distribution one finds > T ,,whereas for the alphas the reversed situ-
ation occurs. Despite large Tp_ Pscatter in the data due to worse counting

statistics, on the average T _ < T ,, is observed. These contrary features have
earlier been found to be characterlstlc of distributions in fast recurrent streams

as discussed in Figure I. In our opinion, this result is a key observation towards

understanding the mechanism of solar wind heating and acceleration. Obviously,

these ion distributions exhibited properties that have been considered typical of

high speed wind originating from coronal holes during solar activity minimum. How-

ever, the unusual plasma investigated here was embedded in "normal", low speed

wind. The ambient plasma showed the typical signatures of slow wind as discussed

in the beginning of this section.
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3. Theoretical models and discussion

Certainly, the radial evolution of the detailed solar wind ion distributions

cannot be explained within the framework of magnetohydrodynamic fluid theories

but rather requires a kinetic treatment. Such an approach to the problem has yet

not been tried. However, a vast amount of literature exists concerned with ana-

lysing the stability of distributions observed in the interplanetary medium. A

comprehensive review on microinstabilities is given by Schwartz (1980) and on

various kinetic aspects by Feldman (1979 a, b). A theoretical discussion of wave-

particle interactions with emphasis on MHD-waves is also included in Barnes'

(1979) review on wave turbulence in the solar wind.
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In instability calculations particle distributions are shownto relax
"locally" to a state that corresponds to less free energy than the original state.
Reordering of internal ion energy is accompaniedby excitation of various wave
modeswhere growth time and dispersion characteristics sensitively depend on the
shape of the actual distribution. As demonstrated in Figure _, the main free
energy sources for local wave excitation are represented by temperature aniso-
tropics, heat fluxes and double streams, and also by the differential proton
alpha-particle motion that was discussed in somedetail before. Instability cal-
culations have been performed for given this free energy in non-thermal ion
distributions. However, noattempt has yet been made to explain, e.g. double ion
streams in the first place by dynamic processes in the corona or during the
initial phase of solar wind expansion. Feldmanet al. (_974) proposed conceptual
models in terms of double ion streams originating from time variations in the
corona or from the interpenetration of fast into slow ambient plasma. However,
these ideas are highly speculative and at present very little is understood con-
cerning the origin of non-thermal features of ion distributions.

Goodrich (1981) investigated the kinetic effects of Alfv_n wave pressure on
the ion distributions. By solving the relevant diffusion equation he could show
that the kinetic nature of Alfv_n wave-particle interaction is reflected in

distortions of the distribution function that give rise to well known fluid

results like bulk acceleration. However, these model calculations are far from

accounting for the detailed shape of the observed distributions. Modeling the
radial evolution of ion distributions in terms of convected Bi-Maxwellians re-

presents an intermediate step between a fluid and fully kinetic treatment.

Namely, by calculating the temperatures and speeds relative to the solar wind

frame one readily knows the structure of the distribution functions that are

entirely specified in terms of their moments. Such model assumptions have almost

universally been adopted for plasma instability calculations.

Along these lines Marsch et al. (|982c) have developed a self consistent

fluid-type model in order to explain the ion temperature anisotropies and differ-

ential speeds by means of wave heating and acceleration of solar wind ions by

cyclotron resonance with ion-cyclotron and magnetosonic waves propagating away

from the sun along the interplanetary magnetic field. Local temperature and

momentum transfer terms based on the quasilinear expressions for wave-particle

interactions in weak electromagnetic turbulence (see also Dusenbery and Hollweg,

1981, and McKenzie and Marsch, 1982) have been employed in the fluid equations. It

was shown by Marsch et al. (1982c) that the magnetosonic waves are capable of

accelerating the minor ions to differential speeds of the order of the local

Alfv_n speed. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that interaction with ion-cyclo-

tron waves can lead to an equalization of ion thermal velocities and the observed

anisotropy of proton temperatures in close qualitative accord with the obser-

vations.

However, the required wave intensity exceeds the values observed (at 0.3 AU)

by at least one order of magnitude, which is a serious problem all theories are

faced with that rely on resonant wave-particle interactions at about the ion gyro-

frequencies (Schwartz et al., _981). This problem might be circumvented by invoking

a cascade process from the low frequency Alfv_n waves to the resonant frequency

regime (Isenberg and Hollweg, 1982) in order to replenish the intensity at higher

frequencies. Still, the physics of tapping the energy reservoir of Alfv_n waves

by a cascade remains rather obscured. In addition, the assumption of rigid model
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distributions in the quasilinear expressions represents another problem since the
plasma may in reality not conform to these model constraints simply by changing
the shape of the distribution function. This effect can be crucial in case the
interactions take place in the tails of the distribution. Using real distribution
functions measuredon Helios, Dumetal. (1980) showedthat for the ion acoustic
mode and whistlers the growth and damping characteristics depend rather meticu-

lously on the detailed shape of the particle distributions. At present a fully

kinetic treatment of the problem is still lacking, although it appears to be

needed for an explanation of the radial evolution of ion distribution functions.

Finally, we briefly mention an alternative explanation of the large perpen-

dicular ion temperatures in terms of Landau damping of lower hybrid waves. Marsch

and C_ang (1983) have demonstrated that the broad band low frequency electro-

static noise frequently observed in the disturbed solar wind at interplanetary

shocks (Coroniti etal., 1982; Kennel etal., 1982) and in high speed solar wind

streams (Beinroth and Neubauer, 1981, and Gurnett et al., 1979) may generally have

a lower hybrid component. These modes accompanied by "hybrid-like" whistler waves

can be excited by resonant halo electrons in the heat flux tail of the electron

distribution (Rosenbauer etal., 1977; Feldman etal., 1981). Model calculations

based on convected Bi-Maxwellian electron distributions (Marsch andChan_983)

have shown that electromagnetic lower hybrid waves at several _. = # l_e_il I
can energize solar wind ions transverse to the magnetic field,--_since these

waves propagate almost perpendicularly. By means of Landau damping of lower hybrid

waves the proton distributions could thus attain large perpendicular temperatures

in the core. Furthermore, the effective coupling between protons and suprathermal

electrons, being simultaneously in Landau resonance with the waves, should be of

major importance for understanding solar wind transport and the regulation of the
electron heat flux.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed some selected aspects of the radial evolution

of ion velocity distributions that exhibited collisional and collision-less be-

haviour. In slow, cold, and dense solar wind there is evidence for a collisional

redistribution of internal ion energy (see also review by Neugebauer, 1981). In

contrast, high speed ion distributions indicate significant influence of waves

that render the solar wind expansion non-adiabatic. Various processes shaping ion

distributions by means of microinstabilities and models that attempt to describe

the radial evolution of internal ion energy have been proposed in the literature.

Two basic lines, that a theoretical description of the solar wind expansion in

principle could follow, are sketched in Figure 7. The standard fluid approach has

widely been used in many theoretical papers at this conference (see also the "SW4"

review by Cuperman, 1981). However, very little work has been done in terms of

kinetic equations (Griffel and Davis, 1969, and Eviatar and Schulz, 1970) that are

solely appropiate to describe the radial evolution of detailed ion distributions

and internal energy and to take dissipation properly into account. At present,

observational knowledge is far ahead of a coherent theoretical understanding of

solar wind microprocesses and transport. Therefore, a kinetic description of solar

wind ions that incorporates collisions and wave-particle interactions is urgently

required.
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THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR WIND EXPANSION
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Figure 7 Schematic sketch of two possible basic approaches to a theoretical

description of the solar wind expansion.
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ABSTRACT

In situ measurements of fluctuation spectra and particle distribution func-

tions have now been carried out throughout interplanetary space. The link between

these observations is established by theories of wave-particle interaction. Linear

instability analysis for the actual non-Maxwellian particle distribution functions

and an examination of the velocity dependence of microscopic diffusion coeffi-

cients form the basis of such an investigation. It is described in more detail for

the short wavelength, ion acoustic like turbulence which is found by linear in-

stability analysis to correspond to the observed electrostatic fluctuations. Of

the transport processes associated with these fluctuations, electron heat conduc-

tion and electron-ion energy transfer are of particular importance for macroscopic
solar wind expansion. These effects are studied with the aid o_ an anomalous trans-

port theory. This theory (Dum, 1978 a, b) is based on the dominance of elastic

scattering of electrons by fluctuations, similar to (enhanced) electron-ion col-

lisions. It has a much wider range of applicability than classical transport

theory, which assumes dominance of Coulomb collisions for elastic and inelastic

scattering. Nevertheless, a substantial fraction of the heat flux is often carried

by strongly anisotropic electrons of elevated energy (Strahl) which should be

handled by a nonlocal transport theory, describing the modification of exospheric

(collislonless) expansion by residua_l scattering and the enhancem_t of the ambi-

polar electric field by anomalous momentum transfer.

Solar Wind Models and Breakdown of Classical Transport Theory

The solar wind like most plasmas we encounter is both turbulent and nearly

collisionless. Macroscopic studies may point to the importance and directlon for

modifications of classical transport theory bu_ due to the interdependence of many

parameters and the uncertainty of coronal boundary conditions, generally allow no

unique conclusions on the underlying microscopic physics (Hundhausen, 1972, p.81).

The rationale and some principal results from microscopi_ studies that make d_r_ct

u_e of the detailed in situ measurements available now for t_ interplanetary so-

lar wind are outlined in the following.

The need for a modification of classical transport theory as applied to solar

wind expansion was recognized at an early stage of theoretical development. (For

a review see Hundhausen, 1972.) According to one-fluid theory of radial expansion

2 GM -2 .d 2

r-2 d_-_ r2pu [2 +_5 P---_] =-rp _-_r q (I)

where p is the mass density, p the pressure, u the speed and the last term in the

bracket is the gravitational potential, the heat flux q provides the major inter-

nal source term to which external sources due to hydrodynamic waves propagating

beyond the corona may be added. The heat flux predicted by classical transport

theory, however, was much too large to fit observations at 1AU. Various ad hoc
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reductions have been introduced to allow for a more efficient conversion of ther-

mal energy into kinetic energy of expansion. Heat flux is dominated by electrons.

Two fluid models, however, brought even more problems. Not only were electron

temperatures too high, but ion temperatures were an order of magnitude too low to

fit observations at I AU. Again, the way out appeared to be an ad hoc increase in

the electron-ion energy transfer rate. Both modifications have been carried out

in a number of different ways. The introduction of "fudge factors" in the classic-

al transport relations may be interpreted in terms of an increase in the effec-

tive collision frequency, typically by a factor of I0-I00 over the frequency of

Coulomb collisions, which arises presumably by scattering from enhanced fluctua-

tions. Anomalous transport with even larger increases in the effective collision

frequency is of course by now a well established fact for many space and labora-

tory plasmas. It was also recognized very early that solar wind expansion may in

turn provide the free energy source for enhanced fluctuations. In fact, the vari-

ous two fluid models themselves imply the onset of microinstabilities already at

heliocentric distances ranging from 3-11 solar radii, using the skewed electron

distribution function corresponding to classical heat flux (Forslund, 1970; Singer

and Roxburgh, 1977).

Fluid models also imply total breakdown of classical collision dominated

transport at about the same heliocentric distances even without account of insta-

bilities, especially for rapidly diverging non-radial flow geometries (Durney and

Pneuman, 1975). Clearly, heat flux must remain limited as the plasma becomes near-

ly collisionless,

qe _ qe/(nmVe)3 =- _T_ei V,, In T < _ (2)e q'

where n is the electron density, Ve=(Te/m) I/2 the electron thermal velocity, %ei =

VeTei o_(Te2/n) the mean free path for collisions of thermal electrons with ions,

LT=(Vfl in Te) -I the temperature gradient scale along the magnetic field and gT a

dimensionless heat conductivity which depends on the ion charge Z as electron-

electron collisions with collision time Tee = ZTei try to restore a Maxwellian

distribution. For protons, Z--I, _ = 3.16 in the normalization of Braginskii (1967)

for Tei. The classical (first) relation holds for (%ei/Lr)<< 1 and O_ = 0(1) cor-

responds to free streaming. Variations of qe and %ei/L T between O.land 1 are ty-

pical for the interplanetary solar wind. The shape of the electron distribution is

strongly non-Maxwellian in this case, consisting of a nearly isotropic core and a

hotter low density halo which may be considered collisionless and may be strongly

anisotropic (e.g. Feldman et al., 1975, 1979; Ogilvie and Scudder, 1978; Pilipp et

al., 1981).

The normalized heat flux qe depends only on the shape of the electron distri-

bution, or more precisely the isotropic part fo and the i=I anisotropy fl/f o

8 _ fl 2

qe = 7 dx_- fo _--x (3)
o o

mv2/2Te, fl(x ) _+ , 21 dcos0 f(x G)cos@. The replacement x --_ x inwhere x = = (3/2) .j ,

(3) gives _,/Ve>. For the electron--Irest frame to be used here, _u/Ve> m 0 thus

implies fl <0 at lower energies.

Classical transport theory assumes the dominance of Coulomb collisions, lead-

ing to a nearly Maxwellian, fo = fM = (2_) -3/2 e-X, and weakly anisotropic distri-

bution, with fl/fM proportional to %ei/LT or the parameter (BT/Z) = (8/3)(2_) I/2

_ei/L T of Spitzer and H_rm (1953). As the collision frequency for large speeds de-
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creases as v-3 these assumptions must break downat somespeed vc. This is signal-
ed by an ever increasing anisotropy (see Fig. I).
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Figure 1. Heat flux limitation for weakly collisional electrons. Shown are (sche-

matically): (a) the isotropic part (-.-.-) fo of the distribution f(v) exhibiting

core and halo, (b) the i = I component (-) fl(v), which determines the return cur-

rent of low energy electrons (f] _ O) and the heat flux, due mostly to strongly

anisotropic high energy electrons. Also shown is fI/fM °¢%ee/LT (---, fMMaxwell -

ian) predicted by classical transport theory e.g. for _ee/LT = 0.32 (%ee = %el

mean free path for thermal electrons, LT temperature gradient scale), demonstrat-

ing total breakdown of this local theory.

A generous condition for the applicability of the classical transport relation

in (2) may be found from the requirement that 90% of the predicted heat flux (3)

should arise from the population v < v c. This gives x c = 9 for the Spitzer-Hgrm

distribution. Assuming that the validity of the theory can be streched to Ifl/fMl<l

gives then the remarkable small values, %ei/L T < 10-2 , qe < 0.03. Because br_ak-

down is rapid (fl/fM) = O(x3), even more generous criteria give similar results,

see Gray and Kilkenny (1980). For the commonly assumed limit of validity, %ei/LT=l

we obtain xc = 1/2 for Ifl/fMl < I, corresponding to a population x <x c which

carries a negligible portion of the heat flux.

In contrast to the predictions of classical transport theory, Ifl/fol < 3 by

definition of the ! = O)I components for any f(_). For other physical situations,

e.g. neutron transport and laser heated plasmas where one has the same problem of

scale lengths comparable to the mean free path, ad hoc microscopic flux limits

Ifl/fol <_f have long been introduced in order to salvage diffusive transport

theory. The usual limitation, of _ ! simply comes from the requirement f = fo+fl

cos_ > O and ignores the fact that %ei/LT = 0 (I) also implies significant terms
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I _ 2 in a Legendre expansion of f(v, cos0). The level at which fl/f o saturates

is not a universal constant but determined by the nearly scatter free motion of

energetic electrons in the global electric and magnetic fields. Collisionless ex-

pansion from some exospheric base with magnetic field Bo suggests an approximate

distribution f(v,_) = f(v), 6 < 6m, where cos@ m = (I-B/Bo) I/2 is the asymptote re-

suiting from conservation of magnetic moment, mv 2 /2B=const. This model yields

fl/f o = (3/2)(|+cos_n) , independent of energy for x > x c. Observed high energy

electron distributions are similarly restricted in pitch angle (Strahl) with a

half width that varies but may become as small as I0o in the interior of a magnet-

ic sector. Near isotropy in the vicinity of sector boundaries, however, suggests

strongly enhanced scattering (Pilipp et al., 1981).

Instabilities and Anomalous Transport

Breakdown of classical transport theory relatively close to the solar corona

results in observable strongly non-Maxwellian distribution functions at greater

distances. Exospheric theory, or more correctly a theory that accounts for the

rapid increase in Coulomb mean free path with speed, %ei(v)_cv4 (Scudder and

Olbert, 1979) can in principle account for this non-local transport. However,
model distribution functions related to these theories or actual observations not

only allow for essentially the same heat flux instabilities as the weakly non-

Maxwellian electron distribution for classical heat flux (Schulz and Eviatar, 1972;

Gary et al., 1975), but open up a wealth of new free energy sources such as ani-

sotropies and ion beams (see e.g. a recent review by Schwartz, 1980). To be sure,

instability depends on the assumed range of plasma parameters, but as is well known

small scale turbulence of varying nature and intensity has now been observed

throughout the interplanetary solar wind (e.g. Gurnett, 1981).

Associated anomalous transport in the solar wind as for many other plasmas is

most frequently discussed by determining plasma parameters corresponding to margi-

nal stability, or more generally by estimating anomalous relaxation rates for these

parameters. Such a simplified description is suitable for inclusion in global solar

wind models (Hollweg, 1978). A simple model for heat flux that includes rates for

core electron deceleration by the global electric and magnetic fields against ac-

celeration to the proton frame by Coulomb collisions and the phase speed of waves

by wave-electron interactions, for example, on comparison with observations indi-

cates the importance of all three effects in regulating heat flux (Feldman et al.,

1979).

If phenomenological models indicate the potential importance of anomalous

transport then evidently the need for deriving new transport relations from a first

principle theory is even greater. This difficult task not only involves the calcu-

lation of particle distribution functions from a kinetic equation with given colli-

sion terms, as in classical transport theory, but also another kinetic equation for

the evolution of the wave spectrum. Diffusion coefficients with a velocity depend-

ence that usually is quite different from that of corresponding terms for Coulomb

collisions, and wave growth rates for the self-consistent highly non-Maxwellian

distribution function are basic new elements in these equations. The important

questions if and how the detailed microscopic description can be reduced system-

atically to a fluid type dynamical description that is at least tractable for nume-

rical codes have been examined previously and were answered in the affirmative for

the interaction of electrons with ion acoustic like fluctuations (Dum, 1978a,b).

The key role anomalous transport connected with these fluctuations undoubtely can

play e.g. in collisionless shocks and laser heated plasmas (e.g. Gray and Kilkenny,

1980) motivated this research. Because very similar electrostatic fluctuati_h

spectra are frequently observed in the solar wind (Gurnett, 1981) their origin and
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their effect on electron heat flux, electron-ion energy exchangeand the global
electric field should be studied, also with the aim of finding extensions of
anomalous transport theory. Such a program in no way prejudices the role electro-
magnetic instabilities can possibly play for these transport processes and certain-
ly not the role of e.g. anisotropy driven electromagnetic instabilities in shaping
solar wind ion distributions.

To see the effect on electrons, ion acoustic like fluctuations may be con-
sidered an extension of the stable fluctuation spectrum responsible for electron-
ion collisions with wave numberrange 1 < k_e < A = _De/bo>> 1 to the range
_De/Pe< k_De < I and phase velocities w/k > vi (_De Debye length, Pe electron gyro-
radius, bo minimumimpact parameter, vi ion thermal velocity). For most electrons
v > w/k, thus scattering is predominantly elastic with diffusion coefficient Dt=
V v2/2 and frequency (Dum, 1978a)

V(v) = _ei+_ew = 3 _e(Ve/V)3 [Z _inA + 3_nT--_W< k_e,)] , (4)

where we is the electron plasma frequency, and the average in the second term is
over the wave spectrum with energy density W= < 6 E2/8_>. Waveactivity in the
interplanetary solar wind (Gurnett, 1981) with W/nTo= 10-7 - 10-5 (peak) complete-
ly dominates elastic scattering, as A = 1.24.104(Te_ /n)I/2 IO11 -^lol2(Te OK_
n cm-3). Inelastic scattering with diffusion coefficient D _ei v 7+_ew<(W/k)2_

although comparatively slow, still dominates electron-electron scattering, at least

for thermal electrons, and tends to flatten the electron distribution. Because of

the v-3 dependence of D I, this process is most rapid for low energy electrons,

taking a time that may be estimated from (Dum, 1978a, Fig. I)

T 2

fOdt _ w W(t) < 1 _..______ 1 (5)
O e nTeo _ _f-Veo ] > _5"

for an initially Maxwellian distribution with temperature T
eo

An anomalous transport theory that includes classical transport may be con-

structed under the assumption that elastic scattering is sufficiently frequent to

maintain a nearly isotropic electron distribution function against the perturbing

force_ such as gradients, the electric field etc. (Dum, 1978b). The anisotropic

part f of the distribution function becomes a functional of the isotropic part fo,

with l_/fol << |. In contrast to classical transport theory, fo is generally non-

Maxwellian and is to be determined from a kinetic equation which includes the much

slower inelastic scattering and nonlocal propagation effects in time or distance.

If local relaxation by ion acoustic like fluctuation dominates,then fo takes the

shape fo_exp -(V/Vo) 5. The structure of the transport relations depends strongly

on the shape of fo- For example, in addition to a heat flux proportional to the

temperature gradient, there is for non-Maxwellian fo also a heat flux, usually in

the opposite direction, that is proportional to the density gradient. The effective

collision frequency,in contrast to the Coulomb collision frequency, is not simply

a number that depends on a few plasma parameters but is proportional to the fluc-

tuation level and thus is a dynamic quantity connected with wave growth. Also (4)

was written for simplicity assuming an isotropic wave spectrum. Actual spectra are

usually strongly anisotropic and the collision frequency depends thus on the pitch

angle (Dum, 1978b).

The anomalous transport theory provides the framework for estimating the effects
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of the observed short wavelength turbulence in the interplanetary solar wind.
Taking e.g. W/nTe = 10-7 , k_De = I/2, n = 17 cm-3 gives Tew m (_/8) I/2 3/_ew(Ve) =

25 sec from (4) and To _ I00 Tew from (5). The time To for flattening may be still

longer as the average fluctuation level required by (5) is reduced from the peak

values by the fact that wave activity occurs in form of many bursts that indivi-

dually may be as short as a fraction of a second (Gurnett, 1981). The observed

shape of fo (Fig. I) also indicates that the effect of the turbulence on fo is

nonlocal, except perhaps at very low energies where fo cannot be measured due to

contamination with photoelectrons and distortions by the spacecraft potential.

Effective collision times during wave activity are much shorter than the Coulomb

collision time Tee = Tei (Z=I) = 1.3xlO 5 sec for Te = 3.6xi05 OK (parameters cor-

respond to Fig. 3-5 of Dum et al., 1980). Coulomb collisions may still play a role

in regions of velocity space where the resonance condition m-k._ = 0 is satisfied

only for a small part of the wave spectrum and obviously during periods of no wave

activity.

An estimate for the applicability of the anomalous transport theory may be

obtained in a similar manner as described above for classical transport. The ano-

malous theory obviously has a much wider range of applicability because it does

not demand that fo is Maxwellian and the effective mean free path %ew = Ve/Tew

for scattering from waves is generally much shorter than for Coulomb collisions

(%ee = 2 AU for the example given above). Still, the theory assumes dominance of

elastic scattering and for the v-3 dependence in (4) also must break down at some

speed, Vc, which, however, is larger than in the case of scattering solely by Cou-
lomb collisions.

The detailed measurements of distribution functions available for the solar

wind are of particular value for an investigation of the physical mechanism of

heat flux limitation. In order to test the anomalous transport theory, the ratios

of effective mean free path to the gradient scales of temperature and density as

well as the ratio of interplanetary electric field to effective runaway field were

determined from fits of measured and predicted distributions for v < Vc, because

these values are not known sufficiently well. They come out to be quite reasonable,

however, also in relation to the prevailing fluctuation levels. For the highest

measured fluctuation levels among the cases studied so far, using Helios measure-

ments (Dum et al., to be published), the I = ! component of the distribution func-

tion predicted by anomalous transport theory for measured fo can be fitted with

observations in a large velocity range v < vc, thus describes almost the entire

heat flux. For more quiet conditions and large heat fluxes, a substantial fraction

of the heat flux is carried by energetic electrons v > Vc, which are strongly ani-

sotropic. Enhancement of the ambipolar electric field by anomalous momentum trans-

fer to bulk electrons still affects these electrons, however.

An instability analysis for waves in the solar wind which directly uses the

measured distribution functions rather than model distributions has been described

previously (Dum et al., 1980a, 1981). We now find that most of the observed electro-

static short wavelength fluctuation may definitely be identified as ion acoustic

waves. Wave growth and wave characteristics such as w, _, depend very strongly on

the actual detailed distribution functions. This is also demonstrated by the fact

that we found both weak electron (heat flux) and more recently also ion (beam)

driven modes, whereas previous calculations with model distribution functions never

established instability when parameters in these models were not simply assumed but

determined from fits to actual measurements (Lemons et al., 1979). The instabili-

ties we find are very weak, highly variable and limited to relatively narrow ranges
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_f phase velocity and angles of the wavevector, all consistent with observations
(Dumet al., 1980b). The short duration of individual wave bursts can be under-
_tood if we close the loop by estimating the time in which e.g. minute changes in
the electron distribution by isotropization change the sign of the growth rate
_k = _ke + _ki, cf. also Lemonset al. (1979). Relaxation oscillation around mar-
_nal _tabilTty _k _ 0 are to be expected if these relaxation effects are combined
_ith the perturbing forces that provide the free energy for wave growth. They are
a commonfeature of other turbulent collisionless plasmas (Dum, 1981) and imply

an exchange of energy between electrons and ions, with energy extracted from the

electrons for _ke > O, i.e. electron (heat flux) driven modes. Rates for energy

and momentum transfer may be computed from a given wave spectrum once the dielec-

tric properties are known from the stability analysis with the actual distribution

functions (e.g. Dum, 1978a, 1981). The rate of momentum transfer (mostly to core

electrons) is

R = Sdk W(k) 2 Im ¢ (k, _k ) k (6)

where Imc e is the electron contribution to the imaginary part of the dielectric

constant. In the energy transfer rate Ke, k is replaced by u_k. Using the parameters

given before, Te/T i = 7.5, and wave information from Fig. 4 _f Dum et al. (1980a)

gives an acceleration rate du/dt = Re/nm _ 32 km/sec 2 as compared to w/k_64 km/sec

and u = 392 km/sec. The cooling time is -(3/2)nTe/K e _ 3900 sec as compared to

1.34 108 sec for energy exchange by Coulomb collisions. It is emphasized again

that integral effects over many individual wave bursts must be considered, but

these numbers certainly indicate the potential importance of scattering by ion

acoustic turbulence.

In conclusion, we have tried to demonstrate that the recent in situ measure-

ments of fluctuations and particle distribution functions offer an excellent oppor-

tunity for a test of theories of wave particle interaction and for finding neces-

sary extensions.
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MEASUREMENT OF MACROSCOPIC PLASMA PARAMETERS WITH A RADIO EXPERIMENT :
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ABSTRACT

The ISEE-3 SBH radio receiver has provided the first systematic observations

of the quasi-thermal (plasma waves) noise in the solar wind plasma. The

theoretical interpretation of that noise involves the particle distribution

function so that electric noise measurements with long antennas provide a fast

and independent method of measuring plasma parameters: densities and temperatures

of a two-component (core and halo) electron distribution function have been

obtained in that way. The polarization of that noise is frequency dependent and

sensitive to the drift velocity of the electron population. Below the plasma

frequency, there is evidence of a weak noise spectrum with spectral index -I

which is not yet accounted for by the theory. The theoretical treatment of the

noise associated with the low energy (thermal) proton population shows that the

moving electrical antenna radiates in the surrounding plasma by Cerenkov emission

which becomes predominant at the low frequencies, below about 0.I f
p"

Introduction

Using the SBH radio experiment on ISEE-3 (Knoll et al, 1978), we have

observed systematically the noise spectr_n associated with the quasi-thermal

fluctuations of the solar wind plasma (Hoang et al., 1980; see also Grigorieva

and Slysh, 1970). From the theoretical interpretation of the measured spectra

(Andronov, 1966; Meyer-Vernet, 1979), using a bi-maxwellian model, we were able

to deduce the density and temperature of the two electron components (Couturier

et al., 1981, paper A) The results are in excellent agreement with the parameters

measured at the same time on the same spacecraft by the Los Alamos plasma

analyzer. Sentman (1982) investigated the electron quasi-thermal noise in a

magnetized plasma to account for the noise spectrum observed near plasma

resonances in planetary magnetospheres.

The purpose of the present paper is to introduce the physics involved in the

plasma and antenna description in order to make clear some fundamental points to

solar wind physicists who may not be familiar with the subject developed at

length in the quoted literature.

The antenna as a thermometer and densitometer.

Let us first consider a passive receiving antenna in vacuum, in equilibrium

with blackbody radiation at temperature T I. The spectral component e_0 of the

voltage measured at the terminals of that antenna is related to the fluctuations

of the electromagnetic field inducing that voltage; Nyquist's theorem provides a

relation between the output voltage, the antenna radiation resistance in vacuum

Rao and its temperature:

2

e = 4 K TI Rao (I)
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For a thin short dipole antenna of half-length %, Rao is given by:

(_o/ Co)½ 2 %2

Ra0_ 2
6 _ c

(2)

Let us now consider the same antenna in equilibrium with blackbody radiation

at temperature TI, but immersed in a lossless dielectric. Equation(i) remains

valid if we replace Rao by the radiation resistance Ra which takes into account

the dielectric permittivity gr which affects the _hase velocity of the radiation;

namely, if the antenna remains short: Ra=Ra0Er _. The plasma surroundin$ the

antenna may be considered as a pure dielectric when 0_)_ n where er=l-(_n/m) _ , _n

is the plasma frequency and we assume there is no static magnetlc f{eld. Thi§

cold plasma approximation breaks down near the plasma frequency and is of no use

for _ since no transverse mode can propagate and couple the antenna to the

blackbody.

Finally, let us consider an antenna immersed in the solar wind, a hot

collislonless electron plasma if we neglect the ions in a first approximation.

Now, longitudinal modes do propagate and contribute predominantly to the voltage

measured at the antenna terminals. In fact, there is a detailed energy balance

which allows a separate calculation of the transverse and longitudinal modes

contributions with appropriate Nyquist's formulas. When _>_ , the transverse

modes couple the antenna to radlo-sources; since the solar windPls optically thin

for this mode, it contributes an output voltage given by: eT2=4KTeffR T where Tef f

is an effective temperature deduced from the integration of the electromagnetic

flux incident on the antenna taking into account its directlvity pattern. RT is

the transverse mode radiation resistance which is the classical radiation

resistance Ra previously mentioned.

The longitudinal modes couple the antenna to the natural electrostatic

oscillations of the plasma. Landau damping provides the thermalisation process
between electric field fluctuations associated with longitudinal plasma waves and

the electrons. The electrons with velocity larger than the plasma wave velocity

are slowed down and transfer energy to the plasma waves; electrons which are

slower than the plasma waves are accelerated and damp the waves. At thermal

equilibrium, electric field fluctuations and the electron temperature are related

by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Sitenko, 1967). Thus, the output voltage

these fluctuations is again given by:e_2=4KTLRl ,_ where RL is theassociated with

radiation resistance of the antenna for the longitudinal modes.

The method used to evaluate that radiation resistance will be given later;

we now present some analytical results (paper A) which describe the resonance

peak of the radiation resistance near the plasma frequency fo; a dipole antenna

of half length %_>£D--VT/(2_mp) the Debye length, VT,(2KT/m)_ is the electron

thermal velocity.

For low frequencies _4mp, RL can be analytically approximated by:

(_ _o )_ c %D (_ _o )_ c

4 E° pvT % 4 (2 Go) _ £

For high frequencies, _>>_p, RL decreases with frequency as _-3:

(3)
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2
_o _ c

P (4)
_= 2 _½ 3

O

The resonance peak appears just above the plasma frequency; for m=mp, the
radiation resistance increases rapidly (cut-off) and reaches a maximum value for:

2

(I- ---$-) --~ 3.5 (5)

£D

which corresponds to the antenna in tune with the plasma waves. The constant 3.5

is valid for cylindrical antennas, it would be slightly different for spherical

antennas. So, there is a well defined resonance peak only if %/%D > i. The peak

value is roughly equal to the low frequency asymptotic value (3) multiplied by

(%/%D)2. In the resonant frequency range the transverse mode contribution can be

neglected.

These expressions show that we can deduce the plasma frequency from the cut-

off frequency of the spectrum and the electron temperature from the peak noise

voltage and the width of the resonance peak.

Basic equations for a multicomponent plasma

Using the preceding model results in a good fit to the observations for the

resonance peak position but the predicted values of the noise peak are too low.

The noise peak is produced by plasma waves with frequency close to Up and phase

velocity much larger than vT. The discrepancy between the theoretical predictions

based on a one-component model and the observations must therefore be solved by

using a multicomponent model with cold core and hot halo electrons. We shall

later discuss the limitations imposed by the quasi-thermal assumption on the

distribution functions. Now we summarize the results (paper A) derived from a

plasma model made of two maxwellian isotropic electron populations.

For a multicomponent plasma Nyquist's theorem is not valid, there is no

longer any linear relationship between the output voltage at the antenna

terminals and the antenna resistance; these quantities must be evaluated

separately. The particle distribution functions set the plasma dielectric

properties and are used to evaluate the dispersion tensor Aij(_ , _) and the
dielectric permittivity tensor E..(_, _). The antenna geometry sets the current

13
distribution _(_). The antenna output voltage is related to the fluctuating
electric field:

,t).J(r) (6)V(t) = _ dBr _(_ ÷ +
I
0

Io is the current flowing at the center of the antenna. The plasma _luctuations

give a spectral distribution of the electric field fluctuations [EiE. ], ; this
tensor is deduced from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Sitenko, i_6_)_

2 K k.k. T (Im EL) q

[_i_j] _ i 3 E q (7)
E m k2 q [eL ]2
O
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q is an index for the different componentsof the plasma, e_ is the longitudinal
part of the dielectric permittivity tensor, (Im eL)q is th_ contribution of the
q-componentto its imaginary part.

Calculating the autocorrelation of the output voltage (6) and using
Parseval' theorem ,we obtain:

V2 - 2
8 3 1 2 fd3k Ji (_) [Eigj]k,00 Jj(_) (8)

O

We emphasize that this output voltage at the antenna terminals is not the input

voltage at the receiver.The transfer function from the antenna terminals to the

receiver involves the antenna impedance and the receiver input impedance (paper

A). For ISEE-3, this transfer gain varies with frequency by one order of

magnitude due to the variations of the Debye length. The antenna impedance is

given by:

Z -- 1 "> q_ -> q_
a 2 f d3r E(r).J(r) (9)

I
0

Plasma dielectric properties relate the current distribution to the electric

field so that, by Fourier transform, we obtain:

i ]i(_,_) jj(_) (i0)Z = 3 2 f d3k Ji (_) Ai
a 8_e_l

0 0

For a multicomponent plasma, there is no longer a linear relation between the

longitudinal resistance deduced from (I0) and the output voltage given in (8).

Figure 1 shows the difference between the calculated spectrum of a one-component

plasma with electron density Nc and temperature Tc and the calculated spectrum of

a two-component plasma with a cold (Nc,Tc) and a hot (Nh,Th) electron population.
These spectra have been calculated for the receiver input voltage. As shown by

Fejer and Kan (1969) and in paper A, the hot population plays a dominant role

close to the resonance peak. As compared to the single cold population case, the

peak voltage _s _alt_plied by Th/To, the asymptotic low frequency value by a
factor l+(NhTc_)/(NcTh ) and the hig_ frequency decreasing part of the spectrum

by a total pressure factor (NhTh+NcTc)/NcTc .

Observations and discussion

Figure 1 shows spectra obtained on October 6, 1979 before and after a shock

(figure I is a corrected version of paper A figure ii). The parameters of the two

maxwellian populations used to determine the calculated radio spectrum are given

in table I; figure 2 represents the corresponding electron distribution functions

(thin line) and the distribution function deduced from the Los Alamos plasma

analyzer measurements made at the same time (thick line). The difference between

the two curves is essentially due to our use of a two maxwellian model to

interpret the radio spectrum while the Los Alamos distribution shows evidence of

a hot population with a high energy tail somewhat like a lorentzian (Feldman et

al, 1982). Apart from this tail, the shapes of the two distribution functions are

essentially the same; note also, from the parameters of table I, that we have not
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used the samenormalization factor for the two distribution functions; the plasma
density given by the radio experiment differs slightly from that given by the
plasma analyzer, this difference is less than the roughly ¥30% uncertainty in
estimating plasma densities from measurementsof solar wind electron velocity
distributions. We have repeated this fitting exercise many times, and in every
case, we obtained the same agreement. We are quite sure that a purposedly
designed radio experiment tracking the plasma resonance "llne" in frequency with
a multichannel receiver would be a fast and efficient means to acquire
macroscopic plasma parameters with a high time resolution.

TABLEI. Summaryof plasma parameters

Parameters Nh/Nc

Oct.6, 1979, 10:28 UT 0.016
Oct.6, 1979, 10:58 UT 0.011

Tc Th Nc (SBH) Nc (LANL)

0.92 105 °K 16 105 °K 22 cm-3 18 cm-3
1.50 105 °K 16 105 °K 29 cm-3 31 cm-3

//
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\
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I I

60 100
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1 I

-1
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-2 10 59 UT
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LANL

I0 28 UT

1o

Figure i. Thermal noise spectra at the

receiver input terminals as measured

(closed circles) and computed. The

dotted curves were computed with a

single (cold) electron population; the

solid curves with two populations. In

both cases, the plasma parameters are

those of table i obtained from the

distribution functions plotted on figure

2. The horizontal bars show the

bandwidth of the receiving channels.

10-_ I
lO lOO lOOO

E!.ectron energy [eV]

Figure 2 • Electron distribution

functions on October 6, 1979. The

thick llne is the function measured

with the Los Alamos plasma analyzer.

The thin line is the two-maxwellian

function used to compute the noise

spectra shown on figure i. The i0 28 UT curves are displaced to the right, for

clarity, by the length of the horizontal arrow.
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However, someconstraints are imposed for such a method to be efficient. We
need an antenna length larger than the Debye length. We need electromagnetic
cleanliness of the spacecraft to achieve a low instrumental noise level
(4 10-16 V2Hz-I has been achieved on ISEE-3). The method cannot be used
effectively in the presence of intense radio waves. It is model-dependent and
does not describe distribution functions which would differ widely from a multi-
maxwellian. Finally, the "quasl-thermal" equilibrium between the plasma and the
antenna and the use of the fluctuatlon-dlssipation theorem imply (Sitenko,1967)
that the relaxation time of the observed distribution function towards a mono-
maxwelllan distribution function (exact thermal equilibrium) is long comparedto
the time needed to acquire a complete spectrum. The noise spectrum arising from
an unstable distribution function cannot be interpreted assuming quasl-thermal
equilibrium.

The effect of the antenna velocity relative to the solar wind

Further developments of the theoretical interpretation have been motivated
by the ISEE-3 observations. For _,_p the observed noise spectrum is not flat as
predicted by our models. An electric noise componentwith a spectral index -I has
been identified, a spin modulation of the plasma noise is observed on the
spinning antennas and the anisotropy is clearly correlated with the solar wind
velocity (Hoanget al, 1982). These observations led us to take into account the
thermal ion distribution function and the velocity of the antenna relative to the
solar wind plasma. Longitudinal electron and ion plasma waves are Doppler-
shifted in the antenna frame ; this effect is particularly important for low
frequency waves (_p) which are the slowest. The ion contribution to the noise
calculated in that case yields a bump in the low frequency parE of the spectrum
but it is far from being sufficient to explain the observed f-i noise spectrum.
The anisotropy introduced by the Doppler shift of the waves results in a spin
modulated noise (Couturier et al., 1983) which is frequency-dependent ; the
direction of the minimumelectric field changes by 90° in the plasma resonance
peak region in agreementwith the observations.

A property of this model was predicted earlier by Andronov (1966) : for
typical solar wind parameters, the ISEE-3 antenna resistance may becomenegative
below 0.I fp when the dipole antenna is parallel to the solar wind velocity. In
such a case, we get an unstable situation similar to the beam-plasmainstability;
Cerenkov effect due to the antenna velocity explains this behaviour. Whensuch a
process is predominantj the low frequency electric field measurements are
quantitatively and qualitatively affected since the antenna gain has nothing in
commonwith the gain evaluated in vacuum. Wecannot encounter such a situation on
ISEE-3 because our lowest receiver frequency is 30 kHz.

In conclusion, we wish to emphasize the fact that passive electric field
measurementswith antennas long as compared to the Debye length have been
demonstrated to be useful tools for plasma diagnosis.
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ABSTRACT

All interplanetary shocks observed by ISEE-3 and either ISEE-I or ISEE-2 or
both in 1978 and 1979 are examined for evidence of upstream waves. In order to
characterize the properties of these shockS it is necessary to determine accurate
shock normals. Weinvert an overdetermined set of equations to obtain shock nor-
mals, velocities and error estimates for all these shocks. Tests of the method
indicate it is quite reliable. Using these normals we then calculate the Mach
number and angle between the interplanetary magnetic field and the shock normal
for each shock. These parameters allow us to separate the upstream Wavesinto
two classes: whistler-mode precursors which occur at low Machnumbersand upstream
turbulence whose amplitude at Machnumbersgreater than 1.5 is controlled by the
angle of the field to the shock normal. The former waves are right-hand circu-
larly polarized and quite monochromatic. The latter waves are more linearly po-
larized and have a broadband featureless spectrum.

Introduction

Upstream from the earth's bow shock there is a wide variety of wave phenomena,
both at ULFand VLF frequencies (cf. Russell and Hoppe, 1983 and references there-
in). Similar wave phenomenaare observed upstream from the bow shocks of Mercury,
Venus and Jupiter (Hoppeand Russell, 1981). Interplanetary shocks differ from
planetary bow shocks in that they have much larger radii of curvature and in gen-
eral are weaker than planetary bow shocks. Thus it is of interest to comparethe
properties of waves upstream from interplanetary shocks with those upstream from
planetary bow shocks. Onesuch comparison has been madeby Kennel et al. (1982)
who showed that ion-acoustic-like waves occurred at VLF frequencies in front of
interplanetary shocks, in a manner similar to the occurrence in front of the ter-
restrial bow shock. This observation suggests that there are upstream particle
phenomenaassociated with interplanetary shocks. In fact, energetic particles
are observed in front of someof these shocks (Gosling et al., 1983). Thus, we
might expect to observe ULFwave phenomenathere also.

Weexpect differences in the nature of these waves from those observed UP--
stream of planetary bow shocks because of thedifferent geometry of planetary bow
shocks and their lower Machnumbers. For example, because the radius of curvature
of the interplanetary shock is muchgreater than that of a planetary shock, the
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time of connection of a field line to the shock is generally muchgreater for the
interplanetary shock. Depending on how far upstream the shock associated ener-
getic particles propagate, these wavesmay grow over a large region in front of
the shock. In planetary bow shocks, in general, the waves grow in a very limited
region defined by the field lines tangent to the nose of the bow shock, behind
which any waves generated are convected downstreamtoward the bow shock by the
solar wind.

Understanding these waves is important to further our knowledge of cosmic ray
acceleration. Oneof the mysteries of cosmic rays is that they seemto be accel-
erated very efficiently. It is often suggested that cosmic ray acceleration is
associated with interstellar shock waves produced by supernova explosions (e.g.,
Axford, 1981). Long after the explosion when the shock has expanded to large
distances and is weak, the interstellar shock may resemble typical interplanetary
shocks. It is important to note that cosmic rays are thought to be accelerated
in a multi-step process with repeated scattering centers being necessary. The
ULFwaves, seen upstream of planetary bow shocks, are excellent candidates for
these scattering centers if they indeed occur in front of interplanetary shocks.
To date few studies of upstream turbulence have been undertaken. Morfill and
Scholer (1977) examined power spectra of the interplanetary magnetic field in the
period range i00 to i000 seconds upstream and downstreamof four interplanetary
shocks. They found that the ULFpower increased across these shocks but since the
field strength increased a similar amount there was little change in the diffusion
coefficient. They did not attempt to determine shock normal directions nor to
relate wave properties to shock parameters. Russell and Hoppe (1983) in a pre-
liminary study of these sameshocks have shownthat upstream wave turbulence is
correlated with the angle between the upstream magnetic field and the shock nor-
mal. Most recently Tsurutani et al. (1983) have used minimumvariance analysis
to characterize the properties of waves seen upstream of interplanetary shocks.

In this paper, we examine the properties of the upstream turbulence and re-
late these properties to the parameters of the interplanetary shocks. To accomp-
lish this we will use plasma and magnetic field data from the ISEE-I, -2 and -3
spacecraft. The plasma instrumentation has been described by Bameet al. (1978
a, b). The ISEE-I magnetometerhas been described by Russell (1978) and the ISEE
-3 magnetometerby Frandsen et al. (1978). A difficult aspect of studying inter-
planetary shocks and the most critical, is determining their normals. Thus,
before examining the properties of the waves we discuss the procedure we have used
to obtain the best fit normals for these shocks.

Shock Normal Determination

Eighteen interplanetary shocks in the ISEE-I and -2 records from 1978-1979
were selected for this study. Most of these were selected because of the simul-
taneous availability of ISEE-3 data. IMP-8 or Prognoz 7 measurementswere also
available for someof these shocks. Five of the shocks were observed by four
spacecraft. Under such conditions it is possible to determine the average shock
orientation from the time delays and separation vectors between the spacecraft.
This has been done for these five shocks and the analysis reported elsewhere
(Russell at al., 1983a, b).

As a result of these analyses we have developed the following technique for
determining the shock normal, N, using an over-determined set of equations.
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First, the separation vectors and separation times are used:

i A__X_Xl0 1
A__x_x20 NxI( t101Ny = V At20

Nz

where A_x_i0 and Ati0 are the separation vectors and time lags between satellite

'i' and Satellite "0'. Then the change in vector magnetic field AB I is incorpor-
ated:

INx1AB I . Ny

• Nz

=0

Velocity coplanarity is also used when 3-D plasma data are available on both

sides of the shock•

x01CNx)(B_u xAV) I • Ny

: Nz

= 0

and

xv01CNx(_ xAV) 1 Ny

i Nz

= 0

where _u and B__ are the upstream and downstream fields and AV is the change in the

velocity across the shock• Magnetic coplanarity can also be used whenever the

upstream and downstream fields are separated by a sufficiently large angle•

C (Nx1(B--u _) i . Ny

: Nz

= 0

The number of constraints available for our shock normal determinations is quite

variable• Furthermore, the quality of the data itself varies• If a shock is

encountered in a quiet solar wind background, then "good" upstream and downstream
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values can be measured. Howeverunder disturbed solar wind conditions, the
measured "upstream" and "downstream" values may9 in fact, not correspond to the
appropriate instantaneous values. Thus, it is highly desirable to have an inde-
pendent check of the accuracy of the obtained solutions. We can do this two ways
in our inversion process. First, we can calculate the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the 3 x 3 real symmetric matrix which is inverted in our solution.
These correspond to three directions in space which are determined to an accuracy
which is measuredby the size of the associated eigenvalues. In analogy to find-
ing the error in determining a minimumvariance direction we let the minimum
eigenvalue be a measure of the background noise level of the inversion method.
Then the error in the minimumeigenvector direction, 6_, in the plane perpendic-
ular to the maximumeigenvector is given by:

_ = sin -I (13/12)1/2

If the normal N makes an angle _ £o the direction of the maximum eigenvector then

the error in the direction of N due to the error in the eigenvector directions

along the eigenvector associated with the maximum eigenvalue.% 1 is:

-i 2 13/12)1/2681 = cos (cos e + (i - sin2e)

The error in the plane orthogonal to the intermediate eigenvector is similar but
smaller.

_2 = c°s-i (c°s2y + (i - 13/11)1/2 sin2y)

where y is the angle between the normal and the eigenvector associated with the

intermediate eigenvalue. As a final error estimate, 6#, we have summed these two

errors and list them in Table i together with the normals, shock speed and con-
straints used in the solutions.

As a second method of evaluating our normals we have compared the orientation

of the vector constraints that we have used to determine the direction of the

normal. The constraints, except for the separation vector constraints, should all

be perpendicular to the normal. We have calculated the average deviation of the

"normal" constraints from being strictly orthogonal and list those as 68 in Table

I. We note that although this estimate has a very straight-forward physical

basis it is not a perfect measure because all constraints could be exactly per-

pendicular to the normal and not constrain the orientation of the normal at all

if the constraints were mutually parallel.

Table i contains the best fit normals and the associated shock velocity

measured in the observer's frame, together with our two error estimates, the first,

68, being an error estimate for the orientation of the normal and the second, _g,

being the average angular deviation of the constraints from 90 ° . Finally, the

constraints used in the determinations are given. The numbers refer to the space-

craft: I-ISEE-I; 2-1SEE-2; 3-1SEE-3; 7-Prognoz 7 and 8-1MP-8. The letter 'T'

designates a separation vector and time delay constraint. The symbol 'AB' signi-

fies a vector field jump constraint; BUV signifies the cross product of the up-

stream field direction and the change in plasma flow velocity across the shock;

BDV signifies the cross product of the downstream field and the change in plasma

flow velocity across the shock. Finally, UCD signifies the cross product between

upstream and downstream magnetic fields.
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Day N(GSE)

Table I. Best Fit Normals

V km/s 68 _8 Constraints

78 230

78 254

78 263

78 268

78 271

(-.747, -.433, .505)

(-.895, -.134, .425)

(-.943, -.278, -.182)

(-.768, -.633, -.092)

(-.934, -.332, .135)

78 290 (-.860, -.374, .347)

78 302 (-.893 .054, .447)

78 312 (-.882 -.193, .492)

78 316 (-.963 .095, -.253)

78 359 (-.802 -.488, .344)

79 243 (-.625 .288, -.725)

79 315 (-.897 .368, .244)

79 322 (-.816, .568, -.103)

79 324 (-.445, -.688, .573)

79 333 (-.773, -.286, .567)

79 334 (-.978, -.047, -.201) 404

2.4 ° 1.3 ° T21 , T23 , T28 , ABI, AB3, AB8, UV I, DVI, UV3, DV 3

8.6 ° 6.5 ° T23, T28, AB I, AB 3, AB 8, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

0.3 ° i0.i ° T21, T23, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

5.3 ° T23, AB 3, UCD 3

3.1 ° T21, T23, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

0.9 ° T21, T23, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

1.0 ° T23, T28, AB I, AB 3, AB 8, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

4.4 ° T23, AB 2, AB 3, UCD 2, UCD 3, UV 3, DV 3

6.6 ° TI3, AB I, AB 3, UCD I, UV I, DV 1

6.0 ° T21, T23, T27, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

9.6 ° T21, T23, T28, AB I, AB 3, AB 8, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

7.7 ° TI3, AB I, AB 3, UCD I, UCD 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

4.4 ° T21, T23, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

1.0 ° T23, AB I, AB 3, UCD I, UCD 3, UV I, DV 1

3.1 ° T21, T23, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

2.2 ° 3.0 ° T21, T23, AB I, AB 3, UV I, DV I, UV 3, DV 3

422

436

334

811

672 1.3 °

395 0.3 °

424 4.1 °

447 3.8 °

606 9.5 °

432 3.3 °

402 6.4 °

466 ii.i °

504 2.9 °

282 14.1 °

286 3.3 °

Legend

Spacecraft: i, 2, 3, 7, 8 refer to ISEE I, 2, 3, Prognoz 7 and IMP 8, respectively.

Constraints: T - Time delay and separation vector

AB - Change in magnetic field across shock

UCD - Vector cross product of upstream and downstream magnetic field

UV - Vector cross product of upstream magnetic field and velocity change

DV - Vector cross product of downstream magnetic field and velocity change
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It is interesting to note which constraints were statistically the most

accurate. The median deviation of the field jump from its expected orthogonality

was only 2o, and 90% of the jumps were within 23o of being perpendicular to our

fitted normal. The plasma jump constraints, BUV and BDV, were almost as good.

The median errors were 7° and 6o, respectively, with 90% of the deviations less

than 25 ° for both constraints. The UCD or magnetic coplanarity constraint did

not do as well as the others. Its median error was 21° with 90% of the errors

being 46 ° or less. The problem with this technique lies in the need to calculate

a cross product of nearly parallel vectors in a noisy environment. It should be

used only when the magnetic field is relatively quiet and the shock moderately

strong, with a reasonably large angle between the upstream and downstream field

directions. Otherwise it should not be used or else given little weight in the
overall solution.

We emphasize that the shock normal we obtain is an average shock normal and

that the instantaneous shock normal may and probably does differ from the average

value. However, this "real" deviation will not alter the relative ranking of the

various constraints. The change in field across the shock was most often in the

expected direction and the two field-velocity jump constraints were only slightly

worse. We note that if there were large deviations of the instantaneous shock

normal from its average value we would not expect the median deviation of the

field jump constraint from its expected 90o value to be as low as 2° .

Testing the Normals

Before proceeding to use these determined shock normals we will use the re-

dundancy inherent in these data to test the normal. First we can check our esti-

mate of shock speed using the continuity equation (cf. Abraham-Shrauner and Yun,

1976).

Vsh = (P2V2 - oIV I) • N/(O2 - pl )

where Pl and P2 are the upstream and downstream solar wind densities, V__I and V__2

the corresponding solar wind velocities and N is our best fit shock normal. This

computation has been performed for ISEE-I and -3 for each of our shocks whenever

there was a complete plasma scan both upstream and downstream of the shock. Table

2 shows the comparison of these speeds with the best fit speed. Only the shock

of 9/25/78 has significantly different speeds. Reference to Table I shows Chat

this is the shock with the least number of constraints used in the best fit normal

determination. Five constraints appear to be the minimum necessary to be assured

of a moderately accurate normal.

Another test we can perform is to compare the Mach number of the shock cal'

culated from the best fit shock speed and the magnetosonic velocity corresponding

to the observed plasma conditions with the Mach number necessary to give the

observed field jump. We list both these Mach numbers for the two spacecraft in

Table 2. The last two columns give the angle between the upstream field and the

best fit shock normal for the two spacecraft.

The Mach numbers necessary to give the observed field jumps according to the

Rankine-Hugoniot equations, RHI and RH3, are always greater than i, by definition.

However, because of the imprecision of our measurements of the shock velocity, the

solar wind velocity and the plasma density, the magnetosonic velocity that we
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Table 2. ShockParameters

Magnetic Mach e
Shock Velocity Numbers Bn

Date Day Best Fit Cont. i Cont, 3 BFI BF3 Rill RH3 i 3

8/18/78 230 422km/s 454km/s 431km/s 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.5 73 ° 78 °

9/11/78 254 436 410 409 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.2 32 36

9/20/78 263 334 313 338 1.4 1.6 1.2 i.i 75 76

9/25/78 268 811 453 - 4.9 - 3.0 2.0 60 57

9/28/78 271 672 713 717 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.5 57 55

10/17/78 290 395 419 408 1.0 1.7 1.4 1.4 63 76

10/29/78 302 424 432 421 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.4 69 61

11/8/78 312 447 - 532 - 1.5 1.7 1.6 43 41

11/12/78 316 606 570 - 2.4 - 2.4 2.2 42 40

12/25/78 359 432 414 427 2.2 2.3 1.6 1.7 80 87

8/31/79 243 402 372 392 1.5 i.i 1.4 1.3 40 75

11/11/79 315 466 436 451 2.8 2.4 2.7 1.3 57 67

11/18/79 322 504 474 531 1.7 1.4 1.5 1.7 76 82

11/20/79 324 282 290 - 1.3 - 1.3 1.3 48 39

11/29/79 333 286 290 274 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.0 66 62

11/30/79 334 404 465 417 2.6 2.8 2.5 2.5 89 87

calculate is sometimes greater than the shock speed relative to the upstream

plasma. Most often the difference between the two techniques is rather small.

However, on 9/25/78 the difference is large. This is also the shock for which we

found large differences with shock speed calculation and which had the fewest

constraints. Because of these uncertainties, we will not use this shock in the

analysis which follows. Further, to characterize the Mach number of the shocks

we will use the "Rankine-Hugoniot" Mach_numbers. The only exception to this will

be the shock of 11/11/79 for which the Rankine-Hugoniot value from the ISEE-3

data differs significantly from the other three values. For this shock we will

use the best fit value of 2.7.

Precursor Waves

Visual inspection of the interplanetary shock data reveals two upstream wave

types. Furthest upstream from the shocks there is often irregular turbulence,

whose frequency spectrum is featureless. Closer to the shock, but not observed

as often, a nearly monochromatic wave, which we call a precursor wave, grows in

amplitude and terminates at the shock. It does not extend downstream, in contrast

to the irregular turbulence which is usually seen both upstream and downstream.

It is important to distinguish these two wave types because they have very diff-
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Figure i. Whistler precursors for

four interplanetary shocks as ob-

served by ISEE-2. The component of

the magnetic field shown is along

the projection of the interplanetary

magnetic field on the shock plane

and contains the jump in the mag-

netic field across the shock.

Figure 3. Turbulence seen upstream

of five interplanetary shocks. The

component shown is perpendicular

to the upstream magnetic field and
the shock normal.

erent properties. Figure i shows examples of the precursor waves for four shocks

in the direction perpendicular to the projection of the upstream field on the

shock plane. We have identified nine examples of such waves in our shock dataset.

These events and their properties are listed in Table 3.

Power spectra were calculated over the duration of the precursor wave in

shock normal coordinates (L, M, N) in which N is in the direction of the best fit

normal and L is in the shock plane along the direction of the upstream magnetic

field. A well defined spectral peak was found for each precursor. The frequency

of this peak was calculated by multiplying the frequency by the power of each

estimate of the power contributing to the peak, summing, and dividing by the power

in the peak. These frequencies are listed in Table 3. The direction of the wave

normal, the angle between the wave normal and the magnetic field direction, eBk ,

the percent polarization and the eccentricity were calculated according to the

method of Means (1972) and are also listed in this Table. For the ISEE-3 shock
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on October 29, 1978 we used minimum variance analysis to get the wave normal be-

cause the data contained too many gaps for our usual wave analysis techniques to

work. A glance at the wave normals reveals that the H components are small. Thus

these waves are principally propagating in the plane defined by the shock normal

and the upstream magnetic field. The waves generally propagate at a small angle

to the magnetic field. The wave normal on September 28, 1978 made the largest

angle to the field, almost 45 ° . This was also the briefest precursor, lasting

only a few seconds. The percent polarization for all these waves is large, great-

er than 90% for every event and usually over 95%. The polarization for the pre-

cursors is very nearly circular and right-handed in every case but one, the August

18, 1978 event on ISEE-3. We believe that this apparent left-hand polarization

is not real but that the wave is actually right-handed and oscillating at 3.74 Hz.

The 3 Hz Nyquist frequency of ISEE-3 then aliases the signal to 2,26 Hz and re-

verses the polarity. The wave spectrum for ISEE-3 November 12, 1978 reveals two

peaks both of which have precursor-like properties, i.e., small eBk, large percent

polarization and right-handed nearly circular polarization. It is not obvious

why two waves are present for this case. We note that since these are forward

propagating shocks, not reverse shocks like planetary bow shocks, we do not expect
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Figure 2. The location of the interplanetary shocks examined in the

Mach number - cos eBn plane. Solid circles are used to denote those

shocks which had whistler precursors. The wedge encloses the region in

which precursors were observed.
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Doppler shifted polarization reversals. Hence the right-handed polarization
identifies these as whistler mode waves.

A glance at Table 3 also reveals that these precursors are present only for

shocks with M<I.7. Figure 2 shows the location of these events in the Mach number

- cos(eBn) plane. A wedge with its vertex at M = 1.5 and cos 8Bn = .22 and its

feet at M = 1.16 and 1.8 on the cos eBn = 1.0 axis contains all the events. How-

ever, there are three shocks within this wedge without precursors. The first near

point 6 is from ISEE-2 On November 18, 1979. No precursor waves were seen at

ISEE-3 either on this day but none would be expected to be observed because the

shock at ISEE-3 was stronger, M = 1.7, and more perpendicular. Perhaps the reason

for no precursors at ISEE-2 is that we have incorrectly calculated the Mach number

for the ISEE-2 shock. However, there is a simpler explanation. Table 3 reveals

that the frequency of the wave at point 6, (ISEE-3 on 8/18/78), is observed to be

at least 2.26 Hz and is probably 3.74 Hz. This is well above the ISEE-2 Nyquist

frequency on November 18, 1979 of 2.0 Hz. Since the ISEE-2 magnetometer is

strongly filtered above the Nyquist frequency before the signal is sampled, no

aliased signal is telemetered by the spacecraft.

A second exception occurs near point 7. The exceptional point is from ISEE-I

on September 28, 1978 and point 7 is from ISEE-3 on this same day. Table 3 indi-

cates that the (brief) precursor wave seen at ISEE-3 oscillated at 2.53 Hz. This

again was well above the 2 Hz Nyquist frequency of ISEE-I on September 28, 1978.

The final exception is near point 2. This point corresponds to ISEE-2 observa-

tions on August 31, 1979. The nearby observations, points i, 2 and 3, have fre-

quencies well below the Nyquist frequency of ISEE-2. We note that ISEE-3 did not

observe precursor waves but we would not have expected to observe them because the

shock was very nearly perpendicular at ISEE-3 (SBn = 80o). The only unusual con-

dition in the solar wind on this day was that the upstream electron and ion tem-

peratures were about equal. However, it is not obvious to us how this condition

would affect the precursor waves.

It is obvious from Table 3 and our discussion above that the cause of the

top leg of the wedge through points 6 and 9 is the disappearance of the precursor

waves as they become undetectable above the passband of our instruments. We have

no means of determining from these data how high in Mach number or frequency these
waves extend.

The reason for the lower leg is not as obvious. The point below point 2 that

has no precursors is, in fact, very unshock-like in the magnetic field. There is

merely a very slow rise in field strength and rotation lasting 35 seconds. Per-

haps this represents one cycle of a very long wavelength whistler wave. Points

a and b do show some upstream wave activity. Point a corresponds to the ISEE-2

shock on October 29, 1978. The waves at ISEE-2 have properties very similar to

the precursors discussed above. They propagate nearly along the magnetic field and

they are highly polarized. However, they occur at a frequency an order of magni-

tude less than were observed on ISEE-3 for this same event. On the other hand,

the waves corresponding to point b at ISEE-3 on October 17, 1978 are similar in

frequency to those seen at ISEE-2 for this same event (point 4). However, these

waves are propagating at a large angle to the field, are less well polarized, are

elliptical rather than circular and are left-handed. Moreover they are weak and

do not grow as the shock approaches. The frequency also is suspiciously close to

the spin frequency of the spacecraft. The other three low Mach number cases at
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M = 1.3, 1.2 and i.i correspond to ISEE-3 on August 31, 1979, ISEE-2 on September
20, 1978 and ISEE-3 on September20, 1978. The first two cases are well defined
sharp shocks with no precursors but have manydata gaps upstream including one
right at the shock crossing. The absence of precursor waves at the lowest Mach
numbers appears to be a real phenomenon. Its explanation is not obvious.

Upstream Turbulence

In addition to the precursor waves which exist in the shock ramp and for a
short distance upstream, irregular waves with rather featureless spectra are seen
upstream of someinterplanetary shocks. Figure 3 shows samples of these waves
for a variety of angles between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal.
Figure 4 showspower spectra for these waves. The magnetic componentshownis the
M component, i.e., the direction in the plane of the shock perpendicular to the
upstream field. As discussed in the previous section the precursor waves which
we are able to observe are a low Machnumberphenomenon. At higher Machnumbers
the precursor waves occur at higher frequencies eventually rising above our pass
band. To avoid mixing the two wave types we will use the simple expedient of
studying the upstream turbulence only at Machnumbers above 1.5.

Table 4 showsthe properties of the upstream turbulence for the one minute
just prior to shock passage for all the interplanetary shocks in our study which
had Machnumbersgreater than 1.5 and were not contaminated with ions backstream-
ing from the terrestrial bow shock. Wehave also eliminated any intervals for
which we did not have a full minute of upstream measurementsand those for which
an obvious tangential discontinuity occurred during the analysis interval. The
frequency interval 0.03 to 0.3 Hz was chosen for analysis. There is little power
in these waves above 0.3 Hz and 30 seconds is as low a period one could safely
analyze utilizing a minute's worth of data. Wehave used the analysis of Born and
Wolf (Rankin and Kurtz, 1970) as it is more appropriate for the study of linearly
polarized signals such as these waves tend to be.

As for the precursors, the wave normals in L, M, N, coordinates show that
the waves are mainly propagating in a plane defined by the magnetic field and the
shock normal. Further, the waves are propagating nearly parallel to the magnetic
field. For the two exceptions to this rule, ISEE-3 on December25, 1978 and ISEE
-2 on November30, 1979, it may be argued that since the shocks are very nearly
perpendicular and the waves very small that the direction of propagation is not
well determined. The percent polarization is much less than for the precursors
ranging from 26 to 73%. The waves are polarized about equally left and right-
handed and are at times very nearly linearly polarized. The maximumeccentricity
observed was 0.76. The waves are almost entirely transverse fluctuations, as
shownby the last column of Table 4 which gives the ratio of compressional power to
transverse power. Except for two nearly perpendicular shocks which have almost no
transverse power upstream, this ratio is less than 10%. This is consistent with
the observed direction of propagation of the waves which is nearly parallel to the
field and in contrast to waves upstream of the bow shock.

The amplitudes of these waves are strongly correlated with 0Bn, the angle
between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal. Figure 5 shows the lo-
garithm of the amplitude of the waves as a function of the cos 6Bn. The straight
line is the best fit straight line omitting the two low points on November29,
1979. It has a correlation coefficient of 0.935. If we include the two low
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November29 points the correlation drops to 0.838. However, on November29 the
upstream magnetic field strength is only 2.5 nT, less than half its usual magni-
tude. Since we expect that these waves grow through resonance with the upstream
ions we expect that the ion gyro frequency orders these waves. Then the spectral
power of the waves would occur on this day at a much lower frequency and our one
minute analysis interval is not long enough to determine the proper wave power.
It seemsclear that the wave amplitudes are controlled by eBn. Wenote that we
have used here a one minute average of the upstream field just upstream of the
shock to define _Bn" In actuality, the waves observed were generated at an
earlier time when the IMF mayhave had a different direction. Furthermore, the
presence of discontinuities in the solar wind can add power to the wave analysis
even though they have no association with the shock.

Discussions and Conclusions

The results of our investigations of waves upstream from interplanetary
shocks indicate that, while their successful Study is difficult, they can be prof-
itably examined if data from both magnetometersand plasma instruments are avail-
able. The most important step in this process is determining an accurate normal.
The mixed modetechnique for a single spacecraft appears to be quite accurate in
general. Whenan accurate normal is available, the shock speed can be determined
quite accurately from the continuity equation. However, to guarantee an accurate
normal determination one should use data from multiple spacecraft and over-
determine the solution. This allows calculation of probable error and the time
delay between spacecraft gives the velocity, independent of the plasma measure-
ments.

In sorting out the plethora of phenomenaassociated with interplanetary shocks,
it is important to realize that there are two different wave types in the upstream
region with quite different wave properties. The precursor waves are an integral
part of the shock structure at low Machnumbersat moderate and small angles of
the _fF to the shock normal. Thesewaves are right-handed and are obviously
propagating in the direction of the shock motion, that is with the solar wind
flow. Thus, while they are Doppler shifted, their polarization is not reversed.
Hence, they must also be right-handed, i.e., whistler modewaves, in the plasma
frame also. The whistler precursors are highly polarized and are very nearly
circularly polarized.

At the lowest Machnumbers and for nearly perpendicular shocks, there seemto
be few waves upstream of the shock. However, above a Machnumber of 1.5 there are
broadband irregular waves with low to moderate percent polarization, propagating
generally at small angles to the field with almost linear polarization. The am-
plitude of these waves is strongly correlated with the direction of the IMF rela-
tive to the shock normal. These waves seemto be those predicted by Lee (1983).

Muchanalysis is yet to be done with both the precursor waves and the upstream
turbulence. For example, we have not investigated what controls the wavelength or
direction of propagation and hence the apparent frequency of the precursor waves.
Nor have we examined their amplitude and duration. Similarly, we must examine the
full spectrum of the upstream turbulenc_ not just the arbitrary 3-30 second band,
and the size of the region of occurrence of these waves upstream of interplanetary
shocks.
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LOW ENERGY (E _ 30 KEV) SUPRATHERMAL IONS UPSTREAM FROM INTERPLANETARY
SHOCKS

J. T. Gosling, S. J. Bame and W. C. Feldman (ESS-8, MS D438, Los Alamos

National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545) G. Paschmann and N. Sckopke

(Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Physik und Astrophysik, Institut fur extra-

terrestrische Physik, 8046 Garching, West Germany)

Suprathermal ions at energies below _ 30 keV have been observed for the
first time upstream from several interplanetary (IP) shocks with the Los
Alamos/Garching fast plasma experiments on ISEE i and 2. Although in one
event these ions were observed at least severa! hours before shock

passage, more_typi_ally the covntrate rises above the instrument threshold
of _ 3.7 x iO t (cm _ s sr kev) -_ at 28.6 keV approximately 5 minutes before
shock passage. Velocity distribution functions for these ions are always
roughly isotropic in the shock frame of reference, and thus these ions
appear to be the interplanetary counterpart of the "diffuse" ions observed
immediately upstream from the earth's bow shock. Other types of ion
velocity distributions common to the earth's foreshock-field-aligned
beams, kidney bean shaped distributions, and torus-like distributions-
which appear to be essential ingredients of the ion acceleration process
near the bow shock have not yet been observed upstream from IP shocks
despite occasional favorable observing geometries. Nor is there a clear
correspondence between the interplanetary upstream ions and compressive i
waves with periods near 30 S as at the bow shock. These differences may
be a result of the relatively low Mach number of IP shocks, the relatively
long field line connection times for IP shocks, or differences in details

of the ion acceleration process.
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ELECTRON HEATING AT INTERPLANETARY SHOCKS

W. C. Feldman, J. R. Asbridge, S. J. Bame,

J. T. Gosling, and R. D. Zwickl

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Data for 41 forward interplanetary shocks measured between August 1978 and

December 1979 show that the ratio of downstream to upstream electron

temperatures, Te(d/u ) is variable in the range between 1.0 (isothermal) and

3.0. On average, <Te(d/u)> = 1.5 with a standard deviation, _e = 0.5. This
ratio is less than both the average ratio of proton temperatures across the

same shocks (<T_(d/u)> = 3.3 with _ = 2.5) and the average ratio of electron
temperatures across the earth s bow s_ock. Individual samples of Te(d/u ) and

To(d/u) appear to be weakly correlated with the number density ratio. However
the amounts of electron and proton heating are well correlated with each other

as well as with the bulk velocity difference across each shock. The stronger

shocks appear to heat the protons relatively more efficiently than they heat

the electrons.

Introduction

Although extensive research has been devoted to the various

characteristics of interplanetary shocks, not much work has been devoted to

their effects on solar wind electrons. Early work based on data measured using

the Vela 4 plasma analyzers indicated a low efficiency for heating the ambient

plasma electrons (Hundhausen et al., 1970; Hundhausen, 1970a). This result was

interpreted to be a consequence of the high solar wind thermal conductivity.

Any heating would then be quickly distributed over a large volume of plasma

thereby increasing the thermal energy per electron only slightly (Hundhausen

and Montomgery, 1971).

Most studies of solar wind electrons have been made using measurements

from satellites in near earth orbit. The earth's bow shock is known to preheat

the magnetically connected upstream solar wind by variable amounts having an

average magnitude (Feldman et al., 1973) of the order of that caused by

interplanetary shocks (Hundhausen, 1970a; Hundhausen et al., 1970). Since it

is difficult to isolate data measured from these orbits which are completely

unperturbed by the bow shock, the early Vela 4 shock results have not been

followed by more extensive and deeper studies. This difficulty has been

overcome by the launch of ISEE-3 which was stationed for approximately 4 years

about 106 km upstream of the earth. This orbit was sufficiently far upstream

that ISEE-3 was usually not connected magnetically to the earthSs bow shock

(Feldman et al., 1982).

This paper reports the results of a study of electron heating •at

interplanetary shocks using data measured with the Los Alamos electron plasma

analyzer aboard ISEE 3. Analysis procedures are described briefly in Section 2

and the results and conclusions are given in Sections 3 and 4 respectively.
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In the following presentation, a standard notation is adopted. The
symbols N, V_ and T will denote the proton density, bulk velocity and
numerically-integrated total temperature. Subscripts e and p on the
temperature refer to electrons and protons respectively. Parenthetical use of
the combinations (d/u) and (d-u) denote the ratio of downstreamto upstream
parameters and the difference between downstream and upstream parameters
respectively.

2) Data and Analysis Procedures

Details of the Los Alamos ISEE-3 plasma analyzers along with their

operation modes have been published elsewhere (Bame et al., 1979a). Ion and

electron plasma data measured between August 1978 and December 1979 were used

in the present study. Fluid parameters were calculated by integrating

numerically over that portion of the ion count-rate distribution dominated by

protons and over the electron velocity distribution between about I0 eV and i
keV.

A list of possible shocks passing ISEE 3 between 18 August 1978 and 1

January 1980 was prepared using the ion data in conjunction with magnetic field

data (for a description of the magnetometer see Frandsen et al., 1979).

Forward shocks were identified by abrupt increases in bulk velocity, number

density, proton temperature and magnetic field strength. The 41 events on the

list which had the unambiguous signature of a forward shock and no data gap at

shock passage, comprised the base for the present study. Number densities,

bulk velocities and total proton temperatures determined using the ion data, as

well as total electron temperatures determined from the electron data, were

averaged over an approximately 5 min interval upstream and downstream of each

shock and tabulated. The results of an analysis of these parameters is given
next.

3) Experimental Results

a) Statistics

The statistics of particle heating at these 41 shocks are collected ir

Table i. Inspection shows that this set of shocks is on the average weaker tha_
the earth's bow shock. Whereas <N(d/u)> = 1.9 and <V(d-u)> = 76 km s-I foJ

this set, they are ~3 and ~i00 km s-I respectively for the earth's bow shoc_

(see e.g. Hundhausen, 1970b; Montgomery et al., 1970; Scudder et al., 1973

Bame et al., 1979b). Electron heating at these interplanetary shocks is als,

weaker than at the bow shock. On average <Te(d/u)> = 1.5 with a standart

deviation of 0.5 as compared to <Te(d/u)> = 3 for the earth's bow shoc]
(Hundhausen, 1970b ; Scudder et al., 1973; Bame et al., 1979b). The electro,

heating at these shocks is also less than the proton heating averaged over th,

same shocks. This fact is demonstrated by comparing the rows in Table 1 givin_

the statistics for Te(d/u ) and Te(d-u), with those giving Tn(d/u) and TD(d-u )
respectively. This result is also similar to that obtained _t the earth's bo_

shock (Montgomery et al., 1970).

b) Parameter Correlations

The associations of electron and proton heating with each other as well as

with the density and velocity changes at interplanetary shocks can best be

displayed by scatter plots of pairs of parameters. Since the ratio of number
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Table 1

Statistics of Particle Heating at 41 Interplanetary
August 1978 and December1979

Shocks Observed Between

Standard
Parameter Unit_____s Averase Deviation Low 5% _5%

N(d/u) --- 1.9 0.6 1.2 3.1

V(d-u) km s-I 76 53 17 225

Te(d/u) --- 1.5 0.5 1.0 2.5

Te(d-u) 105K 0.8 0.9 0.0 2.7

Tp(d/u) --- 3.3 2.5 1.3 I0.0

Tp(d-u) 105K 1.6 2.2 0.I 9.2

The entries in the last two columns give the second lowest and second highest
parameter values from the full set of 41 shocks.

density measured just downstream to that just upstream, N(d/u), is a measure of

the shock strength, we explore first how well it orders the data. If particle

heating at interplanetary shocks obeys a polytrope law then %n[T(d/u)] =

(y - l)%n[N(d/u)] where ¥ is the ratio of specific heats. Such a law is used

sometimes as a guide for interpreting theoretical simulations of collisionless

shocks (see e.g. Forslund et al., 1982) and has been found useful for

organizing data showing electron heating across high speed stream interaction

zones at IAU (Feldman et al., 1978). The averages listed in Table 1 would then

provide estimates of y for electron and proton heating separately, (Ye - I)

0.6 and (yp - I) = 1.9.

Plots of the ratio of upstream to downstream electron and proton

temperatures, Te(d/u) and Tp(d/u), respectively, against the ratio of proton

number density, N(d/u), are given in Figure i. The solid lines represent

polytrope laws having y = 5/3, 2 and 3 representing adiabatic heating in 3, 2,

and 1 dimensions, respectively. Inspection of the plots shows only weak

positive correlations between either temperature ratio and the number density

ratio. It also shows that a polytrope law does not describe adequately the

parametric dependences of particle heating at interplanetary shocks. This

conclusion is reinforced by examining the slopes, m, y intercepts, b, and

correlation coefficients, r, of the linear regressions between %n[Te(d/u) ] and
%n[N(d/u)] and between %n[Tn(d/u)] and %n[N(d/u)] listed in Table 2. Not only

are both correlation coefficients low, r ~ 0.5, but the y intercepts are

nonzero and the slopes differ substantially from those estimated fgom the

averages given in Table I.
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Table 2

Correlations Between Pairs of Fluid Parameters at

Observed Between August 1978 and December 1979

Y=mX+b

Y Parameter Units X Parameter Units

An Te(d/u) --- %n N(d/u) ---

%n rp(d/u) --- An N(d/u) ---

T e (d/u) --- Tp (d/u) ---

T e (d-u) i05K Tp (d-u) i05K

V(d-u) km s -I N(d/u) ---

Te(d_u) 105K V(d-u) km s -I

Tp(d-u) 105K V(d-u) km s -I

An Te(d/u) --- in V(d-u) km s -I

-I

An Tp(d/u) --- An V(d-u) km s

41 Interplanetary Shocks

m b r

0.27 0.16 0.51

1.23 0.22 0.53

0.14 1.03 0.75

0.29 0.31 0.72

74.6 -69.0 0.82

0.015 -0.36 0.89

0.035 -1.06 0.83

0.31 -0.94 0.76

0.70 -1.87 0.73

I I I I I I I I ] I I I t I I I I I

m t%I
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Electron and proton heating are more strongly correlated with each other

as well as with the difference in bulk velocity across the shocks, V(d-u), than

they are with the density jump across the shocks. Scatter plots showing the

correlation between electron and proton heating are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Both temperature ratio and temperature difference correlations are roughly

equal, r = 0.75 and 0.72 respectively. Although these correlations are

significantly better than those between %nT and %nN, the data in Figures 2 and

3 show substantial scatter. Comparison of the data with the solid lines, which

represent equal fractional heating in figure 2 and equal amounts of heating in

figure 3, shows that interplanetary shocks heat the pEotons more than they heat

the electons. This condition holds true also for the earth's bow shock

(Montgomery et al., 1970).

Electron and proton heating at interplanetary shocks are best correlated

with the difference in bulk velocity across the shocks. This velocity

difference is also a measure of shock strength as defined by the ratio of

downstream to upstream densities, N(d/u). This fact is evident by the good

correlation between V(d-u) and N(d/u) shown in Figure 4. The parameters of the

linear regression are given in the fifth row of Table 2 showing r = 0.82.

Scatter plots showing the correlations between Te(d-u ) and V(d-u) as well

as between Tp(d-u) and V(d-u) are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The parameters of
the respective linear regressions are given in rows 6 and 7 of Table 2.

Although not shown here, plots of Tid/u ) against V(d-u) and of Tp(d/u) againstV(d-u) show similar correlations, important property of these correlations

is that the shocks having the larger velocity differences are relatively more

effective in heating protons than they are in heating electrons. This effect

can be seen by comparing Figures 5 and 6 and is quantified in the last 2 rows

of Table 2. Specifically the slope for the correlation between %nTn(d/u ) and

%nV(d-u) is larger than that for the correlation between _nTe(d/u) and
%nV(d-u).

4) Summary and Conclusions

Detailed comparisons between the foregoing results and the many theories

of particle heating at colllslonless shocks is not possible since these

theories depend importantly on parameters which were not included in the

present study. Specifically they depend on the upstream _ (ratio of particle

pressure to magnetic field pressure), the shock-normal-magnetic field angle,

the Mach number, and the conductivity of both the upstream-ambient, and

downstream-shocked plasmas. However electron heating at a large set of

interplanetary shocks is reported here for the first time. Comparison of the

measured heating with the y = 2 line in Figure I indicates that if such heating

is confined to two dimensions as many theories predict (see e.g. Tidman and

Krall, 1971; Lemons and Gary, 1978; Forslund et al., 1982), then heat

conduction must be an important electron cooling mechanism. This conclusion is

consistent with that reached previously (Hundhausen and Montgomery, 1971).

Finally, the relatively larger efficiency for heating protons at the stronger

interplanetary shocks is consistent with theories of ion reflection (Forslund

and Shonk, 1970; Auer et al., 1971; Leroy et al., 1982) although to date, no

evidence for such reflection has been found (Gosling et al., 1983). This- lack

of evidence may indicate that few if any of the interplanetary shocks _bserved

at ISEE-3 were supercritical.
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Figure 2. A scatter plot showing the correlation between the ratios of

downstream to upstream electron and proton temperatures at 41 forward

interplanetary shocks observed at ISEE 3 between August 1978 and December
1979. The solid line represents equal ratios of downstream to upstream

electron and proton temperatures.
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Figure 3. A scatter plot Showing the correlation between the amounts of

electron and proton heating at 41 forward interplanetary shocks observed at

ISEE 3 between August 1978 and December 1979. The solid line represents
equal electron and proton heating.
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Figure 4. A scatter plot showing the correlation between the velocity

differences and ratios of downstream to upstream proton densities at 41

forward interplanetary shocks observed at ISEE 3 between August 1978 and

December 1979.
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VARIATIONS OF ELECTRON VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

W.G. Pilipp

Max-Planck-lnstitut fHr Physik und Astrophysik

Institut fHr extraterrestrische Physik

8046 Garching, West Germany

ABSTRACT

The variation of the distribution functions of solar wind electrons with the

;ector structure of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) as well as with the

;tream structures of the solar wind and with distance from the sun is discussed.

7he Helios observations indicate that electron properties are more strongly corre-

.ated with the sector structure of the IMF than with the plasma stream structures.

7he distribution functions are largely isotropic and relatively cool at sector

_oundaries being usually embedded in the slow solar wind where the electron tempe-

ratures often show a sharp minimum. Outside of sector boundaries but still close

_o them in the slow solar wind, the electron spectra are relatively hot and modera-

tely anisotropic, and the electron temperatures often show maxima shortly before

md after the sector boundaries. Within the interior of magnetic sectors where

_igh speed streams usually occu_ the electron spectra are again cool but show an

_xtreme anisotropy and skewing along the magnetic field for particle energies well
ibove 50 eV. This narrow non-thermal feature has been termed "Strahl". Here the

_itch angle distributions (i.e. the phase space density as a function of the pitch

_ngle relative to the magnetic field direction for constant particle energies as

_een in a frame of reference moving with the peak of the electron distribution

_unctions) show a sharp peak around the pitch angle of zero degrees corresponding

_o electrons moving along the magnetic field away from the sun. The angular width

)f this peak decreases with increasing particle energy being less than IO degrees

_or energies of few I00 eV and above. Due to the Strahl the electron temperature

Fe,, parallel to the magnetic field is larger than the electron temperature Te_ per-

_endicular to the magnetic field typically by a factor 1.5. In addition the elec-

irons cool down with increasing distance from the sun where the radial decrease of

_he electron temperatures is significantly steeper around sector boundaries than in

_he high speed streams within the interior of magnetic sectors.

The most likely interpretation of these variations is that within the interior

)f magnetic sectors the magnetic field lines are 'open' being connected to the sun

ind extending outward to distances far beyond the position of the space craft where

_he more energetic electrons escape along the magnetic field to large distances

_ith their high particle velocity without major scattering. In contrast around sec-

tor boundaries the electrons seem to be trapped in closed magnetic field loops dis-

:onnected from the sun where they are isotropized by some unknown microscopic scat-

_ering mechanisms occurring mainly at the sector boundaries and where they cool

lown much faster during the solar wind expansion due to the reduced thermal conduction

_ith the corona.

This hypothesis is also supported by the variation of the pitch angle distri-

bution which is observed when the space craft moves from the interior of a magnetic

_ector towards a sector boundary. As the space craft approaches the sector boundary,

_he angular width of the Strahl broadens and, at the same time, the more or less

Lsotropic phase space density at larger pitch angles corresponding to electrons

_oving towards the sun increases. In addition within the interior of magnetic sec-
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tors the phase space density F(v,,, v = O) of the Strahl electrons (above 1OOeV)
is larger than the phase space density F(-v,,, v_ = O) of the electrons returning
to the sun by a factor 10 to 100 near the orbit of earth and by a factor I00 to
I000 near 0.3 AU. Approaching a sector boundary F(v,,, v_ = O) decreases and
F(-v,,, v_ ffiO) increases where both phase space densities becomeabout equal right
at the sector boundary.
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ENERGETICELECTRONSANDPLASMAWAVESASSOCIATEDWITHSOLARTYPEIII RADIO
BURSTS

iR. P. Lin (Space Sci. Lab., Univ. of Calif., Berkeley), D. A. Gurnett

i(Dept, of Physics and Astron., Univ. of Iowa), and F. L. Scarf (TRW

iDefense and Space Systems, Redondo Beach, Calif.)

We present detailed in situ observations from the ISEE-3 spacecraft of

energetic electrons, plasma waves, and radio emission for type III solar

radio bursts. Since the faster electrons arrive before the slower ones,

the reduced one-dimensional distribution function f(v) of the electrons

shows a bump on tail which is unstable to the growth of Langmuir waves.

The wave growth computed from f(v) agrees with the observed onset of the

waves, and there is qualitative agreement between variations in the plasma

wave levels and in the development of regions of positive slope in f(v).

The evolution of f(v), however, usually predicts far higher plasma wave

levels than those observed. The maximum levels observed are about equal

to the threshold for nonlinear wave processes, such as oscillating two-

stream instability and soliton collapse. Also, the lack of obvious pla-

teauing of the distribution suggests that the observed waves have been

removed from resonance with the beam electrons. The Langmuir waves are

observed to be highly impulsive in nature. Occasionally, low frequency

(_ 50 - 300 Hz) turbulence is enhanced simultaneous with the plasma waves,

while ion acoustic turbulence is often suppressed. The onset of the in

situ radio emission, identified by its lack of directivity as that pro-

duced near 1 AU, almost always precedes the plasma wave onset by _ 20

minutes. This delay raises serious questions about the hypothesis of the

generation of type III radio emission from the plasma waves.
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COSMIC RAY STUDIES IN THE OUTER HELIOSPHERE

Frank B. McDonald, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 660
Greenbelt, MD 20771

The data from the cosmic ray experiments on Pioneer 10 (now at
28 AU), Voyagers I and 2 (11-13 AU) combined with those from ISEE-3

and Helios I in the inner solar system have provided new insight into
both the physical processes involved in producing the long term solar
modulation of galactic cosmic rays and the interplanetary magnetic field
configuration in the distant heliosphere. At both i AU and 25 AU the
integral cosmic ray intensity with energies > 200 MeV decreased by a
factor of _ 2 while 150 MeV galactic cosmiclray protons were reduced
by some 600%. The fact that the percentagechange was the same at both
I and 25 AU was completely unexpected. Essentially all of the reduction
occurred in 3 major episodes extending over 4-9 solar rotations in the
1978-1980 period. The existence of these discrete steps provides a
means of estimating the size of the heliosphere using the data from the
recovery phase which started in early 1981. Preliminary analysis places
the heliospheric radius in the 100-120 AU range. There is a quasi -26
day periodicity within two of the episodes, suggesting the formation of
an apparent co-rotating structure in the outer heliosphere. Flare gener-
ated shock waves appear to play a role in the formation of this "merged-
interaction region". At _ 10 AU this magnetic feature plays a dominant
role in channeling solar cosmic ray events and in further energizing
solar energetic particles.
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FLARE TRIGGERED PARTICLE INCREASES BEYOND 1AU

G. Gloeckler

University of Maryland, Dept. of Physicsand Astronomy, College Park,
MD 20742

During the last decade it has become abundantly clear that particles
are accelerated to MeV energies in interplanetary space - most common
examples being co-rotating particle increase and various enhancement
associated with passages of interplanetary shocks. Combining Voyager and
ISEE observations of energetic (0.5 to 20 MeV/nucleon) particles we find
evidence for yet another, apparently common, interplanetary acceleration
mechanism. The seed population in this mechanism are ions preaccelerated
to _MeV at the sun. Propagating shocks and/or ClR's in regions extendinq
to several AU and beyond are then effective in further accelerating these,
solar flare ions to energies up to tens of MeV. Our conclusions are based
on simultaneous observations made at 1AU and at distances up to _6 AU of
energetic particle increases with time-intensity profiles and of duration
comparable to typical flare particle events. In these events, contrary
to ordinary flare particle events, the fluxes of _lO's of MeV ions at
large heliographic distance are comparable to or larger than at 1AU.
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PARTICLE DRIFTS, THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

AND COSMIC-RAY MODULATION

J. R. Jokipii

University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona

Particle gradient and curvature drifts in the large-scale inter-

planetary magnetic field, under plausible extrapolation of the field

to higher latitudes, can have profound effects on the modulation of

galactic cosmic rays by the sun. Recent numerical modelling efforts

at Arizona have explored the effects of drifts within the context of

the full Fokker-Planck transport equation. These models will be

summarized and their implications for our understanding of modulation

will be discussed. Our most-recent, fully three-dimensional simula-

tions appear to be consistent with a variety of observations_

including 22-year solar magnetic cycle effects which must be intro-

duced ad-hoc in other models. The models suggest the possibility

that a major part of the ll-year sunspot cycle variation of galactic

cosmic rays may be caused by variations in the large-scale structure

of the interplanetary magnetic field. Possible implications of

drifts for shock-wave acceleration and the origin of the anomalous

component of cosmic rays will also be discussed.
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THEMODULATIONANDACCELERATIONOFENERGETICPARTICLESIN THESOLARWIND

L. A. FISK
Department of Physics, University of NewHampshire, Durham, NH 03824

Twotopics of current interest on the modulation and acceleration
of energetic particles in the solar wind are discussed: (i) A time-depen-
dent numerical model is presented of the solar-cycle variation in the
cosmic ray flux,in which the modulation is produced by disturbances
which are connected outward with the solar wind. The model can account
for the observed solar-cycle variation, spatial gradients and the
hysterisis effect.(ii) A numerical model is presented of the accelera-
tion of the anomalouscomponentat the termination shock of the solar
wind near the equatorial plane of the Sun. The model can account for
the observed spectra of the anomalouscomponent, and makesan interesting
prediction of the shock location.
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Temporal Variations of the Anomalous Oxygen Component

A. C. Cummings

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

W. R. Webber

University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824

We have used data from the cosmic ray experiment (CRS) on Voyagers 1 and 2
to examine anomalous oxygen in the time period from launch in 1977 to the end of
1981. We find several time periods where large periodic (typically 26 day) temporal
variations of the oxygen intensity between _ 5 - 15 MeV]nuc are present. Variations in
intensity by up to a factor of 10 are observed during these periods. We find that several

characteristics of these variations indicate that they are not higher energy extensions of
the low energy particle (_ 1 MeV/nuc) increases found in many corotating interaction
regions (CIR's). Many of these periodic temporal variations are correlated with similar,
but much smaller, recurrent variations in the > 75 MeV proton rate. We have com-
pared Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 counting rates to estimate the local radial gradient for
both the protons and the oxygen. The proton gradients during periods of both max-
imum and minimum fluxes are consistent with the overall positive radial gradients re-

ported by others from Pioneer and near-Earth observations, supporting the view that
these variations are due to local modulation of a source outside the radial range of our
measurements. In contrast, the oxygen gradients during periods of maximum proton
flux differ in sign from those during minimum proton fluxes, suggesting that the origin
of the oxygen variations is different from that of the protons.

INTRODUCTION

The anomalous component of cosmic rays has now been studied for about a decade. As described
in the accompanying paper the anomalous particle populations exhibit long term variations due to solar
modulation effects. Indeed, almost all of the existing studies of anomalous oxygen have been made us-

ing rather long time averages, typically on the order of months. The four CRS telescopes on each of the
two Voyager spacecraft, with their large collecting power, have allowed us to look at the anomalous oxy-
gen rates with finer time resolution for the first time. We have examined the period from launch in late
1977 to the end of 1981 and we find several time periods where large recurrent temporal variations are

present, with an _26 day periodicity. Variations in intensity by a factor of up to 10 are observed. We
have investigated the origin of these variations by comparing the oxygen rates to rates of other particle
types and by intercomparing the rates of the two Voyagers.

OBSERVATIONS

An example of the oxygen counting rate variations during 1980 is shown in the lower panel of
Figure 1. The high energy proton rate is plotted in the upper panel and four major correlated peaks in

the two rates are indicated by the dashed lines. The amplitude of the proton variations is _ 10 - 15%,
whereas the variation in the oxygen rate is much larger with a peak to valley ratio of perhaps 10 to 1 for
the largest peaks. The average spacing between the four large proton peaks in the figure is _ 26 days.

The first report of _26 day intensity variations in anomalous oxygen was by Webber et al. [1979]
based on a subset of this data for the period just after launch in 1977. In that observation variations in
amplitude by a factor of two were found. Von Rosenvinge and Paizis [1981 ] reported 27-day variations
of a factor of two in anomalous oxygen using near-Earth data during 1976. We also note that 27-day in-
tensity variations of up to a factor of two for the anomalous helium component have been previously re-
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ported by several groups [Garcia-Munoz et. al,
1977; Bastian et. al, 1979; lion Rosenvinge and

Paizis, 1981]. Our analysis of the anomalous
helium data is only preliminary but we are find-
ing that the amplitude of the helium intensity
variations are a factor of two or less throughout
the period while the oxygen variations are
much larger.

In Figure 2 the oxygen and proton
counting rates are shown for a 120 day period
in 1978. Here again, oxygen intensity varia-
tions of up to a factor of 10 are observed.
Seven correlated increases are marked by the
dashed lines. The odd numbered lines are on

26 day increments. The even numbered lines
are also essentially on 26 day increments and
occur _ 10 days in advance of an odd num-
bered line. This timing is suggestive of in-
creases associated with CIR's and indeed this

period has been studied for CIR increases at
lower energies, _ l MeV/nuc, by other Voyager
investigators [Hamilton et al., 1979].

COMPARISON WITH CIR-TYPE INCREASES

We have investigated the possibility that
the oxygen variations are the result of CIR ac-
celeration. Plots of the rate of oxygen, the rate
of > 0.5 MeV protons, which are a sensitive in-
dicator of CIR acceleration, and plots of the
solar wind speed and magnetic field magnitude

are shown in Figure 3 for the period 1978, days
230-270. Two CIR's are indicated by the

dashed line pairs labeled 1 and 3 which mark
associated forward/reverse shock pairs. Hamil-

Voyager 2
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Fig. 3. Four plots from Voyager 2: (upper panel) dai-
ly averaged counting rate versus time for anomalous ox-
ygen; (second panel) 6-hour averaged counting rate
versus time for low energy protons; (third panel) hourly
averaged solar wind speed from the MIT plasma experi-
ment; (lower panel) hourly averaged magnetic field
magnitude from the GSFC magnetometer experiment.
Two CIR's are indicated by the dashed line pairs la-
beled l and 3, respectively. The forward and reverse
shocks are labeled F and R, respectively. The number
labels associated with the dashed lines correspond to
those on Figure 2.

ton et al. [1979] found that at _ 1 MeV/nuc most of the enhanced carbon and oxygen intensity was
concentrated near the reverse shocks and that the C/O ratio at this time was --0.68. We find, on the

other hand, that most of the higher energy oxygen precedes the forward shock. In addition, the oxygen
increase near day 251, labeled with the dashed line number 2, is not associated with an identified CIR.
Furthermore, we find very little carbon in our energy interval. For the sum of the seven peaks in the
1978 120 day period shown in Figure 2 the C/O ratio is less than 0.05. Finally, the energy spectrum of
the increases is not what one would expect from a normal CIR event. The oxygen energy spectra in and

between the seven 1978 peaks on Voyager 2 are shown in Figure 4. The shape of the two spectra are
similar with both having a plateau near 6 MeV/nuc. The dashed line represents an upper limit to the
spectrum of oxygen from a CIR estimated by scaling from our measured CIR helium spectrum on day
265, one of the largest such increases during this period. Indeed, this estimated oxygen CIR spectrum is
derived for a reverse shock whereas most of our oxygen particles are at or near the forward shocks. By
directly comparing the measured rates of helium and oxygen at comparable energies and by assuming a
CIR He to O ratio of 150 to 1, we estimate that at the forward shocks the contribution from CIR-type
acceleration to the anomalous oxygen increases is at the 1% level.
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COMPARISON WITH HIGH-ENERGY
PROTONS AND

DETERMINATION OF RADIAL GRADIENTS

Another possibility for the origin of the
oxygen variations is that they result from the
same process responsible for the variations in
the high energy proton rate, examples of which
were shown in Figures 1 and 2. The proton
variations are probably indicative of short term

solar modulation effects. While the percentage
variation of the oxygen rate is much larger than
that of the proton rate, typically 50 times as
large, it is possible that short term modulation
effects may be playing a significant role for the

oxygen as well. We have investigated this possi-
bility from several viewpoints, including com-
paring the long and short term correlations of

the oxygen and proton rates and comparing the
radial gradients of the two particle populations.
Here we shall consider the radial gradient data
and some of its implications. The large scale
radial gradients for the anomalous oxygen and
the > 75 MeV protons have been previously re-

ported by others for the 1 - 20 AU range by
comparing the intensities at the Pioneer space-
craft to those near Earth. By using the separa-
tion of the two Voyager spacecraft we can

determine the local radial gradients during the
time intervals of the variations and compare
these to the large scale gradients.

The relative positions of the two space-
craft projected into the solar equatorial plane
are shown in Figure 5. The 1978 and 1980
periods we have studied are indicated by bars a-
long the trajectory. In the 1978 period the
spacecraft are --4 AU from the Sun and _0.3

AU apart. In 1980 they have moved out to an
average radial position of _7.2 AU and have

moved apart -- 1.25 AU. They are well aligned
in both longitude (see Figure 5) and latitude
(within 1 degree in 1978 and within _0.3 de-

gree in 1980). Note that during the 1978 and
1980 time intervals Voyager 1 is always farther
from the Sun than Voyager 2. Thus for posi-
tive radial gradients Voyager 1 will measure a
higher intensity than Voyager 2.

The comparison of the Voyager 1 and 2
proton rates for the 1978 period is shown in
Figure 6. The correlation of features in the two

plots is generally good. We have taken the ra-
tio of the Voyager 1 to Voyager 2 intensities for
the correlated maxima and minima of the vail-
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Fig. 4. Energy spectra of oxygen for selected time in-
tervals in the period 1978 days 228-348. The upper
points are for intervals in the peaks of the time varia-
tions. The lower points are for intervals between the
peaks. The dotted line represents an estimated maxi-
mum CIR spectrum of oxygen.
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Fig. 5. Trajectory plot of the two Voyager spacecraft.

The heavy bars mark the trajectory during the 1978 and

1980 periods of study.
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Fig. 7. Three-day moving average counting rate
versus time for Voyager l and 2 high energy protons in
1980. The two plots are shifted relative to each other
by 6 days to approximately account for the corotation
delay between the two spacecraft. The dashed lines,
vertical bars, and normalization are as described in the
caption for Figure 6

ations at the times indicated by the long and short vertical bars. The corresponding plot for the 1980

period is shown in Figure 7. The corotation delay is _ 6 days for this time interval and, after making

the time shift, the features in the two panels line up well. The intensity ratios corresponding to the data

in Figures 6 and 7 are shown in Figure 8 as a function of average radial distance from the Sun as the

points near 4 AU for 1978 and near 7.2 AU for 1980. The lower panel of Figure 8 shows the ratio for

the peak times and the upper panel shows the ratios for the times between the peaks. The remaining

points near 6.4 AU are for a 1979 period when variations were also observed. The dashed lines on both

panels show the computed intensity ratio for a given local radial gradient. It is apparent that the data

from both panels are consistent with a local radial gradient of _ 3 - 5%/AU which is consistent with the

large scale gradients found for these particles from the Pioneer and near-Earth observations [McKibben

et. al, 1982]. This data therefore supports the notion that the variations in intensity of the protons are

due to a local modulation effect, most likely produced by a corotating magnetic field structure.

The Voyager l and 2 anomalous oxygen rate comparisons for the 1978 period are shown in Fig-

ure 9. The dashed lines indicate times of maximum proton fluxes from Figure 6. We could not dupli-

cate the analysis procedure we used for the protons because of poorer statistics. Therefore we have

summed over the time intervals shown by the horizontal bars to get a single ratio for the periods between

the maxima of the proton fluxes. We have also summed over the seven 3-day periods associated with

the proton flux maxima in order to calculate a single average ratio for the "peak" times. These values are

shown in the first column of Table I. The V1 to V2 ratio for the times between the peaks is within la

of the expected ratio of 1.05 for the large scale positive radial gradient of _ 15%/AU which has been re-

ported for anomalous oxygen from Pioneer and near-Earth data [Webber et al., 1981 ]. The ratio for the

sum of the seven peaks is _ 1.8a less than 1.05. For comparison the second column of Table 1 shows
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the average V1 to V2 ratios for the high energy

protons in 1978 as computed from the weighted

average of the points shown in Figure 8. Ratios

for both the peak and between-peak fluxes are

consistent with the expected ratio for a radial

gradient of 3 - 5%/AU.

In Figure 10 we show the anomalous ox-

ygen rate comparisons for 1980. Here the si-
tuation is more difficult than in 1978. The

correlation of features in the Voyager 1 and 2

plots is less clear. We have made a relative

shift of 6 days in the two plots just as we did

for the protons, and the times of the four major

proton peaks are shown by dashed lines and

used as a guide in identifying the correlated

peaks. The 3-day periods indicated by the vert-

ical bars were summed to get an average ratio

for the peak periods. The times indicated by
horizontal bars were summed to calculate a

between-peak period ratio. This division of

time periods is less obvious in 1980 than in

1978. For example, there appear to be addi-

tional,peak fluxes in oxygen between the times

associated with proton flux maxima, particular-

ly near day 157 in Voyager 2 and near day 108

in Voyager 1. In fact there may well be a

second sequence of peaks offset from the pri-

mary, sequence by -- 10 days. A 5-day data gap

from day 130-135 on Voyager 2 possibly ob-

scures one of the peaks in the secondary se-

quence. The V I to V2 ratios of the anomalous
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oxygen intensity are shown for the two time

periods in the third column of Table 1. Here again the ratio for the times between the proton peaks is

within la of the expected ratio of 1.2. However, the ratio for the sum of oxygen fluxes during periods

associated with proton flux maxima is --3.7a less than expected for a gradient of +I5%/AU. The aver-

age proton intensity ratios, shown in the fourth column of Table 1, are again consistent with a 3 -

5%/AU radial gradient.

DISCUSSION

As we have noted, the > 75 MeV proton variations appear to be small (-- l0 - 15%) perturbations

on a rate which is well correlated over the separation distance of the two spacecraft. The local gradient
derived for both the maxima and minima of the variations are consistent with the large scale gradients

reported for separation distances of up to 20 AU. The oxygen variations, on the other hand, do not fit a

similar picture. Particularly in 1980 (see Figure 10) when the spacecraft are --1.25 AU apart, the
features in the two rates are not well correlated; the peaks in Voyager 2 appear to be sharper and more

well defined than in Voyager 1, the perturbations on the rate are not small, and the apparent local radial

gradients for the peaks do not agree with the overall large scale gradients that have been reported. The

oxygen intensity variations appear to be more filamentary in nature than those of the protons, suggesting

perhaps that the oxygen nuclei are more sensitive to the detailed configuration of the magnetic field than

are the protons. These differences suggest that the origin of the short term oxygen variations is different

from that of the protons. (See Hovestadt et. al [1979] for an indication of differences in the origin of

long term variations of oxygen and protons.)
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Periods of

minimum proton
flux

TABLE 1. Ratios of Vl to V2

1978

Anomalous

oxygen

1.23 ± .18

>75 MeV

protons

1.013 + .004

Intensity

1980

Anomalous

oxygen
1.04 ± .25

>75 MeV

protons

1.041 ± .003

Periods of 0.82 ± .13 1.006 ± .003 0.58 ± .17 1.047 ± .004
maximum

proton flux

Expected for 1.05 --- 1.20 ---
15%/AU

Expected for --- 1.009- 1.015 --- 1.038- 1.065
_3 - 5%/AU

Average radial _ 4 AU _ 7.2 AU
position

Average radial _ 0.3 AU _ 1.25 AU
seoaratioh
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In conclusion we have reported the observation of large recurrent temporal variations in the

anomalous oxygen component. Several characteristics of these increases indicate that they are not high

energy extensions of CIR events. We cannot, at this time, determine whether they are due to a peculiar
short term modulation or transport mechanism or whether the particles are being accelerated locally in

the interplanetary medium. In the future we will study the behavior of other particles, in particular the
anomalous helium component. In addition, it may be possible to use near-Earth data, particularly in

1978, to determine the large scale radial gradient associated with oxygen increases in the region from 1
to 4 AU.
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Charge Composition, and Long Term Temporal Variations

of the Anomalous Components in 1977-1982

W. R. Webber

University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824

A. C. Cummings

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

We have used the large collecting area and wide energy range of the cosmic ray
experiment (CRS) on Voyagers l and 2 to examine the energy spectra, charge composi-
tion, and long term temporal variations of the anomalous components in 1977-1982.

Individual energy spectra are obtained for 17 separate quiet time periods during the time
interval. The composite spectra of anomalous He, N, O, and Ne are obtained to a new

level of precision. This includes the spectral shape and the relative abundance. Essen-
tially, the spectral shape of N, O, and Ne appear to be similar. The ratios of anomalous

N and Ne to O are found to be different from both the solar cosmic ray and galactic
cosmic ray source composition. Some evidence is found for the enhancement of Ar as

well. In the case of elements such as C, Mg, S, and Fe it is difficult to separate a possi-
ble lower intensity anomalous component from a quasi-steady interplanetary component
that appears to be present at the lowest energies. The long term temporal variations of
the anomalous He and O components have also been studied from 1977-82, a period
from minimum to maximum in the modulation cycle. The tracking between these
anomalous component intensities and the integral intensity of > 75 MeV protons is
striking; however, the intensity decrease of the anomalous components is much greater.
Whereas the > 75 MeV intensity decreases by a factor _2 from 1977 to 1982, the 11.5 -
30 MeV/nuc anomalous He decreases by a factor _20 and anomalous O between 4.5 -
14.7 MeV/nuc decreases by a factor --50! Anomalous O is still observed at the lowest
intensity levels, however.

INTRODUCTION

The origin of the anomalous components of low energy cosmic rays, of which He and O are the
most obvious examples, presents many intriguing questions. One would like to know where and how

these particles are accelerated, what their accelerated spectrum looks like, and indeed what their charge
state is. Studies of the effects of solar modulation on these components, their radial gradients, and the
relative composition of the various anomalous species should in principle provide answers to some of

these questions. Previous studies of these components [e.g., Bastian et al., 1979; Klecker et al., 1977;
Webber et al., 1981] have usually been constrained by combinations of limited statistics and/or limited

energy range and therefore cannot examine all of these questions completely. The Voyager 1 and 2 data,
upon which this paper is based, overcomes several of these limitations, utilizing data from eight low en-
ergy telescopes (LET) with a total collecting area --3.5 cm2 sr, and four double ended high energy tele-
scopes (HET) with a total collecting area --4 cm2 sr. The energy range covered, from _4 - 124
MeV/nuc for oxygen nuclei, enables the transition from a quasi-steady interplanetary component at the
lowest energies to the anomalous components and then to the galactic cosmic ray components at the
highest energies to be observed. Individual energy spectra for the various charges are obtained for 17
separate quiet time periods during 1977-82. These quiet time intervals are restricted so that there is

negligible contamination of the data for Z I> 2 nuclei above --4 MeV/nuc by corotating streams or solar
energetic particles. Overall, these quiet time intervals contain about 65% of the total active time of the

two spacecraft over the entire time period.
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OBSERVATIONS -
SPECTRA AND COMPOSITION

Composite spectra for the entire

time period, constructed using both V 1 and
V2 data, are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
In Figure 1 the overall details of the
anomalous oxygen spectrum are shown

clearly, from the initial rise above the galac-
tic component at --50 MeV/nuc to the
maximum intensity at --5 MeV/nuc. The
anomalous nitrogen spectrum is remarkably
similar. The carbon spectrum falls off like
a modulated galactic component down to
--10 MeV/nuc, below which it begins to
increase. It never seems possible to be

completely free of this low energy turn-up
for carbon and it is not clear whether this is

also an anomalous component, but at a
much lower intensity, or a quasi-stationary
interplanetary component, possibly ori-
ginating on the Sun and probably accelerat-
ed separately from the anomalous com-
ponents. The boron spectrum falls off like
a modulated galactic component down to
--4 MeV/nuc with no evidence of a turn-

Up.

In Figure 2 the behavior of the
anomalous neon component is shown clear-
ly for the first time and looks very similar
to that for N and O. The Mg and Si spec-
tra look very similar to the C spectrum, ex-
hibiting a fall off consistent with galactic
modulation down to _ 10 MeV/nuc with a
turn-up at lower energies. The origin of

this turn-up is probably similar to that for
C. The S and Fe spectra in Figure 3 show
a similar behavior although the turn-up
below 10 MeV/nuc is not as well defined.
The Ar spectrum shows evidence of a
turn-up at lower energies and is well fit by
the Ne spectrum divided by --20. We be-

lieve that this is the first suggestion that Ar
is enhanced as might be expected because
of its high ionization potential.

16 3
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o_ 1(35
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Fig. 3. Composite V I and V2 spectra for S, Ar, and Ne
nuclei.
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Fig. 4. Abundance of various charges relative to O derived
from smooth curves drawn through the data in Figures l, 2,
and 3.

The abundance of the various charges as a function of energy is shown, relative to O, in Figure 4.
The values on this Figure are obtained from smooth curves drawn through the data in Figures 1-3. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates a progression from a galactic composition above _ 50 MeV/nuc, down to an intermedi-
ate energy range where the anomalous components are dominant, and to the energy range below a few

MeV/nuc, where the abundance ratios should approach values more representative of the quiet time in-
terplanetary components which may have a "solar" composition. This new data provides accurate deter-

minations of the various galactic abundance ratios at -- 100 MeV/nuc. These low energy ratios are in
excellent agreement with ratios measured at higher energies [Engelmann et aL, 1981 ] and will be the sub-
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ject of future study. At the lowest energies the
turn-up in the C, Mg, and Si ratios toward the
solar value is possibly indicative of a quiet
time interplanetary component of solar com-
position as noted earlier.

At intermediate energies the behavior of
the N and Ne ratios is almost identical to that

of O indicating that all 3 anomalous com-
ponents have essentially the same spectrum.
However, the abundance ratios of these
anomalous components change from the
higher energy galactic value to a value that is
also not equal to the solar value. The average
observed values N/O -- 0.16 and Ne/O = 0.07
for these anomalous components could be the
result of a different composition of the source

of these particles from that of the galactic or
solar cosmic rays, or to preferential effects in
acceleration and subsequent modulation,
although this must be tempered by the fact
that the resultant spectra are nearly identical.
The Ar ratio is not well defined at low ener-

gies, but it appears that the anomalous Ar/O
value must be less than the solar value of

0.005 as well.

OBSERVATIONS - TIME VARIATIONS

We next turn our attention to the long
term temporal variations observed during the
time period 1977-82. The striking and large
short term variations are discussed in an ac-

companying paper. For the temporal varia-
tions we shall use the most abundant com-

ponents - anomalous He and O as well as C as
a reference. The variations of these com-

ponents in 3 energy ranges are shown for the
17 quiet time intervals in Figure 5. It is seen

that the amount of solar modulation is large
and progressively increases as one goes to
lower energies. C + O nuclei between 60 -
104 MeV/nuc represent the modulation of the
galactic component - both C and O show

identical variations in this energy range. The
total intensity decrease of these components is
a factor --8. Helium in the energy range 11.5

30 MeV/nuc represents the peak of the
anomalous He component. The overall de-
crease here is a factor of nearly 20. Oxygen in
the energy range 4.5 14.7 MeV/nuc
represents the peak of the anomalous O com-
ponent. The overall decrease here is a factor

50! The variations of all 3 components ap-
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pearto track well despitea factorof 10 i
difference in energy and possibly different =-

C

origins. The changes of these components \>
also track closely the changes in the higher
energy integral rate corresponding mainly g
to protons > 75 MeV as indicated in Fig-

i

ure 6. [See also Hovestadt et al., 1979, and _ 16'
Webber et al., 1979, for earlier studies.] ?

%
It is to be noted that the intensity "

drops in several steps and for each step the -_o

intensity remains roughly constant for

several months to a year or longer. For a - _62
detailed analysis of spectral changes we
have, therefore, grouped the data into 4

separate time intervals as indicated in Fig-
ure 5. The He and O spectra observed for

these 4 intervals are shown in Figures 7
and 8. Only spectral points are shown in

these figures that are uncontaminated by _o"
lower energy particles of solar or inter-
planetary origin. It is clear that there are
large and dramatic changes in the spectra

of the anomalous components, although a
clear signature of anomalous O remains \>
present even at the lowest intensities. _ ,rz

F
t)

We have tried to analyze the intensi-
ty variations of all the components in a sys- _,
tematic manner by constructing plots of fl
In (J 1/J2) vs p (rigidity). (Jl and J2 are the

intensities at two different times, /3 is the _ _63
velocity.) The quantity B In (J l/J2) is relat- 7_
ed to the modulation parameter of the o_
steady state modulation theories. Even

though there is considerable uncertainty a-
bout the applicability of these theories,

plotting the relative modulation of the vari- _o4
ous components in this way should help to
illustrate possible fundamental differences

in modulation of the various charges. This
data is shown in Figure 9. Consider first
the C and O modulation. Carbon is as-

i [ i i illl i i i i , ,lli i i i 11111
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Energy (MeV/nuc)

Fig. 7. Helium spectra measured during four time periods.
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Fig. 8. Oxygen spectra measured during four time periods.

sumed to be a normal A/Z = 2 component undergoing modulation. This also applies to oxygen above
50 MeV/nuc where the spectra of C and O are the same. The rigidity equivalent to this energy is

shown by a dashed line in Figure 9. Above this energy the modulation of these two charges should be
identical and this is essentially what the data shows. Below this energy the spectra of C and O are dif-
ferent and the relative modulation of O clearly becomes progressively larger than for C. This might be
accounted for purely by the difference in spectra of the two components coupled with the effects of ener-

gy loss, or by this fact plus the additional assumption that anomalous O has a different A/Q than C (e.g.,
O is singly charged as in the model ofFisk, Kovlovsky, and Ramaty [1974]).

Comparing now the modulation of two anomalous components He and O we see that, at the

same rigidity, the modulation of He is always larger than O. This is true even though the He spectrum
is flatter than O; thus it is not easy to account for this difference purely in terms of differences in spectral
shapes which should act to produce a larger O modulation in conventional theories because of the larger
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Compton-Getting coefficient associated
with the spectrum.

We are continuing to study the im-
plications of this modulation. We are
hopeful that having accurate modulation

data from 3 charges in overlapping energy
ranges and with different spectra should en-

able one to uniquely determine the A/Z of
the charges involved, with a minimum of

necessary assumptions regarding the modu-
lation itself.
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THE EFFECT OF THE SOLAR FIELD REVERSAL ON THE

MODULATION OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
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ABSTRACT

There is now a growing awareness that solar cycle related changes in the

large-scale structure of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) may play an

important role in the modulation of galactic cosmic rays. To date, attention

has been focussed on two aspects of the magnetlc field structure: (I) large

scale compression regions produced by fast solar wind streams and solar flares,

both of which are known to vary in intensity and number over the solar cycle,

and (2) the variable warp of the heliospheric current sheet. In this paper we

suggest that another feature of the solar cycle is worthy of consideration: the

field reversal itself. If the sun reverses its polarity by simply overturning

the heliospheric current sheet (northern fields migrating southward and

vice-versa) then there may well be an effect on cosmic ray intensity. However,

such a simple picture of solar reversal seems improbable. Observations of the

solar corona suggest the existence of not one but several current sheets in the

heliosphere at solar maximum. This would be consistent with an interpretation

of the field reversal in which the sun "sheds" its old field and develops new

field structures of the opposite polarity (like a dog shedding its winter coat).

If this is the case then the effect on cosmic ray intensities can be

considerable. We present the results of a simple calculation to demonstrate

that the variation in cosmic ray intensities that will result can be as large as

is actually observed over the solar cycle.

INTRODUCTION

For a number of years modulation theory has been frustrated in its efforts

to account for the solar cycle variation in cosmic ray intensities by a lack of

variation in such fundamental solar wind parameters as the interplanetary field

strength, the solar wind velocity and the micro-scale turbulence of the magnetic

field. Attention has recently turned to the effect of large-scale magnetic

structures such as corotating interaction regions (Smith and Wolfe, 1976) and

flare induced shock waves (Sonett et al., 1968). These are known to vary in

both intensity and number over the solar cycle and recent studies have indicated

that they can be expected to produce significant changes in cosmic ray intensity

(Gall and Thomas, 1981, Thomas and Gall, 1982, 1983). There has also been

interest in the effect of the variable warp of the heliospheric current sheet

(Svalgaard and Wilcox, 1974), which has also been shown to be capable of

modulating cosmic rays (Kota, 1979; Jokipii and Thomas, 1981).

There is now an indication in the Pioneer and Voyager data obtained in the

outer heliosphere that the large solar flares occurring near solar maximum can

produce almost circular belts of compressed field (Smith et al., 1983). These

result in long-llved Forbush decreases of cosmic ray intensity (Van Allen 1979,
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Lockwood et al., 1980). It has been suggested that the large decrease in cosmic

ray intensity near solar maximum may be due to a cascade of these long-lived

intensity reductions (McDonald et al., 1981). The problem with this

interpretation is that flare shocks do not produce such long-lived decreases in

intensity at other times in the solar cycle. Furthermore, if the intensity is

to be held at low levels for the long periods required it is necessary to

suppress the latitudinal drift of cosmic ray particles. Otherwise particles

reaching low latitudes can have gained access to the inner heliosphere from high

latitudes where the compression effect of these flares is presumably much

reduced. Whilst these may not be regarded as strong objections, it is certainly

not clear at this time that solar flares are capable of producing the entire

modulation effect. It is our suggestion that the apparent cascade effect of

these shocks may be due to Forbush decreases (with standard recovery profiles)

superimposed on a general downward trend in cosmic ray intensity produced by a
different mechanism.

One obvious feature of solar maximum is that the magnetic field reverses

polarity. Two-hemisphere models of the solar field interpret this as an

increase in inclination of the heliospheric current sheet as solar maximum

approaches at which time the current sheet becomes vertical and overturns

(Saito, 1975; Kaburaki and Yoshii, 1979). Such a process will undoubtedly have

an effect on cosmic ray intensities (Saito et al., 1977; Swinson et al., 1981).

The major effect will be simply that a highly inclined current sheet will

propagate into the outer heliosphere with very large latitudinal warps and is a

simple extension of the analysis reported by Jokipii and Thomas (1981). It

seems improbable, however, that the field reversal process is as simple as

implied by the two-hemisphere models. The solar corona near solar maximum is

extemely complex and suggests the existence of not one but several heliospheric

current sheets. If this is the case then the simple picture of northern

hemisphere flux migrating southward and vice-versa is implausible.

The model we present is based on the hypothesis that the solar field

reverses by shedding the poloidal field of the previous solar cycle and

developing a new field of the opposite polarity. This will imply the existence

of closed field lines, for the periods near solar maximum, which will greatly

impede cosmic ray access to the inner heliosphere.

A MODEL FOR SOLAR REVERSAL

Figure i is a schematic representation of a possible mechanism by which the

solar magnetic fields may reverse. The three diagrams represent a time

sequence. The top diagram shows the interplanetary field (solid lines) as it

may appear above the solar corona at a time well before solar maximum. The

circle does not represent the sun, but the source surface of the interplanetary

magnetic field, located at 2 or 3 solar radii. Thus, all field lines are open

at this time. The middle diagram illustrates the situation near solar maximum

with isolated regions of opposite polarity now existing in the two hemispheres

separated from the background field by additional current sheets. The dashed

lines represent new field lines, associated with the developing current systems,

which are drawn into the interplanetary medium by the outflowing solar wind.

The hypothesis is that as the new regions of opposite polarity grow they push

the old flux towards lower latitudes where it is ultimately shed from the sun.

Evidence for the existence of these localised regions of anomalous polarity at
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Figure I . A schematic

representation of a model for the

solar field reversal. The upper

panel shows meridian plane

projections of field lines above

the solar corona prior to solar

maximum (the circle represents

the IMF source surface, not the

sun). The middle panel shows the

field geometry during the

reversal period with new current

systems and current sheets on the

sun producing new magnetic flux

(dashed lines). The lower panel

shows the situation shortly after

the reversal is completed with

the new flux having completely

displaced the old. The radial

distances in these diagrams have

been greatly foreshortened.
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solar maximumhas been reported (Hoeksema et al., 1982). The lower panel
illustrates the situation shortly after solar maximumwhen the new polarity
regions have spread completely over both hemispheres, establishing the new solar
cycle, with the old field lines now completely shed from the sun. This model
for the reversal of the IMF polarity is not inconsistent with dynamomodels for
the 22 year solar cycle (e.g. Babcock, 1961; Stix 1976). If the bulk of the
IMF reversal takes place on a time scale of order one year then the new flux
will not have had time to convect to the heliospheric boundary and the field
lines in the inner heliosphere at this time will therefore be closed.

This model may be over simplified, there may be more than one region of
anomalous polarity which develops in each hemisphere and the flux shedding
process, if it occurs, will probably be spasmodic and patchy (i.e. coronal
transients or localised bubbles). However, topologically there are only two
possible interpretations for the solar reversal process. Either field lines
migrate over the solar surface or, alternatively, new flux emerges and displaces
the old. Reconnection processes may be expected to play a role in the reversal
but if isolated regions of opposite flux do develop on the sun it will not be
possible for the field lines in these regions to reconnect with the old field
from the opposite hemisphere.

A SIMPLENUMERICALMODEL

The magnetic field geometry near solar maximumresulting from the process
outlined in the previous section would be quite complex. In this section we
outline a greatly simplified model for the field geometry shortly after solar
maximum, for which solutions for the cosmic ray intensity at I AU can be
determined by numerical integration techiques. The objective is to determine if
the existence of a closed field line configuration in the inner heliosphere is
capable of providing cosmic ray modulation of the required magnitude.

Figure 2 displays the model schematically. The diagram shows only the
meridian plane componentsof the field. Over most of the diagram the azimuthal
component is dominant and the field geometry is close to an Archimedian spiral,
with a flat current sheet in the equatorial plane. For computational simplicity
the outer boundary of the heliosphere is taken to be spherical and is located at
i00 AU. Inside 20 AU the field is a pure Archimedian spiral given by the
equations :

B° (la)B = A
r

Be = A Bo _rvSin 0 (ib)
W

B e = 0 (lc)

where Vw is the solar wind velocity, __ the solar rotation frequency and Bo is
chosen to give a 5 nT field at I AU. A - ± I, chosen to give outward fields in

the northern hemisphere and inward in the southern hemisphere. This region

represents the new field after the reversal process is completed.
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Outside 80 AU the field equations are identical, but A is chosen to give

inward field in the northern hemisphere and outward in the southern hemisphere.

This region represents field from the previous solar cycle which has now been

completely shed from the sun but which has not yet convected to the model

boundary.

Between 20 and 80 AU is the transition region representing the period

during which the field reversal occurred. This corresponds to a reversal period

of approximately eight months. A simple method of closing the internal and

external field regions is given by the divergence free expressions:

B - A B (r-r o) (2a)
r o r2Ar

fl sin e (r-r o) (2b)
B+ - A B ° rV A r

w

(cose - I)
Be - A B (2c)o r Ar sine

where r_ is the interface between old and new flux located at 50 AU and _r is

the hal_-width of the transition region, 30 AU. This model actually corresponds

to a field on the sun in which the radial component dies away linearly and

builds up again in the opposite direction. Although not a representation of the

true situation it contains the essential features: separate regions of old and

new flux, closed fields in the inner heliosphere and a field geometry which is

almost Parkerian (except very near the interface). The magnitude of the

north-south component as this structure convects past 1 AU would be

approximately 1/10th nT. The effect of the radial component of the field

diminishing over the reversal period may be unrealistic but will have the

consequence of providing easier access of cosmic rays to the inner heliosphere

and so will weaken the overall modulation rather than exaggerate it.

In the numerical calculation of the cosmic ray intensity at 1 AU, which is

described in the next section, we have compared the results obtained in this

model with those obtained in the simple spiral field which will exist well away

from solar maximum. It is clear that particles will have easier access to the

inner heliosphere in the simple spiral field configuration. Particles move in

the heliosphere under a combination of diffusive propagation along the field

lines and particle drifts. In spiral fields both the field lines and the drift

patterns extend to the heliospheric boundary. In a closed field topology

exactly the opposite is true. Not only are the field lines closed but, since

particle drifts are divergence free, the drift patterns are also closed.

Therefore the particles obtain no help from either process and can gain access

to the inner heliosphere only by scattering perpendicularly to the field, across

the interface between one field region and the other.

NUMERICAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The method used involves full numerical integration of the equation of

motion (3) for individual cosmic ray protons.
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vx B (3)
dP = e(g + _1
dt c

where P, v and e are the particle momentum, velocity and charge; B the magnetic

field and E the convection electric field. The effect of scattering by magnetic

field irregularities is represented by introducing small random angular

perturbations in such a way that the desired diffusion coefficient is obtained.

The diffusion coefficient is allowed to increase in the outer heliosphere such

that the mean free path and particle gyroradius have a fixed ratio.

Perpendicular scattering is also implicit in this method with the particle

scattering typically one gyroradius perpendicular to the field in each parallel

mean free path. This leads, in these calculations, to a perpendicular diffusion

coefficient approximately 10% of the parallel coefficient. The trajectory of a

given particle is obtained by integrating backward in time, starting at i AU

until the particle reaches the model boundary at i00 AU. A power law in total

energy is assumed for the cosmic ray phase space density at the boundary. By

direct application of Liouville's theorem each particle gives an independent

estimate of the phase space density at i AU (at a given particle energy) and by

averaging over a large number of individual estimates we obtain a representative

value for the omnidirectional intensity at 1 AU. This method has certain

advantages over a more traditional numerical solution of the transport equation.

Firstly, adiabatic focussing and gradient and curvature drifts are automatic

consequences of full trajectory integration and we therefore avoid the

unphysically large velocities that can result from first order approximations.

Secondly, current sheets and other discontinuities are also dealt with

automatically without the need for continuity conditions. The primary advantage

is that it can deal with three-dimensional field configurations, although that

is of little advantage here, as our model has azimuthal symmetry. The method

has been compared with traditional solutions of the transport equations in

simple spiral fields and complete agreement is obtained. Further details of

this method are given in Thomas and Gall (1983).

Figure 3 displays the cosmic ray intensities obtained as a function of

particle energy for simple Parkerian fields and for the closed field line model

outlined above. The same diffusion coefficients were used for both

calculations. The calculated intensities are subject to errors due to the

finite number of individual estimates of the phase space density. A typical

error bar is displayed. The difference in the two curves is indeed comparable

to the observed variation in cosmic ray intensity over the solar cycle.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The mechanism by which the sun reverses polarity is crucial for

understanding the solar cycle modulation of galactic cosmic rays. One possible

mechanism we suggest is that the sun may completely shed the magnetic flux from

the previous cycle and develop a new magnetic field of the opposite polarity.

If this is the case then a closed field line topology will exist in the

heliosphere for the periods near solar maximum. We have quantitatively

investigated the effect of an extremely simple closed field model, representing

the heliospheric field shortly after solar maximum, and find the effect on

cosmic ray intensities to be comparable to that observed.
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We have performed our analysis at just one particular time in the solar
cycle shortly after the field reversal has been completed. It is clear,
however, that the effect will begin substantially earlier (when the reversal
process begins and new flux loops begin to appear in the inner heliosphere) and
will not disappear until all of the old flux has been shed and has convected to
the heliopause. Thus, the intensity reduction can be expected to persist for
several years. It will also display the familiar hysteresis effect.

Our primary objective in this paper is to give a general indication of the
effect that closed field configurations may have on cosmic ray intensities in
the heliosphere, using reasonable estimates for the particle diffusion
coefficient and overall size scale of the interplanetary magnetic field. In
reality the field configuration at this time may be very complicated, but if
regions of closed field do exist then there may be large effects on cosmic ray
intensities which cannot be ignored.
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SPATIAL DEPENDENCES-THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

G. L. Siscoe
Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Viewed as a problem in continuum mechanics, five factors determine
the large scale structure and behavior of the solar wind. (I) The
pattern of inhomogeneities in the solar corona is imaged by radial pro-
jection throughout the solar system. (2) The image at one radial dis-
tance is displaced relative to the image at a different distance because
of the rotation of the source surface and the finite speed of projection.

The image at any distance corotates with the sun with some lagged azi-
muthal displacement with respect to the source pattern. (3) The image
changes in time because of temporal changes in the source pattern. (4)
The image is distorted by in-transit dynamical processes. (5) The image
may acquire noise, that is features not present in the original pattern,
such as corotating shock waves and turbulence which results from insta-
bilities that develop in transit. Significant theoretical progress has
been made in most of these areas in the last four years. The source
pattern has become better defined and its spiralled projection calculat-
ed. Theoretical treatments of in-transit distortion are now three-
dimensional and include dynamic effects of the magnetic field. Naturally
occurring solar wind conditions that can produce the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability have been identified. This work will be reviewed and some
areas for future emphasis suggested.
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Interplanetary Scintillation Observations of the Solar Wind

Close to the Sun and Out of the Ecliptic.

D. G. Sime

High Altitude Observatory, •
National Center for Atmospheric Research

P. 0. Box 3000,
Boulder, Colorado 80307

ABSTRACT

A brief review is given of recent developments in the observation of the solar wind by
the method of interplanetary scintillation. The emphasis is on observations of the velo-
city structure, the electron density and the effect of propagating disturbances in the
interplanetary medium as detected principally by intensity and phase scintillation and by
spectral broadening.

Introduction

Interplanetary Scintillation (IPS) observations provide our only present method of
making routine, although indirect, measurements of the solar wind out of the ecliptic and
close to the sun. Although new developments in coronal diagnostics (Withbroe et al, 1982)
will permit inference of the flow properties very close to the sun and, for the interval dur-
ing which International Solar Polar Mission spacecraft will be out of the ecliptic, in situ
measurements of the solar wind in that region will be available, we will depend on IPS for
our continuing knowledge of these regions of interplanetary space. It is thus appropriate
to review the contribution made by IPS over the last few years.

Given essentially a solar cycle's worth of observations of the global solar wind velo-
city, and with the increasing availability of observations close to the sun, the subject has
developed to the point where it can provide information of interest to the solar and inter-
planetary physics community at large. In particular, IPS observations exist now of

relevance to three major fields of current interest in interplanetary physics: namely
heliospheric structure, the heating and acceleration of the solar wind, and the morphol-
ogy of transient disturbances in the interplanetary medium following coronal transients.

For brevity, this presentation will be limited in scope and cover only those topics
which deal primarily with intensity and phase scintillation and radio source spectral
broadening. This choice is based on the ease of discussion of these methods in this con-
text and the fact that it allows presentation of topics related to the fields mentioned
above.

Consequently, this is not an exhaustive review and a number of important areas will
be omitted entirely. The reader is referred to other articles, beginning with the original
work of Hewish and colleagues (Hewish et al., 1964) for more comprehensive treatment of
the methods, and the underlying physics, and also for more penetrating discussion of the
results. Bird (19{]2) has given a thorough review of coronal radio sounding measurements
made using spacecraft as sources, including a discussion of the detection of Faraday

*The National Center for Atmospheric Research Js sponsored by the Nationa] Science Foundation.
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rotation observations; a subject which will be almost entirely neglected here. Woo and
Armstrong (1983) have similarly covered the subject of single and multiple station obser-

vations of spacecraft telemetry link scintillations. Further, more extensive expositions of

the techniques used and applicable theory are also given in Coles et al. (1974), Woo
(1975), Coles (1978) and Armstrong and Woo (1981).

Methods and Measurables

It is valuable to begin by outlining briefly the quantities measured in scintillation
measurements and the physical bases of the phenomenon, and to indicate the means by

which inference of solar wind properties can be made.

The basic process arises from the interaction of a plane wave traversing the inter-
planetary medium with irregularities in the refractive index, due to an inhomogeneous

electron density. The perturbed wave fronts propagate to earth where their amplitudes
and phases, or simply intensities, are recorded. Estimates of various field statistics can

be made, and from the spatial and temporal distribution of these estimates, inferences of
the properties of the scattering medium are drawn.

In perhaps the simplest case, intensity scintillations, the time series of intensity fluc-

tuations is recorded and from this the root mean square fluctuation, or a temporal spec-

trum, of the flux is estimated. This spectrum is related to the irregularity spectrum. The
rms fluctuation, when normalized by the non-varying flux of the source is called the scin-

tillation index. Since the temporal fluctuations in the signal are viewed as being caused
by the mapping of the spatial distribution of

irregularities in the medium by the moving
solar wind into a temporal distribution,
appropriate sampling of these variations at

several sites enables one to estimate a pro-
jected velocity vector for the solar wind.

This multi-station technique, the assump-
tions implicit in it, and various tests of con-

sistency for it have been discussed
thoroughly by Coles et a1.(1974), Coles and

Maagoe, (1972), Coles,(1978), and Coles and

Kaufman (197B). The related field of phase
scintillations, in which phase fluctuations

are recorded, and the practical realization of
such observations is discussed by Woo
(1977).

It is important to recall in interpreting
IPS data that the scattering which leads to

the scintillation arises along an extended

portion of the line of sight (see figure 1), so

the received signal results from the convolu-
tion of effects arising at various points in

space. An early working assumption was that
the electron density irregularities, which are
the cause of the scintillation are propor-

tional to the local ambient density (Arian) so

that the overall radial density fall off would

LINE OF SIGHT &

TO RADIO SOURCE I

_, SCATTERING
I\ WEIGHTING
\ FUNCTION

SUBSCATTERING _

k J _ N RADIAL

EARTH

Figure 1: The geometry of an IPS observa-
tion showing the line of sight, the scatter-

ing weighting function along the line of

sight and the point on the sun which is
taken as the source of the observation.
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maximize the scattering at the point at which the line of sight passes closest to the sun.

This assumption has been tested in comparison with in situ data, and it does appear, with
minor modifications, to be an adequate one. Allusion is thus made to observations at a

position in space, the reference being to the point of closest approach to the sun of the
particular line of sight. Any references to the heliographic position of the observation

usually are to the point on the sun reached by a projection with constant radial velocity
from that point of closest approach back towards the sun. As discussed later, it should be

recognized that the test of this assumption involved observations which were dominated
by large scale, long lived solar wind features and therefore does not necessarily indicate

that there is a high degree of certainty in the position of small short lived features.

The efficiency of the scattering which causes the scintillation depends on the radio
frequency of the observations in such a sense that the scintillation is measurable only at

higher frequencies as the line of sight approaches the sun (Hewish and Symonds, 1969).
Thus observations of velocities within the interplanetary medium ( _0.3<_R_< 1.0AU) are

generally made at meter wavelengths, while the observations closer to the sun involve

centimeter wavelengths. Consequently, observations near the sun benefit from the avai:
lability of spacecraft in near occultation by the sun, while observations closer to the orbit
of the earth utilize natural sources.

The observation of the scintillation effect relies on two physical conditions: the

existence of density irregularities and their motion across the line of sight. Interpreta-
tion of the observations thus requires the recording of two (at least) data sets, or an

assumption concerning one or other of the properties.

The inference of solar wind properties is thus indirect, involves line of sight integra-

tion and may not refer to an exactly known location. However, with careful application of

the methods and assumptions, much can actually be achieved.

Solar Wind Velocity Measurements

Inference of the solar wind velocity from multiple station intensity scintillation data

is the easiest of the observations to understand and interpret: it relies on the adequate

detection of a projected intensity pattern as it moves across the ground. For essentially

a solar cycle, synoptic 74 MHz IPS measurements of the solar wind velocity have been
made by the group at San Diego (Armstrong and Coles, 1972). As a result of this pro-

longed effort, a large data set has been accumulated which has allowed many of the
uncertainties and assumptions involved in the method rio be tested (e.g., Coles and Kauf-

man 1978). This has included the demonstration of a favorable comparison of both velo-

city and density structure of large scale features as observed by IPS with the results of
irt-situ measurements (Ananthakrishnan et al. 1980).

Fr'om these synoptic measurements, made predominantly in the range 0.3 to _1.0 AU

from the sun, the global configuration of the solar wind has been reconstructed, provid-
ing resolution of the unclear picture provided by earlier spot observations. This overall

structure was expressed by Coles and Rickett (1976) as an average velocity gradient with

latitude showing clearly the tendency, in yearly average measurements, to higher velocity
at higher heliographic latitudes. Although this result was not confirmed by inferences
from comet tail measurements (Brandt et al.,1975),it did verify the earlier indications of

such an effect by Dennison and Hewish (1967). It was pointed out by Hundhausen (1978)

that, of course, the process of averaging over longitude masked the true gradients which
existed in the medium, and that a more appropriate estimate of the actual gradients was
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that found from /n s/tu observations which did not average (e.g., Rhodes and Smith,
1976a,b).

The identification of the polar regions as areas of high speed flow was further refined

and the existence of regions of much higher than average gradients demonstrated with

the assembly of averaged distributions of IPS velocity as functions of latitude and longi-

tude (Sime and Rickett, 1978). These showed the restriction of high speed flow to regions

which mapped into coronal holes, and demonstrated directly the extension of polar high

speed flows into equatorial regions whenever the polar coronal holes were so extended.

These maps showed also that the configuration of the solar wind matched that of the

corona in being consistent with the geometry of a tilted dipole with flow from the open

regions (Hundhausen, 1977), and that the appropriate geometry in which to describe the

solar wind was based on the magnetic properties of the sun rather than the rotational

axis (Zhao and Hundhausen, 1981).

Further, the evolution of this magnetic configuration as witnessed in the corona

(Hundhausen et al., 1981) allowed Sime (1979) to demonstrate that even if individual

comet tail observations were highly reliable, the poor sampling across the solar cycle of
that data set would probably prevent the cometary observations from showing this large

scale gradient. The need exists now for point by point comparison of simultaneous ]PS
and comet tail observation.

Now that the data exist for a solar cycle,
the evolution of this average velocity distri-

bution with latitude can be followed along
with the coronal evolution. Coles et al.

(1980) have shown the elements of this_

development, as depicted in figure 2. The '_
overall shape of the velocity vs latitude_

curves, with a minimum yearly average velo-
city near the equator and significantly_ ,_
higher velocities above about 30 degs. lati-_
rude, is preserved throughout the interval_
shown. The high values are the result of the _ 60o

prevalence of high speed streams at these"
latitudes. However, the effect is markedly
diminished in 1978 and almost absent in _ 40_

1979 as the poleward retraction of the

coronal holes begins and restricts the high
speed regions of the solar wind. This effect

was suggested by Hewish and Symonds
(1969) at the previous solar maximum, when

they failed to repeat the observations of

such high speed from a year earlier by Den-
nison and Hewish (1967). The evolution of
the complete cycle of data is discussed else-

where in these proceedings by Rickett and
colleagues.
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F_ure 2: The average solar wind speed as
a function of latitude for the interval 1972

to 1979. Taken from Coles et al. (1980).

These data also allow the construction of the overalL, or global, average solar wind

velocity. This quantity is plotted in fig. 3 along with the yearly average equatoriaL IPS
velocity estimate. The global value shows an overall variation of _0-25% over the course of

the last cycle, again showing the influence of the high speed polar flow at times other
than near the maximum.
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Figure 3: The average solar wind speed for the interval 1971 to 1979 showing both
the equatorial average speed (triangles) and the global speed (circles).

Near the maximum, the equatorial and global averages are quite similar, and as the cycle
progresses towards minimum, we see an increase in both values, reflecting both the
increase in influence of the coronal holes and the rearrangement of the corona to bring
the holes close to the equator. Although the global average velocity remains high until
1978, the equatorial value is reduced, beginning in 1975, as the near equatorial exten-
sions of the polar holes retract. That is, as the interplanetary current sheet straightened
out,(Zhao and Hundhausen, 1983) the high speed contribution to the equatorial wind was
removed and the difference between the equatorial and global values increased; the in
ecliptic measurements no longer sampling solar wind far from the current sheet. The IPS
equatorial value agrees well with the in situ observations over this interval (Feldman et
al., 1978; Schwenn, 1983 ), although there is a slight (£ 50 kms/sec) downward bias on the
IPS results. Thus a view of the solar wind based entirely on the in ecliptic data would be

somewhat misleading since the solar cycle variation in speed is not as marked as the glo-
bal estimate indicates, and there is even some indication that the variation seen in the
ecliptic during this cycle may be somewhat anomalous (Gosling et al., 1977). Understand-
ing of the evolution of the heliosphere therefore cannot rest on in-ecliptic measurements
alone.

The extended heating of the corona to produce the solar wind remains as One of the
most fundamental problems in solar physics (Leer et al., 1982). With the acceptance of
the importance of coronal holes (Zirker, 1977) and magnetic topology in the acceleration
process (Holzer and Leer, 1980) and the apparent exclusion of acoustic waves as impor-
tant contributors to the energy flux,(e.g., Athay and White, 1978) interest in this question
has been renewed. IPS observations can provide information on the acceleration region
since the rapid motion of natural sources in elongation near the sun enables a profile of
velocity and other attributes with height to be detected readily. The paucity of these
observations in part reflects the lack of equipment for doing multi-station observations
on natural sources and partly due to the lack of sources. Recently, two interesting
approaches have been developed to accommodate this problem.
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Scott (1978) and others (Coles et al., 1978a) have developed a technique to identify a

breakpoint in the spectrum of intensity fluctuations recorded at a single station, and
from a characterization of the behavior of that feature, to establish the radial profile of

velocity. From such observations, Scott and colleagues have shown a general increase of

velocity to interplanetary values at about 20-30 R o with an increase of about 10
kms/sec/R below this. Accompanying the general increase in the bulk flow velocity,
there is a _ecrease in the random component of the velocity estimated from the same

data.

Armstrong and Woo (1981) on the other .. 300
hand, have used spacecraft telemetry scintil- '-
lations to probe the inner reaches of the _

solar wind. They have applied the analysis of ,_
Ekers and Little (1971) to their two-station

1fl0
observations and estimated both a random

and bulk velocity component of the flow

within 30 R o. Their figure 4, reproduced 0
here, summarizes most of the available

observations, including those of Scott men-
tioned above, showing in general, an approxi- 500 -

mately linear increase of velocity with dis-
tance from the sun from values of 100 _-

kms/sec at 5 R to ~ 500 kms/sec at 20-20 -.

R o. There is a s_ght decrease in the random '-
component estimate over this interval --or _ 3°°-
rather, a significant decrease in the random •

.fraction of the velocity (see their figure 5),
Although there are exceptions to the trend

(Coles et al., 1978a) the general consistency _00
of these data is rather surprising since they

arise from single radial scans taken at signi-
ficantly different times and in differing
coronal conditions.

As mentioned below, Armstrong and Woo

also show that the density spectrum

steepens with increasing distance from the
sun over this same range. The simultaneous

evolution of the observed density spectrum

and the velocity is presumedly an important

diagnostic, but one which has not yet been
fully utilized. The time is ripe for a cir-

cumspect interpretation of these data.
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Figure 4: A summary of solar wind speed

measurements near the sun, from

Armstrong and Woo, 1981. Panel a shows

mean solar wind speed and panel b shows

the rms solar wind speed versus elonga-
tion. Open triangle: James (1964) radar

backscatter measurement. Open boxes:

Ekers and Little (1971). Open circle: Coles

et al,(1978a), Scott (1978). Filled symbols:
Armstrong and Woo, 1981 (triangle = 1976

data; circles = 1977 data; boxes = 1978

data)

]t is likely that future work with recently available antennas (Bourgois, this proceed-

ings) and with the VLA will permit a more conclusive picture of the acceleration region to
be established, especially in conjunction with the progress in resonance line eoronagraph

diagnostics, Withbroe et al., (1982).
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Density Fluctuations

Since the scintillation phenomenon results from the fluctuation in the interplane-

tary electron density, ]PS permits the measurement of only the fluctuations themselves,
and not the average or background density. In general, only those fluctuations with scale
sizes in a restricted range can be measured by any one technique, all others either

averaging to zero or contributing to the effective background. Consequently, any conclu-
sions about the actual background density relies on rather indirect inferences.

The study of the spectrum of electron density irregularities in the interplanetary

medium has been the subject of considerable .e_tivity over the last decade. Early space-
craft measurements of scales greater than 10 -° kms showed a power law dependence on

wavenumber with an index of about -3 for the three dimensional sp_ctrum, lThese ln]eas -
urements were later extended to wave number regimes of about 10- to 10- kms- both

by in situ measurements and by IPS observations (Unti et al., 1973; Harmon 1975). In

each case, a fairly solid estimate for a power law index of close to the Kolmogorov value of

- 11/3 was established. Observations covering many years and many positions in the inter-
planetary medium (at R_0.3AU), failed to show any significant variability of the spectrum

with solar cycle, radial distance or latitude, at least to the extent that it was tested by
inference from the IPS spectrum or from the constancy of the scintillation index. Woo and

Armstrong (1979) have now extended the identification of the spectrum in to distances of

as low as 2R o, and2bY usin_measurements of phase scintillations, have sampled the wave
number range 10- to 10- . Again, the single power law description is best, but at dis-
tances of < 20R , there is considerable evolution of the spectrum, with the index varying

from _11/3 at 2_R to N3 at ~5R . This is confirmed by Harmon and Coles (1983) from
o

their observations of planetary r°dar signals, and appears to be the only systematic vari-

ation of spectral properties.

A continuing problem has been the identification of the regions which actually pro-
duce the scintillations, and in particular, what exactly does the IPS velocity represent.
Early attempts (see, e.g, Coles et al., 197Bb) led to a reasonable "consistency" with the

notion that the density fluctuations were proportional to the background density. How-
ever, models based on this, although they allow calculation of velocity series which are in

fairly good agreement with observation, failed to predict scintillation indices which were
in good agreement with the data. This is important since it is the index which is most

directly related to An.

A more recent analysis by Ananthakrishnan et al. (1980), has tied down better the

region most responsible for the scintillation signal. They produced a model scintillation
signal for a source in the ecliptic using in situ spacecraft plasma measurements mapped

to the appropriate position along the line of sight. This model yielded a velocity and scin-
tillation index series which could be compared with that actually recorded on the source

in question. The initial model, based on An _n, was then perturbed to improve the agree-
ment with observation, and yielded the result that for this fit, the position of the An peak

is at the position of highest positive velocity gradient. Thus the proportionality of An and
n is not consistent with these observations. It is not yet clear what physical process leads
to this increase in levels of "microturbulence", but it should be remembered that the

tests were made for in-ecliptic solar wind at a time during which it was dominated by
large scale, slowly evolving structures, and it remains to be tested for other conditions.
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Observations of Transient Disturbances

Even before the identification of coronal mass ejection events, it was apparent that
interplanetary disturbances plausibly associated with impulsive solar activity travelled
out to the orbit of the earth. In situ measurements soon established the shock nature of

the events directly and were frequent enough to allow the general properties of these

events to be established (Hundhausen, 1972). Statistical assemblies of these single point

observations ( spacecraft plasma and field measurements(e.g., Taylor, 1969) and sudden

commencement occurrence (Hirshberg, 1968; Chao and Lepping, 1974)) showed that the

extent of these events at 1 AU in the ecliptic was quite large, typically a circle of radius

several tenths of an AU. Theoretical calculations(De Young and Hundhausen, 1971), how-

ever, showed that the size at 1 AU was not a powerful discriminator of the conditions near
the site of the source of the disturbance.

With the awareness of the existence of coronal transients (MacQueen, 1980) we have
the more general problem now of establishing the signature of any interplanetary man-

ifestation of these events. Following the _.n sitzt identification of a disturbance following
one of the transients observed from SKYLAB (gosling et al., 1975), significant progress has

been made in the identification of plasma disturbances within 1AU whieh are plausibly
associated with coronal transients (Sheeley et al., 1983). The recent suggestion of a mag-

netic signature for the events (Klein and Burlaga, 1982) was followed by the association of

one such event with an observed transient (Burlaga et al.,1982). However, we are stillfar

from having established the uniqueness of such identifications and understanding the

physics involved.

IPS provides an opportunity of detecting propagating interplanetary disturbances in

three dimensions, and can therefore improve our knowledge of the existence, extent and

dynamics of propagating disturbances following coronal ejections. However, uncertainty

as to the signature of these events and limits on what the IPS technique is sensitive to

,limit progress. For example, ifneither a change in the local density fluctuation level, nor

in the bulk velocity occurs, then intensity or phase scintillations will not detect the event.

Faraday rotation observations, however, could detect changes in the magnetic field (Bird,

1982).

Nonetheless, the potential has been explored, since the multiple lines of sight avail-

able for low frequency scintillating sources allow simultaneous detection in all three

dimensions and can provide limits on the interplanetary morphology of these events, at

least to the same order as is available from other techniques. Further, the repeated

observation of a single disturbance at succeeding locations can give an indication of the

evolution of the event. ]t must, however, be stressed that the IPS detection of these

features is subject to the same difficulties as all other methods: even if the disturbance is

identified, the association with a solar event must be made. This is a difficult step and

involves projections across large fractions of an astronomical unit. Two particular points

of note with respect to identification by IPS are the relatively coarse time resolution

along a particular line of sight (up to ~24 hours) and the uncertainty (up to _ 1/2 AU) in

the distance from the earth at which the disturbance crosses the line of sight. However,

by combining information from several observations, one can often diminish the effects of

these uncertainties.

The remarkable disturbances in the interplanetary medium following the flares of
early August 1972 provided an early opportunity for a demonstration of the IPS detection
of such events (Armstrong et al. 1973). Rickett (1975) combined spacecraft and scintilla-

tion data to identify three major propagating events following the flares, which could be
distinguished from neighbouring recurrent high speed solar wind. The picture that
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emerged was of enhancements , both in velocity and in density fluctuation, that were very
broad by the time they reached the vicinity of the earth, extending tens of degrees in
both latitude and longitude from the flare normal. The comparison of the velocity

observed in the disturbed region and the time of flight from the sun, under the assump-
tion that the time of the flare was the start time for the disturbance, indicated very little

deceleration for the event, leading Rickett to conclude that the disturbance was driven
rather than being a blast wave. This event was also analysed by Kakinuma and Watanabe

(1976) who improved the resolution of the data by combining these observation with data

from Toyokawa and Cambridge.

By identifying less spectacular, but none
the less significant velocity and density fluc-
tuation enhancements, in the IPS measure-

ments Sime (1976) attempted to identify all

interplanetary disturbances in 1973 and

1974. Since the data were somewhat noisy,
Sime followed the example of Hundhausen
(1972) in taking the occurrence of coin-

cident type II and type IV radio bursts to

indicate the presence of a propagating dis-

turbance. A fairly high proportion of the
events examined led to a detection (B3 out of

42), many involving multiple lines of sight so

that limits could be put on extent, shape and

thickness of the disturbances. Further, by

use of repeated observations, an indication

of the evolution of many events was built up,

showing, in general sense, an initially quite

narrow front which gradually broadened as it

approached IAU. Typical broadening is indi-

cated in figure 5. where, for the event of 19,

May 1973. the positions of the IPS observa-
tion of the disturbance are indicated for the

first E days after the flare. The front is seen

near the flare normal on the first day, and

not at wider separations. However, on the

second day identification is made at posi-

tions less than IAU from the sun but at much

larger angles from the flare normal than on

the previous day.
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Figure 5: Observations of the interplane-

tary disturbance following the flare of 19

May 1973 shown relative to the flare site.

Identifications are represented on a polar

plot with the axes drawn to represent a
scale of 1AU. Dots show identifications

made between 16 and 20 hours after the

flare and crosses show those made
between 40 and 54 hours after the flare. A

consistent envelope for the front is indi-
cated.

Near the orbit of the earth, the shape of the fronts was quite well described by a

spherical shell with radius some fraction of an AU. However, although a generally con-
sistent picture prevailed, variation from event to event in the ambient solar wind, the

observing conditions, and presumably in the events themselves prevented an average pro-

file from being built up. As with the results of Rickett, these observations were entirely
consistent with the development of the shape of the disturbance as calculated by De
Young and Hundhausen (1971), i.e., with the broadening of the disturbance as its radial
momentum is lost to the ambient medium until it becomes comparable to the non-radial

component. One consequence of this is that the shape of the disturbed front at 1AU is not
strongly controlled by the extent or shape of the region over which the ejection from the

sun occurred. However, the development of its shape as it travels from the sun does
depend on the initial angular extent of the ejection from the corona (De Young and Hun-

dhausen, 1971). IPS, therefore, by providing an outline of that development, should be
able to help solve another outstanding problem in coronal physics, the morphology of

coronal transients, by inference from their manifestations in the interplanetary mediun%
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Other investigators have concentrated more on the dynamics of disturbances.

Watanabe (1978) has discussed the velocity evolution of the disturbances associated with
solar events in March and April 1976. From their velocity measurements, and assuming

isotropic expansion of the disturbance, they conclude that the fronts are not well
explained by either purely driven or by purely blast waves, but rather a combination of
the two mechanisms seems to be required. This may indicate that the disturbances are

driven only in the earlier stages of the event.

Other efforts have utilised single line of sight measurements to infer some property
of the disturbance. Since they involve essentially a measurement at a single region in

space, they do not offer much more than a single in situ measurement, except, of course,
that they are not restricted to the ecliptic, or to regions _ 50 R from the sun. Many
depend on the assumption of radial propagation, and some, especially some Faraday rota-

tion observations, may be confused by coronal evolution which would not be classified as
transient.

An example of the value of such single line of sight observations has been given by
Cane et a1.(1982) who utilised observations of Woo and Armstrong (1981) showing the pas-

sage of an interplanetary disturbance across their line of sight at about 13 R . Although
a presumed initiation time for the event at the sun allowed the derivation of a time of

flight for the event out to 13 R , the subsequent crossing of another line of sight, at 73R o,
permitted a propagation veloc_y in interplanetary space for the disturbance to be esta-
blished. Cane et al. (1982) then used this velocity to scale a model density for the inter-

planetary medium from which they could deduce the shock velocity implied by Type II
radio bursts observed on board the ISEE-3 spacecraft. Their final composite velocity pro-

file, comprising data from scintillation, time of flight and radio burst observations spans
the range of _ 10R to 1AU It shows an initially acceleratin_ out to about 30 R which is

= o . " . . -D.B . . o
followed by a decreasing velocity proportional to about r " . This kind of measurement
is especially important since it bridges the gap between interplanetary and solar events,
and, in principle, should allow better associations with coronal phenomena to be

developed.

One final set of data of particular promise is the 81.5 MHz intensity scintillations

reported by Gapper et al., (1982). In these, daily scintillation index data are recorded for
some 900 sources covering the entire sky from about -15 ° to 70 ° declination. By measur-

ing significant departures from the predicted or mean scintillation indices, these workers
can map out regions of the sky which are responsible for enhanced (or indeed depleted)
scintillation levels, and which ,by inference, consist of enhanced, or depleted density lev-

els. Large regions of the sky, several hours R.A. by tens of degrees in declination appears
to be so affected, both by eorotating events and in occasional transient disturbances.

Gapper et al. used these maps to distinguish corotating and noncorotating regions of
enhanced scintillation, however, since only index data is recorded, propagation velocities

for these disturbed regions have to be derived from the fitting of model geometries to the

data. Good consistency for the method has been shown, however, in comparison with in
situ density and velocity measurements. Similar 'all-sky' increases in scintillation indices

at large elongations have been reported by Erskine et al. (1978) in coincidence with pro-
ton density increases near the earth. In this case, however, the scintillation signal is

interpreted as arising near the earth and does not show the expected signature of struc-
tures rotating towards the earth. Jackson (1981) has examined the 73.8 MHz data from

UCSD for the same effects, but finds no general east-west asymmetry in the days of

widespread scintillation enhancement that he observes and concludes that the effects
are near earth phenomena rather than interplanetary and, consistently, finds no obvious
solar or coronal counterpart. These latter two data sets perhaps involve stronger events

intrinsically since they are in general taken from the anti-sun hemisphere, and are
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detected (in Jackson's (1981) case) as increased SNRor radical changes in the inferred
scale sizes (Coles and Kaufman, 1978) of the scintillation pattern.

Thus, the overall picture which emerges from these attempts to characterize pro-
pagating interplanetary disturbances is one of an initially accelerated front with res-
tricted angular width. Once the front is some fraction of an AU from the sun, the
acceleration ceases and the event coasts outwards with decreasing radial velocity and
increasing angular width. Eventually, once the front is close to IAU, it covers several tens
of degrees in latitude and longitude, and may be fairly well described as lying on a sphere
of radius almost IAU.

Summary

IPS observations exist in a form and to an extent to be of value in a number of

current questions in coronal and interplanetary physics. For brevity, this article has
emphasized only three topics.

A global view of the solar wind velocity has been derived and its evolution throughout
the last solar cycle followed. The large scale relationship to coronal structure has been

established. Further, a reasonably consistent, but not yet fully interpreted, view of the

flow at heights of _ 30 R has been developed, and further work in this area holds prom-. . O

ISe for the understanding of coronal heating and acceleration.

Although the working hypothesis that An is proportional to n is stilluseful, a com-

parison of scintillation observations with /n si2z_ spacecraft velocity and density data

reveals that the variations to which intensity scintillations are most sensitive peak where

the positive velocity gradient is highest. This result, established with ecliptic solar wind

dominated by corotating structures remains to be verified for transient increases, but

should be kept in mind when positional information is sought from IPS observations.

The potential for sensing the morphology of propagating disturbances associated

with solar eruptive phenomena has been demonstrated. The simple approach of testing
shape and velocity for these events to establish whether they are driven or not has

yielded mixed results indicating both blast and driven waves. However, a large extent at

IAU, in both latitude and longitude is indicated quite clearly. The possibility of detecting

frontal passages with observations at < 50 R and the prospect of full sky snapshots of

transiently disturbed regions is exciting and s_,ould lead to a better understanding of the
processes of importance.
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ABSTRACT

Type III radio storms are observed by the radio experiment on board ISEE-3

out to 0.5-0.8 AU from the Sun, at a rate of 2 to 3 storms per solar rotation

near solar maximum. They correlate with the type I and type III radio storms

observed at higher frequencies, originating closer to the Sun. They are asso-

ciated with an almost continuous injection of suprathermal electrons into the

interplanetary medium. Some of the properties of the regions where the particles
propagate are discussed, using the radio emission as a tracer.

Storms of type III solar radio bursts are frequently observed by the radio

instrument on board ISEE-3. This experiment (Knoll etal., 1978) monitors the

solar radio phenomena in the interplanetary medium over the height range from

about 0.05 AU (10 solar radii) to I AU. The interplanetary type III radio storms

(hereafter IP storms) consist of many thousands of type III radio bursts emitted

per day. They last from I to 12 days. About 100 IP storms have been observed

during the first four years of observation of ISEE-3, and up to 3 storms were

observed per solar rotation near solar maximum. The IP storms are related to

other solar radio emissions at all levels of the corona.

Figure I shows the intensity profiles at several frequencies during a typical

interval. Each point is a 30 minute average. An IP storm is clearly seen from May
31 to June 6, as well as the formation of another storm near June 10. In this

case we see a progressive delay in the peak of the storm, probably due to direc-
tivity effects.

Figure 2 shows 16.5 months of data from ISEE-3 along with ground based solar
data which describe solar activity originating at much lower coronal levels. It

is clear that radio emissions from individual storms can be followed through all

ranges of elevations, from tens of solar radii, at ISEE-3 frequencies, down to

well below 2 solar radii (heliocentric). The IP storms represent the interpla-
netary extension of solar active regions.

The ISEE-3 radio instrument has the capability of accurately determining the

arrival direction (solar elongation) of the storm radio sources in the ecliptic
plane. Figure 3 shows the solar elongation measured at a variety of frequencies

during a typical IP storm. For each frequency we can see the East to West motion

of the storm region as it crosses the llne-of-sight to the Sun. The different
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Figure I - Typical IP storm. Each point is a 30 minute average and may hence

represent many individual storm bursts. The flux increase that precedes the storm
at the lower frequencies is attributed to earth's radiation (TKR).
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Figure 2 - Time history of a few ground-observed radio fluxes, of a few indices
describing the radio storm activity in the lower corona and of a few TSEE-3 radio
fluxes. Each point is a daily average (after Bougeret et al., 1982a).
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slopes are due to a foreshortening effect. The sources which are closer to the

observer (at lower frequencies) cross the line-of-sight with a higher angular

velocity than the distant ones (at higher frequencies). This geometrical effect

allows us to locate the distance from the spacecraft to the emission region with

very few assumptions. In other words, we are able to determine the emission

levels directly from the measurement of the slopes of the solar elongation pro-

files. In addition, we observe that the time of central meridian crossing is
later at lower frequencies. This progressive delay is a direct measurement of the

time it takes the solar wind to progress between levels we determined from the

slope analysis. These results are summarized for one IP storm in Figure 4. Each

point results from one frequency of observation. We can see _at the data are
consistent with an average solar wind speed of about 250 km s from 25 to 125

solar radii. Since we are using all data within one or two days around central

meridian passage, the earth moves only by a few degrees and we are viewing the

same solar wind portion as it moves outward.

In situ observations show that within a few d_ys of the arrival of this storm
at I AU the velocity ranges from 300 to 400 km s- . This apparent discrepancy may

be due t_iseveral reasons. (i) The storm analysis yields a solar wind speed of

250 km s In the range 25 to 125 solar radii only; the solar wind may have

accelerated between 125 and 215 solar radii. For instance fitting to the 4 last

points in Figure 4 implies a higher velocity than is measured otherwise. (ii)

This technique averages the solar wind speed over the radio source region and

tracks structures that may extend out of the ecliptic plane, thus contributing to
speeds different from those observed at I AU.

The fluctuations of the observations around the model shown in Figure 4 may

suggest a kink or irregularity in the overall magnetic field. This particular

storm is one for which these undulations are the most conspicuous. However, we

cannot exclude that this is due to large scale refraction and scattering of radio

waves (Steinberg, 1972) and at this point we prefer to consider only the average

behavior shown by the curve in Figure 4 as significant.

Figure 5 shows the emission frequency versus the heliocentric distance. A

slope of -I on this frequency scale corresponds to -2 in electron density. The

heavy black line are levels deduced from the first radio storm observed by RAE-I

(Fainberg and Stone, 1970a,b; 1971). These results were derived by a completely

separate technique -from an analysis of the centre-to-limb variation of drift

rates. The levels studied by RAE-I were from 12 to 40 solar radii. The ISEE-3

data from 4 storms are superimposed and show excellent agreement. We also show a

four year average of in-situ plasma density measurement from HELIOS (Bougeret,

King, and Schwenn, 1983). We see that the radiation in the storm regions is very

likely the harmonic of the plasma frequency -a result discussed often in the
past. In addition the fall-off is generally faster than R--. Each storm on this

log-log plot is roughly a straight line and can be described by two parameters: a

coefficient and an exponent (slope of the emission level scale). Figure 6 shows

the results of 16 storms, with each storm described by a value of k (the log of

the coefficient) and a value of the exponent alpha. There seems to be a relation

between the value of k and alpha. The higher the enhancement the more rapid the

fall-off. The implication of these results is that by about 60-100 solar radii

the enhanced density regions merge with the average solar wind densities. It is

likely that these structures will not be visible at I AU.

We have seen that the IP storms are associated with density enhancements in
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the interplanetary medium. We have also shown (Figure 2) that they correlate with

solar active regions and especially with the type I and type III storm activity

in the lower corona (Bougeret et al., 1982a). Type III bursts are produced by

packets of energetic electrons which propagate along open field lines. There is

some direct evidence that they are associated with white light streamers (Kundu

etal., 1983). Hence we suggest that the IP storms trace the extension of

streamers into the interplanetary medium.

Our findings can be summarized as follows. The IP storm radiation occurs in

regions of enhanced density at levels of 10-170 solar radii (0.05-0.8 AU). These

regions are most likely the extension of streamers into the i_terplanetary

medium. The density in these enhancements falls off faster than R-_. Regions of

higher density fall off faster, so that there is apparently a merging to the

average solar wind density by about 60-100 solar radii. We have also measured the

velocity of the solar wind in these regions, and our technique actually follows

the same region of solar wind plasma during its transit outward. Finally, in

cooperation with R.P. Lin (University of California experiment on-board ISEE-3),

we find that these IP storms are usually associated with fluxes of low energy

electrons observed at I AU.
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ABSTRACT

Solar wind disturbances caused by successive flares from the same active
region are traced to about 20 au, using the modeling method developed by Hakamada
and Akasofu (1982). It is shown that the flare-generated shock waves coalesce
with the co-rotating interaction region of the interplanetary magnetic field,
resulting in a large-scale magnetic field structure in the outer heliosphere.
Such a structure may have considerable effects on the propagation of galactic
cosmic rays.

Introduction

During the last decade, a considerable progress has been madein understand-
ing the solar wind flow and the propagation of solar wind disturbances in the
heliosphere (Shea et. al., 1977; Dryer and Steinolfson, 1976; Dryer and Tandberg-
Hanssen, 1980). A somewhatdifferent approach from the standard hydrodynamic and
MHDmethods was considered by Hakamadaand Akasofu (1982) who devised a method
analogous to an aerodynamic technique in simulating someaspects of the disturbed
solar wind with a fair accuracy. They construct first a steady state pattern for
the so-called 'two-sector' or 'two-stream' situation. For this purpose, they
assume that the distribution of the solar wind speed on the source surface (a
spherical surface of radius of 2.5 Ro) has the minimumspeed (V=300 km/sec) along
the heliomagnetic equator which is assumedto be inclined by 20° with respect to
the heliographic equator; the speed is assumed to increase toward higher
latitudes in both the northern and southern hemispheres. The resulting magnetic
field configuration in the equatorial plane is the well-known co-rotating
structure which consists of two 'spiral arms' (the corotating interaction
region), as faster winds interact with slower winds.

Propagating Flare Disturbances

(a) Twosuccessive flares from the sameregion

Effects of solar flares are introduced in this co-rotating structure by
adding a high speed flow from a circular area, centered around a solar flare, on
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the source surface. In the circular area, the flow speed is assumedto have a
atGaussian distribution of the 'half-width' o; the flow speed VF __ center of

the circular area is assumedto vary in time as VF = V_ ax _ t • e T) ; thus,
a flare is characterized by six parameters, the latitJ_ (v,, longitude (_) and
the onset time (TF) of a flare, the maximumflOWVF_ax (km/sec) at the center of
the circular area of its size parameterized by a(v)_ and the time variation of
V. by T(hr). For the method of introducing effects of a solar flare, see also

_max

HaEamada and Akasofu (1982). The first flare is located at the magnetic equator

(e = 0°) and the longitude _ = 0°, namely on the crossing point of the positive

x-axis through the source surface. This particular flare is parameterized by the

maximum wind speed VFmax = 800 km/sec, • = 12 hrs and o = 60 ° .

The second flare is introduced 48 hours (2 days) after the first flare. It

is assumed that the same active region is responsible for both flares, which have

rotated by _ = 28.3 ° from the time of the first flare. The second flare is

characterized by a faster flow VFm x = I000 km/sec, the same growth-decay curve
(_ = 12 hrs) and a narrower extent _o = 20 °) than the first one.

Figure la shows the disturbance patterns (< 5 au) in the ecliptic plane at

T=0, 1.5, 3.5 and 7.0 days after the onset of the first flare. In this

particular example, the shock wave associated with the second flare caught up

with the first shock wave on about the 6th day. Note that the spiral structure

continued to rotate, while a part of the inner part of the spiral structure was

destroyed by the first shock. On the 8th day both shocks reached one of the

spiral arms. Behind the shocks, a new spiral arm begins to reform rapidly.

Figure Ib shows the disturbance pattern within a radial distance < 25 au, T

= 12, 24, 36 and 48 days after the onset of the first flare. On the 24th day,

both shocks reached the second co-rotating structure. Meanwhile, the new spiral

arm is clearly established behind both shocks. As the shocks propagate further,

the inner spiral structure reforms rapidly and expands outward. On the 48th day,

both shocks reach the third co-rotating structure, forming a complex magnetic

field structure in the outer heliosphere.

Note that from the 12th day to the 48th day, the co-rotating structure has

rotated _ I I/3 times. If there is no solar flare disturbance, two spiral arms

pass by regularly at any fixed point in the figure every 27 days, causing two

distinct increases of the solar wind speed and the magnetic field magnitude.

However, the shock waves caused by the solar flares disturb considerably such a

regular pattern. In fact, on the 48th day, two co-rotating structures and the

two shocks pile up at a radial distance of about 17 au and it is no longer

possible to identify individual co-rotatlng structures and the shocks.

(b) Six successive flares from the same active region

In this particular example, we assume an extremely active region which

produces six successive flares in a period of I0 days. The six flares are

parameterized as follows:

Flare I

Flare 2

T = 0, _ = 0° 0 = 0°

VFmax = 800 km/sec, • = 12 hrs, a = 60 °

T = 2.0 days, _ = 28.3 °, 0 = 0 °

VFmax = i000 km/sec, r = 12 hrs, a = 20 °
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T--0.0 T=I.5

5AU, 5AU

5AU

T=7.0

5AU

5AU 5AU

Figure la. Solar wind disturbances caused by two successive flares in the

ecliptic plane, separated by 48 hours, from the same active region. The

figure shows the propagating structure at T=O (onset), 1.5, 3.5 and 7.0 days

after the onset of the first flare. The outer limit of each circular area is

at 5 au.
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25AU

Flare 1 TIv=0,_=0",e=0"

Vr I=800, T = 12, o": 60 °

Flare 2 T_'=48,_):28.3",e:O"
25AU

25AU

25AU i 25AU

25AU 25AU

Figure lb. Continuation of Figure la, showing the propagating structure at

T = 12, 24, 36 and 48 days. The outer limit of each circular area is at 25
au.
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Flare 3 T = 4 days, _ = 56.7 ° , 0 = 0°

VFmax = 800 km/sec, T = 12 hrs, o = 60 °

Figure 2 shows the propagating disturbance pattern at T=7, I0, 17, 15, 19

and 25 days after the onset of the first flare. One can see that all the shock

waves coalesce with the spiral patterns, forming an extensive magnetic field

structure. It is quite likely that such a structure will have considerable

effects on the propagation of galactic cosmic rays in the outer heliosphere.
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T=7.0

15AU

15AU 15AU
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15AU

_ 15 AU

15AU

Figure 2. Solar wind disturbances caused by six successive flares during a

period of I0 days. The figure shows the propagating structure at T _ 7.0,

I0.0, 17.0, 15.0, 19.0 and 25.0 days after the onset of the first flare. The

outer limit of each circular area is at 15 au.
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Comments on "Solar wind disturbances in the outer heliosphere,

caused by successive solar flaresfrom the same active region",

by Akasofu and Hakamada

V. J.Pizzo,
HA0/NCAR
P.O. Box 3000

Boulder, CO 80307

In this paper, a kinemati6 modeling technique (Hakamada and Akasofu, 1982) is used
to simulate the interaction of transient flows with a two-sector corotating flow to large
heliocentric distances. The input transients, which are characterized by several parame-
ters, have peak speeds in the range of 800-1000 km/s. Hence the corotating flows consti-
tute an inhomogenous slower-speed background, into which the transients continually
penetrate. Thus, by 10 AU in the authors' last example (which involves six separate
flares), the interaction of the transients with the corotating flows as well as with each
other produces a very complicated jumble of magnetic fields. It is further asserted that
such contorted magnetic topologies should have important consequences for galactic
cosmic ray transport.

With this last point, I have no particular quibble, other than to mention that the basic
concept has been around for nearly two decades. Parker (1963), for example, broached
the general idea in his book, though he did not offer very specific estimates as to where
substantial magnetic complexes would form or what their dimensions might be. 0nly
recently, in fact, have enough detailed data appeared to permit some assessment of the
validity of the idea (e.g., see McDonald et at., 1982; Burlaga et al., 1982; and Burlaga et al.,
i983).

So the questions to ask are: How faithfully does this modeling technique, with all its
obvious practical advantages, simulate the flow interactions? To what extent is it quanti-
tatively accurate? Are there any regions where it fails even in a qualitative sense?

In considering these questions, it must be recognized from the outset that accuracy
of the sort usually associated with a full MHD model is not required for the authors'
stated purposes. On the other hand, for a model to rank as an effective tool, it must still
successfully predict the gross features of the flow: e.g., the heliocentric distance where
the major structures interact, the spatial scale of the resultant interaction region, the
rate at which CIRs expand, the approximate magnitude of the field enhancements, etc.

It is my contention that the model of Hakamada and Akasofu (1982) meets even these
relaxed criteria only in a limited parameter range and only over a fairly restricted span
of heliocentric distances. Further, I will argue that the particular examples presented by
the authors are in general violation of these limitations and their results are thus
compromised.

*TheNationalCenterforAtmosphericResearchissponsoredby theNationalScienceFoundation.
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To begin, let us be clear as to the physical content of their model. The Hakamada

and Akasofu (1982) formulation is first and foremost a purely kinematic description, i.e.

the evolution is entirely determined by the input velocity variations; the material in no

way exerts either a gas pressure or magnetic field force. What is especially poignant is

the way the authors handle those regions where fast material overtakes slow. It is inevit-

able that at some point the fluid elements must begin to overlap, corresponding to a

shock in the dynamic case. Here the authors invoke a parameterized curve-fitting

method to keep the usual R-t diagram from becoming double-valued (see Sec. 1.3 and 2.3

inHakamada and Akasofu, 1982). The parameters are chosen such that the resultantV-t

or V-R curves resemble some particular observed streams or dynamic model calculations.

However, the predictive value of any model is measured by its ability to cope with a wide

variety of input flows (such as are encountered in the real solar wind) under a single

parameterization. That is, in practical applications one is forced into picking one param-

eterization that will be in effect throughout the simulation and will have to accurately

describe the evolution of all flow states therein. In general, it will not be possible to

tinker meaningfully with the parameters after the fact, since ifthe model is being used in

the predictive mode, there is obviously nothing to calibrate itagainst.

A single parameterization of the type used by the authors may well allow them to

mimic a few well-chosen streams, as they have demonstrated. And, indeed, were all solar

wind streams more or less alike, such an approach might be viable. However, it hardly

needs any emphasis that solar wind flows differ markedly in speeds, field strengths,

densities--in fact, over the entire gamut of flow parameters. And all the interesting

large-scale interaction phenomena--the rate at which CIR's expand, the rate at which

shocks form and decay, the lateral expansion of a directed blast wave, etc.--all depend

sensitively upon the local properties of the ambient medium and the input shock

strength, i.e. they are inherently dynamic in nature. It is of paramount importance to

recognize that the authors' parameterization of shock propagation, for example, is based

solely upon kinematic considerations. The speed jump is first computed from kinematics

and the ad-hoc parameterization, then density and field are chosen to satisfy flux conser-

vation. Thus, while the Rankine-Hugoniot relations are in some sense satisfied, the ther-

modynamic and magnetic properties of the medium play no role in the determination of

the shock speed. In view of these considerations, then, it is difficult to see how any single

parameterization can suffice for the range of flow states studied by the authors. At least,

they have not demonstrated such a capability.

That being said, we must now ask how all this specifically impacts the authors'
results. The answer will be split into three parts : the model's treatment of the corotat-

ing structure alone; its treatment of isolated impulsive flows into an ambient medium;
and, its treatment of the interaction between transient and corotating flows.

First, with regard to purely corotating flows, recent observational and theoretical

efforts (Burlaga, 1983; Pizzo, this conference) seem to concur that by about I0 AU all the

fast material in high-speed streams has been pretty well consumed in the interaction and

that the subsequent evolution is governed by large-scale pressure-wave dynamics. In this

regime, a kinematic approach is totally irrelevant. The authors are able to maintain an

identifiable stream structure to large heliocentric distances only through careful mani-

pulation of input conditions at the inner boundary: their input structure is longitudinally

very broad, with the gentlest of velocity gradients. Thus their CIRs do not even form until

about 7 AU and are still reasonably compact at 20 AU (see Fig. 1.5 in Hakamada and

Akasofu, 1982). In consequence of all the observational experience gained through

Pioneer and Voyager, the authors' background flow therefore appears highly unrealistic,

to say the least.
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Next, in the case of an isolated, impulsive transient penetrating into a uniform
ambient flow, there are two major shortcomings in this model. First, since all features of
the shock propagation in the model are solely contingent upon the input velocity struc-
ture, there is no distinction, really, between strongly driven shocks and simple blast
waves, which are known to have quite different evolutionary properties (e.g. Hundhausen
and Gentry, 1969) . Again, the parameterization in the model could be adjusted for one
class, but then it would be inappropriate for the other. Second, an important feature of
multi-dimensional shock propagation is that the forward shock expands near the sun to
cover a much broader angular span than does the input disturbance, while the reverse
shock remains fairly localized within the driver gas (e.g. D'Uston et al., 1981). The lateral
expansion of the forward shock front is a purely dynamic phenomenon and has great sig-
nificance for the field structure. In the kinematic model, of course, the shock is confined

to the input angular cone and there is simply no way to reproduce the important spread-
ing effects.

Finally, when transients and corotating streams are allowed to interact, it has long
been known that the density (and presumably magnetic) structure of the ambient coro-
taring flow plays at least as large a role in the interaction as does the velocity structure
(Heinemann and Siscoe, 1974; Hirschberg eta/., 1974). Shock speeds and transit times
are thus going to be very poorly modeled in the authors' formulation, particularly when
the disturbances are traced over many AU and across many intervening structures.

In light of all these considerations, it is hard to see how the authors' model can pos-
sibly provide a quantitatively adequate representation of the flow systems presented in
this paper. Their corotating background flow is quantitatively unrealistic inside about 10
AU and is not even qualitatively appropriate beyond that point. And, owing to the serious
deficiencies in their treatment of the very complex transient-corotating interaction as
outlined above, it is evident that their quantitative estimates for the important physical
properties of the flow (the location, dimensions, and amplitude of the resultant magnetic
structures) at large heliocentric distances must be regarded with critical suspicion. It is
to be stressed that what is at issue here is not a dry technical debate over some trifling
10-20% discrepancies among alternative methods of calculation. Rather, I conte:_d that
the kinematic model, as in the grossly over-extended application witnessed m the
authors' treatise, is susceptible to such large quantitative error that the accompanying
Figures are best viewed as little more than computer-generated schematics.
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Pizzo should display first his results graphically on a global scale. We

are certain that he would find his results are basically similar to ours. We are

aware of neither the basic IMF spiral pattern nor flare-induced patterns

published by him.

Hakamada and Akasofu (1981, 1982) were one of the first to consider

expllcity a particular type of the basic solar wind speed distribution (on the

source surface) which was used by Pizzo (I_82) without acknowledgement. Figures

I and 2 in Hakamada and Akasofu (1981) or Figure 1.2 in Hakamada and Akasofu

(1982) are basically the same as Figure i0 in Pizzo (1982).

Our method has a limited purpose, and we treated the stream-stream

interaction (including the forward and reverse shocks) by a method analogous to

one of the standard aerodynamic methods. The usefulness of our method can also

be demonstrated in the example shown in Figures A and B in which effects of the

six successive flares are introduced into the four-splral (quadruple) situation,

instead of the two-spiral situation. All the flare parameters are the same as

those in Akasofu and Hakamada (1983), except that VF is reduced to half. The

basic features of the velocity profile are similar to those observed by space

probes (Burlaga et al., 1983).
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Figure A. The disturbed IMF pattern by the six successive solar flares 30

days after the onset of the first flares. The flare parameters

are the same as those in our paper, except that VF is reduced to
half.
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Abstract

Measurements from the HELIOS solar probes have indicated that apart from
solar activity related disturbances there exist two states of the solar wind which

might result from basic differences in the acceleration process: the "fast" solar

wind (v > 600 kms -I) emanating from magnetically open regions in the solar corona

and the "slow" solar wind (v < 400 kms -I) correlated with the more active regions

and its mainly closed magnetic structures. In a comprehensive study using all

HELLOS data taken between 1974 and 1982 we analyzed the "average" behavior of the

basic plasma parameters as functions of the solar wind speed. We found that some

quantities (e.g. momentum flux, total energy flux) are remarkably independent of

the speed, others (e.g. particle density, enthalpy flux, angular momentum flux,

_-particle to proton ratio) are not. The long term variations of the solar wind

parameters along the solar cycle were also determined and numerical estimates

given. These modulations appear to be distinct though only minor. In agreement

with earlier studies we conclude that the major modulations are in the number and

size of high speed streams and in the number of interplanetary shock waves caused

by coronal transients. The latter ones usually cause huge deviations from the

averages of all parameters. It is demonstrated that, apart from those solar acti-

vity related cases, even the "normal" acceleration mechanisms of the solar wind

may occasionally become dramatically changed in such a way that large areas of the

corona emit low density low speed plasma with a critical point beyond 0.3 AU. The

occurrence of such strange excursions may put new constraints on any theory of

solar wind expansion.

I. Introduction

Asking for the average solar wind might appear as silly as asking for the

taste of an average drink. What is the average between wine and beer? Obviously

mere mixing - and averaging means mixing - does not lead to a meaningful result.

Better taste and judge separately and then compare, if you wish. After a while

you will have developed a set of criteria for differentiating. Then you may even-

tually come from analysis to synthesis: You really can appreciate what you are

drinking. So much for the drinks.

The trouble with the solar wind is more difficult: We do not know the signi-

ficant criteria to begin with. For a long time the theorists have thought in terms

of a "quiet" wind and believed to find it represented in the "slow" wind (for

references, see Hundhausen, 1972). This is easily understood since the experimen-

tally determined numbers for the slow wind fitted the available theoretical models

much better, and they still do. It wasn't until Feldman et al. (1976) suggested

that if there is a "quiet" wind at all it is more likely to be found in the "fast"

wind, i.e. in the high speed streams occurring predominantly a few years before
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sunspot minimum.During the Skylab era in 1973/74 we learned that these high speed
streams emergefrom coronal holes (Hundhausen, 1977 and references therein). The

unique association between these two phenomena has since then been well estab-

lished and was found to be valid even in detail (Burlaga et al., 1978). Not only

do the Skylab X-ray pictures of coronal holes show surprisingly sharp edges

(Bohlin, 1977, and references therein), it was also found that the high speed

streams are surrounded by comparatively thin boundary layers separating them from

the adjacent slow solar wind. This became especially clear when HELIOS I ap-

proached the sun for the first time in early 1975 (perihelion at 0.31AU): there

the interaction region between stationary corotating high speed streams and the

slow plasma ahead can be as "thin" as 2° in solar longitude (Schwenn el al.,

1976). A similar number was found for the latitudinal boundaries of high speed

streams (Montgomery, 1976, Schwenn et al., 1978). It must now be regarded as

normal that two spacecraft moving close to the heliocentric equator but separated

in heliocentric latitude by not more than 10° observe completely different stream

structures in most cases. They can even move on different sides of the inter-

planetary current sheet, i.e. in opposite magnetic sectors. This was demonstrated

in early 1976 when the two HELIOS probes at a latitudinal separation of 12 ° were

travelling in opposite magnetic sectors for about a quarter of a solar rotation

(Schwenn et al., 1977, Burlaga et al., 1981).

Based on all these results one is tempted to assume almost rectangular flow

speed profiles close to the sun (Gosling et al., 1978) which resemble very

closely those of the underlying coronal holes. Slow solar wind and high speed

streams might be essentially different phenomena and might result from different

acceleration mechanisms in the corona (as suggested by Rosenbauer et al., 1977,

Schwenn et al., 1981a, b).

There have been attempts to explain the strange "switching" between the two

states in terms of multiple critical points which may occur when the divergence

of open magnetic field lines, e.g. in coronal holes, exceeds certain limits

(Kopp and Holzer, 1976, Holzer, 1977). Unfortunately, there is still no conclu-

sive answer to such basic questions, as what accelerates the fast solar wind to

its high speed, what causes the sharp boundaries, and where the slow solar wind

really comes from.

From the foregoing remarks it seems reasonable that one criterion for sorting

the solar wind into different categories should be the bulk speed. In the second

part of this paper I will apply this criterion to all the HELIOS solar wind data

taken between 1974 and 1982 and discuss the "average" parameters as functions of

the bulk speed. The effects of undesired "mixing" caused by solar activity rela-

ted disturbances will be considered. In the third part I will show if and how

the basic "average" solar wind parameters change during the solar cycle. At the

end of the discussion I will mention a few exceptional excursions which obviously

do not fit into any of these categories.

II. Long term averages

I. The method

For this comprehensive analysis we took all data from the plasma experiment

on both HELIOS solar probes (Schwenn et al., 1975). HELIOS I had been launched
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on Dec. 10, 1974 into a highly elliptic heliocentric orbit with a perihelion

distance of 0.3 AU. HELIOS 2 followed on January $5, $976 and approaches the sun

as close as 0.29 AU. The orbital period is 190 days for HELIOS I and 186 days for

for HELIOS 2. For further details see Porsche (1977). The plasma data were evalu-

ated by a one-dimensional method briefly described by Rosenbauer et al. (1977).

The proton densities were normalized to I AU assuming a r-2 dependence. All data

were used on the basis of individual spectra and no averages were performed be-

forehand. (Just for comparison we calculated I hr averages and used those as in-

puts for the final analysis. Although the results did not change significantly we

feel that this latter method is not appropriate: During many hours there were

just single data points, the unavoidable scatter of which gained too much weight

by this kind of averaging). The HELIOS I data set covered the time period from

Dec. 12, 1974 to Feb. 28, 1982 resulting in 1,602,231 total spectra. The HELIOS 2

data cover the time span from Jan. 17, 1976 to Mar. 8, 1980 including 913,142

total spectra. We grouped the data in seven speed clas_es (< 300; 300 - 400;

400 - 500; 500 - 600; 600 - 700; 700 - 800; > 800 kms-') and calculated the rele-

vant average parameters within these classes. The bottom panel in Figure I shows

how the data are distributed over the classes. Within each speed class we sorted

the data into radial bins of 0.02 AU width according to the radial distance at

which they had been measured. By this technique we were also able to determine
radial trends.

2. Average proton parameters

Figure I tells us how the proton density np, the flux density np Vp and the
momentum flux density n_ mp vD2 depend on the bulk speed. We notice some systema-

tic smooth trends for all the_e quantities as functions of v_. Only the group

Vp > 800 kms -I shows marked deviations. A closer inspection gf the data contribu-

ting to this particular group reveals that most of them are due to fast plasma

accelerated by shocks associated with increasing solar activity from 1977 on.

In order to find the impact of such transient phenomena on our data set we did a

similar analysis with a subset of data (445,571 from HELIOS I and 238,923 from

HELIOS 2) taken before 1977. Data associated with major shocks occurring even

before that date were also excluded. The result in Figure 2 shows that the trends

are now more distinct. It turns out that the particle flux np Vp and even more
dramatically the normalized density decreases steadily with increasing speed, on

the other hand, the momentum flux is remarkably equal for all speed classes.

The average quantities might be affected by stream-stream interactions as well.

We did not study this here since the influence can be expected to be only minor

inside | AU (Goldstein and Jokipii, 1977). The width of these interactions

regions is small compared to the streams themselves (see, e.g., Figure I in

Rosenbauer et al., 1977) and gets even smaller at decreasing distances from the
sun.

3. Average energy flux

In Figures 3 and 4 we find similar histograms for the energy flux density.

The kinetic energy flux n_ Vp (I/2 m_ v. 2) shows a marked increase with speed,
which is due to its dependence on v _3 WOn the other hand, the gravitational

energy flux np Vp (G mp M®/R_) whichPstands for the work required to overcome
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points in each speed class.
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are included.

Same as Figure 1, but the

data from 1977 on and some

other shock disturbed data

before 1977 were excluded.

The IMP7/8 data were kindly

provided by the Los Alamos

group.

solar gravity goes only linearly with Vp and is therefore proportional to the
particle flux n_ v . The enthalpy flux n_ v_ (5/2 kT_) does not add more than

p -_
3 % to the to_al energy flux, nor does any other e_ergy flux such as proton and

electron heat fluxes and the Alfv&n wave energy flux (Denskat, 1982). Adding up

all these components we find the flux density of the total energy, i.e. that

energy the sun is losing by releasing the solar wind plasma, to be remarkably

independent of v_. This is even more evident from Figure 4 which is again based

on HELLOS data b_fore 1977 only.

We checked these results with plasma data obtained at I AU from the earth-

orbiting IMP7/8 satellites (k_ndly supplied to us by the Los Alamos group dlrec-
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ted by Dr. Sam Bame. Intercalibratlon between the IMP and HELIOS spacecraft was

performed using the data of the first few days after the launches of HELLOS I and

HELLOS 2, respectively. This led to a correction factor for the IMP proton densi-

ties of 0.70). These data, taken between Dec. 12, 1974 and Dec. 31, 1976, show

exactly the same trends (see Figures 2 and 4).

We tried to find out the cause for the slightly different trends of the

averages in the Vp > 800 kms -I class. It turned out that, e.g., in case of
HELLOS 2 there were 1077 points in this class (before 1977), 1067 of which stem

from one single high speed streams in April 1976 observed at 0.3 AU (see Marsch

et al., 1982a, b). In Figure 16 of the paper by Marsch et al. (1982a) we find a

time plot of these particular data. We see that in this period v_ is only somep
700 kms -I on the average. Values of up to 900 kms -I are reached occasionally in

the form of rather sharp peaks, due to strong Alfv_nlc turbulence. Depending on

the instantaneous orientation of the magnetic field the proton speed can reach

extreme values while the density remains constant. Because of our procedure these
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extrema were grouped in a separate class. This grouping causes the large values of
all average quantities involving any power of Vp. By first calculating, e.g., I hr
averages of these parameters and then sorting those according to the speed clas-

ses, we found that now both the momentum flux and the total energy flux are con-

stant within + 10 % of the average flux regardless of the proton bulk speed. Si-

milar arguments also hold for HELLOS I and IMP where the total number of points

in the class Vp > 800 kms -I is even less (466 and 13, respectively).

4. Average radial gradient of the proton temperature

The radial gradients of the proton temperature Tp are displayed in Figures 5
(all data) and 6 (data before 1977). For this purpose we fitted the radial depen-

dence of Tp within each speed class by an r-Y law. We find that for slow speeds y
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is close to the adiabatic value of y = 4/3. For higher speeds y is significantly
lower. The numbers are in good agreementwith those determined by Schwennet al.
(1981b) from radial line-ups between HELLOSI and HELLOS2 and those for T,, cal-
culated by Marsch et al. (1982a) from evaluations of the 3D-velocity distribution
(one must be aware that Tp as used for this analysis results from a projection of
the velocity distribution onto the radial direction and a succeeding ID evalua-
tion. T,, is the second momentof the distribution function parallel to the local
magnetic field. Thus Tp can be expected to be equal to T,, only if the magnetic
field is radial).

5. Average s-particle abundance

The second panels in Figures 5 and 6 show the _-particle abundance (relative
to protons) n_/nD. For this part of the analysis we used data only from periods in
which the HELlOS'probes were outside 0.5 AUin order to avoid possible confusion
with fast streaming proton componentsoften found inside 0.5 AU (Marsch et al.,
1982b). There can be no doubt about a slight but definite dependenceon v_, espe-
cially in the undisturbed data taken before 1977 (Fig. 6). The large scather of
n_/np in the speed class v < 300 kms-I is certainly a small-sample effect. The
fast solar wind contains _ 3,6 %s-particles, the slow plasma only _ 2,5 % (Note
that the r_/np ratio tends to be too large, since spectra with too few s-particles
had to be excluded from this analysis. Suchs-particles depletions occur mainly in
the slow solar wind. That meansthat the real s-abundance difference between slow
and fast solar wind could be even more pronounced). Our data are also consistent
with a result reported by Borrini et al. (1981). They had found significant deple-
tions in n_/np around magnetic sector boundaries which are normally imbeddedin
slow solar wind.

This abundancedifference might be regarded as indicator of a qualitative
difference in the coronal sources of both types of solar wind flow.

6. Average angular momentumflux

Nowwe regard the angular momentumflux nDmorvprVp_transported by the solar
wind. In an extensive study recently published'b_ Plzzo'et al. (1982) it was found
(amongother important results) that it is the slow solar wind only that takes
away positive angular momentum(in the sense of corotation) from the sun. The fast
wind carries nearly no angular momentumat 0.3 AU. (Because of stream-stream inter-
actions the momentumflux obtained from averaging all data between 0.3 and I AU
reaches even a negative value, see Table 2.) The measurementsindicate clearly,
that this basic difference between slow and fast flow is of solar origin. This
appears to be a very important observation since it might mean that the slow plasma
is released at a significantly larger Alfv_n radius than the fast plasma. This is
another additional hint that there are possibly differences in the acceleration
mechanismsfor slow and fast solar wind (Kopp and Holzer, 1976).

7. Other radial gradients

In a further step we investigated the radial dependenceof the solar wind
parameters. For simplicity we assumedlinear functions with r (except for the tem-
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perature which has been discussed already) and performed least square fits. The
averages within the radial bins were weighted according to the number of data
points included. In Table I the average changes between 0.3 AU and I AU (in per

cent) determined by this procedure are listed.

v

P

n

P

n v

PP
2

nmv
PPP

EKi n

E
pot

E
total

HELIOS I

all before 77

11.0 17.4

-18. I -22.6

- 2.8 - 5.6

12.7 12.6

28.7 30.9

- 2.8 - 5.6

4.9 5.0

HELIOS 2

all before 77

4.4 5.7

-10. I - 6.3

10.0 3.3

10.6 12.4

17.6 18.8

10.0 3.3

5.5 7.5

Table I Radial variations of average solar wind parameters between 0.3 AU and

I AU, in per cent. The proton density np has been normalized to I AU
assuming a r-2 dependence.

The table shows that it is the particle flux n_Vp that appears to be about
constant. This indicates that on the average there zs no significant meridlonal

flow out of or into the plane of the ecliptic, to which our measurements are

restricted. Owing to a general increase of the flow speed during the radial ex-

pansion (mainly in the slow plasma, Schwenn et al., 1981b), the average proton

density np drops by a few per cent faster than according to a r-2 law. The in-

crease in the bulk speed leads to even stronger increases in the flux densities

of proton momentum and kinetic energy. The total energy flux in the protons grows

by about 5 % between 0.3 and I AU. There are only two main energy sources that

may supply this energy. Protons could gain

I. the s-particle kinetic energy which at least in high speed streams drops from

23 % to _ 17 % of the proton kinetic energy, due to the decreasing differ-

ential speed (Marsch et al., 1982b), and

2. the Alfv_n wave energy flux which at times of Alfv_nic turbulence drops from

5 % to 2 % of the total energy flux (Denskat, 1982).

However, the mechanism of this energy transfer, probably through some wave parti-

cle interactions, still awaits explanation.

8. Average solar wind around sunspot minimum

In Table 2 the average values of the basic parameters for the time between

Dec. 12, 1974 and Dec. 31, 1976 are summarized, this time with only two subgroups
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for "slow" (vp < 400 kms -I) and "fast" (Vp > 600 kms -I) solar wind. Our numbers
agree reasonably well with those given by other authors (e,g., Hundhausen, 1972,

Feldman et al., 1977, Schwenn, 1981). However, detailed comparisons would require

extensive discussions of the differences in the evaluations (instrument tech-

niques, calibrations, data evaluation, selection criteria, status of the solar

cycle etc.) and would go beyond the scope of this paper.
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1.2
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-0.7 x 1030
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all data
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6.8

2.86 x 108

2.15 x 10 -8

0.52

0.91

0.016

1.45

3.2

0.4 x 1030

Table 2 Average solar wind parameters for the time between Dec. 12, 1974 and

Dec. 31, !976. The proton density np has been normalized to I AU assu-
ming a r-Z dependence.

9. Sunnnary on long term averages

The most important results and conclusions of this first part of the analysis
can be sun_narized as follows:

I. The parameters most sensitive to the bulk speed are the proton density and

the angular momentum flux, as well as the particle flux, the e-partlcle

abundance, the proton temperature and its radial gradient.

2. At times of low solar activity the momentum flux and the total energy flux

are remarkably insensitive to the bulk speed.

3. The differences in angular momentum flux as well as the e-partlcle content

indicate different release heights in the corona for fast and slow solar
wind.
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4. The particle flux density does not change between 0.3 AU and I AU, i.e. on

the average the solar wind flow in the ecliptic is purely radial.

5. The net gain of proton kinetic energy between 0.3 AU and I AU requires some

energy transfer still to be explained.

6. The relative insignificance of the Alfv_n wave energy flux as well as the

lack of speed dependence of the fluxes of total energy and momentum might

conceal some clues to understanding the solar wind acceleration mechanisms.

III. Slow variations during the solar cycle

I. Solar wind stream structure

The possible modulation of the solar wind during the solar activity cycle has

always been a subject of great interest, which is reflected in a number of papers

at this conference (see also Hundhausen, 1979 and references therein).

One quantity that is apparently directly related with the solar activity

cycle is the occurrence rate of interplanetary disturbances, such as shock waves.

I will not discuss this correlation any further except for the impact these dis-

turbances might have on the long term averages.

Bame et al. (1976) pointed out that a significant modulation is also evident

in the number, size and amplitude of high speed streams. Figure 7 reproduces the

original figure published by Bame et al. (1976), with a few points added. These

points have been determined from HELIOS data using the same criteria as were used

in the original work. The most prominent feature in Figure 7 is the appearance of

large stable high speed streams in the last third of the past sunspot cycle about

two years before activity minimum. This caused a simultaneous peak in the average

solar wind bulk speed (_ 550 kms -I) compared to minimum values of _ 430 kms -I

(Feldman et al., 1978). Extrapolating this data set, which already covers more

than 11 years, we would expect the next appearance of stable high speed streams

not later than by the end of 1983. There is a fair chance that HELIOS I might
survive until then.

2. Modulation of proton parameters

It has been found that the modulation of the average solar wind, if there is

one at all, is only minor compared to intercalibration uncertainties between

several instruments on several spacecraft usually required for such a long term

study. This is especially true for all those solar wind parameters involving par-

ticle densities.

The HELIOS data offer a unique opportunity for a quite comprehensive analy-

sis. This data set is rather "complete" throughout the whole time span of seven

years and three months, up to now. It covers for the first time all significant

parts of a solar activity cycle: end of the declining phase, activity minimum,

activity increase and maximum, beginning of the declining phase. Furthermore,

there was no degradation or change in the instruments' performance. This was

checked by extensive inflight tests and by cross calibrations between the two

completely independent but simultaneously measuring instruments. The wave experi-
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ments on board the HELIOS probes measured the electron plasma frequency

fe = (nee2/_me)I/2 in several cases of strong plasma oscillations (Gurnett and

Anderson, 1977, Kellogg, private con_nunication, 1976) and confirmed our absolute

density calibration within only 20 % uncertainty.

The data points shown in the next few figures are in each figure averages of

the relevant parameters through one complete solar rotation. Again we used as in-

put data the individual spectra. No single data point has been omitted. The

number of individual points for each rotation average is shown in the bottom

panels of Figure 8. The proton densities have been normalized to I AU, as before.

In Figure 8 we see the behavior of the proton bulk speed, density, particle

and total energy flux densities. The shaded lines are supposed to show what we

think are long term trends:

I. There is a definite decrease in Vp from _ 550 in early 1975 to _ 370 kms -I in
1980 with a slight indication of an increase in 1981/82.

2. nD is modulated by _ 10 % of the average value with a maximum in 1977 and a
minimum at the end of 1979.

3. The particle flux shows a similar modulation with an amplitude of _ + 15 % of

average.

4. The total energy flux shows a similar modulation; the maximum is not so well

pronounced, but the minimum in early 1980 is by 20 % lower. The increase from

1980 to 1982 is rather steep.
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For the fluxes of particles and total energy one might be inclined to see an

overall upward trend superimposed on a sinusoldal modulation.

The increasing number of solar transients from 1977 on which caused so many

shockwaves (up to some 20 per solar rotation) did not at all influence the

averages. Even the scatter of the solar rotation averages remained about

equal throughout the solar cycle.

In an additional approach we sorted these data with respect to the heliocen-

tric latitude at which they were measured. The result was not surprising. It re-

flects in all details the fact that a few years before sunspot minimum the high

speed streams were faster and broader if they were associated with the south po-

lar coronal hole. Hansen et al. (1976) had reported that the equatorial extension

of the south polar hole had been signiflcar_tly broader than its northern counter-

part during 1973/74. This explains why Coles and Rickett (1976) found, based on

interplanetary scintillation measurements of the solar wind speed at high lati-
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tudes, the yearly average speed to be remarkably higher at southern latitudes in
those years. Our in sltu measurementsconfirm that there was more high speed solar

wind found at southern latitudes with all its typical features as mentioned above.

This asymmetry weakened with rising solar activity and eventually disappeared al-

together.

4. Modulation of s-particle abundance

The variation of the n_/np ratio is presented in Figure 9. These data are
again taken for r > 0.5 AU only. There is a clear trend evident in the data, with

a definite minimum of _ 2.8 % around sunspot minimum in 1976. The big scatter in

later years was caused by more and more transients associated with rising solar

activity. The average flux of s-particles is obviously much more variable and

sensitive to solar activity than that of the protons.

In Figure 10 we split up the data into three speed classes (slow, medium,

fast), for two of which the results are shown here. We find, that n_/np is lower
in slow solar wind (see also Figure 5 and 6). We also see that the modulation

along the sunspot cycle works mainly in the slow solar wind.

Generally, the recent HELIOS data confirm very well the trends published by

Feldman et al. (1978). There appears to be a significant variation of n_/np from
the average value between 3 % at sunspot minimum and _ 4.5 % 3 years after sunspot
maximum.
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Figure 10 Same as in Figure 9, but

only the data for

Vp < 400 kms -I and
v_ > 600 kms -I were selec-

ted and averaged sepa-

rately.
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IV. Exceptional excursions from the average

No rule without exceptions, no average without variances. There are enormous
variances on all time scales in the solar wind (see, e.g., Hundhausen,1972). The
reason for finally abandoning the concept of a "quiet" solar wind is the simple
fact that there never is a quiet solar wind. Especially the slow solar wind which
can be traced back to the more active regions on the sun permanently shows fluc-
tuations of all basic parameters. This holds as well for the times of low activity,
when solar flares and other transients and their associated interplanetary distur-
bances are less frequent.

Occasionally there are unusual events observed in the solar wind which differ
from all other phenomenain any respect chosen by which to comparethem and which
seemingly have no correspondence with any known solar event. Here I will present
two examples of only one particular kind of those unusual events: The subalfv_nic
solar wind. In Figure 11 we see HELLOS2 data taken from Nov. 9 to Nov. 16 in

1979 at 0.3 AU. The flow speed was generally low, around 300 kms -I. On Nov. 13 the

speed dropped further, below 200 kms -I, and finally the peak of the proton velocity

distribution went below our lowest E/q-channel (at 0.158 kV, i.e. 171 kms -I for

protons) for several hours. That was certainly the slowest solar wind ever repor-

ted. Because of the rather low plasma density (_ 20 cm -3) and the high magnetic
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Figure 11 SThe ubalfvenic solar wind flow on Nov. 13, 1979 as seen from HELLOS 2

at 0.3 AU. The magnetic field data were kindly provided by K.U. Denskat

and F.M. Neubauer (TU Braunschweig).
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field during that time the local Alfv_n speed went as high as 300 kms-I (the local
proton sound speed was _ 15 kms-1), i.e. nearly twice as muchas the local plasma
speed. In other words, the critical point for this particular plasma flow must
have been outside 0.3 AU, if there was one at all. In very few cases have sub-
alfv_nic flows been observed recently in the piston gas driving strong flare-rela-
ted interplanetary shocks (Richter, private communication, 1982). In this case,
however, there was no shock involved within at least 4 days preceding the event
nor was there any unusual coronal feature observed.

This event resembles somewhatanother event observed by Gosling et al. (1982)
at I AU on Nov. 22, 1979. Note that this is only 13 days after the HELLOS2 event.
Regarding the position of HELLOS2 (100o east of the earth sun-line) and assuming

a propagation time between 0.3 and I AU of a few days for this very slow solar

wind we find it conclusive that both events were caused by the same solar source

corotating statlonarily. There are some differences in the details; HELLOS 2 found

a very slow plasma speed at nearly normal densities, while IMP found a density

depletion at normal speed. However, the main result is that in this case a sizeable

part of the corona (some 10 ° of heliocentric longitude due to the event's duration

at HELLOS 2, and 5.5 ° in latitude due to the separation between HELLOS 2 and IMP)

could emit continuously for some 10 days very slow solar wind which remained sub-
alfv_nic until 0.3 AU and even I AU.

An even more dramatic event of a similar type was observed by HELIOS I on

June 6 to 8, 1980 at a solar distance of 0.37 AU (Figure 12). Here the flow speed

and the magnetic field remained about constant at 300 kms -I and 35 nT, -aspectlve-
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ly, but the density _opp¢_ Lo _e_em=17 low values. The density decreased steadi-

ly over an entire day from the normal value of _ 100 cm -3 to less that I cm -3. The

density was so low and the shape of the distribution function became so anomalous

(very flat, up to 3 additional peaks at extreme speeds etc.) that a reasonable

evaluation was no longer possible (We indicated the range of questionable data in

Figure 12). Altogether, owing to this abnormal density "hole" in the solar wind

the flow speed was subalfv_nic for about two days, i.e. over about 20 ° in solar

longitude, with only a few hours of interruption. Again, there was no disturbance

in the interplanetary medium for several days ahead of the density drop, nor was

there any associable solar feature seen.

In summary we have to conclude that the "normal" acceleration mechanisms of

the solar wind eventually may become dramatically changed in such a way that large

areas of the corona emit low density low speed solar wind with a critical point

beyond 0.3 AU. The possibility of such strange though rare excursions from the

average which are not related with any known solar phenomenon may put new con-

straints on any theory of solar wind expansion.

V. Concluding remarks

The properties of the "average" solar wind as described in this study were

derived from some 2.5 million individual data points measured during a time span

of more than seven years. We were well aware that averaging of data sets may pro-

duce problems resulting from unknown underlying mechanisms, as outlined in the

introduction. It appears now that, after all, the choice of the solar wind flow

speed as a basic parameter for sorting the data in different categories was a good

one.

Our study increased the evidence for qualitative differences between high

speed and low speed solar wind. In particular, the differences in angular momentum

flux as well as the e-particle content indicate different release heights in the

corona for fast and slow solar wind, confirming our earlier suggestion of differ-

ences in the acceleration process (Rosenbauer et al., 1977). However, other basic

parameters such as the fluxes of momentum and total energy are surprisingly in-

sensitive to the bulk speed, particularly if disturbed data (resulting from

"mixing" by solar activity related transients) are excluded. In current theoreti-

cal models of solar wind acceleration these parameters are normally very sensitive

to any variation in the boundary conditions (see, e.g., the paper by Leer, at this

conference). Therefore the obvious lack of speed dependence in the actually obser-

ved parameters appears to be of particular significance.

The long term variations of the "average" solar wind were also determined. We

confirm the result from earlier work (Bame et al., 1976) concerning the definite

modulation of the number and size of high speed streams during the solar cycle.

This leads to a distinct modulation of the average flow speed as already reported

by Feldman et al. (1978). Our study also yields numerical estimates of quantities

involving the particle densities, which have always been a problem in the past.

We find that the modulations in the years from 1974 to 1982 (which include transi-

tions through solar activity minimum as well as maximum) are also distinct though

only minor. The proton flux, e.g., did not vary by more than + 15 %. The increas-

ing number of interplanetary shocks and other disturbances due to increasing solar
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activity since 1977 did not at all influence the solar rotation averages nor did
they cause any enhancedscatter. This meansthat even huge deviations from the
average often caused by interplanetary shock waves are compensatedon a rather
short term basis, i.e. within one solar rotation. Furthermore, we find it note-
worthy that at times of maximumsolar activity both the particle flux and the
total energy deposited in the solar wind go through a minimum. There is also a
definite modulation of the average s-particle content (confirming and extending
the work by Feldmanet al., 1978), which is most pronounced in the low speed

wind. However, one should keep in mind that all these results may be valid only

for a rather limited region of the heliosphere, since they were achieved from

spacecraft moving only close to the ecliptic plane.

Finally I want to stress again the significance of certain deviations from

the average. Of course there are the wellknown though not at all well understood

interplanetary disturbances following solar transients such as flares and erup-

tive prominences. Apart from those even the "normal" acceleration mechanisms of

the solar wind may eventually become dramatically changed as was demonstrated

here. The existence of such strange though rare excursions from the average has

certainly to be taken into account in any theory of solar wind expansion.
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THE RADIAL EVOLUTION OF THE SOLAR WIND, i-I0 AU

P. R. Gazis and A. J. Lazarus

Center for Space Research and Department of Physics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT

We review the interplanetary plasma and magnetic field observations from
1 to I0 AU. Over this distance I) no clear reduction in average speed is

seen, the range of wind speeds becomes smaller though high speed streams are

still observed_ 2) the density, temperature and magnetic field profiles

become dominated by the large values seen in the "co-rotating interaction

regions"_ 3) the temperature falls more slowly than would be expected from a

simple, adiabatic model_ 4) co-rotating shocks appear beyond _3 AU in Voyager

data as opposed to beyond _1.5 AU in the Pioneer data_ 5) reverse shocks

appear later than forward shocks: reverse shocks do not begin to appear until

_4 AU_ 6) reverse shocks appear to decay more rapidly than forward shocks.

No clear effect due to interaction with the interstellar medium has been seen

in this radial range.

Solar Wind Bulk Parameters

In this Paper we shall discuss observations of the the solar wind

between 1 and I0 AU. The data were taken by the plasma science experiment

aboard the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft between day 260 of 1977 and day 200 of

1980. Data taken by the MIT IMP plasma experiment aboard the IMP 8

spacecraft at 1 AU during the same time period were used to enable us to
distinguish between radial and temporal variations in the solar wind.

Figure 1 shows solar wind bulk parameters observed by Voyager 1 at 1.3

and at 5.8 AU. One-hour avera6es of proton bulk velocity, number density,

and temperature are plotted against time for two solar rotations. The

density has been m_itiplied by heliocentric distance squared to account for

an assumed radial expansion.

The velocity trace at 1.3 AU shows the characteristic pattern of high

and low speed streams in the solar wind. Four high speed streams are

observed in this time period, or two streams per solar rotation. The

velocity varies smoothly_ there are no signs of co-rotating shocks. (The

apparent velocity Jump on day 287 does not have a correlated density or

temperature Jump and is not a shock. There may be a shock on day 300, but it

does not recur in the next solar rotation and thus is not a long-term

stream-associated event.) At this heliocentric distance, the velocity and

density are almost anticorrelated, as if the solar wind mass flux were

remaining constant in time. This type of behavior has been observed from the

Helios spacecraft at a smaller heliocentric distance. There is also a

correlation between velocity and temperature. These correlations will be

discussed at greater length later.
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Figure i: One-hour averages of the

solar wind bulk velocity, density,

and proton temperature observed from

Voyager 1 are plotted against time

for two solar rotations at 1.3 AU

and at 5.8 AU. The density has been

multiplied by heliocentric distance

squared to account for an assumed

radial expansion.

Figure 2: The solar wind bulk

velocity, density, and proton

temperature plotted against time for

two solar rotations at 5.8 AU and at

8.5 AU. Again, the density has been

multiplied by the square of

heliocentric distance. The top

three panels are identical with the

bottom three panels of Figure I.

At 5.8 AU, the character of the solar wind has changed markedly. As at

1.3 AU, two high speed streams are observed per solar rotation, but the

smoothly varying velocity profile that was observed at 1.3 AU has been

replaced by a new pattern of interaction regions bounded by shocks as was

observed by the Pioneer spacecraft [Smith and Wolfe, 197#]. The shocks are

observed on days 161, 167, 174, 179, and 191. The interaction regions run

from day 161 to day 167, from day 174 to day 179, and from day 191 to

approximately day 199. The density and temperature are high in the inter-

action regions and low in the surrounding streams.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the solar wind data taken at 5.8 AU with

data taken by Voyager 1 at 8.5 AU. The top three panels are identical with

the bottom panels of Figure i.
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At 8.5 AU, from day 216 onwards, one can see the same structure of

streams separated by interaction regions as was seen at 5.8 AU. A shock on

day 252, preceeds an interaction re_ion extendin_ from day 252 to
approximatly day 2b3. But while the density and temperature still vary over
a factor of ten or more, the range of the velocity variations observed at 8.3

AU is much reduced compared with that observed at 5.8 AU, which in turn is

smaller than that observed at 1.3 AU. Furthermore, the stream structure is

not always well defined. In the first half of the time period shown in the

figure (from day 186 to day 206) it is possible to observe a correlated

density and temperature enhancement, but the velocity structure is indistinct

and it is difficult to locate the shocks. The prominence of regions of

enhanced temperature and density, and hence of enhanced total pressure, is

characteristic of the solar wind at these large heliocentric distances.

The first two figures showed the details of the variation of solar wind

bulk parameters during a solar rotation. It is interesting to look at the

variation of average solar wind parameters with heliocentric radius. Many

comparisons have been made of solar wind data observed at different

spacecraft at different heliocentric radii during the limited time periods

surrounding spacecraft lineups [Collard and Wolfe, 1974; Smith and Wolfe,

1979; Burlaga etal, 1980; Collard etal, 1982]. One can compare data taken

at different spacecraft over longer time periods by taking into account the

solar wind travel time and the longitudinal separation between the two

spacecraft [Gazis and Lazarus, 1982; Burlaga etal, 1983]. A better way to

observe large scale radial trends in solar wind parameters is to compare

solar rotation averages of solar wind data taken by two spacecraft at

different heliocentric radii.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the averages of the solar wind bulk velocity,

density, and proton temperature versus heliocentric radius. Each average was

taken over two solar rotations. The filled symbols represent data taken by

Voyager i: the open symbols represent data taken by the IMP spacecraft over a

corresponding time period, allowing for the effects of solar wind travel time

and the longitudinal separation between the two spacecraft. The vertical

bars represent the width of the distribution of one-hour averages of each

parameter during the averaging period.

Between i and I0 AU, the solar wind velocity is seen to remain fairly

constant. While there are minor short term fluctuations, the average

velocity measured at Voyager and the average velocity measured at IMP c_ange

together, indicating that the changes are temporal rather than radial

variations. The discrepancy between the average velocity seen by Voyager at

6 AU and the velocity seen at IMP over the corresponding time period is due

to a large flare that was seen at Voyager near day 260 of 1979 but was not

seen at IMP. This event shows up elsewhere in our data. There is certainly

no sign of any long term radial acceleration or decelaration of the solar
wind.

The density, N, has been multiplied by the heliocentric radius square_

to account for an assumed radial expansion. The resultant quantity NR-

remains fairly constant with heliocentric radius. There are small variations

in the density seen both at Voyager and at IMP which are evidentally temporal

effects. The long term decrease in density seen at Voyager is also observed
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Figure 3: Two-solar-rotation averages of the solar wind bulk velocity,

density, and proton temperature are plotted versus heliocentric distance.

The filled symbols represent data taken by Voyager l, the open symbols

represent data taken by the IMP spacecraft over a corresponding time period,

allowing for the effects of solar wind travel time and the longitudinal

separation between the two spacecraft. The vertical bars represent the width

of the distribution of one-hour averages of each parameter during the

averaging period.
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at 1 AUby the IMP spacecraft for this time period (1977 to late 1980). This

decrease was also seen by the Helios spacecraft (Schwenn, 1982).

The solar wind proton temperature decrease_ with increasing heliocentric
radius relatively slowly, approximately as R-2 3. The temperature at i0 AU

is thus a factor of ten higher than would be predicted from the temperature

at 1 AU, assuming that the solar wind expanded adiabatically as a perfect gas

with T=5/3. This type of radial profile has also been observed in data taken

by the Pioneer spacecraft [Smith and Wolfe, 197g; Kaiser, 198_}. The

temperature decreases more or less monotonicallywith increasing heliocentric

radius. There is no sign of any minimum, such as has been suggested might be

the case due to an interaction with the interstellar medium [Holzer, 1972;

Axford, 1973; Holzer, 1977]. It has been suggested by Goldstein and Jokipii

[1977] that heating of the solar wind due to the interaction between high and

low speed streams will produce a local minimum in solar wind temperature

between 2 and 3 AU. However, the existence of such a well-defined local

minimum is dependent upon the assumption that the solar wind velocity

structure is very regular, which was not the case from late 1977 to late

1980.

Figure 4 is a two-dimensional contour plot showing the correlation of

density versus bulk velocity. Each contour is at 50_ the level of the

preceeding one. The density has been multiplied by the heliocentric radius

squared to account for an assumed radial expansion. Each panel is

constructed from hourly averages of Voyager i data over two solar rotations.

The top panel of Figure 4 shows the correlation at 1.3 AU. At this

heliocentric distance, the velocity appears to be anti-correlated with

density. This anti-correlation is particularly evident if one examines the

lower left hand boundaries of the contours.

Goldstein and Jokipii [1977] suggested that this anti-correlation

between velocity and densl_y at 1 AU would disappear at larger heliocentric

radii due to the interaction between high and low speed streams in the solar

wind. The second panel of Figure _ shows the correlation at 5.8 AU. Here

the range of observed velocities is much less than that observed at 1.3 AU.

The anti-correlation of density and velocity observed at 1.3 AU has

disappeared. Note, however, the new peak in the contours at V_450 km-sec -I ,

and NR2---15 cm -3, which corresponds to the material at high density and

intermediate velocity which has collected in the interaction regions.

The last panel of Figure 4 shows the correlation at 8.5 AU. One sees a

more pronounced version of the picture seen at 5.8 AU: The velocity range is

smaller still, there is no sign of an anti-correlation between density and

velocity, and the peak of material at intermediate velocity and high density

in the interaction regions has become clearer.

The three panels of Figure 5 show plots of the correlation between

velocity and thermal speed at 1.3, 5.8 and 8.5 AU. At 1.3 AU, as shown in

the top panel, the correlation between velocity and thermal speed is quite

dramatic. The solar wind at 1.3 AU is seen to be maintaining a flow with an

almost constant thermal Mach number, Mtz-8.
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional contour

plots showing the correlation of

density versus bulk velocity at 1.3,

5.8 and 8.5 AU. Each panel is a

plot of hourly averages of Voyager 1
data over two solar rotations. The

density has been multiplied by the

heliocentric radius squared to
account for an assumed radial

expansion.

Figure 5: Two-dimensional contour

plots showing the correlation of

thermal speed versus bulk velocity

at 1.3, 5.8 and 8.5 AU. Each panel

is a plot of hourly averages of

Voyager 1 data over two solar

rotations.

Since the solar wind is observed to cool with increasing heliocentric

radius, one might expect the thermal Mach number of the solar wind to

increase with increasing heliocentric radius. As can be seen in the second

panel (5.8 AU), this increase in thermal Mach number does indeed occur. In

addition, a new peak has formed in the contours at an intermediate velocity

V_450 km-s -I, and most probable thermal speed W_30 km-s -I. As in the last

two panels of Figure 4, this new peak is due to material which has

accumulated in the interaction regions.
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At 8.5 AU, the thermal Mach number of the flow has increased still

further, and the peak due to material in the interaction regions has become

still stronger.

In summary, the average solar wind bulk velocity remains constant

between i and i0 AU; there is no sign of any long term acceleration or

deceleration of the solar wind. The average density of the solar wind varies

as R-2, which is consistent with uniform radial expansion; there is no sign

of any lattitudinal divergence or convergence of the solar wind flow. The

average proton temperature varies as R 2_3, slower than would be expected for

any adiabatic law. The radial profile of the average proton temperature

shows no sign of any effect due to the interaction of the solar wind with the

interstellar medium.

Co-rotating Shocks in the Solar Wind

One of the more promin_t physical effects in the solar wind at large

heliocentric radii is the appearance of co-rotating shocks. We made a survey

of all shocks seen by the Voyager 1 spacecraft between day 260 of 1977 and

day 200 of 1980. It was difficult to detect shocks with velocity Jumps less

than 20 km-s -I reliably from our high resolution plasma data. However since

the shock velocity proved to be generally of the order of twice the velocity

Jump, and since the observed Alfven speeds were almost always greater than _0

km-s -I, we feel confident that we have observed most of the fast shocks in

the solar wind. Nevertheless, this lower threshold of approximately 20

km-s -I must be kept in mind when examining the data which follow.

Numerous theoretical models have been made of the solar wind stream

structure and the onset and structure of co-rotating shocks in the solar wind

[Hundhausen, 1973; Gosling et al, 1978; Siscoe, 1977; Pizzo, 19821. The

predicted location of shock formation generally lies between I and 3 AU and

it is predicted that reverse shocks will form before the forward shocks.

Figure 6 shows a plot of the frequency of occurence of forward and

reverse fast shocks plotted versus heliocentric radius. (At the Solar Wind V

conference we showed plots of shock frequency and average parameters for all

shocks. Here we show plots of data for fast shocks only) The frequency is a

running average obtained from groups of twelve successive shocks. In the

period during which our observations were made, the forward shocks were first

observed in the region beyond 3 AU. The exact heliocentric radius at which

the forward shocks began to form cannot be determined more precisely from the

Voyager 1 data because the Voyager 1 plasma experiment was not operational

between 2 and 3 AU. The reverse shocks form later than the forward shocks:

Reverse shocks did not begin to appear in our data until the spacecraft had

reached a heliocentric distance of _ AU. The reverse shocks were only half

as numerous as the forward shocks. Furthermore, the reverse shocks appear to

"disappear" sooner than the forward shocks as they propagate outward from the

sun, though this may be a consequence of our detection threshold of

approximately 20 km-s -I •

It is interesting to observe the radial variation of various parameters

related to shock strength: Figure 7 shows a plot of the radial variation of

the average of the density ratio for forward and reverse fast shocks. The
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Figure 7: The radial variation of

the average of the density ratio for

forward and reverse fast shocks.

The density has been averaged over

groups of twelve successive shocks.

The filled symbols represent

averages over forward shocks, the

open symbols represent averages over

reverse shocks.

density ratio has been averaged over groups of twelve successive shocks. The

average density ratio of the forward shocks does not appear to vary strongly

with heliocentric distance. While the density ratio across individual shocks

was observed to vary between 1 and the theoreticsl maximum of 4, the

twelve-shock-average density ratio only varies between 1.7 and 3. The

average density ratio of the reverse shocks also does not appear to depend

upon heliocentric distance. The reverse shocks are weaker on the avers_e

than the forward shocks. While the density ratio across individual reverse

shocks also was observed to vary between 1 and 4, the average density ratio

across the reverse shocks remains in the vicinity of 2.

Figure 8 shows a plot versus heliocentric distance of twelve-shock

running avera@es of the velocity Jump across forward and reverse fast shocks.

As in Fi6ure 7, the forward shocks are once more seen to be stronger than the

reverse shocks. The velocity Jump across the forward shocks is larger, and
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Figure 9: The radial variation of

the average of the shock speed for
forward shocks and reverse fast

shocks. The shock speed is measured
relative to the unshocked medium.

The shock speed has been averaged

over groups of twelve successive

shocks. The filled symbols

represent averages over forward

shocks, the empty symbols represent
averages over reverse shocks.

decreases more slowly with increasing distance than does the velocity Jump
across the reverse shocks.

Since we measure the vector velocities and magnetic fields before and

after each shock, there are a number of means by which we can attempt to
determine the shock speeds. Figure 9 shows a plot of the twelve shock

running average of the shock speeds for forward and reverse fast shocks

plotted versus heliocentric distance. In view of the previous results, it is

not surprising to note that the forward shocks are faster and remain faster
longer than the reverse shocks.

Figure i0 shows a schematic representation of the velocity profile

across an interaction region. The top panel shows the velocity profile of an
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Figure i0: A schematic representation of the velocity profile across an

interaction region. The top panel shows the velocity profile of an

interaction region near the sun, the lower panel shows the velocity profile

of the same interaction region at a larger heliocentric radius.

interaction region near to the sun, the lower panel shows the velocity

profile of the same inters_tion region at a larger heliocentric distance. As

can he seen, there are two competing processes which conspire to reduce the

velocity Jump across the shocks which bound the interaction regions as they

are convected outward from the sun: First, the low speed material in the

region which preceeds the interaction region and the high speed material in

the region which follows the interaction region will be overtaken by or will

overtake, respectively, the interaction region as the interaction region is

convected outwards from the sun. Second, the shocks which hound the

interaction region are themselves propagating into the regions outside the

interaction region. But since the regions preceeding and following the

interaction region contain velocity gradients, both of these effects will

cause the velocity Jump across the boundaries to be reduced. It is easy to

see that those shocks which happen to form with a larger velocity Jump will

retain a larger Jump than those shocks which form with a smaller velocity

Jump.

In summary, we observed that in our data, forward co-rotating shocks

formed earlier than did the reverse co-rotating shocks: at a heliocentric

distance of 2-3 AU as opposed to _-4 AU. In many senses the forward shocks

wsre _stronger' than the reverse shock. The forward shocks had a larger
density ratio than the reverse shocks: 3 as opposed to 2. The forward shocks

were faster and had a higher velocity Jump than the reverse shocks. The

forward shocks were seen to occur almost twice as frequently as the reverse

shocks. Finally, the forward shocks appeared to last longer than did the

reverse shocks, though this observation may be due to selection effects. The

reverse shocks may be becoming sufficiently weak by the end of our survey so

that some of them fall below our detection threshold.
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SPATIAL DEPENDENCES IN THE DISTANT SOLAR WIND: PIONEERS i0 & 11
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ABSTRACT

Pioneer i0, ii observations of the solar wind and magnetic field between i and

20 AU are reviewed. Spatial dependences, which are emphasized, must be inferred in

the presence of large temporal variations including solar cycle effects. The separ-

ation of spatial and temporal dependences is achieved principally through the use

of multipoint observations including baseline measurements at 1 AU. Measurements

of the solar wind parameters (radial speed, flux, proton temperature) and of the

magnetic field magnitude and components are compared with two theories, the Parker

theory which assumes radial, azimuthally symmetric flow and the Goldstein-Jokipil

theory which includes effects associated with stream-stream interactions. The

observed radial gradients in the proton density and velocity and the magnetic field

are consistent with the Parker model. The temperature falloff is not adiabatic

which reveals the strong heating effect of stream interactions. The second order

effects anticipated by the Goldstein-Jokipil model are obscured to a large extent

by the much larger time variations. However, they cannot be present to the extent

implied by the specific input conditions assumed in their numerical model near

the sun which correspond to overly strong streams. A qualitative dependence of

field magnitude on heliomagnetic latitude, i.e., referred to the observed location

of the heliospheric current sheet, has been derived. The field strength has been

found to decrease with distance from the current sheet. The identification of

effects of the interstellar gas, e.g. mass loading, has been made difficult by

the time variations and by the continuing strong influence of stream-stream inter-

actions.

Introduction

The solar wind conferences come at convenient intervals for reviewing progress

in many research areas, among them our understanding of hellospheric structure.

This article is a review of Pioneer i0, ii observations of the solar wind and mag-

netic field in the outer heliosphere. Pioneer i0 is now beyond 25 AU and is pro-

ceeding in the general direction of the tail of the heliosphere. Pioneer ii, after

having spent several years crossing the solar system enroute to Saturn from Jupiter,

is now beyond i0 AU and is travelling toward the nose of the heliosphere. This

enormous extension of the limits of observation over the past decade is revealing

how the heliospheric properties vary with distance from the sun.

Knowledge of spatial dependences, however, must be extracted from large tem-

poral variations occurring over a broad range of time scales. During the time

taken for the Pioneers to reach their current locations, the solar cycle has varied

between the minimum in 1974 to the recent maximum of 1979. The source regions on
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the sun from which the solar wind originates appear to have changed significantly,
e.g., from large polar coronal holes to the lower latitude sites of flares and cor-
onal transients. These solar cycle changesmayhave resulted in changes on shorter
time scales that are qualitatively different during the minimum and maximumin
solar activity. Various attempts are being madeto cope with time variations in
an effort to distinguish them from spatial dependences. Whenthis separation is
successful, useful information is obtained on both types of dependences.

Scientific interest in large scale spatial dependencesderives from attempts
to understand the evolution of the solar wind, its interaction with the local in-

terstellar gas and its effect on galactic cosmic rays. As the solar wind propa-

gates into the outer hellosphere, it not only expands radially but is strongly

affected by the interaction between fast and slow streams (Hundhausen, 1973; Smith

and Wolfe, 1976; Hundhausen and Gosling, 1976; Smith and Wolfe, 1977; Dryer et al.,

1978). The two Pioneers are now reaching distances at which the solar wind inter-

action with the inflowlng interstellar neutrals might become evident. An under-

standing of how the properties of cosmic rays are modified when they reach the

inner hellosphere depends on the medium through which they have travelled (Fisk,

1979; McDonald et al., 1979; Van Allen, 1980; Webber and Lockwood, 1981; McKibben

et al., 1982).

The results presented in this review complement earlier Pioneer reports on spa-

tial dependences, some of them prepared in conjunction with past solar wind confer-

ences (Collard and Wolfe, 1974; Smith, 1974; Parker and Joklpll, 1976; Rosenherg

et al., 1978; Mihalov and Wolfe, 1978; Smith and Wolfe, 1979; Collard et al., 1982).

The results are also complementary to corresponding studies based on Voyagers 1 and

2 (Gazls and Lazarus, 1982, 1983; Burlaga et al., 1982).

Theoretical Background

The simplest, physically reasonable model against which to compare the obser-

vations is based on spherically symmetric, time stationary solar wind flow (Parker

1963, Hundhausen 1972). The solar wind properties are derived from the hydrody-

namic equations, which express the conservation of flux of mass, momentum and

energy, combined with Maxwell's equations. These equations lead to expressions

for radial gradients in the solar wind flux and in the magnetic field components.

The behavior of the temperature, which is only one term among several in the energy

equation, is generally more complicated. The assumption that the solar wind expands

adiabatically leads to the simplest dependence of temperature on distance (Parker,

1963) although other formulations exist that include the effect of thermal conduc-

tion (see review in Hundhausen, 1972). This model involves serious limitations,

specifically the complete disregard of those dependences that lead to solar wind

streams and their interactions.

Some of these basic limitations are overcome in the model of Goldstein and

Jokipil (1977). They write the hydrodynamic equations in a general form in which

longitudinal dependences and time variations are explicitly included. Their expres-

sions for the radial gradients of the principal conserved parameters then show their

dependence on space and time. The equations of motion are solved numerically for

several different cases corresponding to different solar wind properties at a base

level above the corona. In one model for a high speed stream, the speed, v, and

density, n, are anti-correlated since this feature of solar wind streams is common-

ly observed at 1 AU. Other models involve radially symmetric but time dependent
streams as well as streams in which n and v are uncorrelated. Basic solar wind
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parameters derived numerically from the model are then averaged over a solar rota-
tion and their evolution with radial distances studied. In this way, the effect

of stream-stream interactions on the radial gradients is exhibited.

One of the principal limitations associated with the Goldstein-Jokipll model

is the extent to which the solar wind is driven by fast streams. The specific

values for their input functions correspond to very strong streams with the con-

sequence that the interaction effects are exaggerated. For example, compression

ceases at _ 5 AU and is followed at greater distances by a re-expanslon of the

solar wind (an effect referred to as a "rebound"). The data to be presented below

do not show such behavior, certainly not at distances of 5 AU, so that the scale

on which stream effects are occurring is significantly greater than implied by the

model. Nevertheless, the model is useful in assessing the qualitative effects of

stream-stream interactions on the radial gradients and provides a good baseline

against which to compare the observations.

The predictions of these two models are summarized in Table i. The gradients

of principal interest are those involving the radial component of the solar wind

velocity, Vr, the particle flux, nVr, the isotroplc temperature, T, and the radial

and azimuthal field components, B r and B_. The Goldsteln-Jokipil model includes

other parameters, including those representing angular momentum flux, however, they

have not been compared systematically with the observations and are not included

in the table.

In addition to models which deal with the evolution of the solar wind with

distance, there are a number of models of the interaction of the solar wind with

the inflowing interstellar gas (Axford, 1972, 1973; Holzer, 1972, 1977; Fahr et

al., 1978; Wallis, 1978). The principal consequences of this interaction are

charge exchange ionization of the interstellar neutrals by solar wind protons

leading to so-called mass loading and a deceleration and heating of the solar

wind. In face of the obvious strong effects of stream-stream interactions, the

solar wind interaction with the interstellar gas has thus far received much less

attention in published studies of spatial dependences.

Observations and Analysis

This section is a review of the most recent analyses of Pioneer i0, Ii obser-

vations as they pertain to spatial dependences. Most analyses have emphasized

radial dependences. Suppression of longitudinal dependences, and by inference

the effect of stream-stream interactions, has been attempted by averaging over an

integral number of solar rotations. With few exceptions, possible latitude

dependences have been ignored, presumably because the latitude differences are

small compared to changes in radial distance. Care must be exercised to avoid

confusing spatial with long-term temporal dependences. Multl-polnt observations

have been used to make this distinction and to assess the extent to which time

variations are present.

A study of the radial dependences of the basic solar wind parameters has

recently been carried out by Kayser et al. (1983). Pioneer i0 and II observations

of v, nv, n and T have been analyzed both separately and as a composite date set.

In the following, the results obtained from the joint Pioneer I0, II analyses are

presented. In general, these results are in good agreement with those resulting

from analyzing the data from each spacecraft. Least squares fits to the observa-

tions were obtained using averages over three successive solar rotations.
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TABLE 1

RADIAL GRADIENTS

PARAMETER

V r

nV r

T

B r

B_

RADIAL DEPENDENCE

PARKER

constant

(slight increase)

r-2

r-_

o 4 _ 4 4/3

r-2

r-1

GOLDSTEIN-JOKIPII a

slight decrease,
then increase

(Figure i)

-2
" r

(Eq. 6)

minimum at ~ I AU,

then increase

(Figure 4)

-2
r

(Eq. 7)

VrB ¢ _ r-l,

rB# : secondary maximum
(Fig. 3)

a - The figures and equations in this column are to be found in the

article by Goldstein and Joklpil.

The least squares fit to the solar wind speed leads to a result:

18
-I) = (468 ± (-0.03 ± .02),v (km sec 17 ) r**

where the double star is the usual Fortran symbol for "raised to the power as

follows". There is little, if any, statistically significant dependence of the

solar wind speed on radial distance. The Parker theory predicts a slight increase

in speed with distance as the basic acceleration associated with the conversion

of thermal into convective energy asymptomatlcally approaches zero. The Goldstein
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and Jokipii model (for the case in which v and n are anticorrelated at the source)

leads to a slight decrease in v as a result of the transfer of momentum from the

faster moving, but less dense, stream to the slower moving, more dense stream.

Neither effect appears to be present in the observations to a significant degree.

Thus, the average solar wind speed appears to be independent of distance.

Figure I shows the Pioneer i0 speeds averaged over intervals of three solar

rotations from launch in 1972 through 1980. The solid curve represents correspond-

ing averages from several spacecraft making simultaneous observations near 1 AU as

compiled by King (1979). A preliminary attempt was made to accommodate radial
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r-4
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E

45O
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0

''1

350

300

I I I I

IAU

o---o pIONEER I0

I I I I
72 74 76 78 80 82

TIME

Figure I. Solar wind speed at 1AU and as observed by Pioneer I0. The

solid llne shows the variation in solar wind speed at I AU from 1972

(launch of Pioneer I0) to solar maximum in 1980. The well documented

increase in speed during solar minimum is evident as well as the gradual

decrease toward solar maximum. The open circles connected by straight

lines are average Pioneer I0 speeds measured between I and 10 AU coro-

tared back to i AU. In general, the average speed at large distances

is well correlated with the solar wind speed at 1AU. (J. A. Slavin

carried out the analysis and prepared this figure.)
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and azimuthal delays and to account for propagation of the solar wlnd from i AU to
Pioneer. Undoubtedly, a more accurate correction for the delays is possible and
desirable, but the essential features of the comparison are evident in the figure.

The figure shows the extent to which significant time variations are present.
The average values vary betweenmaximumand minimumby _ 150 km sec-I. In addition
to large variations from year-to-year, a secular variation is evident wlth hlgh
speeds prevailing near solar minimum(1974-76) and low speeds being observed near
solar maximum. There is a reasonably close correspondence between the speed vari-
ations at I AU and at large distances, Pioneer I0 having reached 25 AU in 1982.
Clearly, a small radial dependence in speed could be masked by the relatively
large temporal variations.

Figure 2 is a plot of proton flux, nv, one of the parameters that is conserved
in the equations of motion. A least squares logarithmic flt to these data (Kayser
et al., 1983) leads to

1000_
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!

E
U
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x"

z
0
I-'-

0

" 1

0.1

I I I I

nv (106cm -2 sec-I) = 194 r-1"7

_ ",O

- _ --

o PIONEER 10 x\

m PIONEER 11

I I I I
2 5 10 20

DISTANCE, AU

Figure 2. Solar wind proton flux as a function of radial distance from

1 to 20 AU. The flux, averaged over three successive solar rotations,

is shown for both Pioneer I0 and II. The dashed llne passing through

the data points corresponds to a dependence of r-2. The solid line is

a least squares flt to the observations. The scatter about thls straight

llne fit appears to be substantially less than for n or v alone presum-

ably as a consequence of the antlcorrelatlon between n and v.
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nv (108 cm-2sec-I) = (1.9 ± 0.2) r** (-1.74 ± .04).

Both theoretical models predict an r-2 dependenceimplying the observed decrease
is less rapid than expected. This deviation is attributed to an increase in solar
wind flux, specifically an increase in n since v is decreasing, during the approach
to solar maximum. An analysis of n similar to that which leads to Figure 1 does
reveal a significant increase in density in 1977-78 in both the 1 AU and the Pioneer
data. Again, although the results.appear consistent with an r -2 dependenceif the
flow had been radially symmetric, second order radial dependences could be masked
by time variations. With a more careful, quantitative comparison, it might be pos-
sible to reduce this uncertainty significantly.

The radial gradient in the proton temperature is shownin Figure 3. The least
squares fit to these data, obtained by Kayser et al. (1983), yields:

100

o

I0

I I I I

[] T(101)K) = 7!) r -0" 57

O O

O O O

°o °
[] - _ O_o__

_ D 0%0

o PIONEER 10

[] PIONEER 11

O

3 I I I I
1 2 5 10 20

DISTANCE, AU

Figure 3. Proton temperature dependence on distance. The temperatures

derived from both Pioneers, averaged over three solar rotations, are

shown between 1 and 20 AU. The stralght llne is a least squares fit to

the observations. A large amount of scatter is apparent in the data

and seems to be correlated with simultaneous large variations in solar

wind speed (shown in Fig. I).
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1.1

T(103k) = (73 ± 1.0] r** (-0.57 ± .07).

This result is clearly inconsistent with r-4/3 and with a simple adiabatic expan-

sion of the solar wind. The temperature dependence is qualitatively consistent

with the Goldstein-Jokipii model in which heating is a significant accompaniment

of the stream interactions. However, it does not agree quantitatively with their

model which predicts an actual reversal in the gradient inside 5 AU leading to a

temperature maximum near 5 AU. This feature of the model is one aspect of the

solar wind being driven too hard as a result of the choice of input function.

Earlier analyses of the dependence of the magnetic field parameters on radial

distance have been extended recently by Thomas et al. (1983). The field strength

is a particularly appropriate parameter to study because typical interplanetary

field fluctuations over intervals of minutes to hours tend to conserve B. Figure

4 shows magnetic field magnitudes from Pioneers I0 and ii averaged over spatial

intervals of 0.5 AU. The averages have been multiplied by a factor of [(r -2 + r-4)/

2]-1/2 which is appropriate to the Parker model and which adjusts the obser-

vations to the equivalent field strength to 1 AU. The least squares straight line

fit implies that, on the average, the field magnitude reproduces the expected

relation very closely. In addition, the average value of = 6 nT corresponds well

with long-term averages of the field strength at i AU.
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Figure 4. Interplanetary magnetic field magnitudes observed by Pioneer.

The measured field strengths were averaged over successive distance in-

tervals of 0._ AU. They were then multiplied by a factor of [(r -2 +

r-4)/2] -I/2, derived from the Parker spiral field model, to produce the

equivalent field strength at 1AU. The values were then plotted against

distance as shown. The straight line is a least squares fit to the

composite data set. The absence of a significant slope shows that the

decrease in B is consistent with the Parker model.
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Significant departures from the average are evident in Figure 4 and these have
been investigated with the results shown in Figure 5 (Slavln et al., 1983) The

adjusted field magnitude from Pioneer ii is shown as a function of time and is

superposed on the annual averages as measured at 1 AU. In spite of somewhat greater

variability in the Pioneer averages, the general trends and the values at 1 AU are

reproduced reasonably well. The latter show the decrease in B near solar minimum,

previously identified by King (1979), as well as a significant increase during the

approach to solar maximum identified recently by Slavln and Smith (1983). Thus,

the secular variation at 1 AU is matched by corresponding changes at large radial

distances. The tendency for the field at Pioneer to be systematically less than

the field at 1 AU may be attributable to a latitude dependence. This hypothesis

is consistent with an analysis presented below and is presently under study.
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Figure 5. Variation in magnetic field magnitude at i AU and at Pioneer.

The solid llne corresponds to measured fields at 1 AU. The decrease

in B near solar minimum (_ 1975) shows up at both 1 AU and at the

larger distances in the Pioneer i0 and ii data. The Pioneer field

values appear to be systematically lower, a feature that is discussed
in the text.
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The azmuthal field component, B_, has also been studied in a similar anal-
ysis. Figure 6 shows values of B_, averaged over 0.5 AU intervals, after being
multiplied by the corresponding radial distance• According to the Parker model,
rB_ should be constant, a prediction which is fulfilled very well as shown by
the straight line representing a least squares fit to the observations. This result
contrasts somewhatwith the Goldstein-Jokipil model which for somecases implies a
slightly more rapid decrease of B_ than r -I. The equivalent azimuthal component
at I AU is only about 3 nT on the average• This value is low comparedto the more
typical value of about 6/_/2-= 4.4 nT. This tendency is one aspect of the lower
than anticipated average for B noted above and may be caused by Pioneer being
persistently at a higher latitude than the spacecraft orbiting at i AU.
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Figure 6. Azimuthal field component as a function of distance• Pioneer

I0, 11 measurements of B_ were averaged over distance intervals of

0.5 AU. They were then multiplied by the average radial distance at

which the data were acquired to obtain a value corresponding to the

equivalent field component at I AU. The resulting points do not show

any significant dependence on r (as attested to by the least squares

straight llne whose slope is approximately zero)• Thus, on the average,

B_ decreases as r-I between i and 11AU.

The radial component has been investigated and has been found to be consistent

with an r-2 dependence as predicted by both theoretical models• The analysis of

r 2 B_ vs r shows much greater variability than for B or B_. Enhanced variabil-

ity _s attributable to B r tending at large distance to become orthogonal to the

average field direction, and, hence, susceptible to the interplanetary field fluc-

tuations, and to the very low average values at large distances. The latitudinal

or north-south field component, B0, has also been studied and the long-term

average has been found to be zero within statistical uncertainty•
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The agreement of Br, B_, and B with the Parker model implies that, on the
average, the field is along t_e Parker spiral. In a previous analysis, the observed

field was rotated into a reference frame with one axis along the spiral direction.

Histograms of the azimuth angle of the field, #B, showed a close correspondence

with the two angles (0 ° and 180 °) corresponding to the spiral from i to 8.5 AU and

during solar minimum conditions (Thomas and Smith, 1980). The study of individual

regions also showed a good correspondence with the spiral direction, especially

within interaction regions.

Possible dependence of field magnitude on latitude has also been investigated

by Thomas et al. (1983). Figure 7 shows the adjusted magnitude as a function of

"hellomagnetic" latitude rather than hellographic latitude. Since the hellospherlc

current sheet (sector boundary) constitutes a basic "plane" of symmetry, the distance

of the observations above or below the current sheet was considered more appropriate

to a search for latitude dependences than the distance referred to the solar equator.

This possibility was tested by using the sector structure, during a particularly

stable interval, to obtain a qualitative measure of magnetic latitude.
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Figure 7. Interplanetary field strength as a function of heliomagnetlc

latitude. The adjusted magnitude of the field is plotted against a

qualitative measure of the distance from the heliospherlc current sheet

or "magnetic latitude". The latter was basically derived from knowledge

of the current sheet location (observed twice per solar rotation as a

reversal in field polarity) and the assumption that the distance from

the current sheet varies slnusoldally with time.
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The result (Figure 7) shows a decrease in B with increasing latitude. This
finding is consistent with less tightly spiraled fields at high latitude (alterna-
tively, decreasing B_) as well as with an increase in solar wind speed with lat-
itude (since B_ = Br _ r/v). Since the current sheet (the heliomagnetic equator),
is typically found inside interaction regions, which are compression regions of
enhancedB, the data inside and adjacent to interaction regions were analyzed sep-
arately. The magnetic latitude effect was also found in the rarefaction regions.

Discussion

As the Pioneer observations have been extended outward, to beyond 25 AUin the
case of Pioneer I0, manyproperties of the solar wind, averaged over one or more
solar rotations, continue to agree with the simple Parker model. This result holds
for the solar wind speed and proton flux and for the magnetic field magnitude and
components. Although Parker pointed out the consequencesof an adiabatic decrease
on temperature, his analysis was based on the more general polytrope relation and
he made the point that non-adlabatlc behavior would not be surprising. In fact,
the proton temperature is strongly affected by local heating at stream-stream
interfaces.

The principal limitation on comparison between theory and observation is
associated with the large time variations occurring from month-to-month, year-to-
year and over the solar cycle. Thesevariations introduce a large amount of scatter
into the basic data and may be obscuring departures from the simple theory which
would otherwise be apparent. The deviations from the Parker model associated with
stream-stream interactions, or interactions with the interstellar gas, are clearly
of low order as can be seen in the predictions of the appropriate models. Thus,
although the solar wind is strongly overdriven in the Goldsteln-Joklpll model, the
perturbations are still relatively small. Basically, the solar wind momentumand
energy fluxes are dominated by the convective terms, nmv2 and 1/2 nmv3, on which
small perturbations are superposed.

The effort to distinguish small perturbations in the presence of the large
time variations has barely begun. The obvious approach is to make greater use of
multlpolnt observations. In addition to comparisons with baseline observations
near i AU, muchmoreneeds to be done in comparing Pioneer and Voyager observations.
However, progress will inevitably depend on analyzing differences in parameters
measuredat two locations or differences between theory and observation. Such
studies will ultimately have to face issues relating to the accuracy of the basic
measurements,a problem that is undoubtedly more acute for the plasma measurements,
especially n and T, than for the magnetic field measurements.

Progress in identifying the effect of the interstellar gas has been slow in
the face of the continuing strong influence of stream-stream interactions. It may
be that the interstellar interaction will only become evident at sufficiently
large distances that the stream effects have died out. The latter is undoubtedly

occurring, the most obvious evidence being the wearing away of solar wind streams

as the high and low speeds are progressively eliminated. It may be that the stream

effects are quenched nearer the sun during solar minimum than during solar maximum

(Smith et al., 1983). Thus, the approaching minimum may provide a favorable oppor-

tunity for studying the interstellar interaction.

Another approach to discriminating against stream interactions would be to

concentrate on the solar wind properties within rarefractlon regions, i.e., the
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trailing portions of high speed streams. It may prove simpler to identify and
eliminate rarefractlon effects than compression effects, especially since the
former may be opposite in sense to the heating and deceleration presumably caused
by the interstellar gas. Clearly, much analysis remains to be done before an
assessment can be made of the extent to which the interstellar gas is affecting
the solar wind properties.

An aspect of the observations that also needs more study is the nature of the
correlations between the various solar wind and magnetic field parameters such as
v & T, n & B, etc. (Joklpli, 1976). Such correlations, which appear to be present
on different time scales, are important to studies of the internal solar wind dyn-
namics as well as to the study of spatial dependences. Such correlations are an
important aspect of the Goldsteln-Jokipli model and are a potentially useful means
of identifying stream interaction effects. According to the theory, they represent
signatures of compression and rarefaction (including the possible rebound phenome-
non).

At present we find ourselves with a network of four spacecraft proceeding
into the outer heliosphere in various directions and at significantly different
latitudes. A decade ago, none of us would have expected to be confronted with
such a fortunate situation. However, we can expect, from this embarrassment of
riches, to obtain answers in the not too distant future to many of the questions
with which we are now struggling.
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SOLAR WIND PROTON TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FROM PIONEER I0 AND II AND CLOSER DATA

J. D. Mihalov
NASA-Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035

ABSTRACT

The heliocentric gradient of solar wind proton temperature is reported
for 7 alignment periods of Pioneers I0 and/or II with nearer Pioneer, IMP or
ISEE spacecraft, during 1973 to 1979, spanning the distance range overall of
0.7 to 18 AU. The results are consistent with other pertinent results for
this gradient. In addition, it is found that the gradient is steeper when the
average temperature nearer the Sun (I AU) is higher during 1973-74.

Introduction

Results for the heliocentric gradient of scalar or isotropic proton
temperature over a distance range of about 1 to 18 AU are given here. The
method used is to compare data from time intervals of alignment of nearer
(Pioneer Venus, IMP or ISEE) and more distant (Pioneer I0 or II) spacecraft
(±45 deg heliocentric longitude difference) similar to the procedure used
for study of the heliocentric variation of speed (Collard et al., 1982). Such
time intervals are 90 days long, except for a Pioneer Venus interval limited
to 50 days by the longitude restriction. Seven alignment periods have been
used for this study. The alignment times of the Collard et al. study were
used; these were supplemented by more recent results for mean speeds and
alignment times for more distant data.

Detailed Procedure

Data within the selected, aligned time intervals were organized into
half-day averages of individual hourly averages for the IMP and ISEE 3 (King,
1979; 1983) and Pioneer Venus spacecraft, and into half-day averages of
individual hourly samples, except for a few instances for which hourly
averages were used, for the cases of Pioneers I0 and II. Half-day temperature
averages that correspond with values missing in the matching, aligned time
intervals were deleted, with two exceptions. In one case a slight shift of
alignment was made to a portion of a temperature record that permitted better
matching of the associated stream structures. Also, the earliest Pioneer II
time interval_ which extended from 1.40 to 2.24 AU in heliocentric distance,
was treated as nine separate, adjoining time intervals that correspond to
separate solar wind streams.

Following these adjustments, the half-day average values remaining for
each +45 deg interval of longitude were averaged together to form 90 day
averag--es (50 days for Pioneer Venus), without further consideration of stream
structure or possible three-dimensional geometry. Then a power law was
assumed for the radial distance dependence of proton temperature, and the
power law exponents, m , were calculated, each from one nearer and one more
distant 90 day average. The results are given in the Table which presents, in
addition to the power-law exponents, the time intervals of the data, the
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numbers of half-day samples used in computation of the exponents, and the
average tmperatures for the various intervals. The different spacecraft are
nearly all at positive heliographic latitudes during these intervals, except
for the final Pioneer II interval.

Discussion

The values reported here for power-law exponents represent slower
decreases than that for an adiabatic expansion. This is probably a conse-
quence of heating due to interactions associated with shocked plasma of
corotating streams. Conceivably a portion of some heating above the adiabatic
value, particularly at the greater distances, could be a result of interaction
between the solar wind and the interstellar medium; such effects should be
clearer in analyses of Pioneer I0 and II data from greater distances, as these
two spacecraft are proceeding on escape trajectories in approximately opposite
directions through the heliosphere.

The data of the Table indicate that the temperature gradient is steeper
when the temperatures at 1AU are higher. For 1973-74, average temperatures
at 1AU are hot (I.2 - 1.4 x I05K) and power law exponents in the range from
-0.87 to -I.00 are found. For 1975-78, with cooler average temperatures at 1
AU (0.6 - 0.8 x 105 K), these exponents are in the -0.55 to -0.71 range.
The later times with cooler temperatures at 1AU tend to correspond with more
distant locations for Pioneers I0 and If.

The gradient values reported here are consistent with the results of
other Pioneer and Voyager studies, e. g., those of Mihalov and Wolfe (1978)
(-0.52 exponent for the 1.2 to 12.2 AU distance range), Gazis and Lazarus
(1982) (-0.7+0.2 exponent for the 1 to 9 AU range), and Kayser et al.
(submitted, T982) (-0.57+0.07 exponent for the _I to 20.5 AU distance
range).
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THEORY OF INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM DIAGNOSTICS
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Abstract. The theoretical interpretation of observed interplanetary resonance

luminescence patterns is used as one of the most promising methods to

determine the state of the local interstellar medium (LISM). However, up to

now these methods have led to discrepant results that would be hard to

understand in the framework of any physical LISM scenario. Assuming that the

observational data are reliable, two possibilities which could help to resolve

these discrepancies are discussed: a) The current modeling of resonance

luminescence patterns is unsatisfactory and has to be improved, and b) the

extrapolated interstellar parameters are not indicative of the unperturbed

LISM state, but rather designate an intermediate state attained in the outer

regions of the solar system. It is shown here that a quantitative treatment of

the neutral gas - plasma interaction effects in the interface between the

heliospheric and the interstellar plasmas is of major importance for the

correct understanding of the whole complex.

ACCESS TO THE PARAMETERS OF THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM

According to a huge amount of observational material the interstellar

medium is now considered to be highly structured into dense and dilute gas

phases. Following theoretical models by McKee and Ostriker (1977) and McGray

and Snow (1979) the bulk of the interst_llar _atter is concentrated in _ense
and cool clouds with densities nl i0 cm--- and temperatures T6 I0- K,

whereas the bulk of the interstellar space is fill_d wi}9 a very dilute and
n -- _ cm and temperaturesionize_ interstellar medium of densities _ ta-

T _ I0 K. The idea of McKee and Ostriker is that at the occurrence of

supernova events, fast MHD shockfronts are emitted from the center of these

events and partly evaporate the peripheral cloud material when passing over

the dense clouds distributed in space. New intermediate gas phases are thus

created, mainly under conditions of pressure equilibrium with the outer hot

ionized medium (HIM). Two different phases are predicted to exist in the

periphery-of the CNM clouds (cool neutral medium): the WNM phase (warm neutral

medium) which directly surrou-nds _he _M-- phase and which has densit-ies of
n _ 0.8 cm , temperatures of T_ 8 i0 K, and an ionization degree of 15

percent, and a WIM phase (_a_r_ ionized _edium) further %way fro_ the cloud
with densities of n m 0.2 cm , temperatures of T = 8-10 to i0-- K, and an

ionization degree of 70 percent.

The question then arises as to which of these phases our local interstel-

lar medium (LISM) belongs. To answer this question specific data relevant to

LISM are needed. As it turns out, most of the observational methods appropri-

ate for the analysis of the interstellar medium average over very large

astronomical distances and therefore conceal the information on the LISM

properties. Essentially three methods can give more specific local information

on the LISM. The analysis of Lyman-alpha absorption contours in the continuum

spectra of bright O- and B-stars can yield information on the average hydrogen
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density wit_h_n the i0 to 70 pc environment of the sun. Average values of
n _ 10 -2 cm have been obtained here (Frisch, 1981 and references therein;

Bohlin, 1975; Bohlin et al., 1978; Vidal-Madjar, 1978; Anderson and Weiler,

1978).

Access to even more local structures of the LISM is possible from

interpretations of self-inversion structures in the contours of Lyman-alpha

emission lines originating from relatively cool stars of the solar type. With

this method the LISM is analyzed over distances of 1.3 t_ 5 p_. In these
distance ranges average hydrogen density values of n. _ i0- cm- have been

found (Moos et al., 1974, Evans et al., 1975, Dupree, _975, McClintock et al.,

1976).

This shows clearly that over distances of about i0 pc the LISM properties

of our solar environment are subject to substantial changes, and thus the

thermodynamic parameters of the LISM at the immediate periphery of our solar

system can only be extracted from even "more local" observational methods. The

most local information on the LISM available up to now is derived from

theoretical modeling of interplanetary resonance luminescences originating

from neutral interstellar hydrogen and helium that have propagated from the

outside of the solar system into its inner regions (i.e. solar distances

smaller than 5 AU). The principles of this method will be briefly reviewed

here.

THEORY OF INTERPLANETARY RESONANCE RADIATION

Unlike the ionized component of the LISM, the neutral component, which

consists essentially of H and He atoms, can traverse the outer regions of the

plasma interface between the solar wind and the LISM plasma and thus reach the

inner solar system. The motion of the atoms is characterized here by Keplerian

orbits in the solar gravitational field which is partly compensated by solar

radiation pressure (Fahr, 1968; Blum and Fahr, 1970; Axford, 1972; see also

later reviews on this topic by Fahr, 1974; Thomas, 1978; Holzer, 1977). While

moving along specific Keplerian trajectories the neutrals are subject to loss

processes due to ionization by solar EUV photons, due to charge-exchange

processes with solar wind ion species and due to electron impact ionization.

(For specifics see reviews by Grzedzielski, 1982; Paresce, 1982.)

The change of the velocity distribution function f(R,v) of the LISM

neutrals during their approach towards the inner solar system is adequately

described by Boltzmann differential equations that take into account only

particle loss processes. The solution of these equations can be formally

written down in the following simple form (Fahr, 1978, 1979):

f(R,v) = f (v) Ex(R,v ) , (I)
0 0 0

where v designates the particle velocity vector at a position R within the

solar system and v is the velocity vector outside the solar system that is

connected with the°dynamical variables {v,R] by the particle trajectory. The

vector v is distributed according to the velocity distribution function
-_ 0

f (v) valid for the unperturbed state of the LISM and yielding +as its
0 0

moments, the density n , the temperature To ÷' the bulk velocity Vo, the

pressure tensor Po' and t_e heat conduction flow Qo"
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The function Ex(R,v ) calculates the integral loss probability for parti-

cles moving along a specific trajectory _R,v_ from outside the solar system to

point _. This function is given by:

Ex(R,v ) = exp L(s') --- , (2)
o v(s')

where L is the local particle loss rate, and where the line integration has to

be carried out along the dynamical trajectory from very large solar distances

to point R. The integration variable is the line element s' on this trajec-

tory. Evaluations of the integral in Eq. (2) for different cases can be found

in Blum and Fahr (1970), Axford (1972), Holzer (1977), and Fahr (1978).

The moments < ¢(R) > of the local distribution function can be obtained

with Eqs. (i) and (2) in the form

3 ÷ ÷ ÷ + 3 + (3)< ¢(R) >= fo(Vo)EX(R,v o)¢(v)d v

which with the use of Liouville's theorem

d3_ = J(V,VoR) = B (v,v ° R) (4)

d3t ÷
R

can be evaluated in a straightforward manner. Here J is the Jacobian of the
÷ ÷ .... ÷ _+

transformation v +v, and _ is the focusing factor for particles wlth (V + .d v)

at R originating from particles with (v + d v ) at some distant position R.
0 0

On the basis of the knowledge of f one is then able to calculate th_.+

resonance luminescence intensity as seen _y a detector at Rob in a direction D
by using the expression

_ y

Ires(Rob,D)=G dz

0 0

sinydy d_P(6)) Fsol (_') Sres (9) f[v,R(z Id3v , (5)

where G contains instrumental constants, F lis the solar EUV radiation
so eintensity at R_=I AU, s is the resonant absorption cross section and P( )

res
is the phase function giving the probabilit_ for a scattering process with an

angle 8 between R and (R+ob_R). At place R, the frequency v' is a specific
function of the velocity v of the absorbing atom. The integration at a

position _ has to be carried out over all velocities and then also over the

threedimensional source field within the angle of acceptance of the instrument

with polar coordinates z, y, and _.

As is evident from Eqs. (I) through (5), a theoretical representation of

interplanetary resonance luminescence intensities requires the knowledge of
the distribution function f (_) of the unperturbed interstellar neutrals.

O O

However, since the velocity moments < _ > of f are the unknown quantities
t"l 0

which need to be determined as accurateI_ as possible, one has to initiate a

theoretical best-fit procedure of available_ luminescence data in order to

arrive at reasonable values for the moments <_ _ i.e. the LISM parameters. In
O
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this way, the function f is approximated as a shifted Maxwellian yielding the

relevant LISM parameters. °

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT MODELING TECHNIQUES

In the past, a large amount of Lyman-alpha and He-I (58.4 nm) interplane-

tary luminescence data was subject to the best-fit procedures mentioned above

and was used to yield values for the desired LISM parameters (see for instance

Morton and Purcell, 1962; Fahr, 1970; Thomas and Krassa, 1971; Bertaux and

Blamont, 1971; Bertaux et al., 1972; Weller and Meier, 1974; Bertaux et al.,

1977; Freeman et al., 1977; Fahr et al., 1978; Broadfoot and Kumar, 1978;

Ajello, 1978; Ajello et al., 1979; Babichenko et al., 1971; Wu et al., 1981).

Looking over all these attempts to derive LISM parameters, one sees that

the puzzling facts are not so much the relatively small differences in the

values derived by different authors but rather the values themselves that are

hard to understand in the framework of one single common physical LISM

scenario.

For instance, at a recent workshop on these problems (Keller et al.,

1978) the scientific community engaged in this field raised the following

surprising points in the analysis of resonance luminescence data:

i) The LISM helium temperature T (He) is found to be definitely higher than
o

the corresponding hydrogen temperature T (H). An average temperature excess

of about AT O = To(He ) - T (H) _ 2000 _ is indicated. The problem: two
different temperatures for Oneutral constituents belonging to the same

physical environment are difficult to understand.

2) It is found that even in view of data-inherent uncertainties the helium-

hydrogen density ratio seems fairly high when compared to the expected

cosmic abundance ratio. The problem: the cosmic value of the helium-hydro-

gen abundance ratio could be conserved only if hydrogen is ionized by at

least 50 percent.+ +

8) The wind vectors Vo(He) and V (H) characterizing the directions from which
the LISM helium and hydrogen°are approaching the sun at least as derived

from some observations are found to be inclined to each other by an angle

of about 15 ° . The problem: truly different bulk velocities of the two LISM

constituents are difficult to understand.

Therefore the question is raised whether or not these surprising results

concerning the LISM state are due to unsatisfactory modeling of the interplane-

tary luminescence radiation field. In view of the theoretical approach that is

carried out according to the conventional formalism described by Eqs. (i)

through (5), the following shortcomings could be made responsible for a

failure of the modeling:

a)Generally, the theories are based on the assumption of a radial symmetry of

the ionizing solar radiation fields, and the solar wind affecting the

neutrals by charge-exchange reactions is also represented in a radial

symmetry, though both the solar radiation field and the solar wind expansion

are known to have pronounced asymmetries. Only a few attempts have been made

to take account of these asymmetries (Blum and Fahr, 1970; Joselyn and

Holzer, 1975, Witt, 1979; Witt, Ajello and Blum, 1981).

b)The loss rates taken into account are represented by simple i/r 2 dependen-

cies (r = solar distance). Though this enables one to drastically simplify
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the integral in the extinction function (2), it may well give rise to incor-

rect modeling due to a nonspherical divergence of the solar wind flow and

due to electron impact ionization rates that are connected with solar wind

electron temperatures. Attempts have been made by Petelski et al. (1980) and

Ripken and Fahr (1981) to incorporate these effects.

c)Up to now the radiation field has been described on the basis of single

scattering processes only. However, it has been discussed (Keller and

Thomas, 1979; Keller et al., 1981) that at least at large distances
multiple scattering effects might have some importance for the radiation

intensity distribution.

d)Furthermore, it has also been pointed out by Wu and Judge (1979) that the

exciting solar line profile changes with solar distance due to absorptions

in interplanetary space. This could be important, especially for the calcula-

tion of the source functions at large solar distances.

e)The effect of the secondary hydrogen component on the interplanetary Lyman-

alpha isophotes has never been adquately taken into account. Though this

component arises from charge-exchange reactions of primary hydrogen with

protons in the heliospheric plasma interface, i.e. at relatively large

distances, it could nevertheless be of importance, especially for the

hydrogen distribution in the downwind wake.

f)The galactic background radiation in the EUV/UV has not been taken into

account properly. This is necessary in order to be able to derive more

reliable information on the LISM properties.

In view of the list above, the question to answer then is whether or not

the incorporation of all improvements a) through f) into the theory of the

resonance radiation field could help to substantially resolve the conflicts in

the results of the data analysis.

In our opinion the inclusion of effects c) through f), rather than

lessening the problems, would tend to even increase them. For instance, the

hydrogen temperature T (H) is most effectively deduced from downwind Lyman-
Q

alpha resonance intenslties. However, these would clearly be increased by

effects c), e), and f) and thus would lead to an even lower value for the LISM

hydrogen temperature than which is derived by current modeling from the data.

In addition, if c), e), and f) would turn out to contribute anything at all to

the single scattering radiation field, it would mean that an even lower

hydrogen density no(H) would be derived from the data.

In our estimation, the only way out of this unsatisfactory situation if

the data can be taken as reliable is to realize that the LISM parameters

deduced on the basis of the above-mentioned theory represent intermediate

values that are characteristic for the state of LISM neutrals in upwind

regions of the solar system at distances between 50 and lO0 AU. The change

from the unperturbed LISM state to this intermediate one is then caused by

modifications of the neutral interstellar gases during their traversal of the

upwind heliospheric plasma interface. A quantitative description of this

effect was recently given by Fahr and Ripken (1982) and Ripken and Fahr

(1983). These papers may be consulted for details. Here we will only give a

broad outline of the basic ideas.
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HELIOSPHERIC INTERFACE EFFECTS

The LISM plasma and the solar wind plasma interact in a magnetohydrodyna-

mic way and form a contact discontinuity, the heliopause, separating the two

plasma flows from one another. In the transheliopause region the state

parameters of the LISM plasma and the LISM neutrals are decoupled from each

other. The neutrals moving through this interface region are thus subject to

non-vanishing production and loss terms due to charge-exchange reactions with

the protons. A consequence of these c_a_ge-exchange reactions is a change of
the velocity distribution function f(R,_) of the neutrals. Due to the large

H-p charge-exchange cross section, the LISM hydrogen atoms are strongly

affected by these processes, whereas the LISM helium atoms, due to the

relatively small He-p charge-exchange cross section, only undergo modifica-

tions of a .negligible magnitude. The change of the hydrogen distribution

function f. (R,_) is described adequately by the Boltzmann equation, which for
N

the stationary case can be written in the following form:

d fH(R,v)

ds = v P+(fH'fp ) - fH "_-(fp) _ (6)

V

differential line element on a trajectory of an atom movingwhere ds is the + ÷

with a velocity v at R. The terms P and _ are the total production rate of

atoms with velocity v at R and th + +average destruction frequency for such

atoms. Both terms are functions of v and can be evaluated only with the

knowledge of the proton velocity distribution function f (_ ÷_V) .

P

For the calculation of the distribution function f. (R,v) at some place R
M

within the inner solar system all hydrogen atom trajectories reaching this

point and originating in the unperturbed LISM have to be used. The integration

along these trajectories starting from Eq. (6) will then yield a value for

f. (R,v) at R for exactly those atoms which have a velocity v. For these

integrations it has to be assumed that at each place in the plasma interface

the proton distribution function f (R,v) is known. In the case of calculations

carried out by Ripken and Fahr (19_8) this knowledge is taken from theoretical

models of the plasma interface by Parker (1963) and Baranov et al. (1976).

Alternative forms of such interface models are shown in Figs. la and b. In

Fig. 2 we show a solution for the first moment of f., i.e. the hydrogen
M

density n(H), as a function of the solar distance on the upwind symmetry axis.

The two solid curves show the decrease of the hydrogen density with decreasing

solar distance for the interface models according to (A) Parker (1963) and (B)

Baranov et al. (1979). To facilitate comparison, the unperturbed LISM proton -3
n (P) have been adopted to the case of a more realistic value n (P) = 0.0135 cm

a°d a subsonic interstellar wind model. In any case, however ° the solutions

given in this figure demonstrate that a decrease of the hydrogen density by at

least a factor of 0.5 from the unperturbed value n (H) to some intermediate

value at about 50 AU is indicated. This means that _ue to the modification of

the LISM hydrogen in the interface the hydrogen density value obtained from

conventional Lyman-alpha resonance isophote interpretation_ has to be raised
by a factor of about 2 in order to yield n (H)_ 0.i cm In contrast, the

helium density value that was obtained ear_ier can be considered as being

directly indicative for the unperturbed LISM helium density n (He) due to the
0
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absence of interface-induced modifications for this type of atom. These

results now lead to a revised helium-to-hydrogen density ratio of n (He)/n (H)
0 0

= 0.I which now is very close to the cosmic abundance value.

Other results concerning interface-induced modifications of the higher

moments of fH are presented in Ripken and Fahr (1983) and are not discussed

here. As a final point we want to mention that formerly neglected reactions of

the LISM neutrals onto the LISM protons have been discussed by Baranov et al.

(1981) and Gruntman (1982). The former authors treat a supersonic flow of the

LISM plasma towards the solar system and show that the influence of LISM

neutrals on this plasma flow is reflected in a reduction of the heliocentric

distance of the outer LISM shockfront. An interesting additional point is

raised by Gruntman (1982) who points out the possibility that an originally

supersonic LISM plasma flow might be converted into a subsonic flow. This

would occur due to secondary hydrogen atoms which originate from the super-

sonic solar wind region and react with the counter-streaming LISM plasma in

the upwind portion of the heliosphere. In conclusion we would like to state

that both theoretical models and experimental results need to be improved in

order to refine our understanding of the local interstellar gas.
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THELISM - SOLARWINDINTERFACEANDITS EFFECTONTHENEUTRALLISM COMPONENT

Hartmut W. Ripken
Institut fNr Astrophysik und Extraterrestrische Forschung

Universitit Bonn
Auf demHUgel 71

5300 Bonn I, Fed. Rep. Germany

Based on the principles and methods described in detail by H.J. Fahr in
his preceding review (Fahr, 1983), calculations of the heliospheric interface
structures and of the neutral LISM modification upon traversal of these
structures were performed by Ripken and Fahr (1983). Rather than concentrating
on the numerical calculations, it is appropriate here to discuss the results
obtained and to present a coherent picture of the neutral gas interaction with
the interface plasma.

The extinction of neutral hydrogen in the heliospheric interface is
calculated for the two different plasma interface models shown in Fig. i of
Fahr (1983): a subsonic interface model according to Parker (1963) and a
supersonic model by Baranov et al. (1979). Assuming the validity of current
observational evidence for the solar case (Keller et al., 1980), an analysis
of the two interfaces and the resulting hydrogen modifications yields the
result that a subsonic motion of the heliosphere through the LISM has to be
favored. Therefore the results presented in this commentpertain only to a
subsonic interface model.

Using all possible hydrogen trajectories through the externally specified
three-dimensional plasma interface structure (Parker, 1963), an axially symmet-
ric, three-dimensional hydrogen velocity distribution function at the solar
wind terminating shock is synthesized. Emphasis has been placed on internal
model consistency, including a pressure balance at the discontinuity surface
of the heliopause and a complete treatment of the relevant hydrogen production
and loss terms. The geometry and sample trajectories s are shownin Fig. i. By
calculating the momentsof the modified hydrogen distribution function, values
for the density, the velocity-dependent extinction, the bulk velocity shift,
the temperature, and the anisotropy of the temperature can be derived.

7h..._

j_,'#

STAGNATION LINE UN

Figure i: General interac-

tion geometry of counter-

streaming LISM and solar

wind plasma in the heliosphe-

ric interface. The solar

wind terminating shock is la-

beled "SWS", the heliopause

"HP". Shown are sample hydro-

gen trajectories s with dif-

ferent inclination angles e

to the stagnation line.
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The first moment of the distribution function, N , has already been given

in the dashed curve of Fig. 2 of Fahr (1983). Wi_h this information, an

unambiguous determination of the ionization degree X of_She LISM hydrogen is

possible. Observationally deduced values of NH = 0.05 cm at about 50 AU and

a cosmic abundance ratio of NHe_/NH_ = O.1 yzeld only one possible ratio of

N _/NH_ for any given _et of boundary conditions. For the values used here one

f_nds NH_- = 0.1105 cm- and N _ = 0.0135 cm- , corresponding to an ionization
degree of X = 0 ll. This _ontrasts sharply with earlier derivations which

L SM " > 5
pointed to v_ues of XLISM O. .

EXT

-8 8 16 2& 32 G0 &8 w[kmSI]

Figure 2: Hydrogen extinc-

tion EXT as a function of

the thermal velocity w of hy-

drogen atoms. The velocity w

is parallel to the stagna-
tion line. The frame of rest

is moving with the hydrogen

bulk velocity UH_. Atoms in
the hatched area are moving

away from the sun.

The average extinction, EXT = 1.0 NH/N. _, from infinity to the solar
wind shock is EXT = 0.55. However, the extznc_ion of the hydrogen atoms turns

out to be strongly velocity dependent. Fig. 2 shows the hydrogen extinction

EXT as a function of the thermal velocity w of the atoms and clearly indicates

that the extinction is at maximum for atoms which are in or near the peak of

the velocity distribution function (w = 0), while atoms in the wings are

depleted much__ess. Atoms approachinglthe sun with velocities faster than
about 60 km s or slower than 4 km s are actually enhanced. This shift of

approaching hydrogen atoms away from the maximum into the wings of the

distribution function implies an increase of the hydrogen gas temperature.

Since the extinction is not isotropic, the second moment of the modified

hydrogen distribution function yields a weak bulk velocity change (Au H = - 0.4
km s- ), and the corresponding third moments, T,, and T. , imply a temperature

anisotropy _fI6AH = .08. With values _ ;, = Tx_= i0 K, at the solar windshock _, = i0_ K and TA = 1.07 .o 0 K=are obtained.

The resulting normalized hydrogen velocity distribution function f-. is

shown in Fig. 3. It is represented in three individual cuts through Mthe

three-dimensional non-Maxwellian function: parallel to the LISM bulk flow
velocity vector (curve labeled 180°), antiparallel to it (0°), and at right

angles to it (90o). While the curves for 180 ° and 90 ° coincide, they both

clearly exhibit an enhanced temperature as compared to the normalized Maxwell

distribution function M which has been supplied as a reference and which is

based on a mean velocity-independent extinction of 0.5 of the original

distribution function f. . The wing enhancement is strongest however for the

0° cut, i.e. for hydrogen atoms approaching the sun with velocities slower
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than Uuo o . A comparison with the original normalized function _ ( not __hown in

Fig. _ yields for these atoms and for the condition w > _-- km s a net
J_

source of hydrogen atoms.

06

M

I I I I I I I I I 0

2/+ 20 16 12 8 _ w [krn,s-I]

Figure 3: Normalized hydrogen velocity distribution function f..
o

For details see the text. Particles of the 0 cut with velocitles

corresponding to the hatched area are moving away from the sun.

One important final remark is in order here. The afore-mentioned compari-

son of subsonic and supersonic interface models reveals certain features of a

heliospheric interface which are - rather surprisingly - independent of the

type of interface (subsonic or supersonic) realized in the solar case. In both

cases, the solar wind shock is located between 160 AU and 200 AU; the

supersonic solar wind enclave is thus very much larger than often assumed.

This needs to be remembered when analyzing and projecting results of the

Voyager missions to the outer solar system. The calculated hydrogen extinction

in both case_s3 is approximately 50%, resulting in a LISM hydrogen density of
about 0.i cm outside of the heliospheric interface. This is very consistent

with astronomical observations. The abundance ratio of helium to hydrogen is

about 0.i, corresponding to the observed cosmic abundance ratio. Rather low

ionization degrees are computed for the nearby LISM: the subsonic model yields

11%, the supersonic model 20% ionization only. Since these results were

obtained for both supersonic and subsonic interface models, they can be

regarded with some confidence. They indicate that the unperturbed LISM essen-

tially corresponds to the warm neutral medium ("WNM") defined by McKee and

Ostriker (1977) (see also the introduction of Fahr, 1983).
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THEINTERPLANETARYHYDROGENANDHELIUMGLOW
ANDTHEINFERREDINTERSTELLARGASPROPERTIES

Darrell L. Judge
University of Southern California

Los Angeles, California 90089-1341

ABSTRACT

Observations of the interplanetary hydrogen and helium glow have been
obtained by a number of spacecraft and rocket experiments during the past
fifteen years. Important results have been established on the temperature,
density, velocity, spacial dependence, and hydrogen to helium ratio. However,
only four spacecraft launched to date are investigating the outer solar system
and of these four the Pioneer 10 spacecraft is the farthest out at 28 A.U.
Observations from this spacecraft at great distances have permitted an improved
analysis of the effects which are only evident at large distance from the sun.
Perhaps the most significant result in this regard is the clear evidence of the
importance of multiple scattering of solar Ly-e; an effect which has not been
observed in earlier work. Ignoring this effect can lead to a gross
overestimate of the local galactic glow. In the present paper current best
estimates of the galactic glow and the local interstellar wind parameters
obtained by the Pioneer 10 photometer at great distances are presented, in
addition to complementary experimental observations of particular interest.

INTRODUCTION

The interstellar wind consists primarily of atomic hydrogen and helium and
results from the relative motion of our solar system with respect to the nearby
interstellar gas. It can be studied "locally" by observing the resonantly
scattered solar light at 1216A(hydrogen) and 584A (helium). A primary purpose
of such observations is to determine the characteristics of the local pristine
interstellar wind as well as to determine how it is modified as it traverses
our solar system. This wind (actually a light breeze when compared to the
solar wind) requires about forty years to traverse the region dominated by the
solar wind i.e., the hellosphere. Thus the time scale for interaction and
modification is indeed large.

As the interstellar wind passes through the solar system, it is
gravitationally attracted by the sun, repelled by solar radiation, and ionized
by charge exchange, photoionlzatlon, and electron ionization. The net result of
these interactions is to focus helium, create a small helium cavity, and to
weakly focus hydrogen and create a rather large hydrogen cavity, leaving a
helium rich region within the first few A.U. of the sun.

In order to determine the spatial distribution and the physical parameters
which characterize the inflowlng gas a numberof techniques have been employed.
Isophotes and direct velocity and temperature measurements have been most
useful in this regard. Velocity measurementsof the interstellar wind have
been obtained by Adamsand Frisch (1977) by measuring the doppler shift of the
Ly-a llne using the high resolution spectrometer on board the Copernicus
spacecraft, assuming the direction of the wind was known from the downwind
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isophote observations of the gravitationally focused helium. Hydrogen and
helium absorption cells have been used to infer both the temperature and
velocity of these two components by measuring the width and the amplitude of
the signal transmitted through them (Freemanet al. 1977; Bertaux et al. 1976).
Using such direct observations of important model parameters it has been
possible to greatly limit the remaining model parameters available to fit the
observed isophotes. A brief review and summaryof the inferred parameters is
given in the next section.

SOLARSYSTEMOBSERVATIONS

THEINNERSOLARSYSTEM:

There has been a wealth of data obtained on the interplanetary glow from
within the inner solar system and most of the earlier results are included in
the reviews of Thomas (1978) and Holzer (1977). These earlier observations
have provided an extensive set of data which have been fit to models of the
inflowing interstellar wind. The model parameters presented at the Lindau
workshop in 1981 based on several such data sets are given in Table I, in
addition to the most recent density data obtained by Pioneer 10.

The earlier data will not be further discussed here other than to comment
on the difficulties inherent in making observations in a region strongly
affected by local solar effects. Specifically, local heating and doppler shift
of the scatterers can be significant (Wuet al. 1981; Kunc 1980). For example,
doppler shift of the He 584 A emission can drastically change the emission
intensity for helium atoms moving radially toward the sun even at the
unaccelerated wind speed of 20 Km/sec since the solar helium linewidth is of
the order of 100 mA. The doppler shifted wavelength in the radial direction is

A _ _ _ v/c = 40 mA ,

which is well outside the core of the solar line. Because of such
considerations as the above it is clearly desirable to limit the importance of
the "local" effects (solar distances less than _ 10 A.U.) by examining data at
large solar distances. Nonetheless, the considerable data available from
measurementswithin the inner solar system are quite important for determining
the interstellar wind flow direction and local anomalies in solar wind flow, as
well as local temperatures, velocities, and densities.

Of these inner solar system measurements the observations of emissions
near the solar poles are of particular interest with respect to the latitudinal
dependenceof the solar wind flow velocity. (The other inner solar system data
will not be further discussed here since they have been extensively discussed
in the literature and have been summarized in the reviews by Thomas(1978) and
Holzer (1977)).

The specific data of interest have been obtained with the Mariner 10
spectrometer. Thesedata show a distinct enhancementof the Ly-_ glow over the
solar poles which is interpreted as a latitude dependence of the solar wind
proton flux or velocity, but not both (Witt et al. 1981; Ajello et al. 1979;
Isenburg and Levy 1978). They conclude that the lifetime against ionization
increases with increasing latitude and they obtain an asymmetry parameter which
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describes the solar wind latitudinal dependence. In the absence of direct
measurements of particle flux at high solar latitudes, UV photometric
observations are quite useful and provide information on the product of solar
wind proton flux and the velocity dependent cross section. It is indeed quite
likely that high latitude coronal holes are responsible for the observed
increased Ly-_ emission at high solar latitudes since it is known that coronal
holes are sources of solar wind and that streams with velocity twice the normal
wind of 400 km/sec and half the density characterize them. If the solar wind
flux is constant then the cross section for ionization of hydrogen should
decrease by about 30% of the increase in solar wind velocity, and thereby
result in enhancedhydrogen over the poles. The increased solar wind velocity
at high latitudes has in fact also been inferred from interplanetary
scintillation measurements(Coles and Maagoe1972).

THEOUTERSOLARSYSTEM:

At large heliocentric distances the most important model parameters become
the density of the interstellar gas and the galactic glow, which can be
determined quite accurately, subject only to the reliability of the observing
instrument calibration.

Before proceeding to the results it is informative to briefly review the
glow equations to see how the measurementsrelate to the inferred parameters.
In the equations below the measured quantity is I, the measured glow. Using
the appropriate phase function, P(_), the volume emissivity, and I G, the
galactic glow, are adjusted until a suitable fit to the data is obtained.
Since the volume emissivity depends on the solar flux, as seen below, it is
clearly evident that the wind parameters determined depend upon a correct
absolute measureof the observed glow and a correct value of the solar flux.

I = IG + ] e(r, e ) P(Y) d £ ,
r

0

where e (r, e) is the volume emissivity and P(_) is the light scattering phase
factor.

The volume emissivity is given by

e (r, 8 ) -- A 2/c f _ FA _ (r, e ) d _ ,

where A is the wavelength of interest, v F1 the solar flux, and _ is the
absorption coefficient. The geometry is given below:

INTERSTELLAR
WIND

r _ _ _ DIRECTION

r
o
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From the above equations It Is clear that uncertainties in the solar flux

and instrument calibration can introduce significant errors. The absorption

cross sections, however, are well established and are not a significant source

of error. Differences in the tlme at which observations were obtained, as well

as the observation distance from the sun, can also lead to different

conclusions about the values of the interstellar wind parameters, particularly

for measurements obtained within the inner solar system. Thus, the relatively

good agreement among the various experimental observations shown in Table I is

encouraging.

Since the Pioneer 10 measurements are currently being obtained at large

heliocentric distances and, as mentioned above, the glow at large distances is

largely unaffected by local heating, gas temperature, or look direction, the

Pioneer 10 results at great distances are of particular interest. Model

calculations showing the relative independence of near solar effects are given

in Figures I and 2 where temperature and viewing direction are varied and

plotted vs. distance from the sun. The model parameters in the figures have

the conventional meanings (See Wu et al. 1981).

/

DISTANC( FROU SUM R IAU)

IZO*,

Figure i. Calculated volume emissivity

of interplanetary H Ly-_ for various

look angles e. The model parameters

are given in the figure•

Figure 2. Calculated volume

emissivity of interplanetary He
584 A line for various look

angles e. The model parameters

are given in the figure.

By fitting the Pioneer 10 data to such curves the parameters most evident
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only at large solar distances can be readily determined. A parameter of
particular interest which can be determined at great distances is that of the
galactic glow. As observed from the inner solar system it is now clear that
the apparent galactic glow is heavily contaminated by multiple scattering of
solar Ly-a. The Pioneer 10 evidence for this arises from the fact that the
galactic glow parameter I must be continually reduced as data at greater solar
distances is included ingthe data base to be fit by the model. Thus, the
"galactic glow" actually consists of the true value of the glow plus a multiply
scattered component. Since the true galactic glow contribution to I is
independent of radial distance from the sun it becomes evident only at _arge
solar distances where single and multiple scattering of solar light within the
heliosphere are greatly reduced, as observed by a photometer looking outward
toward the heliosphere boundary.

As a final commentit should also be mentioned that the contribution to
the glow by the multiply scattered componentshould vary with solar flux. In a
preliminary investigation (Shemansky, Judge, in preparation) of the results
obtained with the Voyager spectrometers which are observing from distances much
closer to the sun (about 11 A.U.) an I of about 450 R for Ly-a is inferred
from the model fit durlng the present t_e of high solar activity. This is an
incredibly large value and one whlch reflects primarily the importance of
multiple scattering at Ly-a. By comparison, the Pioneer 10 value is _ 30 R and
still dropping as new data are added. As expected, there is no evidence for
multiple scattering at the 584 A helium resonance line.

Thus, it seems clear that (a) ongoing theoretical work must include
hydrogen Ly-a multiple scattering and (b) that the true galactic glow in both
the light of hydrogen Ly-a and helium 584 A is quite weak. It should further
be noted that the observations to date are still being obtained from well
within the heliosphere. The "galactic glow" inferred here may thus include a
contribution due to a splash componentat the heliosphere boundary as well as
other modifications to the inflowing "pristine" interstellar wind. However,
such modifications will probably not change the inferred values by more than a
factor of two.
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COMPARISONOF HELIOSPHERICCURRENTSHEETSTRUCTUREOBTAINEDFROM
POTENTIALMAGNETICFIELDCOMPUTATIONANDFROMOBSERVED

MAXIMUMCORONALBRIGHTNESS

John M. Wilcox
Institute for Plasma Research

Stanford University
Via Crespi, ERL328
Stanford, CA 94305

A. J. Hundhausen
High Altitude Observatory

National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, CO 80307

ABSTRACT

We compare the structure of the heliospheric current sheet early in

Sunspot Cycle 21 as computed from the observed photospheric magnetic

field with a potential field approximation, and as inferred from synop-

tic maps of the observed coronal brightness. On most of the solar rota-

tions compared the two methods give essentially the same results; the

basic shape of the warped current sheet and the amplitude (in solar

latitude) of the displacements of the sheet from the solar equator are

similar. On one rotation the current sheet computed with the potential

field approximation appears to be distorted by a large photospheric

region of unbalanced magnetic flux.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE SOLAR WIND NEAR THE SUN

G. Bourgois
Observatoire de Paris, Mendon

Observations of interplanetary scintillations of cosmic radio sources
with two 935 MHZ antennas belonging to the European Incoherent Scatter
Scientific Association allow an estimation of the solar wind properties
in the range of 10 to 60 solar radii. Because of the Earth rotation
the baseline, as seen by the source, varies both in length (from 30 to
200 KM) and in orientation with respect to the solar wind direction.
This simulates a multistation observation and provides a good sampling
of the statistical properties of the solar wind and turbulence. Ac-
curate measurements of the solar wind velocity and its random components
can be obtained as well as information about the anisotropy of the plasma
turbulence.
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SUMMARY OF THE SESSION ON MINOR IONS

M. Neugebauer

The session began with a thorough review of observations of the

properties of minor ions in the solar wind by Bame. The following papers

added some new data and new theoretical considerations on the interpretation

of these data. The principal areas of interest were the elemental and

isotopic abundances, states of ionization, and dynamical anomalies, with the

topic of ionization states receiving the most attention.

Bame summarized the He/H abundance variations, for which some systematic

behavior with respect to solar wind origin is now becoming apparent. The

ratio of 3He/4He varies widely, and the paper by Coplan et al pointed out a

probable correlation of this parameter with solar activity. Mitchell

discussed the systematic variations of Fe/H across coronal holes and from year
to year.

Ipavlch showed the charge state of Fe ions varying from +9 in coronal

hole flow to +16 in post shock flows. Bame's review included discussion of

observations of apparent mixtures of plasmas with different ionization states,

which was extended by Bochsler's new analysis of ISEE-3 data. Owockl

pointed out how several non-equillbrlum effects in the corona can affect the

inference of coronal temperatures from observations of ionization states at i

AU. Ripken suggested that the solar wind may contalon appreciable numbers of
singly charged ions created by the interaction of the solar wind with

interplanetary dust and Hovestadt presented data on the ratio of He+/He ++ at

high energies and the puzzling variations of this ratio.

There is a growing data base, summarized by Bame and augmented by

Schmldt, which suggests that, on the average, all minor ions flow away from

the Sun with a speed which exceeds the proton speed by approximately the same

amount and have roughly the same temperature per unit mass. Isenberg has

studied the possible acceleration and heating of minor ions by resonant

cyclotron interactions, and concludes that this interaction cannot account for

the observations, which remain unexplained.
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SOLARWINDMINORIONS- RECENTOBSERVATIONS
S. J. Bame

University of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM87545

ABSTRACT

During the years following the Solar Wind Four Conference at Burghausen
our knowledge of the solar wind ion composition and dynamics has grown. There
have been somesurprises, and our understanding of the evolution of the solar
wind has been improved. Systematic studies have shown that the minor ions
generally travel with a common bulk speed and have temperatures roughly
proportional to their masses. It has been determined that the 3He++ content
varies _reatly ; 3He++/4He++ ranges from as high as 10-2 values to below
2 x i0 -_. In somesolar wind flows which can be related to energetic coronal
events, the minor ions are found in unusual ionization states containing Fe16+
as a prominent ion, showing that the states were formed at unusually high
temperatures. Unexpectedly, in a few flows substantial quantities of 4He+ have
been detected, sometimes with ions identifiable as 02+ and 03+. Surprisingly,
in someof these examples the ionization state is mixed showing that part of
the plasma escaped the corona without attaining the usual million-degree
temperatures while other parts were heated more nearly in the normal manner.
Additionally, detailed studies of the minor ions have increased our
understanding of the coronal expansion. For example, such studies have
contributed to identifying near equatorial coronal streamers as the source of
solar wind flows between high speed streams.

INTRODUCTION

Since the Burghausen Solar Wind 4 Conference in 1978, a number o£ new
observations and studies of solar wind minor ions have been reported. This
survey discusses a few of these and someof their implications and mentions
others more briefly. Someof the studies are treated in more detail elsewhere
in this volume. The topics to be considered are listed below:

i. Abundanceof 4He++ and its variations.

2. Abundanceof 3He++relative to 4He++.

3. Minor ion temperatures and velocities.

4. Abundancesfrom E/Q spectra of heavy ions.

5. Iron ions in high speed streams.

6. lonization temperatures in high speed streams.

7. lonizationally "hot" transient solar wind flows.

8. lonizationally "cold" transient flows.
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i. ABUNDANCE OF 4He++ AND ITS VARIATIONS

Helium abundance variations have been studied using data obtained from Los

Alamos plasma instrumentation on IMP 6, 7, and 8 in the years extending from

1971 through 1978. The study documents the association of different average

abundance levels with different types of solar wind flows (Borrini et al.,

1982a). As seen in Figure I, low values of abundance are identified with those

low speed, interstream flows in which polarity reversals of the interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) are embedded. Intermediate abundances are associated with

high speed streams from coronal holes, as previously noted (Bame et al., 1977);

abundance variations in streams are small. High abundances, of course, are

associated with energetic coronal events; such an association with solar flares

has been recognized and documented in many studies during the past 15 years.
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Fig. I. Interplanetary solar wind
flow characteristics associated with

varying levels of the helium
abundance. Low values of abundance

are associated with low speed flows
which can be identified with coronal

streamers, median values can be

identified with hlgh speed streams
arising In coronal holes, and high
values can be identified with
transient flows from various kinds

of energetic coronal events.

Earlier studies of the solar cycle variation of the helium abundance

(e.g. Bame, 1972; Ogilvle and Hirshberg, 1974; Feldman et al., 1978) have been

extended using IMP 6, 7, and 8 plasma results (Borrinl et al., 1982a). The IMP

data, shown in Figure 2, exhibit a continuing modulation which reached a

minimum in 1975-76 and was sharply rising in 1977-78, Ii years after a similar

rise observed in 1966-67. An important part of this modulation is due to solar

cycle changes in the mix of different types of solar wind, i.e. the low speed

interstream flows with low He abundances, the high speed streams with

intermediate values, and transient flows from energetic coronal events which

have the highest abundances, and which, of course, occur more frequently when
the sun is active.
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The characteristics of solar wlnd flows containing helium abundance

enhancements, HAEs, previously known to be associated with transient coronal

disturbances, have been systematized using a superposed epoch analysis of 73

large events which occurred during 1972-78 (Borrini et al., 1982b). Nearly 50%

of the HAEs were associated with interplanetary shocks and/or geomagnetic

sudden commencements, but the plasma pattern associated wlth HAEs occurs
whether or not a shock or SC is observed.
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Fig. 2. Solar cycle variation of

the solar wind helium abundance.

Average values observed with various

spacecraft are compared with the

annual sunspot number.

Low levels of the He abundance are associated with the low speed solar

wind, or interstream flows, which in turn are associated with IMF polarity

reversals. Noting this, and tracing the low speed wlnd back to the corona, it

is possible to identify the coronal equatorial streamer belt as the source of

interstream flows (Borrlnl et al., 1981; Gosling et al., 1981). In these cool,

low speed flows, minimums in the abundance are associated with maximums in

proton density, identifying a large fraction of the flows as noncompressive

density enhancements, NCDEs, in which polarity reversals often occur. The

duration and multiplicity of reversal events are generally correlated, when

mapped back to the sun, wlth the local tllt of the streamer belt to the solar

equator.

Another study, making use of Vela 5 and 6 heavy ion measurements, also

identifies the streamer belt as the source of interstream solar wlnd flows

(Feldman et al., 1981). It was shown that moderate to high plasma densities

and oxygen freezlng-ln temperatures in interstream flows match similar

conditions within coronal streamers close to the sun. It was also shown that

hlgh solar wlnd electron temperatures at I AU arise from a lower coronal

temperature gradient, rather than from a higher coronal temperature.
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2. ABUNDANCEOF3He ++ RELATIVE TO 4He ++

Until recently only a few 3He++/4He ++ abundance ratio measurements have

been available. Those from ion E/Q analyzers are rare because of the

infrequent occurrence of interplanetary conditions appropriate for resolving

3He ++, using E/Q analysis alone. Values of 1.3 x 10-3 and ~3 x 10-3 for

measurement periods of ~I hour have been reported (Bame et al., 1968; Bame et

al., 1979); another value of 1.9 x 10-3 , measured during an interval of two

days, has been reported by GrUnwaldt (1976). Longer term measurements were

obtained by exposing AI foils on the moon during 5 Apollo flights, and then

analyzing gases released from the returned foils (Geiss et al., 1972).

Remarkably similar results were obtained from th 5 flights yielding an
average value of the 3He/4He number ratio of 4.2 x I0-_.
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Fig. 3. Abundance level comparisons
of 3He and 4He ions from 4334

spectra measured over two periods

from August 18 to November 24, 1978

and March 24 to August 25, 1979.

Long term measurements reported by Ogilvie et al. (1980a) were made with

an M/Q composition analyzer on ISEE 3 (Coplan et al., 1978). As seen in Figure

3, these results show that 3He/4He is extremely variable, ranging from <10 -4 to

values as high as i0-2 . The most probable value measured is ~I x 10-3 , very

near to the first reported value of 1.3 x 10-3 . Also noteworthy, the average

value of these extended observations, 4.7 x 10-4 , is not far different from the

average value obtained by Geiss and his coworkers from the five Apollo foil

experiments. Another result of the study re_orted by Ogilvie et al. (1980a)
shows that there is a i 3 _+ 4 4_+d scernlble trend for He / He to be lower when the

4He ++ flux is high.

3. MINOR ION TEMPERATURES AND VELOCITIES

Systematic studies of the local temperatures and velocities of minor ions

have been reported by Schmidt et al. (1980), Ogilvie et al. (1980b), and

Ogilvie et al. (1982). Briefly, these studies show that on the average the

temperatures of minor ions are roughly proportional to the atomic mass of the

ion species, i.e. Ti/M i = constant. However, in individual cases there are

significant deviations from this proportionality. In particular, the results

obtained with the ISEE I M/Q analyzer described by Shelle_ et al. (1978) show

that although the proportionalit_ still holds for He'' and 06+ at low
temperatures, it breaks down for H .
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Concerning minor ion velocities, the results of the studies showthat
except for H+, all ion species have very nearly the same velocities. Speed
differences between a minor ion such as 06+ and H+ are then llke the well
documenteddifferences between He++ and H+ (e.g. Asbridge et al., 1976). Using
measurements from the ISEE 3 M/Qanalyzer (Coplan et al., 1978), Ogilvie et
al. (1982) give examples of He++-H+ speed differences across several high speed
streams. In an unusual case, following an interplanetary shock, the post-shock
H+ ions were found travelling faster than the He++ ions for some hours, a
reversal of the usual roles of those two ions at high speeds.

4. ABUNDANCESFROME/Q SPECTRAOFHEAVYIONS

An observation of an enrichment of 06+ simultaneously with an abundance

increase of He ++ in the driver gas of an interplanetary shock has been reported

by Bonifazi et al. (1980). It seems reasonable to suppose that if there is a

helium enrichment, there should also be corresponding enrichments of other

heavier elements, and indeed such a result has also been reported for three

other transient flows (Zwickl et al., 1982). A note of caution should be given

concernin_ the universality of this result in regard to a single ion species
5+such as 0 . If the ionization temperature of the driver plasma is high

6+
enough, the 0 abundance may actually turn out to be lower because the

enhanced oxygen will exist principally in the 08+ and 07+ charge levels.
6+

Examples of 0 depletions, occurring on 19 November 1970 and 18 May 1971 have

been given by Bame et al. (1979).

Further observations of heavy ion E/Q spectra have been reported from

measurements made with the ISEE 2 solar wind experiment (Formisano and Orsini,

1981) and with the Prognoz 7 plasma spectrometer (Zastenker and Yermolaev,

1981). Unusually high abundances compared to previous measurements were cited

in both reports. In the case of the ISEE 2 measurements it seems likely that

the _,._L. abundance values may be, at least in part, due to counting rate losses

in the proton peak. In two of the examples given, the proton peaks are double.

If the double peaks were the result of a double stream, such as those observed

during the declining phase of high speed streams (Feldman et al., 1973), the

He ++ peaks would probably also be double, as reported by Asbridge et

al. (1974). In these examples the resolution is high enough to reveal that

double He ++ peaks are not present. Thus, it seems possible that the dips

between the H+ peaks in the ISEE 2 spectra are due to count rate saturation

effects, so the high abundances cited should be viewed with caution. In the

case of the Prognoz 7 measurements, which also give abundance values an order

of magnitude higher than previous values, not enough information is available

to determine whether a similar count rate saturation effect might be

responsible for the unusually high results. It is clear that there is a great

need for future solar wind composition experiments capable of operating in all

types of solar wind flows for extended periods of time, in order to catalogue

the extent of abundance variations.

5. IRON IONS IN HIGH SPEED STREAMS

First measurements of the abundance of iron ions in high speed solar wind

streams have been reported by Mitchell and Roelof (1980). Abundance

determinations from E/Q spectral measurements have not been possible due to the

high kinetic ion temperatures in streams and/or insufficient energy range of

the electrostatic analyzers which have been flown. Correspondingly, magnetic
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mass analyzers have not been able to cover the appropriate range due to
limitations in available magnetic field strengths.

The results of Mitchell and Roelof comefrom an analysis of data from the
NOAA/JHUenergetic particles experiment on IMP 7 and 8 (Williams, 1977) which
is sensitive to iron ions at speeds above 600 km s-I. Principal results from
this study _-ill be mentioned only briefly here, since the subject is covered
more extensively elsewhere in this volume. Estimates of the Fe/H abundance
ratio in high speed flows show it to be roughly the sameas the nominal coronal
abundance. There is evidence that abundance fluctuations in streams may, like
those of He, be smaller than in slow and in transient flows, as determined from
E/Q measurements. Further results show that the Fe ions generally are faster
than H+, but slower than He++ (Mitchell et al., 1981). In general, the Fe
distribution parameters (bulk velocity, flow direction, temperature) are found
to be similar to the He parameters determined with electrostatic analyzers
(Mitchell et al., 1982). There are factor-of-two differences between average
abundances determined in recurrent streams from different coronal holes.
Similar to the He enhancementsseen in flare related flows, Fe enhancements of
4-5 are also observed.

6. IONIZATIONTEMPERATUREIN HIGHSPEEDSTREAMS

Temperatures at which the ionization states of minor ions are established
or frozen in during the coronal expansion were reported in a number of early
papers (e.g. Bame et al., 1968; 1970; 1974). These determinations, based on
measurementsof individual minor ion peak intensities in E/Q spectra, are
restricted to the slow interstream solar wind in which the local kinetic
temperatures are low or to the temperature-depressed drivers of transient flows
coming from energetic coronal events (Bameet al., 1979; Fenimore, 1980). It
is of particular interest to extend such determinations to the case of high
speed solar wind streams arising out of coronal holes, since the holes have
been observed to be cooler than other regions of the corona (Krleger et al.,
1973). Until recently, it has not been possible to measure the ionization
states of high speed flows. In those flows the kinetic temperatures are so
high that individual minor ion species such as 06+ and 07+ can't be resolved in
E/Q spectra. The Fe ion distribution has been inaccessible due to limited
energy ranges.

This restriction has been overcomewith two new experimental approaches.
The first of these utilizes the ion composition experiment on ISEE 3, described
by Coplan et al. (1978), with which M/Qanalyses of someof the minor ions can
be performed on high speed flows as well as slow flows. Ogilvie and Vogt
(1980) have used ISEE 3 data to investigate the oxygen ion freezlng-in
temperatures by determining the ratios of ion fluxes at M/Q = 2.29 (principally
07+) to that at M/Q= 2.67 (principally 06+) as a function of solar wind speed,
and comparing the ratios with ionization equilibrium calculations. At low
speeds ionization temperatures of ~1.6 x 106 K are inferred, in reasonable
agreement with _revlous determinations using E/Q analyses. However, at speeds
above 450 km s-_, i.e. in high speed streams, the measured ratio starts to rise
rapidly, suggesting higher freezlng-ln temperatures in coronal holes. Values
above 3 x 106K are inferred for 600 km s-I speeds. The authors suggest that
these results might be caused, not by a higher freezlng-ln temperature, but by
electron distributions in coronal holes characterized by a temperature of
1.5 x _06K, but having a non-Maxwellian high energy tall similar to that of a
3 x 10UKdistribution.
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The second experimental approach utilizes the intermediate energy ion
composition experiment on ISEE I, described by Hovestadt et al. (1978). By
analyzing the shapes of charge state distributions of CNOions in diffuse ion
events upstream of the bow shock, Galvln et al. (1982) infer ionization
temperatures for the types of solar wind flow incident at the bow shock. They
find temperatures of ~1.5 x 106Kfor slow, interstream solar wind, _2.5 x 106K
for flare-related translent flows, and ~1.4 x 106K for coronal hole-assoclated
flows.

Further analysis of the ISEE 3 oxygen charge state data has insured that
the high speed data set is not contaminated with shock associated events. The
extended study confirms that the M/Q= 2.3 to M/Q = 2.7 ratio rises at speeds
above 450 km s-I (Ogilvle, 1982). Some part of this rise may be due to
variations in the relative abundancesof elements in the CNO region of the
spectrum which contribute to the 07+ fraction in particular. However, it is
concluded that this effect is not large enough to avoid having to infer high
coronal tempertures unless a non-Maxwelllan shape of the electron distribution
in the source region is invoked. It is clear that further work on this
important subject is essential.

7. IONIZATIONALLYHOTTRANSIENTSOLARWINDFLOWS

Following flare-related interplanetary shock waves, driver or piston flows
are sometimes observed with very unusual distributions of minor ions in the E/Q
spectra measured with electrostatic analyzers. These spectra show that the
plasma had a "hot" origin in the solar corona (Bameet al., 1979; Bame, 1981).
This is not always the case in driver flows; sometimes the spectrum cannot be
distinguished from those found in the slow, interstream solar wind, and
sometimes, as discussed in the next section, IP shocks are followed by driver
flows which contain ions indicative of a "cold" origin.

In Figure 4 an example of a hot E/Q spectrum is contrasted with a normal
spectrum obtained in a slow interstream flow. The hot case was measuredwith a
heavy ion analyzer on Vela 6B and the normal example on Vela 5A. The two
spectra have been normalized to E/Q = 2 at the 4He++ peaks and are shown
plotted on an M/Q scale which assumesequal flow speed for all ion species.

In the upper spectrum from slow Interstream solar wind a typical
distribution of ion peaks is evident beyond 4He++. Both 075 and 06+ are
prominent, with unresolved species of C, N, and Ne between them. A fit of the
peaks gives a freezlng-ln temperature of 2.1 x 106K, typical of slow flows.
Beyond the oxygen peaks are three peaks, C, D, and E that can be attributed to
silicon with an admixture of sulfur. Beyond the Si peaks lies a group of Fe
peaks ran_ing from 12+ to 7+, with a distribution which was formed at
~1.5 x lOVK in the corona, again typical of a slow flow.

The lower spectrum, labelled "hot," in Figure 4 shows a distinctively
different shape which has been shownto be due to a hotter than normal origin
of the ionization state. This spectrum was obtained in the driver flow of an
IP shock which followed a flare, variously reported as importance IB to 3B, by
64 hours. The typical Fe species in the 12+ to 7+ charge level positions are
not present at resolvable levels. Instead, a reasonable analysis shows that
the Fe ionization state has shifted to a higher stage, indicative of a
freezlng-ln temperature of _3 x 106K. The prominent peak at D in the figure is
due to Fe16+ ions; the Si ions, normally found in this range are shifted into
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the Si 12+ position, near 07+ . Another notable feature of hot spectra is that

the normally third most prominent peak, 06+ , is very subdued, because most of

the oxygen ions are in the 08+ and 07+ charge levels.

VELA SOLAR WIND HEAVY ION SPECTRA - TWO TYPES
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Fig. 4. A heavy ion spectrum from

the slow Interstream solar wind of

June 23, 1969 (upper spectrum) meas-

ured with Vela 5A, contrasted with a

hot epeerum measured on Ray 18, 1971

with Vela 6B in a flare induced,

post shock, driver gas flow.
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A systematic study of the types of solar wind flows associated with hot

heavy ions has been reported by Fenlmore (1980) using Vela 5 and 6 heavy ion

data. Spectra indicating hot coronal conditions ranging from ~1.5 x 106K to

above 9 x 106K are found in approximately I/7 of the measurements. Hot spectra

are found in three types of flows: I) postshock flows, PSFs, 2) nonshock

related helium abundance enhancements, HAEs, and 3) noncompressive density

enhancements, NCDEs. The PSFs and HAEs are usually interplanetary

manifestations of solar flares. In the case of the HAEs, the flare ejects

reach the Earth even though an IP shock is not observed. The NCDEs with hot

heavy ions differ from the PSF-HAEs in several ways, suggesting that they

evolve from energetic coronal events that are not flare-related but involve

higher than normal coronal temeratures. Active regions, coronal mass

ejections, and equatorial streamers are suggested as possible sources for the

NCDEs with hot heavy ions.

8. IONIZATIONALLY COLD TRANSIENT FLOWS

The previous section discussed solar wind flows in which the minor ion

relative intensity distributions show that the plasma ionization states were

established in hotter than usual coronal regions. In the last few years a

small number of observations have been reported which show that the opposite
also occurs - minor ion distributions have been found which contain ions which

could not have survived the usual million-degree temperature coronal expansion.
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The first reported solar wind plasma with an anomalously "cold" origin was

detected with electrostatic analyzers on HELLOS 1 and described by Schwenn et

al. (1980). In the piston gas driving an IP shock on Jan. 29, 1977, very

unusual spectra were found with three prominent peaks at relative E/Q positions

of I, 2, and 4 as shown in Figure 5. The peaks at I and 2 are readily
identified as due to H+ and He ++ ions. The peak at 4 seemed too large to be

explained by the ion species that usually occupy that position, Si 7+ and S8+.

However, data are available from two different electrostatic analyzers on each

of the two HELLOS spacecraft; one analyzer counts ions individually, while the

other measures ion current. By normalizing spectra from the two instruments at

the charge 1H + peak, as shown in Figure 5, the charge of the second peak was

found to be 2, as expected for He ++ , while the charge of the third peak was

approximately I, instead of a high multiple such as 7. If the third peak had

been due to the charge 7 and 8 Si and S ions, which normally occupy this

position, the multiply charged ions would have created a sufficiently large

current that the peak height in the electrometer spectrum would have been

identifiably higher than in the counts spectrum, reaching near the arrow shown

in the figure. Thus, the third peak was identified as singly charged He +,

which is at undectably low levels most of the time (Feldman etal., 1974).

I01

E/Q CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 5. Spectra measured simultane-

ously with two electrostatic analy-

zers on HELIOS I, plotted together.

Comparison of the spectrum deter-

mined by counting individual ions

with the one using current detection

identifies the peak at H/Q - 4 as

He + rather than Si 7+ which would

produce a peak in the electrometer

spectrum at the level shown by the

arrow.

A few examples of the sporadic appearance of He+ peaks in solar wind

spectra were reported much earlier (Bame etal., 1968; Bame, 1972), but in

those cases the He+/He ++ number ratios were much smaller than in the spectrum

observed by Schwenn etal. (1980). No viable explanation for these sporadic

appearances was set forth until the report of Schwenn and coworkers.

A second case of high flux levels of He + ions which occurred on July 29,

1977 was found in IMP 8 data and reported by Gosling etal. (1980). The

interplanetary conditions associated with this event are illustrated in Figure

6 which shows a time sequence of E/Q spectra starting at 2358 UT on July 28,

extending beyond 1444 UT on July 29. During this time period an IP shock

passed IMP 8, leaving the spacecraft immersed in the heated ambient plasma. At
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1224 UT the temperature-depressed driver gas arrived, in which the peaks of H +

and He 4-_ are sharply resolved. About 1 hour after the arrival of the driver

gas, a third prominent peak appeared in the spectrum at an E/Q position four

times that of H +. The abundance of this peak is much too high to be explained

plausibly by an ion species other than He +. The He+/He++number ratio reached

values as high as 0.3 during the event.
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Fig. 6. Interplanetary conditions

during the July 28-29, 1977 period.

An IP shock heated and accelerated

the ambient flow. Interplanetary

ions associated wlth the shock

passage are evident In the heated

flow, creating the nolse-llke traces

at low and high energies surrounding

the H + and He ++ peaks. The arrival

of driver gas is marked by the

sudden appearance of cold plasma

with very well resolved H + and He++

peaks. About an hour later a strong

third peak, due to He + ions, appears

in the spectra.
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An ion spectrum from this event, obtained by summing many of the

individual spectra together is shown in Figure 7. Notable features of the

spectrum in addition to the prominent third peak are the resolved peak of 06+

ions and the broadness of the He + peak compared to the He 4-_ peak. No reason

has been found for why the fie+ ions in this example should have a higher

kinetic temperature than those of He ++ , as they apparently do.

A study of a large number of heavy ion spectra obtained with the Vela 5A,

5B, 6A, and 6B analyzers during 1969-1975 has yielded some seven events with

anomalously high numbers of counts at the M/Q = 4 position (Bame, 1980) Many

more events would have been observed if fuller telemetry coverage in the solar

wind had been available. The numbers of He + ions in these Vela events were

small in comparison to the numbers in the large events mentioned above.
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A systematic search of Los Alamos IMP and ISEE data received between

October 1972 and February 1980 found two more events in addition to those

already mentioned (Zwickl et al., 1982). The IMP and ISEE experiments were

designed wlth sensitivities for standard solar wind ion measurements rather than

for detecting low countrate exotic ions. More events would certainly have been

found with more sensitive instrumentation and more complete telemetry coverage.

The most recent large He + event was found in HELIOS 2 data of May 29, 1979

(Schwenn, 1980; 1982). In this case, a charge I peak was again found at an E/Q

position 4 times the position occupied by H+.
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One other He + event, detected with the Vela 3A plasma analyzer on January

13, 1967 (Bame, 1980), is shown in Figure 8. The measured E/Q spectra are shown

in time sequence vertically. The first spectrum shows a plasma flow wlth

uncommonly well resolved H + and He q-P peaks; most likely thls flow is an

anomalously cool driver gas from an energetic coronal event. In the second

spectrum, a peak at an E/Q position 4 times that of H + shows the presence of

He + ions in the flow. At 1150 UT a small amount of He + is still present. At

1207 UT an IP shock had passed the spacecraft leaving the ambient gas

accelerated and heated. In succeeding spectra the continued presence of He + is

evident, although the high temperature of the gas prevents complete resolution
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of He + from He ++ . In the later stages of the event, the proton bulk speed in

the shocked gas was appreciably higher than that of the He ions; another case

of H+ ions travelling at a higher speed than He++ , following a shock passage,

has been reported by Ogilvle et al. (1982). At 1839 UT, the He + number density

is roughly 50% that of He_-+. By 0027 UT on January 14 a new body of gas, the

driver for the January 13 shock, had arrived. In this driver, which can be

associated with a 3B flare, there is no longer a component of He+ . Instead, a

well resolved peak at a relative E/Q position of 3.5 shows that this driver

contained Fe 16+ ions originating in a hot coronal region (Bame et al., 1979).
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Fig. 8. Sequence of spectra from

Vela 3A and 3B showing the

appearance of a small narrow peak of
He ions early on January 13, 1967.

Following an interplanetary shock at

about noon, the He + abundance In the

ambient plasma increased to levels

high enough that the presence of He +

ions is evident, even though the ion

temperature is too high to permit

full resolution. At 1839 UT the

spectrum indicates that the Re+/He ++

number ratio is roughly 50%.

The sources of ionlzatlonally cold flows seem well established as

energetic coronal events, generally without a flare association. Including the

seven small He + events found in Vela heavy ion data and the other events

mentioned above, there is strong evidence of a correlation of the events with

phenomena which are associated with impulsive coronal events, i.e. mass

ejections. Many, but not all events followed IP shocks and most are associated

with Forbush decreases. There is a strong association with Type II and IV
radio emissions, but there is no association with flares for several of the

large events. Schwenn et al. (1980) suggest the possibility of direct ejection

of cool chromospheric plasma into the solar wind via eruptive prominences
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(disappearing filaments when observed against the solar disk). Indeed,

correlations of eruptive prominences with He + events are found for the events

of January 29, 1977, July 29, 1977, May 29, 1979, and January 13, 1967. There

are possible associations for some of the remaining I0 events; in the others

there is not enough information to make a determination. There are flare

associations with some of the events which is perhaps not surprising since an

association between flares and disappearing filaments has been noted.

The spectra of two of the He + events discussed above also show the

presence of oxygen ions in low stages of ionization. Schwenn (1980; 1982)

reported the observation of two E/Q spectra on May 9, 1979 which exhibited four

strong peaks at E/Q values of I, 2, 4, and 8 relative to H +, as shown in Figure

9. Comparing the spectrum obtained by counting individual ions with one

obtained by measuring the charge deposited by the analyzed ions, it was

possible to show that the ion charges of the four peaks were I, 2, I, and 2,

identifying the ions as H +, He ++ , He + , and 02+. This spectrum was obtained in

a transient flow which was very well associated with a nonflare-related

explosive prominence.
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Fig. 9. Spectra measured simultane-
ously with two electrostatic
analyzers on a HELIOS spacecraft.

Comparison of the particle counting
spectrum with that obtained by meas-
uring current shows that the peaks
at 4 and 8 are _e + and O++.

The second case of a spectrum with oxygen in low ionization stages was

reported by Zwickl et al. (1982) and is shown in Figure I0, contrasted with a

more normal high density flow. In the upper panel, envelopes which reasonably

encompass the Si peaks and Fe peaks are shown. Generally, these minor ion

groups in spectra measured in slow solar wind can be fitted rather well with

smooth envelopes which are somewhat broader than an isothermal fit would

predict. The greater broadness has been attributed to the fact that the ratios

of adjacent pairs of ion species are established at different heights in the

corona and hence different temperatures (Bame et al., 1970). In the lower,

anomalous spectrum, reasonable envelopes for the Si and Fe species have been

drawn. It is apparent that three of the peaks are far outside of the envelopes

and can best be explained as being due to He + (with some 04+), 03+ , and 0 Z+.

Another ion indicative of a colder than normal origin is prominent, C 4+, and
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Fig. 10. Two spectra from IHP 7 and

8 obtained by adjusting for speed

changes and summing E/Q spectra

together. The upper normal spectrum

is a somewhat cool example since C 4+

ions are present. Well-behaved

ionization state envelopes can be

fit to the Si and Fe species peaks

in the normal spectrum. In the

lower cold spectrum C 4+ Ions are

again present, but in addition

reasonable ionization state enve-

lopes do not encompass three

prominent peaks. The surplus Ions

in these peaks can be best

identified as He + (with some 04+),

03+, and 02+.

possibly N 5+ and O 5+. There is evidence of some C4+ in the January 8, 1978

spectrum in the upper panel, as well, and indeed thls spectrum, although not

cold llke the lower spectrum, is somewhat cooler than most of the minor ion

spectra which have been obtained in low speed flows. The December 4, 1977 cold

spectrum was possibly associated with a disappearing filament. It was not
associated with an IP shock.
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ABSTRACT

Continuous measurements of solar wind 3He ++ and 4He ++ from August, 1978 to

December, 1981 have been made covering a full range of solar wind conditions.

The average flux ratio <R> derived from these data is 2310 ! 50, in excellent

agreement with the Apollo foil measurements. A probable correlation between <R>

and solar activity has been found; however, an examination of the data during
periods of 3He++-rich solar flares shows no detectable increase in 3He ++ in the

solar wind.

Introduction

Measurements of 4He ++ in the solar wind since its first discovery there

(Neugebauer and Snyder, 1966) have shown its abundance to be highly variable,

however the reason for this variability is not fully understood. Information

=_uuL uuL*uitxonS _H LLle source region can in principle be obtained by studying
the abundance of 3He ++ _e1°_ive to that of 4He++. Since the ^_i_.......... _ difference be-

tween the isotopes is their mass (ionization potentials and charge being identi-

cal)', changes in their relative abundances may prove to be a sensitive probe of

the acceleration and mixing processes operating in the source region. Further-

more_ the low abundance of 3He ++ relative to protons (approximately 1:40,000)

means that it can be considered as a true test particle in the solar wind.

Up to now, studies of 3He q-+ in the solar wind were limited to periods of

low solar wind velocity when the kinetic energy distribution of the dominant so-

lar wind protons was sufficiently narrow so as not to interfere with observations

of 3He++. The iSEE-3 Ion Composition Instrument (ICI), launched in August 1978,

has overcome this limitation by employing velocity as well as energy analysis

(Coplan et al., 1978) with the result the 3He ++ abundances have now been measur-

ed continuously over the full range of solar wind conditions for more than four

years.

In a previous publication (Ogilvie et al., 1980a) we presented a prelimin-

ary account of observations made between August and November, 1978 and _rch and

August 1979. During this period the average 4He++/3He ++ abundance ratio <R> was

reported to be 2.1 + 0.2 x 103 , in excellent agreement with measurements made by

the foil method (Ge_ss et al., 1972). In this paper we present results derived

from a data set covering the period August 1978 to December, 1981. This period

includes the maximum of solar activity cycle 21 which occurred in 1980, as well
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as the occurrence of a number of 3He++-rich solar flares. Here we will concen-

trate on the variation of <R> with solar activity and correlations between 3He q-F

in the solar wind and flares. A more comprehensive analysis will appear else-
where.

Experimental Method and Data Reduction

The ICI has already been described by Coplan et al. (1978). The instrument

obtains mass per charge (M/Q) spectra over the range of 1.4 to 5.6 with a resol-

ution of 30, as long as the solar wind speed is between 300 and 620 km/s. Time

resolution is 15 or 30 minutes depending on the operating mode. The raw data

have been corrected for background (approximately 0.3 counts/sec per observa-

tion) which is primarily due to penetrating high energy particles which excite

the detectors directly. The background is determined separately for each spec-

trum by monitoring a part of the M/Q-V matrix in which no solar wind ions appear.

During solar particle events the background increases by an order of magnitude

and spectra obtained during these periods have been deleted from the data set.

The 4He++/3He ++ abundance ratio is obtained from the corrected data by first

fitting a convected Maxwellian velocity distribution function to the 4He ++ data

taking into account the instrument function. The results of the fitting proce-

dure are values for the velocity, kinetic temperature, density, and flux of

4He ++. Because of the small number of 3He q-F counts, a completely independent

determination of the 3He++ distribution function is not practical. The velocity

of 3He ++ is taken equal to that for 4He ++ and the 3He ++ kinetic temperature is

set equal to 3/4 that for 4He q-F (Ogilvie et al., 1980b). The 3He ++ density and

flux are then calculated from the total corrected 3He ++ counts, using the ins-

trument function and the values of velocity and temperature. The uncertainty in

the ratio of 4He++/3He ++ flux, or density, R depends principally on the statis-

tical uncertainty in the number of 3He+q- counts (typically 14 counts per obser-

vation). Errors associated with the assumed 3He ++ temperatures and velocities

are expected to be small because the density is a rather weak function of these

parameters. Figure 1 shows a plot of 4He++ flux, 3He ++ flux and R for the
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period 18 August to 27 December,1978. Hourly averages are shownand data gaps
are crossed by straight line segments. Superposedon the high frequency statis-
tical fluctuations of 3He++ flux are lower frequency fluctuations which correl-
ate well with the fluctuations in 4He++flux, for which the statistical accuracy
is a few percent. The calculated overall correlation coefficient for the two
fluxes for the complete data set is 0.65 indicating that the fluctuations in
3He++fluxare generally physically significant, representing real changes in
the 4He++/3He++ abundanceratio.

Results

Figure 2 is a histogram showing the distribution of values of R , based on
the complete data set. The most probable value, RMp, corresponding to the
maximumin the histogram, is _ 1500 . The average value, <R> , is 2310± 50
and is obtained by summingthe 4He++ fluxes and dividing by the sumof the 3He++
fluxes. This method for obtaining <R>gives a value which can be directly com-
pared with the abundanceratio obtained by the foil technique in which the heli-
umisotopes trapped by the exposed foil over a period of time are desorbed by
heating and measuredin a massspectrometer. The agreement between the results
of the two methods is excellent. Note that this method for calculating <R>is
different from an average obtained by summingindividual R values and dividing
by the numberof values. Weestimate the signal-to-noise ratio for an indivi-
dual measurementto be 2 at R = 3000. Thus, observed increases of R above
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Figure 2. Histogram of 4He++/3He ++ flux ratios, R . The most

probable, RMp , as well as the average value, <R>, of R are
indicated. A value of R corresponding to <R> represents

approximately 14 3He ++ counts.
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5000 which usually represent real physical changes in the abundances, are not
well determined. Values of R well below <R>occur with considerable frequency,
however the persistance of low R values for longer than about 6 hours is rare
in our data. This is in contrast with the observations of GrUnwaldt
(1976) who reported R _ 540 for a period of 48 hours coinciding with a particu-
larly low solar wind speed. Inspection of Figure i shows that such a low ratio
is not particularly rare, but 48 hours is a long period for such a deviation
from the most probable value to persist.

To further examine the relation between R and solar activity we have div-
ided the data set into six-month intervals. The maximumof solar cycle 21 oc-
curred in 1980 and from the data in Table I one can see that <R>for 1980 is
2465! 60 which is to be comparedwith 2310 + 50 for the entire data set. Since
the two averages differ by more than three standard deviations it is reasonable
to conclude that events giving rise to large values of R in the solar wind are
more prevalent around solar maximumthan at other times. Values of R_ for
the six-month periods are also included in Table I.

TABLE I

4Ne/3He Ratios

Period Number of < R > RMp
Days

Aug. 18 - Dec. 31,

1978 136 2320 1600

Jan. i - June 30,

1979 180 2180 1600

July I - Dec. 31,

1979 184 2420 1600

Jan. 17 - June 30,

1980 164 2480 1200

July 1 - Nov. 27,

1980 149 2550 1600

Feb. 19 - June 30,
1981 131 2220 1600

July i - Oct. 18,

1981 109 2300 1700

Average

1978 - 1981 2310 ± 50

Average
1980 2465 ± 60

Among other sources of 3He ++ variability we have investigated a possible

connection between 3He-rich solar flares and solar wind 3He++. The solar flares

of interest are small but result in up to a thousand fold enhancement of 3He ++

at MeV/nucleon energies lasting for a few days (Reames and von Rosenvinge, 1981)

Using a list of 3He++ fluxes in the energy range from 1.3 to 1.7 MeV/nucleon

kindly supplied by Reames (private communication, 1982) we selected seven 3He

events for which there was no coincident solar proton enhancement. If ti is the

time of observation of energetic particles during the ith event, plasma emitted

by the sun at the same time will arrive at 1 AU at about ti+3 days. A super-

posed epoch_analysis was performed to obtain <R(L)>, where <R> is computed over

a period of two days, and L is a variable lag time, taking the values -4, -3,...,
+4 days.
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If the processes responsible for the enhancementof 3He at MeV/nucleon energies
also enhanced 3He++ in the solar wind, wewould expect a decrease in <R>at
zero time, corresponding to a transit time of 3 days. Figure 3 shows the re-
sult; although there is a small decrease in <R>at about the expected lag, it is
less than the standard deviation of the observations. The data are consistent
with the emission by the sunof about 10%more 3Hethan usual. Although estimates
show this is not energetically impossible, we conclude that we did not detect in-
creased 3He in the solar wind at the time of these flares.

4000
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<R>

2000 --

' I 1 I I I I I
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Figure 3. The average value of the 4He++/3He++- flux ratio,

<R>, over the duration of 7 separate _le++-enriched solar flare

events as a function of the time delay between the observation

of the flare and the measurement of solar wind 3He ++ and 4He ++.

The horizontal scale has been chosen so that zero time delay

corresponds to the solar wind transit time of three days. There

is a horizontal dashed line at the position of the average

of the nine values of <R>.
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ABSTRACT

We report solar wind measurementsfrom the ULECAsensor of the Max-Planck-
Institut/University of Maryland experiment on ISEE-3. The low energy section of
the ULECAsensor selects particles by their energy per charge (over the range
~3.6 keV/Q to ~30 keV/Q) and simultaneously measures their total energy with two
low-noise solid state detectors. In this paper we present solar wind Fe charge
state measurements from three time periods of high speed solar wind occurring
during a post-shock flow and a coronal hole-associated high speed stream.
Analysis of the post-shock flow solar wind indicates the charge state
di_trlbut!oqs for Fe were n_ak_d at _+16. Indlcatlve of an unusually high
coronal temperature (-3xlO6K)=.-- In contrast_'the Fe charge state distribution we

observe in a coronal hole-associated high sp_ed stream peaks at _+9, indicating
a much lower coronal temperature (~l.4x10 K). This constitutes the first

reported measurements of iron charge states in a coronal hole-associated high
speed stream.

Introduction

The state of ionization of the solar wind is "frozen in" at low coronal

altitudes and remains essentially unchanged during the solar wind's passage

through the upper solar atmosphere and interplanetary space (Hundhausen et el.,

1968). Measurements of heavy ion (Z>2) charge state abundances in the solar

wind are used to estimate the local electron temperature at the coronal

freezlng-in site. In general, the more massive the element, the higher its

freezing-in altitude. For example, interstream solar wind oxygen ions freeze in

at ~1.5 solar radii while iron charge states are set at ~3 solar radii (Bame et

el., 1974). Measurements of the charge states of different elements can

therefore be used to determine temperature gradients in the corona. In

addition, the ionization states are indicative of the type of solar wind flow

and its ori$in on the coronal disc. Feldman et el. (1981) have reported

moderate ionization _emperatures for interstream (IS) solar wind, with average

values of ~2.1 x 10_K for oxygen ions and ~1.6 x 10bK for iron ions. They

suggest that IS solar wind may originate in near-equatorial coronal streamers,

which have similar temperatures. Solar wind post-shock flows (PSFs) and helium

abundance enhancements (HAEs) generally have iron and oxygen ionization states

indicative of hotter than usual coronal temperatures (>2.3 x 106K), with origins

in solar active regions (Bame et el., 1979; Fenimore, 1980).

All of the studies cited above use data obtained from solar wind

electrostatic analyzer experiments which, for reasons discussed below, have been
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unable to resolve heavy ion charge states in coronal hole-assoclated high speed
streams. Using data from the solar wind ion mass-per-charge spectrometer on
ISEE-3, Ogilyie and Vogt (1980) have reported oxygen ionization temperatures up
to ~3 x 10bK for high speed solar wind flows which may be coronal hole-
associated. Their instrument is limited to speeds below ~600 km/s. Galvln et
al (19822 report much lower ionization temperatures (between ~I.I x 106K and
~115 x 10UK) for coronal hole-associated high speed streams (with speeds ranging
from ~500 to ~700 km/s), based on charge state measurements of locally
accelerated solar wind heavy ions in diffuse ion events observed upstream of the
earth's bow shock. High speed stream Fe/H abundance ratios have been reported
by Mitchell and Roelof (1980), but they makeno charge state measurements.

The data presented in this paper were obtained with the Ultra Low Energy
Charge Analyzer (ULECA)sensor of the Max-Planck-lnstltut/University of Maryland
experiment on ISEE-3. The ULECAsensor is an electrostatic deflection system
with an array of solid state detectors. The selection of incoming ions with a
given energy per charge window and the measurementof their total energy allow
the determination of the charge state distribution. The data presented are from
the ULECALI and L2 detectors, which respectively cover the energy ranges ~4-11
keV/Q and ~10-30 keV/Q in 32 logarithmic steps with a cycle time of ~16
minutes. The LI and L2 detectors have energy per charge bandwidths (FWHM/mean)
of ~12%and ~21%, respectively, and energy thresholds ~15 keV. Wereport solar
wind measurements from three time periods of high speed solar wind. In
particular, we present charge state measurementsof iron ions in both a post-
shock flow and a coronal hole-associated high speed stream. This is the first
reported measurementof iron charge states in a high speed stream.

Observations

The time periods we discuss occurred on Sept. 28 and 29, 1978, during which
several distinct types of solar wind flows were observed. During most of Sept.
28, the solar wind may be characterized as a coronal-hole associated high speed
stream (Solar-Geophysical Data, 1978). At ~2040 UT on the 28th an
interplanetary shock was detected by ISEE-3. At -4)230 UT on the 29th we infer
the passage of a much stronger interplanetary shock. Unfortunately, this shock
passage occurred during a three hour telemetry gap. Our inference of the
presence of this shock is based on a well defined SSCat earth at 0301 UT
(Solar-Geophyslcal Data, 1978) and the detection at ISEE-3 of a classical
Energetic Storm Particle event (Klecker et al., 1981; Hovestadt et al., 1982)
preceding and following the inferred passage of the interplanetary shock. At
~0815 UT there was a tangential discontinuity in the interplanetary magnetic
field and a dramatic decrease in the solar wind ion kinetic temperature. These
signatures are often associated with the arrival of flare-generated driver
plasma (e.g., Bameet al., 1979). The shock-produclng flare was probably a 2B
flare (N27, WI9) which occurred at 1428 UT on Sept. 27 (Solar-Geophysical Data,
1979), implying an average shock propagation speed of ~1150 km/s.

The sequence of a coronal hole-assoclated high speed stream followed by two
interplanetary shocks led to extremely large solar wind speeds on Sept. 29.
Figure I shows our observations of proton and helium velocities from 0500 to
1800 UT on Sept. 29. The estimated error in these velocities is ~5%. Wepoint
out that solar wind protons are detected by the ULECAsensor only through
multiple pulse pile-up; the energy of each of these protons is well below the
threshold of the solid state detectors. As a consequence, only a small fraction
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(~10-3 ) of the incident protons is
actually counted by the detectors.
Although this precludes a computation
of the proton density, the peak
position in energy per charge (i.e.,
the voltage step with the highest
counting rate) is a reliable measure of
the proton velocity. Only protons with
velocities above ~800 km/s can pass
through the electrostatic deflection
analyzer; hence in Figure I no proton
data are shown after ~I000 UT. Helium
ions deposit energies slightly below
detector thresholds, but the finite
electronic and detector noise produces
an efficiency of ~10% (which dominates
the effect of helium pile-up). Heavier
ions are detected with near unity
efficiency. The helium velocities
shown in Figure I were derived by
comparing the observed data with the
results of a computer simulation which
takes into account all known
instrumental effects. The simulation
assumes that helium and heavier ions
have a commonvelocity (Schmidt et al.,
1980; Ogilvie et al., 1982), and uses
the relative elemental abundances
presented in Table I.

Table i

Solar Wind
Adopted Elemental Abundances

Element Relative Abundance Reference

H E1x 106 a
He 4 x 104 a,b
C 520 d
N 145 c
0 520 a,c,d
Ne 75 b
Mg 75 c
Si 75 a,c
S 26 c
Fe 53 a

a Solar wind E/Q measurement (Bame et a1.,1975)

b Solar wind foil measurement (Geiss,1973)

c Coronal observation (Withbroe,1976)

d Corotating Particle Events (Gloeckler et a1.,1979)
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Figure I." Hellun and proton solar wind velocities

during the post shock flow on 29 Sept 1978. A

large magnetic field tangential discontinuity at

~0815 separates shock-heated solar wind ("HOT')

from the flare-assoclated driver gas ("COLD"). We

infer that the interplanetary shock passage occured

at -0230. The hatched bars indicate time periods

selected for pulse height analysis.
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Figure 2 shows energy per charge spectra from detector L1 for time periods
before and after the arrival of the driver plasma. The leftmost peak in each
panel is due to solar wind protons while the rightmost peak represents helium
and heavier ions. The proton counting rate is severely depressed by the
detector threshold, as mentioned above. The relative widths of the peaks in the
left vs. right panels reflect a decrease in the solar wind kinetic temperature
by a factor of ~i0 near the time of arrival of the tangential discontinuity in
the magnetic field; thus Figure 2 indicates the transition from shock-heated
ambient plasma to the flare-assoclated driver plasma.

We have selected two time
intervals (represented by the hatched 5o

40

bars in Figure i) for detailed pulse 3o

height analysis of the driver plasma, zo

Figure 3 shows five energy histograms Io

(counts per keV vs. measured energy in
60

the L2 solid state detector) summed 50
over the time interval 1105-1430 UT. 4o

Each of the panels represents a 30

different energy per charge range zo

(i.e., different steps of the dN Io

electrostatic deflection analyzer), dE 6O

Since solar wind ions moving at the 5o

same velocity have kinetic energies 4o
3oJ

proportional to their mass, each energy 2o

histogram may be interpreted as a mass Io

histogram. During this time interval

we observed a helium velocity of 800 40

km/s. The vertical dashed lines shown 3o
20

in Figure 3 represent the expected FWHM 10

measured energies for Fe ions at this

velocity, based on pre-flight 2o

calibrations. There is good agreement 1o
O

with the observed energy histograms for

the four lowest panels. The topmost

panel (representing the lowest energy

per charge range) indicates the

presence of an additional ion,

consistent with the expected position

of Si. Note that by measuring the

energy of heavy solar wind ions we can
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Figure 3. Energy histograms averaged over the

time period 1105-1430 UT. Counts per keV is

plotted vs. measured energy in the L2 detector.

Each panel covers a different energy per charge

range. Also indicated are the expected measured

energies of Fe and Si ions movln8 at 800 km/s.

identify their mass dlrecty rather than relying on indirect (albeit convincing)

inference based on mass per charge values (e.g., Bame etal., 1979) or assumed

(albeit reasonable) solar wind abundance ratios (Mitchell and Roelof, 1980). We

point out that the assumed abundances given in Table I were used to derive the

solar wind He velocity, but not to identify the presence of solar wind Fe.

After this identification of Fe based on measured energy, we can convert

the fluxes in different energy per charge ranges into a distribution of charge

states. We accomplish this by first selecting an energy interval which is high

enough to assure no contribution from lighter ions. The number of Fe counts in

this interval is then computed for each energy per charge range. This

distribution of Fe counts vs. E/Q is then compared with the distribution

expected from a simulated solar wind characterized by a particular charge state
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freezlng-ln temperature. A specific
temperature corresponds to a unique Fe
charge state distribution (we use the
density-lndependent tables of Jordan,
1969). The results of such a
comparison for the 1105-1430 time
period are presented in Figure 4a. The
observations are represented by the
solid llne while the simulated
distributions for two different
temperatures are shown as dashed
lines. It is clear that the simulation
characterized by 3.16 x 106K is a much
better fit to the observations. Figure
4a also indicates the E/Q positions of
Fe charge states i0, 13, and 16. The
peak of the observed distributions is
seen to be closest to the position
expected for Fe+16.

The above analysis was repeated
for the time period 0828-0920 (leftmost
hatched bar in Figure I), which is also
in the flare-drlven piston plasma. The
result is shown in Figure 4b. The
shift of the Fe charge state positions
to higher E/Q values, and the higher
energy range over which the Fe pulse
height is summed, is caused by the
higher solar wind velocity during this
time interval. The observed Fe
distribution is again fit reasonaby
well by a freezlng-ln temperature of
3.16 x I06K.
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Our observations thus indicate

that the driver plasma was heate_ to a Figure 4. Fe counts vs. energy per charge in the

very high temperature, ~3 x 10VK, by L2 detector for the indicated time periods. The
the solar flare. The simultaneously solid lines represent the observations while the

observed low kinetic temperature then dashed lines represent expected distributions for

suggests a magnetic topology which different values of the coronal electron
temperature (Tc, in 106K) at the freezing-in

restricts heat transport from the altitude. Tne arrows show the positions of

corona. Such a scenario has been different Fe charge states based on the observed

previously proposed by, e.g., Bame et solar wind helium velocity.

al. (1979).
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The final time period we discuss is 1500-2020 UT on 28 Sept. 1978, which is

before the arrival of the two interplanetary shocks. As mentioned above, the

solar wind during this time period may be characterized as a coronal hole-

associated high speed stream. The helium velocity was observed to be reasonably

steady, with an average value of 685 km/s. Figure 4c shows the observed

distribution of Fe counts vs. energy per charge. Also indicated are the

expected dlstr_butions corresponding to freezlng-in temperatures of 1.26 x 106K
and 1.58 x 10UK. We estimate that the observed distribution corresponds to a
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temperature of 1.4 x 106K. The peak of the charge state distribution is near
Fe+9. We point out that Figure 4c represents the first observations of Fe
charge states in a high speed stream. The reason such measurementshave not
been previously reported is twofold: a) the high kinetic temperatures in high
speed streams make it difficult to identify ions based on energy per charge
peaks, and b) the combination of high velocity with low charge states implies
heavy ions have very high energy per charge values; thus Figure 4c shows the
peak of the Fe charge state distribution occurs at ~14 keV/Q, which is above the
range of most solar wind instruments.

Discussion

We have presented measurements of iron charge states in both post-shock
flow solar wind and a coronal hole-associated high speed stream. The high
ionization temperatures (~3 x I06K) we obtain for PSF iron are typical of flare-
expelled solar wind. Bameet al. (1979), for example, have reported ionization
temperatures between ~2.5 x 106K and ~3.0 x 106K for PSF iron. Our PSFresults
support those reported previously and extend them in two respects: (I) Our iron
measurements were made at higher solar wind velocities. Whereas we present
results at 800 km/s and 875 km/s, iron measurementsby the Vela instruments are
limited to speeds <650 km/s (Bameet al., 1979; Fenimore, 1980). (2) Bameet
al. and Fenimore identify different ion species solely from E/Q spectra, which
they convert to M/Q spectra by assuming a commonbulk velocity for all heavy
ions. Although we also assumeall heavy ions flow at about the samespeed as
helium, our additional measurement of total energy allows the direct
determination of the mass of the incoming particles. We can therefore
unambiguously distinguish between, e.g., iron and silicon, even when these ions
overlap in M/Qspectra.

We also report the first measurementof iron charge states in a coronal
hole-associated high speed stream. Such measurements have previously been
precluded by the high kinetic temperatures and energy per charge values of these
ions in high speed streams. Model calculations based on EUV observations
predict that coronal holes are cooler than the average quiet sun and have
smaller temperature gradients (Munro and Withbroe, 1972). Estlmate_ for the
equilibrium temperatures in coronal holes generally range from ~I x I0 K to ~1.5
x I06K (e.g., Kopp and Orrall, 1976; Krieger et al., 1973; Mariska, 1978).
These theoretical values are consistent with our measured result of (1.4 _ .2) x
106Kderived from iron charge states.

In contrast, Ogilvie and Vogt (1980), using data from an ion mass-per-
charge spectrometer, find that the ionization temperature for _xygen ions in the
solar wind rises rapidy with speed, reaching more than 3 x 10UKfor speeds ~600
km/s. They suggest the apparent discrepancy with theoretical expectations may
be the result of non-Maxwellian electron velocity distributions in the corona
where freezing-in occurs. Indeed, Owocki (1982) predicts that ionization
temperatures inferred from 0+6/0+7 ratios in the solar wind could overestimate
the actual coronal electron temperatures if the assumption of a Maxwellian
distribution was incorrect. However, he estimates the magnitude of the possible
temperature overestimate is limited to _0.8 x 106K, only partially explaining
the above-mentioned discrepancy. Although our results indicate a much lower
temperature than the Ogilvie and Vogt data, it should be noted that we are
observing a different ion species (iron instead of oxygen) at a somewhathigher
velocity (685 km/s instead of 600 km/s).
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Galvln et al. (1982) report ionization temperatures between ~I.I x 106Kand
~1.5 x 106K for coronal hole-assoclated high speed streams, based on the charge
state analysis of energetic upstream diffuse ions (which are presumed to be
solar wind ions accelerated by the earth's bow shock) observed during high speed
streams. Although their analysis technique requires certain assumptions, their
derived temperatures are very different from those of Ogilvle and Vogt but are
consistent with our measurementsfor iron. In addition, Galvin et al. find that
the coronal hole-associated ionization temperatures are approximately constant
over the range of solar wind speeds covered (~500-700 km/s), a result which also
differs from that of Ogilvle and Vogt. The Galvin et al. results are derived
from the overall charge state distribution of Z>2 ions, in contrast to the
0+6/0+7 ratio determination by 0gilvie and Vogt. However, because oxygen and
carbon dominate the other heavy ions in the solar wind (see Table I) the results
should be comparable, unless carbon ions behave in some very unexpected
manner. In this context we note that C+6, expected to be the most abundant
heavy ion in the solar wind, has never been identified because its mass per
charge value is identical to that of the muchmore abundant He+2.

Our present results for high speed stream iron indicate low ionization
temperatures are present in coronal holes where freezlng-in occurs. In
addition, these results combined with those of Galvin et al. for carbon and
oxygen would imply: (a) there are at most modest deviations from Maxwellian
conditions in coronal holes, and (b) the electron temperature gradient over the
range of freezing-in altitudes is quite small in coronal holes.
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HIGHSPEEDSOLARWIND,1972 - 1976
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ABSTRACT

Wehave analyzed the Fe/H ratios in the peaks of high speed streams (HSS)
during the decline of Solar Cycle 20 and the following minimum(October 1972-
December1976). Weutilized the response of the 50-200 keY ion channel of the
APL/JHUenergetic particle experiment (EPE) on IMP-7 and 8 to solar wind iron
ions at high solar wind speeds (V > 600 km sec-l), and comparedour Fe meas-
urements with solar wind H and He_parameters from the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) instruments on the same spacecraft In general, the Fe
distribution parameters (bulk velocity, flow direction, temperature) are found
to be similar to the LANLHe parameters. Although the average Fe/H ratio in
many steady HSS peaks agrees within observational uncertainties with the
nominal coronal ratio of 4.7 x 10-5 , abundancevariations of a factor of up to
6 are obtained across a given coronal-hole associated HSS. Over the period
1973-1976, a steady decrease in the average quiet-time Fe/H ratio by a factor
of about 4 is measured on both IMP-7 and 8. A more detailed discussion of
these findings, as well as Fe/H variations correlated with solar flare
activity, can "Defound in Mitchell et al. (i983).

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary plasma detectors (electrostatic analyzers and mass

spectrometers) are limited in measuring iron ions at high solar wind speeds (>

600 km sec -I) with their attendant high kinetic temperatures. An alternate,

though unexpected, technique has been shown in Mitchell and Roelof (1980) and

Mitchell et al. (1981), hereafter referred to as Papers 1 and 2, to be capable

of high time resolution measurements of solar wind iron under precisely these

conditions. The technique uses the 50 - 200 keV ion channel of the Energetic

Particle Experiments (EPE), D. J. Williams, Principal Investigator, on the IMP

7/8 spacecraft. Another measurement of iron in high speed solar wind, includ-

ing charge state determination, was reported by Ipavich et al. (1983) who also

employed a solid state detection system. In addition to being able to measure

iron at high bulk velocities, the uniqueness of the observations presented

here lies in their continuity over time scales of hours, days, or years so

that we can investigate variations in abundance and other distribution func-

tion parameters in individual streams, and even the evolution of streams

themselves over the decline of the last solar cycle.
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FIGURE 1 (a) Scatter plot of the logarithm of the EPE L1 detector iron

response (5.5 minute averages) normalized by the LANL hydrogen

flux, versus the LANL hydrogen velocity for all V H > 500 km s-_

during 1973. (b) Scatter plot of the logarithm of the EPE L1

detector iron response normalized by the LANL helium flux, versus

the LANL hellum velocity. Note the reduced scatter above

VHe ~ 660 km s-I.
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TECHNIQUE

As described in Papers 1 and 2, the iron is seen primarily in Sectors 9

and I0, the sunward-looking sectors of the 16 sectors in the ecliptic plane.

In Paper 2, we describe in detail a method whereby for certain events we can

derive both the iron bulk flow velocity (VFe) and its thermal velocity (VF^),

assuming a convected Maxwellian thermal iron distribution. Using the mo_el

from Paper 2 for the instrument response based upon detector calibrations and

geometry, we can use the measured VFe and VFe to obtain the iron flux, JFe =

NFe VFe. This work will concern itself primarily with the quantity JFe/J_ =

NFe VFe/NH V H _ NFe/NH, the iron abundance relative to hydrogen in the solar
wlnd. We sNall use the notation Fe/H for this abundance ratio through the

remainder of this paper.

It has been shown (Ogilvie, 1980; Bochsler and Geiss, 1982) that minor

ions up to oxygen, and perhaps iron, behave similarly to each other (same bulk

velocity and thermal velocity) but dissimilarly to hydrogen (different,

usually higher bulk velocity) in the non-collisional solar wind. In Figure

la, we plot 5.5 minute averages of the sum of the count-rates in Sectors 9 and

I0 on IMP-7 normalized by hydrogen flux, versus the hydrogen bulk velocity

from the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) solar wind detector on IMP-7.

In Figure Ib we plot the sum of Sectors 9 and I0 normalized by the LANL helium

flux, versus the LANL helium velocity. It can readily be seen that VHe orders

the data much better than VH, in agreement with VHe = VFe @ VH. TKroughout

the remainder of this paper, we assume VFe = VHe and use VHe to remove the

detector efficiency velocity dependence.

IRON ABUNDANCE AS A FUNCTION OF HELIOGRAPHIC SOURCE LONGITUDE

Since we are interested in the coronal source regions and their influence

on Fe/H, we wish to examine the variation of Fe/H as a function of the

heliographic location of its source in the corona. To this end we shall map

the tlme-ordered data into bin-averaged 2° wide bins in heliographic source

longitude, using the constant radial velocity approximation from the corona to

1AU.

In Figure 2, we show two consecutive recurrences of a particularly broad

stream, with the first occurrence in light lines (VH) and dots (VHe), the

second in heavy lines and dots. The second panel displays Fe/H normalized by

the coronal value of 4.7 x 10-5 of Withbroe (1971), which is also nearly the

same as the solar wind value of 5.3 x 10-5 obtained (at lower solar wind

velocity and kinetic temperature than those at which we are working) by Bame

et al. (1979) for interstream solar wind. The absolute normalization of Fe/H

is not well determined; flight spare detectors were used in the detector cali-

brations, and though there is good qualitative agreement between IMP-7, IMP-8,

and the spare detectors, when simultaneously sampling data from a particular

stream IMP-7 and 8 disagree with one another by a factor of ~ 3 in absolute

response. On the basis of that consistent pattern, we have removed that

factor of 3 difference in this paper, multiplying all IMP-7 data by 3 before

plotting.

Although the stream's leading edge has moved westward approximately 40 °

on the second occurrence, the average value of Fe/H has not changed signi-

ficantly, and, in fact, can be considered a stable signature of this source

region. This stream is unusual in its breadth and the good coverage by IMP-7
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on consecutive rotations, but the repeatability of the Fe/H profile is a

common feature of other stable corotating streams associated with coronal

holes.
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FIGURE 3 Average of velocities and Fe/H over 5 solar rotations in 1974,

plotted versus source longitude.

LONG TERM TRENDS

Exploiting the repeatability of the corotatlng stream associated Fe/H

ratios, in Figure 3 we average five consecutive solar rotations of data in

mid-1974 to obtain a more continuous, representative longitude record of Fe/H

than a single rotation with its attendant data gaps (due to the magnetospheric

passes of the spacecraft) can provide. The stream on the right is fairly

constant in Fe/H at a level lower by a factor of ~ 2 than the stream shown in

Figure 2. The stream from 0 ° to 170 ° has a longitude-dependent Fe/H ratio,

decreasing from a value a factor of ~ 2 above the stream centered at 260 ° to a

value perhaps a factor of 3 below that value, for a total change of a factor
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of ~ 6 from one edge of the stream to the other. The stream between 0= and
170° is associated with the equatorward extension of the south polar coronal
hole. We suggest here that the topology of the coronal source region may be
related to the systematic decrease in Fe/H from west to east in this stream,
in which the south-easterly orientation of the eastern boundary of the coronal
hole allows us to sample the composition across the edge (which is not
possible for the more usual merldional orientation). If this is the case, the
implication is that Fe/H is higher for solar wind originating near the inner
edges of the coronal hole boundary region, decreasing as one approaches the
outer edge of the boundary region.

We have taken this process of summingover multiple rotations one step
further. By summingover an entire year, and then taking estimates by eye of
the minimum, maximum,and mean Fe/H values for each year, we can examine
(Figure 4) the yearly trend in Fe/H over the four years 1973-1976 during the
decline of sunspot Cycle 20. It is clear that there is a monotonic decrease
in Fe/H over the period. There is also a decline in He/H over the sameperiod
(upper curve, data from Feldmanet al., 1978), but the iron abundancedecrease
precedes the helium abundance decrease by at least a year. The difference
between the trends in Fe/H and He/H is actually greater than Figure 4
portrays, since the iron data is all from high speed streams while the
downturn in He/H is dominated by the low speed solar wind; in fact, Bameet
al. (1977) reported that He/H at the higher speeds remained remarkably
constant (~ 5%) over this same period in the maxima of high speed streams.
Thus, we find that the iron and helium abundances in high speed streams differ
in their behavior on both intermediate (one stream's duration) and long term
(fraction of a year to fraction of a solar cycle duration) time periods,
though they are sometimes well correlated on a fraction of a day time scale.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using the 50 - 200 keV ion channel of a solid state detector on the EPE

experiment, we have obtained the only thermal iron measurements at solar wind

speeds over 600 km s-I during the decline of Solar Cycle 20, when the solar

wind structure was dominated by stable corotatlng coronal hole associated high

speed streams. We have found that:

i) The response of the EPE to Fe, when compared to the LANL He

measurements, is consistent with the iron bulk velocity, thermal velocity, and

bulk flow angle being the same (on average) as those for helium.

2) The profile of Fe/H as a function of time or coronal source longitude

is a stable, repeatable feature of a stable corotatlng high speed stream.

3) Fe/H within a corotating stream can vary significantly as a function

of the plasma's coronal source longitude, up to a factor of ~ 6, and we have

identified the edge of a coronal hole with a gradient in Fe/H.

4) A long-term decrease of a factor of ~ 4 is measured in Fe/H from 1973

to 1976 during the decline of solar cycle 20.
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MIXEDSOLARWINDORIGINATINGFROMCORONALREGIONSOFDIFFERENTTEMPERATURES

P. Bochsler
Physikalisches Institut, University of Bern
Sidlerstrasse 5, CH-3012Bern, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

lonization states of elements in the solar wind have been used to determine
thermal gradients in the lower corona. This method is based on the assumption,
that in the beginning, solar wind material has a homogeneoustemperature deter-
mining the original charge state of elements. In this paper, we investigate fea-
tures in M/Q-spectra which might appear if the above assumption is violated and
compare themwith observational evidence.

INTRODUCTION

There is evidence for several cases of simultaneous appearance of 4He+ and
highly charged ions of other elements such as 06+ in low speed solar wind [Bame
et al., 1968; Schwenn et al., 1980; Gosling et al., 1980; Zwickl et al., 1982]

indicating the existence of mixtures of plasma with states of ionization frozen

in at temperatures which differ by orders of magnitude. The mechanisms inherent

in solar wind acceleration and heating which lead to these observations are not

well understood. He + has a large cross section for complete ionization via elec-

tron collision at coronal temperatures. Typical rates for collisional ionization

of He + are of the order of 10-8cm 3 s-I in the corona [Lotz, 1967]. This makes it

obvious, that He + can only reach the outer part of the corona if it is somehow

separated from the ambient hot plasma in the lower corona. A plausible way to

achieve this separation is inclusion of the cold component into magnetic clouds

[Zwickl et al., 1982]. Such clouds have been observed in connection with coronal

mass ejections [Klein and Burlaga, 1982], but to our knowledge not with enrich-

ments in 4He + in the solar wind. Hovestadt et al. [1982] find, that He + in an

energetic solar proton event is far more abundant than expected when related to

the mean charge states of C, O, and Fe.

From observations of EUV spectra in coronal loops there is evidence that

these structures are cooling so rapidly that departure from thermal equilibrium

occurs quite frequently [Raymond and Foukal, 1982]. Eruption of such loops into

the corona will eventuall_ provide mixtures of low and high ionization states as
occasionally observed in _He + -rich events.

Detection of 4He+-rich events by means of E/Q- or M/Q-analyzers is in prin-

ciple possible as long as 4He+ is at least as abundant as the underlying ion Si 7+
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which is usually the most prominent contributor at M/Q = 4.0. Only very few

events of this type have been detected up to now; however this does not a priori

preclude the possibility that these events are only extreme and rare cases of a

more common phenomenon. In other words, it is possible that mixing of plasma from

regions of different coronal temperatures occurs quite frequently in solar wind

emanating from regions near sector boundaries and that generally, the degrees of

ionization of the components involved in these mixtures do not differ to such a

large extent as in the rare cases where 4He + is detectable.

The purpose of this study is to explore how such "moderate" mixtures without

appearance of 4He+ might be detected in M/Q-spectra of low speed solar wind. Spe-

cific features which can be attributed to plasma mixing will be critically dis-

cussed and investigated for uniqueness, i.e. we also look into mechanisms, other

than plasma mixing, which could produce similar indicators as those found for

mixing.

CHARACTERISTICS OF 4He + OBSERVED ON DECEMBER 10, 1981

In their systematic search for 4He+ in the solar wind covering the period

from 1972 to 1980, Zwickl et al. [1982] have found three distinct events with

detectable amounts of 4He +. In figure I we show an additional case with enhanced

abundance at M/Q = 4.0 which

4He +

102 _

4He*+ 0 6+ 110_ _Z

1 / o

SPECTRUM TAKENON
390 360 330 DECEMBER 10,1981

SPEED (kin/s) 02:_:14- 02:29:07

Fisure I: Three dimensional representation of a

spectrum taken on December 10, 1981 from 02:05:14

to 02:29:07 UT. 4He++, 06+ , and 4He + are visible.

The low abundance of 07+ indicates that the

"freezing-in temperature" of the hot component is
1.2 • I06K or lower.

we attribute to an excess of

4He +. This event was seen

with the ISEE-3 Plasma Com-

position Experiment during

the night from December 9 to

10, 1981. A first indication

of 4He + was found at 23h of

December 9 when the instru-

ment was switched into a

mode which covers a M/Q-range

from 1.7 to 4.1 after having

been in a mode which allows

better time resolution but

only covers M/Q from 1.7 to

3.0. The event lasted at

least until December 10,

2h30m when a data gap of 38

hours began. It cannot be

excluded that 4He+ was pre-

sent in the solar wind for

several hours before the in-

strument was switched to the

wider M/Q-range. Indeed, indication for the fact that something unusual was going

on, is given by the anomalously large 06+/O7+-ratio which already occurred a few

hours before the first detection of 4He+ and lasted throughout the period of ob-

served enhancement of 4He +. However there is no indication for 4He + before Decem-

ber 9, at 1.00h followed by another data gap.
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A sudden increase in solar wind speed and kinetic temperature was observed
on December8, 14.00h. Linkin_ this with the appearance of 4He+, we find that

the anomalous enhancement of _He + began earlier than 33 hours after the increase

in speed but not earlier than 11 hours. It lasted for at least 3 I/2 hours but

no longer than 64 hours.
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Figure 2: Cross section of the

_I_c_=_=_in figure I in tile speed/

counts plane at M/Q = 4.0 (lower

parabola). For comparison, veloc-

ity distributions of 4He++ and

4He+ are very similar. The flux

ratio is approximately 100.

In figure 2 we show a cross section of

the relief of figure I taken at M/Q = 4.0

in the count-rate/speed plane. The velocity

distribution of 4He + is compared with the

distribution of 4He ++ shortly before and

after the 4He + profile was taken. Two

things can be noted from this comparison.

- The velocity distributions of 4He+ and

4He ++ do not differ in any respect from

each other. Speeds are equal to the nar-

row limits of uncertainty, the same

holds for the kinetic temperature of the

two ions.

- The flux ratio of 4He++ to 4He + is ap-

proximately 100.

This observation places limits on possible

models for the origin of this 4He+-rich

event. It shows that 4He+ is so well incor-

porated into the solar wind that it is in-

distinguishable in its kinetic behaviour

from other minor ions. This can only be
true if interaction of 4He+ with the am-

bient solar wind plasma is sufficiently in-

tensive suggesting that 4He + has been flow-

ing within the solar wind from the lower

parts of the corona.

SIGNATURES OF "MODERATE" MIXTURES

The most prominent signature of "extreme" mixtures in M/Q-spectra is cer-

tainly the appearance of 4He +. We will now look for features of plasma mixtures

with less extreme temperature differences in their constituents. An example of a

M/Q-spectrum produced with an artificial moderate mixture is shown in figure 3.

We have mixed 50% isothermal solar wind at 3.0 • I06K ionization temperature with

50% at 1.0 • I06K using the instrument functions of the ISEE-3 Plasma Composition

Instrument, chemical abundances from Ross and Aller [1976] and the rates of Shull

and van Steenberg [1982] in order to compute the ionic abundances for the simula-

tion. A good fit in the range6of the 06+- and O7+-peaks is obtained with an iso-
thermal solar wind at 1.6 • 10 K. As can be seen in figure 3, an amazingly good

match results. Obviously, if the simulated mixture were treated as observational
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Figure 3: Artificial spectrum produced with a

"moderate" plasma mixture. The hot component was

3.0 • I06K, the cool component at 1.0 • I06K. Equal

fluxes for both components and the instrument

functions of the ISEE-3 plasma composition ex-

periment have been used. The dashed line repre-

sents a simulated isothermal spectrum produced

with standard chemical abundances. At a tempera-

ture of 1.6 • I06K, an optimal fit to the mixture

in the oxygen region (mass-channels 17 to 35) is

obtained.

data, interpretation as an

isothermal plasma would yield

such a good approximation

that one might be tempted to

take it as reality and to

proceed to a more refined in-

terpretation basing on wrong

assumptions. The most out-

standing differences between

mixture and isothermal spec-
trum at 1.6 • I06K is the ex-

cess of C5+ and C4+ in the

mixture. This is due to the

large ionic abundances of C 4+

and C5+ in the low tempera-

ture component at 1.0 • I06K.

For normal fluxes, countrates

in the C4+-region are only of

the order 3 to 5 per spectrum

with correspondingly large

uncertainties; so the most

significant feature remains

an excess at M/Q = 2.4 due to

C5+ for moderate mixtures. Of

course, the exact shape of a

spectrum composed of differ-

ent isothermal components de-

pends on the mixing ratios

and the temperatures of the

components. Nevertheless, in

the temperature range from I

to several million degrees,

the dominant peaks next to

4He ++ will always be 06+ and

07+; the next important in-

gredient will be C5+ with a variable size depending on the temperature of the

cooler component. This is predominantly due to the relatively large abundance of

C in solar material (C/O = 0.6 [Ross and Aller, 1976]).

In the following, we will have to investigate whether excessive flux at

M/Q = 2.4 compared to isothermal ion distribution and standard chemical abun-

dances necessarily requires plasma mixing in the corona or whether alternative

explanations might be possible.

DEPARTURE FROM ISOTHERMAL EQUILIBRIUM IN THE CORONA

Up to now, we have implicitly assumed that in a given sample of solar wind

the state of ionization of elements in the plasma depends only on a given coronal

temperature which is equal for all elements. This is certainly only an approxima-

tion. As has been shown by Hundhausen et al. [1968] this assumption holds as long
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as recombination times and ionization times for ions are muchshorter than their
characteristic travel times within the corona. Bameet al. [1974] have used the
observation that several ions of iron and silicon indicate lower freezing-in
temperatures than oxygen, for determining thermal gradients in the lower corona.
From the fact that heavier ions in general recombine faster, one could hastily
conclude that carbon would freeze-in at lower depths than oxygen, thus indicating
higher freezing-in temperatures than oxygen. This however neglects that at given
temperatures the most abundant ions of different elements have different elec-
tronic configurations. At 1.6 • I06K, oxygen is most prominent in the form of the

helium-like ion 06+ while carbon is already fully ionized to a large extent with

a significant rest of H-like C5+. Thus we have to compare ions not only of ele-

ments with different masses but, more important, with different electronic con-

figurations. Predictions of the state of ionization of an element, also qualitat-

ive ones, can therefore only be made by careful computations based on models of

the solar corona. We have used a simplistic model for dependences o electron

densities, electron temperatures and ion speeds upon the solar distance and per-

formed an exploratory study for the elements carbon, oxygen, magnesium, silicon,

and iron. We have assumed that the electron density decreases with r-3. In order

to keep the ion flux per sterad constant, we have assumed v_ r. The last assump-

tion certainly does not hold for larger solar distances, however, we depend on a

good agreement of the model with reality in the inner corona, where the charge

state of an element is fixed and there this assumption holds to a first approxi-

mation. The temperature has been assumed to vary with r-a, and computations have

been done for a set of four values of _. Ionic abundances at I AU have been cal-

culated by solving systems of equations for production and destruction of ions

in the range r = I R s to I AU using the above model on depth dependences and the

ionization and recombination rates compiled by Shull and van Steenberg [1982].

CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTION OF
OXYGEN AT r--1AU

EXPANDING CORONA MODEL

0-0.0 0(.=0.25 _=0.50 0=0.75

111111111Ill
87 6 876 876 876

ISOTHERMAL AT

2.0Ox106K 1.87-106E 1.80_106K 1.75xlO6K

CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTION OF
CARBON AT r = ! AU

EXPANDING CORONA MODEL

0-0.0 o(=0.25 o¢=0.50 (X-0.75

6

D
ISOTHERMAL AT

2.00x106K 1.72_106K 1.57x106K 1.50x106K

Figure 4: Using an expanding corona model we have calculated the

charge state distribution of carbon and oxygen at I AU. An initial

electron density of 109 per cm 3 and an initial electron temperature

of 2.0 • I06K was assumed. The density varied with r-3, the tempera-

ture with r-a, and the speed was assumed to be proportional to r.

For comparison, charge state distributions for a static, isothermal

corona are shown in the lower row.
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Results are depicted for carbon and for oxygen in figure 4. Charge state distri-
butions have been computedfor _ = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, assuming initial distribu-
tions as for an isothermal corona at T = 2.0 • I06K, the initial electron density

was taken to be I • I09cm-3.
CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTION OF SILICON AT r-IAU

EXPANDING CORONA MODEL

_-0,0 _'0.25

2.0 xl06K

0(-0.50 _-0.75

OULUUBD
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 12 11 10 9 B

O010EIOI
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 12 11 10 9 8

ISOTHERMAL AT

1.8 x106K 1.7 ,'1061_ 1.6 x106K

6 5

Figure 5: Same as figure 4 but for silicon.

Obviously for larger values of _ no good iso-

thermal fits exist for this element.

104

10 3

Z 10 2

O.
V_

I-- 10 1Z

8
100

10-1

M/Q (AMU/e)
2 3 4

C 5+ I+

SIMULATED
EXPANDING CORONA
_-0.5

SIMULATED
ISOTHERMAL AT
1.81 x 106K

Si[ + Sii+

I I 1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

MASS - CHANNEL

'Figure 6: As in figures 4 and 5 we have used an

expanding corona model with _ = 0.5 and the instru-

ment functions of the ISEE-3 plasma composition

instrument in order to simulate the spectrum drawn

as a solid line. For comparison, a dashed line in-

dicates an isothermal spectrum which fits the oxy-

gen peaks. Small excess in the C5+- and C4+-peaks

are visible.

For comparison we also show

charge state distributions

for isothermal coronae (_=0)

at different temperatures.

These temperatures have

been chosen in order to

give a good approximation

of the charge state distri-

bution of the element to

the expanding corona model

at the respective values

for _. Evidently, there is

no difference between equi-

librium calculations and

those for non-equilibrium

for carbon and oxygen; how-

ever, in the case of carbon,

temperatures derived from

the isothermal fits are

significantly lower than

for oxygen. In figure 5 we

show the result of similar

computations for silicon.

This figure illustrates

that it is impossible to

find satisfying matches to

the whole range of charge

states of a heavier el-

ement such as Si with iso-

thermal models.

Since carbon in gen-

eral shows lower freezing-

in temperatures than oxygen,

we expect to find a certain
excess of C5+ and C 4+ in

spectra obtained from ex-

panding corona models rela-

tive to simulations in

which all elements have been

assumed to have equilibrium

charge state distributions

at one given temperature.

This is shown in figure 6

for two simulated spectra:

A small excess is visible

at M/Q = 2.4 and also at
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M/Q = 3.0 for the expanding corona simulation relative to the isothermal model.
Although the excess is considerably smaller than in the case of plasma mixing
(section 3), in view of the approximate nature of our expanding model we cannot
completely exclude the possibility that an excess peak at M/Q = 2.4 might rather
be due to departure from equilibrium than to "moderate" plasma mixing.

ANOMALOUSABUNDANCEOF C ANDMg

It is possible that enhancedchemical abundancesof C or Mg could produce
anomalouspeaks at M/Q = 2.4. A priori C seems to be the more likely candidate
for such enhancements. Becauseof its larger solar surface abundance, an enhance-
ment of carbon by a factor of 3 over normal solar abundancecould produce a sig-
nificant excess at M/Q = 2.4. Correspondingly it requires an enhancementof a
factor of 10 to 30 for Mg in order to generate a significant excess. Although

these enhancements are much larger than those required for carbon they cannot be

excluded. In contrary, it is well known that in the case of silicon, large fluc-

tuation in its relative abundance exist [Bame et al., 1975]. An example of tem-

porary enhancement of Si is given in figure 7 which shows a spectrum obtained
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z

EL 102LU3

U')
f.-
Z

O 101
U
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10-1 --t

0

M/Q (AMU/e)
2 3 4

I I

-- MEASURED
JAN 10, 1982
20:44:50 UT

...... SIMULATED
O7+ r_6+ ISOTHERMAL AT

| Vl 2.16x1OOK

He/O=67

I +
I J \ J_ Si9+ Si8+ Si7+-
] IT \ c4+1o5÷ / /

I'--RANGEOF FIT_ _ _o/
',.f\

BACKGROUND

I I I I

10 20 30 40

MASS- CHANNEL

Figure 7: A case of enhanced silicon abundance

observed with the ISEE-3 Plasma Composition Ex-

periment on Jan. 10, 1982 (solid line). A good

fit (dashed line) is obtained in the oxygen re-

gion with standard solar surface abundances, a

He/O ratio of 67, and a (isothermal) freezing-

in temperature of 2.2 • I06K. The departure in

the region of the silicon peaks indicates an

enhancement of silicon by a factor of 30.

, V, 1
50 60

with ISEE-3. A fit with nor-

mal solar abundances in the

oxygen region gives a good

match with measured data

while a large discrepancy is

seen in the Si-region. Sili-

con seems to be enhanced re-

lative to oxygen by a factor

of 30 compared to normal

solar abundances [Ross and

Aller, 1976].

Geiss [1982] has argued

that such fluctuations could

be caused by differences in

the first ionization poten-

tial of different elements.

Silicon has a first ioniza-

tion potential of 8.149 V,

far below Ly-_ and is there-

fore one of the most sensi-

tive elements among the major

species. This also holds for

Mg (7.644 V). Thus, if sili-

con shows enhanced relative

abundance due to incomplete

first ionization of the other

elements, the same will

happen to magnesium. Inde-

pendent of the model for

further ionization and the

exact ionization - and
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recombination rates, MgI0+ at M/Q = 2.4 will be a prominent species because of
its helium-like electron shell in a wide temperature range. Therefore, we favour
enhancedMg abundancesover the possibility of carbon enrichments, if anomalous
chemical abundanceswere the reason for an excess at M/Q = 2.4.

DISCUSSIONANDCONCLUSIONS

Kunz et al. [1983] report the observation of anomalousenhancementsat
M/Q = 2.4 based on measurementsby the ISEE-3 Plasma Composition Experiment. In
principle, various causes could be responsible for this observation and at pre-
sent is impossible to definitely conclude in favour of the mixing hypothesis or
against it. More developed instruments which allow the detection of charge and
mass/charge are required to establish a final conclusion. Meanwhile, we briefly
summarizeour reasons for not dismissing the mixing hypothesis at once_ Although,
as pointed out in the introduction, the dynamics of mixture is not understood,
cases of increased 4He+ fluxes from the lower corona have been found and there is
almost no doubt that these events are caused by incomplete ionization of solar
surface material. In order to prevent 4He+ from further ionization by collision
with the ambient electrons in the corona, it has to be protected up to a distance
of the order of 10 solar radii from the solar surface. Beyond, densities are
small enough that 4He+ can survive up to I AU. If we assumethat a hypothetical
magnetic structure has a typical size of I Rs and the time required to protect
the plasma to be of the order of 105 s, a diffusion coefficient acting against
the protective structure should be of the order of 1017 cm2/s. Diffusion coeffi-
cients of charged particles across magnetic fields can be calculated using the
relation

Dj.=D _VcZ (I)

[e.g. Krall and Trivelpiece, 1973] with _c collision frequency, _c cyclotron fre-

quency and D diffusion coefficient of neutral particles.

We f ind

D.L 1014 n 9 In .A .
B2 [nT]

T6 :

n9 :

B :

A :

Temperature in I06K,

density in 109 cm -3,

magnetic field in nT,

ratio of Debye length to impact parameter.

(2)

This is a very coarse estimate which will only give the order of magnitude. In any

case, we can see that magnetic bottles built of fields of the order of a few nT
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and sizes of I Rsolar will prevent mixture by plasma diffusion for days. From di-

mensional considerations it seems probable that there is no strong change in dif-

fusion times with distance from the solar surface r: If the size of a magnetic

structure increases with r, the electron density decreases with r-3, and if the

magnetic fields decrease with r-2, we find that the diffusion time, i.e. the

characteristic time until a certain fraction of plasma has diffused into the mag-

netic structure, increases with r. Obviously, mixture by plasma diffusion is only

a lower limit to possible transport of cool and hot plasma into each other, dis-

tortion of magnetic structures might lead to a much more efficient, turbulent

mixture. In fact, since we obtain highly ionized plasma and 4He + together at

I AU, the two components have to be mixed to a scale smaller than 1000 km. Note,

that in expression (2), D_T -I/2, i.e. the higher the temperature of the plasma

the easier it is to separate it from other components by magnetic fields. It is

certainly not more difficult to produce "moderate" mixtures than extreme ones.

Raymond and Foukal [1982] have presented evidence that departure from thermal

equilibrium is a common phenomenon in coronal loops, thus one would not be amazed

to find plasma mixtures emanating regularly from magnetically active regions. We

conclude that the appearance of some peaks in M/Q-spectra unexpected in isotherm-

al plasma can be interpreted in terms of an expanding corona model with freezing-

in occurring at different levels, hence serving as a diagnostic tool for the

depth structure of the corona [Bame et al., 1974]. Alternatively in cases of more

complicated magnetic field configurations, e.g. near sector boundaries, M/Q-

spectra might have to be interpreted as mixtures of plasma of different freezing-

in temperatures and ultimately serve as a diagnostic tool of lateral structures

of the corona near the solar surface.
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INTERPRETING THE SOLAR WIND IONIZATION STATE

Stanley P. Owocki

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
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ABSTRACT

The ionization state of the solar coronal expansion is frozen within a few

solar radii of the solar photosphere, and spacecraft measurements of the solar

wind heavy ion charge state can therefore yield information about coronal

conditions (e.g. electron temperature). Previous interpretations of the frozen-

in ionization state have always assumed that in the coronal freezlng-in region,

I. all heavy ions flow at the same bulk speed as protons, 2. the electron

velocity distribution function is Maxwellian, and 3. conditions vary in space but

not in time. In this paper, we examine the consequences of relaxing these

assumptions for the interpretation of solar wind charge state measurements. We

find that: I. The temperature inferred by traditional interpretation of the

interplanetary ionization state will overestimate (underestimate) the actual

coronal electron temperature if higher ion charge stages flow systematically

faster (slower) than lower stages at the coronal freezing radius. 2.

Temperatures inferred from relative abundance measurements of ion-charge-stages

(e.g. 0+6 ) with high ionization potentials moderately overestimate the actual

coronal electron temperature if the hlgh-energy tail of the coronal electron

±_ =.han_=_ -_"_ +^ a Mo_.o11_o_ _+_h,,+_nn _. The

propagation of a disturbance, e.g. a shock wave, through the corona can strongly

affect the frozen-ln charge state, but only over a time (a few times ten minutes)

corresponding to the coronal transit time for the disturbance.

I. Introduction

The inferred degree of ionization of a gas is often used in astrophysics as

a diagnostic of the gas temperature. For example, the solar-coronal ionization

balance between collislonal ionization and radiative and dielectronlc

recombination is very sensitive to the local electron temperature, but the

balance is insensitive to electron density because each competing rate is

proportional to the number density of electrons; information on the ionization

state of the corona can thus be used to infer the electron temperature there

(Billings 1966). On the other hand, as ions flow out of the corona and into the

solar wind, the electron density sharply decreases so that solar wind ions hardly

ever encounter an electron; the solar wind ionization balance is therefore not

very sensitive to local conditions, but is "frozen" in the hlgh-denslty corona

within a few solar radii of the solar photosphere (Hundhausen et al. 1968a,b)'

Measurements of the solar wind ionization state can thus be used as a diagnostic
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of the temperature in the regions of the solar corona from which the gas
originates (Bameet al. 1974; Ogilvie and Vogt 1980).

In this paper, we shall first review the basic "freezing-in" theory for the
solar wind ionization state (section 2). We shall then discuss several
modifications of this theory which must be madewhen certain of its simplifying
assumptions about conditions in the coronal expansion are relaxed (sections 3-5).
Specifically, we shall examine the effect of unequal heavy-ion flow speeds in the
corona (section 3), the effect of a non-Maxwellian coronal electron velocity
distribution (section 4), and the effect of intrinsic time-variations in coronal
conditions (section 5). Throughout this discussion we shall emphasize the
relevance of such coronal effects to the interpretation of interplanetary
charge-state measurements, but, in order to concentrate study on these effects,
we shall not discuss the measurements themselves, their uncertainties, or
uncertainties in assumedatomic rates.

2. The Ionization State from Simple Coronal Ion Outflows

Consider a (potentially) time-dependent coronal ion outflow in which the

various ionization stages i of a given element s of atomic number Z are

constantly undergoing ionization and recombination through interactions with

electrons e. We write the conservation equation for each ionization stage (i=I

to Z) as,

8n i

+V'(niu i) = ne(ni_iCi_1-ni(Ci+Ri)+ni+IRi+ I) ,
_t

(i)

where n and u refer to particle number density and bulk flow velocity, and Ci and

Ri refer to the ionization and recombination coefficients (cm3/sec) for rates out

of the ith ionization stage. We include here both dielectronic and radiative

recombination (Burgess 1965; Tucker and Gould 1966), as well as auto- and

collisional ionization (Seaton 1964; Lotz 1967), but we neglect coronal

photoionlzation (see e.g. Billings 1966). Each rate coefficient can be written

in the form <_v>, where _ is the cross section, v is the electron speed, and the

angle brackets denote an average over the electron velocity distribution. If

ne<109cm-3 , a condition valid throughout the corona and solar wind, the cross

section q is not a strong function of density (Jordan 1969), and so, if

electron, electron collisions are sufficient to establish a Maxwellian

distribution, then the rates <qv> vary only with electron temperature;

Ri=Ri(Te), Ci=Ci(Te).

Let us first examine the ease in which the coronal electron velocity

distribution is locally Maxwellian and the coronal outflow is steady (_ni/_t=O).

At the base of such a flow, the electron density n e is relatively high while the

ion velocities ui are very small. This means that each individual rate term on
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the right-hand-side of (I) has an absolute value that is much greater than the

flow-divergence term described by the left-hand-slde. Hence the two sides can

only balance if competing rate terms approximately cancel. We therefore conclude

that the ionization state of the lower solar corona is fixed by the ionization

equilibrium condition,

nl Ri+I_T e)
: , (2)

_+l Ci(Te)

which implies that the degree of ionization at the coronal base depends only on

the local electron temperature Te.

As ions accelerate outward from the coronal base, the local electron density

rapidly decreases. In the limit of vanishing electron density at large

heliocentric radii in the solar wind, each of the rate terms on the rlght-hand-

side of (I) must individually approach zero, implying that the divergence term

must also vanish, V-(niui)-->0. We therefore find that the ionization state of the

solar wind is fixed by the frozen-ion-flux condition,

nlul : constant , (3)

ni+lUi+1

and thus is independent of local electron temperature in the wind. (Here we have

assumed that different ionization stages have the same flow-tube areas, but not

........ _.. _ _I_o.-- " .,vre _.._ _.._ ionization equilibrium•,_=, _j _,,e same spccds.) _^+ _o+ +_o

conditions (2) for the solar corona fix the relative number of the _on charge

stages, while the freezing conditions (3) for the solar wind fix the relative

fluxes of these stages. For the remaining discussion in this section, we will

assume that all ion-charge-stages flow at the same speed (ui=u) , in which case
the distinction between relative number and relative flux becomes irrelevant.

This distinction will be important, however, for understanding the effect of

unequal ion flow speeds (see section 3).

This freezing of the relative charge-stage abundances occurs at the

transition between dominance of the ionlzation/recombination processes in the low

corona to dominance of flow-divergence effects in the solar wind. This

transition takes place when the Ionlzation/recombinatlon exchange time,

wi<_>i+1_I/ne(Ri+1+Ci) , becomes greater than the expansion time, T exp_/U i, in

which the ions flow through a density scale height H---ne/(dne/dr). Figures I,

which are adapted from Hundhausen etal. (1968a,b), illustrate this for the

ionization balances among the dominant charge-stages of oxygen in a typical

steady-state, spherically-symmetric coronal expansion model. In this model the

electron distribution is Maxwellian, the electron temperature declines outward,

and all oxygen charge-stages flow at the proton speed. Figure la shows how the

sharp outward decline in electron density results in a rapid increase of the ion

exchange time (solid curves), whereas the expansion time (dashed curves) remains
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Figure I: a. Radial variation of ion exchange time (solid curves) and ion

expansion time (dashed curves) for spherically-symmetric model where all heavy

ion charge-stages are assumed to flow at the proton speed. The intersection

between the exchange and expansion times determine the freezing radius rf for the
given exchange.

b. Corresponding radial evolution of oxygen charge-stage abundance fractions

In the flow (solid) compared with fractions that would exist in static ionization

equilibrium (dashed).
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relatively constant. Figure Ib compares the corresponding radial evolution of

charge-stage fractions in the flow (solid) with the fractions that would exist in

static ionization equilibrium (dashed). The flow-fractions initially evolve in

conjunction with the equilibrium fractions (which show a shift to lower charge

stages that reflects the outward decline In:electron temperature); but beyond a

"freezing radius" rf (defined by Texp(rf)_Ti<_>i+1(rf)) these flow fractions

"freeze" to constant values. From numerical parameter studies (Owocki 1982;

Owocki et al. 1983), it is found that the frozen-ln fractions often closely

approximate the equilibrium fractions at the freezing radius rf. Since the

ionization equilibrium fractions depend only on local electron temperature, we

conclude that measured ion fractions at large distances from the sun (e.g. at I

a.u.) can be used to infer the electron temperature at a specific coronal

freezing radius rf.

The exact location of this freezing radius depends on the atomic properties

of the ions as well as on the details of the coronal expansion. Assuming the

ions flow at the proton speed, we obtain from the equation of mass continuity and

from the requirement Ti<_>i+1(rf)=Texp(rf), an estimate of the freezing density

nf__ e(rf),

nEUE (AEZAf). I/2

nf:
(4)

where nEu E is the particle flux at I a.u., and AE/A f is the ratio of flow tube
areas between ! a.u. and r_. _ .... _^._^_I .... --__._ .... _i ......_ .

n_2x10?cm -3 for the exchange among the dominant charge stages of oxygen

0 b<-->O+7, while for the intrinsically faster iron exchange, Fe+11<-->Fe+12, the

freezing density is much lower, nf=106cm -3' Using a typical "quiet" coronal

density model (e.g., Newkirk 1968; Saito 1970), we obtain a freezing radius

rf=1.5R G for oxygen, and rf=3.5Re for the iron exchange. Because of the large

variation in rates for different charge-stages of iron, other iron exchanges

freeze overd a range of heights from rf=3 to 5R G (Bame et al. 1974). Such

"differential freezing" of the various ionization stages within a given species

can give rise to some subtle effects that somewhat complicate the interpretation

of charge state measurements for multl-stage species like iron (Owocki 1982),

but, for the sake of brevity, we shall not discuss these effects here.

For other reasonable expansion models, the freezing radius of a given

exchange does not vary by more than -0.5R9 from that in this typical spherical

expansion model. For example, for a coronal hole model with the same particle

flux as above, but with a flow-tube area that increases from the sun to I a.u. by

a factor 7 more than in spherical expansion, we find for the oxygen balance

nf=5x107cm -3, which because of the much lower coronal density (see e.g. Munro

and Jackson 1977) gives rf=IRQ. However, because the pressure measured (e'g.

Withbroe 1977) at the coronal base is nT>1014cm-3oK, we find that the oxygen
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ionization state must still freeze at Coronal temperatures T=IO6°K. This implies

that _ll ionization exchanges as fast or faster than oxygen always freeze at

or above the coronal base, and so the measured interplanetary charge state is

sensitive only to coronal conditions, and not to conditions in the underlying

chromosphere and transition region.

Having established this basis for understanding the ionization state

freezing in simple coronal ion outflows, we shall now examine in the following

sections the effect of relaxing some of the simplifying assumptions made above.

3. Effect of Unequal Ion Flow Speeds

We first examine how the above freezing-in theory is altered when the flow

speeds ui of different charge-stages of a given species are not all equal. Such

unequal outflow of heavy ions from the corona cannot be precluded on either

observational or theoretical grounds because only a few measurements of coronal

ion flow speeds exist (Cushman and Rense 1976; Rottman etal. 1981; Withbroe et

al. 1982), and because the mechanism by which the heavy ions are accelerated in

the corona is not well-understood. The usual coronal pressure-gradlent force is

insufficient to drive these heavy ions outward against their stronger confinement

by solar gravity (Geiss et al. 1970), and yet interplanetary measurements

indicate substantial fluxes of all heavy ions at a common speed equal to or

slightly greater than the solar wind proton speed (Ogilvie et al. 1980; Schmidt

et al. 1980). This implies that unknown, additional acceleration mechanisms must

exist for heavy ions in the corona. Examples of mechanisms which have been

considered are coulomb friction from the protons (Geiss etal. 1970), interaction

with MHD waves (Dusenbery and Hollweg 1981), and enhanced pressure-gradient

forces resulting from preferential ion heating (Ryan and Axford 1975). As with

most additional acceleration mechanisms that one can imagine, the forces for all

of these vary with ion charge, and this suggests that the various charge-stages

of a given ion species may not accelerate and flow uniformly in the corona.

The major consequence of such unequal ion flow speeds for the freezing of

the solar wind ionization state can be understood from the discussion in section

2. Recall from there that, although the ionization equilibrium conditions (2) at

the coronal base determine the relative number of various ion charge-stages, the

freezlng-in condition (3) for the solar wind fixes the relative flux of these

charge stages. With unequal coronal flow speeds, an interplanetary measurement

of the frozen-in values of the relative ion fluxes can therefore no longer be

used to infer directly the relative ion abundances, and hence the electron

temperature, in the coronal freezlng-in region. If the ion flow speeds in the

corona are known, this mismatch between abundances fixed by ionization

equilibrium and fluxes fixed by the freezing condition can be readily resolved

(see Owocki etal. 1983). One need only correct the measured frozen-in flux

ratios by the ratio of the ion flow speeds at the freezing radius, rf, to obtain

the appropriate abundance ratios, from which the electron temperature at rf can
be estimated using equation (2).
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This simple result makes it easy to estimate the error in inferred electron
temperature that would result from ignoring the effects of ion flow speeds that
differ in the corona by knownratios. The sense of the errors are such that the
temperature inferred by traditional interpretation of the interplanetary
ionization state will overestimate (underestimate) the actual coronal electron
temperature if higher ion charge stages flow systematically faster (slower) than
lower stages at the coronal freezing radius. For a given flow-speed-ratio, the
magnitude of these errors will vary depending on how sharply the
Ionization/recomblnation rate ratio Ri+I(Te)/Ci(T e) varies with electron
temperature Te. For balances among dominant coronal oxygen charge-stages, a
coronal flow-speed ratio of 5 results in an error in inferred temperature of
0.5xi06 OK. Iron balances show greater sensitivity, with such a temperature
error of 0.5xi06 OK resulting from only a factor of 2 difference between
neighboring iron charge-stage flow speeds.

4. Effect of a Non-Maxwellian Electron Velocity Distribution

We next examine how the relationship between coronal degree of ionization

and coronal electron temperature is altered by a local electron velocity

distribution that is not Maxwellian. Direct samplings of the electron velocity

distributions in the solar wind have shown that, while the low-energy

distribution "cores" can be well-flt by a Maxwellian, the high-energy "tails" of

these distributions are best fit by a power law in energy, and so are enhanced

relative to a Maxwellian of the same mean particle energy (Montgomery et al.

1968, 1972; Feldman et al 1975; Rosenbauer et al. 1976; Ogilvie and Scudder

!978). _"_o_ and O!bert (1979a,b) have arg,,_d that th_s observed enhancement

arises because of the decline of the coulomb collision cross-section at high

electron energies. This allows higher-energy coronal electrons to travel with

few collisions upward from the high-denslty corona into the low-density solar

wind, where they enhance the tall of the local velocity distribution. According

to this theory of global transport for high-energy electrons, the strong density

gradient throughout the solar corona should also result in locally enhanced

high-energy tails in the electron velocity distribution of the corona itself

(Olbert 1983).

Recently, Owocki and Scudder (1983) have examined how the coronal ionization

balances 0+6<-->0+7 and Fe+11<-->Fe +12 depend on the shape of the electron

distribution (i.e. on the magnitude of the high-energy tall enhancement), as well

as on the electron temperature. They employ a parameterized non-Maxwellian

distribution, the "kappa distribution" (Olbert 1967, 1969), for which the

relative deviation of the distribution from a Maxwellian shape can be readily

varied through changes in the free parameter, K . As with the distributions

observed in the solar wind and postulated for the solar corona, this kappa

distribution closely approximates a Maxwellian in the low-energy "core", but

varies as a power law in its enhanced high-energy tall (see figure 2). Although

the lower level of each of the studied exchanges is the most abundant stage in an
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Figure 2: Kappa electron distribution function f vs. the square root of the

electron kinetic energy over thermal energy, v_-_, for kappa distributions with
_= 2 and 5 and a Maxwellian _ =_). The temperature T is assumed to be equal for
all three distributions.

equilibrium balance at a typical coronal temperature of 1.5xi06 OK (Allen and

Dupree 1969; Jordan 1969, 1970), the oxygen ionization threshold energy is

actually more than twice that of iron (i.e. X (0+6)=739 eV vs. x(Fe+11)=331 eV).

An enhanced high-energy tail in the coronal electron distribution therefore has a

greater effect on the oxygen ionization balance.

Figure 3 graphically illustrates for the oxygen ionization exchange

0+6<--_0+7 the relative sensitivity of collisional ionization rate and radiative

recombination rate to the presence of an enhanced tall on the electron

distribution function. In each of the upper, central, and lower two boxes of

figure 3, the shaded areas are proportional respectively to the ionization rate,

recombination rate, or mean electron energy (i.e. electron temperature) in either

a Maxwellian distribution (_.e. with K=_; left boxes) or in a kappa distribution

with K=3 (right boxes). The two distributions have been adjusted to have equal
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Figure 3: Comparison of collislonal ionization (C) and radiative recombination

(R), for the oxygen ionization balance 0+6<-->0 +7 in a Maxwellian (K=_; left

boxes) and in a kappa distribution (_=3; right boxes). In the upper four boxes

(a-d), the heavy and light solid lines show respectively the logarithmic

variations of the distribution function f and the cross section times energy E,

while the linear variation of the relevant rate integrand fee outlines the shaded

areas, which are thus proportional to the relevant rates <qv>. In the lower two

boxes (e,f) the cross section is replaced by the square root of the energy, VE,

and the equality of the shaded areas, now proportional to the mean kinetic energy

<E>=3kT/2, shows that the two distributions have the same kinetic temperature

(T=1.5x10 6 OK).
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temperatures T=1.5x106 OK, as can be seen from the equality of the shaded areas
in the lower two boxes (el. figures 3e,f). Comparisonof the shaded areas in the
central two boxes (el. figures 3c,d), which are proportional to the respective
radiative recombination rates, shows that in the kappa distribution recombination
occurs at a slightly higher rate, and with electrons of slightly lower energy,
than in the Maxwellian. By contrast, the impact ionization rates are
significantly increased by the enhanced high-energy tall of the kappa
distribution (of. figures 3a and 3b). The net result (see equation (2)) is that a
kappa distrSbutlon can support a muchhigher degree of oxygen ionization than a
Maxwellian with the same temperature. Qualitatively, we therefore expect that
interpretations of the oxygen charge state based on the assumption of a
Maxwellian will systematically overestimate the electron temperature if the
electron distribution actually has an enhancedhigh-energy component.

Because it is the ionization ratio, ni/ni+ I (=Ri+I/C i in ionization
equilibrium; eqn. (2)), and not the individual rates Ri or Ci, that can be
inferred from direct sampling of the frozen-in ratio in the solar wind, it is
important to establish quantitatively the range in electron distribution function
properties that are compatible with a given ratio in ionization equilibrium. In
figures 4a and 4b contours of the iron (Fe+11/Fe+12) and oxygen (0+6/0+7)
equilibrium ionization ratios are plotted for electron velocity distributions
that range from Maxwellian _(_=_) to extremely non-Maxwellian (K=2) and that range
in temperature from T=Ix10 b OKto 3xi0 b OK. The path along any contour denotes
the appropriate combinations of T and K that are consistent with an ionization
ratio measurementof the value that labels the contour. For example, note from

figure 4b that an oxygen ionization ratio n+6/n+7=1 is consistent with a
Maxwellian distribution with T=2x10 OKand _=_, but it is also consistent with
a kappa distribution with T=1.3x106 OK and K=2.5. If the latter parameter set
better represented the electron distribution function in the solar corona, then
an oxygen ionization ratio measurement, if interpreted on the basis of the
traditional assumption of a Maxwelllan electron distribution, would lead to an
electron temperature overestimate of about 0.7xi0 6 OK.

A temperature overestimate of this kind will occur whenever the contours in

figure 4 slope downward as one moves away from the Maxwellian limit denoted by the

left ordinate. Conversely, an upward slope implies a temperature underestimate

when one incorrectly assumes a Maxwellian, while a zero (or small) slope implies

that the equilibrium ionization ratio is relatively insensitive to assumptions

about the form of the distribution. The oxygen contours generally slope

downward; the iron contours either have zero or upward slopes (el. figures 4a and

4b). Hence, in contrast to the temperature overestimates typical for oxygen, the

iron charge state ratios are either insensitive to the form of the distribution

or yield temperature underestimates when a Maxwelllan is incorrectly assumed

(vi___zz.the contour labeled "I" in figure 4a). Even the oxygen contours do not,

however, continue to slope downward for extreme departures from a Maxwellian;

rather they reach a minimum for K=3, so that the magnitude of temperature

overestimates based on measured oxygen ionization ratios is limited to
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Figure 4: a. Contours of iron ionization ratio Fe+ll/Fe+12 as:: a function of
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b. Same as a, except for the oxygen ratio 0+6/0+7'
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<0.75xi06 OK. This upturn in equilibrium ionization ratio contours for extreme

non-Maxwellian distributions stems mostly from the recombination rate increase

associated with the enhancement in the low-energy energy core of the distribution

(see figure 2; also figures 3c,d).

We thus see that, relative to a Maxwellian of the same mean electron energy,

the degree of ionization allowed by a non-Maxwellian distribution with an

enhanced high-energy tail is either unchanged or slightly decreased for iron, but

can be substantially increased for oxygen. As a result, the coronal electron

temperature inferred from an interplanetary measurement of the frozen-ln oxygen

ionization ratio, 0+6/0 +7 , could overestimate the actual coronal electron

temperature by as much as 0.75xi06 OK. The unexpectedly high degree of oxygen

ionization measured in the high-speed solar wind (Ogilvie and Vogt 1980) may

therefore result from an enhanced tail in the electron velocity distribution in

the coronal source regions of such high-speed wind, rather than from an enhanced

coronal electron temperature.

5. Effect of a Time-Varlations Associated with a Coronal Shock Wave

Finally, we examine how the freezlng-in of the solar wind ionization state

is affected by rapid time variations at the base of the coronal expansion.

Observations indicate that activity in the solar photosphere and chromosphere can

have an outward-propagating effect, inducing sudden changes in the solar corona

and the solar wind. For example, whlte-light coronagraphs have detected upward-

moving coronal density variations, often called "coronal transients", in

association with flares and/or eruptive prominences (MacQueen 1980), and

measurements with interplanetary spacecraft indicate that some 50% of the energy

in large flare events is propagated through the corona and into the solar wind

(Hundhausen 1972). These coronal tlme-variations can strongly influence the

ionization state of interplanetary gas observed in association with solar

activity (Bame et al. 1979; Fenimore 1980), and interpretation of interplanetary

charge-state measurements should therefore take into account the effect of such

intrinsic variability. We shall investigate such effects below for a relatively

simple picture of the time-dependent coronal flow, based on a model of a self-

similar shock wave propagating through the corona.

For simplicity we assume in this model that the electron distribution is

Maxwellian, that the coronal outflow is spherically-symmetric, and that all

heavy-ion charge-stages flow everywhere at the proton speed (ui=u for all i).

From the last assumption, we conclude that there is no net flux of ions into or

out of a fluid parcel that flows at the speed u, and so the ionization state of

each parcel is independent of conditions in neighboring parcels. This means that

equations (I) can be simplified so that all ionization state changes can be

described in terms of a total derivative with respect to a Lagrangian coordinate

rL ,
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Dn Iii lanl an i n e
: (ni_ iCi_ 1-ni (Ci+Ri) +ni+iRi+1 ) .

Dr L = u-_-_+3--_- -_-

(5)

Given the flow speed u, electron density ne, and electron temperature Te as

functions of the Lagrangian coordinate rL, eqn. (5) can be numerically integrated

for each fluid parcel to obtain the ionization state evolution in rL.

Reconstruction of the ionization state time variation at a fixed Eulerian space

coordinate r (_.g. at r= I a.u.) then follows readily from the known ionization

state of many fluid parcels flowing past the fixed coordinate at the known speed

U.

To investigate the ionization effects of coronal shocks, Owocki and

Hundhausen (1983) (see also Owocki 1982) use a kinematic description of strong

coronal shocks in which they obtain, as required for calculation of the

ionization state, the Lagrangian evolution of velocity, density, and temperature.

We consider here only the special case in which the shock speed V is constant and

the post-shock flow is neither compressive nor expansive. In this simple shock

model, each fluid parcel experiences a sudden jump in velocity, density, and
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Figure 5: Lagrangian evolution of oxygen ionization ratio temperature T6<_7 in

ambient unshocked wind and in fluid parcels shocked at RI=I , and 1.5, and 2R_ in
non-compresslve, constant-speed shock models with various shock speeds V. Da§hed

curves denote evolution of electron temperature T e.
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temperature at its shock location rL=RI , after which the velocity is constant at
u=3V/4, the density declines with the outward spherical expansion as
ne=4na(R1)(rL/R1)-2, (na is the density in the ambient, unshocked flow) and the
temperature excess declines adiabatically as T-r[ 4/3.

Figure 5 plots for this shock model the evolution of electron temperature
(dashed curves) and oxygen ionization ratio temperature T6<_>7 (solid curves) vs.
Lagrangian radius rL for the ambient, unshocked flow and for three fluid parcels
that are shocked respectively at RI=I, 1.5, and 2RG. (The ionization ratio

temperature is defined as the electron temperature that, in ionization

0+6 . 0+7equilibrium, would yield a given abundance ratio of, e.g., vs ; see

Owocki 1982). Note that fluid parcels shocked at greater radii show

progressively weaker ionization ratio temperature responses to the shock, but the

net gain in the asymptotic, frozen-in, ratio temperature is highest for the

parcel shocked at the intermediate height R1=1.5R @. The parcel shocked at RI=IR @

initially shows a stronger jump in ionization ratio temperature, but it then

continues to follow the local electron temperature as the _arcel adiabatically

cools. It thus freezes at a ratio temperature (1.8xI0 o°K) enhanced only

slightly above the value for the ambient flow (1.6xi06 OK). On the other hand,

the ionization state in the parcel with RI=2R@, being nearly frozen-in when

shocked, does not follow this adiabatic cooling; but neither is its initial jump

in ratio temperature very great, and so its frozen-in ratio temperature

(1.8xi06 OK) is also only slightly enhanced above that of the ambient flow. The

parcel shocked at R1=1.5R @ is intermediate between the frozen-in, small-jump case

and the equilibrium, adiabatic-coollng case, and thus shows the greatest frozen-

in ratio temperature (2.1xi06 OK).

Figure 6 shows the temporal variation of frozen-in oxygen ionization ratio

temperature T6<_>7(r=la.u. ) that results at I a.u. from coronal shocks with

various shock speeds V. The abscissa gives the time t for passage of a

coronally-shocked fluid parcel relative to the time for passage of a parcel

shocked at RI=IORQ. All such fluid parcels trail by several hours the

interplanetary passage of the shock itself. The dot that terminates each curve

represents the time for passage of the parcel shocked at the coronal base; i.e.

with RI=IRQ. Because we have not included here any model of the driver gas,

these shock calculations give no information on the ionization state after this

time. (For flare-associated disturbances, this driver gas may be flare-heated

plasma that itself has a very high degree of ionization.) The calculations do

suggest, however, that a few hours after the passage of a flare-associated

interplanetary shock, and shortly before arrival of the flare-heated driver gas

that caused the shock, a spacecraft at r= I a.u. should observe a peak in

ionization temperature (e.g. for oxygen) lasting for a few time ten minutes.

However, this would require time resolution that is somewhat beyond the

capability of current detectors.
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Figure 6: Interplanetary oxygen ionization ratio temperature T6<_> 7 vs. time t

since passage of parcel shocked at RI=IORm, for non-compresslve, constant-speed
shock models with various shock speeds V. -

6' Summary

In this paper, we have examined the freezing of the solar wind ionization

state for various conditions in the expanding solar corona. We first reviewed

this freezing theory for spherlcally-symmetrlc, steady-state coronal expansion in

which the coronal electron velocity distribution is Maxwellian and the coronal

flow speeds of the various charge-stages of heavy ion species are all equal to

the proton speed. We found in this case that the relative flux of heavy ion

charge-stages could be straightforwardly interpreted to yield the electron
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temperature at a discrete coronal freezing radius. We next examined the case in

which the coronal flow speeds of the various charge-stages of a given heavy ion

species were not equal. In this case frozen ion flux ratios had to be first

scaled by the ratios of ion flow speeds at the freezing radius to obtain an

accurate estimate of coronal charge-stage abundance ratios, from which the

coronal electron temperature could then be inferred. Without this correction,

the inferred temperature was found to overestimate (underestimate) the actual

coronal electron temperature when higher (lower) charge-stages flowed faster at

the freezing radius.

We also examined the coronal ionization balances 0+6<-->0+7 and Fe+11<-->Fe +12

when the hlgh-energy tail of the coronal electron velocity distribution was

enhanced relative to a Maxwellian distribution. We found that the degree of

oxygen ionization in such a distribution was greatly increased relative to a

Maxwelllan with the same mean energy (ie. same temperature), but the degree of

ionization of iron was relatively unaffected. The greater sensitivity of the

oxygen ionization balance to the enhancement in the hlgh-energy tail of the

electron distribution was attributed to the higher oxygen ionization potential.

We find, in particular, that temperatures inferred from oxygen charge-s_age

ratios can overestimate the true electron temperature by as much as 0.75xi0 U OK

if the electron distribution is incorrectly assumed to be strictly Maxwellian.

Finally, we examined the ionization state freezing in the time-varying

conditions associated with a coronal disturbance, e.g. passage of a strong

coronal shock-wave. If the various charge-stages in such a flow have equal bulk

flow speeds, then the flow ionization state can be conveniently studied using a

Lagrangian approach of following the evolution of individual fluid parcels. For

a strong coronal shock-wave, we find that only parcels shocked near or below the

amblent-flow freezing radius show a marked ionization state response to the

shock. As a result, the tlme-variation of the charge state in the resulting

interplanetary disturbance is limited to a few times ten minutes, which

corresponds to the time required for the shock to transit the low corona.

In summary, we find that various coronal effects, such as unequal ion flow

speeds, a non-Maxwelllan electron distribution, or intrinsic time-varlations, can

alter the usual freezing picture of the solar wind ionization state, but there

remains nonetheless a close association between interplanetary charge state and

coronal electron temperature. We therefore encourage the careful interpretation

of interplanetary charge state measurements to infer the physical state,

particularly electron temperature, in coronal outflows with a variety of
conditions.
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MINORCONSTITUENTSIN THESOLARWINDORIGINATINGFROM
PLASMA-DUSTINTERACTIONS

Hartmut W. Ripken
Institut fur Astrophysik und Extraterrestrische Forschung

Universit_t Bonn
Auf demHHgel 71

5300 Bonn i, Fed. Rep. Germany

It has long been known that high-energy keV neutral hydrogen and helium
atoms are regular but very minor constituents of the solar wind (see, e.g.,
Gabriel, 1971; Holzer, 1977; Withbroe et al., 1982; and references therein).
Ionization processes acting on these constituents in interplanetary space,
mainly charge-exchange reactions, yield protons and singly ionized helium.
While these "solar-wind-originating" minor constituents H, He and He+ are
generally taken into consideration in model calculations, as well as the
heavy multiply-charged ions of coronal origin, a second class of minor
constituents needs to be recalled and accounted for. This group of atoms,
molecules, and atomic and molecular ions is generated by solar wind interac-
tions with dust grains of the zodiacal cloud (Banks, 1971; Paresce and
Bowyer, 1973; Holzer, 1977; Fahr et al., 1981). The main processes leading to
the generation of these particles will briefly be described in the first part
of this comment, while relevant methods of observation are discussed in the
second part. A detailed analysis is given in Fahr et al. (1981).

Solar wind ions with energies in the keV range impinge on zodiacal dust
grain surfaces and penetrate about i0 to i00 nm into the mineral. At the end
of the particle trajectory, neutralization via electron capture will occur.
The newly created neutrals are temporarily retained in the dust grain,
undergoing diffusion processes and chemical reactions. Depending on the type
of mineral, hydrogen atoms react to form OH, H_O, H_, and various carbon and
silicon hydrides Helium, of course, Will stay L"• .... in i_s atomlc form. The dust
grain cannot retain implanted particles indefinitely; saturation occurs on
very short time scales compared to the typical residence times of the grains
in a solar orbit. After saturation is reached, on the average one molecule

or atom will be released from the dust grain surface for each impinging solar

wind ion. For particles released from the surface by an evaporative process,

the dynamics essentially are the same as those of zodiacal dust grains and

can be calculated in an analogous manner. These particles are subject to

strong interaction processes with the solar wind and with the solar radiation

field. Most become dissociated and/or ionized and eventually form the singly-
+

charged secondary solar wind constituents H+, He + and H2 . In addition

singly-charged hydroxyl, carbon and silicon hydrides, and possibly other ions

are formed in this process, depending on the type of parent grain. Only very

few dust-generated neutrals will reach the orbit of the Earth as low-energy

neutral particles.

Besides these surface-released particles, the processes of erosion, sput-

tering, vaporization, and sublimation of zodiacal dust grains generate atoms

and molecules not containing original solar wind material, which in their

singly-charged ionic forms subsequently are also incorporated into the solar

wind and can be traced as very minor but heavy constituents. The most

important ones should be ions of silicon and carbon compounds.
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In principle, these solar wind-incorporated ions can be detected in-situ
by mass spectrometers. To identify the dust-generated secondary ions in the
background of the primary solar wind, the charge state of the heavy ions will
be the most important factor. Ionization cross sections indicate that singly-
charged ions incorporated into the solar wind flow will predominantly stay in
this initial charge state. Since the zodiacal cloud source region is
strongly compressed into the ecliptic plane (Figure i), the secondary ion
flow markedly decreases with heliographic latitude. If direct detection of
the minor ions in the ecliptic plane can be accomplished, the spatial
variation of this constituent monitored by spacecraft reaching higher helio-
graphic latitudes (e.g. ISPM) would yield important information on the
spatial distribution of zodiacal dust.

ZODIACAL DUST

0.5

R (AU)

-0.4 0.5

. 2.0 _1.
0.8 1.20.2_..._&_O4/'0.6 0 R(AU)

/

Figure i. Isodensity lines of interplanetary zodiacal dust, according

to a model derived from Helios measurements (Leinert et al., 1978).

Complementary observations of dust-deionized atomic hydrogen and helium

can be accomplished by monitoring resonantly scattered solar photons at

121.6 nm (hydrogen) and 58.4 nm (helium). Due to sharp intensity increases of

this resonance luminescence radiation with decreasing solar impact altitudes

of the line-of-sight brought about by both density increases of the zodiacal

cloud and increasing solar illumination with decreasing solar distances,

observations are most promising in the immediate solar vicinity (line-of-
sight solar offset angles =6°). For details see Fahr et al. (1981). Measure-

ments of this EUV radiation are planned (Fahr et al., 1980), and if

successful, would unambiguously point towards a relatively high dust density

and thus to the actual existence of singly-charged minor ions in the solar

wind which have not yet been reported in the literature. Possibly, some

unexplained features in recent solar wind mass spectrograms could be reinter-

preted taking into account the dust-generated ions.
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SURVEY OF He+/He 2+ ABUNDANCE RATIOS IN ENERGETIC PARTICLE EVENTS
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ABSTRACT

We report first results of a systematic study of the helium charge distribution
in the energy range 0.t_ - 0.62 MeV/nucleon in energetic particle events. The data
have been obtained during the time period September 1978 to November 1979 with
the Max-Planck-Institut/University of Maryland experiment on ISEE-3. We found an
average He+/He 2+ ratio of 0.12 + 0.0t+ with ratios exceeding 0.3 for 41 out of t_20
days analyzed. No obvious associat--ion with optical flare events could be observed for
the events richest in He +. We did not find significant differences of the proton
energy spectra, and the abundance of helium relative to protons and heavy ions for
He+-rich events (He+/He 2+ > 0.3) and for events with He+/He 2+ _ 0.3, respectively.
However_ it has been found that He+-rich events are predominantly low in energetic
particle intensity.

Introduction

The measurement of the ionization states of solar energetic particles is of
fundamental importance in two respects. Firstly, it provides information about the
temperature of the source region at the sun. Secondly, it is essential for the inves-
tigation of acceleration and propagation processes at the Sun and in interplanetary
spaced because these processes will generally depend on the particle velocity and
rigidity (i.e. mass per charge ratio). A direct determination of both the nuclear and
ionic charge of heavy ions has been beyond experimental capabilities until recently.
The first direct ionic charge measurements for solar flare particles in the MeV/nu-
cleon energy range with simultaneous element identification have been reported by
Hovestadt et al. (1981a, b) and Gloeckler et al. (19gi). The most surprising feature
of their measurements was the observation of large abundances of singly ionized
helium in the energy range 0._ - 1.5 MeV/nucleon. For 10 solar energetic particle
events studied until now, the mean charge states of C, O, and Fe turned out to be
consistent with "freezing-in" temperatures in the range 2 - 3.106 K, whereas for
He+/He 2+ a ratio of _- 0.06 - 0.2 had been found, indicative of significant contribu-
tions of cold material with T _ 5 - 104 K. In this paper we report the results of a
systematic study of the helium charge state distribution during the time period
September 1978 to November 1979.
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ISEE-3 MPE/UoMd EXPERIMENT

HELIUht (0t, _ 0,62 MeV/Nv¢)

DAY 271- 2?2, 1978

Instrumentation and Satellite
40O

/ \ 1

The data have been obtained with the Ultra-Low-Energy-
Z-E-Q analyzer (ULEZEQ) of the Max-Planck-E-Instit-ut/U_iversi -
ty of Maryland experiment on ISEE-3. During the time period
investigated ISEE-3 was stationed in the interplanetary me-

DAY 187- 194 , 1979

_800[ _ He'/He2_ . 0,100 *_0.004

/l
. =200fA \

dium at the Langrangian point L I between the Earth and the
2CHARGE3= S 6 Sun, at a distance of _ 230 R E from the Earth. The instru-

ment represents the combination of an electrostatic analyzer
with a dE/dx versus E sensor system, thus providing the de-
termination of the nuclear charge, the energy, and the ionic
charge independently for each particle. More datails of the
principle of operation and of the data analysis may be found
elsewhere (Hovestadt et al, 1978, 1981a).

0 1 2 3 4 5

CHARGE

DAY 61 - 63, 19?9

50 0'5

I H.,

40

_ 30

} lO
O .............

0 1 2 3 4 5

CHARGE

Figure I shows typical helium charge histograms obtained
for the energy range 0.4 - 0.62 MeV/nucleon during _ energe-
tic particle events in 1978 and 1979. The He+/He 2+ ratios are
derived from gaussian fits of the histograms as indicated by
dashed lines. Figure I demonstrates the variety of the
He+/He 2+ ratios, it shows that variations by almost two or-
ders of magnitude (He+/He 2+ N 0.02 - 1.0) can be observed.

DAY 130-134 1979
60 .- , ................. . ...... . ....... , ..........

_ 50 I _ _ He'H_"I'02'0,0B

30 '' '

20

t'
0 1 2 3 4 5

CHARGE

Observations

Figure I: Helium charge histograms for four typical energetic
particle events showing the variability of the He+/He2+abun -
dance ratios. The dashed lines are least square fits to the
data.

For our survey of He + and He 2+ abundances we computed daily averages of the
He+/He 2+ ratio and of the helium flux in the energy range 0.40 - 0.62 Me V /nucleon.
The survey covers the time period September 1978 to December 1979 (420 days).
From this total number of 420 days we excluded days with less than 20 helium
counts per day from our analysis. Figure 2 shows daily averages of the helium
counting rate (upper panel) and of the He+/He 2+ ratio (lower l_anel) in the energy
range 0.40 - 0.(;2 Me V /nucleon. It can be seen that the He+/HeZ + ratio is less than
0.3 for the majority of days analyzed. However, large He+/He 2+ abundance ratios
exceeding 0.3 are observed for 41 days. Figure 2 shows also that large abundances
of singly ionized helium seem to be correlated with low intensity energetic particle
events.

This can be seen more clearly in Figure 3, where we correlated the daily aver-
ages of the He+/He 2+ ratio with the helium counting rate. The crosses in Figure 3
(and in the following Figures) indicate that for the He+/He 2+ ratio only upper
limits could be computed. It should be noted that due to the selection criterion
(>--20 cts/day) with the averaging period (1 day) no data are available in the shaded

area of the scatter plot. It is evident from Figure 3 that large abundances of He +
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occur only at small helium fluxes; e.g. He+/He2+ _ I is observed only for < 3 . I0 -3
c/s. The contrary 9 however 9 is not true: small values of He+/He 2+ are observed for a
large range of helium fluxes. It is possible that the spread in the charge abundance
ratios increases with decreasing helium-fluxes similarly to observations of Mason et
al. (1980)9 who observe an increasing spread in elemental abundance ratios of inter-
planetary radiation with decreasing absolute flux values.

ISEE - 3 MPEIUoMd EXPERIMENT

. lo o I He: 0.4-0.6 MeV/NUC I

Figure 2: Helium flux (upper panel) and He+/He 2+ ratio for the time period Septem=
bet 1975 to November 1979. He+-rich time periods (He+/He2+ > 0.3) are marked by
vertical bars.
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Figure 3: Correlation of the He+/He 2+
ratio with the helium flux in the ener-
gy range 0._ - 0.62 MeV/nucleon.

Figure G: Correlation of the He+/He 2+
ratio with helium abundances relative to
protons (left panel) and Z> 2 ions (right
panel). The abundances are given in rela-
tive units, not normalized to the same
energy range.

In Figure $ we correlated the He+/He 2+ ratio with the abundance of helium
(He + + z+) relative to protons (left panel) and relative to 7 > 2 ions (right panel).
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The energy range is 0.#3 - 1.2 MeV for protons and _ 0.3 MeV/nucleon for Z > 2
ions (oxygen). The He/p and He/Z _ 2 abundance ratios are given in relative units,
not normalized to the different energy ranges of the measurement. The scatter plots
show only a very weak correlation of the He+/He 2+ ratio with the He/p ratio and no

significant correlation with the He/Z._ 2 ratio. This can be seen more quantitatively
from the mean values of He/p and He/Z.> 2, which differ less than 2 sigma for

time periods with He+/He 2+_ 0.3 and He+/He 2+ _ 0.3, as shown in Figure 4.

A possible correlation of the He+/He 2+ ratio with the spectral index r of the

proton energy spectra at low energies has been investigated in Figure 3. The spec-
tral index has been calculated from proton fluxes in the energy ranges 0.45 - 1.2

MeV, and 1.2- 3,0 MeV as measured with the same experiment, assuming
j_ T _'. Figure 5 shows that the mean value of _ is not significantly different for
e_ents with He+IHe 2+ _ 0.3, and He+/He2+<: 0.3 respectively. The large spread of

for time periods with He+/He 2+ _ 0.3 is partly due to time dispersion effects. These

time periods include large solar energetic particle events where flat (_--0) energy
spectra during the onset phase of the event are frequently observed,
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Figure 5: Correlation of the He+/He 2+ ratio

with the spectral index of protons assuming

jp_,_ T _. T is the kinetic energy.

Discussion and Summary

The results of our survey of He+/He 2+ abundance ratios can be summarized as
follows:

(I) Small but finite abundances of singly ionized helium in energetic particle
events are very common.

(2) The mean value of the He+/He 2+ ratio for time oeriods with high helium fluxes

1.3 ,[0 -2 c/s corresponding to _ # particles/crn 2 sr sec MeV/nuc has been ob-
+ 2+ all can be correlated withtained as He /He = 0.067 + 00#. These periods usu y

solar flares,
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(3) High He+/He 2+ ratios are less frequently observed. However, for 41 out of 020

days He+/He2+ _ 0.3 has been measured and He+/He2+_ 1 has been observed
for I1 days.

(4) We find no correlation of the He+/He 2+ ratio with
- the helium/Z 2_ 2 ratio

- the spectral slope of protons at low energies (0.45-3.0 MeV) and
- only a very weak one if at all with the helium/proton ratio

(5) We do find a correlation of the He+IHe 2+ abundance ratios with the helium flux

in the sense that large He+/He 2+ abundance ratios are only observed for periods

with small helium fluxes, but not vice versa. At small fluxes the apparent

spread of the charge abundance r--atio may be simply larger to include large
ratios.

Our survey of the helium charge state composition in energetic particle events
clearly shows that significant abundances of He + represent a common feature of the

low energy particle population in interplanetary space, These large abundances of
He + are certainly not compatible with the charge state of helium in a hot coronal

gas, which has usually been considered as the source of energetic flare particles, At
coronal temperatures above 10 6 K the fraction of singly ionized helium is expected

to be much less than 10 -4 (e.g. House, (1964)). Therefore we conclude that signifi-

cant contributions of cold material are accelerated, not only in large solar particle
events (discussed by Hovestadt et al., (1981a), and Gloeckler et al., (1981)), but also

in small events with low particle intensities in interplanetary space.
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In the past ISEE-1 mass spectrometer data have shown a linear correlation

between temperatures and masses of solar wind ions up to six-fold ionized

oxygen. The bulk velocity differences of heavy ions with respect to pro-

tons appeared to be independent of ionic species. The investigation is

being extended to the group of iron ions, and the results will be present-

ed. Also, the study of the correlation between velocity difference and

superheating of minor ions is being carried out in more detail, and ex-

tended to the iron group ions.
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ACCELERATION OF HEAVY IONS IN THE SOLAR WIND

Philip A. Isenberg

Space Science Center

University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH 03824

Abstract. Several recent studies of the preferential acceleration and heating

of solar wind heavy ions by the resonant cyclotron interaction are reviewed. It

is concluded that this interaction is incapable of producing the observed

differential speeds for reasonable solar wind parameters.

Heavy ions in the solar wind are often observed to have undergone preferen-

tial heating and acceleration relative to protons. At 1 AU, the heavy ions are

seen to flow faster than protons and to have comparable thermal speeds, the

temperatures tending to be proportional to the ion mass. These preferential

effects are positively correlated to the value of the solar wind speed. The

differential speeds of the ions, Av. -Iv. - ÷v L are also correlated with the
1 ' 1 I

local Alfven speed. Helios measurements of a_pha particles showed that, closer

to the sun, the differential speed was often equal to the Alfven speed, even

though the Alfven speed increased substantially in the inner solar system. At

these times, the kinetic energy flux of the alpha particles amounted to almost

one-third of the kinetic energy flux of the solar wind as a whole, and it is

important to understand how so much energy is concentrated into this so-called

"minor" component.

The close connection between the differential speeds and the local Alfven

speed suggests that the responsible mechanism is a wave-particle interaction.

One such mechanism which would favor the energization of low charge-per-mass

p_ti_i_ is Lh_ ±_un_nL uyclutzon i**te_dction. Si1_ce the Solar Wind Four

Conference in 1978, several workers have been investigating the quasi!inear

resonant cyclotron interaction between parallel-propagating waves and solar wind

ions, and this work will be reviewed here.

A parameter study of quasilinear effects of left-polarized (Alfven and

ion-cyclotron) waves on test populations of heavy ions was produced by Dusenbery

and Hollweg (1981). They found that the resonant interaction is capable of

accelerating heavy ions from speeds less than the proton speed to speeds greater

than the proton speed. They also found indications that the resonant interac-

tion could produce mass-proportional heating. However, they also found that the

dispersion relation for ion-cyclotron waves in an electron-proton plasma result-

ed in a critical value of Av. /V A above which the heavy ions were no longer in

resonance with the waves. T_s implies an upper limit to the differential speed

which is locally obtainable from the resonant interaction. For He , this

limiting value is only 0.2 V A. This point was also discussed by McKenzie and
Marsch (1982).

Dusenbery and Hollweg also estimated that approximately 20% of the total

wave energy near the sun would be required to accelerate the solar wind concen-
++

tration of He to the Alfven speed at 0.3 AU, as observed. The problem here is

that the bulk of the solar wind wave energy is seen at low frequencies and the

wave power declines with increasing frequency as P _ _-7 where typically 1.5 _ y
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< 2.0. The enerqy in the high-frequency, resonant regime which is available to

the cyclotron interaction is several orders of magnitude too low.

This work, however, was a calculation of the local energization of test

heavy ions, and as such, it did not consider two important points. Firstly, a

spectrum of waves which can cyclotron resonate with heavy ions will also inter-

act with the solar wind protons. One must study this simultaneous interaction

and determine the extent to which the heavy ions are accelerated and heated in

excess of the protons. Secondly, results of this local calculation must still

be incorporated into a solar wind model to determine the evolution of the heavy

ion populations under the continuous action of the resonant process allowing for

the ongoing adjustment of the model parameters (such as the Alfven speed and the

wave power) in the expanding solar wind, as well as for the effects of other

participating forces. In particular, a local upper limit of _v. /V_ is not
l

necessarily significant when V A is decreasing: a process which _ou_d produce

Avi = VA/3 at 0.i AU might result in AVip = V A at 0.3 AU if the actual particle
spe_ds do not change.

The first work to deal with these questions was Marsch et al. (1982). They

considered a system containing bi-Maxwellian distributions of protons and alpha

particles and an initial power-law spectrum of parallel-propagating waves.

Starting the calculation at 20 solar radii (_ 0.I AU), they investigated the

self-consistent interaction, following the evolution of the wave spectra, as

well as the velocities and temperatures of the particles. They included the

effects of the shifting model parameters as a function of radius, but did not

consider any non-resonant forces except those produced by a radial magnetic

field on a plasma with a double-adiabatic equation of state.

Their first result was that, as expected from the work of Dusenbery and

Hollweg, the observed wave power levels in the resonant frequency range were too
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small to produce any significant effects. To continue the investigation, the
wave levels were increased. Figure 1 shows an example of the normalized veloc-
ities and squared thermal speedswhich result. The strong preferential heating
and acceleration of alpha particles is obvious, and it is clear that the cyclo-
tron resonant interaction can accelerate alpha particles through the proton
speed. Note, however, that the total scale only extends over 0.i R (R = solars . s
radius). In this m_el, the wave effects proceed very quickly, energlzlng the
particles within i0 -R . The wave energy, self-consistently calculated, is
essentially depleted b_ this time and further energization takes place on the
muchslower convective scale as the expanding solar wind and decreasing field
magnitude cause a rescaling of the resonant parameters. It would be interesting
to follow this model system further to investigate this slower energization, but
this evolution is obscured by another aspect of this model.
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Figure 2. As in Figure i, except that the speeds shown in (b) are shown with

respect to the inertial frame, M i E vi/V A (after Marsch et al., 1982).

The resonant interaction which produced the results in Figure 1 took place

with left-polarized ion-cyclotron waves. Marsch et al. have also included the

effects of a resonant cyclotron interaction with an equally intense spectrum of

right-polarized magnetosonic waves. This is motivated by the observation that

T > T in the fast solar wind, which could be a signature of fast-mode heating.

z_llis _also suggested that this interaction could explain why Av is limited to

the Alfven speed. According to this model, the energization bye_he ion-cyclo-

tron waves, along with the decreasing phase speed in the expanding solar wind,

allows the alpha particle distribution to move into resonance with the right-

polarized waves, and this interaction completes the acceleration to Av = V .
In the example shown in Figure 2, this has all occured within six R . _t isA

certainly plausible that, once the alpha particles have attained differential

speeds comparable to the Alfven speed, an interaction with magnetosonic waves

could produce parallel heating and prevent Av /V from increasing further as V

declines. However, it is hard to see how th_e_as_ mode is itself responsible A

for the acce]eration up to Av = V A. In order for an alpha particle to cyclo-
tron resonate with the right-p_larized mode, it must be travelling along the
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field at more than twice the Alfven speed with respect to the bulk plasma. Thus,

only the high-velocity tail of the distribution will be able to i_teract with
these waves. For the case shown in Figure 2, less than 5.7 x I0-- of the alpha

particles have this necessary speed at 25 R , where the model energization by

the magnetosonic mode has already started, sit is difficult to see how this

enormous acceleration and heating of the entire distribution from an interaction

with a tiny fraction of the particles can be other than a numerical artifact of

the model.

Another model which deals with some of these questions from a different

point of view has been presented by Isenberg and Hollweg (1983). This work does

not include as detailed a picture of the microscopic interaction as Marsch et

al., but it incorporates a reasonable simulation of the interaction into a full

solar wind model which includes all other forces of interest. The central point

of this model is that the energy problem is dealt with by invoking a "saturation

and cascade" scenario. The authors assume that large-amplitude Alfven waves in

the solar wind saturate when <_B2>/B 2 = ½, where <_B2> is the total magnetic
o

variance (integrated over the entire spectrum). It _s then hypothesized that

the energy lost from the waves cascades to resonant frequencies where it is

picked up by the particles through the resonant cyclotron interaction. The

details of these nonlinear processes were not specified, as their physics is not

well understood, but it was pointed out that this scenario is plausible and

consistent with observations.

To incorporate this scenario into a solar wind model, one needs information

on the propagation and dissipation properties of the waves in a multi-ion dif-

ferentially flowing plasma. Unfortunately, at present, the only available

theory of this type is restricted to Alfven waves in a thermally isotropic

plasma (Isenberg and Hollweg, 1982). For this reason, the model particle dis-

tributions were taken to be isotropic and the waves were taken to be nondisper-

sire, as well as parallel-propagating and left-polarized. The wave spectrum was

taken to be a power law with constant spectral index _. To simulate the inter-

action with ion-cyclotron waves, the spectrum was cut off at _ = _ in the

proton reference frame. P

The energization calculation proceeded as follows: The total plasma

heating rate was obtained from the divergence of the flux of wave action of the

saturated waves. This total was then distributed to the various ion species by

taking the heating rate for each species proportional to the appropriate quasi-

linear resonant cyclotron heating term. The wave acceleration of each species

was then the sum of the non-dissipative Alfven wave pressure and a term propor-

tional to the dissipative heating. This procedure allowed energy to be supplied

to the resonant particles on a convective time scale so that high resonant power

levels were no longer required. These wave effects were incorporated into the

spherically-symmetric, three-fluid, corotating solar wind equations which were

integrated from i0 R out to 1 AU.
s

A typical result is shown in Figure 3. For this case, the proton and wave

parameters were taken from the wave-driven high speed stream model of Hollweg

(1978). The alpha particles, 4% by number, had their velocity and temperature

set equal to the protons', and the spectral index was _ = 2. This result shows

definite preferential acceleration and heating when the waves saturate at 19 R
s'

but the differential speed falls far short of the observed Alfven speed value.
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Figure 3. Ion radial speeds (a) and temperatures (b) from the model of Isenberg

and Hollweg (1983) for y = 2. Also shown in (a) is the radial component of the

proton plus Alfven speed, and in (b) is the electron temperature.

Furthermore, the temperature ratio at 1AU is only T /Tp = 3.6, where we would

hope to produce T /Tp _ 4.

The preferential effects shown here proved essentially insensitive to

changes in the initial particle velocities and temperatures. Increasing the

initial wave intensity generated faster, hotter populations, but the values of

Avid and T /T changed very little. The only parameter left to vary was the

__i i_de_ and _t_ _- easy to see w,i_-_--y is important. The quasilinear _eso-

nant interaction is proportional to the wave power at the resonant frequencies.

When the protons and heavy ions are not moving with respect to one another, they

resonate with waves near their respective gyrofrequencies. In the simplest

picture, then, the power available to the ions is a factor of (_./_)Y larger
• 1

than that for the protons where _. = q.B/(m.c). Clearly, uslng a s_eeper wave
• l . i . .

spectrum will _ncrease the preferentma_ energmzatmon of the heavy ions.

The magnitude of the interaction is also proportional to the (charge/mass) 2

of the particle, so one m_ght expect the total resonant acceleration to be

proportional to (A_/Z_) 7- . This simple picture would imply that a heavy ion

could not be prefe_en£ially accelerated by this process unless y > 2. In

reality, this picture is complicated by the thermal speeds, which smear out the

resonance; by the differential speed, which Doppler-shifts the resonances to

different relative points; and by the fall-off in wave power at _ . It turns

out to be the power cutoff that is most important. If the cutoffPis not in-

cluded and the model wave spectrum is continued with the same slope to infinite

frequency, the simple picture is verified by the numerical calculations: there

is no preferential acceleration of heavy ions for y < 2. The cutoff in the

spectrum reduces the power in the proton resonant range and allows helium to be

preferentially accelerated for Y > 1.5. To produce stronger preferential

effects, y must be increased to rarely observed values > 2, and it takes a Y =

4.7 to produce alpha particles with AVap = V A at 60 Rs as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. As in Figure 3 for y = 4.7.

Once the alpha particles have been accelerated to Av > V resonant interac-
% A

tions with right-polarized magnetosonic waves can bec_me important. Beyond 80

R , in the case shown in Figure 4, almost 20% of the alpha population has suffi-

cient parallel speed to resonate with the fast mode. However, this number is

still small (% 3% at 40 R ) before the Alfven speed is reached and the right-

hand interaction cannot p_ay a significant role in the acceleration to V A.

Heavier ions, with lower gyrofrequencies, are able to resonate with more

intense waves and should be accelerated to higher speeds. However, this _s only

true if y > 2 since the dissipative processes are proportional to (A/Z) T-z.

When y = 2, the determining factor is still the reduced proton resonant power

due to the spectral cutoff, and the heavy ion velocities are the same as the

alpha particle curves in Figure 3. When Y is increased it is found that oxygen

ions, with A/Z near that of helium, are only slightly more accelerated. Acceler-

ation of iron ions, on the other hand, is significantly enhanced over alpha
+u

particles, especially in the lower ionization states, such as Fe , whlch

reaches V at 50 R when Y = 3 Calculations by Marsch (1983) generate similar
A

results for the interaction with left-polarized waves.

In summary, the Isenberg and Hollweg model of the resonant cyclotron

interaction cannot explain the observed preferential acceleration and heating of

heavy ions in the solar wind. To produce differential speeds on the order of

those observed requires extremely steep wave spectra. Although there have been

no direct observations of spectral slopes inside 60 R , all indications are that
. .S.

the spectra should be flatter there and spectral indlcles of y = 4 - 5 for m <

seem unlikely. The calculated temperature ratios, Ti/T P, at 1 AU are also
c_nsistently lower than the mass-proportional values.

Several questions remain, for instance: What is the effect of allowing

anisotropic particle distributions or including a spectrum of dispersive waves?

These modifications should be investigated, but I suspect they will not provide
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substantially more preferential acceleration of heavy ions. The resonant
interaction tends to energize particles in the perpendicular direction, so the
requirement of isotropy amounts to an effective transfer of perpendicular energy
into parallel energy and it does not seemthat relaxing this assumption will
produce greater acceleration. Furthermore, dispersive ion-cyclotron waves would
interact with a smaller portion of the ion distribution than the assumed non-

dispersive spectrum does, and would presumably be less effective in energizing

the ions. It may also be important to consider the effect of including the

solar wind alpha particles in the dispersion relation of the waves. Preliminary

work (Isenberg, 1982) has shown that there may actually be no waves to acceler-

ate heavy ions to speeds faster than the proton speed by the resonant interac-

tion.

In conclusion, it appears that the resonant cyclotron interaction cannot be

responsible for the observed preferential acceleration and heating, and we must

look elsewhere to find a mechanism which produces the observed effects.
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TRANSIENTCHANGESIN THEWHITE-LIGHTCORONA

R. Fisher
High Altitude Observatory
NCAR
POBox 3000
Boulder, CO 80307

A variety of instrumentation has been used over the past few years in
order to study the changes in white-light solar corona. Someof the
most striking and spectacular types of solar activity, at least in
terms of sheer size, have cometo the attention of investigators as a
result of these observational efforts. A review of the results includes
the characterization of transient events in terms of the variation of
brightness as a function of time, the association of these events with
types of solar activity found lower in the atmosphere, and the frequency
of events detected as a function of time. These properties are reviewed
along with the infegred physical properties of transients, i.e., mass
and energy properties and the specific event morphology.
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MDDEL!NGOF TRANSIENTDISTURBANCESIN O0_ONAL-STREAMEROONFIGURATIONS

R. S. Steinolfson
Department of Physics

University of California
Irvine, California 92717

ABSTRACT

Numerical simulations of the formation and propagation of mass-ejection,
loop transients in coronal streamers are discussed. The simulations of the
streamer configuration and the subsequent transient are accomplished with numeri-
cal solutions of the single-fluid, ideal MHDequations of motion in the meri-
dional plane. The streamer is produced by simulating the relaxation of an
initially radial hydrodynamic flow coupled with a dipole magnetic field. The
simulated transient then results from an energy release at the base of the stream-
er. _he "legs" of the loop transient thus produced remain essentially station-
ary while the loop expandsmainly in the radial direction with velocities of
400 - 750 km s-I (determined by the magnitude of the energy release). Once the
leading-edge of the transient has passed out of the lower corona, the initial
streamer configuration is restored after 15 - 24 hours. A second energy release
two hours later than, and with an energy release identical to, the first does not
produce a significant coronal disturbance.

Introduction

The coronal response to a solar event is determined to a large extent by the
magnetic-field configuration and magnitude, the thermodynamics, and the velocity
of the pre-event corona. The role of the ambient magnetic field has been demon-
strated (Steinolfson et al. 1978) by simulating the considerably different trans-
ients in open as opposed to closed magnetic-field configurations. However, that
study, as well as the majority of other multi-dimensional numerical studies of
transient formation and propagation in the lower corona, is for a hydrostatic
atmosphere. A trivial extension to an ambient nonstationary corona wasmadeby
Wuet ai.(1981), who considered radial flow in a radial magnetic field. In that
particular study the role of the magnetic field was more passive than active.

A model for the propagation of transients through coronal-streamer configura-
tions has been developed in a series of papers by Steinolfson et al. (1982) and
Steinolfson (1982a), henceforth referred to as Papers I and II, respectively.
Coronal streamers consist of open field lines, with field-aligned flow, overlying
closed field lines near the solar surface in which the atmosphere is in hydrosta-
tic equilibrium. The solar event responsible for the transient occurs at the
base of the closed-field region. This model is attractive from an observational
viewpoint since transients can often be associated with eruptive prominences (with
or without flares, Munro et al. (1979)) which, in turn, are believed to lie over
neutral lines - lines along which the vertical photospheric magnetic field re-
verses sign. The present paper contains a brief description of the model and the
characteristic transients that it produces in streamers, as well as studies in-
volving the coronal relaxation following the transient.
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Simulation Procedure andRelevant Parameters

The ambient coronal streamer and the subsequent transient are simulated
in the meridional plane with numerical solutions of the time-dependent, dissi-
pationless (except at shock waves), magnetohydrodynamicequations of motion.
_e equations, the method of numerical solution, the appropriate boundary and
symmetry conditions, and details of simulating the solar event are given in
Papers I and II.

The entire simulation consists of two separate simulations; one for the
streamer and an independent one, which uses the computedstreamer as the initial
state, for the transient. The streamer is obtained by allowing the corona to re-
lax from a nonequilibrium state following the procedure in Paper I, which is
reviewed in these proceedings by Suess (1983). The transient is then produced
by simulating a solar event, located at the center of the base of the closed-field
region, with an increase in the thermal pressure.

The most important parameters are the plasma beta _, which is referenced
to the center of the base of the closed-field region in the pre-streamer corona,
and the magnitude and duration of the pressure increase. For the results discus-
sed here, the energy input was maintained for i hr. in all cases. The other
parameters are discussed along with the separate simulations. Parametric studies
involving several parameters are presented in Paper II.

Numerical Results

As mentioned previously, all of the transient simulations presented here are
initiated in an ambient coronal-streamer configuration. A typical streamer is
shownlater [Figure 3(b)] where it is comparedto the corona after it has relaxed
following the passage of a transient through it.

A representative coronal response to a solar event at the base of the streamer
is shownat two times (referenced to the start of the solar event) in Figure i.
The vertical axis is the equator, the horizontal axis is the pole, and the axes
are labelled in units of solar radii. Themass-excess (the contour plot) is pro-
portional to the mass in the transient Pt less the mass in the initial streamer
Ps with the samedefinition as in Paper II; i.e.,

P -P
= t s r sin 8

Or _

where Pr is reference density (2.5 x 10 -18 gm cm-3), R_ is the solar radius, and

r and 8 are locations in the meridional plane. The co_ntours are only shown beyond

the approximate location of the occulting disk on the Skylab coronagraph. The

mass in the transient is less than that in the streamer below the lowest contour

near the equator. As can be seen, the transient, as determined in terms of the

largest values of the mass excess, has the shape of a radially expanding loop.

The legs of the expanding loop remain essentially stationary (centered, at 2

solar radii, at approximately 20 ° from vertical) and subtend less than 60 ° in

latitude. The latitudinal motion of the legs is restrained by magnetic pressure
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P/P o = 1.3. The left figure shows the magnetic field lines, velocity vectors,

and shock trajectory (represented by the parallel lines), and the right figure

shows the mass-excess contours where 6_ is the contour increment.

forces due to the larger magnetic field in the coronal hole near the pole than

near the equator in a coronal streamer. This is demonstrated in Figure 2 which

shows the latitudinal variation, at 2 solar radii, of _ and the magnetic-field

magnitude for a streamer and for a hydrostatic atmosphere with a dipole magnetic

field. The much larger magnetic-field gradient for the streamer acts to constrain

the transient legs.

After the transient has passed through the lower corona and the energy input

due to the solar event has ended, the corona should once again relax to an equili-

brium. Approximately 15 - 24 hrs. are generally required for the streamer config-
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Figure 2. Latitudinal distribution of magnetic field magnitude and plasma beta

at 2 solar radii for a reference value of 8 = 0.1, and for both a streamer con-

figuration and a hydrostatic atmosphere.

uration to be reestablished -- depending on the parametric values and the magni-

tude and duration of the energy input. The corona, 16 hrs. after initiation of

the energy input, is compared to the initial streamer in Figure. 3 Some slight

differences still exist between the two coronae, but clearly the streamer con-

figuration has been restored after the transient disrupted it.

Since such a relatively long period of time is required for the corona to

recover following a transient, it follows that a second solar event at the same

location as an earlier one may produce quite a different coronal respnnse if suffi-

cient time has not elapsed. Results for a simulation of such a scenario are shown

in Figure 4. The simulated solar events are identical with the second initiated

2 hrs. after the start of the first. Both events last i hr. so the corona in

Figure 4(a) is shown for the same time lapse following the first event as is the

corona in Figure 4(b) following the second event. The first event produces a

well-deflned transient in the mass-excess contours while the second event does not

produce a noticeable effect on the mass excess. In fact, the mass-excess contours

in Figure 4(b) are almost identical to those that occur if the second event is

not included (Stelnolfson, 1982b). However, the second transient does produce

a shock wave with a velocity almost identical to that produced by the first.

Comparison With Observations

One form of observational results which may be used to evaluate the physical

relevance of the simulations of the previous section is the brightness images
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P/Po = i0. The right figures are pressure contours (p/po) , and the left are mag-

netic field lines and velocity vectors. Note the high pressure (also high tempera-

ture and density) and low velocity in the closed-field region.

obtained with white-light coronographs. The technique for converting these obser-

vations into excess columnar density (a pre-event image subtracted from a transient

image) has been described by Hildner et al. (1975). Aside from the absolute level

(determined by unknown and, therefore, assumed geometric factors), these observa-

tions are directly comparable to the computed mass excess.

One characteristic feature of observed mass-ejection, loop transients is that

the legs of the radially expanding loop remain stationary while the loop expands

outward (Hildner, 1977). The success of this model in simulating this observation

is shown in Figure i.

Another observational result that the present model can simulate has been

described by Wagner et al. (1981). They reported that a visible transient (by a

white-llght coronagraph) was not recorded for a flare at the same location as,

but 2 hrs. later than, an earlier smaller flare which did produce an observed

transient. Simulations, using the present model, of two successive flares and

the resulting transients are consistent with this observation, as shown in
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(a)
90 Min

Figure 4. Coronal response to two successive solar events at the same location

with the second 2 hrs. later than the first. The parameters are the same as

those used for Figure i. Mass excess contours are shown in the figures on the
right.

Figure 4. The simulations also suggests that, although the second flare did not

produce an effect observable in white-light coronagraphs, the fact that the

second transient did contain a shock implies that it may produce observable type
II or type IV radio bursts.

Conclusions

The numerical simulations discussed here demonstrate the, not unexpected,

results that the state of the corona through which a transient propagates can have

a large effect on the shape of the simulated transient (in terms of mass excess).

Zhe simulations also show that the larger magnetic field overlying open-field

regions in streamers, as opposed to that over the closed-fleld region, may be

responsible for constraining the latitudinal movement of the legs of the transient

which gives some transients the characteristic shape of a radlally-expandlng loop.

In addition, it is shown that approximately 15 - 24 hrs. are required for the

streamer configuration to be restored after being disturbed by a transient. The

above simulated results have been shown to be consistent with observations of
coronal transients.
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QUASI-STEADY SOLAR WIND DYNAMICS

V. J. Pizzo
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ABSTRACT

This paper opens with a brief review of recent progress in understanding the large
scale dynamics of quasi-steady, corotating solar wind structure. It then focuses on two

new study areas that these observational and theoretical advances have made ripe for

development. The firstconcerns the nature of the solar wind at large heliocentric dis-
tances (r>IOAU). Preliminary calculations from a 2-D MHD model are used to demon-

strate theoretical expectations of corotating structure out to 30 AU. It is found that the
forward and reverse shocks from adjacent CIR's begin to interact at about 10 AU, produc-

ing new shock pairs flanking "secondary" CIR's. These sawtooth secondary CIR's interact
again at about 20 AU and survive as visibleentities (though not necessarily as shocks) to
30 AU. The model predicts the velocity jumps at the leading edge of the secondary CIR's

at 30 AU should be very small but there should stillbe sizable variations (factor of 2-3
lumps at the CIR fronts) in the thermodynamic and magnetic parameters, with consider-

able remnant substructure to be seen. The most important points are that the driving

dynamic mechanism in the distant solar wind isthe relaxation of pressure gradients (not
kinematic steepening, as in the near-sun solar wind) and that the models make a number

of definite, quantitative predictions that can be compared with available data. The

second topic is the influence of weak, non-impulsive time dependence in quasi-steady
dy-namics. It is suggested that ----'--_t ..... i_-, ___,__u_ k_-,u_,_L/--/large _aL_ variations in the coronal
flow speed on periods of several hours to a day (presumably associated with the continual

coronal evolution) may be responsible for many of the remaining discrepancies between
theory and observation. In particular, such temporal effects offer a ready explanation

for the apparent rounding (or de-steepening) of stream fronts between 0.3 and 1.0 AU
discovered by Helios.

Introduction

The last several years have witnessed a steady enrichment of our understanding of
corotating stream dynamics. On the empirical front, Helios has returned marvelous data
on the near-sun solar wind, while Pioneer and Voyager probe ever deeper into the far
reaches of the heliosphere. Coupled with observations from numerous other spacecraft
at intermediate distances, the quantity and quality of relevant data available to research-
ers today is truly impressive. On the theoretical front, description of interplanetary
dynamics has achieved a high level of sophistication, such that most of the physical
mechanisms thought to be important in the large scale evolution of corotating structures
are now included in the models.

My main theme is that the conjunction of all this observational and theore_mal pro-
gress finally makes it feasible to tackle certain long-standing problems with a reasonable
chance of success. In this discussion, I will single out two topics I find particularly
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enticing and potentially rewarding, though these by no means exhaust the possibilities.

Specifically, the questions I will concentrate on are: i) What is the nature of the distant
(r>10 AU ) solar wind and does it differ very much from the familiar near-sun

(0.8<r<5AU) flow? 2) To what extent do slow, non-impulsive temporal variations in the

coronal source regions of the solar wind affect the interplanetary evolution of steam
structures, i.e.; What happens when the flows are really only quasi-steady as opposed to
absolutely steady as idealized in the models?

Background for the Discussion

We begin with a brief review, largely
theoretical, of the current state-of-the-art

in the field of corotating stream dynamics. A

schematic representation of the classic

interplanetary stream interaction

phenomenon is depicted in Figure i, in which

we view the flow in the solar equatorial plane

from over the north pole of the sun. Alter-

nating regions of nearly radial fast and slow

flow originating in the corona are indicated

by long and short dark arrows. Under the

influence of solar rotation, fast flows near

the sun are brought into radial alignment
with more distant slow flows emitted earlier;

as the former overtake the latter, the inter-

vening material is compressed and heated

(shaded area), which in turn drives small but

dynamically important nonradial flows (large

open arrows). If this compression is vigorous

enough, a forward and reverse corotating

shock pair may result further out. In

regions where fast material outraces
succeeding slow plasma, a relative rarefac-

tion is formed. The magnetic field (light

lines) is drawn out into a spiral configura-
tion, whose pitch depends upon the flow

speed. As the entire pattern rotates with the
sun, a spacecraft situated at, say, 1 AU will

see an apparent temporal variation, with
most of the interesting dynamics confined to

the leading edge of the high-speed strearm

STREAM INTERACTION SCHEMATIC

(INERTIAL FRAME)

¢- _ "% SOLAR w,No\

Figure 1). Stream-interaction sche-
matic in the solar equatorial plane.

Quantitative theoretical description of these interactions has been most successfully

formulated in terms of continuum MHD. For steady, superalfvenic flow in interplanetary
space, the appropriate equations in a frame corotating with the sun are (in cgs units):

= 0 (i)

a[(¢ + 2fix4+6×(6x¢)1 GM.
= -YP-p --.-_- _ + 4rr

(2)
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+ + =-p ? (s)

= o (4)

The dependent variables are: mass density,p = TrL_t,where rf_is the proton mass and _tthe

proton number density; velocity,{; isotropic gas pressure, P_,and magnetic field,_. The

other symbols are: the solar equatorial rotation rate, n; the spherical radius vector, _,the

universal gravitational constant, G; the solar mass, Ms; and the polytropic index, 7.

Among the important assumptions entering into the derivation of these equations
are that the plasma behaves like an electricallyrleutral proton-electron fluid,that the

electricalconductivity is infinite,and that the electric fieldin the rotating frame is zero.
Heat conduction, viscosity (except at shocks), wave dissipation, and all kinetic-level

effects are taken as having negligible impact upon the large scale dynamics. Hence the

gas pressure is isotropic and related to the proton and electron temperatures Tp and T,
by the auxiliary relation

P =,e(% + T,) = WeT (5)

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the single-fluid temperature.
energy is governed by a polytrope law, so that

(_.V)Pp -_ = O.

The internal

(8)

All these approximations are reasonably justifiable in the momentum-dominated
superalfvenic solar wind at, say, 0.3 AU and beyond. It should be borne in mind, however,
that many of the above assumptions may prove untenable closer to the sun and almost
certainly break down in the corona, which is,by ci_ver design, outside the scope of this

paper.

Even with allthese restrictions, quite a variety of models can be constructed from
equations i-6. The differences among them are best discussed within the context of 2-D
(planar) flows in the solar equatorial plane (three dimensional aspects of the problem will

be addressed below.) By virtue of the assumptions introduced previously, allthe interest-

ing physical content of the formulation resides in the momentum equation (2). This cir-

cumstance provides a convenient means of classifyingthe models. The most fundamental
distinction one can draw is between kinematic and dynamic formulations. The terms on

the left-hand-side of (2) constitute the purely kinematic portion of the description: the
velocity gradients couple with solar rotation to regulate the rate at which material is
compressed or rarefied. The terms on the right-hand-side of (2) embody the truly

dynamic part of the< interaction: gas pressure and fieldgradients determine what hap-
pens once the kinematic action brings fluidelements together. (Gravitational effects are

negligible in interplanetary space and are carried along for completeness only because it

is a numerically trivialoperation.) Purely kinematic models (P = B = O) are attractive in

that they are nonlinear while retaining extreme computational simplicity (e.g. see
Matsuda and Sakurai, 1972; Burlaga and Barouch, 1976.) The problem with that approach,

however, is that for the kinds of structures most commonly encountered in the near-sun

solar wind (i.e.,sharply-bounded high-speed streams), the dynamical reaction of the gas

has a profound effect upon the rate of steepening and shock formation and the resultant
structure of the interaction front. Furthermore, in the distant solar wind (>IOAU), where

the initialhigh-speed material contained in the streams has been completely expended,
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the subsequent interactions are driven entirely by secondary pressure waves. That is,
there is hardly any kinematics left in the problem (see next section). Thus, while use of

kinematic models for limited illustrative purposes, for crude tracing of the solar origin of
broad interplanetary streams (e.g. Nolte at a]., 1977), and for judiclous mapplng of

select portions of streams well away from interaction regions may be warranted, on the
whole they are quantitatively and sometimes even qualitatively inadequate. (For further

discussion on this point, see Pizzo, "Comments on the Paper by Akasofu and Hakamada",
this Conference.)

Among the dynamic models, the computationally simplest formulation is the linear

model originally developed by Carovillano and Siscoe (1969). UnfortuDately, this model,

too, suffers a very severe flaw in that the amplitude of the variations in the solar wind are

so large as to preclude a linear evolution over any but the shortest distances and the

most favorable conditions (no large velocity gradients). Hence it is generally unaccept-

able for typical solar wind applications. The model of Hundhausen (1973a) overcomes

these objections through the incorporation of both nonlinear steepening and gas pres-

sure forces. Despite its merits, this model, too, harbors certain deficiencies that restrict

its utility. Namely, it neglects the magnetic forces and the secondary nonradial flows

built up in the interaction. These nonradial flows, while small, are now known to signifi-

cantly relieve the compressive stresses generated at the stream front by allowing lateral

slippage of the fluid, thereby retarding both the steepening and shock formation. The

magnetic field has a similar, though two-fold, effect: first,the fluid has greater resistance

to direct compression by virtue of the magnetic pressure gradients; and, second, the

relevant characteristic speed in the fluid becomes the fast-mode speed (which is normally

about twice the sound speed in interplanetary space), which means the pressure forces

can more effectively distribute the compressive stresses over a larger volume of the fluid.

Neglect of the nonradia[ flow is not too bad so long as only streams with broad boundaries

are considered or attention is restricted to flows beyond 1 AU (Gosling et el., 1976; Dryer

et =l., 1978). However, as demonstrated by Helios (Rosenbauer, et el. 1977), streams near

0.3 AU in fact tend to have sharp boundaries. Models of the Hundhausen (1973a) type,

even with some allowance for field effects (Steinolfson et al., 1975), perform poorly under

such conditions, seriously overestimating the rate of steepening and shock formation.

Proper description of corotating stream dynamics is thus seen to demand at least

the full formalism contained in equations (I) - (4): nonlinearity, nonradial flows, and

magnetic and gas pressure effects. Models incorporating all these properties (Goldstein,

1971; Goldstein and Jokipii, 1977; Whang and Chien, 1981: Pizzo, 1982) are capable of

reproducing to a reasonable approximation the sort of large scale phenomena typically

observed by spacecraft over a broad range of heliocentric distances. Figures 2 and 3

illustrate an example from one such model (Pizzo, 1982). The curves in Figure 2 depict

the variation of radial velocity, density, and temperature across the stream on an initial

surface taken to lie at 0.3 AU, well outside the critical points. The nonradial velocity is

set to zero there, while the field magnitude is held constant across the structure at a uni-

form value, IBI = 459'. This input is an idealization of the 1975 Helios perihelion observa-

tions, in which dense, slow, cold flow alternated with hot, tenuous, fast flows in a step-

function-like manner. When this structure is propagated to 1 AU via a suitable numerical

Integration of equations (i) -(6), the longitudinal variations recorded in Figure 3 result.

As fast material overtakes slow at the stream front, the compressive interaction gives rise

to forward (F) and reverse (R) large-amplitude MHD waves which propagate in opposite

directions away from the interaction front. (In this example they have steepened into

shocks, though for other choices of intial conditions they need not. See also Whang and

Chien, 1981). Sandwiched in between is a shear-flow interface (1), which arises as a

natural consequence of the radial compression along the spiral front (Hundhausen and
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Burlaga, 1975; Gosling et al., 1978). The density, temperature, and field strength all vary
in a fashion representative of 1 AU stream fronts (Siscoe, 1972; Gosling et al., 1972).

I i i i I

-20 -40 -60

AZIMUTH (deg)

Figure 2). Input variations for hypotheti-
cal stream at 0.3 AU. Also, on this initial

surface, the flow angle ¢ = 0 and I Bt = 457.

These parameters are chosen to mimic

Helios perihelion data (Rosenbauer

1977). Periodic boundary conditions are
imposed at the two longitudinal ends.

-'37.5 - 57.5 -7 7.5 -97.5

AZIMUTH (deg)

Figure 3). Appearance of the stream in Figure 2 at 1.0 AU, according to a 2-D MHD model

(Pizzo, i98E). F and R refer lo forward and reverse shocks, while i denotes the shear-flow
interface that evolves between the high-speed and low-speed regimes. Pr is the total (gas

plus magnetic) pressure.

Of course, the 3-D structure of the corona must somehow be impressed upon the

solar wind, so it is natural to ask whether global effects might not seriously alter the evo-
lution from the 2-D idealization. Owing to the limited and fragmented 3-D data currently

available, the only insight to be gained comes from 3-D MHD models using hypothetical,
but hopefully relevant, input structures (Pizzo, 1982; see also Riesebieter, 1977; Whang,

1980). The basic idea is to compare streams that have identical longitudinal variations at
the equator but differ markedly in their geometry away from the equator. Figure 4 shows

two 3-D geometries analyzed in the Pizzo (1982) study, here portrayed as contour plots of

radial velocity on the r = 0.3 AU initial surface. On the left, we see a circular-shaped,
sharply bounded stream centered at the equator. The radial velocity is 600 km/s

throughout the middle of the stream, falling smoothly to 300 km/s all about its periphery.

Temperature and density have the same correlation with velocity as in Figure 2, while

both components of the nonradial flow are zero and l;I = 45T as before. On the right, we

find a geometry suggestive of a polar high-speed stream, where the velocity is 600 km/s

except in a narrow 300 krn/s band crossing the equator. Figure 5 compares the 1 AU

solutions at the equator for 2-D (dashed), 3-D circular (solid), and 3-D polar (dotted)

streams. As might be expected, the differences between the 2-D and 3-D circular projec-

tions are minimal. What is more intriguing is that the 3-D polar solution deviates so little

from the other two, despite the discordant geometries. From this itcan be inferred that
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Figure 4). Constant velocity contours
for two different 3-D geometries at the
0.3 AU spherical initial surface. The
increment between contour levels is 60
km/s.

north-south flow effects generated by
meridional gradients in the interplane-
tary 3-D solar wind are riot too severe

and that it should therefore be legiti-
mate to use 2-D models for the mapping
of flows. Nevertheless, this optimistic
assessment must be tempered with the
caution that it really applies only in the
case that the global structure at the
input be fairly regular, i.e., that the
stream fronts especially contain no
great amount of substructure (Pizzo,
1982). It is thus in the absence of any
compelling evidence that such sub-
structure is common that we tenta-
tively justify the continued use of 2-D
models.

Much more complete and detailed
comparisons of these various models
may be found in Pizzo (1978, 1981,
19{]2) and Steinolfson et al. (1975).
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Figure 5). Comparison of 1 AU equatorial
solutions of three models, showing effects
of differing stream geometries: 2-D
(dashed); 3-D circular (solid); and 3-D
polar (dotted).
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2-D Evolution of Corotating Structure
To Large Heliocentric Distances

The general picture of stream evolution outlined above can be said to be fairly well
established in the inner solar system (r <5AU). At least, this is the region in which numer-
ical simulations based on MHD theory have been favorably compared with various sets of

radially-aligned spacecraft data (e.g. Gosling et al., 1976; Dryer et n l., 1978). This is not to
say that important discrepancies between theory and observation do not exist or that the
models are faithful in every detail (see last section, below); rather, only that the basic
concept is sufficiently valid to permit us to speculate (as I will in the remainder of this
talk) on new phenomena with some degree of confidence.

About a decade ago, there arose two conflicting viewpoints as to the nature of solar
wind structure at large heliocentric distances. One school of thought (Jokipii and Davis,
1969) held that turbulent dissipation would efficiently smooth out both corotating and
transient flows within a few AU of the sun, resulting in an essentially featureless solar

wind expansion at large distances, The other view (Hundhausen, 1973b) suggested, on the
basis of hydrodynamic considerations, that identifiable streams would survive far out into
the solar system (tens of AU) and would be manifest there as sawtooth velocity struc-
tures, with either a shock or very steep gradients at the leading edge. Eventually, in the
mid-70's Pioneer data settled the argument in favor of the latter alternative, at least out
to 5 AU (Hundhausen and Gosling, 1976; Smith and Wolfe, 1976). Nevertheless, it should
not be assumed that the entire story has been told, that the very distant solar wind (_10
AU) offers nothing really new. Quite the contrary, I intend to persuade you that the
structure of the far solar wind should harbor exciting new phenomena and that even

within the context of dynamical evolution of the sort invoked by Hundhausen (1973), the
flow beyond 10 AU differs in fundamental ways from the near-sun expansion. My presen-
tation draws heavily upon some preliminary calculations I have lust completed, but the
views to be expressed closely parallel those recently espoused by Burlaga (1983), which
_ro h_,,oa largely ,,non Vnv_ger observations.

In my calculation; real solar wind flows in the ecliptic are projected from 1 AU to 30
AU under the assumption of ideal corotation. The input data for this study are hourly
averages of IMP 7 and 8 plasma parameters from the M]T experiment and the associated
magnetic field measurements from the GSFC magnetometer, all covering one solar rota-
tion from a period late in 1977. The solar wind structure at that time was not as steady as
one would like for a detailed mapping survey; but for the didactic purposes at hand they
will serve quite adequately. The model used for the simulation is virtually identical to
that described in Goldstein and Jokipii (1977), with only minor differences in numerical
techniques. This is a slight variant of the standard 2-D MHD quasi-steady formalism laid
out above, in that electron and proton pressures are accounted for separately, with the
electron pressure following a polytr0pic expression like (6). (The electron polytropic
index is T, = 1.175, in consideration of Sittler and Scudder, 1980.) The proton pressure
and temperature at each step are derived from total energy conservation (3), thus arbi-
trarily channeling all the shock heating provided by the artificial viscosity into the pro-
tons. This dipolytropic treatment results in a somewhat more realistic description of the
electron thermodynamics, but our findings do not depend very Critically upon this detail.
(A more complete explanation of the model and analysis of the flow structures of late
1977 will appear shortly in papers by Burlaga et a2. and Pizzo et al., in preparation.)

Figures 6a and 6b show a stacked sequence of speed and total pressure (gas plus
magnetic) variations over the radial range 1-30 AU. The curves in each panel portray
speed or total pressure as a function of an arbitrary longitude scale, which is shifted in
the calculation to make the center of each panel track the average interplanetary spiral.
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The increment between the panels is 2 AU (except for the top pair), so the radial evolu-
tion can be followed by reading down each plot. Any feature which moves faster or slower
than the mean speed (averaged over the rotation) will appear to drift in longitude. For
example, the shock fronts associated with the classic CIR's forming just beyond 2 AU
expand laterally in the plots though, of course, their propagation is primarily radial.
Finally, the speed scale reads 200-700 km/s (linear) for each plot, but the total pressure
scale (logarithmic) changes in absolute value. However, the spread in any one pressure
plot is always a factor of 1000:1, so shock strengths can always be directly gauged.
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Figure 6). Bulk speed (a) and total pressure (gas + magnetic) (b) versus relative Longi-
tude for a solar rotation in late 1977. Heliocentric distance increases downwards. Data

gaps in the 1 AU input have been filled in by linear interpolation and periodic boundary
conditions are imposed at the longitudinal ends. The diagonal dark lines connect the
main forward (F) and reverse (R) shock features, which propagate relative to the flow.
Note the velocity scale is fixed; the pressure scale is variable, but always maintains a ratio
of 1000:1 between maximum and minimum values. The digits just to the left of the pres-
sure plots indicate the power of 10 by which the base value of 10 -1° dyne/cm e must be
multiplied to fix Pr, e.g. "+2" in the topmost panel denotes Pr = 10-B dyne/cm2.
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Examining the two figures, we see that out to 10 AU the evolution follows the classic
steepening and CIR formation scenario well-known since Pioneer days. Forward and
reverse shocks (heavy lines labelled F and R in the plots) form near 2 AU as the streams
attain peak compression. The material trapped between finds itself at high pressure rela-
tive to its surroundings and begins pushing outwards from the center of the compressed
region. Meanwhile, the material in the trailing portions is being steadily rarefied and
cooled more rapidly than would a spherically-symmetric flow. Thus the shock strength,
as measured by the pressure jumps in Figure 6b, increases rapidly between 2 and 4 AU
and remains high out to 10 AU.

At 10 AU, near 120 ° longitude, something very interesting happens: the reverse shock
(R_) of the leftmost stream at 1 AU meets the forward shock (F2) of the rightmost original
stream. The ensuing interaction gives rise to a new, "secondary" CIR, which is character-
ized by elevated densities, temperatures, field strengths, and pressures and is flanked by
the two modified incident shocks (F2 and R'2), which have lost considerable strength (as
judged by the jumps in total pressure) in the interaction. The other primary pair of
shocks (FI and R2) meet with similar consequences at 12 AU, near 300 ° longitude. Both
secondary CIR's subsequently expand, with additional interactions (accompanied by
further CIR production and reduction in shock strength) at 22 AU, 26 AU, and again just
beyond 30 AU. The interactions at 22 and 26 AU are of particular significance, in that
shocks from successive Carrington rotations have had time to propagate all the way
across the intervening structures and meet. Thus, by the latter point, the entire flow has
been shocked at least once.

There are really three main points to be made here. The first is that the quasi-
steady dynamics of the solar wind is driven by two distinct mechanisms. The near-sun
evolution, out to 4-5 AU or so, is dominated by the familiar kinematic steepening mechan-
ism. In this regime, the structure is characterized by the usual rotationally-coupled
interaction of several discrete high-speed and low-speed flows. At about 5-10 AU, how-
ever, most of the speed differences have been eliminated and the evolution is instead
regulated by the relaxation of pressure waves or pulses (i.e., the CIR's) generated by the
previous kinematic interactions. By 8-10 AU, these pressure pulses are themselves begin-
ning to interact, fostering further pressure pulse structure which survives to at least 30
AU. Hence the distant solar wind, even in the quasi-steady limit, differs qualitatively from
the near-sun wind in that the primary interaction mechanism is dynamic rather than
kinematic. Indeed, the very concept of streams per se is relevant only to the near-sun
solar wind and has little bearing upon the dynamics of the distant solar wind (Burlaga,
1983).

To quantify these arguments, we turn to Figure 7, which presents a more detailed
view of the 30 AU structure. From top to bottom, we have bulk speed, flow angle, density,
field strength, proton temperature, and total pressure, respectively. Consider the shock
jump near 200 ° longitude. It is most illuminating to think of the interaction between the
faster flow to the right of the jump with the slower flow to the left in terms of a simple
collision between two discrete blobs of gas. To an observer moving with the slower flow,
the fast material (of density n = 0.017cm -s) is approaching with a velocity of zu-_15 km/s
(assuming a purely radial interaction); thus the fast material exerts a ram pressure of
p_2 _ 6.4 × 10 -14 dyne/cm 2. On the other hand, the total pressure differential across the
jump is Apt _- 1.0 x 10 -m dyne/cm _. Since what matters are the relative momentum den-
sities, it is evident that pressure forces are going to dominate in this distant solar wind
interaction. This result stands in sharp contrast with the near-sun situation, which is
readily illustrated by repeating the analysis on the 0.3 AU stream of Figure 2. Transform-
ing to a frame moving with the 300 km/s slow flow, the high speed portion of the stream is
found to possess a ram pressure of about 7.5 x 10 -8 dyne/cm 2. For the example of Figure
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2, APt was specifically chosen to be zero; but even were Pr in the stream doubled relative
to that in the slow flow, AP T would still amount to only 1.4 x 10 -a dyne/cm 2. Hence the

mechanical advection clearly dominates near the sun.

A second major point is that the relatively dull 30 AU velocity structure portrayed in
Figures 6a and 7 does not signify featureless flow, since streams can no longer be taken

as the measure of inhomogeneity at these distances. While the variations in the flow

speed at 30 AU are so small that the saw-tooth waveform might be very hard to discern in
daily sample data of the type collected by Pioneer, the other four parameters show very

sizable fluctuations, with pronounced (factor of 2-3) jumps across the CIR fronts. Note
also that while the total pressure shows little variation between the big jumps, the den-
sity, field strength, and proton temperature all exhibit considerable substructure. This

comes about because imbalances in total pressure directly give rise to forces that rapidly

wipe out the total pressure gradient, whereas variations in the density, field strength, and
temperature need not be individually obliterated to satisfy this condition. Furthermore,

much of the magnetic and thermodynamic substructure evident in Fig. 7 is dynamically
created in the medium. (the term "substructure" here applies only to numerically

resolved features, such as the density and temperature enhancement accompanying the
shock near 200 ° longitude. The higher-frequency oscillations right at the shocks are
spurious numerical artifacts.) Refering once more to Figure 6, a number of other pro-

pagating features in addition to the two main shock pairs can be traced, smaller ampli-

tude forward and reverse structures (not necessarily shocks) that exist only over a lim-
ited span of heliocentric distances. Some of these originate from the real input
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structure, some are artifacts of the linear interpolation used to filldata gaps, and some

are generated further out by the interaction of the larger CIR fronts with the ambient
structure. The resultant thermodynamic structure at 30 AU thus bears virtually no
resemblance to the parent I AU variations.

Just how realisticthese calculations and, indeed, this entire picture of the distant
solar wind are remains to be seen. After all,even if the model itselfproves substantially

accurate, we have here mapped only the flows associated with the streams of one particu-
lar rotation. The larger streams associated with the Skylab epoch, for example, might
survive as separate entities to greater heliocentric distances. In that case, the interac-

tion of shocks from adjacent streams may occur while substantial velocity gradients still
exist and the details of the subsequent evolution may therefore change somewhat (e.g.,

see the I-D calculation by Dryer and Steinolfson, 1976). Moreover Burlaga (1983) sug-

gests that by 25 AU so much interaction of pressure waves willhave occurred that deter-
rninisticmodels of the sort used to produce the above plots may not be applicable at all,

that a description based upon the concepts of MHD turbulence might be more appropri-

ate. Further justificationfor such an approach could be taken from considerations of the
effects of swept-up transients. It is to be stressed (Burlaga, this Conference; Burlaga et
al.,1983) that, at least in the active phase of the solar cycle, embedded transients will

severely complicate the structure of the distant solar wind, perhaps to the point of obvi-

ating direct modeling efforts.

Be that as it may, the third and final comment I will make on these matters is that it
is high time to dispense with these idle speculations and to engage in some serious com-
parisons between observation and theory. While it is worthwhile and even imperative to
attempt conventional radial-alignment mappings with the data in hand, our enthusiasm
and expectations must be tempered by the cold realization that most of these observa-
tions refer to that period of the solar cycle when the corona is least steady and struc-
tured and transient effects are most pronounced. This situation should improve dramati-
cally in the next few years as the sun settles down once again toward solar minimum. For
the present, however, far brighter prospects might be in store for a more statistical
approach. Obvious tests would include, for example, the radial behavior of the pressure
and velocity jumps at shocks, the rate of forward and reverse shock occurrence and
decay, the distance to which stream interfaces are visible, the longitudinal structure of
the thermodynamic quantities, etc. It may even be possible to pick out newly-formed
secondary CIR's as described above and to see if the heliocentric distance of formation
agrees with the model predictions. With sufficiently high sampling rates, these structures
(if they exist) should stand out by virtue of the close spacing between the forward and
reverse shocks and the concomitant high values of density, temperature and field
Strength, all of which together would be hard to explain in terms of a discrete distur-
bance propagating all the way from the sun. An important quantitative distinction
between the Hundhausen (1973b) hypothesis and MHD models is also amenable to obser-
vation. In the hydrodynamic description, CIR shocks in the distant solar wind can actu-
ally increase with strength owing to the monotonic decline in sound speed. With the field
included, however, the characteristic speed approaches a constant and hence the shock
fronts erode more rapidly, thereby providing a measurable discrirninant.

Another lucrative endeavor would be to examine rotation-by-rotation averages of
interesting quantities like the proton temperature. Earlier theoretical work by Goldstein
and Jokipii (1977} suggested significant heating by shock dissipation beyond 2 AU,
perhaps resulting in a high-temperature plateau near 5 AU. Heating of the solar wind by
interaction with interstellar neutrals might have similar ramifications (Holzer, 1972).
Analyses of Pioneer (Mihalov and Wolfe, 1978; Kayser et Rl., 1983) and Voyager (Gazis and
Lazarus, 1982) data, while sorely afflicted with temporal effects, seem to imply a more-
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or-less monotonic fall-off in proton temperature of about r -°'5 to r -°'?. The correspond-
ing predictions of the particular calculation described above (Figure 8) are consistent
with these last-quoted values, but it would be desirable to run simulations on other

stream data before claiming success. Accurate determination of the average tempera-
ture profile may also make it possible to distinguish shock heating from interstellar heat-

ing. For example, Figure 8 shows a distinct rapid decline in the mean temperature
beyond 20 AU. What is happening in the model is that the velocity jumps are failing below
the fast-mode speed (essentially the Alfven speed at these distances), i.e., most of the
sawtooths have decayed from shocks into large amplitude MHD waves, which do not con-

tribute to the overall heating. To the contrary, no drop in mean temperature beyond 20

AU would be anticipated if interstellar heating were important. Also, a general rise in the
sound speed associated with interstellar heating would tend to erode the saw-tooth velo-

city features more rapidly than would the simple dynamical process. Hence mere obser-

vation of saw-tooths at these distances would lend credence to the dynamic view.

The Effect of Weak Time-Dependence
Upon Stream Evolution

As alluded to above, significant discrepancies between theory and observation persist

even when all the dynamic factors included in equations (1) -(4) are accounted for. The

worst of these, uncovered by Helios, is illustrated in Figure 9. Each of the panels displays

the velocity data from one complete Carrington rotation observed during the Helios A pri-
mary mission (Rosenbauer et _l., 1977). The data in the top panel were taken when the

spacecraft was near 0.98 AU, the next from 0.90 AU, then 0.67 AU, and finally 0.4 - 0.3 AU.

The most striking feature is the abrupt, square-wave shape of the perihelion stream

(denoted by the arrowhead over the bottom panel). On the basis of early models, such

structures (and more were subsequently observed) should give rise to shock pairs well

inside 1 AU; but corotating shocks are a very rare phenomenon inside the orbit of earth.

More disturbing was the rounding of the stream fronts with radius, which seemed to be

totally at odds with established views on stream steepening. With the inclusion of the full

list of dynamical mechanisms in (i) -(4), the disagree.ment was reduced, but not elim-

inated. Various mechanisms aimed at broadening the streamfronts have since been sug-

gested (e.g. D'Angelo et al.,1979), but these can hardly be regarded as convincing.

I would therefore like to speculate on a possible mechanism that has heretofore been

overlooked but is very straightforward and within the grasp of modern computational

techniques. Namely, I propose that many of the residual discrepancies between observa-
tion and theory can be explained in terms of weak time dependence of the flows emanat-

ing from the corona. What I am talking about here is not the impulsive, dramatic out-

bursts associated with flares and coronal transients, but rather slower, modest temporal
effects associated with the ongoing, continual evolution of the corona.

There is solid observational support for change in the corona on all time scales, and I

need not belabor the point (e.g. see House, this Conference). Similarly, evidence for

interplanetary variability on time scales of the order of a day or two is abundant (Gosling,
1971; Gold et al., this Conference). Explicit insight is to be gained from Figure 10, which

shows 1 AU spacecraft observations from J. King's WDC compilation. Depicted are several
rotations' worth of velocity data from the most stable period of the solar cycle. While the
same pair of streams indisputably recur over and over, detailed differences from rotation

to rotation are evident. Substructure with amplitudes of 100-200 km/s comes and goes,
and the shape and location of the stream fronts shift back and forth. But how far from

the absolutely steady idealization of the models may these temporal variations stray
before noticeable effects ensue? And what is the nature of these effects?
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My ideas on the subject are illustrated in Figure 11. (The visual interpretation of this
entire Figure is not immediately obvious, and some reflection may be required to grasp its
meaning.) At the top we have a schematic representation of an ideal steady flow, again
looking down upon the ecliptic plane from the north. At the r0 = 0.2 AU inner boundary,
_h;_ _;m,,_;F;o_solar _.'.ndconsists of three _no "sectors" in _h nf which the flow speed is

=;_h ..... ;_1,, "=1n,¢" I1;.1_) =l_rl=r1' v = ._1313 lcm/_ nr ,lnifnrmlv "fast" (med;,t]rn shaded.

v = 500 kin/s). Allthe fluid passing through r0 in a twelve-hour period isdelineated by an
arc-shaped "segment". The segments associated with the high-speed flow therefore have
5/3 the radial extent of the slow-flow ones. All the way between r0 and the r = 2.0 AU

outer boundary, the evolution is taken to be purely kinematic. The dark-shaded area
indicates where the high speed segments overlap the slow-speed segments, corresponding

to the compression region in a dynamic model. The white area in the lower left quan-
drant, where the fast flow has outrun the succeeding slow flow,similarlycorresponds to a

rarefaction region. Thus Figure Ii isa snapshot of the location of allthe fluidsegments
at some particular instant of time. In this absolutely steady idealization,the boundaries

of the various regions are smooth and regular, the flow within each region is totally
devoid of substructure, and the entire spiral pattern corotates without real temporal

change.

Figure 11), next page. Schematic of (a) stricUy-corotating (time-independent) and (b)
quasi-steady (weakly time-dependent) solar wind flow. Light shading denotes slow (300
kin/s) wind, medium shading denotes high-speed flow (_500 kin/s), and dark shading
denotes regions where fast and slow flows interact (overlap, in this kinematic projection).
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In the lower portion of Figure 11, we consider what happens when a crude time-
dependence is introduced. The two slow-flow sectors are kept at 300 km/s as before, but
the speed of each segment within the high-speed sector is arbitrarily allowed to change
(discontinuously) at the end of every 12-hour interval by a pseudo-random amount within
a _: 75 km/s range about 500 km/s. Thus the high speed segments not only overlap the
ambient as in the top panel (a), but they also interact with each other. There are two
main effects: (1) the boundaries of the "compression" and "rarefaction" regions are no
longer smooth and regular, but fluctuate in time and space about the nominal 500 km/s
boundaries; and (2), considerable substructure (miniature compressions and rarefac-
tions) has appeared within the high-speed sector. If one now mentally generalizes the
picture to allow for variations in the slow flow and furthermore permits longitudinal (and
latitudinal) changes as well, it should be evident that though the basic slow-fast-slow
structure remains discernible, temporal variations of even this modest amplitude
envisioned above should have complicated and perceptible interplanetary consequences.

Qualitatively, we can readily deduce what the most likely observable effects will be.
Beyond the trivial conclusions that at least some of the substructure within streams is of
temporal origin and that multi-spacecraft and synoptic analyses are impaired by such
activity, there should be some important systematic consequences that may not be so
obvious. Consider the nature of the substructure engendered by weak time-dependence:
it not only has a temporal scale, but a spatial one as well. And from the standpoint of
dynamics, it is the spatial scale that is the more significant one. Why so? It has been
known for some time that the solar wind acts like a low-pass filter in that small scale vari-
ations evolve more rapidly than large scale ones (e.g. Gosling et al., 1976; Hundhausen
and Pizzo, unpublished manuscript). Some of this behavior can be seen in the first
several panels of Figure 6a, where numerous small scale velocity features at 1 AU have
been wiped out by dynamic interaction with adjacent portions of the flow by 4 AU. What
this portends for our weakly time-dependent flow is as follows: at any given point, the flow
that is observed is the dynamic product of all the fluid "segments" that can reach that
point _t____ given time. Near the sun, say at v._n_ AU. +ko_o_.._._ ._o .._+ much time for flow seg-

• d.{.ff - *- ;̂_,-.... ,-.¢-_,,,:,+ho el,-,_,-,h_o,-v,:,a,p_,r{'i_u-m_nus of erir.g speeds and ..... vf origin ............
larly over any suitable short time span such as that required to record the passage of a
stream front, is pretty much the instantaneous interplanetary image of the coronal
source flow at that time. Farther out, say at 1 AU, many of the segments have had a
chance to interact and the resultant flow is no longer a pure image of the coronal flow at
any given time; rather it is a mishmash of various flow states, in which a succession of
initially-sharp coronal flow boundaries havebeen transformed into a rounded interplane-
tary streamfront by the dynamic interaction of the temporally-driven substructure.
Finally, at very great heliocentric distances, only the largest spatial scales survive and
the evolution proceeds very nearly along the lines of the steady idealization. But even
here, the flow seen at, say, 4 AU is not simply related to the coronal source flow at any
one particular instant of time; instead, it is more faithfully the image of the composite,
dynamically-mixed structure at 1 or 2 AU.

This description has necessarily been qualitative and has resorted to kinematics to

press a point. Clearly, quantitative evaluation of these conjectures can only be achieved
through the auspices of a full-blown 2-D MHD model, several of which have appeared in
the literature (e.g.Nakagawa and Wellck, 1973; D'Uston et aL, 1961). Since the precise

nature of weak temporal change in the corona isunknown, one of the primary objectives

of such a modeling study would be to establish the minimum variation necessary to pro-
duce appreciable interplanetary effects. For example, it might be found that minor speed
variations along the high-speed low-speed boundary alone could suffice to explain the
apparent desteepening of streams. Though such a study would be computationally
expensive, I feel confident the results would adequately compensate the efforts and con-
stitute a meaningful contribution to our knowledge of corotating stream dynamics.
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ABSTRACT

We are in the process of comparing nearly continuous complementary

coronal observations and interplanetary plasma measurements for the years

1979-1982. Our preliminary results show that almost all low-latitude high-

speed coronal mass ejections (CME's) were associated with shocks at HELIOS I.

Some suitably directed low-speed CME's were clearly associated with shocks

while others may have been associated with disturbed plasma (such as NCDE's)

without shocks. A few opposite-hemisphere CME's associated with great flares

also seemed to have been associated with shocks at HELIOS.

Introduction

Since March Iq79 the NRL white-light coronagraph (SOLWIND) has been

monitoring the solar corona routinely from the Earth-orbiting satellite P78-I

while the MPAe plasma detector has been monitoring interplanetary conditions

from the Sun-orbiting spacecraft HELIOS I. During this time, the orbital

_ _ n __,,_=_ p_in_ _ _ttO_ I _._d it tn dwell for 6-month intervals

_l_am..+nl,, 0_ +h_ _f =ma ,.rm_f limh_ n_ fh_ _nn _m m_Pn frnm Earth (Figure

I). In this configuration HELIOS has been ideally situated to detect the

z "\ 4o _ __.- _., ,-_,,

'J ,,__ )n°.."Y..Nf" /

-4.

52O

°.°

40

235

._,_ ...... _,_

':_.\ 1982 _=,_

interplanetary signatures of

coronal mass ejections

(CMF's) in or near the plane

of the sky where they are

most visible from Earth. In

the limited space available

here, we shall summarize our

progress in comparing these

complementary observations

during 1979-1981 and the

beginning of 1082. Other

discussion and illustrations

are contained in the earlier

paper by Schwenn (1982).

EARTH

Figure I The HELIOS I orbit in a fixed Sun-Earth system during 1979-1982.

Annually coded tick marks are placed at 20-day intervals, and

reference lines are drawn at +32 ° to the east-west direction.

* Sachs/Freeman Associates, Inc., _wie, MD.
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Although our initial objective was to identify and characterize the inter-
planetary signatures of coronal massejections, we thought that it would be

more efficient to begin with the reverse association. We supposed that most

outward-moving interplanetary disturbances would have detectable sources at

the Sun, whereas many solar-generated disturbances would either miss HELIOS I

or not reach it at all. In principle, after we had identified all of the

HELIOS-effective CME's, we could then look to see if any of the remaining ones

had interplanetary signatures that we might have overlooked initially.

Considering the vast number of irregular plasma fluctuations that might

be expected at HELIOS since 1979, we began by identifying only the most pro-

minent structures. To our surprise, nearly all of them were shocks and rela-

tively few were non-compressive density enhancements (NCDE's) or other large

density fluctuations. This meant that, at least as a starting point, we could

limit our selection of prominent interplanetary disturbances to shocks without

losing an appreciable number of events. This restriction had the advantage

that forward shocks could be identified easily and objectively by a simultan-

eous sudden increase in proton speed, density, and temperature (as wel] as

magnetic field strength for fast-mode shocks). Moreover, it would be rela-

tively effortless to generalize our selection to include all shocks, not just

the prominent ones. Although we would eventually identify and search for the

origin of non-shock disturbances such as NCDE's and magnetic clouds, for the

moment we should hope to obtain those relations from a consideration of the

inverse (forward) associations. We have already found several examples of

magnetic clouds in the driver gas following CME-associated shocks (cf.

Schwenn, 1982), one of which has been described in detail by Burlaga et al.

(19£2).

Preliminary Results

A. From Shocks to CME's

To date (Hatch 17, 1983), we have identified 80 shocks while HELIOS was

within + 30° of the Sun's east or west limbs and during which there were

complementary SOLWIND observations. In an exploratory and partially subjec-

tive process, we have looked to see whether these shocks were associated with

CME's that originated at the Sun a few days earlier, the exact time interval

depending on HELIOS's distance from the Sun and an assumed average transit

speed in the range 500-15OO km/sec. The breakdown of associated CME's was:

Table I

YES 40 (505)

POSSIBLF 19 (2_f)

INDETERMINATE 20 (25_)

DOUBTFUL I (I_)

TOTAL 80 (I00_)

In general, YES meant that we found a big, bright, suitably-timed CME whose

projected direction was (with two exceptions) toward HELIOS. The fact that

the two exceptional CME's were especially large (rare) and occurred in the

absence of other candidates gave us some confidence that these two ill-

directed associations were not coincidences. POSSIBLE meant that we found a

suitably-timed CME whose association seemed possible, but less obvious, due to
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a variety of factors such as the CME'sfaintness, small size, and unfavorable
direction together with somecoronal data gaps that could have hidden a more
likely candidate.

INDETERMINATEmeant that substantial data gaps madeit impossible to
determine whether or not a respectable and suitably-timed CMEmight have
occurred. Within each search interval of I-3 days (depending on HELIOS's
distance from the Sun) such data gaps sometimes ranged from 8 hours to 24
hours of each day. For one relatively weak shock (I/23/81), the coronal
observations were reasonably complete, but showedno candidate CME. There was
a single 8-hour data gap, but the lack of obvious changes across the gap made
the occurrence of a CMEseemunlikely. We called this association DOUBTFUL.

Further study of the POSSIBLE and INDETERMINATE cases may help to clarify

whether or not some shocks (other than co-rotating shocks or bow-shocks) are

undetectable as they transit the coronagraph's field of view.

Table 2 summarizes the 40 confident associations. The bottom line shows

the average values of CME speed v(CME), shock transit speed v(AVE), and in

situ shock speed v(SH) for those associations for which all three values w---ere

known. (v(SH) was computed from the mass flux conservation equation assuming

the flow to be normal to the shock surface.) The three speeds v(CME), v(AVE),

and v(SH) had the average values 755, 750, and 672 km/sec, respectively. The

near equality of v(CME) and v(AVE) reflects the averaging effect of the high-

speed but decelerating events for which v(CME) > v(AVE) and the low-speed

accelerating events for which v(CME) < v(AVE). Approximately half of these

CME's were associated with obvious SMS-GOES I-8 A X-ray events, and for the

associated ones the average X-ray duration was 5.5 hours. 45% of the shocks

were followed by disturbed conditions that marked the presence of possible

driver gas.

In those cases for which we have examined interplanetary magnetic field

measurements '....._.... _,A.._.....) _ .... _^_.._-_^_ _^ ^_ ...._^ u.^_iUUU| b_Oy Dr l F. l_uudUCl , we [1ovu bouul_u_u u|l_ rill V_ll&5 |-IOGIA

number, M, defined as the shock speed relative to the ambient flow divided by

the Alfven speed in the ambient plasma. To the extent that the Alfven speed

greatly exceeds the local sound speed, M approximates the fast-mode Mach

number and should exceed I for fast-mode shocks. (The shocks in this list of

confident associations were all fast-mode shocks in the sense that the field

strength increased behind each shock. However, we did find some slow-mode

shocks whose associations with CME's are classed as POSSIBLE.) Table 2 shows

that, on the average, these shocks were relatively strong with M=3.4, and that

virtually all of them had M)I. We have tabulated the density ratio, n2/n
across the shock because it was currently available for all but the most I'

poorly observed shocks. As one can see, this value was in the range I-4 (as

required by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations) and had a respectable average
value of 2.4.

Note that the CME's in Table 2 tended to be centered at low latitudes

(23 ° on the average), and were relatively broad (averaging + 43° on either

side of center). As mentioned above, only two of these CMETs (4/1/81 and

4/I0b/81) originated on the west limb when HELIOS I was off the east limb.

The fact that these two associations were so convincing suggests that on rare

occasions a major CME may generate a shock wave that extends through a very

wide longitude range, and that one or two similar opposite-limb associations

now classed as POSSIBLE, INDETERMINATE or DOUBTFUL may be valid associations.
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DATE LOCATION

5127/79 NI5(_+25)-N

6/9/79 $40(+40)-W

713179 H30(+40)-w

7/19/79 H45(+45)-w

10110179 808(+18)-w

2127180 840(+30)-E

3/2/80 870(+_90)-E

3/19/80 S30(+30)-E

3/27/80 S20(?)-E 8

6118180 NOO(+SO)-W

6120180 N35(_.+50)-W

719180 H25(+_25)-W

7/18/80 $20(+70)'-W

7129/80 S20(+40)-W

911180 NIO(+50)-W

11/14/80 N25(+SO)-W

11/17/80 mO(+30)-W

1/25/81 S25(_5)-E

1/26/81 NOO(+30)-E

2/26/81 SO5(+45)-E

3/6/81 SOO(+50)-g

3/19/81 N40(+35)-E

4/1/81 S50(+50)-W

416181 N30(+_35)-E

4/I0s/81 N20(__5)-E

4/I0b/81 N25(+S0)-W

4/18/81 [$45(+25)-E]

518181 H25(_+60)-E

5/10/81 H05(+40)-8

5/13/81 N15(+50)-E

5/16/81 360"

7120181 S10(_55)-w

7/22/81 S30(+40)-W

10/18/81 N40(_40)-_

11/15/81 NO5(_55)-W

11/18/81 N00(+60)-W

11/19/81 N25(_25)-W

1/10/82 N25(_25)-E

2/I0/82 N35(_+20)-E

2123/82 S20(_40)-E

AVE. : LAT 23"(+43 °)

TABLE 2 INTERPLANETARY SHOCKS AND THEIR AssoCIATED CNE's

SHOCK V(_ VAV E VSH X-RAY

DATE LOCATION (kmlsec)

270 560 605

600 A 480 325

590 610 -655

1550 740 460

#170 ? --475 440

1600 690 580

750 ? 525

550 A 490 435

-- 770 640

-- 620 530

_250 430 415

--- _680 550

_4OO ? 545 -465 ?

--700 ? 550 495

960 770 590

--1100 ? -1510 1305

225 665 --565 ?

-- 89O 705

--1200 875 -700

660 760 655

-- 550 445

-- _745 660

1200 740 510

_950 905 730

810 520 435

-- 570 770

[ 11301 740 -5307
[& 7501

1000 970 650

1460 1440 --1330

1500 1470 1310

-- 179o _6o5

870 735

800 710 635

-850 ? 620 555

_550 ? 680 545

900 A 910 _1170

800 790 985

570 455 405

>500 ? 1020 765

365 500 435

755 750 672

5/28/79 0.43AU, W90

6/11/79 0.60 Nl12

715179 0.83 W120

7/21/79 0.93 W120

10/13/79 0.72 W106

2/29/80 0.98 E78

3/5/80 0.98 E79

3/22/80 0.92 884

3/29/80 0.89 885

6/19/80 0.53 Wgl

6/22/80 0.57 W95

7/10/80 0.76 W106

7/20+/80 0.84 W108

8/1/80 0.91 _06

9/3180 0.98 W99

Ii/14b/80 0.51 W107

11/18/80 0.46 WII5

1/27a/81 0.84 E83

i127b181 0.84 883

3/1/81 0.98 888

3/9181 0.98 891

3/21/81 O.97 E95

4/3/81 0.94 E99

4/8181 0.92 EIO0

4/13a/81 0.89 E100

4/13b/81 0.89 EIOO

4/20181 0.85 glOl

5/10/81 0.67 895

5111181 0.66 E95

5/13/81 0.63 894

5/16/81 0.59 893

7/21/81 0.72 W90

7/24/81 0.74 W91

10/20b/81 0.89 W78

11/16/81 O. 67 W79

11/20a/81 0.63, W82

11/20b/81 0.63, W82

1/12/82 0.54, EIIO

2/11/82 0.84, H98

2/27/82 0.93, E100

DENSITY ALFVENIC

DURATION RATIO MACH NO.

(HRS) N21NI M

-- 3.0 4.2

-- 1.8 1.5

-- _3.2 _5 ?

? 2.7 --

-- 2.4 1.3

3 1.4 2.2

-- 2.5 3.0

-- 1.5 4.7

5 2.7 --

-- 3.9 6.2

-- 2.8 ---

-- 3.7 1.7

-- -1.9 ? --4.9

3 2.0 1.6

2.2 4.8

8 ? 5.7

i

-- :-1.6 ? >.,z

-- 2.1 2.2

-- -1.9 ? _0.8

5 3.9 --

-- 3.6 ---

-- 1.7 ---

5 1.8 --

2 1.7 1.1

2 1.7 2.2

3 2.1 5.2

-- ? _2.2

12

7

9

13

4

I0 ?

3

5

4

EPL

1

YES 19 (48 2.4

NO 2t (52

AV]E. 5.5 H

2.7 2.7

2.5 4,6

2.0 5.1

2.9 ---

2.2

2.9

2.6

2.0 ---

1.5 ---

1.7

1.9 ---

2.4 ---

3.4

PISTON?

YES

NO

?

NO

YES ?

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

?

YES ?

?

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

?

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

?

YES

NO

NO

7

YES

YES

?

NO

YES

t_s 18 (45%)

qO 14 (35%1

IND. 8 (20%)

A. These three events accelerated to the Indicated speeds before leaving the field of view.

B. The 3/27180 CME occurred In • SOLWIND data gap, but was observed by the HAO/S_g4 coronagraph
(Illlng and Sawyer, 1983).



This conclusion is consistent with past studies of interpianetary shocks

associated with certain great solar flares (cf. Intrilligator 1980). Ibwever,

as we shall see in section B, most major CME's do not show such a broad

heliospheric influence, especially in latitude.

Finally, note that five of these confidently associated CME's had speeds

less than 400 km/sec. The transit and in situ speeds were self-consistent,

but were substantially higher than the observed CME speeds. We believe that

this reflects the fact that some initially slow CME's produce higher-speed

interplanetary shocks. It does not seem to be the result of an incorrect

association or a low-speed projection of a high-speed CME well out of the sky

plane. We suppose that either a much faster shock preceded the front of the

coronal material or that the ejected material accelerated outside of our 10 R._)
field of view. (Accelerations of coronal material sometimes occurred in our

field of view; in Table 2 we indicated such cases by the letter "A".)

Vp

[krns -I]

Np

[crn-3]

Tp

['K]

shock

600 _-

300 --

10 -

10 s

10_

1200

, I L

May 28 [UT ]

MAY 27, 1979 N

r i I

2400 1200

May 29

N

Figure 2 shows a 270 km/sec mass

ejection on May 27, 1979 and its associ-

ated shock at HELTOS on May 28. SOLWIND

and HELIOS data were virtually continuous

and revealed no other coronal or inter-

planetary events. Nor were there any
D

major X-ray events in the I-_ A flux. The

transit speed of 560 km/sec was compar-

able to the in situ speeds of 605 km/sec
at HELIOS (0._3 AU, W 90° ) and of 570

km/sec at PIONEER-VENUS (0.73 AU, W 122 °)

on Hay 29 (Russell and Hihalov, 19_2).

Figure 2 _ay 27, i979 mass ejection

(below) with its shock and piston

signatures at HELIOS I (left).

N N

I

E--

S $ S S
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As Figure 2 shows and as we have noted elsewhere (Sheeley et al. 1982),
the May 27, 1979CMEinvolved the eruption or splitting of a helmet streamer.
Such streamer eruptions are ubiquitous and constitute a general class of CME
characterized by low speed (usually 100-300 km/see), by a narrow shape with

little latitudinal expansion, and by the lack of an obvious signature in the

spatially integrated X-ray flux. Several of them belong to our class of
POSSIBLE shock associations.

Figure 3 shows high-speed CME's on May IO, 1981 (1460 km/sec) and May 13,

1981 (1500 km/sec), and the associated shocks at HELIOS I on May 11 and May

13, respectively. (The shock on May 10 was associated with a 1OO0 km/sec CME

on May 8.) Note that the 600 km/sec speed behind the May 10 shock constituted

the ambient speed for the May 11 and May 13 shocks whose post-shock flows

exceeded the 1000 km/sec limit of thqsPlOtter.. The two CME's in Figure 3 are
not especially massive (perhaps 5xlO- gm) compared to other events, but are

probably especially energetic due to their high speeds and correspondingly

large kinetic energies. They were associated with long-duration X-ray events

and H-alpha flares in the same active region. The similar whip-like

structures of their northern edges suggest that this pair of CME's may be the

coronal analogue of homologous flares. (It is probably impossible to tell

whether or not the flares were homologous because the May 10 flare was greatly

foreshortened at the east limb.)

B. From CME's to Interplanetary Disturbances

In this phase of our study we began with the major CME's that we had

not already found to be associated with shocks. A priori, we suspected that

there would be many such mass ejections whose projected directions were toward

HELIOS I. This was a false impression. Of the 27 major CME's in HELIOS's

hemisphere, 17 failed to come within 15° of the solar equator. On the

average, they were centered at 68° and had latitudinal spans of 34° each side

of center. Only one of these events had a possible association with a non-com-

pressive density enhancement (NCDE), and we suppose that that association was

a coincidence.

The remaining 10 major CME's spanned or at least grazed the solar equator

(taken to coincide with the ecliptic within our measurement accuracy). On the

average these CME's were centered at 24° and had spans of 32° on each side of

center. Table 3 summarizes the associations of these CME's with interplane-

tary events:

Table 3

CME's with initially overlooked shocks 2

CME with a possible weak shock i

CME's associated with disturbed flows, including NCDE's 5

CME with no interplanetary signature I

CME preceding sub-Alfvenic conditions I

Total 10

On detailed examination of the interplanetary magnetic field measure-
ments, we found that two of these CME's were associated with weak shocks that

we had overlooked initially (but which we have included now in part A of this

section). Another CME may have been associated with a small shock in a plasma
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data gap. Five CME'swere associated with disturbed plasma flows, three of
which were NCDE's. Oneof these CME'shad the moderately high speed of 560
km/sec, but the other four had speeds less than 450 km/sec. Twoof these
CME'swere very slow streamer eruptions.

The CMEwithout an obvious interplanetary signature was a wide (+ 45°),
ohigh-latitude (._5), fast (680 km/sec) event that just grazed the solar

equator. This grazing condition, together with the 55° longitude difference

between HELIOS's location at (.43 AU, EI05 °) and the associated If-alpha

flare's location at $22, E52 on December 3, 1979, may have been sufficient to

cause the shock to have missed HELIOS.

Finally, in Table 2 a lone classic streamer eruption on June 6, 1990

preceded the anomalous sub-Alfvenic conditions that Schwenn has described

elsewhere in these Solar _,_ind Five Proceedings. This CME occurred too late to

have been the source of the anomalous interplanetary conditions. _reover, if

this CME had an interplanetary signature it was probably lost in the variety

of unusual plasma fluctuations accompanying the sub-Alfvenic flow.

DISCUSSION

Our associations between high-speed CME's and interplanetary shocks are

consistent with Gosling et al.'s (1976) associations between high-speed CME's

and metric type II and IV radio bursts. Also, our associations are consistent

with the results of Chao and Lepping (1974) who associated solar flares and

shocks at Earth during the 4-year interval 196_-1971 near the peak of the

previous sunspot cycle. Using metric radio burst data to make their

associations "_5_ credible", they obtained typical transit speeds, v(AVE), of

600-700 km/sec and typical in situ shock speeds, v(SH), of 400-500 km/sec, and

concluded that flare-associated shocks decelerate en route from the Sun.

In their direct comparison between the Sept. 7, 1973 flare-associated CDIE

and its subsolar interplanetary shock, Gosling et al. (1975) obtained v(AVE) =

950 km/sec and v(SH) = 722 km/sec from which they also deduced a deceleration.

Although the CME's leading edge had left the field of view prior to their

first observation, their estimate, v(CME) = 960-1300 km/sec, is consistent

with our results. As one can see in Table 2, for high-speed CME's, we

obtained v(CME) > v(_VE) > v(S!{). Not only does th_s _eneral result provide

strong support for the deceleration of high-speed shocks, but also it suggests

that v(C!!E), the speed of the CHE's leading edge, is closely related to the

coronal shock speed. However, we do not yet know whether v(CME) represents

the speed of the shock itself or whether it more properly represents the speed

of the shock's driver material.

An underlying thene of post-Skylab reviews (Gosling 1975, 1976; MacCueen

19_0) is that the interplanetary response to large flare events is well known.

Furthermore, our future challenge is to understand the connection, if any,

between typical low-speed CME's and non-shock solar wind variations such as

non-compressive density enhancements (NCDE's) (Gosling et al. 1977, 1981) and,

more recently, magnetic clouds (Purlaga eta]. 19_I; Klein and Burlaga 1982).

Our preliminary results indicate that whereas some slow CME's may be

associated with _!CDE's, others seem to be clearly associated with

interplanetary shocks. %_ile these latter cases may not be consistent with

our Skylab experience, they are consistent with a number of shock-associated
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filament disappearances observed thereafter (Joselyn and Bryson 1980; Gosling

et al. 1980: Schwenn et al. 1980; Sanahuja et al. 1982).

We should lille to emphasize that these results are preliminary, and that

our study is far from complete. We do not yet know whether some large,

travelling interplanetary shocks may originate in solar events without CME's,

but we have seen that a significant fraction of them do originate with CME's.

(We have identified a few co-rotating shocks associated with coronal holes but

not with CME's.) We have not yet studied the non-shock interplanetary

disturbances in detail, but we have seen that after the shock-associated CME's

were selected, there were few CME candidates left for non-shock associations.

In contrast, during the Skylab mission in 1973-1974 the IMP 7 and 8 spacecraft

observed approximately 2.7 NCDE's per month, but no shocks at all (Gosling et

al. 1977). Finally, we should like to emphasize that this paper concerns th--e

associations between CME's and events at HELIOS I, but not at other

spacecraft, l,_ehave also found obvious associations with shocks at HELIOS 2

(May 9, 1979), ISEE 3 (Nov. 29, 1979 and Sept. 5, 1982), and PIONEER-VENUS

(_!ay 10 and May 29, 1979). Many others will follow when we start to examine

these data systematically.
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VELOCITYPROFILESOFINTERPLANETARYSHOCKS

H.V.Cane
NASA/GoddardSpace Flight Center,

Greenbelt, MD20771

ABSTRACT

The type II radio burst has long been identified as being generated by a
shock propagating through the solar corona. Only recently has it been
possible to observe radio emission from shocks travelling through the inter-
planetary (IP) medium. Using the drift rates of IP type II bursts the
velocity characteristics of eleven shocks have been investigated. The
analysis indicates that shocks in the IP mediumundergo acceleration before
decelerating. The slower shocks take longer to attain their maximumvelocity.
Inconsistencies arise when the analysis is extended to the higher frequency
(>500 kHz) data.

Introduction

At the time of the first description of the type II phenomenon(Wild and
McCready, 1950) it was realized that the responsible disturbances propagated at
speeds greater than 500 km/sec (Wild, 1950). Such speeds are well in excess
of the speed of sound in the corona. The coincidence between the detection of
a sudden com_mencementgeomagnetic storm, initiated by a shock, and the observa-
tion of a type II burst at the sun a few days beforehand (Roberts, 1959) led to
the acceptance of the theory that type II bursts are generated by shocks. The
presence of two emission bands separated in frequency by about a factor of two
indicated that fundamental and first harmonic electron plasma emission was
being observed. Assuming a coronal density model the rate at which the burst
drifted through the frequency range was then related to the shock's velocity.
With the availability of 2-D spectro-heliographs it was determined that the
assumeddensity models were consistent with the observed source positions
(Wild, 1970). It should be noted though, that the deduced coronal electron
densities are about a factor of i0 greater than values determined from white
light measurementsof the quiet corona (Stewart, 1976).

The propagation of shocks through the corona and IP mediumis of
considerable interest. Shocks play an important role in the energetics of the
solar corona and in particle acceleration, both at the sun and in the IP
medium. In situ measurementsof shocks have been madefor more than fifteen
years and muchprogress has been madein understanding shock structure.
However, the majority of the spacecraft used for these studies have been in
earth orbit providing information at only one heliocentric distance. Thus not
much is knownabout the evolution of shocks. Oneproperty that is known, and
was first pointed out by Gosling et ai.(1968), is that most shocks decelerate
during their transit from the sun. Shock speeds at 1AU are less than the
transit speeds. The deceleration is presumedto be as a result of expansion
of the wave and energy transfer to the ambient solar wind.
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The technique of 'tracking' a shock via its radio emission provides

information about the same shock over a large range of heliocentric distances.

However, until the ISEE-3 radio astronomy experiment only a few events had been

detected. Malitson et a1.(1973, 1976) reported detecting two events with an

experiment on IMP-6 and Boischot et a1.(1980) reported several bursts seen with

experiments on the Voyager spacecraft. These observations were obtained by

much less sensitive experiments and provided no information about shock

velocities. Although in the literature (e.g. Dryer, 1975) the IMP-6 data have

been used to show a constant shock velocity, in fact, this was assumed in the

original data analysis.

Data Analysis

In Figure 1 we sketch the ground-based dynamic spectrum for a type II

event observed at the Culgoora Observatory in October 1978. This event

continued to low frequencies and the 2 and i MHz intensity-time profiles from

the ISEE-3 experiment are shown. Note that ground-based observations are not

usually possible below about 20 MHz, whereas the top frequency of the ISEE-3

experiment is 2 MHz. Thus a gap of about a decade in frequency exists in the

frequency regime of interest.

1.0
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GROU-NDBASED OBSERVATIONS7

08'00 ' z083o 09=00
TJNIE(U.T.)

Fig. I. This figure shows the relationship between meter wavelength

phenomena and the activity detected at low frequencies. In particular the SA

event is shown to precede the type II burst at 2 M11z. The dashed lines

indicate what we would expect to have occurred in the unobserved region of the

spectrum.

A characteristic of the October 1978 event, and other energetic events, is

the occurrence of fast drift elements emerging from the 'backbone' of the type

II burst observed from the ground. The 'herring-bones', as these elements are

called, have been attributed to streams of relativistic electrons accelerated

by the shock (Wild et al., 1963). In very energetic events these electrons

propagate to i AU causing intense emission at low frequencies. We presume

that the release and/or acceleration of these electrons ceases above approxim-

ately the 5 MHz plasma level because at 2 MHz the observed activity ceases
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after about 25 minutes (see figure 1 for clarification). The intense low

frequency outburst has been called a shock accelerated (SA) event (Cane et al.,

1981). Type II bursts observed by ISEE-3 (which we call IP type II bursts)

are preceeded by SA events. Since the SA event at 2 MHz begins within a

minute or so of the type II burst observed at about 20 MHz, associations

between ground and ISEE-3 type II events can be made unambiguously despite the

lack of coverage in the regime between about 20 MHz and 2 MHz.

Figure 1 shows ISEE-3 intensities on a logarithmic scale and it is clear

that the type II emission is much weaker than the SA event. The 2 and I MHz

type II emission appears to be very weak but this is only because it is

competing with the intense background emission from our Galaxy. We have

detected type II emission at 2 and 1MHz in only about 50% of the IP type II

events. At lower frequencies the Galaxy decreases in intensity and the type

II bursts are more easily discerned - provided other solar activity is at a
minimum.

The characteristics of a type II burst at lower frequencies are shown in

Figure 2. In the figure we show intensities as a function of time for eight

frequencies for an event on May 16, 1981 and in this figure we use a linear
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Fig. 2, Intensity versus time profiles for eight of the ISEE-3 observing
frequencies. The type II emission is indicated by the stippling and the SA
event by hatching.

scale. The strong type III bursts (flat-topped intensifications seen on all

frequencies essentially simultaneously) have been chopped above a certain

intensity to enhance the much weaker type II emission. The SA event is
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indicated by diagonal hatching. The type II event, indicated by stippling,

is seen to drift through this frequency range (466 - 80 kHz) in about 25 hours.

For this event the transit velocity, i.e. the velocity determined from the time

interval between the start of the event at the sun and the sudden commencement,

was about i000 km/sec.

Figure 3 shows the profiles for another event whose transit velocity was

about 800 km/sec and it is seen that this event drifts through the same

frequency range more slowly. The drift rates of all the bursts studied show

this consistency with the derived transit velocities. This result substan-

tiates our identification of the flare associated with a particular sudden

commencement. Apart from a few isolated cases the transit velocities of the

shock studied are basically independent of flare longitude. This means that

to a first approximation the shocks expand isotropically.
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Fig. 3. Intensity profiles for another event. This event has been
attributed to a slower shock than that associated with the event in fig.2 and

has a slower drift rate.

We have determined the height of a number of shocks as a function of time

by using an appropriate density model and assuming that the maximum of the

burst at each frequency is the time when the shock was at the appropriate

plasma level, i.e. coronal height. The occurrence of SA events before IP type

II bursts provides unambiguous identification of the start of the event at the

sun. The initial height of the shock at the commencement of the SA event is

essentially the height at which shocks produce meter wavelength type II

emission. This height is in the range 1.5 - 3 solar radii heliocentric

distance. The density model comprised a constant R -6 term and a variable R -2
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term. The R-6 term is negligible beyond about i0 solar radii. The amplitude

of the R-2 term was varied for different events so that a smooth height-time

curve was obtained, with the end points anchored by the start of the event at

the sun at 2 solar radii and the SC at the earth at 215 solar radii. Small

variations in the amplitude make little difference to the basic shapes of the

velocity curves, and thus for most events the same density scale was used.

Figure 4 shows data for the event of May 16 of 1981. We note that a data gap

at the beginning of the event covered the time interval when we expected to

detect the event at I and 2 MHz. The smooth curve is the spline function of

least curvature fitted to the data taking into account the accuracy to which
the maximum of the burst at each frequency can be estimated.
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O IO _n.... xn 40 50 _,.,_"' 70
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Fig. 4. Deduced height versus time profile for an event. The smooth curve
is the spllne function of least curvature fitted to the data.

This technique has been applied to a number of events. Shock velocities

as a function of heliocentric distance were obtained by taking the first

derivative of the spline function fitted to the height-time data.

Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows the velocity curves for four events. The events have been

organized as a function of transit velocity. The fastest event is at the top

left and the slowest event is bottom right. Ignoring for the moment the

profiles below about 20 solar radii one can see that for these events the

shocks accelerate over a distance ranging from about 60 to i00 solar radii.

The other events that have been analyzed have similar profiles. If the shocks

are being driven over the distances indicated by the acceleration region then
the data suggest that the slower shocks are driven further than the fast
shocks.
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The upper right profile shows a large peak below 20 solar radii and this

was obtained from the 1 and 2 MHz data. Note that had 2 and 1 Nttz data points

been available we expect, based on our results for other events, that the upper

left event would also have had a sharp impulsive peak. Other events show this

peak. Thus velocities obtained from the high frequency data seem to be

inconsistent with the low frequency results. However, they are not

inconsistent with analyses of ground-based events which give typical velocities

of the order of 1000 to 1500 km/sec (Maxwell and Thompson, 1962). For some

events even greater velocities have been derived (Gergely, 1982). Our
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Fig. 5. Velocities as a function of heliocentric distance for four events.

The top figures (L-R) are for events commencing May 16 and May 8 1981. The

bottom figures (L-R) are for events commencing December II, 1978 and August 26,
1979.

analysis assumes that the density scale derived for the low frequency (<i MHz)

data could be extended smoothly to the high frequency (i and 2 MHz) data and

that the same mode of emission was occurring. If these assumptions are

incorrect certain conditions could result in the high frequency plasma levels

being placed too high in the corona and this would lead to high velocities.

Another explanation for our results is that the type II emission profile is

being incorrectly interpreted. However, the differences in appearance of the

type II emission in the two regimes suggests an interesting alternative which

is that there are two shocks. The shock responsible for the high frequency

emission could be a blast wave which dissipates in the low corona. The

increase in velocity deduced from the low frequency data implies a driven

shock. The driver would presumably be a mass ejection detectable as a white

light coronal transient. From the preliminary analysis to date there is a

good correlation between IP type II events and fast mass ejections as observed

by the P78-I coronagraph. Whatever the answer is it is clear that there are
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differences between the low corona and the interplanetary medium as probed by
radio emission from shocks.

In summary, interplanetary shocks produce radio bursts with frequency drift

rates dependent on the shock velocities. Analyses of these drift rates indicate

that the shocks accelerate out to some distance (of the order of 80 solar radii)

and then decelerate. Some change in the properties of the corona or the typ_ II

emission occurs below 20 solar radii which remains to be explained.
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Abstract

Plasma fluid parameters calculated from solar wlnd and magnetic field data

obtained on ISEE 3 were studied to determine the characteristic properties of

driver gas following a select subset of interplanetary shocks. Of 54 shocks

observed from August 1978 to February 1980, 9 contained a well defined driver

gas that was clearly identifiable by a discontinuous decrease in the average

proton temperature across a discontinuity which we assume is tangential. While
helium enhancements were present somewhere downstream of the shock in all 9 of

these events, only about half of them contained simultaneous changes in the two

quantities. Often the He/H ratio changed over a period of minutes.

Simultaneous wlth the drop in proton temperature the helium and electron

temperature decreased abruptly. In some cases the proton temperature

depression was accompanied by a moderate increase in magnetic field magnitude

wlth an unusually low variance, by a small decrease in the variance of the bulk

velocity, and by an increase in the ratio of parallel to perpendicular

temperature. The cold driver gas usually displayed a bl-directlonal flow of

suprathermal solar wind electrons at higher energies (>!37 eV).

I. Introduction

Interplanetary shocks have been observed throughout that part of the

heliosphere sampled by space probes during the last two decades. These shocks

were generally formed either by hlgh speed streams which steepen wlth

increasing radial distance into forward-reverse shock pairs at their leading

edges [Hundhausen and Gosling, 1976; Smlth and Wolf, 1976], or by transient

events at the sun which expel coronal material to drive forward shocks [see

e.g. Hundhausen, 1972]. Shocks produced by transient events in the corona can

also form forward-reverse shock pairs but usually outside of I AU. The

characteristics of the plasma behind thls latter type shock have been studied

extensively. The "driver gas" for these shocks is usually identified by one or

more of the following anomalous solar wind conditions: He abundance

enhancements [Bame et al., 1968; Hirshberg et al., 1972; Borrlnl et al., 1982],

proton temperature depressions [Gosling et al., 1973], electron temperature

depressions [Montgomery et al., 1974], hlgh magnetic field strength [Hlrshberg

and Colburn, 1969; Schatten and Schatten, 1972; Burlaga and King, 1979] wlth
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low variance [Pudovkin et al., 1979], unusual heavy ion ionization states [Bame
et al. 1979; Fenimore 1980; Schwennet al., 1980; Gosling et al., 1980; Zwickl
et al., 1982], and bidirectional streaming of both solar wind electrons
[Montgomery et al., 1974; Temy and Vaisberg, 1979; Bameet al., 1981] and
energetic protons [Palmer et al., 1978; Kutchko et al., 1982].

The most commonly used characteristics in determining the presence of

driver gas behind interplanetary shocks are He abundance enhancements and

proton temperature depressions. However, these plasma signatures are observed

after less than half of all shocks [Schwenn et al. 1980; Borrini et al.,

1982], and when present can show a very complex pattern [Ogilvie and Burlaga,

1974; Bame et al., 1979].

Plasma fluid parameters calculated from solar wind data together with

magnetic field data obtained with instrumentation on ISEE 3 have been studied

to determine the characteristic properties of driver gas following a select

subset of interplanetary shocks. Of 54 shocks observed from August 1978 to

February 1980, 9 were followed by well defined driver gas that is clearly

identifiable by a discontinuous decrease in the average proton temperature.

This decrease is accompanied by an abrupt change in the magnetic field strength

in 7 and possibly 8 of the 9 events and when taken together with the observed

discontinuous changes in other plasma parameters implies the presence of a

tangential discontinuity at the interface between the shocked ambient plasma

and driver gas. In this paper the plasma properties of the driver gas from the

9 events are examined with a view toward characterizing the complexity of the
most well defined events.

2. Characteristic Properties of Driver Gas

The subset of 9 events in this study were selected only on the basis of a

well defined discontinuous decrease in proton temperature following a shock.

Constraints were not placed on any other property of the assumed driver gas.

Characteristic properties of the plasma following these 9 events are shown in

Table i. The identification of a He/H increase following a shock was not

restricted just to plasma within the lowest temperature region. The first

three properties are those most often used to identify the presence of driver

gas in this select subset. Helium abundance increases and Te decreases are
present in all but one case, indicating both properties are commonly present in

driver gas. Bi-dlrectional streaming of plasma electrons is often but not

always seen (Table I). The thin proton density enhancement, located near the

discontinuity separating the shocked plasma from the driver, is the least

reliable indicator of driver gas and is probably not a general feature. The

next three quantities in Table I have not been discussed previously and all

three (a bulk speed increase, a decrease in the RMS deviation of V, Cv, and an
increase in the parallel to perpendicular proton temperature ratio) are usually

present. The last two quantities in the table indicate the nature of the

magnetic field magnitude (increase) at the interface between the shocked plasma

and the low temperature driver gas and RMS deviation ,CB, decrease within the
temperature depressed phase of the driver gas. The significance of a decrease

in cB is hard to determine in cases where large macroscopic variations in B are
taking place.
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Table 1
ISEE-3

Characteristic Properties of Driver Gas
CharacterlstlcNov 12 Dec 14 Feb 21

1978 1978 1979

I. Tpdecreas e y

2. He/H increase Y

3. Te decrease Y

4, Bi-dlrectlonal Y

streaming

5. Density spike ?

6. V increase Y

7. _v decrease Y

8. TN/T ± y

9. IBl increase Y

10. _B decrease Y

Y Y

Y Y

Y Y

- ?

Y Y

Y Y

? Y

?

Mar 9 Mar 22 Apr 1 Apr 5 Apr 24 May 29
1979 1979 1979 1979 1979 1979

Y Y Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y Y Y

Y Y - y Y Y

Y Y - y Y Y

Y ? - _ _ y

Y Y - y Y Y

Y Y - y Y Y

Y Y Y Y ¥ Y

Y Y Y Y - y

Y Y - y Y Y

Y = yes ? = uncertain - = not present

3. Temporal variability of driver sas

The time history of several solar wind parameters together with the

strength of the interplanetary magnetic field are shown in Figure 1 for the

shock occurring on 21 February 1979. The dashed line (~1515 UT) indicates the

onset of the discontinuous drop in proton temperature and marks the location of

the discontinuity which we assume is ......_an_=_i_=_-_. Simultaneous with this drop

in proton temperature, the proton density increases, the He/H ratio increases,

and the electron temperature decreases (not shown). While the magnetic field

magnitude increases at this time, it is difficult to determine if this increase

is due to the presence of the driver gas or is just another of the many
variations in the field.

The plasma flow after the 21 February shock is a near classical example of

what the solar wind parameters (T_, Te, He/H) would look like in the ideal
case: all parameters change s_multanously at the onset of the driver gas.

However, such events are rare, only 3 of the special subset of 9 events show

similar characteristics.

In general the He/H abundance ratio enhancement can occur at any time

after the onset of the discontinuous drop in temperature. The most interesting

example of the He/H abundance variation is found in the 22 March 1979 event

shown in Figure 2. Here, the He/H abundance is enhanced before, depressed

during, and enhanced after the low temperature region. Several other

interesting features are also present in Figure 2. The magnitude of the

magnetic field increases simultaneously with the decrease in proton temperature
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and remains high with a reduced RMS deviation throughout the low temperature

region. During the same time interval the ratio of the parallel to

perpendicular proton temperature increased to relatively high levels. However,

a significant part, though not all, of the increase is due to the difficulty of

making accurate measurement of the two components at low temperature.

4. Discussion

Many of the parameters shown in Table I and Figures 1 and 2 have been

examined previously. The most often studied parameter, the He/H ratio, has

long been held to be the best indicator of the presence of driver gas behind a

shock [Hirshberg et al., 1972]. The present study indicates that He/H

increases [Bame et al., 1979] can occur anywhere with respect to the boundaries

of the low temperature regions. They usually have rise and decay times on the

order of minutes, a time much shorter than the overall duration of the He

enhancement. Such would not be the case if the He/H increases were a necessary

and sufficient identifier of cold driver gas. In the case of the He/H increase

occurring prior to the T_ decrease in the 22 March 1979 event shown in FigureP
2, we believe the enhanced He plasma was ejected from the corona ahead of the

discontinuity, and as such is simply an extended signature of the transient

disturbance which later produced the shock.

This study confirms and extends recent work concerning the nature of the

magnetic field during the passage of driver gas. Borrinl et al. (1982), in a

statistical survey of 103 forward shocks, showed that, on the average, driver

gas containing enhanced He/H ratios also exhibited increased magnetic field

strength. Earlier Pudovkin et al. (1979) had indicated that the _:S =eviation

of the magnetic field often decreases during the passage of driver gas. These

two characteristics are clearly seen in the 22 March 1979 event shown in Figure

2 and their frequency of occurrence in clearly identified cold driver gas can
be determined from the data in Table i.

The signature of the magnetic field parameters in driver gas suggests a

°_i_a_ examination be made of the bulk flow velocity and its RMS deviation.

These parameters, shown in Table i, indicate that while the solar wind bulk

velocity often increases at the onset of the driver gas, the RMS deviation,

averaged over a 10 minute interval, usually decreases slightly. Thus, the

plasma data and the magnetic field data indicate that cold driver gas contains

lower than normal levels of low frequency wave activity.

A schematic model illustrating a possible geometry for plasma driving an

interplanetary shock is shown in Figure 3 (based on Figure 10 from Bame et al.,

1979). Many of the characteristic properties of driver gas listed in Table i

are illustrated in the figure. Of particular note in Figure 3 is the uneven

distribution of helium enriched plasma and the smooth closed magnetic field

lines. The geometry of our model differs considerably from that presented by

Pudovkin et al. (1979). Our model suggests that it is possible to observe the

shock without detecting driver gas, and when driver gas is observed the He

enhancement may occur early or late or the He enhancement may occur in several

distinct regions. These characteristics, which are observed in the data, are

not shown in their model [Pudovkin et al., 1979].
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A POSSIBLE GEOMETRY OF

PLASMA DRIVING A SHOCK WAVE

SHOCKWAVE

HEATED 8= COMPRESSED
AMBIENT PLASMA

TANGENTIAL
DISCONTINUITY

N-SPIKE SHELL

LUMPY DISTRIBUTION
OF HELIUM ENRICHED
PLASMA

LOWEST STAGE T-DEPRESSION
IN CLOSED MAGNETIC BUBBLE

ENRICHED PLASMA EXTENDING
BEYOND LOWEST STAGE T-DEPRESSION

©
SUN

Figure 3. Schematic model illustrating a posslble geometry

for plasma driving an interplanetary shock (based on Figure

10 from Bame et al., 1979).
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COROTATINGSHOCKSIN INNERHELIOSPHERE

Y.C. Whang
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The Catholic University of America

Washington, D.C. 20064

ABSTRACT

This paper reports two possible corotating shocks in the inner helio-
sphere where the solar wind is composedof low-B plasma. In the region where
the solar wind is slightly super-Alfvenic, reverse corotating fast MHDshocks
can form at the leading edge of a high-speed stream. These shocks possess a
switch-on mechanismfor amplification of tangential small-scale fluctuations.
The second one is the coronal slow shocks which maybe imbeddedin large coro-
nal holes at low altitude in the sub-Alfvenic region.

Introduction

In a heliocentric coordinate system corotating with the sun, the large-
time-scale structure of the solar wind is often quasi-steady for a few solar
rotations. Many large-scale structures of the global solar wind maybe treated
as steady-state fleld-aligned flows+in a frame of reference corotating with the
sun at a constant angular velocity _. The flow velocity in the corotating frame

is either parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field _. The solar wind
process maybe considered to consist of an expansion of the solar wind along
each corotating stream tube and a dynamical interaction between neighboring
stream tubes.

Recently, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)treatments have been employed to study
the interaction of corotating high-speed streams in the highly super-Aifvenic
region of the heliosphere by several authors. For example, Pizzo (1982) has
studied some3Dproblems under the adiabatic assumption, and Whangand Chien
(1981) have studied someMHDinteraction problems near the solar equatorial
plane to include the heat conduction process.

This paper reports two possible corotating MHDshocks in the low-B region
of the inner heliosphere. The solar wind flow is sub-Alfvenic near the sun,
and a transition from sub-Alfvenic to super-Alfvenic takes place at a heliocen-
tric distance of approximately 0. i AU. In the slightly super-Alfvenic region,we
studied the interaction between two streams of solar wind at different Alfven
numbers, a slow stream at a lower Alfven number precedes a fast stream. As a
result of interaction, reverse corotating fast MHDshocks may form near 0.i AU
at the leading edge of the high-speed stream. These shocks possess a "switch-
on" mechanismfor amplification of tangential small-scale fluctuations. The
second shock is the coronal slow shock, which may be imbeddedin large coronal
holes at altitudes of a few solar radii in the sub-Alfvenic region.
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Mathematical Development

The governing equations for the expansion of the solar wind along each
stream tube maybe represented by a system of five equations. The equation
of continuity is

e • V (pU/B) = 0 (1)
S

where p is the mass density, and _ = _/U is the unit vector along the stream-
s

llne direction. The parallel component of the equation of motion is

÷ U2 i

es " (V -_ +--p V p - H) = 0 (2)

where p is the thermal pressure, and

H = (GMIr 3) _ 2 _ -- - x x (5x

G is the gravitational constant, M is mass of the sun, and _ the heliocentric

position vector. The force acting on a unit mass of the solar wind plasma, _,

consists of the gravitational force and two fictitious body forces: the

coriolis force and the centrifugal force.

The variation of p and p along each streamline is governed by

es • (Vp - c2 V p) = 0 (3)

where c = (_p/p)½ is the sound speed in a heat conducting+plasma, = is the

polytropic index. The conduction heat flux is parallel to e
S'

q = -K e e • V T (4)
S S

where T is the one-fluid temperature, and the thermal conductivity

K = K T5/2

-i -I -3.5
with K,= 7.5 x 10-7 erg s cm deg . The polytropic index is directly

related to the variation in thermal state and in heat conduction process along
each streamline,

+{(5 mB (_B }e • - _) v p v ) = 0 (5)s 3kTU

where m is the proton mass and k Boltzmann's constant, _ is not a constant along
each streamline. In the expansion of the solar wind, _ < 5/3 when conduction

heat acts as an energy source, it continuously converts into other forms of

energy. _ -- 5/3 in the region where q is a divergence-free vector (including

the adiabatic condition with q = 0). A special feature of the present formula-

tion of energetics for a heat conducting plasma is the use of a varying poly-

tropic index _ in (3) and (5) instead of the equivalent equation of energy con-
servation
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[0uiu2+spGM1e • V -- --- + =0
s B-- 2 2 0 r

From equations (i) - (3), we can obtain

÷[U 2 i U2 _]0 (6)es • ( - i) _ V p - V _n B + =
c2

+ • (U 2 - c 2) V gn 0 - U2 gn B + H = 0 (7)
e s

and e • (c2 - U2) V gn U - c2 gn B - H = 0 (8)
S

-e • V _n B measures the rate of fractional change _f cross-sectional area ofs
a stream tube along the streamline direction. Once es and the variation of

cross-sectlonal area are known, the expansion equat_Qns _ean he integrated along
each streamline.

The variation in the direction and the magnitude of the cross-sectional

area of each stream tube is controlled by the interaction between neighboring

stream tubes (Whang, 1980). The interaction process is governed by the

divergence-free condition of the magnetic field.

V. B = 0 (9)

and the dynamical equilibrium of momentum transverse to the streamline
direction

÷ ÷ =_ ÷ ÷ ) • (iV D* --_) = 0 (10)
(U2 - a2_ e • V e + (I - e e s "0• S S " S " "

)½ -"where a = B/(4_p is the Alfven speed, I is a unit dyadic, and p* = p+B2/8_

is the sum of thermal and magnetic pressures. Making use of equation (6), we

can write (9) in a new form

÷ +_ • (U2-c 2) _ V p*+c2H = 0 (II)U 2 (c2+a 2) -c2a 2 V- es s

The system of the interaction equations, (i0) and (ii), shows that the varia-

tion of the streamline direction is controlled by Vp* and H. The system is

elliptic or hyperbolic, depending on the sign of

[U2(a 2 + c2) - a2 c2 ] /(U 2 - a2)(U 2 - c2). It is hyperbolic in the super-

Alfvenic, supersonic regime

U > max (a, c)

or in a sub-Alfvenic, subsonic regime with

-½

( I__+ i__) < U < min (a, c)
a2 c2

The system of interaction equations is elliptic in other regimes.
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In the two hyperbolic flow regimes, solutions of the interaction equations
respectively represent families of fast and slow MHDwaves. Whensuccessive
MHDwaves travel faster than the preceding ones, they overtake and combine with

each other. This phenomenon leads to the formation of fast or slow MHD shocks.

Corotating Shocks Near 0. i AU

A simultaneous solution of the expansion equations and the interaction

equations is carried out to demonstrate the formation of corotating shock near

the equatorial plane in the hyperbolic flow region outside ~0. i AU where the

flow of a low-6 plasma is supersonic and slightly super-Alfvenic. We assume

that near the solar equatorial plane the flow properties are independent of the

latitude. Let _ denote the directional angle between -_ and es, en = _ x e s

a unit vector normal to the streamline direction, H = e • and H = e • .
S S n n

Then we may write the interaction equations, (I0) and (ii), near the equatorial
plane as

and

÷ sin _) + I _ • V p* = H (12)
(U2 - a2)(e s • V _ - --7 _ n n

U (c2 + a2) c2 a2] ÷ 1-cos- (en • V_+ )r

+ _ (U2 - c2) _ • V p* = -c 2 H (13)
O s s

In the super-Alfvenic hyperbolic regime, the Mach angle _ for fast NttD
waves is defined by

cos _ = (I - a2/U2) ½ (i - c2/U2) ½ (14)

We may introduce

c+ = cos _ e ± sin _ e , (15)- s n

unit vector_ along the two characteristic directions. The characteristic curve

defined by c+ running ahead of the streamline in the direction of solar rota-

tion may be called the forward characteristic curve, and that defined by c

running behind the streamline the reverse characteristic curve. We can

express the interaction equations in the form of characteristic equations

obtained from a linear combination of (12) and (13),

c± • (V _ ± Q V p*) = S± (16)

where Q =

13(U 2 - a2) tan

cos _ H c2 H

and S+=- _ n T s + Ir [sin (#±_) T sin _]
U2 a2 U 4 sin
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Solutions for MHD interaction between solar wind streams in the low-B

region of the inner heliosphere can be obtained from integrations of the expan-

sion equations along streamlines, and integrations of the interaction equations

(16) along characteristic curves. A method of solution for solar wind streams

in the super-Alfvenic region has been developed previously (Whang and Chien,

1981). The present approach differs from the previous one in two aspects:

(i) using a varying polytropic index in (3) and (5) instead of the equivalent

equation of energy conservation, and (ii) introducing a new form (Ii) to re-

present the divergence-free condition (9). The advantages of the present

approach are (i) each of the final interaction equations (16) contains only

derivatives along a characteristic direction, and (ii) slow mode MHD waves are

not suppressed.

The following numerical solution demonstrates the interaction between two

streams of solar wind flow at different Alfven numbers, in which a slow stream

precedes a sharply bounded fast stream of higher Alfven number. Assume that

at the initial surface r = 22.5 R , the profile for the radial speed (in km/s)
@

be given by

U = 400 + 8 (I - erf m)
r

where _ is the azimuthal angle in degrees. A smooth increase of the flow speed

from U = 400 km/s and U/a = 1.087 to U = 416 km/s and U/a = 1.132 takes place
r r

in a narrow region with its longitudinal width of approximately 4 °. We further

assume that at the initial surface

and

U = - _r

-2
nU = 2.795 x 105 protons cm

r

T = 4.3 x 105 K

-I
s

From the slow to the fast stream, B changes from 484 to 439 nT, and p* from

1.016 x 10-6 to 0.847 x 10-6 dyne/cm 2.

We have obtained the numerical solution for all flow parameters in the

region 22.5 < r/R < 30.4. In the top frame of Figure I are plotted the
-- O

streamlines (in heavy curves) and the two families of characteristic curves in

the physical plane. The streamline passing through m = 0 at the initial sur-

face is identified as the central streamline. At the initial surface, the Mach

angle decreases across the interface from _ = 83.6 ° in the slow stream to

= 62.8 ° in the fast stream due to changes in Alfven numbers. Thus the slopes

of those characteristic curves starting near the initial interface change rap-

idly. The merging of the reverse characteristic curves shown in the plot

indicates the formation of a reverse corotating shock, it signifies a piling up

of the fast-mode MHD waves to form a fast MHD shock. The lower frame of Figure

1 shows the profile of the total pressure p* at various heliocentric distances.

Shock fronts with steep profiles of p* appear at the leading edge region. The

shock fronts become broader and weaker at approximately 15 ° (or ~24 hours)

behind the central streamline due to geometrical effects. Unlike the total

pressure, other flow properties (U, p, T, etc.) change abruptly across the

stream interface around the central streamline. Disturbances of flow proper-
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pertles due to stream interaction are confined to an interaction region bounded

by the two characteristics which intersect the initial surface near the central

streamline. The solar wind streams undergo a simple expansion process without

strong interaction between neighboring stream tubes outside of the interaction

region. In the region where the flow is slightly super-Alfvenic, one can distin-

guish clearly the shock front from the interface because of large Mach angles.

Between the interface and the reverse shock, the flow properties carry the

signatures of a shocked plasma as shown in Figure 2, which plots the profiles

of U and T at various heliocentric distances. Although the temperature is
r

assumed to be uniform at the initial surface, the shocked plasma has a higher

temperature in the leading edge region.

This example illustrates that in the low-8 region of the inner heliosphere

where the solar wind flow is slightly super-Alfvenic, if the Alfven number in-

creases at the leading edge region of a high-speed stream even at a very slow

rate, reverse corotating shocks may form in the region. These shocks are fast

MHD shocks of low-8 plasma, with the upstream normal Mach number slightly great-

er than I. They are capable of amplifying the tangential component of the mag-

netic field. Thus, the presence of a small random fluctuation field upstream

of these shock surfaces can be amplified to produce a large, tangential fluc-

tuation field downstream of the shock. This effect may be called a switch-on

mechanism, which will be discussed in detail in a separate paper. This ampli-

fication mechanism is probably responsible for the presence of large-amplitude

anisotropic fluctuations observed at the leading edge of high-speed streams

(Belcher and Davis, 1971).

Coronal Slow Shocks

At altitudes of a few solar radii, the solar wind is a sub-Alfvenic low-8

plasma. It has been suggested that, in this region of the inner heliosphere,

corotating slow MHD shocks might be imbedded within large polar coronal holes

KWII_LL_, _o_ 2.

Figure 3 depicts the geometry of a coronal slow shock around a simple two-

hole corona. The solar wind originating from open-field coronal holes is ac-

celerated to high speeds at low altitudes in the corona. Streams originating

from the edge of the polar open-field regions flow around the curved boundary

of the helmet-shaped, closed-field region (Pneuman and Kopp, 1971). Near the

inner edge of the neutral sheet, the flow direction of each stream changes

suddenly, becoming parallel to the neutral sheet. An oblique slow shock can

develop near or at the neutral point. The shock extends polewards to form a

composite surface of discontinuity surrounding the sun. These standing shocks

could occur quite close to the solar surface, at 2 to 5 solar radii above large

coronal holes. Numerical solutions have been constructed for the expansion of

the solar wind in open field region of the solar corona along stream tubes with

prescribed geometry by Pneuman and Kopp (1971) and by Whang (1983). These

solutions did not consider dynamical interaction between neighboring stream

tubes, and their streamline geometry was introduced under an a priori assump-

tion that no shocks exist in the corona.

For not very large coronal holes, the coronal slow shocks are weaker at

lower altitudes, and could have a partially concave surface as shown in Figure 4.
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CORONAL SLOW SHOCKS

Figure 3. The geometry of a slow shock in a corona with two large polar holes.

CORONAL SLOW SHOCK

Figure 4. For not very large coronal holes, the slow shocks are weaker at lower

altitudes, and could have a partially concave shock surface.
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Let 8 denote the angle between the magnetic field and the shock nodal,

and C be the normal slow speed,
s

C2 = I (a2 + c2 ) I{ 2 .}½s _ _ (a2 + c2) - 4a2 c2 c°s2e

The nodal component of the flow speed U is greater than C upstream, and less
n s

than C downstream of a slow MHD shock. The flow downstream of a slow shock is
S

hyperbolic, s_-Alfvenic and s_sonic. In the hyperbolic flow region, solu-

tions of the interaction equations (I0) and (ii) represent (obtuse) Mach angle
with

=- 1 1 (17)
cos _ U 2 U2

(Sears and Resler, 1961). Successive slow waves travel upstream faster than

the preceding ones, so that they overt_e and combine with each other to for

a slow sho_ upstream of the s_-Alfvenic and s_sonic hype_olic flow region.

In contrast with the Jump conditions for fast MHD shocks, B and e decrease

across a slow shock. 8 increases due to the sudden rise in the thermal pressure

and the drop in the magnetic pressure. However, p*, as well as 0 and T, always

increase. The possible existence of coronal slow shocks can significantly

revise our understanding on the dynamical structure of the global solar wind.
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DYNAMICALEVOLUTIONOFINTERPLANETARYMAGNETICFIELDSANDFLOWS
BETWEEN0.3 AUAND8.5 AU: ENTRAINMENT
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Greenbelt, MD20771

R. Schwennand H. Rosenbauer
Max-Planck-Institut fur Aeronomie

Katlenburg-Lindau 3, Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

The radial evolution of interplanetary flows and associated magnetic

fields between 0.3 AU and 8.5 AU was analyzed using data from Helios I and

Voyager I, respectively. During a 70-day interval in 1980 Voyager I

observed two streams which appeared to be recurrent and which had little

fine structure. The corresponding flows observed by Helios I were much

more complex, showing numerous small streams, transient flows and shocks as

well as a few large corotating streams. It is suggested that in moving to

8 AU the largest corotating streams swept up the slower flows (transient

and/or corotating streams) and shocks into a relatively thin region in

which they coalesced to form a single large-amplitude compression wave. We

refer to this combined process of sweeping and coalescence as

"entrainment". The resulting large-amplitude compression wave is different

from that formed by the steepening of a corotating stream from a coronal

hole, because different flows from distinct sources, with possibly

different composition and magnetic polarity, are brought together to form a

single new structure. As a result of entrainment, memory of the sources

and flow configurations near the sun is lost. Small-scale features are

erased as the flows move outward and energy is transferred from small

scales to large scales by entrainment. Thus in the outer solar system the

structure of the solar wind may be dominated by large scale pressure waves

(compressions followed by rarefactions) separated by several AU. Beyond

several AU most of the compression waves are no longer driven by streams,

and the compression waves expand freely. At large distances (_ 25 AU) they

will have interacted extensively with one another producing yet another

state of the solar wind, with fewer large-scale non-uniformities and more

small-scale non-uniformities.
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ONTHEFIELD CONFIGURATIONIN MAGNETICCLOUDS

H. Goldstein

Max-Planck-lnstitut fHr Aeronomie

3411Katlenburg-Lindau, FRG

ABSTRACT

Interplanetary magnetic clouds are represented by cylindrically symmetric

equilibrium solutions of the MHD-equations. The radial magnetic pressure gra-

dient of the force-free field is balanced by the curvature stress. The field

inside is essentially parallel to the cylinder axis, far outside it is oriented

in azimuthal direction. These configurations therefore differ from the non-

selfconsistent model proposed by Klein and Burlaga (1982), where the field

lines are tightly wound even near the axis.

I. Introduction

Interplanetary magnetic clouds are defined as extended regions (_ 0.25 AU

at I AU) in which the magnetic field strength is higher than average, the

magnetic pressure exceeds the ion pressure and the field vector rotates parallel

to a plane (Klein and Burlaga, 1982). A unique model for the magnetic field

does not exist, but a number of different configurations seem to be consistent

with the results of a minimum variance analysis (Burlaga and Behannon, 1982).

However, these models were not required to be solutions of the MHD-equations

so far. In this paper we present such selfconsistent configurations, which for

simplicity are cylindrically symmetric as in the model proposed by Klein and

Burlaga. Two observational facts can then be understood in a different way as

before. Firstly, in most cases the direction of minimum variance is essentially

the radial direction. Secondly, the higher (magnetic) pressure inside the

cloud does not imply a rapid expansion, but the observed flow-velocity v in

the comovlng frame is smaller than the Alfv_n-velocity vA.

2. The Model

We start out from the momentum equation in a frame moving with the cloud,

which is assumed to be a time-independent configuration.

I

0 X • V X : - Vp + _x _B (I)

Since cl0 _v • V Xl/li x _I _ v2/v_ << | and cJVpl/]i x B[_ p /(B2/S_) << I.
the convective term and the pressure gradient can be neglected in first approxi-

mation, such that the magnetic field is force-free, i.e. i x B = 0 or by
Ampere's law:

- V B 2 + 2 (B • V) B = 0. (2)

For our model we use cylindrical coordinates r, _, z and assume that the

magnetic field depends only on r:
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-ddr (B_ + Bz) - 2 rB_ - 0 (3)

The radial component B is zero because of V • B = 0. The general solution canr
be given in terms of a generating function F(r)--= B_ + B2 (SchlHter, 1957):

z

B_ = r2 drdF B2z = 2ri d(r2dr F) (4)

Since B_ and B 2 are not negative, F(r) has to be chosen such that 0 > dF > _ 2F.

Therefore the _agnetic field strength has a maximum on the axis. Equ_t_n--(3) r

shows that the gradient of the magnetic pressure is balanced by the curvature

stress. If the current density and the total current are finite, the field is

oriented along the axis near the center and directed in azimuthal direction

far outside. Therefore the field lines cannot be tightly wound near the axis

as proposed by the model of Klein and Burlaga.

It is interesting to study the consequences for a minimum variance analysis.

Figure I shows a configuration with its axis in the equatorial plane perpendicular

to the radial direction R. During the passage of this cloud a spacecraft would

observe a rotation of the magnetic field vector B from a southward to a north-

ward direction in a plane perpendicular to R so t--hatR is the direction of

minimum variance. The cylinder axis is oriented along--the direction of medium

variance. These results fully agree with the observations as summarized by

Burlaga and Behannon, however, we give a different interpretation here.

3. Summary and Conclusion

Magnetic clouds can be represented by cylindrically symmetric equilibrium

configurations, which are force-free solutions of the MHD-equations. The magnetic

pressure gradient is balanced by the curvature stress of the field lines. The

results of a minimum variance analysis as reported by Klein and Burlaga (1982)

and by Burlaga and Behannon (1982) are consistent with configurations where

the cylinder-axis is oriented parallel to the ecliptic plane and perpendicular

to the radial direction. However, the search for magnetic clouds was restricted

so far to cases where the field vector rotates from a northward to a southward

direction or vice versa. Therefore it can be expected that different orienta-

tions of the cylinder-axis are possible. Probably, thick sector boundaries (Klein

and Burlaga, 1980) may be understood as magnetic clouds with their axis normal

to the ecliptic plane.
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_ MAGNETIC
FIELD LINES

/ ..-".

i [ ._-_K--_ !. / _-ECLIPTIC

\ / .._" PLANE

Z

--R

Figure 1. Cylindrical magnetic cloud with its axis in the equatorial plane
perpendicular to the radial direction R. The magnetic field lines are circular

far outside and straight lines parall_ to the z-axis inside. WRen this confi-

guration passes a spacecraft (S/C) a rotation of the field vector in a plane

perpendicular to R is observed. This is illustrated in the upper part of the

figure (compare w_th the observations sketched in figure 7 in Burlaga and

Behannon (1982)) R is the direction of minimum variance and the axis is

oriented parallel t--othe direction of medium variance.
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SOME SIMULATED CHARACTERISTICS OF MAGNETIC CLOUDS

M. Dryer l, So T. Wu2, and G.. Gislason 3
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2 - University of Alabama at Huntsville, Huntsville, AL 35899.
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In a number of recent MHD simulations of solar flare-generated shocks,

we have examined some characteristics of thedisturbed interplanetary

plasma and interplanetary magnetic field in the light of recent descrip-

tions (Klein and Burlaga, 1982) of magnetic clouds. Although our model

incorporates all three components of the IMF and plasma velocity, we have
confined attention primarily to shock pulses that are confined to the solar

equatorial plane. The coupled motions in the north-south direction are,

therefore, minor. Thus, we can consider the solar equatorial plane to be,

essentially, the plane of minimum variance for the Becomponent.

We found that our results, for high velocity shocks, provide the

following characteristics: the IMF magnitude is high and the direction

changes appreciably by means of significant rotation of B nearly parallel"

to the solar equatorial plane; plasma B is low (< l.O); and cold regions
(i.e., less than ambient temperatures) are simulated within "clouds" hav-

ing radial dimensions _0.25 AU (at l.O AU) that experienced continued ex-
pansion as they moved in the anti-sunward direction. These features have

been described within a set of 45 events (out of a total of 70) described

by Klein and Burlaga. In _iew of the fact that we considered the usual,
"canonical", ambient spiral IMF without reconnection anywhere, our MHD

simulations suggest that many features of shock-associated magnetic clouds
can be understood in the context of a globally-restricted IMF that is tem-

porarily twisted by the expanding shock wave. Hence, closed magnetic
k,._L1 L,
uuuu,es, caused auy reconnecting IMF, are not necessary to produce the

Dbserved svmntoms of "clouds".
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ON 1980 FEBRUARY 6 WITH A POSSIBLY FLARE-GENERATED

SOLAR-WIND DISTURBANCE
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Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

R. D. Zwlckl and S. J. Bame

Space Physics Group

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Solar-wind plasma data from the ISEE-3 and Helios 2 spacecraft have been

examined in order to explain a uniquely rapid I0° turning of the plasma tall of

comet Bradfield 19791 on 1980 February 6. An earlier study conducted before the

availability of in sltu solar-wlnd data (Brandt et al., 1980) suggested that the

tail position angle change occurred in response to a solar-wind velocity shear

across which the polar component changed by ~50 km s-I. The present

contribution confirms this result and further suggests that the comet-tall

activity was caused by non-corotatlng, disturbed plasma flows probably
associated with an Importance IB solar flare.

Introduction

It is widely believed that most (if not fully all) rapid and large-scale

changes in the plasma tails of comets are caused by structures and disturbances

in the solar wind (Biermann and L_st, 1963; Brandt and Mendis, 1979: Niedner and

Brandt, 1980). This coupling is a result of the strong interaction which takes

place between the magnetized solar wind and the sunward cometary ionosphere via

mass loading of the solar wind by CO+ and other cometary molecular ions. The

basic picture of the plasma tail is of a magnetic flux tube consisting of swept-

up interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and guiding ions initially created in the

head region in a small (4103 km) production zone (Alfv_n, 1957). Thus, the tail

is formed in a manner similar to that of the Venusian magnetotail (cf. Russell

et al., 1982). The detailed physics of the comet/solar-wind interaction have

recently been summarized for the head region by Schmidt and Wegmann (1982) and

by Ip and Axford (1982), and for the tail region by Brandt (1982; also see Ip

and Axford, 1982).

The branch of cometary study which examines associations between comet-tail

transients and solar-wind structures is a dual one in the sense that in situ

solar-wind measurements are often necessary to establish the cause of a

particular plasma-tail disturbance, whereas classes of tail transients whose

solar-wind cause(s) are generally well known may be used as solar-wlnd probes

when in situ coverage is lacking. This latter aspect--the use of comets as

interplanetary probes--is especially important for high-latitude solar-wind

studies and examples are the use of tail orientations as diagnostics of the

global solar-wind velocity structure over many solar cycles (e.g., Brandt et
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al., 1972), and plasma tall disconnection events as probable sector boundary
markers (Niedner, 1982).

The I0° turning (on the plane of the sky) of the inner plasma tail axis of
comet Bradfield 19791 which occurred on 1980 February 6, and which was reported
by Brandt et al. (1980), is primarily an example of the first kind of
cometary/solar-wlnd associations. The comet was a low ecliptic latitude (-593)
object less than 0.5 AU from Earth--geometric circumstances ideal for
establishing a solar-wind assoclation--but the unavailability of interplanetary
solar-wind measurementsat the time of the original study (Brandt et al., 1980)
restricted the analysis to a general wlndsock approach in which the observed
tail position angle variation yielded an infinite set of vector solar-wlnd
velocity solutions (due to the 2-D nature of the photographs). The explanation
considered most likely by Brandt et al. was that the comet encountered a ~50 km
s-I shear in the polar component of the solar-wlnd speed in ,30 minutes. The
reader is referred to Brandt et al. (1980) for additional details.

The purpose of the present commentis to report an updated analysis based
on recently available ISEE-3 and Helios 2 plasma data (Helios 2 data were kindly
made available by H. Rosenbauer and R. Schwenn through the National Space
Science Data Center, Greenbelt, MD). The study confirms and extends someof Le
Borgne's (1982) conclusions based on the samecometary and spacecraft data.

Spacecraft Observations

The relative positions of comet Bradfield, Helios 2, and ISEE-3 at the time
of the tail turning on 1980 February 6.1UT are shownin Figure i.

HELLOS 2 _ (ISEE_)

r=- 0._ AU _ COM_ BRADFIELD

bc- --_

Figure I. Ecliptic plane projection of comet Bradfleld and the three

spacecraft--ISEE-3, Helios 2, and Helios 1--whlch were making solar-wlnd

measurements near the time of the comet-tail disturbance on 1980 February 6.1

UT. The cited latitudes are ecliptic.
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Although the position of Helios 1 is also shown, the present paper will address

only plasma data from Helios 2 and ISEE-3. It is important to note that the

comet was observed at the low ecliptic latitude of -593 and that Helios 2 was

< I° off the Sun-comet llne (in longitude). Specifically, Helios 2 was 0.15 AU

almost directly upstream of the comet and hence should have observed, some short

time (,0.5 days) earlier, whatever solar-wind feature created the comet-tail

disturbance. The relatively small separation of the comet and ISEE-3

(longitudinal separation ~ 25 °) also favored the observation of any associated

solar-wind structure by ISEE-3.

Data from the Helios 2 plasma detector (H. Rosenbauer, PI) are shown in the

top five panels of Figure 2. The data are one-hour averages. The feature of
maximum interest is the _W = 300-500 km s-I increase in the bulk speed which

took place in less than 2 hours on ~February 5.6 UT. By its steep slope, this

feature looks more llke an interplanetary shock (see Figure I of Borrini et al.,

1982) than the (much more slowly changing) leading edge of a corotating high-

speed stream (see Figure I of Gosling et al., 1978), but a feature of this

structure which is distinctly unlike both shocks and streams is the lack of a

density spike or compression region accompanying the velocity rise (R. Schwenn,

private communication). Le Borgne (1982) has discussed this interesting aspect

and 3 further commented on the region of exceptionally low proton density (Np ,I
cm- ) preceding the velocity rise.

The lower two panels of Figure 2 show, respectively, the Helios 2 bulk

velocity data shifted to the comet on the assumption of radial propagation at

approximately constant wind speeds of 600 km s-l, and theoretical comet-tail

position angles calculated from the wlndsock theory (Brandt and Rothe 1976) and

the shifted Helios 2 flow angles. The asterisks are position angles measured

from the three photographs presented in Brandt et al. (1980). Note the very

close agreement between the predicted arrival time of the velocity feature at

the comet and the time of the tall disturbance. Also significant is the very

close match-up of the observed position angle variation with a steep, predicted

variation caused mainly by a ~20 ° change in the polar flow angle immediately

following the velocity increase.

Figure 3 shows 5-mlnute averaged data for the same time period from the Los

Alamos plasma instrument on ISEE-3. The format is similar to Figure 2 except

for the last panel, which gives the fractional helium abundance Na/N p. Despite
the presence of a _4h40 TM data gap, a ~150 km s-I velocity rise can be seen

starting early on February 6. An associated storm sudden commencement (ssc),

shown on the abscissa of the velocity panel, occurred at 3h20 m _T. Although of

lesser amplitude and smaller maximum speed (600 vs. >800 km s-_), the velocity

feature seen by ISEE-3 is almost certainly the same structure as was observed by
Helios 2 ~12 hours earlier.

Definitive resolution of the question of origin of the velocity feature is

not possible here, but it is noteworthy that the 12 hr. time delay, when

combined with the ~25 ° longitude separation between Helios 2 and ISEE-3, is

incompatible with a corotating stream hypothesis ($ = 50_4/day, P = 7.1 days).

At the present time we favor a flare origin for this feature although the lack

of a density spike prevents its classification as an interplanetary shock. The

candidate flare is the same as that mentioned by Le Borgne (1982): 1980

February 3, ~13:28 UT, SI5EI5, Importance IB, with associated Type IV radio

emission (Le Borgne actually quotes the Solar Geophysical Data Prompt Reports
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position of N18EI3, which was in error; the group llne average for the same
flare in the Comprehensive Reports is S15E15). It should be pointed out that

probably not all five days of elevated solar-wind speed at Helios 2 (Figure 2)

contain actual flare ejecta; as discussed by Borrlni et al. (1982), the general

persistence of high-speed wind for several days during flare-lnduced

interplanetary disturbances may be due to a magnetic re-arrangement of the
corona at and near the flare site.

The projected flare meridian is shown in Figure 1 as the Sun-centered

linear arrow. Note its close proximity to the Sun-comet/Hellos 2 line (A_ =

7?5) and the larger distance to ISEE-3 (A_ = 1795). If it had a flare origin as

tentatively suggested here, then the larger amplitude and maximum speed of the

velocity structure at Helios 2 is qualitatively in agreement with many models of

flare-generated interplanetary disturbances (e.g., DeYoung and Hundhausen, 1973;

D'Uston et al., 1977 ; Borrlni et al., 1982) which predict maximum plasma speeds

and minimum transit times at or near the flare longitude. Assuming

identification with the above-mentloned flare, the mean transit speeds between

the Sun and spacecraft were 815 km s-I (Helios 2) and 662 km s-I (ISEE-3); the

resulting longitudinal gradient of ~15 km s-I deg -I is approximately double the

values resulting from D'Uston et al.'s (1981) models.

Summary

In summation:

I.) A solar-wind disturbance seen in both the Helios 2 and ISEE-3 plasma data

was found which produced the tail turning event in comet Bradfleld. Theoretical

tail position angles generated from the in situ data showed that the tall event

was probably caused by an observed shear in the polar speed component

immediately behind a large rise in the bulk speed (AW = 300-500 km s-I), thus

confirming the earlier study by Brandt et al. (1980).

2.) Observations of the feature's arrival times at ISEE-3 and Helios 2

strongly suggest a non-corotating trajectory. Although the lack of a density

enhancement prohibits classfication of this system as an interplanetary shock

ensemble, a plausible solar flare origin for the feature is proposed (as first
suggested by Le Borgne, 1982).

3.) The study clearly underscores the sensitivity of cometary plasma tails to

sudden large-scale changes in the bulk flow of the solar wind.
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